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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

HERTFORDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY

SOCIETY.

Okdinaet Meeting, 25th October, 1881, at Watford.

George Eooper, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. George Brightwen, The Grove, Stanmore ; Mrs. James
Currie, Hill Side, Watford; Mr. Marlborough R. Pryor, M.A.,
F Z.S., Weston Manor, Stevenage ; and Miss Hooper, Nascott
House, Watford, were proposed as Members of the Society.

The following lecture was delivered :

—

" The Movements of Plants." By the Rev. George Hcnslow,
M.A., F.L.S., r.G.S.

The Lecturer commenced by remarking that the old distinction between
Animals and Plants, that the former could move, but not the latter, was no lonsjer

tenable ; for many animals such as sponges and oysters were fixed, but innumerable
minute alg* could move freely in water ; and that all plants, though fixed in the

soil, were constantly in motion as far as their aerial parts were concerned.

Commencing with germinating plants, he described how the radicle first pro-

trudes, and then immediately "circumnutates," circumnutation being the word
which has been adopted to express a variety of movements of different kinds as

specially modified for different organs. It was a kind of "bowing around."

Simultaneously with this, geotropism or a tendency to turn in the direction of the

earth comes into play ; so that the radicle invariably turns towards the soil.

This downward force only acts upon the extreme tip of the radicle, which is

sensitive; an influence, however, is communicated to a point higher up, where
the radicle bends. The means by which the radicle penetrates the soil is neither

of these forces, but as soon as its root-hairs are formed, they become fixed to the

particles of earth, and so furnish a. purchase to the radicle, which now penetrates

by force of growth alone.

The tip of radicles is also sensitive to moisture, so that it grows in the direction of

it, and this explains the so-called habit of roots to "seek" for water. Its most

remarkable property, however, is its sensitiveness to contact, so that if it meet
an obstacle a radicle deviates from it. This being the only known instance of

any plant-organ turning away from an irritant. As soon as the radicle gets past

the obstruction—say a stone—geotropism then causes it to go downwards once

more. Geotropism only acts with full influence on the central axial root.

Secondary roots are inclined at an angle to the first. If, however, this latter be

cut away, then the secondary ones turn downwards ; tlie tertiary rootlets are

uninfluenced by it, the result being that the entire mass of roots is spread out

in the best way for searching the ground for nourishment and water.

VOL. II.—PART V. B
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The lecturer then described the downward motion of the peduncles of TrlfoUum
subterrancum, which succeed in burying their fruits for the sake of nourishing them
independently of roots.

The circumnutation of the young stems of seedlings as they issue from the

ground was described, their ascent being the combined action of apogeotropism,

or the tendency to turn away from the earth, and circumnutation.

The motions of leaves were then considered. The most interesting and pro-

nounced being the so-called Sleep of Plants. Mr. Henslow selected several

instances described in Mr. Darwin's book on the ' Movements of Plants,' which
clearly showed that the object gained by the folding of the leaves together,

which takes place in so many plants, is to prevent injury from radiation at night.

The lecturer finally described several cases of motion in flowers, such as in the

corolla of many flowers which opens and shuts, the stamens which move forwards,

as in barberry, and even of the pistil as in Stylidiuin and Maranta, the purpose

in every case being connected with insect-fertilisation.

For further details the reader is referred to Mr. Darwin's work mentioned
above ; and an abstract of it by the lecturer iu the last volume of the
' Popular Science Eeview.'

Specimens and diagrams were exhibited by the Author in

illustration of the lecture.

Oedinaky Meeting, 22nd November, 1881, at Watfoed.

George Eooper, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. George Brightwen, The Grove, Stanmore ; Mrs. James
Currie, Hill Side, Watford; Mr. Marlborough R. Pryor, M.A.,

F.Z.S., Weston Manor, Stevenage; and Miss Rooper, Nascott

House, Watford, were elected Members of the Society.

Mr. William Hill, jun., The Maples, Hitchin ; Mr. Eobert May
Christopher James, Clarendon Lodge, Watford ; Mr. Francis Ransom,
Fairfield, Hitchin ; and Mr. John Weall, Rutland Lodge, Watford,

were proposed as Members.

The following communications were read :
—

1. "On Some of the Effects of the Recent Gale in Hertfordshire."

By Alfred T. Brett, M.D.^'

2. " On a Whirlwind between Watford and St. Albans." By
John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.M.S. {Trcmsadions, Vol. II, p. 95.)

3. "On Methods of Prevention of Insect-Injury." By Eleanor

A. Ormerod, F.M.S. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 1.)

4. "Note on a Cloud of Butterflies." By John E. Littleboy.

{Transactio7is, Vol. II, p. 96.)

5. " Note on a Cuckoo laying in a Swallow's Nest." By George

Rooper, F.Z.S. {Transactiotis, Vol. II, p. 96.)

* Incorporated in the Rev. C. "W. Harvey's paper on the " Gale of the 14tli

of October, 1881," ' Transactions,' Vol. II, p. 17.
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Okdix.vky Meeting, 24Tn November, 1881, at HERTFonn.

IIenry Gilbertson, Esq., in the Chair.

Lady Frances T?ushhy, AVonnloy Bury, irciddesdon ; jMiss Alico

Murray, Epcombs, Hertford ; aud the llov. Frederick Kudge, M.A.,

Moesdeu llcctory, Buiitiugford, were proposed as Members of the

Society.

The following papers were read :

—

1. " :N'otes on the Flora of Hertfordshire." By R. T. Andrews.

Mr. Andrews stated that Epipactis latifolia had been found ji;ro\ving in Bhick Fan
"Wood, Baylord, by the Rev. C. C. Thornton, on the lOth of Au,<,nist; that

Diaui/iii.i Aimeria had been seen growing- plentifully by the roadside near

Wadesmill, by his (Mr. Andrews') children ; and also that Vohjpodium calcariidii

had been gathered at one of the Field Jleetings of the Society, growing on the

wall at the farni-entrauce to Broxbouruebury, where it had apparently established

itself as an escape, with Scolopendrium vulgare and Asplenium adiantum-nigrum.

He also drew a comparison between the state of flowering of plants in Hert-

fordshire aud Devonshire in October, showing, as would naturally be expected,

that vegetation was in a much more forward state in Devon than in Herts.

2. " jS^otes on a Microscopical Aquarium." By Isaac Robinson.

[Transactions, Vol. II, p. 112.)

3. " On Cklorodesmos hispida, a new Flagellate Animalcule."

By F. W. Phillips, F.L.S. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 92.)

The remainder of the meeting was devoted to the examination of

microscopic objects, of which the following may be mentioned :

—

Anacharis alsinastru7n showing the circulation of sap, exhibited by
Mr. Gilbertson; "Collared Monads," by Mr. Robinson; Stentor

Millleri, by Mr. Phillips ; and Protococcus plmialis (resting-spores),

Palmella cruenta, and Bacteria, by Mr. Croft.

Ordinary Meeting, 20th December, 1881, at "Watford.

Alfred T. Brett, M.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Lady Frances Bushby, Wormley Bury, Hoddesdon; Mr. William

Hill, jun.. The Maples, Hitchin ; Mr. R. M. C. James, Clarendon

Lodge, Watford ; Miss Alice Murray, Epcombs, Hertford ; Mr.

Francis Ransom, Fairfield, Hitchin ; the Rev. F. Rudge, M.A.,

Meesden Rectory, Buntingford; and Mr. John Weall, Rutland

Lodge, Watford, were elected Members of the Society.

Mr. Henry Wood, Woodside, Watford, and Mr. Thomas Hoade

Woods, Durrants, Watford, were proposed as Members.

The following paper was read :

—

"Hertfordshire Deer-Parks." By James Edmund Harting,

F.L.S., F.Z.S. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 97.)

Mr. Sydney Humbert, referring to the disparked park at "Walkern, said that

he should think that it was originally a forest rather than a park, for both

"Walkern Bury farmhouse and "Walkera Park Farm were moated. "When the
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moat was dredged some years ago, large quantities of deers' antlers were found in

it, and they would, lie thought, afford some evidence that there was an extensive

deer-park or deer-forest there at one time.

Mr. Littleboy remarked that for several years in Ashridge Park the red-deer

and fallow-deer had been allowed to mix freely.

Dr. Brett said that he had been told by an old park-keeper that when he first

went to Cassiobury in 1815 there were between 700 and 800 deer there. The
number was now kept down to about half. Three years ago, as well as in the

present year, a large number.had been lost by disease.

Professor Attfield referred to the large number of deer-parks in the neighbour-

hood of Watford—Moor Park, Rickmansworth, Cassiobury, The Grove, Ashridge,

Gorhambury, and Hatfield being within a walking-distance or a short ride by
rail. There was probably no other Society so interested in deer-parks as the

Hertfordshire.

Mr. Harting replied that there was no doubt the red-deer and the fallow-deer

did agree, notwithstanding the assertion by Gervase Markham. He believed that

the disease in the deer at Cassiobury was caused by a liver-fluke analogous to

that in sheep. In both deer and sheep the licking of soda had been found to be
a remedy.

Mr. Sydney Humbert then read some notes on the destruction of

wild birds, advocating that the Society should take steps to enforce

the observance of the " "Wild Birds Preservation Act " in the county.

Ordinaet Meeting, 22in) Decembeh, 1881, at Hertford.

C. E. Shelly, Esq., B.A., M.B., in the Chair.

The following papers were read :

—

1. "The Gale of the 14th of October, 1881, and its Effects in

Hertfordshire." By the Rev. C. W. Harvey, M.A., P.M.S.
{Transactions, Vol. II, p. 17.)

2. " Izaak Walton and the Eiver Lea." By R. B. Croft, R.N".,

F.L.S. {Transactions, Yol. II, p. 9.)

Ordinary Meeting, 24th Jantjaey, 1882, at St. Albans.

Alfred T. Brett, M.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following paper was read :

—

" The Migration of Birds." By John E. Littleboy, {Transactions,

Vol. II, p. 25.)

Mr. Frederick Littleboy and Mr. John "Weall were appointed

Auditors of the accounts for 1881.

Obdinaet Meeting, 26th January, 1882, at Hertford.

R. B. Croft, Esq., R.N., F.L.S. , F.R.M.S., in the Chair.

Mr. "William Stanforth Harrison, Fore Street, Hertford, was
proposed as a Member of the Society.
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Tlie following paper was read :

—

" Notes on tlie Protozoa of Hertfordsliirc : Section Pantostomatu."
By F. W. Phillips, F.L.S. {TransactU»n, Vol. II, p. 115.)

The paper was illustrated by a number of drawings shown by
the magic-lantern.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING, 21 ST FEBRUARY, 1882.

(At Watford.)

George Rooper, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the Chair.

M. C. Cooke, M.A., LL.D., A.L.S., Editor of 'Grevillea.' etc.,

147, Junction Eoad, London, N., was elected an Honorary Member
of the Society.

The Report of the Council for 1881, and the Treasurer's Account
of Income and Expenditure, were read and adopted, and the thanks
of the Society were accorded to the Auditors.

The President delivered an Address. {Tratisactions, Vol. II, p. 40.)

The balloting-glass having been removed, and the lists examiiu'd
by the Scrutineers, the following gentlemen were declared to have
been duly elected as the Officers and Council for the ensuing year.

President.—George Hooper, F.Z.S.

rice-Presidents.—VroiQBiOY John Attfield, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S.

;

F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.M.S. ; the Right Hon. the

Earl Cowper, E.G. ; John Evans, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

F.L.S., F.G.S. ; J. Gwyn Jeffreys, LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

;

John E. Littleboy.

Treasurer.—Sydney Humbert.
Honorary Secretaries.—John Hopkinson,F.L.S., F.G.S.,F.R.M.S.,

F.M.S. ; Richard B. Croft, R.K, F.L.S. , F.R.M.S.
Librarian.—E. M. Chater.

Curator.—Frank W. Silvester, F.M.S.
Other Members of the Council.—The Rev. Canon Bradby, M.A.

;

Alfred T. Brett, M.D. ; Alfred J. Copeland ; Arthur Cottam,

F.R.A.S. ; H. George Fordham, F.G.S. ; the Rev. C. W. Harvey,
M.A., F.M.S.; Charles F. Humbert, F.G.S.; J. Logan Loblev,

F.G.S., F.R.G.S. ; Joseph Pollard; W. Lepard Smith; the Rev.

E. T. Vaughan, M.A. ; William Verini.

It "was then resolved

—

That the thanks of the Society be given to the Rev. Canon
Bradby, M.A., and Dr. A. T. Brett, retiring from the office of Vice-

President ; to Mr. C. F.Humbert, F.G.S., retiring fi'om the. office

of Treasurer; and to the Right Hon. the Lord Ebury, the Right

Hon. the Earl of Essex, and the Rev. H. R. Peel, M.A., retiring

from the Council.

The thanks of the Society were also accorded to the Honorary

Secretaries.
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Repoht op the Council for 1881.

The Council of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society and

Pield Club, in presenting the seventh Annual Report, has again

the pleasure of stating that the Society maintains its hitherto

prosperous and vigorous condition, the work done by the members
at least equalling in value that of any previous year.

During the year twenty-two ordinary members have been elected,

and one honorary member ; five members have compounded for

their annual subscription ; thirteen members have resigned ; five

have been excluded from the Society for non-payment of subsciiption

for three years ; and the Council regrets to have to record the loss

of four members by death—Mr. W. T. Eley, Mrs. Gwyn Jeffreys,

Mr. Jonathan King, and Mr. Reginald A. Pryor, B.A., F.L.S.

The census of the Society at the end of the years 1880 and 1881

was as follows :

—

1880. 1881.

Honorary Members 14 15

Life Members 31 36

Animal Subscribers 225 220

270 271

Five parts of the Society's ' Transactions ' have been published

during the year, being a greater number than in any previous year.

This has added considerably to the year's expenditure, but has

enabled your Editor to overtake the arrears which had accumulated,

and the present volume, containing the proceediugs of the last two
sessions, will shortly be completed.

The following are the principal papers and lectures which have

been read or delivered during the year 1881 :
—

Jan. 25, at Hertford.—Note on tbe Scbwendenerian Tbeory of Licbens ;

by R. B. Croft, R.N., F.L.S. , Hon. Sec.

On a Species of Chcetospira found near Hoddesdon ; by F. W.
Phillips.

Feb. 15, at "Watford.—Anniversary Address ; by tbe President, J. Gwyn
Jeffreys, LL.D., F.B..S., etc.

22, at Ware.—The Life-bistory of a Monad ; by Isaac Robinson.

On the Occurrence of Red Snow in Hertfordshire ; by R. B.

Croft, R.N., F.L.S.

March 15, at Watford.—The Formation and Arrangement of Provincial

Museums; by John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.G.S., Hon. Sec.

On Local Museums ; by H. George Fordhani, F.G.S.
22, at Hertford.—The Frost of January, 1881, as experienced in

Hertfordshire ; by the Rev. C. W. Harvey, M.A., F.M.S.
Meteorological Observations taken at Tbrocking, Herts, during

the year 1880 ; by the Rev. C. W. Harvey.
Report on the Rainfall in Hertfordshire in 1880 ; by tbe Rev. C.

W. Harvey.

April 12, at Hoddesdon.—Notes on Aphides ; by F. M. Campbell, F.L.S.,

F.Z.S., F.R.M.S.
19, at Watford.—Meteorological Observations taken at Wansford

House, Watford, during the year 1880 ; by John Hopkinson,
F.L.S., F.M.S.

Report on Phenological Observations in Hertfordshire in 1880;
by John Hopkinson.
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Notes on Birds observed durinp: the year 1880, and the first three
months of 1881 ; by Jolm K. Litth'boy.

On the i)risi>nco of Ciliu on tlu^ Tudpulo of the Coiuuioii Frojr

:

by 11. 15. Croft, U.N., F.L.S.
Oct. 25, at Wiitfoni.—The Movements of Thmts ; by the Rev. Georj^e

Ileuslow, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S.
jS'ov. 22, at \Tiitfo)-d.— ]\Ietli()(is of Prevention of Insect-Injxiry ; by

Eleanor A. Oniierod, F.IM.S.

24, at Hertford.— On ClilnriHh'anws hispida, a new Flagellate Ani-
malcide ; by F. W. Thillips, F.L.S.

Notes on a Jlicroscopical Aquarium ; by Isaac Robinson.
Dec. 20, at "Watford.—llertfordshiro Dcer-Parks : by James Edmund

Ilarting, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

22, at Hertford.—The Gah> of the 14th of October, 1881, and its

Effects in Hertfordshire ; by the Rev. C. W. Harvey,
M.A., F.M.S.

Izaak Walton and the River Lea ; by R. B. Croft, R.N., F.L.S.

A Bye-meeting was held at Hertford on the 26th of April, and
•was devoted to microscopical study and the exhibition of natural-
history collections.

It will thus be seen that the number of papers read during the
year is considerably larger than in any previous year, and that a
very wide range of subjects has been discussed.

The reports on the rainfall and on phenological phenomena for

1880, the former now drawn up by the Eev. C. W. Harvey, have
been published in your ' Transactions,' and to those for 1881, shortly

to be presented, will be added a report on injurious insects observed
in Hertfordshire, which Miss Ormerod has undertaken in future

to present annually to the Society.

Following a suggestion in the previous report, several members
have offered to undertake the duty of recorders in various branches
of Natural History. This subdivision of labour will eventually, it

is hoped, be productive of good results, especially in the intended

compilation of a Cryptogamic Flora of the County, for which re-

corders for the Mosses and the Characece are much needed.

The Council may also suggest the compilation of monographs of

the rivers of Hertfordshire, on the model of Mr. Littleboy's " Bul-

bome and Gade," as a method of working for the Society which
may be undertaken by members who do not make a study of any
special branch of Natural History.

An unusually large number of Field Meetings has been held

during the year, in fact about twice the average number of former

years. The following are the dates of these meetings and the

localities visited :
—

May 7.—The Bourne Valley, Boxmoor.
12.—Broxbourne and Brickendon.
19.—Buntingford.
28.— Stanmore Common.

June 2.—Panshanger, Hertford.

8.—Munden Park, Watford.
18.—Hoddesdon.
25.—Totternhoe, Kensworth, and Luton.

July 9.—Hunton Bridge and Watford.
21.—Epping Forest.
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Three of these meetings were held in conjunction with other

societies. In the annual whole day meeting, on the 25th of June,

the Geologists' Association and the Luton Natural History Society

participated. The meeting on the 18th of June was held in con-

junction with the Quekett Microscopical Club, and that on the

12th of July with the Epping Forest and County of Essex Natu-

ralists' Field Club.

For hospitality kindly afforded at the Field Meetings the Society

is indebted to Mr. H. Domain Saunders, Brickendon Grange, Hert-

ford ; Mr. George Brightwen, The Grove, Stanmore ; Mr. A. H.
Holland Hibbert, Munden Park ; Mrs. Warner, The Woodlands,
Hoddesdon ; Mr. Henry Brown, Highfields, Luton ; and Dr. A. T.

Brett, Watford House. The thanks of the Society for permission

to pass through private grounds are also due to Earl Cowper,

Panshanger ; Mr. S. T. Holland, Otterspool ; the Earl of Clarendon,

The Grove ; and the Earl of Essex, Cassiobury Park.

To plan and arrange such a number of Field Meetings entails a

considerable amount of work, and the Council wishes to point out

how greatly individual members may relieve your secretaries by
organising, conducting, and reporting upon such meetings.

In the Report for 1880 the announcement was made of the dona-

tion to the Society of the late Rev. R. H. AVebb's botanical library

and herbarium. The herbarium, then stated to be in the hands of

Mr. R. A. Pryor, has since been received, and as Mrs. Webb has

also presented to the Society Messrs. Coleman and Webb's manu-
scripts and botanical correspondence, the Society is now in posses-

sion of nearly the whole of the material from which the ' Flora

Hertfordiensis ' was compiled.

It is now the duty of your Council to announce a most valuable

bequest. Amongst the members the Society has lost by death, will

have been noticed the name of Reginald A. Pryor. Mr. Pryor had
for the three years preceding his death been a vice-president of the

Society, and had contributed several valuable papers to the ' Trans-

actions.' At the time of his death he was engaged in the completion

of a new ' Flora of Hertfordshire,' in compiling and collecting

material for which, he had for several years devoted the greater

part of his time. The MS. of his ' Flora,' his botanical library, his

herbarium, and the sum of £100, he has bequeathed to the Society.

The following are the terms of the bequest :
—" I bequeath to

the Hertfordshire Natural History Society all my botanical books,

manuscripts, and collections, together with £ 1 00 to enable the

Society to keep and preserve the same as one collection ; such £100
to be paid exclusively out of my pure personal estate, and the re-

ceipt of the treasurer of the said Society to be a sufficient discharge

for the said legacy."

The botanical library consists of about 400 volumes, including

many valuable and rare works. The herbarium is not extensive,

for Mr. Pryor did not collect with the view of forming an herbarium,

and seems to have retained in his possession only such specimens as

were necessary to solve doubtful points, either in the discrimination
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of species and varieties, or in questions ri'latin;^ to cllstrihution.

Tho manuscript of the 'Flora,' though apparently complete, had
uot been finally ]irepared for the press, nor is there any introduc-
tion, which Mr. Tryor, with his intimate knowledge of the wliolc

of the county, would have so ably written.

The Council has decided to ])ublish the ' Flora ' by subscription,

and, on the solicitation of the author's relatives and executors, the
MS. has been entrusted to Mr. James I3ritten, F.L.S., assistant in

the IJotanical Department of the Eritish Museum and editor of the
'Journal of Botany,' to edit for the Society. Mrs. Pryor, the
author's mother, has most generously undertaken to bear the ex-
pense of Mr. Britten's editorship.

A memoir of Mr. Pryor, written by Mr. Britten, was issued to

each member of the Society with the December part of the
* Ti'ansactions.'

Tho Council being of opinion that the presence of the Society's

library in the room in which the Watford meetings arc held would
conduce to more use being made of the books, and the ac([uisition

of Mr. Pryor's botanical books having nearly doubled the Society's

library, necessitating greatly-increased accommodation, the neces-

saiy arrangements have been made with the Public Library Com-
mittee, and two handsome bookcases, the design of which was
approved by that Committee, have been purchased at a cost of £40,
and have been placed in the room in which your meetings will in

future be held.

The amount for which the Society's property contained in the

Watford Public Library is insured has been increased from £150
to £300.

The Council regrets to have to announce the resignation of your
Treasiu'er, Mr. C. F. Humbert, F.G.S., who has held this office

for the last fi.ve years, to the great benefit of the Society. The
Treasurer has latterly been ably assisted by his son, Mr. Sydney
Humbert, to whose energy and perseverance the large number
of subscriptions received during the past year is due. At the

present time no arrears of subscriptions remain for collection.

To this is due the very satisfactory financial position of the

Society. After the unusually large expenditure of £180, being £50
more than in any previous year, there is a balance of £8 in favour

of the Society, in addition to the subscriptions received for 1882.

The Council desires, in conclusion, to express the thanks of the

Society to the Committee of the Watford Public Library, for the

continuance of the accommodation hitherto afforded, and the ready

permission accorded for the carrying-out of the new arrangements

which have been made for your library and meeting-room ; and also

to the members of the Hertford Literary and Scientific Institution

for the free use of their rooms for the Hertford meetings.
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Donations to the Library in 1881.

Title.

Geologists' Text Book. 8vo.Ansted, Prof. D. T.

Loudon, 18-15

.

. The Coirolation of the Natural History Sciences.

Svo. London and Cambridge, 18(53.

Beale, Dr. Lionel. Descriptive Catalogue of Micro-
scopical Specimens, illustrating the Structure of cer-

tain Tissues and Organs ... in Health and Disease.

Svo. Loudon, 1868
Carpenter, Dr. W. B. Principles of General and Com-

parative Physiology. Svo. London, 1S39
Clarke, "NV. E., and \V. D. lloEnrcK. A Handbook of

the Vertebrate Fauna of Yorkshire. Svo. London
and Leeds, 1881

Crosskey, Ret. H. W. Notes on some of the Glacial

Phenomena of the Yosges Mountains. Svo. 1879 .

. Eighth Report of the Committee [on] . . . Erratic

Blocks. {Etp. Brit. Assoc. 1880.) Svo.

Daxiell, J. F. Meteorological Essays and Observations

2nd ed. Svo. London, 1827....
Davis, J. W. Report of the Raygill Fissure Exploration

Committee. {JProc. Geol. Soc. Yorks. 1S80.) Svo
Edinburgh, Royal Society of. Proceedings. Yol

viii. Svo. Edinburgh, 1875
Etheridge, R. Addi'ess delivered at the Anniversary

Meeting of the Geological Society of London. Feb
1881. Svo. London, 1881 .

Eyaxs, Dr. John. On Portions of a Cranium and a Jaw
in the Slab containing Archaeopterys. Svo
London, 1881

GossE, p. H. Omphalos : An Attempt to untie the Geo-
logical Knot. 12mo. London, 1857

Hind, Prof. H. J. Essay on the Insects and Diseases

injurious to "WTieat Crops. Svo. Toronto, 1857
HiNDE, G. J. Fossil Sponge Spicules from the Upper

Chalk. Svo. Munich, 1880

Lee, J. E. Botany of the Malvern Hills. 12mo. London
and Malvern, 1843

Leighton, Rev. W. A. The Lichen Flora of Great
Britain, Ireland, and the Channel Islands, 12mo
Shrewsbury, 1872 ......

Lewis, E. W. Lectures on the Geology of Leighton
Buzzard andjits Neighbourhood. Svo. Leighton, 1879

LiNNEAN SociEiY, JOURNAL. Botany, Yol. xviii, Nos.
106-113. Zoology, Yol. xv, Nos. 82-88. Svo.

London, 1880-81
Lubbock, Sir John. Address [to the British Asso-

ciation, ITork, 1881]. Svo. 1881
Macpherson, J. On the Origin of the Serpentine of the

Rhonda Mountains. Svo. Madrid, 1876.

Marriott, "W. Hints to Meteorological Observers. Svo.

London, 1881

Review. Yol. I, Nos,Mining Magazine and
Svo. London, 1872

Nicholson, Prof. H. A.
£u;clish Lake District.

1-6.

On the Silurian Rocks of the

{Froc. Geol. Assoc.)

Donor.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

Mr. R. B. Croft.

Br. A. T. Brett.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

Mr. J. E. Harting.

The Author.

Mr. E. G. Fordhnm.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

The Author.

»j

Mr. R. B. Croft.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

The Author,

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

Mr. R. B. Croft.

Mr. jr. W. Walker.

Mr. R. B. Croft.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

The Author.

Mr. J. Hopkiison.
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Title.

Orj:erod, Eleanor A. Notes of Observations on Tn-
jiuious Insects. Report, 1880. 8vo. London, 1881.

. On " Cane-Borers." {Proc. Entom. Sue. 1880.)

Svo
. Manual of Injurious Insects. Svo. London, 1881.

Owi N, Prof. E. On the Extent and Aims of a National
Museum of Natural History. 2ud ed. 8vo. London,
1862

Phiston, Eev. T. a. "Wiltshire Rainfall, 1880. 4to.

Marlborough, 1881
Prestwich, 1'kof. J. On the Geological Conditions

affecting the Construction of a Tunnel between
England and France. {Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng. 187-1.)

8vo

SiEBOLD, Prof. C. E. von. On a True Parthenogenesis
in Moths and Bees. Translated by W. S. Dallas.

Svo. London, 1857
Spottiswoode, W. Sunlight, Sea, and Sky. Svo. 1872.

Stephenson, Robert. On the Supply of Water to

London. Svo. .......
Symons, G. J. British Rainfall, 1880. Svo. London,

1881
. Monthly Meteorological Magazine. Vol. xvi.

Svo. London, 18S1
Thomas, Capt. E. L. W. On the Primitive Dwellings

and Hypogea of the Outer Hebrides. Svo. 1869 .

Thomson, Sir William. Address to the Mathematical
and Physical Science Section of the British Associ-

ation, York, 1881. Svo.

Wiltshire, Rev. T. On the Ancient Flint Implements
of Yorkshire. {Proc. Oeol. Assoc. 1862.) Svo.

Donor.

The Authoress.

Mr. J, Hopkinson.

The Editor.

Mr. R. B. Croft.

Mr. C. Heaton, jun.

)>

Br. A. T. Brett.

The Editor.

>»

Mr. R. B. Croft.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

Keceited in Exchaxge, 1881.

Barnsley Naturalists' Society. Quarterly Transactions. Yol. i, parts 1-3.

Svo. Barnsley, 1881.

Belfast Naturalists' Field Club. Proceedings. Series II, Yol. i, part 7.

Svo. Belfast, 1881.

Birmingham Philosophical Society. Proceedings. Yol. i, Nos, 1, 2. Yol. ii,

parts 1, 2. Svo. Birmingham, 1880-81

Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society. Annual Report for the

year ending Sept. 1881. Svo. Brighton, 1881.

Bristol Naturalists' Society. Proceedings. New Series. Yol. iii, parts

1, 2. Svo. Bristol, 1879-80.

Cardiff Naturalists' Society. Transactions. Yol. xii. Svo. Cardiff, 1S81.

CtiNCHOLOGY, Journal of. Vol. iii, Nos. 4-7. Svo. Leeds, ISSO-Sl.
Croydon Microscopical and Natural History Club. Proceedings and

Transactions, 187S-S1. Svo. Croydon. [1881.]
Eastbourne Natural History Society. Papers. Session 1880-81. 4to.

Eastbourne, 1881. Transactions. Vol. i, parti. Svo. Eastbourne, 1881.

Edinburgh, Botanical Society. Transactions and Proceedings. Yol. xiv,

parti. Svo. Edinburgh, 1880.

Epping Forest and County of Essex Naturalists' Field Club. Trans-
actions. Vol. i, parts 2, 3. Vol. ii, part 4. Svo. Buckhurst Hill, 1&80-S1.

Geological Society. Abstracts of the Proceedings, Session lSSO-81. Svo.

London, 1881.
,
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Geologists' Association. Proceedings. Vol. vi, Nos. 8, 9. Vol. vii, Nos.

1-3. 8vo. Loudon, 1880-81.

Glasgow, Natural History Society of. Proceedings. Vol. iv, part 2.

8vo. Glasgow, 1881.

GLASGO^Y, Philosophical Society of. Proceedings. Vol. xii, Xo. 1. Vol.

xiii, No. 1. 8vo. Glasgow, 18S0-81.

Grevillea. Vol. ix, Nos. 51-ol. 8vo. Loudon, 1881.

Irish, Koyal, Academy. Proceedings. Science, Ser. II, Vol. iii, Nos. 5, 6.

Polite Literatui-e and Antiquities, Ser. II, Vol. ii, No. 5. 8vo. Dublin,

1880-81.
. Transactions. Science, Vol. xxviii, parts 1-5. Polite Literature and

Antiquities, Vol. xxvii, part 4. 4to. Dublin, 1880-81.

LivEurooL (iEOLOGiCAL SOCIETY. Proccediugs. Vol. iv, part 3. 8vo.

Liverpool, 1881.

Manchester Field Naturalists' and Arch^ologists' Society. Proceed-

ings, 1880. 8vo. Manchester, 1881.

Manchester Geological Society. Transactions. Vol. xvi, parts 2-10. 8vo.

Mancliester, 1881.

Marlborough College Natural History Society'. Report for the year

1880. 8vo. Marlborough, 1881.

Meteorological Society. Quarterly Journal. New Series. Vol. vii. 8vo.

Loudon, 1881.

. The Meteorological Record. Nos. 1, 2. 8vo. London, 1881.

Microscopical, Roy'al, Society. Journal. Ser. II, Vol. i. 8vo. London, 1881.

Midland Naturalist. Vol. iv. 8vo. London aud Birmingham, 1881.

Naturalist. Vol. vi, Nos. 64-72. Vol. \'ii, Nos. 73-77. 8vo. Huddersfield, 1881.

New York Academy of Sciences. Annals. Vol. i, Nos. 9-13. 8vo. New
York, 1879-80.

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society. Transactions. Vol. iii,

parts 1, 2. 8vo. Norwich, 1881.

Norwich Geological Society. Proceedings. Vol. i, part 5. 8vo. Norwich,

1881.

Northern Microscopist. Vol. i. 8vo. London, 1881.

Quekett Microscopical Club. Journal. Vol. vi, Nos. 46-48. 8vo. London,

1881.

Rugby School Natural History Society. Report for 1880. 8vo. Rugby,
1881.

Science Gossip. Vol. xvii. 8vo. London, 1881.

Scientific Roll and Magazine of Systematised Notes. Climate. Vol. i,

part 1, Nos. 1-5. 8vo. London, 1880-81.

Scottish Naturalist. Vol. vi, Nos. 41-44. 8vo. Edinburgh aud Loudon,
1881.

Smithsonian Institution. Annual Report .... for the year 1879. 8vo.

Washington (U.S.A.), 1880.

Somersetshire Arch^ological and Natural History Society. Proceed-

ings. N.S., Vol. \'i. 8vo. Taunton, 1881.

Wiltshire Arch^ological and Natural History Society. Magazine.

Vol. xix, Nos. 56, 57. 8vo. Devizes, 1880-81.

Bye Meeting, 27th February, 1882, at St. Albans.

This meeting was devoted entirely to the exhibition of micro-

scopic objects.
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Ordinakt Meeting, 21st March, 1882, at Watford.

George Eooper, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. W. Stanforth Harrison, Fore Street, Hertford ; Mr. Henry-

Wood, "Woodside, Watford ; and Mr. Thomas Hoade Woods,
Durrants, Watford, were elected Members of the Society.

Dr. John Morison, St. Peter's Street, St. Albans ; Mr. William
Eiddiug, Leiston Lodge, Rickmansworth ; and Mr. Edward Charles

E.yley, Lang Syne, Watford, were proposed as Members.

A letter was read from Dr. M. C. Cooke thanking the Society

for his election as an Honorary Member.

The following papers were read :

—

1. "Meteorological Observations taken at Throcking Eectory,

Buntingford, during the year 1881." By the Kev. C. W. Harvey,
M.A., r.M.S. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 49.)

2. "Meteorological Observations taken at Wansford House,
Watford, during the year 1881." ByJohnHopkinson,F.L.S.,r.M.S.,
etc. {Transactions, Yol. II, p. 57.)

3. " Eeport on the Rainfall in Hertfordshire in 1881." By the

Rev. C. W. Harvey, M.A., F.M.S. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 64.)

4. " Report on Phonological Phenomena observed in Hertford-

shire during the year 1881." By John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.M.S.
{Transactions, Vol. II, p. 71.)

5. " j^otes on Insects observed in Hertfordshire during the year
1881." By Eleanor A. Ormerod, F.M.S. {Tratisactions, Vol. II,

p. 80.)

6. "Notes on Birds observed in Hertfordshire during the year

1881." By John E. Littleboy. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 83.)

Oedinart Meeting, 30th March, 1882, at Ware.

F. M. Campbell, Esq., F.L.S., F.Z.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Hamilton Fane Gladwin, Watton House, Watton, Hertford,

was proposed as a Member of the Society.

The following papers were read :

—

1

.

" Notes on the Upper Portion of the River Rib and its Affluent

the Quin." By R. P. Greg, F.S.A., F.G.S., and R. B. Croft, R.N.,
F.L.S. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 126.)

2. " Notes on the River Rib from Standon to its Junction with
the Lea." By Arthur Giles Puller, M.A., F.S.A., F.Z.S., F.R.G.S.
{Transactions, Vol. II, p. 131.)
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Bye Meeting, ISth April, 1882, at "Watford.

This mootinp: was devoted entirely to microsco})iciil study.

Several species of "cluster-cups" (microscopic leaf-fungi), in-

cluding yJ^cidium rammculariaceum, were exhibited by Mr. E. M.
Cliator ; Ihjdra viridis and Voloox glohator, from ponds near Bricket

Wood, by Mr. J. AVatson Walker ; a number of pathological

(injected) preparations by Dr. A. T. Brett ; and rock-sections by
Mr. J. Hopkiuson.

Special Meeting, 18th April, 1882, at Watford.

George Kooper, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the Chair.

This meeting was convened, in accordance with Rule XVII, for

the purpose of making a few alterations in the Rules of the Society
;

and, on the recommendation of the Council, the following alterations,

formally proposed by the President, were unanimously passed.

In Rule I/or " and Zoology" to read " Zoology, and Pre-historic
Archaeology."

In Rule III after " Anniversary Meeting " to omit " which
shall be held at Watford in Pebruary in each year."

Rule IV to read "The Anniversary Meeting of the Society shall

be held at Watford in February ; and Ordinary Meetings (not

fewer than eight in each year). Bye Meetings for microscopical

study and other purposes, and Field Meetings shall be held at such
times and places as the Council may direct."

In Rule Y for " five Members " to read " four Members."

In Rule \l for "one Visitor" to read "two Visitors"; and
before " publications " to insert " ordinary."

In Rule IX after " membership " to add " ; and the election of

any Member shall be deemed void whose Entrance Fee is not paid
before a second year's subscription becomes due."

In Rule XI after " admission " to add "as an Ordinary Member."

In Rule Xllfor "30th of November" to read "Slstoi December."

In Rule XIII after " Ordinary Meeting" to omit "at Watford."

In Rule XVII /or " ten days " to read " seven days."

Ordinary Meeting, 18th April, 1882, at Watford.

George Rooper, Esq., F.Z.S., President, iu the Chair.

Mr. Hamilton Fane Gladwin, Watton House, Watton, Hertford

;

Dr. John Morison, St. Peter's Street, St. Albans; Mr. William
Ridding, Leiston Lodge, Rickmansworth ; and Mr. E. C. Ryley,
Lang Syne, Watford, were elected Members of the Society.
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General Douglas Hamilton, Woodside, Leavesden, Watford, was
proposed as a Member.

The following communications were read :

—

'

1. "Notes on the Earth-worm." By Alfred T. Brett, M.D.
{Tratisactions, Yol. II, p. 143.)

2. " On a Brood of Pochards reared by a Diver-Duck." By
Henry Manser. {Transactions, Yol. II, p. 144.)

3. " On the Death of a Duck caused by a Leech." By Henry
Manser. {Transactions, Yol. II, p. 144.)

Mr. John E. Littleboy made some remarks on a stuffed specimen
of Ilichardson's Skua which had been given to him by Mr. W.
Jones Loyd, and which he exhibited ; and Dr. A. T. Brett referred

to our want of knowledge as to whether the fruit of Aucuba Japo-

nica was poisonous or not, and also gave an account of Dr. Siemens'

new theory as to the origin of the sun's heat.

OEDrNAET Meeting, 27th April, 1882, at Hektfoed.

F. M. Campbell, Esq., F.L.S., F.Z.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Hellier Gosselin, Blakesware, Ware, was proposed as a

Member of the Society,

The Chairman said that there was a subject he wished to draw the attention of

the meeting to before the ordinary business was proceeded with. Within the last

few days this country had lost its greatest natiiralist and 2)hilosopher, Mr. Charles

Darwin, who was one of the earliest Honorary Members of the Society. Mr.
Darwin's books formed in themselves a whole library of Natural History, teeming

with facts which he had himself ascertained, as well as those he had gathered

from others with whom he had come in contact. His admirers were not confined

to this country, his death being lamented in all places where civilization had
reached. As members of the Herts Natural History Society, therefore, he thought

that at the first meeting after Mr. Darwin's death it was only right that they

should pay some slight tribute to his memory. Although they might feel that

the theories of Mr. Darwin were open to discussion, all must agree that he was a

man of extraordinary perseverance, of most wonderful talent, gifted with remark-

able critical acumen, and at the same time with wonderful powers of generalization.

The following papers were then read :

—

1. "Notes on the Iliver Ash." By Hellier Gosselin. {Trans-

actions, Yol. II, p. 137.)

2. "Methods by which Members can assist the Recorder of the

Arachnida." By E. M. Campbell, E.L.S., F.Z.S., E.R.M.S.

{Tra7isactions, Yol. II, p. 141.)

Bye Meeting, 25th Mat, 1882, at Ware.

This meeting was devoted to the exhibition of objects of interest

in Natural History, and to microscopical study.
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Field Meeting, 27th May, 1882.

HARrEXDEX AND WHEATHAMPSTEAD.

On assembling at Harpcndcn at about throe o'clock, the members
and their friends, numbering between twenty and thii'ty, first

inspected a section of the Upper Chalk in a deep roadside cutting

on the ascent of the hill between the Midland and Great Northern

railway stations, but no fossils were found and the section did not

prove to be of much geological interest.

A short distance farther on, in the direction of Pickford Mill, the

botanists of the party detected the toothwort [Latkrcea sqtiamaria)

growing on the roots of some large elm-trees ; and in some damp
meadows by the side of the River Lea, Thalictrum Jtavum, Meny-
anthes trifoliata, and other marsh-plants were found ; and numerous
specimens of Cardamine pratoisis with flowers which appeared to

be double, from petaloidy of tlie ovules, attracted much interest.

Leaving the river at Batford Mill, the road leading to Mackery
End was followed, the botanists, conchologists, and entomologists

assiduously collecting on the way. A small chalk-pit by the side

of the road next attracted the attention of the geologists ; and here

Mr. J. Saunders, of Luton, made a few observations on the origin

of the valley of the Lea.

The valley of the Lea was, he said, of comparatively recent

formation, having been formed subsequently to the Cretaceous

epoch, for it was excavated in the Chalk. On the elevation of the

bed of, the Cretaceous sea, a plain of marine denudation w^ould be

formed, the undulations or irregularities of the surface of which
doubtless gave the initial direction to the principal valleys.

Vegetation being at first scanty, the denuding power of the rain

would be greater than it is now. The deepest part of the valley

would become the bed of the incipient river, which would be
constantly removing earthy material, the amount of which would be

determined by several causes, such as the size of the river, the incli-

nation of its bed, and the intensity of the rainfall. Then during the

Glacial period for a time the whole of this part of England was
submerged beneath the waters of a sub-arctic ocean, through
which floated huge icebergs which when dissolved parted with the

boulders and earthy material attached to them, and which are now
found in the boulder-drift. The formation of the valley having
been going on from a pre-historic period to the present time, it

might, Mr. Saunders said, be supposed that in some of the river-

gravels flint-implements and other articles of human manufacture
would be found, and also fossil remains of animals which co-existed

with the primitive races of man. Whether such had been found
or not, he could not say, but in the adjoining county of Bedford
the gravels of the Ouse valley had yielded many flint-imple-

ments and remains of the higher Mammalia.
On leaving this chalk-pit, the party proceeded to Mackery End,

the residence of Mr. Luke Howard, grandson of the celebrated

meteorologist of that name, Mr. Howard, on receiving the

VOL. II.—PAKT v. c
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members, first conducted them round Hs grounds. Two very fine

tulip trees {Liriodendron) on the lawn attracted much attention,

affording a more evident illustration of resupinate vernation than
is frequently to be met with ; and in a shady part of the grounds
Lathrcea squamaria was found growing in most unusual profusion.

After partaking of refreshments which Mr. Howard very kindly
provided, the members left for Wheathampstead, a considerable

number going direct to the railway station, and the rest visiting

the church, which is dedicated to St. Helen. The Eev. Canon
Davys, the Rector, here met the party, now much reduced in

numbers, and gave an interesting account of historical events

connected with his church, as evidenced by its monuments and
brasses. The Rectory grounds were then visited, and a very fine

collection of ferns, including several of our rarer British species,

growing luxuriantly in positions as nearly as possible like their

original habitats, and also rock-plants seldom seen away from their

mountain-homes, were inspected with much pleasure.

Other places of interest in the neighbourhood of Wheathampstead
were to have been visited, but most of the party now hurried to

the station to take a train ; others re-joined their conveyances ; and
only the writer and another member carried out the programme by
inspecting the Devil's Dyke and the Moat between Wheathamp-
stead and Coleman's Green, walking from there by No Man's Land
Common to St. Albans.

Field Meeting, 15th Jttne, 1882.

HERTFORD HEATH AND HODDESDON.

The members met at the church on Hertford Heath under the

leadership of Mr. R. T. Andrews.* Pryor' s Wood was first visited,

and here Mr. Whitley pointed out where pottery, coins, etc., had
been found in digging for gravel, and he stated that the portion of

the Roman road running north from the Townshend Arms was
called the Jews' Lane, but it was not known for what reason.

The party then walked along the Ermine Street, a Roman
military way, and Mr. Wliitley stated that from information in old

deeds, and from the fact that from this part of the Heath, which is

called Beacon Heath, the ancient city of Verulam could easily have
been seen, he believed that here was one of the four beacons which
the Romans are known to have had in the county of Hertford. In
Box Wood were found Orchis mncidata, Listera ovata, and Hahenaria
chlorantha ; and on arriving at Goose Green the members inspected

at the public-hoi;se on the Green a stem of maple which had grown
completely through a hollow fiint, the landlord stating that he
had obtained it from a hedge near Epping Green, Bayford.

Mr. Warner now led the members through the woods to a

picturesque nook known as the " Pollards," and then by the

* I am indebted to Mr. Andrews for the report from whicli this is condensed.

—

Ed.
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Brocks-bourne to Eose Hill, where they were most kindly received

and entertained by IMr. and Mrs. Campbell. Mr. Andrews theu
read a paper on the jS^atural History and Archaeology of the district

visited, and !Mr. "Whitley gave an account of the evidence ho had
collected which proves that Hoddesdon and its neighbourhood luid

once been a district of great note, the llomans having had here

beacons, fortresses, tumuli, barrows, and other earthworks.

After tendering their thanks to Mr. Campbell the members left

for tlie Rye House station.

The following plants were noted as being in flower, and many
were gathered :

—

Briza minor.

Mclica nutans.

Milium effusum.

Carex axillaris.

Scirpue sylvaticus.

Luzula si/lvatica.

Ilahenaria chlorantha.

Listera ovata.

Orchis maculata.

Digitalis purpurea.

Melampt/rtim cristatum.

Pedicularis si/lvaiica.

Scrop/iularia nodosa.

Lainium purpureum.
Stachys sylvatica.

Galium verum (white).

Epilobitim montanum.
Bunium fexuosum.
Genm urhanuni.

Fotentilhi anserina.

liubus Id(cus.

Torinmlllla officinalis.

Ervum tetraspcrmnm.
Orobus tuberosus.*

Vicia cracca.

V. sepium.

Lychnis diurna.

L.Jlos-cuculi.

Bilene injlata.

Eammciilus Flammula.

PiELB Meeting, 17th June, 1882.

EICKMANSWOETH.

The Harefield chalk-pits, close to the river Colne below Eick-
mansworth, expose as fine sections of the Upper Chalk as any to

be met with on the northern side of the London Basin, and no-

where can better examples of "pipes" in the Chalk be seen than
in one of these pits, while the absence of any vestige of a pipe in

the other affords an instructive lesson in physical geology. But
scant notice, however, of these sections has hitherto been taken.

To examine these pits, and also sections of the Tertiary beds at

"Woodcock Hill, under the guidance of Mr. "William "Whitaker of

the Geological Survey of England, and Mr. John Hopkinson, the

members of the Society assembled at three o'clock at Eickmans-
worth station, where they were met by members of the Geologists'

Association of London, the united party numbering between forty

and fifty.

Proceeding down the valley of the Colne, a slight detour was
made to inspect a small disused chalk-pit on Stocker's Farm, of

but little interest, and then a short walk along the towing-path

* Or Lathyrus macrorrhizus. In tlie report of a former field meeting
('Transactions,' Vol. I, p. Ixi, April, 1882) this plant is mentioned iu error as

Lathyrus tuberosus, a much rarer species not found in Hertfordshire.
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of the canal brought the party to the first of the large chalk-pits to

be visited, on the left bank of the river. The Upper Chalk here

is bare, and of a pure white, the clayey beds which come on

just above having thrown off the water falling upon them, thus

preventing it from precolating into the chalk and giving rise to

pipes.

The next pit, a field's length farther south, by the old " Copper
Mills " which have long ceased working, was soon reached, and
formed the principal point of interest. Here the whole section of

the chalk, which presents an almost vertical cliflt from 90 to 100

feet high, is irregularly capped by gravel, from which pipes, often

of most fantastic shape, and of roughly cylindrical form, extend

downwards to distances varying usually from 30 to 70 feet. A
mass of white chalk, of such a height and extent as, but for those

pipes, would here have been exposed, would have had a most

dazzling appearance ; but the whiteness of the chalk is subdued

by the darker colour of the pipes, which appear to occupy almost

as much space on the surface of the vertical sides of the pit as

the chalk itself.

Here Mr. Whitakcr, mounting a tilted truck, explained the mode
of origin of these pipes. They were, he said, holes or hollows in

the chalk filled in by gravel or sand from the beds above. In old

books they were sometimes stated to have been formed by sea-

action, but such was not the case. They were caused by rain,

which, in passing through air, absorbed carbonic acid, a gas which,

in solution, had the power of dissolving the hardest limestone.

The water, charged with carbonic acid gas, sank down through
some line of weakness in the chalk, along which it gradually dis-

solved the rock, until at last the overlying gravel and sand sank

into the cavity thus formed. Here and there a mass of gravel was
to be seen which appeared to be unconnected with the pipe im-

mediately above it, this appearance being due to the chalk not

always having been worn away in a vertical line, so that the

connecting-link of the pipe was not to be seen ; and this was the

explanation of the apparently isolated masses of gravel frequently

seen in the chalk. "Where there was a mass of Tertiary clay on
the chalk, there were generally no pipes, for the clay being im-

permeable prevented water from getting through into the chalk

;

whereas water percolated through gravel, forming these pipes, in

which might frequently be seen angular chalk-flints, not worn at

all, and nearly in the position they occupied before the chalk in

which they were embedded was dissolved away. The gravel here,

Mr. Whitaker stated, forms part of a high terrace that occurs over

the plateau above the pits, hiding the junction of the old Tertiary

beds and the Chalk, and it is supposed to be of Glacial age, because

it is like other gravels near which run under the boulder-clay; for

such detached masses of gravel were presumed to be of the same
age as the larger masses of which they seemed to be outliers.

After a pleasant walk across the fields the party arrived at the

"Woodcock Hill Kiln. Here the section exposed was found to be
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bettor than when noted by the Geological Survey some years ago,

the beds now seen in the upper pit being as follows :

—

Clayey gravel, resting in hollows in the bed below.

p +11 (Brown and grey sandy clay, with a ferrnginous bed in wliich
Jlasement-bed \ ^ ^^^^ ^^ j'a„op<ea was found, ? 5 feet.

T J /-.I "l Line of flint-])ebbles.
London Clay. / d i i i. •> f i

•' \_lirowu loam, about 3 loet.

Eeading Beils. Mottled plastic clays, thick.

A lower small pit showed about ten feet of brown sand, with

clay above, and some apparently in it. This sand also belongs to

the Reading Beds, and must dip under the mottled clays. The
surface of the sand was very hard from exposure. The gravel is

apparently part of the same bed as that on the top of the chalk

near Harefield. This section presents rather an unusual feature in

a pebble-bed in the midst of the basement-bed of the London Clay,

and none at the bottom. The mottled clays below, Mr. "Whitaker

stated, were unfossiliferous, there being nothing like them at Wool-
wich, etc., where the Woolwich beds contain many kinds of fossils.

In crossing the fields from Woodcock Hill to Rickmansworth,

on the summit of a hill from which was obtained an extensive view,

embracing the valleys of the Colne, Chess, and Gade, a bed of

pebbly gravel was examined. This, Mr. Whitaker said, must be

as old as Middle Glacial, and might be older than Glacial, and he

pointed out the cliificulty, and sometimes the impossibility, of

definitely fixing the age of such isolated masses of gravel. We
have here the usual features of a gravel-capped hill—a flat top and

a steep slope. The stones are nearly all water-worn, not angular,

mostly of flint, but some of quartz.

From Rickmansworth station the train was taken to Watford,

Dr. A. T. Brett having kindly invited the party to tea at his

residence, Watford House. Refreshments were served under a

large tree on the lawn, after which votes of thanks to Dr. Brett

and to the Directors were proposed and heartily responded to.*

Field Meeting, 24th Jitne, 1882.

LEAVESDEN WOODS, WATFORD.

A considerable number of the members and their friends assembled

at the Watford railway station, and thence proceeded, some in

carriages and some on foot, to the entrance to that portion of the

Leavesden Woods known as Long Spring Wood.
At the lodge-gate they were met by the President of the Society,

Mr. George Rooper, who conducted the party through the glades

and avenues which constitute the special attraction of these woods.

The foliage of both beech and elm was everywhere observable in its

natural beauty, but it was noticed that many of the oaks had been

* I have to thank IVfr. Whitaker for revision of this report and for the addition

of the section at Woodcock Hill.

—

Ed.
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nearly stripped of their leaves by small caterpillars—presumably
the larvffi of the winter-moth. Several other trees were also seen

to have suffered considerably, but the oak to much the greatest

extent.

From these woods the fields were crossed to the woods under
which is the Watford tunnel, and here a number of wild flowers

were collected, but no species of any rarity was found. The wood
was traversed to the point where it nearly adjoins the Langley
Road, and, after a short walk along the main road, the members
arrived at Nascott House, where they were hospitably entertained

by Mr. and Miss Rooper in the beautiful gi'ounds which surround

their residence.

Field Meetijtg, 15th July, 1882.

EOTSTOX.

The elevated tract of country on the extreme north of Hertford-

shire, which forms the watershed of the two main river-basins of

the Thames and Ouse, presents very different natural features from
those which pertain to the greater part of the county. Hertford-

shire as a whole is richly wooded, gently undulating, with highly-

cultivated farms freely interspersed with beautiful parks ; but on
this, its northern boundary, the Chalk rises to the surface, free

from the glacial and other superficial deposits with which it is

mostly covered in other parts of the county, and forms extensive

downs chiefly devoted to sheep-pasturage. Beyond, to the north-

east, is the level tract of country so characteristic of Cambridgeshire

and the Fens.

On this northern boundary and near its eastern end, where the

Ermine Street crosses the Icknield Way, Royston is situated, that

half of the town which lies to the south of the Icknield Way being

in Hertfordshire, and the northern half being in Cambridgeshire.

The neighbourhood of Royston is interesting alike to the natu-

ralist, the geologist, and the archa3ologist, and were it not some-
what difficult of access from the greater part of Hertfordshire,

it would probably have been visited by the Society long before the

present occasion.

Unfortunately the weather on the morning of this day was not

propitious. At the time the members had to leave Watford, St.

Albans, and Hitchin, from which places, with Royston, the Society

was almost exclusively represented, rain was falling heavily, and
consequently scarcely twenty members and their frends arrived at

Royston station by the mid-day train. Here they were met by
Mr. H. George Fordham, F.G.S., the director of the meeting, and
other members from Royston.

The rain had now ceased, and, as there was only a single shower
in the course of the afternoon, the arrangements which had been
made were carried out successfully.

The first place of interest visited was the remaining portion of a
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rang:c of Imildings used by James the First as a country residence.

lu the gardens of this once royal residence, the grounds of which were
3^ acres in extent, was seen an old mulberry-tree, said to be the

second planted in England, the first being iu the grounds of Christ's

Colleae, Cambridge. The leaves of this tree were noticed to be of

two kinds, the lower ones being lobed or deeply cut (vine-shaped),

and the upper entire, a difference which was conjectured to have
been occasioned by grafting.

After leaving this old palace the party proceeded to "The
Eookeiy," where Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fordham kindly provided
luncheon, after Avhich Mr. Fordham exhibited an extensive collec-

tion of the local flora, including several rather rare species from
Royston Heath.
The well-known Eoyston Cave was then inspected. It is a

circular domed chamber, about 25^ feet iu height and 17

feet in diameter, excavated in the chalk in the south-east angle

of the two main roads, and is entered by steps and a sloping

passage from a house at the side of the road. An account of the

cave, of its discovery in 1742, and of its probable origin before the

Christian era, is given by Cussans in his ' History of Hertfordshire,' *

and in greater detail by the late Joseph Beldam, F.S. A., in a pamphlet
on ' The Origin and Use of the Eoyston Cave.'

The position in which the ancient Eoyston Cross stood, near the

Cave at the junction of the Ermine Street and the Icknield Way,
was pointed out, but all that remains of the structure is the boulder

which foz'med the footstone of it, a description and brief history of

which has already been given in the Society's ' Transactions.' f
The boulder is now in the garden of the Institute, where it was
inspected. The museum of the Institute was also visited ; and a

collection of local antiquities, formed by Mr. Edmund Nunn, was
examined at his residence.

In a slight shower of rain a start was made for the Heath, some
of the party driving (the greater part of the way), and others

walking to one of the highest points, distinguished by seven tumuli,

fi'om one of which, 391 feet above the sea-level, and commanding
an extensive view to the north and west, Mr. H. George Fordham
pointed out the main features of the physical geography and
geology of the surrounding country.;]:

Eoyston Heath, an area of unenclosed chalk-clown of about 400
acres, lies on the slope of a range of hills of the Lower Chalk, on
the outcrop of that bed. Along its north-west edge runs the road

from Iloyston to Baldock and Hitchin, a part of the Icknield Way
which for about five miles forms the boundary of the county of

Hertford. From this road the Heath, varying in width from a

quarter to nearly three-quarters of a mile, rises to the south-east,

sometimes extending to the summit of a ridge of variable height

* Odsey Hundred, p. 103.

t ' Trans. Watford ]Vat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. II, p. 249.

J I am indebted to Mr. Fordham for the tollowiug summary of his remarks
and some other portions of the report of this meeting,

—

Ed.
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whicli runs roughly parallel to the Icknield "Way and to the main
ridge of the higher chalk beds lying several miles to the south and
south-east. This latter ridge constitutes the water-parting between
the valley of the Thames and that of the Rhee, or Cam, in which
Eoyston and the Heath lie. The view across the shallow valley of

the Ehee is bounded by a range of hills which dies away to the

west, and allows in that direction an extensive view over more
distant country.

Looking due west the main source of the Rhee is well marked
by the high tower of Ashwell Church, about six miles distant, and
a little to the left two large elms, standing on the summit of a hill,

the most elevated point of a ridge transverse to the main lines of

hills bounding the river-basin, define the head of the valley.

Prom Ashwell the small and sluggish river winds through the

valley to join with other streams to form the Cam as it is found
at Cambridge.
Although there is no surface-drainage on the south-eastern slope

of the valley, where the Chalk absorbs all the rain which falls on
it, the water percolating through this pervious stratum at length

encounters the more clayey and less pervious beds of the Chalk
Marl ; and along the outcrop of the Totternhoe Stone, lying on the

top of the marl, a number of small streams rise to feed the main
river.

Looking back towards the south and south-east, the main line of

chalk hill is seen running up to a height of somewhat over 500 feet.

This consists of the lower part of the Upper Chalk, resting on the

Chalk Rock, and capped by thin beds of boulder-clay, which latter

give a supply of surface-water to the villages which lie along the

crest of the ridge and on its southern slope. Prom a little below
the crest of the ridge the outcrop of the Lower Chalk, given as

300 feet thick by the Geological Survey, forms the wide band of

undulating country sloping to the bottom of the valley. The beds

dip generally about four degrees south. The Lower Chalk lies on
the Totternhoe Stone, a bed of sandy chalk, quarried for building

near Ashwell. This in its turn rests on the Chalk Marl, which is

about 60 feet thick, and has at its base the remarkable bed of phos-

phatic nodules, resulting, as has been shown by Mr. Jukes-Browne,
fi'om the denudation of the upper part of the Gault—the nodules of

phosphate of lime scattered through that bed having been collected

by the removal of the clay of the bed itself into a bed of only a few
feet in thickness, forming the base of the Chalk Marl. Beyond
this the Gault is found. The range of hills forming the opposite

side of the valley being an outlier from the main mass of chalk cut

off from this main mass by the wearing out of the valley by the

gradual denuding action of the river, gives the same succession of

beds in ascending order, as high as the Lower Chalk, viz. Gault,

phosphatic-nodule or " coprolite " bed. Chalk Marl, Totternhoe

Stone, and Lower Chalk.

Turning to the west and looking over the extensive expanse of

country in the valley of the Ivol and Ouse, where the outlier
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bounding the valley of the Ehoc on the nortli-wost has died out, a

greater width of Gault, forming a range of low hills to the north-

west of Ashwcll, can be seen, and beyond this the well-defined

ridge of the Lower Greensand at Sandy is distinguishable, the most

distant hills on the horizon being formed by the Oxford Clay of

Bedford and the Ouse valley. To the north-east the valley of the

Hhee widens out to Cambridge and the Feus beyond.

From these tumuli, an account of the excavation of one of which

is given by Cussans,* the party walked along the top of the Heath

to Church Hill, near which was noticed the Devil's Hopscotch, as

a succession of nearly square enclosures, bounded by low banks

and lying in a small valley or depression, is locally called. It was

suggested that these enclosures had been used as sheep-folds or

pens in early times, and the name of one of the two hills between

which they lie—Pen Hill—was considered to favour this view.

At Church Hill, also, the habitat of Anemone puhatilla was
pointed out, and here were seen the rather rare Campanula glonicrata

and the very rare Thcsium linophyllam ; while in other parts of

the Heath the equally rare Antennaria dioica and Thalictrum tninus

were noticed.

The walking-party returned to Eoyston over the Heath, visiting

a chalk-pit near the town in which the dip of the beds to the south

is well defined, and joining the ladies, who had driven back, at the

Bank House, where Mr. F. N. Fordham kindly entertained the

party at tea.

After tea the party divided, some visiting a chalk-pit on the

Barkway Eoad, in which a well-marked bed of flints is shown in a

thick-bedded compact chalk, the upper part of the section showing

a more thinly-bedded and broken chalk without flints, a clayey

band dividing the two beds; while others—the greater number-

-

drove along the London Road (the old Ermine Street) to a point

about four miles south of Royston, reaching the summit of the

main ridge of the Chalk-outcrop near Eeed. Here a brick-field,

near the top of Reed Hill, showing bonldcr-clay and brick-earth,

was visited ; and also a chalk-pit showing a reverse dip of the beds

which are bent over on a line of flexure which has been traced for

about five miles along the line of the escarpment, the reverse dip

here being about thirty degrees jS'.N.W. Both the Upper and the

Lower Chalk are here seen divided by two bands of cream-coloured

chalk-rock with about fifteen feet of white chalk between them.

In parts of the pit which are now overgrown with vegetation,

Orohanche elatior, Orchis maculata, and Orchis pyramidalis were

seen in flower.

The whole party assembled at Royston station at about seven,

the members from a distance leaving by the 7' 13 train for their

various destinations.

* I Hist. Herts,' Odsey Hundred, p. 99.
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Field Meeting, 20th July, 1882.

TEWIN AND WELWYN.

The members present, nearly all of whom were from Hertford,

went to their destination in two conveyances. On leaving Hertford

they drove along the Hertingfordbury road through Panshanger Park
to the Poplar's Green Lodge, halting in the park to view the

Panshanger Oak. This fine old tree is nearly twenty feet in

circumference at the height of ten feet from the ground, and in

1825 was calculated to contain twenty loads of timber.

Proceeding by the Holly Bushes to Tewin, at the junction of

the road leading to Marden Hill, Mr. Andrews, who made arrange-

ments for and had the guidance of this meeting, gave an account of

the trees to be found in the neighbourhood, specially mentioning

the holly as forming a prominent feature, holly-bushes reaching

from Bramfield and Tewin to Bengeo and Hertford, and growing
to a large size. Tewin Church was then visited, and also the

celebrated tomb of Lady Anne Grimston. Of this Mr. Cussans

says: " Issuing from beneath the tomb are seven ash-trees growing
from one root, and three sycamores in like manner connected.

These trees have lifted up the solid stone-work of the tomb ; and
the iron railings, which enclose it, pressing against the stems

of the trees, are, in some places, so completely embedded in the

wood that it is impossible to sever them."*
The party then drove through Tewin Water Park, leaving the

conveyances for a short time in order to take the woodland walk
by the bank of the Mimram, and here Epipactis latifolia and
Listera ovata were found. On arriving at Welwyn, the church,

was visited, the Eev. Canon Wingfield (the Eector) and the Pev.

W. d'A. Crofton pointing out and explaining its more interesting

archfEological and architectural features. Prom the church the

members proceeded to the Grange, the residence of Colonel Smyth,

and, in the unavoidable absence of the Colonel, they were received

and entertained at tea by Mrs. Smyth. Some time was then

spent in the library in the examination of Colonel Smyth's natural-

history collections and books, and after the thanks of the party

had been expressed to Mrs. Smyth for her kind hospitality. Dr.

Young's room in the Old Rectory, his avenue under the trees of

which he is said to have composed his " Kight Thoughts," and the

stone erected to his memory by his successor "next but one,"

were successively visited. Canon Wingfield then accompanied the

members through the Pectory grounds and to Mr. Blow's bee-

hives, which form quite an extensive " model-village. " in a damp
wood by the river-side in his (Canon Wingfield's) grounds.

After thanking the Canon for the time and attention he had
given to the members, the conveyances were again brought into

requisition and the party reached Hertford at about eight o'clock.

* ' Hist. Herts,' Hertford Hundred, p. 22,
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Field ^Meeting, 4Tn November, 1882.

CASSIOBURY TAEK, WATFORD.

Until the present occasion all the Ficlcl Meetings of the Society

have boon held (luring the later spring or carliei- summer months,

from near the end of April to about the middle of July. Some of

these meetings have been devoted entirely to botanical investigation,

and at most of them the collection and identification of plants has

formed a prominent feature. Eut, with a few exceptions, these

have been flowering plants and ferns only, the time of the year not

having been that at which the greater number of cryptogamic plants

are met with.

In walking through Cassiobury Park in the early part of October,

the writer of this report was struck with the number and variety

of the larger fungi growing in certain parts of the park, and, after

some correspondence with the eminent cryptogamic botanist Dr. M.
C. Cooke, an Honorary Member of the Society, who kindly con-

sented to take part in a "Fungus Foray," and to name any fungi

met with, the present meeting was announced.

A few of the members of the Society assembled at the principal

entrance to Cassiobury Park at half-past two, meeting here Dr. M.
C. Cooke and Mr. H. T. "WTiarton. After collecting several species

of fungi near the entrance, the party went direct across the park by
the road over the river and canal, and, through the avenue beyond,

to the low ground, mostly overshadowed by trees, which extends

from Whippendale, by the side of Rouse Barn Lane, to the water-

cress beds near Cassio Bridge. From this part of the park most of

the species of fungi and mosses collected were obtained. The park

was left at the point where Bouse Barn Lane crosses the canal, and

the party returned to AYatford by the high road from Cassio Bridge.

Appended is a list of the fungi collected, identified by Dr. Cooke

and Mr. Wharton, which is of special interest as being the first

published list for any part of the county of Hertford ; and also a

list of the mosses identified by Mr, A. E. Gibbs, the only previous

county list of this tribe of plants being that given, without locali-

ties, in an Appendix to the ' Flora Hertfordiensis.'

FUXGI.

Hymenomycetes. Agaricus (Collpbia) hutyraceus. Bull.

Agaricus [Lepiota) rachodes, Fries. ,, ,, velutipes, Curt.

,, ,,
granulosus, Batsch. ,,

{^Mycena) rugosus, Fr.

,, {Armillaria) mucidiis, Schrad. ,, ,, polygrammm, Bull.

,, {TficJiolomia) sajmnaceus, Fr. ,, ,, sudorus, Fr.

,, ,, nudus, Bull. ,, ,, flavo-albus, Bolt.

,, {Clitocybe) clavipes, Fr. ,, ,, purus, Pers.

,, ,, geotropus. Bull. ,, ,, corticola, Schum.

,, ,, cyathiformis. Bull. ,, ,, sacchariferus,^.&,'B\\

,, ,, dealbatus, Fr. „ ,, galericulatus. Scop.

,, ,, fragraus, Sow. ,, ,, I'meatiis, Fr.

,, ,, tuba, Fr. ,,
{Oiiiphalifi) pseudo-androsa-

,, ,, brnmalis, Fr. ceus. Bull.

,, ,, laceatus, Scop. ,, {Pleurotus) osfreatus, Jacq.
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Agarictis {Pluteiis) nanus, Pers.

,, [Entolomia) nidorosus, Fr.

,, ,,
sericeus, Bull.

, ,
{Nolanea) pascuus, Pers.

,, {Fholiota) mutabilis, Schceff.

,, {Inocijbe) asterosporus, Quel.

,, {(xalera) tener, Schoeff.

,, (Psalliota) campestris, Linn.

,, l^Stropharia) squamosus, Fr.

,, ,, scmiglobatus, Batsch,

,, [Hypholonia) sublateritius, Fr.

,, ,, fascicularis, Huds.

,, {Psilocybe) semilanccatus, Fr.

,, ,, spadiceus, Schceff.

,, (Fanceolus) Jiiniputris, Bull.

,, (Psathi/rella) gracilis, Pers.

Coprinus niveus, Fr.

,, micaceus, Fr.

Cortinarius castaneus, Fr.

Hygrophorus hypothejus, Fr.

„ coccineus, Fr.

,,
puniceus, Fr.

,, pratensis, Fr.

,, ehloro2}hanus, Fr.

,, virgineus, Fr.

Lactarius piperatiis, Fr.

,, subdalcis, Fr.

,, serijiuus, Fr.

Russula cyanoxantha, Fr.

,, hete> ophylla, Fr.

,, emetica, Fr.

,, fellea, Fr.

,, fragilis, Fr.

Marasmius fuscopurpuretis, Fr.

Polyporus annosus, Fr.

Fistulina hepatica, Fr.

Hydnum repandum, Fr.

Craterelhis corniicopioides, Fr.

Steretim hirsutum, Fr.

,, purpureum, Fr.

Peniophora quercina (Fr.) Cke.

,, cinerea (Fr.) Cke.

Corticium Iceve, Fr.

,, puteanum, Fr.

Clavaria fastigiata, Pers.

,, coralloides, Linn.
Tremella albida, Huds,
Bacrymyces deliqiiescens, Dub.

Gasteromycetes.

Lycoperdon saccatum, Vahl.

,, gemmatiim, Fr.

,, pyriforme, SchceflF.

Lyeogala epidmdrum, Fr.

Trichia sp. (immature).

Hyphomycetes.
Tuberciilaria vulgaris, Tode.

Trichoderma viride, Pers.

ASCOMYCETES.
Helotimn cilrinum, Hedw.
Bulgaria sarcoides, Fr.

Nectria cinnabarii/a, Tode.
Xylaria hypoxylon, Fr.

Aglaospora profKsa, Tul.

Sphceria acuta, Hoffm.
Dothidea Ulmi, Fr.

Mosses.

Pleurocaepi.
NecJcera cowplanafa, Br. and Schimp.

Hypnum velutinum, Linn.

rutabidum, L.

pralongum, L.

serpens, L.

squarrosum, L.

triquetrum, L.

cupressiforme, L.
Thnidium tamariscimim, Br. and Sch.

Leucodon sciuroides, Schwseg.

Fissidens bryoides, Hedw.

ACROCARPI.
Milium undulatum, Hedw,

,, liormim, L.

,, punctatum, Hedw.
Funaria hygrometrica, Hedw.
Folytriclium commune, L.

Atrichum undulatum, P. Beauv.
Tortula ruralis, Schwseg.

,, muralis, Hedw.
Ceratodon purpureum, Brid.

Dicranum scojiarium, Hedw.
Dieranella heteromalla, Schimp.
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ORDmARY Meeting, Tth Novemher, 1882, at Watford.

George Eoopeh, Esq., F.Z. S., Presulent, in the Chair.

Mr. Hellior Gossclin, Blakesware, "Ware, and General Douglas
Hamilton, Woodside, Watford, were elected Members of the Society.

The Honourable Colonel Capell, Lady's Close, Watford ; ]Mr.

Jolin ^lacdonald, The Hall, Bushey, Watford ; Mr. George Mowat,
Holywell HiU, St. Albans; and Mr. Arthur Stradliug, C.M.Z.S.,

29, Woodford Koad, Watford, were proposed as Members.

The following lecture was delivered :

—

" The Importance of Minute Things of Life in Past and Present

Times." By Professor T. Eupert Jones, F.R.S., F.G.S. {Transac-

tions, Vol. II, p. 164.)

Prof. Rupert Jones exhibited a large number of diagrams in

illustration of his lecture.

Ordinary Meeting, 16th November, 1882, at Hertford.

F. M. Campbell, Esq., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.M.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Charles Edward Holford, Springfield, Ware, and Miss
Woodley, Ware Road, Hertford, were proposed as Members of the
Society.

The following paper was read :

—

"IS'otes on the State of Vegetation in the Neighbourhood of

Hertford during the Winter and Spring of 1882." By R. T.
Andi'ews.

Mr. Andrews commenced by stating that the district in which his observations
had been made was comprised within a radius of one mile from the Shire Hall.
In this district he said that the varieties of soil were numerous, comprising clay,

gravel, chalk, and peat, with high and low lands, grass, arable land and woodland,
and abundance of water, the result being that there was a large number of species

of plants, upwards of 326 being noted in the ' Flora Hertfordiensis.' The autumn
and winter of 1881-82 were favourable to the production of early flowers. The
aconite was in flower on Christmas Day in the shrubbery at Bailey Hall, and
during the week following it was found in plenty elsewhere. The first week in
January brought out flowers of the barren strawberry in warm spots in the fir-grove

at Bengeo, and daisies, white and red, in gardens and sheltered fields. The filbert

and cob-nut trees flowered about two weeks earlier than the hazel of the hedges
and woods, probably from being more protected. Wild snowdrops appeared on
the 9th of January, and garden snowdrops on the loth of the same month. At
this date the elder had shoots of an inch in length, the honeysuckle of two
inches, and the large blue clematis of the garden of three or four inches.
Fieriria verna was in flower on the 19th of January, thirty-nine days earlier

than in the preceding year. Notwithstanding severe weather, with sharp frosts,

experienced in the third week of January, by the 24th of that month snowdrops
were very generally in flower, the aconites were almost gone, the garden scarlet
anemones were coming into flower, and in several places wallflowers and stocks
were in nearly full bloom. The English tea-plant {Lycium barbarnni) had put out
its green shoots, but the frosts experienced about the 23rd of January crumpled
and burnt the edges of its leaves. The catkins of the alder and the twigs of the
willow assimied a deeper green, and by the 30th the grass became of a brighter
hue, the honeysuckle was in full leaf, and the hazel-catkins were long,
pendulous, and in full bloom. On the 29th of January some fully-expanded flowers
of Ranunculus bulbosus were seen. By the 10th of February wallflowers were in
full bloom ; on the 16th flowers of Tussilago farj'ara (coltsfoot) were obtained, and

VOL. II.—PART VIII. U
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Mercurialis perennis (dog's mercury) was generally in flower ; Veronica agrestls

and V. hederifolia showed tlieir dark and light blue flowers ; and the little

whitlow-grass put forth its tiny head of blossoms upon some old walls. The
date of the last-named appearing last year was April 12. By the 25th of

February the woods were generally dotted over with primroses. Mercurialis
perennis was in full flower, and so were the wild hyacinth and anemone. A wood-
anemone {Amnione nemorosa) was found in flower in Molewood on the 24th of

February, four weeks earlier than in the previous year. At this date Viola

odorata re-commenced flowering. On the 6th of March the stitchwort was found
in flower at Brickendon Green, thirty- seven days earlier than last year. Ulmiis

montana and U. campestris were about nine days earlier than in 1881. By
the 19th of March plum-trees and the blackthorn were in flower, the latter

being thirty days earlier than in last year. The butterbur showed its head of

pink, starry flowers twenty-one days earlier than last season. By the 23rd of

March, notwithstanding severe frosts and some snow and hail, groimd-ivy,

hemlock, various kinds of buttercups, the kingcup, and several of the forget-

me-nots were in full flower in the fields, and other plants, such as the red nettle,

broom, wood-anemone, etc., were in flower in the woods everywhere. The
flowering of the sweet violets, yellow daft'odils, and palm was nearly over, and the

blackthorn flower was rapidly disappearing. Oak and ash buds were rapidly

increasing in size, and on several chestnut- trees buds were showing themselves.

Poplars were in flower, and "lords and ladies," wall-cress, three-fingered

saxifrage, mouse-ear chickweed, ivy-leaved toad-flax, and wallflower were also

in flower. April witnessed a large accession to the number of plants in flower,

some of them being much earlier than last year, but by the 20th of the month all

the spring flowers had disappeared, and many of the summer flowers were in full

bloom.

Mr. Gosselin exhibited a latcli-lock, which, being found, to be

unworkable, was taken off a gate, when it was discovered that it

had been taken possession of by the mason-bee.

Bte Meeting, 21st November, 1882, at "Watford.

This meeting was devoted to the exhibition of microscopic

objects, amongst which may be mentioned as of local interest

the leaf-fungi JEcidmm Sanimla from Leavesden woods and Uredo

Filicum from Watford, exhibited by Mr. J. "Watson Walker, the

former having been collected at the field meeting on the 24th June,

and the latter being noteworthy as a very rare species.

Bye Meeting, 15th December, 1882, at Watford.

This meeting, like the preceding one, was devoted entirely to

microscopical study. The objects exhibited were almost entirely

the preparations supplied by Mr. A. E. Cole with his ' Studies

in Microscopical Science,' for which the Society subscribes. Of
these a number of injected pathological specimens were exhibited

by Dr. Brett, and rock-sections with polarised light by Mr. J.

Hopkinson.

Ordinary Meeting, 19th December, 1882, at St. Albans.

S. MoNCKTON White, Esq., Mayor of St. Albans, in the Chair.

Mr. Frederick George Lloyd, Cranleigh Yillas, Watford, and

Mr. Henry S. Sherry, Dynmore, Watford, were proposed as Mem-
bers of the Society.
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Tho following: pnppr Tras read :

—

" Tho Agricultural Geology of Hertfordshire." By J. Yiucent
Elsdcn, B.Sc, F.C.S. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 145.)

Maps of the solid geology, the superficial geology, and the soils

of Hertfordshire were exhibited by Mr. Elsden in illustration of

his paper.

OUDINART MeETIXG, 21 ST DECEMBER, 1882, AT HoDDESDON.

RiCHAUD B. Croft, Esq., E.N., F.L.S., F.R.M.S., in the Chair.

^Ir. John Callaway, Norris Lodge, Hoddesdon, and Mr. Richard
Lydc'kker, E.A., F.G.S., F.Z.S., The Lodge, Harpcnden, were pro-

posed as Members of the Society.

The following paper was read :

—

" The Colour of Animals in Relation to their Habits." By
F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.M.S.

Mr. Campbell commenced his paper by pointing out that one of the first

principles a naturalist felt called upon to admit was that no single creature lives

only for itself. The whole imiverse is but one chain of mutual dependency.
Different animals are called upon from time to time to perform the most various
and the strangest functions for others ; indeed, the destiny of a great number of

them is to provide food for others, and this naturally involves a tremendous
sacrifice of life. But the economy of Nature is not based on the success of any
single individual or principle, but on the result of a great number of averages
taken from a great number of cases ; and just in the same way as in mechanism
there is no stability without two opposing forces, so stability in Natm'e is the
sum of a great number of antagonistic forces.

RefeiTmg to the protective powers of animals, he said that when it was con-
sidered that the chances were very much against any single creature surviving to a
certain age, and yet that the continuance of its species was necessary to support
the life of other creatures, it would be seen that there must be some protection

for those animals, and that they must have enormous powers of repi-oducing

themselves. Thus it was found that, roughly speaking, the humbler the creature

was in the scale of life, the more rapid was its power of reproduction. The
means of protection which animals possess were very various, and were governed
to a great extent by their habits. There was the power afforded by weapons- of

self-defence, involving muscular activity and size, which were not within the

reach of every creature. There was the power afforded by great agility or rapid

flight, and this again was not within the reach of great numbers. Then there

was the power which some creatures have of making themselves disagreeable to

others as food ; and there was also the power of concealment, which was
greatly increased by colour—when the colour of the creature resembled that

of its immediate surrounchngs. Thus, commencing with water-life, he pointed

out that the crab, shrimp, lobster, and sole, in tlieir native state, have each a
protective power from their colour being similar to that of their surroundings

;

and that the same can be said even of the roach, dace, and other fish with brilliant

scales. A reflected beam of light may attract a pike to its prey, but it is also

calculated to produce the momentary dazzling effect which we ourselves experience.

The very metallic lustre which gives back the treacherous rays produces, when
viewed from other directions, a liquid appearance which is well adapted for con-
cealment in water. In the case of some creatures of brilliant colour—as for

instance some kinds of the sea -cucumber, whose bodies are covered with a number
of anchor-shaped spicules—their brilliant colour acts as a warning to others
wliich might wish to devour them. Other species allied to these are encrusted

with a hard deposit, so that fish will not attempt to eat them ; while others
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again have the power of placing a disagreeable fluid over their bodies, so as

to render themselves unpalatable.

The most extraordinary instances of protection were found among butterflies

and caterpillars. For instance, small caterpillars are green, resembling the colour

of the vegetation on which they principally feed, but as they grow larger and

become more visible to the birds they have longitudinal stripes on their bodies,

which make them resemble a blade of grass or the twig of a tree, and so escape

the notice of the birds. In the case of the privet-hawkmoth the stripes change

from longitudinal to obUque ones, and cause it to resemble the leaves upon which

it feeds. Black caterpillars are very visible, but they have a great number of

hairy spines upon them, which almost prick the linger as they are touched : and

the object of their being so visible is neither more nor less than to tell the birds,

" I possess an element of danger for you, and the less you have to do with me the

better." This power of protection runs tliroughout the whole animal king-

dom. The caterpillar of the swallow-tail butterfly has a most disagi'eeable flavour,

so that no bird will eat it, and its brilliant colour enables the birds to recognise

it, and avoid it. The caterpillar of the elephant moth, although possessing no
protective colour, owes its immunity to its ugliness, and there was an interesting

experiment made by "Weismaun, who tried to entice birds with seeds to a tray on

which he had placed one of these caterpillars ; the birds flew to the tray and
would not attempt to touch the seeds imtil the caterpillar was removed. Brown
caterpillars, which are always very visible, have hairs on their bodies which the

birds dislike very much ; while " geometers " resemble dead twigs upon a tree.

The ordinary magpie-moth is not eaten by birds, simply on accoiuit of its disagree-

able flavour. Some caterpillars and butterflies, although not disagreeable them-

selves, owe their escape to their resemblance to those which are unpalatable.

Mr. Campbell next went on to consider how far the beautiful colours of one

creature are appreciated by others, and said that it would seem that most creatures

had a perception of colour, and he referred to the courtship of various animals,

and more especially to that of the bower-bird. As a general rule birds of

brilliant plumage—which, being very observable, are exposed to a great number
of animals, especially in nesting-time—have covered nests when both birds are

of brilliant plumage ; but when only the cock is brilliant, and the hen is dull

in colour—as in the case of the pheasant—the hen sits on an open nest. In
some few cases—as in the doterel—the female bird is much more brilliant than

the male, but then she neglects her nest, and leaves the male to sit on the eggs.

The protective colouring and retreat of one or both sexes of animals during the

period necessary for the rearing of their yoimg is but analogous to the close-time

of our game-laws.
Although nests were wonderful productions, most of their peculiarities were

ti'aceable to the mechanical and physical necessities of the birds. Thus, we find

a certain shaped beak capable of doing certain things ; a certain length of neck

capable of doing other things ; while certain shaped feet are necessary for building

in certain places ; and according to these peculiarities we have the form of the

nest, while the size of it is proportionate to the size of the bird. So with the

materials of which the nests are composed, it will be found that the materials

are collected according to the habits or food of the different birds.

Mr. Campbell next referred to the experiments of Franklin and of Tyndall

as to the most suitable colour of clothing for winter wear, and, alluding

to black men, attributed their power of enduring hot climates to the pigment

on their bodies. Eeferring to the chameleon, he said it was necessary to disabuse

our minds of thepopidar notion that it has the power of changing the colour of its

skin so as to resemble the objects by which it is surroimded. The variability of

its colour is due to the presence of two layers of different-coloured pigment,

which it has the power of raising or sinking, and according to whichever of them
is nearest to the outside of the creature, so its colour varies. Thus the chameleon

can only change its colour through natural laws, and when it happens that its

colour resembles that of the surrounding objects, so much the better for it; but

still it is merely an accident that it is so.

In conclusion, Mr. Campbell remarked that all the beautiful colours in the

world, and the singing of the bii'ds and the sounds of the various animals, could
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not lie intended to please man alone, but afforded pleasure to the animals themselves

;

and he expressed the hope that some of his hearers might be induced from wYiat
he had said to take a deeper interest in the ditt'ereut forms of life by which t\icy

were surrounded.

Ordixaet Meetistg, 16xn Jaxuary, 1883, at TVatfokd.

George Roofer, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the Chair.

"Kv. Jolin Callaway, Norris Lodge, Hoddesdou ; the Honourable
Colonel Capoll, Lady'^s Close, \Yatford; Mr.Cluiiies Edward Holford,

Spriu<;iicld, Ware ; Mr. Frederick George Lloyd, Cranleigli Villas,

Watford ; Mr. Richard Lydekker, B.A., F.G.S., F.Z.S., The Lodge,
Harpenden; Mr. John Macdonald, The Hall, Bushey, Watford;
Mr. George Mowat, Holywell Hill, St. Albans; Mr. Henry S.

iSherry, Dynmore, Watford; Mr. Arthur Stradling, C.M.Z.S., 20,
Wootlford Road, Watford ; and Miss Woodley, Ware Road, Hertford,
were elected Members of the Society.

Mr. A. F. Griffith, Bloomfield Road, Highgate, London, N. ; the
Rev. Francis H. Hodgson, M.A., The Vicarage, Abbot's Langley

;

and Sir Charles Mcholson, Bart., D.C.L., F.G.S., The Grange,
Totteridge, were proposed as Members.

The following lecture was delivered :

—

"Windsor Forest and its Famous Trees." By the Rev. Canon
Gee, D.D., Vicar of Windsor. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 189.)

Mr. Allan Barraud and Mr. John WeaU were elected Auditors of

the accounts for 1882.

Bye MEETrjfG, 23ed Januaey, 1883, at St. Albaxs.

This meeting was devoted to the exhibition of microscopic objects.

Oedixaey Meeting, 15th Febeuaey, 1883, at Heetfoed.

F. M. Campbell, Esq., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.M.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Arthur Ernest Ekins, Market Cross, St. Albans, and Mr.
Frederick Seebohm, The Hermitage, Hitchiu, were proposed as

Members of the Society.

The following paper was read :
—

" On Methods of Illustrating Lectures on Microscopic Objects."

By F. W. Phillips, F.L.S.

Mr. Phillips said that there might be many a member of the Society who could

converse freely upon some branch of Natural History with those who knew
something about it, and yet was extremely diffident of communicatuig it in public

;

and he believed this was almost always due to a fear of wearjing the audience

through inability to make the subject interesting to them. It the member had
discovered a rare auimal or plant, it was possible to exhibit it and point out its

various distinguishing characteristics ; but by far the greater number of subjects

of study were those which could not well be exhibited. The department of the

Infusoria might be especially instanced, owing to the uncertainty of the appear-

ance, duration, and caprice of these creatures ; and if one could not show the

object, how would it be possible to describe a creature which had its eyes in its

neck, its jaws in its stomach, which could tuck its head in its stomach, aud turn
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itself inside out lite a stocking, having neither hands nor feet, yet making the

most perfect and sjTnmetrical bricks, then building its house with them, remain-
ing always in the same place, and drawing its food from afar by sheer force of

will; and it followed that a member who wished to talk on these subjects must
either be content for his audience to leave with wonder-stricken but hazy ideas

on the subject, or he must make a drawing of it. Now that was one of the

great difficulties, the 2^oi)s asinormn with many lecturers ; many would say

:

" I cannot draw ;
" others could draw, and yet were unable to produce suitable

drawings for want of knowledge of what should be done and what left undone,

and he therefore thought that a few words on this subject might be acceptable to

the members.
First of all there was the well-known black-board and chalk ; this was a most

excellent means of rough and ready illustration, and Mr. Phillips drew upon the

board a group of insect-bitten rose-leaves, showing the action of the Micro-
lepidoptera on the leaves as an instance of what could be done ; but the utility of

the black-board was, he said, essentially confined to diagrammatic outlines, and
although it was possible to invest it Avith much artistic merit, yet it must be

remembered that the principles of light and shade were reversed, white having to

do duty for black as in a photographic negative.

Another method whereby greater finish might be obtained was by the substitu-

tion of a sheet of grocer's blue sugar-paper for the black-board, and the white

which he had found best suited was a mixture of gum and whitening, to be
applied in the same manner as paint; the shading could be "hatched" or

stippled, but a very delicate effect could be obtained by a smudge of powdered
chalk, the blue paper making a beautiful background, and he had seen this

method used with great effect in the various learned societies, being especially

suited for the delineation of delicate hyaline tissues.

Another method of illustrating was the water-colour drawing. Here was
a field where art could revel, but there was one great rock which he must point

out, whereon he and others had come to grief, and that was in painting a diagram
as an ordinary painting. Mr. Phillips then showed a large diagram pamted for

his first lecture with scrupulous care and finish, the objects therein delineated

being scarcely visible to those at the farther end of the room. It was, he said,

always necessary to take into consideration the size of the room and the distance

of the audience in making an illustration, and he thought as a rule no outline-

strokes should be less than a quarter of an inch in thickness ; but those who liad

worked with a microscope knew that every drawing, however finished, fell far

short of the living reality, especially in one particular, viz. light—it was like

trying to paint the sim. Now the nearest approach to light which one could get
in painting was white—pure white. He remembered a passage in a celebrated

lecture which said: "to do these creatures justice you would have to dip your
brush in light.'"

Mr. Phillips then showed a method whereby this advice was closely followed,

by the employment of light, pm-e and simple, for those parts which are refulgent.

He raised a curtain and disclosed a screen whereon were portrayed in startling

reality a number of animalcules. The chief charm of this new method was, he
said, that like all other good things, it was extremely simple. The screen was an
ordinary box, 3 feet square, open at one end, having a groove along the edge in

which a light frame slid in and out like a lid. On this frame a sheet of brown
paper was pasted of sufficient thickness to intercept the light ; the objects were
drawn on this paper roughly, and then with a penknife cut out like pictures for

a scrap-book, a sheet of white paper was then laid at the back, giving white
objects with a bro\vn-paper background ; upon this white paper all the details of

colour—the cells, organs, muscles, or whatever there might be, were filled in, and
then came the finishing touch (the high lights) ; these were simply holes pricked

in the paper with a pin in continuous lines, and at a distance the individuality of

the holes was not seen ; in the box there should be placed one or two ordinary

lamps, and the thing was complete.

Mr. George Turner exhibited a small micro -spectroscope, and
explained its use in spectrum analysis.
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Anniversary Meeting, 20Tn February, 1883.

(At Watford.)

George Roofer, Esq., F.Z.S., President, in the Chair.

Isaac Brown, Kendal; Thomas Henry Huxley, LL.D., Ph.D.,

F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S., etc.. Professor of Natural History at

the Royal School of Minos, Museum, South Kensington, and 4,

Marlborough Place, Abbey Road, London, N.W. ; John Gwya
Jeffreys, LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S. ; and Thomas
Rupert Jones, F.R.S., F.G.S., late Professor of Geology at the

Royal Military College, Sandhurst, 10, Uvcrdale Road, King's

Road, Chelsea, London, S.W., were elected Honorary Members of

the Society.

The Report of the Council for 1882, and the Treasurer's Account
of Income and Expenditure, were read and adopted.

The President delivered an Address. (^Transactions, Vol. II,

p. 173.)

The Balloting-glass having been removed, and the lists examined
by the Scrutineers, the following gentlemen were declared to have

been duly elected as the Officers and Council for the ensuing year.

President.—The Right Honourable the Earl Cowper, K.G.
Vice-Presidents.—?xoie^sov John Attfield, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S.

;

Alfred Fowell Buxton ; Frank M. Campbell, F.L.S., F.Z.S.,

F.R.M.S. ; John Evans, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A., F.L.S.,

F.G.S., etc. ; William Ransom; and George Rooper, F.Z.S.

Treasurer.—Sydney Humbert.
Honorary Secretaries —^\c\i-;ix(\. B. Croft, R.N., F.L.S., F.R.M.S.,

and John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.M.S., F.M.S.

Librarian.—Allan Barraud.

Curator.—William Verini.

Other Members.—The Rev. Canon Bradby, M.A. ; Alfred T.

Brett, M.D. ; E. M. Chater ; AKred J. Copeland ; Arthur Cottam,

F.R.A.S.; theRev. C.W.Harvey, M. A., F.M.S. ; John E.Littleboy;

Frederick W. Phillips, F.L.S. ; Frank W. Silvester, F.M.S. ; W.
Lepard Smith ; the Rev. E. T. Vaughan, M.A. ; and John Weali.

It was then resolved

—

That the thanks of the Society be given to Mr. George Rooper,

retiring from the office of President ; to the Right Hon. the Earl

Cowper, K.G., Dr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S., etc., and Mr. John E.

Littleboy, retiring from the office of Vice-President ; to Mr. E. M.
Chater, retiring from the office of Librarian ; to Mr. F. W. Silvester,

retiring from the office of Curator ; and to Mr. H. George Fordham,

F.G.S., Mr. Charles F. Humbert, F.G.S., Mr. J. Logan Lobley, F.G.S.,

and Mr. Joseph Pollard, retiring from the Council.

The thanks of the Society were also accorded to the Honorary

Secretaries, Mr. R. B. Croft and Mr. John Hopkinson.
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Eepoet of the Council foe, 1882.

In presenting the eighth Annual Report, the Council of the

Hertfordshire Natural History Society and Field Club has the

pleasure of stating that the Society maintains its position as one

of the most vigorous of the many provincial scientific societies in

the kingdom, and continues to do valuable work in the investigation

of the natural history of its legitimate area, the County of Hertford.

During the year nine ordinary members have been elected, and
one honorary member ; two members have compounded for their

annual subscriptions; eight members have resigned; and the Council

regrets to have to record the loss by death of one honorary member,
Mr. Charles R. Darwin, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., and four ordinaiy

members, Mr. John Flower, M.A., the Rev. H. Wade Hodgson,
M.A., Mr. Matthew Moggridge, F.G.S., and Mr. John Sedgwick.
By the death of Charles Darwin the Society has lost its most

distinguished honorary member. While Linnteus left his mark on
science by his comprehensive survey of living things, giving to

every natural object known to him a name and place in the system
he invented, Darwin will be chiefly known and honoured for his

patient investigation of the reason of the harmonies and analogies

existing in Nature and of the causes which have given rise to its

diversity, and whether the philosophical theory of evolution to

which his name has been given be eventually accepted or not, it

cannot be denied that his writings have done more to advance the

study of Natural History, and have had a far greater effect upon
scientific thought and investigation, than those of any other natu-

ralist.

The census of the Society at the end of the years 1881 and 1882
was as follows :

—

1881. 1882.

Honorary Members 15 15

Life Members 36 38
Annual Subscribers 220 215

271 268

The Council has to announce the completion of the first volume
of the ' Transactions of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society

'

and the commencement of the second volume, two parts of each

having been published during the year. The contents of the first

volume issued by the Society under its altered title are equal iu

value and interest to those of the ' Transactions of the Watford
Natural History Society,' but while in the former series papers on
Geology and Botany predominate, in the present volume Meteor-
ology and Zoology have received the greatest amount of attention.

For the valuable plate in this volume illustrating Mr. Henry Grove's

paper on the occurrence of Vertigo Moulinsiana in Hertfordshire, the

Society has to thank Dr. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S., by whom the paper

was communicated. For the other illustrations the Society is

indebted to the liberality of authors, Mr. F. W. Phillips having
supplied the plate illustrating Uotifera from the neighbourhood of
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Hertford, Mr. John Hopkinson the map of Hertfordshire showing

its lliver Basins and the position of its Kainfull Stations, and Mi*.

J. Vincent Elsden the geological sections illustrating his paper on

the I'ost-tertiaiy deposits of Hertfordshire.

The following are the principal papers and lectures which have

been read or delivered during the year 1882 :

—

Jan. 2-1, at "Watford.—The Migration of Birds ; by Jolin E. Littleboy.

26, at Hertford.—Notes on the Protozoa of Hertfordshire ; Section

Pantostomata ; by F. W. J'hillips, F.L.S.

Feb. 21, at Watford.—Anniversary Address; by the President, George
Hooper, F.Z.S.

March 21, at Watford.—Meteorological Observations taken at Throcking,

Herts, during the year 1881 ; by the llev. C. W. Harvey,

M.A., F.M.S.
Meteorological Observations taken at Wansford Honse, Watford,

during the year 1881 ; by John Hopkinson, F.L. S., F.M.S.
Eeport on the KainfMll in Hertfordshii-e in 1881 ; by the Eev. C.

W. Harvey, M.A., F.M.S.
Report on Phenological Phenomena observed in Hertfordshire

during the year 1881 ; by John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.M.S.
Notes on Insects observed in Hertfordshire dming the year 1881

;

by Eleanor A. Ormerod. F.M.S.
Notes on Birds observed in Hertfordshire during the year 1881

;

by John E. Littleboy

30, at Ware.—Notes on the Upper Portion of the River Rib and its

Affluent the Quin ; by R. P. Greg, F.G.S., F.R.A.S., and
R. B. Croft, R.N., F.L.S.

Notes on the River Rib from Standon to its jrmction with the

Lea; by Arthur Giles Puller, M.A., F.Z.S. , F.R.G.S.
April 7, at Hertford. —Notes on the River Ash ; by Hellier Gosseliu.

Methods by which Members may assist the Recorder of the

Arachnida ; by F. M. Campbell, F.L.S. , F.Z.S.

Nov. 7, at Watlord.— The Importance of Mmute Thiugs of Life in Past
and Present Times; by Prof. T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S.,
F.G.S.

16, at Hertford.—Notes on the State of Vegetation in the neighbour-

hood of Hertford dming the Winter and Spring of 1882 ; by
R. T. Anch-ews.

Dec. 19, at St. Albans.—The Agricultural Geology of Hertfordshire; by
J. Vincent Elsden, B.Sc, F.C.S.

21, at Hoddesdon. — The Colom- of Animals in relation to their Habits

;

by F. M. CampbeU, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

Several short communications have also been read, and these

have usually elicited a considerable amount of discussion, which has

greatly added to the interest of the meetings.
The following Bye Meetings for microscopical study have been

held :—February 27th at St. Albans ; April 1 3th at Watford ; May
25th at Ware; November 21st at Watford; December 15th at

Watford. These meetings have not been so well attended as could

be wished, but on each occasion several members have brought
their microscopes and interesting objects have been exhibited.

A special meeting was held at Watford on the 18th of April,

when a few alterations were made in the Rules, the principal

changes being the addition of Pre-historic Archa3ology to the

subjects of study, the Kmitation of the right of members to
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receive the ordinary publications of the Society instead of all the

publications, and the extension of their right to admit two visitors

in place of one to any of the meetings.

On Saturday afternoon, the 20th of May, a visit was paid to the

new British Museum of I^atural History, at South Kensington, and,

under the able guidance of Mr. Robert Etheridge, F.R.S., the

members inspected the collections of fossils. The general plan of

the Museum was also shown and explained by Mr. Etheridge, and the

various workrooms, etc., in the crypt were visited, and the great

facilities they afford for the special study of natural objects were
made evident. About two hours were spent in the Museum, and at

the conclusion of the visit the members present testified their

appreciation of the valuable services of their guide, and the kind

manner in which he had rendered them, by the hearty vote of

thanks which they accorded him.

The following Field Meetings have been held during the year :

—

May 27.—Harpenden and "Wheathampstead.

June 15.—Hertford Heath and Hoddesdon.
June 17.—Rickmansworth and the Harefield Chalk Pits.

June 24.—Watford and the Leavesden AVoods.

July 15.—Eoyston.

July 20.—Tewin and "Welwyn.

Nov. 4.—Cassiobury Park, AVatford.

The only meeting held in conjunction with any other Society

was that at Rickmansworth, in which members of the Geologists'

Association took part. The Hoyston meeting was the annual
whole-day meeting, and was an eminently successful one.

Eor hospitality kindly afforded at the Eield Meetings the Society

is indebted to Mr. R. Luke Howard, Mackery End, Harpenden
;

]\[r. F. M. Campbell, Rose Hill, Hoddesdon ; Dr. Brett, Watford
House (Rickmansworth meeting) ; the President, Nascott House,
"Watford; Mr. Henry Fordham, The Rookery, Royston; Mr. F. U.
Fordham, The Bank House, Royston ; and Colonel Smyth, The
Grange, Welwyn.
A new departure in the proceedings of the Society has been

attempted during the year. The Field Meeting on the 4th of

JS'ovember was announced as a " Fungus Foray," and resulted in

the collection of 88 species of Fungi (74 species being Hymeno-
mycetous), the list of which is the first which has been compiled

for the County of Hertford. The species were identified by Dr. M.
C. Cooke and Mr. H. T. Wharton, who accompanied the party, and
to whom the thanks of the Society are due for an interesting and
instructive afternoon. On this occasion also 22 species of Mosses

were collected and identified by Mr. A. E. Gibbs.

In the report for 1881 the Council announced the bequest to the

Society by the late Mr. R. A. Pryor, of the MS. of a new ' Flora

of Hertfordshire,' and of his botanical library, herbarium, and the sum
of £100. The whole of this bequest has now been received, less

legacy-duty on the £100, by which this amount has been reduced

to £91 16s. Of this the sum of £43 55. was expended in 1881
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in oarryinp: mit the terms of the bequest, etc., leaving £48 lis.

towards the future preservation of the collection.

As this bequest was preceded in 1880 by the donation to the

Society of the late Kev. R. H. Webb's botanical library and

herbaritini, so it has been followed in 1882 by another valuaV)le and
similar donation. Mr. Isaac Brown, who, when residing at Hitchin,

was a frequent correspondent of Messrs. Coleman and Webb, and
furnished them with notices of the occurrence in his neighbourhood

of many species of plants, as recorded in their ' Flora Hertford-

iensis,' has presented to the Society his herbarium and botanical

library. The lierbariuin is an extensive one, and is especially rich

in cryptogamic plants. The library consists of about 90 volumes,

most of which are local floras and works on cryptogamic botany.

The donation will probably be of great assistance in the compilation

of a Cryptogamic Flora of the county, the publication of which may
follow, at no long interval, that of the late Mr. Pryor's ' Flora of

Hertfordshire' now being edited for the Society by Mr. James
Britten, F.L.S.

Owing to these various donations the extent of the library has been

so greatly increased since the publication of the catalogue in 1878,

and supplementary catalogue in 1880, that these are now rendered

almost useless, and it has been decided to prepare and publish

a new catalogue. The great preponderance also of botanical works
has induced the Council to authorise the expenditure during the

year of £15 in the purchase of books chiefly treating of other

branches of science, in addition to the usual subscriptions to

periodical works, and it is hoped that the new catalogue will show
that the amount has been judiciously expended. "With the excep-

tion of Darwin's works, which are chiefly botanical, and a few books

on geology, nearly all the books purchased are on zoology and
microscopy, subjects in which the library has hitherto been very

deficient.

The gi-eat difficulty at the present time is the want of sufficient

accommodation both for the books and the botanical specimens in

the possession of the Society. With the present extent of the

"Watford Public Library the Council cannot expect more accommo-
dation to be provided, but it is hoped that before long the building

may be considerably enlarged, and that one or two spacious and
well-lighted rooms may be devoted to the exhibition of a collection

of local natural objects and local antiquities—a collection which
shall consist exclusively of objects found within the County of

Hertford. When an extension of the building for this and other

pui-poses is decided on by the Public Library Committee, the

necessary funds will have to be provided by voluntary contribu-

tions, and in the carrying- out of a scheme which may greatly

benefit the Society it is hoped that the members will largely

contribute.

The finances of the Society are in a very satisfactory condition.

The expenditure during the year almost exactly balances the ordinary

receipts, £117 55. lOd. having been expended and £117 12s. 7d.
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received, in addition to the balance from 1881, the life compositions,

and the Pryor bequest. The sum of £100, covering these last two
items, has been transferred to a deposit account at the London and
County Bank. With the amount invested in Consols, the reserve

or invested funds of the Society are thus increased to about £300,
more than covering the vrhole of the life compositions and the

Pryor bequest.

The Council has now to announce the expiration of the term of

office of your President, Mr. George Rooper, F.Z.S. During the

term of his presidency Mr. Rooper has seldom been absent from the

chair at the meetings which have been held at "Watford, and his

kind reception and entertainment of a large number of the members
at his residence, Nascott House, in the summer, will always be
remembered amongst the many pleasant events in the history of the

Society.

The Council regrets to have to announce the resignation of your
Librarian and your Curator, who have held their respective offices

for the past two years. Your Librarian, Mr. E. M. Chater, is

unable any longer to devote the necessary amount of time to the

duties of his office ; and your Curator, Mr. F, W. Silvester, resigns

his office on account of the distance of his residence fi'om Watford.
Your Secretary, Mr. Hopkinson, has also tendered his resigna-

tion, but, owing to the difficulty of finding a successor, has consented

to retain the office for another year, and also to retain for the

present the editorship of the ' Ti'ansactions.'

As in former years, the Council desires in conclusion to express

the obligation the Society is under to the Committee of the Watford
Public Library for the continued accommodation liberally afPorded

;

and also to the Hertford Literary and Scientific Institution for the

free use of their rooms for the Hertford meetings.

Donations to the Libraey in 1882.

Title.
Agricultural, Royal, Society. Journal. Ser. 2,

vol. xviii, part 1. 8vo. London. . . , .

Argyll, Duke of. Primeval Man. 8vo. London, 1869.

Baily, "W. H. Descriptions of Fossil Invertebrata from
the Crimea. (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 1858). hvo. .

Coleman, Eev. "W. H. Outlines of the Geology of

Leicestershire. 8vo. Sheffield, 1862
Darwin, Charles. Monograph of the Lepadidae or

Pedunculated Cirripedes. {Rai/ Society). Svo.

London, 1S51
Crosskey, Eev. H. W. Ninth Report of the Committee

[on] . . . Erratic Blocks. {Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1881) .

Greg, R. P. Neolitliic Flint Implements of the Nile

Valley and Egypt. {Journ. Aiithrop. Inst. 1881).

Svo

Grevillea. Vol. X, Nos. ^b-bl. 8vo. London, 1882.

Hall, Prof. James. Fossils of the Niagara Group.
{Rep. Neiv York Stale Cabinet, 1865).

Contributions to Palaeontology. Svo. lb.

Henslow, Rev. J. S. A Catalogue of British Plants. 2nd
ed. Svo. Cambridge, ISiJO

DONOK.

Mr. R. B. Croft.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

Mrs. R. H. TFebb.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

Mr. E. G. Fordham.

The Author.
Br. M. C. Cooke.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

>)

Mrs. R. E. Webb.
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Title.
HoPKiNsoN, JoHX. On some Points in the Morphology

of the Rhabdophora or true Graptolites. [Annals
Nat. Mist. 1882). 8vo

Huxley, Prof. T. H. Address delivered at the Anni-
versary Meeting of the Geological Society of London,
1862. 8vo. London, 1862

Johns, Eev. C. A. The Forest Trees of Britain, Vol. i.

8vo. London, 1849

LiNNEAN Society. Journal. Botany. Vol. xix, Kos.
114-119. Zoology. Vol. xvi, Nos. 89-92. 8vo.

London, 1881-82^

Ormerod, Eleanor A. Report of Observations of In-

jurious Insects during the year 1881. 8vo. London,
1882 . .

Preston, Eev. T. A. "Wiltshire Rainfall, 1881. 8vo.

Marlborough, 1882
Ramsay, Prof. A. C. Address delivered at the Anni-

versary Meeting of the Geological Society of London,
1864. 8vo. London, 1864

Roberts, George. Topography and Natural History of

Lofthouse and its Neighbourhood. 8vo. London,
1882

Sedgwick, Prof. A. Lecture on the Strata near Cambridge
and the Fens of the Bedfordshire Level. 8vo. {Not
published) ........

Smyth, W. W. Address delivered at the Anniversary

Meeting of the Geological Society of London, 1868.

8vo. London, 1868
Symons, G. J. History of English Meteorological So-

cieties, 1823-80. {Quart. Journ. Met. Hoc. 1882).

8vo
British Rainfall, 1881. 8vo. London, 1882 .

Monthly Meteorological Magazine. Vol. xvii.

8vo. London, 1882

Tate, Ralph. Appendix to the Manual of the Mollusca

of S. P. "^"oodward. 12mo. London, 1868 .

Thurm, E. F. Im. The Birds of Marlborough
Webb, Rev. R. H., and Rev. W. H. Coleman. Report

on the Flora of Hertfordshire. 12mo. Hertford,

1843
Supplement to the Flora of Hertfordshire.

12mo. Hertford, 1851 .

'
*

Werner, Prof. A. G. A Treatise on the External Cha-
racters of Fossils. Translated by Thomas Weaver.
Svo. Dublin, 1805 ......

Whitfield, R. P. Observations on the Internal Appen-
dages of the Genus Atrypa. 8vo

Wraxall, L. Life in the Sea. Svo. London, 1860 .

Donor.

The Author.

Mr. J. Hopkins n.

j>

Mr. R. B. Croft.

The Authoress.

The Editor.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

The Author.
The Editor.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

>>

Mrs. R. E. Webb.

Mr. J. Hopkinson.

Presented by Me. Isaac BEOwif.

Abbot, C. Flora Bedfordiensis. 8vo. Bedford, 1798.

Acharius, E. Mcthodus quo omnes detectos Lichenes. ...8vo. Stockholm, 1803.

Babington. C. C. Flora Bathoniensis. 2nded. r2mo. Bristol and Loudon, 1839.
• PrimiticB Flone Sarnicse 12mo. London, 1839.

Manual of British Botany. 3rd ed. 12mo. London, 1851.

Backhouse, J. British Hieracia. Svo. York, 1856.

Baines, H. Flora of Yorkshire. Svo. Loudon, 1840.
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Baker, J. G. Floworins: Plants and Ferns of Great Britain. 8vo. London, 1855.

Bakeu, J. G., and J. Xowell. A Supplumeut to Baines' Flora of Yorkshire.

8vo. London, 1854.

Balvouu, J. H. Manual of Botany. 8vo. London and Glasgow, 1849.

Bentham, G. Catalogue dcs Plantes indigenes des Pyrenees 8vo.

Paris, 1826.

Bioelow, J. Florula Bostoniensis, 3rd ed. 12mo. Boston (U.S.A.), 1840.

CAiirEXTEu, Dr. W. B. Vegetable Physiology and Botany. 8vo. London, 1844.

Guilds, A. P. The British Botanists' Field Book. IGnio. London, 1857.

Cooke, I\L C. Fiuigi : their Nature, Influence, and Uses. 2nd ed, 8vo.

Loudon, 1875.

CooPEK, I). Flora Metropolitana. 12mo. London, 1837.

CoRDA, A. C. J. Anleitung zum Studium der Mycologie. 8vo. Prague, 1842.

CowELL, M. H. A Floral Guide for East Kent. 8vo. Faversham, 1839.

Darlingtox, W. Florula Cestrica. 2iided. r2mo. West-Chester, Penn., 1837.

Deakix, R., and E,. Marnock. Florigraphia Britannica. Part 1. 8vo.

London, 1837.

DiLLENius, J. J. Historia Muscorura (reprint). 4to. Edinburgh, 1811.

Eaton, A., and J. Wright. oSorth American Botany. Svo. Troy, N.Y., 1840.

EDixnrRGH, Botanical Society of. Annual lleports for 1836-44. 8vo.

Edinburgh, 1837-44.

Proceedings for 1855-56. Svo. Edinburgh. 1855-56.

Transactions. Vols, i-xiv, Parts 1 and 2. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1844-82.

Fries, E. M. Systema Mycologicum. 3 vols. 8vo. Lund;c, 1830.

Gottsche, C. M. Synopsis Hepaticarum. 8vo. Hamburg, 1844.

Hall, T. B. Flora of Liverpool. r2mo. London, 1839.

Harvey, Hon. W. H. Manual of the British Algse. 8vo. London, 1841.

Henslow, Eev. J. S. Principles of Descriptive and Physiological Botany.

r2mo. London, 1835.

Hooker, Sir W. J. Species Filicum. 5 vols. Svo. London, 1S46-64.

HiEBENER, Dr. J. "W. P. Hepaticologia Germanica. Svo. Mannheim, 1834.

Hldson, W. Flora Anglica. Vol. i. Svo. London, 1778.

Koch, W. D. J. Synopsis Florae Germanicse et Helveticse. 2 vols. Svo.

Frankfort, 1837.

Lees, E. Botanical Looker-out among the "Wild Flowers. 12mo. London,
1842.

Leighton, W. a. Flora of Shropshire. Svo. London, 1841.

LiNDLEY, J. A Synopsis of the British Flora. 12mo. Loudon, 1835.

A Natural System of Botany. 2nd ed. Svo. London, 1836.

LiNN^us, C. Flora Suecica. Svo. Stockholm, 1745.

Genera Plantarum. 2nd ed. Svo. Vienna, 1767.

Systema Vegetabilium. Vols, i, ii. 16th ed. Svo. Gottingen, 1S27.

LrxFORD, G. Flora of the Neighbourhood of Reigate. 12mo. London, 1838.

Mackay, J. T. Flora Hibernica. Svo. Dublin, 1836.

Moore, T. Index Filicum. Nos. 1-20 (all published). Svo. London, 1857-63.

MvDD, W. A Manual of British Lichens. Svo. Darlington, 1861.

Paget, C. J. and J. A Sketch of the Natural History of Yarmouth, Svo.

Yarmouth, 1834.

Phytologist. Vols, i-v (imperfect*). Svo. London, 1844-54.

New Series. Vols, i-vi (imperfect t)- 8vo. London, 1855-63.

Presl, C. B. Tentamen Pteridographia?. Svo. Prague, 1836.

Bales, J. The British Phanerogamous Plants and Ferns. Svo. London, 1839.

British Desmidiea^. Svo. London, 1848.

Ray, J. Synopsis Methodica Stirpium Britannicarum. 3rd ed. Svo. London,
1724.

Relhan, R. Flora Cantabrigiensis. Svo. Cambridge, 1820.

ScHAERER, L, E. Lichenum Europaeorum. bvo. Bemse, 1850.

* Wanting the Nos. for June and Aug.-Dec, 1854.

t Wanting the Nos. for Jan.-Apl. and July, 1855 ; Jan. 1856 ; Oct. and
Nov. 1860; July, 1861; May, Sept., and Dec. 1862; Feb., Mar., and May, 1863.
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Smith, Sir J. E. Compendium Florae Britannicae. 4tli ed. 12mo. London,
1825.

Introduction to the Study of Botany. 7th ed. 8vo. London, 1833.

Smith, J. Ferns : British and Foreign. 8vo. London, 1866.

Stroud, T. B. Elements of Botany. 8vo. Greenwich, 1821.

SuLLivANT, "VV. S. Musci AUeghaniensis. 8vo. Colomhus, Ohio, 1846.

Thompson, J. V. Catalogue of Plants growing in the Vicinity of Berwick-on-
Tweed. 8vo. London. 1807.

Trog, J. G. Verzeichniss Schweizer Schwajmme. 8vo. Bern, 1844.

Watson, H. C. Geographical Disti'ibution of British Plants. 12mo. London,
1835.

The New Botanist's Guide. 2 vols. 12mo. London, 1835-37.

Williams, B. S. Ferns and Lycopodiums, British and Exotic. 8vo. London,
1852.

Eeceived est Exchange, 1882.

American Museum of Natural History. Bulletin No. 1. 8vo. New York.
1881.

Bath Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club. Proceedings. Vol. v.

No. 1. 8vo. Bath, 1882.

Bedfordshire Natural History' Society and Field Club. Abstract of

Proceedings for 1877-81. 8vo. Bedford, 1882.

Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society. Proceedings for

the Session 1880-81. 8vo. Belfast, 1882.

Belfast Naturalists' Field Club. Proceedings. Ser. II, Vol. ii. Part i.

8vo. Belfast, 1882.

Bristol Naturalists' Society. Proceedings. New Series, Vol. iii. Part 3.

8vo. Bristol, 1882.

Cardiff Naturalists' Society. Transactions. Vol. xiii. 8vo. Cardiff, 1882.

Chester Society of Natural Science. Annual Report for 1881-82. 8vo.

Chester, 1882.

CoNCHOLOGY, JouRNAL OF. Vol. iii, Nos. 8-10. 8vo. Leeds, 1881-82.

Eastbourne Natural History Society. Transactions. Vol. i. Part 2.

8vo. Eastboui-ne, 1882.

Edinburgh Botanical Society. Transactions and Proceedings. Vol. xiv.

Part 2. 8vo. Edinburgh, l.sSl.

Edinburgh, Royal Physical Society of. Proceedings. Session 1880-81.

8vo. Edinburgh, 1881.

Entomological Society. Proceedings for 1879-81. Svo. London, 1880-82.

Epping Forest and County of Essex Naturalists' Field Club. Transac-

tions. Vol. ii, parts 5, (^. 8vo. Buckhurst Hill, 1881-82.

Field Naturalist and Scientific Student. Vol. i, Nos. 1-3. 4to. Man-
chester. 1882.

Geological Society. Abstracts of the Proceedings. Session 1881-82. Svo.

London, 1882.

Geologists' Association. Proceedings. Vol. vii, Nos. 4-6. Svo. London,
1882.

Glasgow, Geological Society of. Transactions. Vol. vi. Part 2. Svo.

Glasgow, 1882.

Manchesteu Geological Society. Transactions. Vol. xvi, parts 11-17. Vol.

xvii, parts 1, 2. Svo. Manchester, 1882.

Marlborough College Natural History Society. Report for 1881. Svo.

Marlborough, 1881.

Meteorological Society. Quarterly Journal. New Series, Vol. viii. Svo.

London, 1882.

Index to the Publications of the English Meteorological Societies,

1839-81. Svo. London, 1862.

The Meteorological Record. Nos. 3-5. Svo. London, 1882.
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MicitoscopicAL, Royal, Society. Journal. Series 2, Vol. ii. 8vo. London,
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Midland Naturalist. Vol. v. 8vo. London and Birmingliam, 1882.

^^AT^RALIST. Vol. vu, Nos. 78-84. Vol. viii, Nos. 85-89. 8vo. Iludders-

lield, 1882.

New York Academy of Sciences. Annals. Vol. i, No. 11. Vol. ii, Nos.

1-6. 8vo. New York, 1881-82.

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society. Transactions. Vol. iii.

Tart 3. 8vo. Norwich, 1882.

Northern Microscopist. Vol. ii. 8vo. London, 1882.

Norwich Geological Society. Proceedings. Vol. i, part 6. 8vo. Norwich,
1882.

Quekett Microscopical Club. Journal. Series 2, Vol. i, No. 1. 8vo.

J^ondon, 1882.

General Index to the Journal. Series 1, Vols. i-vi. 8vo. London,
1882.

EuGiiY School Natural History Society. Report for 1881. 8vo. Rugby,
1882.

Science Gossip. Vol. xviii. 8vo. London, 1882.

Scientific Roll and Magazine of Systematized Notes. Climate. Vol. i,

part 1, Nos. 6-8; part 2, No. 9. 8vo. Loudon, 1882.

Scottish Naturalist. Vol. vi, Nos. 45-18. 8vo. Edinburgh and London,
1882.

Smithsonian Institution. Annual Report for the year 1880. 8vo. Wash-
ington (U.S.A.), 1881.

Somersetshire Natural History and Arch.'eological Society. Proceed-

ings. New Series, Vols, vi, vii. 8vo. Taunton, 1881-82.

"Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society. Magazine.

Vol. XX, Nos. 58-60. 8vo. Devizes, 1881-82.

Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic Society. Proceedings. New Series,

Vol. vii, part 4. 8vo. Leeds, 1881.

Yorkshire Naturalists' Union. Transactions. Part 4. Svo. London and
Leeds, 1882.

Oedinart Meeting, 20th March, 1883, at "Watford.

Alfred T. Brett, Esq., M.D., in the Chair.

Mr. Ai-thur Ernest Ekins, Market Cross, St. Albans ; Mr. A.

F. Griffith, Bloomfield E-oad, Highgate, London, N. ; the Rev.

Francis H. Hodgson, M.A., The Yicarage, Abbot's Langley ; Sir

Charles Nicholson, Bart., D.C.L., F.G.S., The Grange, Totteridge

;

and Mr. Frederick Seebohm, The Hermitage, Hitchin, were elected

Members of the Society.

Mrs. Attenborough, Haydon Hill, Bnshey, "Watford, and Mr.
Frederick H. Berry, M.B. (Lond.), High Street, "Watford, were
proposed as Members.

Letters were read from Mr. Isaac Brown, Professor Huxley, Dr.

Gwyn Jeffreys, and Prof. Pupert Jones, thanking the Society for

their election as Honorary Members.

The following papers were read :
—

1. "Meteorological Observations taken at "Wansford House,
"Watford, during the year 1882." By John Hopkinson, F.L.S.,

F.M.S., Hon. Sec. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 201.)

vol. II.

—

part vni. E
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2. " Eeport on Phenolopical Phenomena observed in Hertford-

shire during the year 1882." By John Hopkinson, F.L.S. {Irans-

actions, Vol. II, p. 181.)

3. " Notes on Insects observed in Hertfordshire during the year

1882." By Eleanor A. Ormerod, F.M.S. {Transactions, Yol. II,

p. 187.)

4. " Notes on Birds observed in Hertfordshire during the year

1882." By John E. Littleboy. {Transactions, Yol. II, p. 209.)

5. "Notes on some Hertfordshire Mammalia." By Alfred T.

Brett, M.D.
The following Mammalia, recently observed in Hertfordshire, were alluded to

by Dr. Brett:—the mole {Talpa europtea), the badger {Meles taxus),thB otter

{Ltdra vulgaris), the stoat [Mustela erminta), the squirrel [Sciurus vulgaris), and

the brown rat {Miis dectimanes). Thirty moles of a white or cream colour were

reported to have been found in about half an acre of a field of oats. A badger

was reported by Mr. Ernest 0. Fordham to have been caught at Odsey, near

Eoyston, on the 7th of March (1883), this being the only instance known of the

occurrence of the badger in that neighbourhood. An otter had been seen at

Cassiobury by a boatman, and another more recently by Mr. W. Lea, jun. A
white stoat was reported to have been shot ; the change to the winter coat, while

almost universal in the north, being imusual in Hertfordshire, keepers believing

that a white stoat was not seen more frequently than about once in three years.

Squirrels had been very numerous about AVatford, especially in Cassiobury Park.

And lastly, the great abundance of the brown rat was remarked upon, the late

Mr. Jonathan King having known of more than 1000 being killed at Watford in

one day.

Oedinaiit Meeting, 29th Maech, 1883, at Heetfoed.

F. M. Campbell, Esq., F.L.S. , F.Z.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mrs. Charles Young, Fore Street, Hertford, was proposed as a

Member of the Society.

The following paper was read :

—

" Notes on the Ee-introduction of the Beaver into Britain." By
Augustus Hawks. {Transactions, Yol. II, p. 223.)

Oedln-aey Meeting, 17th Apeil, 1883, at "Watfoed.

Professor John Attfield, Ph.D., F.E.S., F.C.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mrs. Attenborough, Haydon Hill, Bushey, Watford ; Mr.
Frederick H. Berry, M.B. (Lond.), High Street, Watford; and
Mrs. Charles Young, Fore Street, Hertford, were elected Members
of the Society.

Mr. Frederick Fisher, M.E.C.S., King's Langley, was proposed

as a Member.

The following papers were read :

—

1. "Some Experiments on the Physics and Chemistry of the

Sap of Plants." By Professor Attfield, F.R.S., etc. {Transactions,

Yol. II, p. 229.)

2. "Note on the River Bourne." By John E. Littleboy.

{Ti ansactions, Yol. II, p. 237.)
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3. " Eoport on Floworine; Plants and Ferns observed in Hert-

fordshire iu 1882." By Ada Selby. {IVansadions, Vol. II, p. 2;i7.)

4. "Notes on Wild Flowers observed near Royston in 1882."

Bv A. Kingston. Communicated by John Hopkinson, Hon. Sec,

{Transactions, Vol. II, p. 240.)

5. " Xotos on Injurious Insects observed near Harpcndon in

1881 and 1882." By John J. Willis. Communicated by J. Hop-
kinson. [Transactions, Yol. II, p. 240.)

6. " Notes on some Fish recently caught in Hertfordshire." By
John E. Littleboy.

Mr. Littleboy stated that a pike {Eso.v hiciua) weighing llilhs. was caught

duriug the autiimu of 1882 in a pond just within the grounds of Mr. NV. Jones

Loyd, Langleybury, and adjoining the Grand Junction Canal, and that another

weighing 6^1bs. was taken from the same pond at about the same time ; that Mr.
A. F. Buxton had informed him tliat a bream [Ahrantis bramn) was taken early

iu January, 1883, in a poud through which flows the River Ash ; that Dr. Brett

had informed him that on the 14th of April a trout [Salmo fariu) weighing

5ilbs. and measuring 25 inches in length, was caught in the Colne near Hamper
Mill ; and that Mr. G. H. Thomas had secured with a fly on the 9th of April a

trout weighing 9|lbs. from the mill-stream at the back of Colne-brook, High
Street, Watford.

Ordinary Meeting, 19th April, 1883, at Ware.

EiCHARD B. Croft, B, N., F.L.S., F.R.M.S., in the Chair.

1. " Notes on the Biver Lea below Hertford." By Bichard B.

Croft, R.N., F.L.S., Hon. Sec. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 243.)

2. " Eeport on the Bainfall in Hertfordshire in 1882." By the

Rev. C. W. Harvey. {Transactions, Vol. II, p. 249.)

3. " Meteorological Observations taken at Throcking, Herts,

during the year 1882." By the Rev. C. W. Harvey, M.A., F.M.S.

{Transactions, Vol. II, p. 255.)

Field Meeting, 2 1st April, 1883.

BERKHAMPSTEAD AND THE VALLEY OF THE BOURNE.

Phenomena connected with the flow of water on the surface of

the earth, or underground, either in past or present times, show

how mutually related are the sciences of geology and meteoi'ology.

An intermittent river, dependent for its flow on an unusually large

rainfall at a particular time in the year, and which may have ceased

for some time before it commences to flow, seems at first sight to

be a phenomenon of interest only to the meteorologist, but a little

reflection will show that the existence of such a stream must also

depend upon the nature of the strata upon which the rain falls,

and upon the form of the ground or amount of its slope, and that

it must therefore be of some interest to the geologist.

Such rivers are usually called "bournes," although this term

merely signifies a "brook," or sometimes a "boundary." There
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are "bournes" which flow in the winter and spring, usually

ceasing in the summer and autumn ; but the " Hertfordshire Bourne '

'

is of a more erratic nature than this, running on the average only

about once in from three to seven years. To see this River Bourne
flowing, and to trace it from its source to its outflow into the

Ptiver Bulbourne at the hamlet to which it gives the name of

Bourne End, under the guidance of Mr. John Evans, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

was the object of this meeting, in which members of the Geologists'

Association of London took part, meeting the members of the

Hertfordshire Natui'al History Society at Berkhampstead station at

three o'clock.

Before, however, proceeding to the valley of the Bourne, the

members of the two societies first visited the ruins of Berkhamp-
stead Castle, close to the station, and here Mr. John Evans gave

an interesting outline of the history of the castle from Anglo Saxon
times to the present day. He said that it was claimed for the

Castle that it dated back to ancient British and Roman times, for

there was a coin of Cunobeline which was reported to have been

found here, and some Roman coins had also been found. It was
certainly a low position for a castle, but the site accorded well with

the ancient British "town" which was a place fortified by woods
and marshes, for here there were in front extensive marshes and
the town must have been surrounded by woods, and would therefore,

owing to its natural defences, probably be a place of sufficient im-

portance to become subsequently a castle. It was doubtful how far

the great antiquity of the Castle was supported by facts, but it was
certain that it was a place of considerable importance in Anglo Saxon
times, for it was here that, after the Battle of Hastings, William
the Conqueror received the deputation of Saxon nobles which
awaited him to offer him the crown and swear fealty to him. After

tracing the further history of the Castle, Mr. Evans made some
remarks upon its construction, pointing out that all the earthworks,

and the double moat by which the kee]) is surrounded, were arti-

ficial, and that the walls were built of flints from the Chalk of the

district.

The Rev. J. "W. Cobb, Rector of Berkhampstead, and author of

a work on its 'History and Antiquities,' who had joined the party

in the Castle grounds, then gave some further historical information,

referring to a paper by Mr. G. T. Clark, in the ' Proceedings of the

Archaeological Institute ' * for 1873, in which a plan of the Castle

was given, and stating that a new edition of his own work, in

which this plan would be introduced, was now being printed.

The Church, dedicated to St. Peter, was next visited, its principal

interest centering in its connection with the poet Cowper, whose
father was rector of the parish. From the church Mr. Cobb con-

ducted the party to the Rectory, Cowper's birthplace. In the

Rectory grounds "Cowper's Well" was pointed out, and a large

piece of the Hertfordshire conglomerate was inspected, affording

Mr. Evans the text for a brief account of the physical characteristics

* Vol. XXX, p. 401.
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and geological history of this peculiar rock, which is formed by
the consolidation, by infiltration of silica, of a pebble-bed of the

"Woolwich and Heading Series.*"

Contiuuing, from the Rectory grounds, to ascend the hill on the

south-west of Borkhanipstead, Haresfoot Park, the seat of Mr. F.

A. Dorrien Smith, was soon readied ; and after walking through
the park, a descent was made into the valley of the Bourne, permis-

sion having been obtained from Mr. Dorrien Smith for the party to

follow the course of the stream, wliich flows over his property.

The Bourne was encountered where it is crossed by Harratt's End
Lane, and where its source was found when it was visited by the

Society two years ago (7th May, 1881). Now, however, it was
flowing here in a considerable stream, the field above the lane was
in great part submerged, and to find the present source of the river

it was necessary to walk about half a mile up the valley by the

side of the lake thus temporarily formed, and through some muddy
fields. Here, in a field in Buckinghamshire,! on the right bank of

the stream, in view of its present source, and of its course for some
distance, Mr. Evans explained the geological and meteorological

conditions to which the existence of this and other intermittent

streams is due, his remarks being somewhat as follows :

—

Such intermittent streams as this, to see the source of which we
have come to these muddy fields, are governed by the same laws as

are the other rivers of the district, and all streams which issue from
and pass over a porous subsoil like the chalk. All streams are

dependent upon the rainfall, if on hard or impervious soils directly,

for the water in that case at once runs off on the surface ; but if on
absorbent soils or subsoils such as the chalk, the result is different,

for much of the water percolates downwards, until it meets with
some obstruction. It arrives at a "plane of permanent saturation,"

a natural subterranean reservoir, by which it must not be inferred

that there is anything like a subterranean cavern full of water in

the chalk, but merely that at a certain dej)th the chalk becomes
thoroughly saturated with water. There is a vast amount of water
continually in the chalk, and even in the driest weather there is

always water in most chalk-streams, as they are not immediately

dependent upon rain. The amount of water flowing from one of

these areas represents merely a fraction of the amount of rain falling

upon it. The average yearly rainfall over a period of 50 years in

this neighbourhood is 25 or 26 inches. For the 12 years ending

1872, an average of 25^ ins. per annum fell, of which about half

fell during the summer months (April to September), and the other

half during the winter months (October to March).
In order to ascertain the amount of water which finds its way

more than one or two feet below the surface, Messrs. Dickinson and
Co. have had a series of gauges constructed, consisting of cast-iron

cylinders, 18 inches in diameter and 3 to 6 feet in length, turned

* See ' Trans. Herts Nat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. I, p. 33.

t The Bourne forms a boundary between the counties of Hertfordshire and
Buckiughamshire ior a considerable part of its course.
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to a knife-edge at the top, and sunk to their full depth below the

level of the ground in which they are placed, but so that the edge
just projects above the ground. Some of these cylinders are filled

with the ordinary surface-soil of the neighbourhood, and the others

with chalk (from the Upper Chalk) in a fragmentary condition, and
with sand

;
grass is growing on the upper surface of the contents

of the cylinders, and also on the ground surrounding them ; and
there are means provided of collecting and measuring the amount
of water which finds its way through the cylinders, that is, through
three or six feet of soil, chalk, or sand. It is a remarkable thing

that, although there may have been a rainfall of 15 or 16 inches in

the summer months, not more than 1 inch finds its way through
the ordinary soil, and If through the chalk; while, with an average

rainfall for 23 years of 14-17 inches in the six winter months, 6'03

inches went through the 3 feet of soil, and 8'8 inches through the

3 feet of chalk. For the same (winter) period for the 12 years

ending 1872, the average rainfall was 12"8 inches, of which 5"1

percolated through the soil, and 7*3 through the chalk. "With an
increase of about 2 inches in the rainfall in the winter period there

was thus an increase of 1 inch in the quantity which went through
3 feet of soil, and l-i- in that which went through 3 feet of chalk.

In this way it was found out what is about the proportion of the

water which percolates into the soil as compared with that which
is carried off by evaporation and vegetation. Some idea of the vast

amount of water absorbed from the ground by trees may be gathered

from Professor Attfield's paper " On the Physics and Chemistry of

the Sap of Plants," * which many of those now present heard him
read at a meeting of the Society a few days ago.

These intermittent streams are thus fed from the natural subter-

ranean reservoir, which varies in height as there are long periods

of dry or wet weather. After a long period of drought, the surface

of the underground reservoir falls, becoming very nearly level, in

consequence of the water leaving it as springs not being replaced,

but after heavy rains the inclination of the surface of the water is

again raised. It is thus possible to tell the variation in the height

of the water in the wells in the neighbourhood as well as elsewhere

by knowing what the fall of rain has been. In a well at Studham,
miles away from any stream, the level of the water in two successive

years has varied as much as 70 feet. When the subterranean

reservoirs receive a great accession of water by a long-continued

rainfall, these " bournes," or intermittent streams, make their

appearance ; but it might happen that the rain which fell in the

course of one winter would not be sufficient to raise the surface of

the reservoir sufficiently high for a particular stream to flow, and
on the other hand it might flow when there has not been any par-

ticularly heav}^ rainfall, for in some years the Bourne has been
found flowing when there had been no excessive amount of rain,

but this was in consequence of the accumulation of the rain of

previous years.

* 'Trans.,' Vol. II, p. 229.
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The Eouvnc is flowing strongly this year, it flowed last year, and
also the year before, thus disproving the old idea that it only flows

once in seven years. The water is now seen to be bubbling up
from its fountain-head, Avhich is caused by the subterranean reser-

voir being full. The plane of permanent saturation—the surface

of this reservoir—is not level, but is inclined towards those places

where the water finds its way to the surface of the earth in the

form of springs. This plane varies at dift'erent times in the yoai",

sometimes being inclined at an angle of 20 feet, and sometimes

even of 25 feet to the mile, while sometimes the slope represented

is not more than 12 feet to the mile. The rivers flowing past

"Watford and St. Albans will be found to have an inclination of

about 12 feet 6 inches to the mile in the lower portion of their

course, and 18 feet 6 inches in the upper portion. This shows
what is the amount of impediment to water passing through the

chalk in a lateral direction ; for, assuming that water could find

its way through the chalk at a less inclination than 12 feet 6 inches

to the mile, these rivers would cease to flow, or, at all events, the

streams would never be seen upon the surface. The whole of the

chalk being porous or pervious, unless there were a sufticiently

saturated bed beneath the river to hold the water up at an inclina-

tion at least equal to that of the river, it would sink into its bed
and disappear. The inclination of the subterranean water passing

through the chalk must therefore be at least 12 feet 6 inches to

the mile in this district.

With regard now more particularly to this valley of the Bourne,

in certain years the subterranean water is raised in the body of the

hills, and the valley, cut at right angles or nearly so to the main
stream, intersects the general surface of the plane of saturation,

and the water appears on the surface of the ground at the bottom

of the valley. This theory of intermittent streams being due to

the intersection of the plane of saturation is well illustrated by
the Bourne being sometimes found running in one place, then dis-

appearing, and further on running again, and again disappearing.

The plane of saturation being more even than the surface of the

ground, where there is an elevation of the surface the water finds

its way underground instead of running on the surface. Owing
to the large amount of rain which has fallen in recent years,

having been above the average of a long period every year since

1875 to the present time, the Bourne has during this period very

frequently flowed. Since 1873 it has flowed in 1876, 1877, 1881,

and 1882, and it is now flowing in 1883. On some occasions it

commences flowing in summer; this year the flow of the stream

will probably cease in June or July.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Evans at the close

of his address, on the proposition of the President of the Geologists'

Association, Dr. Henry Hicks, seconded by Mr. Littleboy on behalf

of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society.

The course of the Bourne was then followed to Bourne End,

where the stream flows into the Bulboume. In a portion of its
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course it was found to have taken temporary possession of the road,

a detour having to be made into the adjoining fiekis to avoid it,

and at Bourne End it was observed to be flowing through the

usually dry culvert under the high road in a powerful stream.

The party then dispersed, most of the members of both Societies

walking to Boxmoor Station.

PiELD Meeting, 19th May, 1883.

ALDENHAM, WATFORD.

The members assembled on Bushey Mill biidge and walked
through Berry Grove to Aldenham, collecting on the way wild

flowers and other natural objects with which this swampy wood
abounds. Even after a long period of dry weather the foot-path

through the wood is wet, in fact under water in places, owing to

the very impervious bed of clay which forms the subsoil and fre-

quently the actual surface, and to which, probably, this and the

contiguous woods owe their survival, being remnants of a forest

at one time of considerable extent. The blue-bell and the wood-
anemone were noticed to be the plants in flower in the greatest

abundance, but the latter was nearly over. Athyrium Filix-foemina,

Lastrea spinulosa, and other ferns were gathered.

At Aldenham the church was visited under the guidance of the

vicar, the Rev. C. L. Royds ; and in the Yicarage garden and

adjoining meadow the rare Anemone Apennina was pointed out by
him. The blue petals had fallen, but the plant was recognised by
its leaves, and Mr. Royds showed some pressed specimens which
he had gathered whilst the plant was in flower.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs then made a few remarks upon the Hertfordshire

anemones. Only two species of Anemone were, he said, truly

indigenous to Britain, A. nemorosa, the wood-anemone, which is

common in Hertfordshire, and A. Pulsatilla, the pasque-flower,

which occurs on our chalky pastures and hill-sides. Two intro-

duced species had also become established here and there in England,

A. ranunculoides, the yellow anemone, reported as being found near

Abbot's Langley, and the plant now seen, A. Apennina, the mountain

anemone, which in the ' Elora Hertfordiensis ' was stated to occur

in three localities in Hertfordshire— Stanstead, Berkhampstead, and
" a wood at Aldenham." This he thought was most likely to have

been Berry Grove wood, which was believed to have furnished the

plants introduced by Lady Rendlesham, about 30 years ago, into

the vicarage meadow. Thus Hertfordshire possessed all the four

species of the genus Anemone known to be indigenous to or

naturalised in Britain.

Erom the church the members proceeded to Aldenham Abbey,

where they were most kindly received by Mr. and Mrs. McGregor.

The fernery was first visited, and here Mr. Littleboy enumerated

the following species of ferns which he had found in Hertfordshire,
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adding some general remarks on their distinctive characters, habitats,

and localities :

—

Polypodium rulgare Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum
Lastrea Oreoptvris ,, Trichomams

,, FiUx-mas ,, Ruta-muraria

,, spinulosa Ceterach officinorum

,, dilatala Scolopendriuin vulgare

Po/i/stic/iHin acukatum Blechnum spicant

,, angulare Fteris aqtdlina

Athyrittm Filix-fmmina Ophioglossum vulgare

Tea was then served in the library, and interesting and valuable

books, pictures, statues, and other works of art were inspected,

after which, on the proposition of Mr. Littleboy, seconded by Dr.

Morison, a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. and Mrs. McGregor
for their kind hospitality.

The grounds of Aldenham Abbey were next visited, the most
picturesque part being a woodland glen, supposed to have once
been a chalk-pit. From a summer-house at its upper end the view
down the glen and through the trees extended over meadows
beyond, through which was seen flowing the River Colne.

After taking leave of their host and hostess the members dis-

persed, the greater number walking or driving either to Watford,
or to Radlett or Bricket Wood station for St. Albans.

The meeting was under the direction of Mr. F. "W. Silvester.

OfiDrsrARY Meeting, 1st June, 1883, at Hertford.

EicHAiiD B. Croft, R.N., F.L.S., F.R.M.S., in the Chair.

The following papers were read :

—

1. "The Spiders of the JS^eighbourhood of Hoddesdon : a Con-
tribution to the Arachnidal Fauna of Hertfordshire." By F. M.
CampbeU, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.M.S. {Transactions, Vol. II,

p. 237.)

2. "Notes on the Construction and Application of the Spectro-

scope." By C. E. Shelly, B.A., M.B.

Field Meeting, 2nd June, 1883.

BEICKET WOOD, WATFORD.
This was essentially a botanical and entomological recording and

collecting expedition. The members from Watford were the first

to arrive at Bricket Wood station, and, after noting the plants in

flower on the Green near the station, they were joined by others

from St. Albans, etc. The wood was then entered and strolled

through as far as the point where it adjoins the main road from
Watford to St. Albans, a different route being taken through it in

returning.

In the wood, in the lane between it and the Scrubbs, and on the
Green, the following plants were observed in flower, and were
recorded by the writer of this report, who had the direction of the
meeting :

—
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CyPERACEJE
Carex glauca

, , remota

,, sylvatica

ArACEjE
Arum mactdatum

LiLIACEJE
ScUla nutans

OnCHIDACEiE
Hahenaria bifoliata

Listera ovata

Neotia Nichis-avis

Orchis macidata

,, mascula
ErPHORBIACE^

H'lphorbia officinalis

POLYGONACE^
Eumex acetosa

, , acetosella

Primulace^
Anac/allis arvensis

Primula vet is

ScROPHULARIACEjE
Melampyrum pratense

Fedicularis sylvatica

Scroplmlaria itodosa

Veronica Beccabuiiga

,, Cham(vdrys

,, officinalis

Plantaginace^
Flantago laiiceolata

„ inojor

Lamiace-'e

Ajuga reptans

Lamium album

,, galeobdolon

Nepeta Glechoma
BORAGINACE.^

Myosotis arvoisis

,, palustris

SOI.ANACE^
Holaniim Dulcamara

ASTERACE.5;

Bellis perennis

Varduus pratense

Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum
EtFBIACE^

Asperula odorata

Galium aparine

The following butterflies and

being furnisbed by Mr. A. E. Gibbs :—

•

Butterflies.

Caprifoliace^
Viburnum lantana

ApIACEjE
Anthriscus sylvestris

Sanicula europaa
Rosacea

Alchemilla vulgaris

Crataegus oxyacantha
Fragaria vesca

Geum urbanum
Potentilla anserina

,, fragariastrum

,, reptans

Rosa canina

FABACKiE
Genista anglica

Lathyrus macrorrhizus

Lotus corniculatus

Trifolium agrarium

,, minus

,, pratense

,, procumbens

,, repens

TJlex europceus

Vicia septum

Geraniace^
Gtratiiun Robertianum

PoLYGALACEiE
Polygala vulgaris

Caryophyllaceje
Cerastium arvense

Lychnis diurna

,, Flos-ctwuli

Stellaria graminea

,
, holostea

ViOLACEJE
Viola canina

,, tricolor

Brassicace.'e

Barbarea vulgaris

Capsclla Bursa-pasloris

Cardamine pratensis

Eanunculace^
Ranunculus acris

,, aqtiatilis

,, auricoititis

,, bulbosus

,, Flamiicula

,
, repens

moths were collected, the list

Spinigeri
Argynnis euphrasyne

Limaciformes
CcBHongmpha Pamphilus

Onisciformes
Lficcetia Alexis

Vermiformes
Rhodocera Rhamni

Vermiformes (continued)

Anthocliaris Cardamines
Pieris Napi

,
, Rapce

,, Brassicce

Celantes
Ilesperia Tages

,, Sylvanus
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Moths.

LiONivoiLs; Geomf.tu.t: (continued)

Bt pin/us hipHUiiHS NitHii'ria pitlrcrai la

GEOMKTu.Ti Fidonia autoiiinria

liumia crcclegata Larentia didyitiata

Venelia maculata Melanippe rivnta

lodis laciearia ,, suhtnstata

AcidaUa remutata ,, moiitanata

Cabera pusaria NoCTU.Ti
Slrenia clathrata Euclidia Mi

Before separating, the members had tea on the Green, when
notes of the results of the afternoon's work were compared and a

few species were examined and their names determint'd and added

to the list of those recorded at the time of observation or collection.

Field Meeting, IGth June, 1883.

BERKHAMPSTEAD.

Since Berkhampstead was last visited by the Society, about two
months before the present occasion, death has removed from this

sphere of his labours the author of the ' Histoiy and Antiquities

of Berkhamsted,' the Rev. J. W. Cobb, vicar of the parish, who
then accompanied the members, and a sense of loss in the. absence

of his genial welcome was felt by those who now so soon again

visited this town.

From the station the canal was first crossed and then followed

for some distance by the side of one of the most extensive of the

many water-cress beds for which Hertfordshire is famous. At the

foot of St. John's Lane this bed was crossed by a wooden bridge,

and at a little distance up the road in the adjoining nursery-grounds

(Messrs. Lane & Sons) a spring was seen rising in a well known
as St. John's Well, the water from which flows down by the side

of the lane. Now and then a number of bubbles rose with the

water from the spring (or springs, for there are several) at the

bottom of the well, sometimes in very rapid succession. These
were thought to be of carbonic-acid gas, but how it was generated

in the chalk through which the water percolates before rising here

was discussed without any sufficient cause for the phenomenon
being suggested.

The well is on the site of a former hospital for lepers which was
known as the hospital of St. John the Evangelist, and Mr. Littleboy,

who had the direction of this meeting, stated that in an inventory

taken in tlie year 1545 this hospital was mentioned as " Ye over

Spittle Howse," the meadow below being still called the " Spital

Mead." At St. Julian's near St. Albans there was once a similar

hospital, and in St. Stephen's church close by are small windows
still called the " Lepers' windows " through which those atflicted

with leprosy were allowed to gaze upon the altar.

The party then walked through Berkhampstead and up the hill-

side to the " Cross of the Oak," examining on the way the remains
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of an earthwork called Graeme's or Gryme's Dyke. It was here

stated that this dyke commenced on the west side of the common,
first running for about 350 yards in an easterly direction without
much elevation, and then becoming a high bank which maintained

the same direction for about 700 yards ; it had been traced as

far as Wendover and Missenden, and was probably an ancient

British entrenchment, erected after the taking of Yerulam as a

defence against the invading Belgae.

A walk along a shady lane soon brought the party to Brick-hill

Green, where a search was made for plants and insects peculiar to

sandy heath-covered ground, and then Ashlyns Park was entered

and strolled through to Long Green, Epipactis grandiflora, Uelle-

horus viridis, and other interesting plants being found in a wood on
the way. Long Green is a picturesque and secluded stretch of turf of

irregular shape overshadowed by trees and commanding from various

points fine views of the distant country. Here tea was kindly pro-

vided by Mr. and Mrs. Littleboy, under a clump of trees which
afforded some protection from a heavy shower of rain which fell

whilst it was being partaken of, and after this welcome refreshment

the members took the nearest route back to Berkhampstead.

Field Meeting, 28th June, 1883.

EASNEYE PARK, WARE.

This meeting was held in conjunction with the Essex Field Club.

The members of the two societies, numbering about seventy,

assembled at Ware Station under the leadership of Mr. A. F.

Buxton, and first walked to Chadwell Hill, where they inspected

the source of the New Eiver and also the supposed earthworks.

After spending a short time in botanising on the chalk, they

wended their way to Garrison Field, where great interest was
evinced by the archaeological members in the trenches and earth-

works, and several flint implements and " cores " were picked up.

After a further walk the party entered Easneye, and soon arrived

at the point at which the interest centred.

In the centre of a grove of trees is a tumulus or "barrow" which,

at a rough guess, is about sixty feet in diameter. Mr. Buxton
said that he had not brought the members here to tell them any-

thing about the barrow—he came as a learner, and would be glad

to hear the comments and suggestions of those who knew more
about these things than he did. He hoped to have the barrow

opened before long, but was desirous of receiving competent help

before attempting it. Mr. Buxton then pointed out a pair of
'' dene holes," of which there are many in the park, and led the

way to another, which had fallen in during the winter. This was
apparently about 10 feet deep and 7 feet wide, but the depth could

not be properly ascertained since the heavy rains had washed con-

siderable debris into it. These curious holes appear to have no

entrance except at the top ; they are supposed either to have been

used as giunaries for the protection of corn and stores from the
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Danes, who continually r;iv;i2:o(I the district, or to bo shafts which
havi! been sunk in order to extract chalk for agricultural purposes.

As the party were assembled around the brink, a beautiful kingfisher

which had made its little habitation in the sides flew out, and seemed
very much astonished to tiud so many people looking at him.

Several curious plants were noticed in the park, amongst them
a peculiar gelatinous fungus of a bright chrome colour, which was
not identified. Mr. Euxton pointed out two patches of the maiden-
pink, one of which had been found there and the other brought
from Germany ; this and several other of the wild plants were
carefully preserved from the rabbits by a ring of netting.

Tlie party then entered the house, where they were most
hospitably entertained by Mrs. T. F. Buxton, at the close of which
Mr. E,. B. Croft proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. and Mrs.
T. F. Buxton for the cordial way in which they had been wel-
comed. They had given them, he said, an opportunity of fraternising

with another Society whose aims were the same as those of the
Hertfordshire Society. Easneye Park was a place where botanical,

zoolojiical, and archasological members could all find objects of

interest. Mr. Boulger, the president of the Essex Field Club, in

seconding the vote, spoke of the great pleasure it had given the
members of the Essex Club to meet the Hertfordshire Society.

He looked upon this Society as one of the best of the County
Societies in England ; the ' Transactions ' were full of thorough,

earnest, and original work, and he was glad to see how thoroughly
the county was being mapped out by various workers. They had
all had a rich treat in the enjoyable scenery

;
perhaps he ought

not to say it was more beautiful than the Essex scenery, but at

all events it fully equalled it.

I Several of the members then went to inspect a very good geo-

logical collection in the house, and the others walked about the

grounds ; some searching in the lake for living objects for the

microscope, in which they were rewarded by finding large sponge-

like masses of a polyzoon, Alcyonella fungom, adhering to the bars

of one of the outlets. The members of the two Societies then left

for St. Margaret's Station.*''

Field Meetixg, 7th Jijxy, 1883.

CASSIOBURY PARK, WATFORD.
Cassiobuiy Park has frequently been visited by the Society, but

in each instance a different route has been taken, and, as the most
beautiful and secluded portions of the park, and the .private grounds

of the Earl of Essex, have on each of these visits been most kindly

thrown open to the members by him, a field meeting in Cassiobuiy

Park is always attractive. On this occasion about forty members
assembled at the principal entrance to the park, the number being
increased to at lea.st fifty before the park was left.

* I am indebted to Mr. F. W. Phillips for this report.

—

Ed.
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The members at first crossed the park in the dii'ection of the

Swiss Cottage, the picturesque grounds of which were lingered in

for some time. A deciduous cedar of fine growth here attracted

attention, and, after crossing the Eiver Gade by a rustic foot-bridge,

in the woods which were then entered Impatiens fulva and /. parvi-

jiora were seen growing in abundance. Both these plants are intro-

duced species, and their presence here, where a congenial habitat

has allowed them to become completely naturalised, is probably due

to the proximity of the Grand Junction Canal along which their

seeds have been accidentally conveyed by barges.

Leaving the Swiss Cottage grounds at a private gate leading into

Rouse Barn Lane, the canal was then crossed, and almost imme-
diately the park was re-entered by another private gate. After a

slight ascent, a fine double avenue was entered and was strolled

through to a point from which is to be obtained one of the prettiest

views in the park. There is here an opening in the trees through

which the river and canal are seen in the valley below, and beyond

a more distant part of the park, with Cassiobury House and its

surroundings forming the background.

Whippendale Wood was then entered by a private gate at its

lower end, and strolled -through to near the lodge at the farther

entrance to the park. From here the party returned towards

"Watford through the avenue of limes and beeches, over the river

and canal, and, by the invitation of the Earl of Essex, through the

beautiful and well-kept gardens of Cassiobury House, and then

through the adjoining wood-walks. Amongst the many fine trees

which adorn these grounds, a tulip tree. Lit iodendron tulijjifera,

was specially noticed as of exceedingly handsome growth, and also

a well-grown specimen of Abies Louglassi, the trunk of which
measures 16 feet in circumference. In the wood-walks Geranium
nodosum was met with, evidently being a stray from the cultivated

grounds.

The meeting, which was under the direction of the writer, was
brought to a close by a visit to Xascott House, the residence of

Mr. George Rooper, late President of the Society, who, with Miss

Eooper and other members of his family, very kindly received and
hospitably entertained the numerous party.

EiELD Meeting, 28th October, 1883.

WATFOED.

A few of the members of the Society assembled at a quarter to

two on the bridge in the St. Albans road which crosses the London
and North "Western Railway, where thev were met by Dr. Braith-

waite, F.L.S., Dr. M. C. Cooke, A.L.S., Mr. E. M. Holmes, F L.S.,

and Mr. Worthington G. Smith, F.L.S., who had come from London
to investigate the cryptogamic flora of the Tunnel and Nascott

Woods, this being the second Cryptogamic Meeting of the Society.

The fields were first crossed in the direction of Callow Land
Farm, and in a copse close to the farm several cryptogamic plants
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wore found. Here also Ilfllchorus viridis was seen. Turning tlien

to the lot't the railway-cutting was soon reached and the Tunnel

"Woods were entered. First the banks of chalk which were formed

when the new tunnel was made, and which have considerably

altered the aspect of this part of tlie wood, were carefully examined,

and were found to he particularly fruitful in mosses, one very rare

species, Sclii/eria paucifolia, being found by Dr. Braithwaite growing

on nodules of chalk. Some time was spent in collecting mosses,

lichens, and fungi, and then the adjoining Nascott Wood was
entered. It was now however getting dusk and it was difficult to

see any cryptogamic plants but the more conspicuous fungi when
this wood was reached, so that it could not be explored.

The fungi were noticed to be not nearly so abundant as usual,

this not being a good season for them elsewhere as well as here,

owing probably to the rainfall having lately been below the average

for this time of the year, and therefore the wood not being sufficiently

damp to favour their growth. However, although they were not

seen in very large numbers, the number of species observed was
considerable, the following being a list, communicated by Dr.

Cooke, of species seen in addition to many of those recorded at the

previous cryptogamic meeting.

Htmexomycetes. Agaricus {GaJcra) hypnorum, Batsch.

Agaricus [Amanita) excelsus, Fr. „ {Naucoria) semiovbiculans,

„ ,, vaffiiiafiis, Bull. [Bull.

,, (Armillaria) melleits,\nh\* „ {Psallio(a) silvaticus, Sch.*

,, {Tricholoma) resp/oidens, Fr. ,,
lStropharia)fcruguw.ii(s,GuT.

,, ,, albus, Fr. ,,
{Uypholoma) storea, Fr.

„ {Clitocybe) cermsatus, Fr.* ,, [Psalhyra) conopileus, Fr.

,, ,, i>/fii)idibitlifor»u's, Sch.* Cfiprbnis fuscescois, Fr.

,, [Colli/bia) fusipes, Bull. Cortinarim caninus, Fr.

,, ,, dryophilus. Bull. PaxUla^ iiivnlutu.s, Fr.

,, {Mycena) alcalinus. Fr. Hygrophorus oUvaceo-albus, Fr.

,, galopus^ Schrad. Lactarius vellereiis, Fr.

,, tintinnabuluK, Fr. Boletus chrysenteron, Fr,

,, ,, tenerrii)u<s,'B.&.^r. I'olyporus versicolor, Fr.

,, ,, jilopes. Bull. ,, vaporarius, Fr.

,, ,, striatiis, Fr, Radulum orbiculare, Fr.

,, {Omphalia) griseus, Fr, Stereum sanguinolentum, Fr.

,, (Pleurotus) acerosus, Fr. Clavaria grisea, Fr.

,, (Pluteus) cervinus, Sclifeff. ,, rugosa, Bull.*

,, \Pholiota) sqiiarrosHs, Miill, Ascomycetes,

,, [Inocybe) geophyllus, Sow. Helvella crispa, Fr.*

The following is a list of the lichens, recorded by Mr. Holmes,

who says that "they seem by no means well developed on the

trees, and are chiefly such as are usually found in a dry atmosphere

not very free from smoke."

COLLEMACEI.
Collema pulposum, Bernh.

LiCHENACEI.
Cladonia pyxidata, Fr.

,, fareata, Htfm.
Evernia pruiiaslri, L.
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Physcia tenelln, Scop. Pertusaria ghbulifera, Turn.
Lecanora Turneri, .sm.

,, leioplaca, Ach.

„ varia, Ehrh. Phli/clis argeua, Ach.

,, aira, Huds. Lecidea myriocarpa, DC.
,, subfusca, L.

,, parnsema, Ach.

,, albella, Pers. ,, querma, Dicks.

,, phlogina, Ach. „ tricolor, With.
Pertusaria fallax, Pers. Arthonia Swartziana, Ach.

,, faginea, L.

Mr. Holmes also records the following scale-mosses.

Lophocolea heterophylla^'&dh.Y. Aneura pinguh, L.
Fossombrotiia ptisilla, Nees. ,, tmiltijida , Dill.

Pellia cah/cina, Tayl.

Dr. Braithwaite reports that the woocls visited are fairly pro-

ductive in mosses, and gives the following list of species seen,

especially referring to Seligeria paucifulia as a notable find.

AcRocARPi. Pleurocakpi.
Weissia viridida, Brid. Fissidens bryoides, Hedw.
Dicranella rubra, Huds. ,, taxifolius, L.

,, heteromalla, Hedw. Aiioniodon vitictdosus, L.

Dicranum scoparinm, L. Mypnum [Plewopus) sericeum, L.

Leucohryum ylnucum, \j. ,, ,, lutescens, lluds.

Seligeria paitcifolia, Dicks. ,, (Brachythecitim) glareosum,

Pottia truncatula, L. [B. and S.

,, minutula, Schwg. ,, ,, reluttnum, L.

Tortilla {Cimeifulia) niuralis, L. ,, ,, rutabulum, L.

,, {^Barbula) fallax, Hedw. ,, [Rhynchostigium) piliferum,

„ „ revoluta, Schwg. [Schreb.

,, „ convoluta, Hedw. „ „ confertum, Dicks.

,, {Syntrichia) papillosa, Wils. ,, [Eurhynchium) Sivartzii,

Ceratodon jjurpureus, L. [Turn.

Orthotrichum nffine, Schrad. ,, ,, pralongum. Dill.

,, striatum, L. ,, ,,
pumilum, Wils.

Bryum caspiticium, L. Playiotheeitim denticulatum, L.

,, argenlcum, L. Amblystegium serpens, L.

,, capillare, L. Stereodon cupressifornie, L.

Mnium undalntum, Hedw. Hypnuni cuspidatttm, L.

,, hornum, L. ,, puruni, L.
Catharinea undulata, L. Hyloconiitim iriq?ietrum, L.

Polytrichum aloides, Hedw.

The following additional species are reported by Mr. Holmes and
Mr. A. E. Gibbs.

AcRocARPi. Pleurocarpi.
Pidymodon luridus, Hornsch. Neckera complanata, L.

Tortula unguiculata, Dill. Thamninm alopecurum, L.

Milium rostratum, Schrad, Bypnum polymorph tvn, Hedw.
Hylocomium squarrosum, L.
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ON METHODS OF PREVEXTION OF INSECT-INJURY.

By Eleais^oe A. Okmekod, F.M.S.

Read at Watford, 22nd November, 1881.

AiroifGST the various metliods by which the attacks of injurious

insects to our crops may be prevented or remedied, none are so sure

as those that are based on natural principles, together with broad
measures of cultivation, that is to say, on taking advantage of such
peculiarities in the habits of the so-called pests as may afford points

at which they are open to attack ; and secondly, though in a lesser

degree, we may utilize peculiarities in their nature which are

affected by meteorological influence, or, in other words, by the
weather. It is frequently remarked that "we cannot alter the
weather,"—but this is not quite the case, for drainage and irriga-

tion on a large scale have effect on atmospheric conditions, and
may be brought also to bear as means of prevention of attack of

serviceable practical use to the field crops, much more than they
are at present. We also find that by observing the way in which
continued sunshine and drought, or on the other hand long wet
weather, or sudden and violent rainfall in a dry season, affect

various kinds of insects most destructive to our crops, we may
follow the lesson up practically by artificial means to our own
great advantage.

Similarly amongst owx forest or orchard trees, although we can-
not have sunshine at command, we may often expose a much larger
surface to its influence, and thus act at once on a broad scale on
some of the injurious insects with much more effect and less cost
than by any local applications, such as dressings, washings, or
other remedies.

VOL. II.—PAHT I. 1
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In considering the question of insect-attacks on our food-crops,

and to a certain extent on our fruit, it is of some importance to

remember that we are very often, if not for the most part, dealing

with plants that are in some way or other in an abnormal state

—

in an unnatural condition as regards their own vegetable develop-

ment ; or the numbers in which they are grown together ; or the

soil they grow in. The object of cultivation is frequently to

produce an increased development of some particular part, as for

instance the enlarged succulent mass which forms the so-called

bulb of the turnip, and the mass of close-pressed leafage of the
" hearted " cabbage. A greater amount of fruit-cultivation also

produces the aggregation of one kind of plant unnaturally over

many acres, sometimes (as may be seen especially in the cultiva-

tion of cabbage in what is known as " garden-farming ") without

due rotation of crops.

With an increase of population it is necessary to increase our

vegetable supplies, but the great increase of the insect-pests from

the unavoidable massing together of food-plants which in their

natural state would be thinly scattered amongst other kinds, either

not infested by the same insects or deterrent to them, is one special

point. Where there are only a few plants together of a kind,

whether they are killed or not by the insect-attack, the attack

itself either dies out for want of food, or is not propagated to any

great extent, but where a space of many acres is covered by one

crop, if any insect-pest that produces many generations in one

season once gets hold, it has everything at hand for continuance.

Before entering on these points a little in detail, it may be of

interest to quote the account given in Holinshed's ' Chronicles,' of

the variation in the amount of vegetables cultivated in this country

which was observable in a general view of a period of about three

hundred years before the date of 1586. The extract is given from

the Chapter entitled " Of Gardens and Orchards " in the 1st volume
of the ' Chronicles.'

"Such herbs, fruits, and roots also as grow yearly out of the

ground, of seed, have been very plentiful in this land, in the time of

the first Edward and after his days : but in process of time they

grew also to be neglected, so that from Henry the Pourth till the

latter end of Henry the Seventh, and beginning of Henry the

Eighth, there was little or no use of them in England, but they

remained either unknown, or supposed as food more meet for hogs

and savage beasts to feed upon than mankind. Whereas in ray

time their use is not only resumed among the poor commons, I

mean of melons, pompions, gourds, cucumbers, skirrets, parsneps,

carrots, cabbages, navews, turnips, and all kind of salad-herbs, but

also fed on as dainty dishes," etc.

In our own days the quantity of food-crops is enormously in-

creased; and as a matter of course there is an increase of the

insect-feeders on these crops, but the amount of this increase

depends on many circumstances or coincidences. Kegarding some

of these we have gained solid practical knowledge—long-continued
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drouglit for iustanoo, or sudden heavy rainfall after dry hot -vrcathor,

—or loug-coutiniu'd rainfall atfecting the state of plant-health, and
the state of the ground, all have eifects that we understand and
can woi'k on, but there is a great deal as to the reasons for insect-

appearance in large or small (luautlties that as yet we have not
got tlie clue to, and it is this variable amount of attack that
makes the great difficulty in calling in the aid of what may bo
considered our first natural helpers, the insectivorous birds. There
is no doubt that keeping up what is called the average amount
is desirable, and in fact necessary ; but when we come to inviting

a large increase in numbers, or to the introduction of species which
either for variety, or in emergency, are partially graminivorous
in their diet, it is to be feared that we may be doing ourselves

a mischief. So long as there is a great amount of insect-presence,

so long do the extra number of these birds of mixed diet help us,

but failing the insect-food they are very apt to prey on the crops
instead, and may turn out a still greater evil.

It would be a great help for practical purposes, if we had a short
account in plain form of the habits and the diet in ordinary circum-
stances and emergencies of our common insectivorous birds, together
with the localities which they frequent. Many feed partially on
insects, or, as the description often runs, "on insects, worms, and
slugs," but it would be very useful to know which kinds in time
of scarcity make up their scanty meals from our crops, and which
turn to animal matter such as mice or the smaller Mammalia,
carrion or oifal, small fish, and the shell-fish of our ponds and
streams, or the animal life of the sea-shore. Some of the gregarious
birds that frequent both the sea-shore and the estuaries of our
larger rivers are iiseful by coming occasionally, and when attracted

by a great amount of insect-presence, far inland, but not burdening
us with their keep when not serving us. Several kinds of sea-gulls

are thus of use by following the plough on land infested with large

grubs, especially those of the cockchafer ; and I have notes sent in

this year of the serviceableness of the black-headed gull, Lams
ridihundus (sometimes known as the Scoulton gull), in destroying
caterpillars and various kinds of moths during a bad attack on the
oaks at TuUamore, King's County, Ireland.

The lapwing, which frequents marshy places as well as wild
heaths and hill-sides, helps us by feeding on insects in their various
stages, and was notably useful last year in the attacks of the
larvfe of the daddy-long-legs, or Tipulce.

Starlings also will most conveniently undertake, so to say, a
temporary piece of work, such as clearing saw-fly larvas, and
though in default of insect-food they will eat berries or grain, and
are sometimes injurious from the vast numbers in which they
collect bearing down their roosting-places, yet near the sea-shore
they will turn in times of scarcity to the supplies of animal food
that they can gather on the beach.

The insectivorous night or twilight fliers, such as the tawny
owl and the night-jar, are very serviceable ; so also is the cuckoo,
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by clearing off hairy larvae ; and many others would probably be
utilized much more if we had some short account to show the many
amongst us who are not practical Ornithologists the points where
they help us, and also in cases of unusually large appearance of

birds, as of titmice brought together by aphis-presence, rooks

searching for grubs in the pastures, sea-gulls, starlings, or others,

how to be able to distinguish between friends and foes, or species

which are devoting themselves temporarily to good service.

Where there is a great amount of insect-attack, or where it may
reasonably be supposed that insect-presence is doing harm although
unseen, there the aggregation of birds should by all means be

protected; but as a general thing the amount to which the insecti-

vorous birds should be encouraged and increased beyond the natural

balance, is a very difficult subject. It is often overlooked that these

insectivora feed on the insect-parasites of our insect-pests as well as

on the pests themselves, and consequently kill our allies as well as

our enemies. This point is brought forward in the Report of the

Agricultural Commission of Ontaiio, a work replete with useful

information and suggestion, and deserves serious consideration.

Various kinds of parasitic Hymenoptera are of such service in

keeping down the caterpillars of various pests, as for instance the

maggots of the ichneumon flics which hold the cabbage-butterfly in

some sort of check, that their special protection and multiplication

is advised ; and not to go too much into detail, we may refer to

ladybirds that keep down the aphides, dipterous flies that also

serve us, and many other species. All these have their uses, and
we should soon feel the want of them.

Other kinds of insect-feeders have their uses also, such as the

mole, the bat, the shrew, and even the squirrel, in destroying the

"cased" larvae and pupae of the pine saw-fly; but nevertheless

it seems to me that any movement to decidedly increase the number
of the insect-destroyers beyond the natural balance is not certainly

desirable.

Of course when attack is present any means of getting rid of it

is useful, and a great deal may often be done by working on some

one special habit, which may frequently be found to exist in very
different kinds of insects, and different stages of their lives. For
instance various kinds of beetles, as cockchafers and weevils, also

the caterpillars of various kinds of moths and sawflies, fall to the

ground if their food-plant is shaken ; and if we look at the large

class of injury caused to leafage by these pests, we shall find that

much good might be done by simply shaking or gently striking the

infested boughs or small trees.

This is a regular part of German forestry or gardening ; in

America "jarring" the trees is equally looked to as a means of

getting rid of the pests, and in the case of our vegetable crops also

there are agricultural methods of carrying out the plan, and it may
safely be advised whenever any plant (or tree of a size to which
the plan is applicable) is infested, to try immediately what effect

a good shaking, syringing, or careful beating will have in clearing
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tho Tcrmin, of course taking measures to prevent those that drop

down from returning again. Where the ground is bare, merely

giving it a good trampling will destroy large numbers of fallen

caterpillars, and if a ring of gas-lime is just thrown with a spade

round the trunk of the tree, of course not touching it in case of the

gas-lime being fresh, all regress is stojjped.

Beating on to large cloths is a good plan with the wingless

beetles, such as some weevils, whicli tlius may be destroyed in largo

numbers at night ; and in large attacks of beetles, such for instance

as cockchafers, which lie for a short time on the ground and then

take wing, some assistants, such as poultry, or better still, pigs,

whose energy is unbounded in the service, are invaluable in com-
pleting the operation.

Again, looking at general methods of treatment, where the ground

has been occupied by infested crops, thorough digging, trenching,

or ploughing (of whicli the details would be too tedious to enter on

here) which would turn some part of the soil so deeply down that

the contained vermin, whether as perfect insects, chrysalids, larvae,

or eggs, could trouble us no further, and would throw part on the

surface to the birds, or other agents of destruction, would all be

useful ; and besides the mitigation of evil we may get by reason-

able general treatment, the more we examine into the life-histories

of our commonly injurious crop-pests, the more we find that there

is usually some point at which the injury they do lies open to

special measures of prevention—literally a point where we may be

before-hand with it.

Dressings and washings, and other applications, require much
knowledge in the applicant to make them serviceable, and often

only add to the expenses of the attack. For instance, in the case

of turnip-fly, or flea-beetle, the dustings which are applied on a

dry hot day, or even on a dewless late evening, or early morning,

may probably be only a loss of so much money for labour and
material per acre, whilst if applied when there was moisture and

the leaping legs of the flea-beetle were so clogged therewith that

it could not spring away, the dusting would take effect, first by
falling on it before it had skipped out of reach, next by sticking to

it, to its great injury.

Similarly with aphides—many of them have an exterior of a

nature that repels all merely fluid washes, and often a mere watery

wash runs otf from them as from a duck's back, and unless it

lodges amongst the crannies formed by their aggregated numbers,

or poisons their food, they remain unharmed,—whilst if something

adhesive, as soft soap, is added, the application remains and has

due effect.

It is in points of this nature that the agriculturists of the United

States of America, also of Ontario, and possibly of other Canadian

States, have such a great advantage over ourselves. The great

mass of practical infonnation published by the Entomological De-

partment of the United States Government gives a large amount
that is intelligible to general readers as to the life-histories and
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habits of the insects, and much that is valuable regarding prac-

ticable remedies, whilst the communications being from many cor-

respondents in different circumstances of soil and climate, a variety
of methods of attack on the pest, suitable for various conditions,

is furnished.

In the course of last year the Congress of Vienna drew attention,

under the name of Agricultural and Forest Meteorology, to the

importance of attending to the connexion that might be worked
out between conditions of weather and states of vegetation, and
whatever may be worked out on this head regarding crops and
trees, there is plainly shown, by a glance over the agricultural

returns of this country extending over many years, to be such
coincidence in certain states of the weather, and the appearance,

either immediately or subsequently, of some of our crop-pests, that

the subject well deserves our own careful attention.

We know how turnip-fly and drought appear in connexion, also

how the attack of daddy-long-legs (which perhaps I should rather

mention as that of larvae of different kinds of Tipulae) is increased

by wet conditions, and was thus strongly brought to our notice

after the long rainfall of 1879.

How these various meteorological states act on insect-life we
know something about in many cases, though we ought to under-
stand a great deal more ; but as I fear to infringe too long on your
time, I should like now to be permitted merely to draw attention,

by one example somewhat in detail, to the great benefit we may
receive by artificially copying in treatment the lesson that we may
learn from special weather effects.

Taking an example from the apple-orchard, observations on the

apple-weevil, Antlionomus pomorum, show that the amount of attack

is very much influenced by the nature of the weather in the spring,

which affects the duration of the period during which the beetle

can deposit its eggs, and also the suitableness of the blossom-buds
as food for the larvae when hatched.

This beetle is a small brownish weevil, about the eighth of an
inch in length, with some transverse markings of whitish and pitchy
colour on the wing-cases, and it begins its work early in the year.

As soon as the blossom-buds are sufficiently advanced for its

purpose, the female weevil pierces with her rostrum or snout
through the still-closed bud into the parts of fructification, and
lays her eggs slowly one by one in different buds, so that, if circum-
stances are favourable, she will occupy as much as three weeks in

the task. She cannot commence the operation till the buds are

well formed, and she discontinues it immediately the petals begin
to unfold ; consequently the duration of her laying-time depends
very much on the state of the weather, and if the opening of the

flower-buds is rapid, egg-laying is correspondingly cut short.

The same influences act on the young larvae—they require pro-

tection from rain and sunshine, and therefore siich an amount of

sunshine as unfolds the petals of the bud is injurious to their

development, and very beneficial to our crop of apples.
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As examples of those effects of weather, it is stated hy Schmid-

berger that in 1816 the appkvhuds Avere attacked for nearly three

weeks, " because the cold fog and rain checked the progress of the

sap already in motion, and therefore the buds, Avhich were already

swollen out, were for several days prevented from unfolding, and

scarcely a blossom was found that was not pierced." That year

there was no apple-crop. In 1817 the sap did not begin to flow

until nearly the end of April, and on the IGtli of May the api)le-

trees were in full flower ; laying time was thus cut short and the

blossom was beautiful.

It is also mentioned by John Curtis that these little beetles

sometimes occasion great loss to the grower, " especially in cider

counties in backward seasons," and here it seems to me that we
get to the point where the lesson learned from weather-influences

may be applied. In our cider counties there are tracts beauti-

fully managed, but also localities where, sometimes from neglect,

sometimes from mis-applying the view that "trees bear best on

their upper surface," the orchards are so thickly planted that the

trees meet, or grow into each other so completely that the top is

nothing hut surface, as far as flowers are concerned. Perhaps some of

the members present may have stood on the chief mound of the old

Roman Station of Caerwent, the Venta Silurum of Antonine's
' Itinerary,' about six miles from Chepstow, and looked down
during the month of May on the surrounding orchards in what has

been well described as " a sea of blossom." It is a sight of no com-

mon beauty from above ; but passing beneath this flood of bloom,

I found, when I knew the locality, the precise state of things

produced artificially which Curtis' and Schmidberger's observations

show is congenial to the apple-weevil. Here, and in the many
localities where trees are allowed to run up together so that direct

sunshine, and also free play of air under the trees and amongst the

boughs, is too much shut out, the buds on the lower branches in

the shaded parts come on slowly, and thus lengthen out the blossom-

ing-season during Avhich they are available to the weevil for egg-

laying. We imitate the state of things produced by wet cloudy

weather, whilst if the trees were kept in healthy progress in the

sun and air, we should be much less at the mercy of the weevils,

and also the army of apple-tree vermin such as American-blight

aphis, scale-insect, and many others, which thrive, or are hidden

from observation, and so get a-head in such spots. The effect of

hea-\-y rainfall after heat and drought in destroying some kinds of

caterpillars has long been known, and whether this occurs from

the external effect of the moisture or from causing a sudden flow

of dilute sap unwholesome to the creature, does not as yet seem

clear ; but the same effect might be brought about to a serviceable

amount at least in garden-cultivation. Other meteorological in-

fluences may also be imitated.

"Whatever good we may gain from the many different kinds of

treatment which may be necessary for forestalling or keeping down
insect-attack, one point is incontrovertihly of immense importance,
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and that is by every means, whether by preparation of the ground,

draining, manuring, proper thinning of the crops, pruning of the

trees, or in whatever way we can manage it, to promote healthy

growth. The crop that is run healthily through germination, and
makes way rapidly in a kindly soil, is by no means certainly pre-

served in case of bad attacks, but in case of the moderate amount
usually to be expected, the field of plants making (say) their two

inches of growth per diem to counterbalance a loss of (say) one

inch by insect-ravage, will hold on whilst the field of stunted

growth that does not replace damage is lost; and whatever may
happen in the occasional visitations of destroying legions, or with
some pests whose attacks are especially difficult to meet, it may
safely be laid down that whether in farm or garden, one most
serviceable means of prevention of attack is good cultivation.

"We must moreover all feel that prevention of loss which involves

yearly what cannot be estimated at less than hundreds of thousands

of pounds worth of the daily food of the nation, is a matter of vital

importance both to growers and consumers.



II.

IZAAK TVALTOX AND THE RIVER LEA.

By EicHARD B. Ckofx, R.N., RL.S., F.R.M.S., Hon. Sec.

Read at Hertford, 22nd December, 1881.

Few books in our language have had a wider popularity than the
' Compleat Angler ' of honest Izaak Walton, and as that work is

the record of an excursion of five days in Hertfordshire, during a

great part of wliich time the characters are seated by or fishing in

the River Lea and discoursing on the habits of the inhabitants

thereof, and on the beauty of the trees and flowers which grew
near its banks, I cannot but tliink that a short paper calling atten-

tion to some of these "Natural History Notes " of two hundred
years ago will be acceptable to this Society. The first chapter,

which is one of the most charming in the book, is a conversation

between an Angler, a Falconer, and a Hunter, each commending
his recreation, and commences thus :*

—

PiscATOR :
" You are well overtaken, gentlemen, a good morning

to you both ; I have stretched my legs up Tottenham Hill to over-

take you, hoping your business may occasion you towards Ware,
this fine, fresh, May day in the morning."

To this inquiry Vej^ator replies, " Sir, I for my part shall

almost answer your hopes ; for my purpose is to drink my morning's

draught at the Thatched-house in Hodsden" — where he had
business, and Atjceps, who had only just joined Yei^ator, says

that he is going as far as Theobalds, where he has a friend "who
mews a hawk " for him, which, he adds, " I now long to see."

Yexator then remarks that " good company makes the way to

seem the shorter ;
" and the three mutually agree to journey

together, one of them remarking, " I will bee as free and open-

hearted as discretion will allow me to bee with strangers."

On Yenator telling his companions that he proposes to go otter-

hunting on the morrow, Piscator announces his puqiose to bestow

a day or two in helping to destroy some of those " villanous vermin,"

which he hates as a brother of the angle both for his own and for

their sakes who are of his brotherhood.

The Hunter and Falconer profess no great admiration for the

gentle science, and after further conversation the latter gives a

description of his favourite pursuit, in which he introduces the

following beautiful description of what he calls the "little nimble

musicians of the air." "As first the Lark, when she means to

rojoyce, to cheer her self and those that hear her, she then quits

the earth, and sings as she ascends high into the aire, and having
ended her heavenly Imployment, growes then mute and sad to

think shee must descend to the dull earth, which shee would not

touch but for necessity.

* Nearly all the quotations are from the second edition, which differs shghtly

from all others.
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"How do the Blach-hird and Thrassel, with, their melodious

voices, bid welcome to the cheerful Spnug, and in their fixt

Months warble forth such ditties as no Art or Instrument can

reach to ? Nay, the smaller birds also do the like in their particular

seasons, as namely the Leverock, the Tit-lark, the little Linet, and
the honest Rohin, that loves mankind both alive and dead. But
the Nightingale (another of my airy creatures) breathes such sweet

lowd musick out of her little instrumental throat, that it might
make mankind to think Miracles are not ceased. He that at

midnight (when the very laborer sleeps securely) should hear (as

I have very often) the clear aires, the sweet descants, the natural

rising and falling, the doubling and redoubling of her voice, might
well be lifted above earth and say, ' Lord, what Musick hast thou

provided for the Saints in Heaven, when thou aifordest men such

musick on earth.'
"

The Hunter, in praising his favourite pastime, mentions the
'•' stately stag, the generous buck, the wild boar, the cunning otter,

the crafty fox, and the fearful hare," and amongst other vermin
the " mouldwarp." The reference to the wild boar is very in-

teresting, as Mr. Harting tells us in his paper on " Animals which
have become extinct within historic times," that shortly before the

date of the publication of this book the wild boar had become very

scarce ; but it is evident from the text that hunting the wild boar

was known as a pastime to Walton, who was born in 1593 ; there-

fore it seems probable that Mr. Harting is correct in his supposition

that this animal was not extinct so early as 1620.*

Mouldwarp is the Anglo-Saxon name for the common mole
{Tal'pa europea). An old mole-catcher who lives near me always
sends in his bill for catching so many "moulds"—and I hope that

if his grandson in the National School follows his example. Her
Majesty's Inspector will not be too severe upon him for spelling

the word correctly, instead of in the modern abbreviated style.

After commending his hounds, our Huntsman asks Piscatoe to

describe the pleasures of angling, which he docs with such eloquence

that when Auceps leaves them at Theobalds Park wall, he does so

full of good thoughts, not only of the fisherman, but of his recrea-

tion, and Venator refuses to tell any more about the chase, being

very desirous to hear concerning the antiquity of angling.

Thus discoursing, our travellers reach the Thatched-house at

Hoddesdon, where they part, mutually agreeing to meet the otter-

hounds very early next moruing. The position of the Thatched-

house has been a matter of dispute since 1750, when the Pev.
Moses Brown, at the instigation of Dr. Samuel Johnson, published

a new edition of the ' Complete Angler,' in which he states that

it is seventeen miles from London by the Ware road, and that it is

supposed to be a thatched cottage once distinguished by the sign of

the Buffalo's Head, standing at the farther side of Hoddesdon, on
the left of the road going towards Ware. A member of this Society,

* See ' Trans. Herts Nat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. I, p. 18.
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Mr. Chiivlos 'Whitley, of Foddesdon, tells mc that this is certainly

iiu'orn'ct, aud that the Thatchcd-house to -whieli Walton referred

was situate in the centre of the town of Hoddesdon, near the old

Chapel or Clock House, aud not far from the site of the old Market

Cross and Market House. ^Ir. "Whitley p,ivcs as his authority an

authentic copy of ' A Circuit of the IJounds of the Parish of Great

Amwell, as they were recorded hy Thomas Hassall, clerk, vicar

there Anno IGo-l, and so observed in his day,' in which the follow-

ing mention is made of the Thatched-housc :

—

" In the parish of Amwell, from Cunnisbye's or the Bell, we go up the town

to Hodilesdoii, taking in all those houses which stand together on the same side,

as tlie Feathers, the Thatched House, and others, till we come to the White
Hart, an inn fronting the uew Town House over against Lord's Lane."

The Bell Inn spoken of above is still the Bell Inn, and Mr.

Wliitley is of opinion that the front of Hoddesdon Brewery is built

on the site of the Feathers, and that the house on the south side

of the brewery gateway, with inclosed square grass-plot in front,

is built on the site of the old Thatched-house. His opinion is

further confirmed by his knowledge of certain deeds relating to the

Thatched-house, in which its site was represented as above ; we
may therefore consider the position of this famous hostelry now
definitely settled. The Buffalo's Head (which was a thatched

cottage) was some way off, and on the other side of the road.^*

At sunrise next morning the two friends meet at Amwell and an

otter-hunt is briefly described. A bitch otter is killed, and four

cubs share her fate, one being reserved for Piscator to endeavour to

tame. A curious conversation is introduced, in which the Hunts-

man is asked whether the otter is a beast or a fish ;
but the honest

man cannot give a decided answer, and adds that the question hath

been debated among many great clerks, and they seem to differ

about it, thus throwing a curious sidelight on the knowledge of

zoology at the time. It is satisfactory to think that the otter

{Lutra vulgaris) is not quite extinct in these parts. Some years

ago a pack of otter-hounds hunted but did not kill an otter in the

Ash within sight of Amwell Hill ; a few are left in the reaches of

the Lea below Broxbourne, and are occasionally reported in the

Bib and other tributaries.

In the name of those who strive to prevent the extinction of our

rarer animals, I venture to plead on behalf of the few remaining

otters. I hope that the sportsman may hold his hand when he

gets a chance of a shot, and that the angler may forgive the oc-

casional depredations of the "vilanous vermine."

The third, fourth, and fifth days were devoted by Piscator to the

instruction of his companion in the art of fishing, such instruction

being varied by pleasant discourses on nature, by songs, and by
harmless merriment ; while the whole is pervaded by the spirit

of deep reverence which is so apparent in the one or two sentences

fi-om the opening chapter which I have quoted above.

* See ' Notes and Queries,' 23rd Sept. 1865.
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I propose now making a few remarks on the natural history

introduced into the conversation during these three days. As this

is a book on angling, naturally fish are more fully described than

anything else ; therefore I shall commence with a comparison of

those meutioned in ' The Compleat Angler ' with those which
now inhabit our waters ; and as the habits of very nearly all of

these have been fully described by one of our Vice-Presidents (Mr.

Littleboy) in his paper on the Bulbourne and Gade,* I shall assume
that my hearers have a general knowledge of their natural his-

tory, etc.

The Perch [Perca fluviatilis) is described by "Walton, and is still

very common ; it is mentioned in the Conservancy byelaws, and
may not be taken unless six inches in length (measured in this and
all other cases from the eye to the end of the tail).

The Ruffe or Pope {Acerina vulgaris) is described by Walton,
and is now somewhat scarce.

The Miller's Thumb, bullhead, or loggerhead {Cottus Gohio), is

described by Walton. Some years ago this fish was more common
than it is now in some parts of the river.

The Stickleback (called by Walton the sticklebag) is common.
I think that at least three out of the five British species occur

in the Lea—namely, Gasterosteus trachurus, G. spinulusus, and G.

piingilirus.

The Carp
(
Cyprmus Carpio) is described by Walton as the water-

fox for his cunning, and as " the queen of rivers : a stately, a

good, and a very subtle fish." It is still common, and may not be

taken under ten inches in length. A very large carp, weighing
14 lbs., was recently captured near Ware.
The Barbel [Barliis vulgaris) is still common, and may not be

taken unless twelve inches long. Walton devotes a whole chapter

to the description of this fish and the method of its capture. The
barbel does not occur in the Bulbourne or Grade, and is, I believe,

the only fish at present inhabiting the Lea which Mr. Littleboy

does not describe in his paper on those rivers.

The Gudgeon [Gobio JluviatiUs) is described, and is still very
common.
The Tench [Tinea vulgaris) is called "the physician of fishes

"

by Walton, who describes at length the healing power ascribed to

it, an opinion which is not quite exploded. The tench is still

common, and may not be taken unless six inches in length.

The Bream or Carp-Bream (Abramis Brama) is not allowed

to be taken unless eight inches long. Walton describes this fish at

length, and mentions what he calls a bastard breed of breams,

which is supposed to be the Bream-Plat {A. blicca) of the Norfolk

waters. One of the most experienced of the Lea anglers recently

told me that he had caught two fish near Sewardstone which he
could not identify. Prom his description I have no hesitation in

saying that they belonged to this species.

* ' Trans. Watford Nat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. 11, p. 113.
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The Dace (Leiiciscus vulgaris), the EoAcn (Z. Entiiis), and the

RuDD (Z. enjthrophthtihnns) are all described by Walton. Tlie latter

he considers a cross between the two former, an opinion not concurred

in by modern naturalists. Roaeh may not be taken under eight,

dace and rudd iinder six inches in length.

The Bleak (Z. aJbunius), called by Walton the fresh-water-

sprat, or the river-swallow, is still common, as is also the Minnow
or pink (Z. Phoxinus), which our author says is a sharp biter, " and
in hot weather makes excellent sport tor young anglers or boys or

women that love the recreation."

The member of this family which is described at greatest length,

and as to whose capture, cooking, etc., the fullest directions are

given, is the Chub (Z. Ce/j/ia/us), called frequently the cheven,

or the chavender. It was evidently a favourite of Walton's,

and still abounds in the river he loved so well. No chub
may be taken unless ten inches in length.

The Loach
(
Cohitis harbatula) is described as " a most dainty

fish" and "by learned physicians commended for great nourish-

ment, and to be very grateful both to the palate and stomach of

sick persons." It still inhabits our waters, but I have not heard

of its being prescribed by any learned physicians of late years.

Locally it is sometimes called the stone-loach.

. Of the mighty LrcE or Pike {Esox Lticius) Walton has very

much to say ; he calls him " the tyrant of the rivers, or the fresh-

water wolf," and believes that " some are bred by generation, and
some otherwayes ; as namely, of a weed called pickerel-weed,

unless learned Gesner be much mistaken ; for he says, this weed
and other glutinous matter, with the help of the sun's heat in some
particular months, and some ponds apted for it by nature, do

become pikes." For this opinion Walton was severely taken to

task even in his own day, and some of his editors have thought fit

to comment sarcastically on his remarks. Yet it must be borne in

mind that many of the leading naturalists of the time were firm

believers in spontaneous generation, and amongst them several

whom Walton (who professed to be an angler rather than a natu-

ralist) had evidently deeply studied, such as Gesner, Francis Bacon,

and others. The pike, 1 need scarcely say, is still numerous in our

waters. In the fisheries under the control of the Board of Conserva-

tors it may not be taken unless ten inches in length. It is worthy
of remark that Walton never calls this fish a jack, but always the

luce or pike.

The Salmon {Salmo Salar) is described at some length in the
' Compleat Angler,' though much said therein as to its natural

history is erroneous. In and after the days of Walton the Lea was
a salmon-river. We read in Chauncy (1700) that in this river

there were "some Salmons," "and if these Fish had free Passage

by the Mills, and thro' the S luces at Waltham up the Stream
towards Ware and Hertford, where they might Spawn in fresh

Water, and were carefully preserved from Pochers, they would
greatly encrease in that River, and be of great benefit, as well to
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the City of London as the Country ; for some "Water-men have
observed, that they delight in this Stream and phay much about

those Sluces near Waltham." And thirty-five years later Farmer,

in his ' Histoiy of Waltham Abbey,' * says that the river where it

parteth itself into several small rivers affords " Plenty of Fish,

some Salmon, Trouts, Eels, Carp, Tench, Pike, Perch, Crawfish,

and many others." I have not been able to ascertain the date of

the capture of the last salmon, probably they were very scarce, if

not extinct here, before the end of the last century. In anticipa-

tion of a good time coming, the Lee Conservancy forbid the capture

of any salmon of less than four pounds weight.

"Walton mentions the SALMON--TEorrT {Salmo Tnitta), and in 1856
a remarkably fine salmon-trout, weighing between seven and eight

pounds, was reported to have been caught in the Bleak Hall
waters, near Edmonton. The report is mentioned by Mr. Henry
G. Bohn, in his ' Notes on Fishing "Waters,' but is not vouched for

by him. To me it seems improbable, though there is no reason

why a century earlier Salmo Trutta may not have been known in

our waters.

We now come to the fish of which we have most reason to be

proud—the Teout [Salmo Fario). The capture of several are de-

scribed by "Walton ; the first we are told was twenty-two inches in

length, and would have sufficed for a meal for six hungry persons.

A trout of this size would weigh about 5lbs. This year (1881)
the largest fish captured was one of 12lbs. 4ozs., by Mr. Brookwell,

a celebrated Lea angler, at Dobb's "Weir; another was caught over

9lbs., and several were caught between 6lbs. and Bibs, in weight.

f

"We learn from the ' Compleat Angler ' that a trout of an ell long

had had his picture taken, and that the picture was then " at mine
hoste Eickabie's at the George in "Ware"; we further learn that

it was doubted at the time whether it was not a salmon, but
"Walton says that it had all the signs of being a trout, in shape,

colour, and spots. I need scarcely say that any record of this

pictui'e would be most gratefully received by this Society. No
trout is allowed to be taken unless one pound in weight.

After saying that " there is a fish that they in Lankie-shire boast

very much of, called a char" {Salmo Umhla), Walton mentions as

a Northumbrian fish the bull-trout [Salmo Eriox). The guiniad

(
Coregomis Pennanti), he says, is rare, and quotes Camden as to its

inhabiting the Pemble-mere, near Chester. Probably neither of

these have ever been known in the Lea.

Efforts have recently been made, I believe with success, to

naturalize the Grayling [Thymallus vulgaris) in the Lea below
Hatfield, and it is mentioned in the Conservancy bye-laws as not

being allowed to be taken unless nine inches in length.

* ' History of the Ancient Town and once Famous Abbey of "Waltham." By
J. Farmer, gent. London, printed for the Author, mdccxxxv.

t For these and several other facts mentioned in this paper I have to thank

Mr. George Corbie, Clerk to the Lee Conservancy, who has been most kind in

procming me information.
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rrobably all three species of Eel, namely, the sharp-nosed {AnguiUa

acutirostris), broad-nosed {A. labirostria), and grig {A. modiorostris),

are to be found. AValton says :
" There be several sorts or kinds of

eels, as the silver eel, and green or greenish eel, with which the

river of Thames abounds, and those arc called grig, and a blackish

eel, whose head is more flat and bigger than ordinary eels ; and also

an eel whose fins are reddish, and but seldom taken in this nation."

We are told that " Aldrovandus and divers physicians commend the

eel very much for medicine, though not for meat."

Walton mentions the Lamprey, lamperne, or pride [Petromyzon

fuviatilis), which still frequents our waters, and the Flounder
[Fldtcssa Flesiis), which occurs in the tidal reaches of the Lea.

Counting the eels and sticklebacks as each one species, twenty-

seven fresh-water fish are mentioned by Walton ; of these three

are assigned distinct habitats, viz. char, guiniad, and bull-ti'out,

leaving twenty-four which we may infer might have been inbabi-

tants of the Lea in his time. Twenty-two of these, if we include

the grayling and the bream-flat, are still known to exist ; one, the

salmon, has become extinct within the last century, as has also

probably the salmon-trout ; and it is remarkable that, as far as I

have been able to discover, no fish now exists in the Lea that was
not known to the observant old naturalist whose work I have been

endeavouring to analyse.

Our river is, I think, only once named in the ' Compleat Angler,'

and then at the conclusion of a sonnet by Drayton.

" And the old Lea brags of the Danish blood."

Here Lea is spelt as above, but its name has since the days of

Queen Elizabeth been spelt in two ways. Ofiicially it is always

the River Lee, and popularly nearly as constantly the Lea.

Camden says: "Lea, by our forefathers called Lizean," and

Chauncy always writes " Luy or Lea." In a curious poem to be

found ia the introduction to Cussans' ' History of Hertfordshire,'

date about 1590, it is spelt Lee. One spelling is probably as

correct as the other, and as neither the Lee Conservancy nor the

British public are likely to alter their orthography, it is probable

that both methods will continue in use without doing any great

mischief, or causing very much geographical confusion. The
Roman name for the river was Logodonum, or Logrodonum.

The ' Compleat Angler ' abounds in pleasant descriptions of trees,

flowers, etc., but time will not allow me to dwell on them. Sufiice

it to say that the vexed question as to what flower is meant by the

culverkey has not yet been definitely decided. Many authorities

consider it to be the columbine {Aquiler/ia vulgaris), which in the
* Flora Hertfordiensis ' is assigned a station near the Eye House.

Although it is a wood-plant, it might be gathered at the edge of the

wood, and need not have been a strictly meadow-flower to meet

the description :
" Looking downe the Meadows I could see here a

boy gathering LilUes and Lady-smoclcs, and there a girle cropping

Culverkeyes and Cowsli^is, all to make Garlands sutable to this
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pleasant montli of MayP Fortunately, with this exception, the

first words of the charming song,

•' Let me live harmlessly, and near the brink

Of Trent or Avon have a dwelling-place,"

relieve us from the necessity of determining the present names of

" Eed Hyacinth, and yellow Daffodil,

Purple Narcissus like the morning rayes,

Pale Ganderglass, and azure Culverkayes."

I may be excused if in conclusion I say a few words about the

history of the book of which I have been talking this evening.

The first edition was published in 1653, and in 1655 it was followed

by the second, much enlarged and with more woodcuts. In this

edition the Ealconer is first introduced in the introductory chapter.

The third edition was published in 1664, the fourth in 1665, and
the fifth (the last in the author's life) in 1676. "With this edition

was published a second part written by Walton's friend and adopted

son, Charles Cotton, and the work is now commonly called "Walton

and Cotton's Complete Angler. In 1750 the Eev. Moses Brown
revived the ' Complete Angler '

; in 1760 Mr. John Hawkins (after-

wards Sir John Hawkins) published an edition, with lives of Walton
and Cotton, and copious notes of sufficient value to be retained in

almost every subsequent edition. From that time till the present,

edition after edition has appeared, some very good and others of

less value. That of Major, 1823, is interesting to us as it contains

several woodcuts of the Lea valley, as also does that of Jesse, 1856.

In 1877 a facsimile of the first edition (a book which every true

admirer of Walton ought to possess) was published by Elliot Stock.

The last edition which has come under my notice is a marvel of

cheapness, and, having been edited by a sympathetic naturalist,

Mr. Christopher Davies, is a most satisfactory work, the wood-
cuts of Major's edition are reproduced, and a modern treatise on
angling is included.

Those who may wish to further study the history of the various

editions will find full particulars in a forthcoming work, ' Biblio-

theca Piscatoria,' by T, Westwood and T. Satchell, in wliich I am
told by the latter gentleman that no less than eighty reprints (dated,

re-dated, and un-datcd with dissimilar imprints) are chronicled.

The ' Compleat Angler ' has been, since its first publication, one

of the treasui'es of our literature. It has not inaptly been de-

scribed as "England's one perfect Pastoral." As such I commend
it to those members of this Society who have not read, or having

read have forgotten it, and I cannot better conclude these some-

what discursive notes than in the words of the honest old angler

whose masterpiece I have been endeavouring to describe :
" And

let the blessing of Saint Peter's Master be upon all that love Vertue,

and to be quiet and go a.-fishingy
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THE GALE OF THE 14TH OF OCTOBER, 1881, AND ITS EFFECTS
IN HERTFORDSHIRE.

By the Rev. C. W. Harvey, M.A., F.M.S.

Read at Hertford, 22nd December, 1881.

From a meteorological point of view tlie year 1881 may most

decidedly be regarded as an " annus mirabilis.'^ There are three

days especially which I think will fix themselves upon our

memory: (1) Tuesday, .January 18th, when England, and more
especially the south of England, was visited by an easterly gale

and heavy snowstorm, which for two or three days impeded, and

in many cases stopped, all traffic by road and rail; (2) Friday,

July loth, when a heat-wave passed over us, the temperature at

Greenwich Observatory reaching 97°- 1, while at Alton, Hants, and

Alderbury, Salisbury, it was reported to have even reached

101° and 100° respectively ; in our own county 91° at "Watford

and 89°- 6 at Throcking were recorded by verified thermometers

enclosed in Stevenson's stands; (3) Friday, October 14th, when
the whole of the British Isles was visited by a terrific gale. It is

the third of these visitations which forms the subject of the present

paper. The facts which I have to lay before you with regard to this

gale are drawn, partly from the daily weather report and weekly

summary of weather issued by the Meteorological Office, partly

from the London and local press, anl partly—I may say largely

—

from the letters of correspondents, whom I would take this oppor-

tunity of thanking.

A serious depression of the barometer, which gave signs of its

approach during the 13th, at 8 a.m. on the 14th lay over the north

of England and south of Scotland, when readings were as low as

28-42 ins. The wind circulating round the centre of the system was
N.W. in Ireland, W. to S.W. in the south of England, S. on the

east coast, and E. to jS'.E. in the north and east of Scotland. At
Oxford Observatory the velocity of the wind between 1 and 2 p.m.

was 65 miles an hour, whilst at Holyhead between 2 and 3 p.m
it at one time equalled 91 miles, at another 144 miles an hour.

At Greenwich the pressure on the square foot at one time was
56 lbs., the highest ever registered in that locality; while at

Bidston Observatory, Birkenhead, it is said to have reached

77 lbs. When we reflect that this latter pressure represents a

weight of air equal to 20 tons on a building 30 feet high by 20

broad, the only wonder seems to be that more damage was not

done by the gale.

I think the following extract from ' The Times ' for October 1 5th

will show better than anything else how terribly telegraphic com-

munication was interrupted. "Owing to the hurricane which raged

over the country yesterday from very early morning, and which,

though less fierce, had by no means abated when we went to press

VOL. II.—PA RT I.
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this morning, we have been almost entirely deprived of telegraphic

news, the communications being interrupted in all directions.

With the exception of some telegrams which appeared in our

second edition of yesterday, our Latest Intelligence is entirely

wanting, no news having been received from France, Germany,
Austria, or any other part of the Continent. Communications are

also interrupted with Scotland and Ireland. The break-down all

over England began at haK-past live yesterday morning, after the

publication of the morning papers ; and down to an early hour this

morning the wires were in most parts quite unusable, though
the Post-office authorities had managed after strenuous efforts to

establish a feeble and intermittent communication with Scotland

and Ireland by one wire apiece, and in each case by a circuitous

route. The telegraph poles have been blown down, and the wires

broken in every direction ; and, in fact, London is for all practical

purposes cut off from all but the southern portions of the kingdom.
So complete has been the break-down of communications that even
the Meteorological Office presents but a maimed and imperfect record

this morning of the weather which prevailed yesterday over these

islands ; and the observations it has received have not been suffi-

cient to enable it to make its usual detailed predictions of what the

weather in different districts will be to-day."

Great damage was done to public buildings, houses, trees, and
corn-ricks in various parts of the country ; many and many a giant

of the forest succumbed to the force of the gale, so that it is

estimated that the parks of England alone have lost as many as

100,000 of their finest trees. This wholesale slaughter among the

trees may be partly accounted for by the fact that they were still

full of foliage when the storm fell upon them. The trees which
suff'ered most seem to have been the elms ; comparatively few oaks

have been actually uprooted, but in many cases huge limbs have
been literally twisted off.

In our own county, to which I desire now to confine my remarks,

after a fall of from half to three-quarters of an inch of rain during
the night, the gale commenced to blow in earnest soon after 7 a.m.,

reaching its height about 2 to 3 p.m., after which time it gradually

subsided; its general direction, to judge by the general lay of

the trees, was as nearly as possible from west to east. Unfor-
tunately as far as I am aware we had not a single anemometer at

work in the county, and the instrument at Stotfold, which is just

over the borders of the county, in Beds, was damaged, having lost

an arm. Perhaps the following facts give a rough idea of the

strength of the gale. At Hertford a slate weighing 6A^lbs. was
blown from the roof of the Green Coat School into a garden on the

opposite side, a distance of eighty feet. At Bishop's Stortford, in

the grounds of Mr. Pritchett, a young willow-tree 55 feet high was
snapped asunder 24 feet from the ground, and the upper portion

{i.e. 31 feet) was carried 51 feet to the east before it touched the

ground. At Eothamsted one large ash was seen to snap asunder
in the middle of the trunk, like a carrot, the top and branches
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were lifteci up and twirled about in the air like a shnttlecock, and

]>rt'ci]ntatod over tlie adjoininj;- hedge with a tremendous erash.

At Ktiisworth one barley stack Avas completely strewn over the

field from whence it had been gathered ; to use the words of the

owner, " the corn was not only carried into the field again, but

spread out and thrashed," nearly the whole of the grain being lost.

At Woodhall Park a singular sight occurred at one of the tumbling-

bays, where the spray was driven some 30 or 40 feet in height, and

for a considerable distance.

Out of several sets of readings of the barometer and thermometer

I have selected the following. For pressure I give the observa-

tions of Mr. Hopkinson at Watford and of Mr. "Wortham at Eoyston,

both being the readings of standard instruments. For temperature

I give the observations of Mr. Hopkinson again, and my own at

Throcking, because they are strictly comparable, verified instru-

ments being in each case inclosed in a Stevenson's stand. Other

obsei-vations with which I have been most kindly furnished agree

very closely with these. I have also given the amount of rainfall

at as many stations as possible, an m placed after a value indicating

that it is the maximum fall of the month.

Pressure.

Watford, 13th, 9 a.m.

,,
1-ith, „

,, 15th, ,,

Eoyston, 13th, 10 a.m.

» l-ith, ,,

ins. ms.
29-854 11 p.m. 29-474

29-052 „ 29-775
29-943
29-864 7 p.m. 29-706

29-028 ,, 29-525

Tempekatuke.

9 a.m. Max, Min. Mean.

Watford,

Throcking,

13th,

14th,

15th,

13th,

14th,

15th,

49-0

55-3

44-0

45-6

52-4

41-5

57-6

55-0

47-4

56-2

55-0

46-0

44-1

47-4

35-6

41-9

44-1

36-1

50-2

52-6

42-3

47-9

50-5

41-3

Rainfall.

inches.

Kensworth -65

Eothamsted -76

Gorhambury -77

Berkhampstead -70

Nash Mills -76

Great Gaddesden "73

Watford, Watford House -63

,, Wansford House -71

Bushey Heath -66

Moor Park -70

Bayfordbm-y '66

inches.

Hoddesdon -57

Welwyn -69

Knebworth -75

Therfield "70 m
Throcking -76 m
Much Hiidham -66 m
Southgate -54

Hitchin •70 m
High Down -61 m
Odsey •53 m
Eoyston ^67 m

From these values it appears that pressure, which had been

steady dui'ing nearly the whole of Thursday, decreased very rapidly
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during the night, and probably the barometer was about its lowest

"when read at 10 a.m. on the 14th at Royston ; nor was the re-

covery less rapid, the rise being about half an inch in nine hours,

i.e. between 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. ; whilst at Watford at 9 a.m. on

the 15th the mercury stood higher than it had been at 9 a.m.

on the 13th, having meanwhile experienced a fall and a recovery

of nearly an inch.

I will now proceed to the consideration of the amount of damage
done by the storm in our own county, as far as it has come under
my notice. Of course I do not pretend to exhaust an almost end-

less list of casualties ; it would be impossible, even if desirable,

to notice every tree laid low and every rick unthatched, to say

nothing of the thousand and one tiles, and slates, and chimney-
pots with which the thoroughfares of our towns and villages were
strewn. In noticing then the principal damage done, I will follow

the order already in use in our rainfall reports, where the county
is divided into 17 river districts, of which a map will be found in

Yol. I, Part 3, of the present series of our ' Transactions.'

District I. Tring.—Damage was principally confined to the

uprooting of trees. In Tring Park alone 80 or 90 trees were torn

up, in some instances several tons of earth adhering to the roots.

District II. Watford.—No serious damage was done in the

town, but trees in the neighbourhood suffered immensely. I am
indebted to Dr. Brett for the following statistics. Between High
Wycombe and Watford 100 trees were uprooted along the roadside.

At Langleybury 56 trees were blowoi down: 18 ash, 14 oak, 9

beech, 7 elm, 4 fir, and 4 cherry. At Munden Park between 30

and 40 trees, principally elms and abeles, fell. Some of the largest

were measured, the length and girth being, among the elms, two
80 ft. by 12 ft., two 70 ft. by 11 ft., two 70 ft. by 9 ft.; an
abele measured 90 ft. by 10 ft., and an oak 70 ft. by 13 ft. A
Quercus pahistris 52 ft. by 4 ft. 7 in. was successfully raised again.

At The Grove 79 trees were uprooted, 28 different varieties, beech

suffering most. At Durrant's Farm 6 trees were uprooted and
many injured. At Cassiobridge Farm, on 100 acres, 20 trees were
blown down, many being large. At Dalton House 14 fallen trees

might be seen at one view ; at the Silk Mills 7, one elm being

1 1 ft. 7J in. in girth. At Cassiobuiy the prostrate trunks of beech

and elm were to be met with in all directions ; one monster elm at

the entrance to the park, about 80 ft. high, w^hich was blown
down, is said to contain 5 loads of timber. At Bed Heath 51 trees,

of which 26 are beech, 12 ash, and 7 elm, were uprooted ; 57 trees

being gi-eatly injured. At Aldenham Abbey about 30 trees

were blown down, some being large. Two bridges, one at Munden,
one at Watford, were broken by trees falling on them. In one

instance the wind played a curious freak, snapping an immense
forked branch from a tree, it bore it along some distance, fixing

the prong firmly on to the trunk of a neighboui'ing tree. At the

Rookery a woman and a child had a narrow escape while passing

under a splendid elm which was suddenly and cleanly uprooted.
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EicKMAXswoRTH.—Tlic (liiiiiago (lone in the town, though exten-

sive, was contiued to broken chimney-pots, tih^s, etc. ; it \vas,

however, found impossible to light the street lamps for two nights

succeeding the gale, some of the pipes having been damaged by
the force of the wind. At Moor Park many trees of immense size

were uprooted, chiefly elms, while oaks had huge branches twisted

off. In the pleasure-grounds and park proper there wei'e about

30 trees blown down, and on the rest of the estate about 50 more,

besides many injured. The symmetry of the cedars was quite

spoiled, especially of one in close proximity to the mansion. A
like tale of destruction comes from Rickmansworth Park, Chorlcy-

wood, The Cedars, Croxley House, etc.

District III. Hatfield.—In the park immense damage was
done, especially in the Home Park, the total number of trees blown
down amounting to 118. In the principal avenue leading to Queen
Elizabeth's oak, many fine elms and limes were uprooted or broken.

One grand old beech was snapped off about 4 ft. from the ground,

where it measured 6 ft. in diameter, the top Aveighing upwards of

20 tons. In the pinetum, two fine specimens of Finns pinaster,

and one of Abies excelsa, were uprooted. In the woods outside the

park about 30 trees were blown down, one elm measuring 5 ft. in

diameter 3 ft. from the ground, lifting with its roots earth 18 ft.

in diameter.

District IV. DrysTABLE.—At Kensworth, the highest ground in

the county, the storm raged with great fury. Fine trees were
uprooted, many of them sound, others showing signs of decay.

The Church had a portion of its roof stripped off.

Haepexdex.—The spire of the church was blown out of the

perpendicular, the vane being twisted nearly double. The stately

elms in the village suffered severely. At Rothamsted, an elevated

position, the gale proved very destructive, scarcely a tree with any
pretension to size escaping mutilation. A large oak was split

down the middle, one half being left standing ; another oak was
actually broken through the middle of the trunk, although it was
perfectly sound. On the west side of the estate, where the soil

is of a loose texture, over 100 trees were torn up, and for a

considerable distance not more than half a dozen remain uninjured.

St. Axbaxs.—The force of the gale was so great as to cause a

partial stoppage of pedestrian traffic in the town. In a meadow
adjoining St. Peter's Church a row of six elms was completely

uprooted. A stack of chimneys was blown down, doing consider-

able damage to the back of the next two shops in Victoria-street.

At Gorhambury great damage was done to the trees ; the mansion
also suffered. At Waterside the greatest force of the gale was felt

about 2"25 p.m. ; three large elms, an ash, and a very large Scotch

fir were uprooted ; the largest of the elms falling across the public

road, and blocking it for nearly two days.

District V. Berkhampstead.—Less damage was perhaps done in

the Bulbome valley than in some other parts of the county, owing
to the shelter given by the hills rising from S. and W. The well-
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known yew at the corner of the churchyard lost an arm. Near
the "Crooked Billet" a large elm was blown down, whilst near

Broadway the road was blocked, a man and a horse narrowly
escaping. One elm tore up as much as 20 tons of earth in its fall.

Hemel Hempstead.—Between this place and Watford, a distance

of some eight or nine miles, 36 uprooted trees were counted. In

Gadesbridge Park a tree fell upon a cottage, breaking the roof and
wedging it into the bedroom. At Nash Mills five large elms and
a black poplar were blown down. Oaks suffered much, many
having large branches twisted off, although but few were actually

uprooted. Along the canal many aiders and willows fell on the

telegraph wires and broke them. The storm was observed to be

at its height about 2 p.m. In the parish of Great Gaddesden
at least 28 trees were torn up, and many of them thi'own across

the roads. The lime avenue at Golden Parsonage lost six of its

trees ; they are described as completely torn out of the ground,

with a mass of earth 8 or 10 feet across adhering to their roots.

In Ashridge Park over 60 trees were blown down, whilst many
others were robbed of their branches ; the killed and wounded
being reckoned at close upon 200. One man was seriously hurt by
the fall of a tree upon him at Flamstead.

District VIII. Southgate.—The gale was observed to blow
strongest about 9 a.m., mid-day, and at sunset ; about 3 p.m. there

was a hailstorm. No particular damage is reported, though the elms,

which in that neighbourhood are particularly fine, suffered much.
Cheshtjxt.—The fine old chestnut in front of the White Horse,

Flamstead End, was blown down, and damaged the roof of the

house ; also a fine tree in Mr. Batter's grounds, as well as several

in Theobalds Park, the College grounds, and at Great House.
Broxbotjrj^^e.—A large elm which stood in the centre of Brox-

bourne fell on a corndealer's cart, narrowly escaping killing both

man and horse. At Broxbournebury as many as 50 trees are said

to be down, among them some remarkably fine specimens of forest

trees. An ornamental terrace-wall in the garden, of five arches,

each arch about 9 ft. span, was blown bodily out, totally spoiling

a very large and splendid specimen of Wistaria Sinensis, one of the

finest in the country.

HoDDESDON.—Trees were blown down in considerable numbers,
including some fine poplars. Mr. S. Warner lost a very valuable

fii'-tree.

Hertfoed.—The trees in All Saints' Churchyard and Morgan's
Walk suffered severely. Telegraphic communication was inter-

rupted. The clock at the Shire Hall had a piece of glass blown
out of each dial. Several narrow escapes are reported ; in one

instance four boys were passing under an elm, on their way to the

Green Coat School, when a large branch suddenly fell, fortunately

without doing them any injury.

Ware.—Great havoc was worked by the gale among the malt-

ing cowls, as many as 16 being blown down, while others were
damaged. The weathercock on St. Mary's was carried away,
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several of the windows havino; panes of glass ln'oken hy the

violence of the wiud. Mr. Haubui-y's lane was impassable from

the trees and branches. In Crane Mead 13 trees were blown down.

At Water-place a poplar 100 ft. high fell, and an elm fell across

!Mr. llurford's house. Stanstcadbury lost 9 fine elms, and at

Staustead itself two cowls were blown down.
District IX. Wheatuampstead.—Great fears were at one time

entertained for the church spire ; its injuries, however, only

amounted to the lead being torn off and hurled on to the root's

below to their considerable damage. The most serious calamity

occurred about 3-30 p.m., when the hell-turret of the Xatioual

Schools, a massive stone structure erected in 1862, was simply torn

from its position and hurled bodily into the road below. Happily
no injury was done to life or limb, the weather being such that

the school was closed for the day.

District X. Welwyn.—The gale was observed to be at its height

between 2 and 4 p.m., during which time a considerable number of

trees were blown down ; scarcely any park, field, or garden with

large trees escaping without serious loss. A large chestnut-tree in

the garden at Guessens was blown down, while at Tewin Water
Park 14 beech and elm-trees succumbed to the gale. Around
Datchworth it was observed that the greatest damage was done on

the high ground ; it was, however, comparatively inconsiderable.

District XL Steveiv"Age —Many trees were blown down, while

huge branches were torn off and carried a considerable distance.

One observer counted 13 trees in one row down, being a considerable

portion of the whole. At Knebworth about 20 trees were blown
down, and the turrets of the mansion sufPered severely, some of them
being blown off. At Ardeley Bury the loss was 1 fir-tree, 3 elms,

and 2 oaks. In Woodhall Park (Hertford) the loss is estimated at

about 50 trees, among them two tine cedars which were completely

wrecked; the greatest force of the gale was felt here about 12*45 p.m.

District XII. Buntingford.— Little damage was done in the

town, beyond a plentiful shower of tiles, etc. The gale seemed

suddenly to gather strength soon after 7 a.m. At Throcking it

was observed that the first downfall of trees occurred about 7*30.

The lay of the trees was in all cases as nearly as possible W. to E.

'I'he gale was at its strongest between 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. At
Wyddial Hall 20 trees were blown down, a fine old oak was shorn

of all its limbs save one, and what had appeared a grand old tree

is now only a lopsided pollard ; a barn on the neighbouring farm

of Beauchamps w^as blown down ; at Aspenden Hall about 20 large

trees fell, whilst the number of branches torn off was enormous
;

in Coles Park 7 or 8 were snapped off close to the ground, and
many others, chiefly elms, were torn up or mutilated ; and in Hamels
Park about 100 trees suffered, some uprooted, some snapped off,

some deprived of branches.

District XIII. Hadham.—At Moor Place 10 trees were blown
down. Xear the station a large tree fell across the road. At the

north end of the village a number of trees were torn up by the
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roots. Many oak trees lost their tops. One large tree was snapped

in two at about 20ft. from the ground; its head falling upon
another tree some 20 ft. away, it hung in a horizontal position,

some 30 ft. from the ground.

Albuet.—At and around The Hall about 30 trees were blown
down, while 70 others were much injured.

District XIV. Bishop's Stoetfoed.—A large bough broke through

the roof of the school cottage, while a tree at South Mill fell across

a barge ; one of the large elms on the Causeway fell, and for a time

blocked the thoroughfare.

District XY. Hitchin.—In this district the high ground suffered

less than the valleys, so much so that a correspondent writes: "I
do not know of a single tree uprooted on the high ground, on either

side the effects were more severe." In Hitchin Park about 20 fine

old elms were blown down, and in some cases trunks 2 ft. in dia-

meter were snapped clean off.

District XVI. Baldock.—Many trees, chiefly elms of great size and
age, were uprooted, those in Hitchin Road suffering most. An arm
of a tree struck the School House roof. At Rushden a large tree

standing near a public-house was blown down, taking the greater

part of the house with it.

District XVII. BoYSTON.—Fi'om 7 to 8 a.m., at 11 a.m., and

3 p.m. the gale blew with great force. In Melbourne Road the

galvanized iron roof of a shed was blown off, and a large portion

of it carried into the adjoining field ; a rifle saloon in the market-

place was blown over, one of two boys who were in the caravan

being badly cut about the head. Some very large trees down the

Drift on the Baldock Road were uprooted.

Odsey.—In a group of elms, standing in four rows, a gap was
made, and the wind, passing through this gap, uprooted a number
of trees standing in a fence beyond, and some few others in the

same Kne. The first tree fell at about 11 a.m., the last between
3 and 4 p.m.

Thus it will be seen that the devastation wrought by this

memorable gale was universally felt throughout the county ; it is

only surprising that considering the number of trees laid low, so

little injury was done to life and limb. I believe an old man was
killed by the fall of a tree, but I have been unable to fix the

locality of the accident ; there must, however, have been some
very narrow escapes. It is to be regretted that there was no

anemometer at work in the county to record the actual force of the

gale ; the fact however that at Greenwich no greater pressure than

56 lbs. on the square foot has ever been registered, makes the storm

a memorable one, and this must be my apology for the length to

which this paper has grown.



IV.

THE MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

By John E. Littleboy.

Head at St. Albans, 24</t January, 1882.

It will perhaps be remembered that I read before the members
of this Society, duriug our last session, a short paper on the Migra-

tion of Birds. The late period of the evening at which my paper

was read precluded the possibility of discussion, and for reasons

which I need not repeat, I was unable to offer it for publication in

the pages of our ' Transactions.'

The subject of migration is one of general interest, and, in com-
pliance with the expressed wish of several of our members, I have
determined again to bring it before your notice. I am very con-

scious that I have little that is original to communicate. Those
who, like ourselves, are resident in the Midland Counties of

England, enjoy but few opportunities of observing the phenomena
of migration. I hope that during the past few years we have, as a

society, done what we could to record everything of interest that

has come within our reach ; but, even when this has been accom-

plished, we stand but on the threshold of a subject that extends

and widens in every direction around ns, and we find ourselves

mainly dependent for information on the observations and investi-

gations of a few enthusiastic naturalists who have unsparingly

devoted both their time and talents to ornithological research, and
to whom our best thanks are due.

It is stated by Mr. Harting * that 395 distinct species of birds

have been recognised as occurring within the British Isles. Of
these about 130 are residents, 100 periodical migrants, and 30

annual visitants, the period of whose arrival and departure it is

impossible to predicate with certainty, the remainder, in number
about 135, being rare and accidental visitants. Mr. Harting
considers that "those species which rear their young annually in

the British Islands, and are to be found in some part or other of

the United Kingdom throughout the year," may fairly be defined

as "resident"; and it follows, from the data just given, that

only about 33 per cent, of our British avifauna can be classed under
this head. When it is remembered that there are several species

among those termed resident, which are, in reality, semi-migrant in

their habits, and that almost all of those which are strictly resi-

dent with us, are migratory elsewhere, the marvellous prevalence

of the wandering propensity that exists among birds becomes con-

spicuously evident. In confirmation of this fact I will quote a few
lines from the report of a Committee appointed for the purpose of

obtaining observations on the migration of birds at lighthouses and
lightships, read at the recent York meeting of the British Associ-

* ' Handbook of British Birds,' p. v.
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ation.* " The observations show, beyond doubt, that all birds

are migratory (if we except our common game-birds and perhaps
the green woodpecker). Even such comparatively weak-winged
birds as the gold- crested wren, common wren, the titmice, the

hedge-sparrow, common sparrow, and redbreast, change their locality,

crossing the North Sea in large numbers."
"What is true of our own is equally applicable to the birds of

other countries and other continents. Of 110 species recorded by
Mr. H. Seebohm, during his three months' tarriance in Northern
Siberia, only four or five were found to be resident. Mr. Gumey
informs us f that in Egypt, the winter home of several of our
English migrants, only 138 species, out of a total of about 316, are

resident.

With ascertained facts, such as these, brought before our notice,

it seems almost impossible to avoid the inquiry. How does it

happen that an infinite multitude of birds, after passing the

winter months in the comfortable retreats of Africa or southern

Europe, should rush, with common consent, to northern homes on
the approach of spring ; should remain there for only a few months,

and then, with equal regularity, should wing their way southward
to their winter haunts ? This question was pertinently put by
Alexander Pope, nearly two centuries ago, in the following lines :

" "^Tio bids the stork, Cohimhus-like, explore

Heavens not his own and worlds unknown before ?

Who calls the council, states the certain day ?

Wlio forms the phalanx, and who points the way?"

Although I cannot agree with a writer in * The Times,' J who con-

siders that " the migration of birds is simply a fact, as little

accounted for to-day as it could be five thousand years ago," it

must, I fear, be admitted that a completely satisfactory answer to

Pope's inquiry has not yet been found.

When discussing the habits of animals, it is customary to account
for everything not otherwise explicable, and it is a very easy

method of overcoming difficulty, by a reference to instinct. It is

impossible to dispose of the important questions connected with
the migration of birds in quite so summary a manner. It is,

indeed, extremely difficult to define the exact link in the chain of

nature at which the promptings of instinct may be supposed to

cease and the teachings of hereditary experience to commence.
Experience, when handed down through many generations, appears

to dcvelope into what is known as instinct.

The migration of birds has been ably and elaborately discussed

by Dr. Weissmann in the pages of the ' Contemporary Review.' §
The subject naturally divides itself under two distinct heads

;

(a) Migration southward in Autumn
;

(b) Migration northward in

* ' Report Brit. Assoc, for 1881,' p. 193.

t ' Rambles of a Naturalist,' p. lli.

X Feb. 9th, 1881.

§ Vol. xxxiv, p. 531—February, 1879.
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Sprinc,'. Ecspcctinp: mituiiinal misration, taken as a whole, but
little ditForeuce of opinion appt'ars to exist. Birds migrate

southward, writes Dr. AVeissuuuin, because "they would perish,

not from cold, but from want of food," should they remain in their

summer quarters during the winter months. ' * Tliey migrate because

they are obliged to do so in order to maintain life, they migrate
that they may not starve." It is a significant fact that " the

stomachs of migratoiy birds, on their first landing, never contain

any food." *' Dr. Weissmaun's conclusion is sufficiently confirmed

by experience within the reach of any of my audience. In England
our summer migrants are mostly insectivorous : swallows, martins,

and swifts I'eed principally on gnats, flies, and small beetles ; some
of the warblers, especially the blackcap, indulge in ripe fruit as

a dessert; the cuckoo delights in caterpillars, the night-jar in moths,

and it would be easy to enlarge the list. As autumn advances,

insect-life, and even fruit, becomes more and more scarce, and
birds that have revelled in abundance during the summer, leave

our comparatively inhospitable shores for more prolific hunting-
grounds. It is true that a few of our migrants leave us, as in the

case of the swift, when insect-life is still abundant and when the

heat of summer has only partially diminished, but it cannot be
doubted that habit is hereditary in the life of birds as well as in

that of other animals, and if this be accepted as a fact, it is not
difficult to suppose that the period of necessary migration may, in

8ome cases, be anticipated in deference to the force of habit.

The spring, or northern migration, is a more difficult subject.

Dr. Weissmann attempts to account for it by two leading proposi-

tions. I quote the following extracts. («) " No possibility of life

in nature remains unused. Wherever the outward conditions for

the existence of a living being are favourable, there, for the most
part, we find life. Every species tries to multiply itself indefinitely

;

hundreds of thousands are born every year, but far more than half

perish early because there is not room for all. So long as any
country remains unpeopled with bird-life, in which such life might be
genei'ally maintained, so surely will the unoccupied ground be quickly

taken into possession." [b) " It is generally imagined that tropical

countries have, all the year round, an abundant supply of food of

all sorts, both for animal and vegetable life. This is true, however,
only of certain regions ; for the most part it is altogether a mistake.

In the interior of Africa whole districts of country are completely

dried up ; all standing waters and most running streams disappear

;

frogs, newts, lizards, and snakes, as well as many fishes, bury
themselves in the mud and there take their summer sleep ; and
even the insects disappear as a body when the green of the

plants is parched by the burning heat, and all verdure withers.

Hence, there is here again an obvious necessity for birds

to seek other climes We do not of course mean by this,

that the individual bird, as we see him to-day, is driven away

* Cordeaux, 'Leeds Mercurj-,' Sept. 1867.
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by the fear of hunger in the autumn "What we mean
is, that there is an impulse within him which constrains him at

the right time to migrate." The concluding sentence appears to

be intended as a key to the preceding propositions. Dr. Weissmann
not only attributes northern migration to an impulse that constrains

''birds at the right time to migrate," but he pursues his subject

a step further, and endeavours to define the method by which this

" impulse," or, as he elsewhere terms it, this " wandering instinct,"

became engrafted into their nature.

The argument is ingenious and interesting, but it cannot be

considered to furnish a sufiicient answer to the much-debated query,

"Why do birds migrate northwards in the spring? The evidence

adduced supplies, without doubt, an appreciable motive for the

migration of birds from certain defined districts to others more or

less contiguous, but it fails to account, in a satisfactory manner,
for the enormous geographical area over which the migrations of

certain species are known to extend, or for the admitted fact that

the desire to migrate is as strong in young birds as in old ones, and
even among those that are confined in cages and supplied with
every requirement. That the supply of food in equatorial Africa

becomes short during the heat of summer is extremely probable,

and that a distinct motive for migration from that particular

locality is thereby afforded, appears to be a reasonable conclusion.

But there is food in abundance south of the tundra of Sibeiia, and
why, under such conditions, should the willow-wren, a tiny bird

that regularly frequents, as every one knows, the gardens and
hedgerows of England, but which migrates southward during the

winter, as far or even farther than the arid plains of Africa, leave

behind it on the approach of spring— as multitudes of this species

do—the aphide-haunted vines of France and Germany, the olive

groves of Italy and Greece, or the many attractions of our English

counties, to wing its way hundreds and hundreds of miles north-

ward, and all for the sake of spending a very short summer in

Sibei ia, or northern Eiissia ?

There is an attractive theory, which was briefly alluded to after

the reading of my former paper, and it is necessary that I should

now discuss it. It was argued on that occasion that migration north-

wards is simply a physiological question, regulated and explained

by physiological facts and inferences ; in other words, that the

necessities connected with incubation render migration, during the

breeding season, to districts where a lower temperature prevails,

absolutely imperative. This position was illustrated by reference

to the well-known fact that successful incubation among our

domestic poultry takes place, for the most part, before the heat of

summer has commenced ; but surely it is hardly allowable to build

up an argument respecting the habits of birds in their naturally

wild condition upon experience gained by observing them in

a domesticated and highly artificial state. I will briefly notice

a few facts which seem to range themselves in opposition to this

hypothesis. («) The range of migration that prevails among several
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well-known s]i(H'ios is so wide that every variety of climate is in-

cluded withiu their breeding-area. Let us take a few illustrations.

The sand-raartin breeds occasionally within the arctic circle ;
* it is

also abundant in Egypt, and breeds in colonies on the banks of the
River Nile.f The hooded crow breeds profusely in Scandinavia
and Western Siberia ; in England and central Europe it is only
a winter visitant, but it breeds also in Algeria, Egypt, Palestine,

and Greece. The blue-throated warbler breeds in Europe only
within the arctic circle or at high elevations above the limit of

forest growth, J but it was recently found by Mr. Scully breeding as

far south as Yarkand, in Turkestan. § (b) Xot only do many of the
birds which breed in the north of Europe breed also in Egypt and
Algeria, but there are immense numbers which breed exclusively or
nearly exclusively in the tropics. Wallace

||
asserts that there are

about 140 species of parrots resident in tropical America, and 150
in tropical Australia and the tropical Australian islands ; and that of

346 species of pigeons only 1 6 frequent temperate regions, the whole
of the remainder being tropical, if it be correct that the necessities

of incubation compel a certain number of birds belonging to a par-

ticular species always to migrate northwards in the spring, how
comes it that others of the same species are not governed by
a similar necessity, but breed regularly and successfully in tropical

climates ? This is a query, to which it will, I think, be difficult

to find a satisfactory answer. Again, can it be shown that the
eggs of the four or five pigeons which frequent the British Isles

differ in any way from the eggs of their tropical congeners, or that
the 339 parrots and 400 humming birds, which breed within the
tropics, possess special powers enabling them to do so ? Unless this

can be done, it is difficult to understand how the physiological

necessities of incubation can satisfactorily account for the phenomena
connected with northern migration. That special facility for incu-

bation is one among the chief desidei'ata that help to make up the
ideal of a "Natural Home," I most willingly admit, but there are

certain other conditions that appear equally essential.

The question as to what constitutes the "Natural Home" of

a migrant is a very important one, and exercises, as I believe, no
inconsiderable influence in determining the causes of migration.

I shall detain you a few moments in discussing it.

There are three primary requirements which the term " Natural
Home," when applied to the resort of birds, seems to imply :

—

{a)

locality of birth
;

(h) abundant supply of food
;

(c) facility for in-

cubation ; and it will be necessary to consider whether the wide
regions in the north of Europe, that are selected by migrants as

their summer breeding-grounds, or their winter retreats in Africa
and elsewhere, best fulfil these requirements. Dr. Weissmann's

* Seebohm, ' Siberia in Europe,' p. 156.

t Shelley, ' Birds of Egypt,' p. 122.

J Seebohm, 'Siberia,' p. 127.

§ 'Ibis,' 1881, p. 447.

II

' Tropical JVature,' p. 102.
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authority appears to support the latter alternative. I have before

referred to his opinion respecting the causes of northern migration

;

it is based on the assumption that the sunny south is the original

home of migrants, and the same argument, couched in other words,

is repeated at a more advanced stage of his essay. " We must not

forget," writes Dr. Weissmann,*' " that there was a time when the

animal-life on our hemisphere was altogether different from what
it is at present. In the Glacial period central Europe had a colder

climate than now We shall therefore not be wrong if we
suppose that very many birds, which now inhabit the central and
northern regions of Europe, were at that time wanting, because

the climate was too severe for them. They must, therefore, have

come subsequently from the south, and with the gradual rising of

the temperature there must have been a corresponding steady, but

of course very gradual, influx of birds to the north. Just in pro-

portion as the ice retreated, would the birds push forward the

bounds of their habitat, and in the course of centuries may even

have advanced hundreds of miles in this way. Here then we have
the first condition of the development of the migratory instinct

;

a gradual and steady progress of many species in a northerly

direction."

The task of determining the conditions that prevailed during the

Glacial period I leave to our geologists, nor shall I attempt to

discuss the uncertain possibilities connected with a pre-glacial

avifauna ; but if it be true that the severity of an arctic climate

spread, during that epoch, widely over Europe, and subsequently

retreated slowly but continuously northward, it is probable that

the physical aspect of southern Europe and northern Africa may
not, at the period referred to, have differed, to any large extent,

from that which now prevails in the northern districts that, on
every recurring spring, afford breeding accommodation to millions

of migrants. If viewed in this light. Dr. Weissmann's conclusion

certainly supports the inference that climate and the consequences

which naturally result from it, rather than arbitrary degrees of lati-

tude and longitude, must always figure as important items among
the causes which determine the natural home of migrants.

Let us now turn our attention to northern latitudes. Allow me,

in the first place, to state an interesting fact, that cannot fail to

exercise considerable influence on the decision to be arrived at.

It is thus defined by Mr. Secbohm : f
—" We may lay it down as a

law, to which there is probably no exception, that every bird breeds

in the coldest region of its migration." Secondly, the shores of

the Arctic Ocean, together with its neighbouring lagoons, abound,

during the summer months, with muUusks and small crustaceans,

which supply in lavish profusion the requirements of the millions

of water-fowl that annually resoi't to them. The abnormal
supply of ripe fruit that follows the melting of the snow, a

supply which is succeeded with marvellous rapidity by the

* 'Contemporary Review,' vol. xxxiv, p. 543.

t ' Siberia,' p. 244.
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ordinary summer crop, and the extravagant abundance of insect-

lifo with whicli tlie prairies of Xortliern Europe ahsolutelj' teem,

has heen described as follows :
*—" Seed or fruit-eating birds find

an immediate and abundant supply of cranberries and other fruit

which have remained frozen during the long winter and are accessible

the moment the snow has melted, while insect-eating birds have only

to open their mouths to fill them with mosquitoes." Here, too,

are to be found accommodation for nesting and facilities for in-

cubation with wliich the most fastidious of migrants might well be
satisfied. The undulating tundra, with its lakes, its sand-hills, its

stunted bushes, and its thick herbage, offers an enticing home to

the myriads of small waders that frequent it. Curlews, sandpipers,

stints, phalaropes, and plovers here find an undisturbed breecling-

ground. The peregrine falcon, with birds of kindred feather, builds

its eyrie on the bleak promontories that frown over the Arctic Ocean.

Woods, which the hand of man never thins, afford a welcome
retreat to birds which frequent woodland districts, and the climate

during summer is most congenial. It is true that a description

such as this is not strictly applicable to our English counties

or to many of the northern regions to which migrants resort for

the purpose of incubation, but I believe that it will be found to

be more or less representative of all, and as such, with your per-

mission, I propose to accept it. Thirdly, there is another phase of

the subject which is equally striking. The peculiar characteristics

which distinguish birds at the period of their northern migration

cannot be overlooked. They are then in the full vigour of health

and life ; what is called the instinct of procreation f is upon them.
They are in full song and in brilliant plumage. They pair, they
breed, they rear their offspring with a care and affection that might
well teach a lesson to humanity, and they appear absolutely to

revel in the joy and abundance which everywhere surrounds them.
I will re-state the argument in as few words as possible. I

have attempted to define the essential conditions which the term
" Natural Home " seems to imply. I have referred to Dr. Weiss-

mann's argument in favour of southern climes. I have next pointed

out the important fact that birds always breed at the northern

limit of their migration. I have endeavoured to show that these

northern latitudes supply with profuse abundance all the necessities

of bii'd-life, and that the period of their residence in these quarters

is the best and most important epoch in their existence. And what
is the inference, I think it might well be said the only reasonable

inference, which is deducible from these facts ? I do not hesitate to

answer the inquiry in the following words :
—"That the summer

or northern resort of a migrant is, and always has been, during

the historic period, its ' Natural Home.' "

I shall assume that it is so, and shall next attempt to show that

an intense love for the regions thus designated is engrafted into the

nature of migrants. Those who are interested in country pursuits

* ' Siberia,' p. 296.

t ' Scribuer's Magazine,' vol. xxii, p. 933.
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can hardly fail to have observed the marvellous regularity with

which migratory birds return to the localities in which they were
reared. That universal favourite, the nightingale, not only fre-

quents the same districts, but year after year pours forth from the

same trees, and often from the very same boughs, the matchless

music which we all love to listen to. I am informed by Mr. Geary
that nightingales have frequented a particular ti'ee in his garden at

Westwood, without a single exception, for the last forty years.

House-martins regularly build their comfortable nests against the

same eaves and in precisely the same spot. Last summer I counted

thirty-four nests on one small cottage in the village of Aldbury

;

the occupant told me that he was very fond of the birds, that he

never allowed them to be disturbed, and that he always had as many
nests as they could find room to build. Swallows frequent the

same chimneys and warblers the same copses. It would be easy

indefinitely to prolong the catalogue, but I prefer to quote a few
lines from the pages of ' Scribner's Magazine '

* in which incidents

of kindred character are recorded as occurring on the American
Continent. " Colonies of herons resort from time immemorial to

the same swamps, and even the same trees, to rear their young.

Terns, gulls, cormorants, and other water-fowl in like manner
repair to the same stretch of sandy beach, or to the same cliffs,

and only abandon them for more secure retreats after a long period

of ceaseless persecution from human foes. Many, it is believed

most, other birds return year after year to the same tree or to the

same immediate locality to nest."

These facts become still more significant if contrasted with the

habit of migrants when retiring into winter quarters. They appear

to winter wherever shelter and food are found to be available, with

but little reference to the particular localities visited in pre\4ous

years. 1 have alluded to the wide geographical area that is frequently

covered by the migration of a particular species ; when viewed in the

light of the foregoing interesting statements, the reason for such an

occurrence is sufficiently obvious. Notwithstanding all that is so

frequently written respecting the wonderful instinct of birds, it is

certain that they lose their way very frequently, and in this manner
stray colonies are continually forming ; the young of the first year

returning to the locality of their birth, as parent birds, the year

following.

It is time that I attempted to arrive at some definite conclusion.

I have endeavoured to demonstrate that neither the demands of

appetite nor the exigencies of incubation, when taken separately and

alone, can account, in a satisfactory manner, for the varied pheno-

mena connected with migration ; but they are without doubt im-

portant factors in the argument, and must always be comprised

among the essential conditions that help to constitute the " Natural

Home " of migrants. In order to formulate a theory, I pro-

pose to group both of these agencies, together with a third

—

* October, 1881, p. 935.
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tlip power of " Home Instinct "—under this distinctive title.

They are each, as it seems to me, but part and parcel of a whole

—

absolutely inseparable the one from the other—and when con-

sidered as such, I believe that they will be found to shed a very

important light on the difficult questions under discussion.

It appears to be impossible, with the limited amount of know-
ledge at present in our possession, to lay down a hard and
fast line in reference to this subject. Contradictions, which it

seems difficult to account for, are met with at almost every turn.

I will enumerate just a few of them. Streams of birds of the same
species are occasionally found crossing the Channel in opposite

directions on the same day. To quote the Avords of the report

before referred to :
*—" In the autumn, there is what may be called

a double stream of birds, crossing each other near the entrance to

the English Channel, that is, from the Essex and Kent coast

towards the S.E on the French and Belgium coast, and again, in

an opposite direction, from Belgium to the coast of Kent." The
same report states that " during the very severe weather in the

early part of 1881, as well as in December, flocks of birds came
to lis direct from the French coast, or from south to north ;

" a

course directly the reverse of what might have been anticipated.

In a letter dated Ulceby, Lincolnshire, September 19th, 1881, Mr.
Cordeaux writes as follows : "I have frequently, in the late autumn,
observed at this place, large migrations of geese, plovers, and larks, to

the north and north-west, and I generally find that it is a sign of mild

open weather for some time to come." Here, again, is a fact

which seems to contradict all preconceived anticipations. There
is, also, good reason to believe that stonechats and a few other birds

migrate f over central Europe, fi-om east to west and from west to

east, crossing the line of ordinary migration at right angles.

It must be admitted that these diversions of route, although

governed, in all probability, by the same laws that regulate ordinary

migration, appear to be more or less at variance with accepted

theories. Herr Gatke, the veteran observer at Heligoland, a gentle-

man who has studied the subject with great zeal and intelligence,

at what is probably the most favourable station in the world, thus

writes respecting migration to his friend, Mr. J. Cordeaux :
—" The

'how' we may in time determine, but the 'why' not before you
and I migrate to the unknown world, or learn the language of

birds and are told it in their own tongue." On looking at the

subject as a whole, we must, I think, be content to assume that

the many diversities and eccentricities of migration are the result

of ever-varying local causes, such as inequality of temperature,

storms, and the premature abundance or scarcity of food, but
I think that these apparent contradictions should not prevent an
attempt being made to generalise the conclusions to which known
and admitted facts evidently tend.

• ' Rep. Brit. Assoc, for 1881.' p. 191.

t 'Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society,' vol. iii,

p. 264.
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Without pretending to advance anything that is very novel or

sensational, I venture to submit to you the following propositions,

as embodying the views which I have already expressed and
affording a proximate, or, at any rate, a possible solution of the

problems at issue :

—

(a) Birds migrate southward in the autumn because they are

compelled to do so by the exigencies of life, and hereditary im-

pulse or instinct teaches them, in some instances, to anticipate

the inevitable.

(b) Birds migrate northward in the spring because the districts

to which they resort are not only their breeding-haunts, but their

" natural homes," and hereditary impulse or " home instinct" im-

pels them to return to the localities of their birth.

It only remains for me to notice, as briefly as I can, the modus
operandi by which migration is conducted. The manner in which
birds migrate from north to south, and from south to north, to-

gether with the many variations which frequently occur, is a

subject that has recently claimed the special attention of ornitho-

logists. At their Swansea meeting the British Association ap-

pointed Mr. Harvie-Brown, Mr. John Cordeaux, and Professor

Newton, a Committee " for the purpose of obtaining observations

on the migration of birds at lighthouses and lightships, and of

reporting on the same at York in 1881." The report of these

gentlemen was read by Mr. Cordeaux at the York meeting in

September last. Returns were obtained from 103 stations on the

coasts of England and Scotland, the detailed particulars of the

returns being embodied in a separate report published by Sonnen-
schein and Allen. To these reports ; to the interesting work on
the ornithology of Siberia by Mr. Henry Seebohm ; to a paper on
the spring migration of birds at St. Leonards by Mr. J. H.
Gurney, jun. ; and to other information most kindly supplied to me
by Mr. Cordeaux and Mr. Seebohm, I am mainly indebted for the

facts I am about to lay before our members.
It seems to be generally admitted that migration takes place, for

the most part, at high elevations, not unfrequently beyond the

range of human vision, and that birds migrate by sight, and not, as

has been assumed, by blind instinct. " If," writes Dr. "Weissmann,*
" there were an unknown something within them which showed
them that the land of their desire lay in tliis or that direction, then

they would fly straight to the goal, over hill and vale, sea and
river, to the place of their destination. But this they do not do.

On the contrary, they follow all the sinuosities of coast or river

;

they go up a certain valley, cross a mountain-pass at one exact

spot, and descend on the other side into another valley, bending
their course to all its windings."

There are numerous facts which throw important light upon this

subject. The lines of migration which are adopted by diff'erent

species of birds have been mapped out in a very ingenious manner

* ' Contemporary Review,' vol. xxxiv, p. 548.

1
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by Palraen, a continental ornithologist, in a work entitled ' Die
Zugstrassen tier Yo2,cl.' Miiirauts which cross the ^[editerrancan

in their northern fli<T;hts are reported always to do so in certain

defined routes. At Gibraltar the distance is short, and the passaj^e

easily accomplished ; farther to the east the islands of Sardinia and
Corsica present a ready higliway towards France and northern

Italy ; while the islands of Sicily and ]\Ialta become handy stepping-

stones between Tripoli on tlie north African coast and the mainland
of the Italian Peninsula. The overland route afterwards pursued
is not so readily determined, but it seems probable that the course of

rivers, coast-lines, the position of lakes, mountain-ranges, and the
gt'Ucral outlines of the district ti'aversed, become beacons by which
migration is directed. At Ust-ussa in Siberia the river Petchora
describes a great curve ; after running nearly due north it reverses

its course and flows for about 150 miles in a south-westerly direc-

tion before again turning northward to discharge itself into the
Arctic Ocean. An immense distance would be saved by crossing

the prairie from Ust-ussa to Alexievka; but notwithstanding this

inducement, the river-course is invariably followed by migrants.

Mr. Seebohm watched their flight most carefully and he believes

that the shorter course is never adopted. Migration from the south-

eastern portion of Europe appears to proceed principally from the

Elack Sea, along the course of the Volga and other rivers, next
across the short interval which intervenes between these rivers and
the sources of the Dwina, the Petchora, and the Ob, and thence to

the boundless breeding-grounds which border the White Sea and
the Arctic Ocean.

Migration between our own shores and the northern homes of

our winter visitants is, in all probability, mainly directed by coast-

lines. The reports from lighthouses, to which I have alluded,

establish the fact that the great stream of autumnal migration
always strikes our shores from an easterly or south-easterly direc-

tion, and it is readily accounted for by this hypothesis. Migrants
follow the coasts of the Baltic southward, until a westerly trend
becomes necessary ; Denmark is then crossed ; the island of Heli-

goland lies directly in their onward course, and the coast-line of

Holland, with its small outlying islands, conducts them within an
easy distance of England. Only a detachment of the mighty stream
of migrants which skims along the shores of Holland and Belgium
finds its way to England, and it is believed that some of these,

after reaching our eastern counties, pursue the coast-line southward
and again cross to Belgium or France. The committee of the
British Association reports as follows :

*—" The great east to west
stream of migration is mainly composed of some few well-known
species which regularly come to us in the autumn, the great body
undoubtedly remaining to winter. Placed in order of rotation,

according to their numerical superiority or otherwise, we find the
skylark, starling, hooded- crow, and rook, the song-thrush, blackbird,

* ' Eeport Brit. Assoc, for 1881,' p. 190.
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fieldfare, and redwing ; and then sparrows, linnets, and chaffinches

compose the bulk of the immigrants. Others, as the redstart,

wheatear, whin chat, stonechat, and other soft-billed insect-eatei's,

although coming from the eastward, after striking the coast, per-

sistently follow the shore-line to the south."

There are other lines of migration to which I must allude,

nights of migrants come to us from the north-east. These follow

the coast-line of JS^orway, southward, until they reach its most
westerly point, and thence cross the sea, first to the Shetland Islands,

and then to the mainland of Scotland. Others reach our shores

from the north. It is believed that they pass the summer months
in Iceland and Greenland, and that, leaving Iceland in the autumn,
they wing their way southward, via the Faroe Islands, to the north

of Scotland and north-east of Ireland. These are principally

composed of swans, geese, ducks, and waders, but the white wagtail,

redwings, blackbirds, redbreasts, meadow-pipits, snow-buntings,

and other species are to be found among them.
It is difficult to account for the vast extent of ocean that is

covered by the migration last mentioned. The explanation both

of it and of the east to west flight said to be adopted by the stone

-

chat, points, in all probability, to a period when, according to

Professor Edward Forbes, Iceland was linked to Great Britain, and
Great Britain to Germany, by extensive plains of dry land.* If

this theory should be fully confirmed, it will follow that the

habit of migration, once formed, must have been handed down
through countless generations, and that the course pursued by
migrants, under geological conditions very different from those

which now exist, is continued to the present day.

Birds are provided with certain peculiar faculties which render

such flights practicable. That their organ of locality is developed

to an unusual extent, is shown by the extreme ease with which
they thread the intricacies of the densest forests, and return with

certainty to the sechided nook selected as their home. That their

power of vision is something altogether extraordinary, there is also

abundant evidence to prove. The hawk, as it hovers far aloft,

distinguishes the little mouse which creeps along the hedge-side

below, and darts upon its tiny prey with an unerring aim. The
carrier pigeon, when released from confinement, rises at once high

in air, takes the bearings of its position, and guided, as is generally

believed, by sight alone, darts oft' with absolute certainty to its

far-distant home.
The very existence of migratoiy birds must constantly depend

on the possession of these powers, and it is highly probable that

the influence of natural selection has played an important part in

their attainment. The case is well put by Dr. Weissmann : f

—

" Individual birds of imperfect sight are more likely to lose their

way and to fall victims to some of the dangers of the journey, than

* 'Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain,' vol. i, pp. 397-8.

t 'Contemporary Review,' vol. xxxiv, p. 550.
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those of stronger organisation, so that these would for the most

part hcoonie the progenitors of a keen-sighted and observant race."

The immense lieight at whicli migration is generally accomplished

renders the discernment of distant objects a comparatively easy

task ; the rocky island and the far-off coast, lie, like an extended

map, within the ken of the little migrant, and it shapes its course

accordingly. Important information respecting this phase of the

subject has been obtained by telescopic observation. I quote a few
lines from a letter by J. Tennant, E..E., which appeared some years

ago in 'Nature':*—"Looking at the sun this morning, I saw
birds very frequently pass the disc. Some were in focus with the

sun itself, the wings being quite sharp against the disc, and must
have been several miles liigh, but some were much nearer, and I

estimate their distance from me at about two miles." " The theory

that migration ordinarily takes place at high elevations," and that

it is guided by sight, is said to be " supported by the fact that it is

only in dark and cloudy weather that migration on a large scale

is observed." On such occasions the power of sight is useless ; all

landmarks are obscured by clouds, and birds are compelled to

descend in order to find their way. It is a remarkable fact that
*' in dark nights the stream of migration stops suddenly when the

moon rises."

The great rush of autumnal migration takes place, almost always,

in the month of October. A few " avant-courriers,1[ supposed to

consist of barren birds or birds that have been unable to find mates,

appear at uncertain intervals for weeks before the regular period of

migration is due." Strange to tell, it is young birds which have

never before attempted to migrate that are the first to start. It

would seem that a restless hereditary impulse impels them to

migrate, and the result is very frequently fatal. It is believed that

myriads of young birds perish ; some are taken out to sea, while

others, and "their name is legion," lose their way and wander far

away, in directions where bird-life is impossible during the winter

months. Stray birds are almost invariably young birds ; a rare

migrant, whether in England or elsewhere, is nearly certain to be

a bird of the year. Certain it is, that the number of birds which
return northward in the spring is infinitely smaller than the autumn
flight. The autumnal migration of a particular species continues

day by day or week by week, till it attains its maximum in a " great

rush." Old birds, which know the way, are fond of loitering

about wherever an inviting resting-place is found ; by-and-bye frost

or a severe storm renders flight a necessity, and hence the final

rush.

The direction of the wind is found to exercise considerable

influence on migration. I quote a few lines from a paper by Mr.

J. A. Harvie-Brown and Mr. John Cordeaux in the ' Zoologist.' I
"In the great majority of cases birds migrate flying within two

• Vol. xiii, p. 447—April, 1876. •

t ' Siberia,' p. 255.

X Third series, vol. iv, p. 187.
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to four points of the wind. ... If the wind changes during the

actual passage, birds will change the direction of their flight to

suit the wind. ... If subsequent observations should prove the

correctness of this rule, it will go far to account for all the irregu-

larities of migration—the ' why ' birds are seen in great numbers
in one year in any locality, and perhaps absent altogether in

following seasons." An absolutely favourable wind "ruffles their

feathers and chills them, while an absolutely contrary wind, if too

strong, impedes their progress."

A large proportion of the migrants which visit England in the

spring reach our coast by crossing the sea, in a direct line, from

France and Belgium ; others follow a more northerly track and
strike our eastern counties, after crossing from the shores of

Holland. Spring migration appears to be conducted in a leisurely

and deliberate fashion ; there are none of the impetuous rushes that

distinguish autumnal flights. Migrants frequently remain for many
days in succession at favourite halting-places. Those which nest

in England return to their accustomed haunts, and become our

summer migrants, while others pursue their way onwards to more
northern homes. These facts are strictly in accord with the theoiy

of migration which I have attempted to advocate. We flee from
impending danger with all the energy of our natures. We pursue

the path of pleasure with a light and easy step, and linger lovingly

over the many attractions of the way. In the spring, male birds

generally migrate in advance of their mates—this is notoriously the

case with the nightingale—and migration takes place, with rare

exceptions, at night. Mr. John H. Gurney, jun., has selected the

wheatear as ofi'ering a representative example of the manner in

which insessorial birds arrive on the coast of Sussex. I extract the

following from ' The Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich
Naturalists' Society:'*—"About the middle of March the first

wheatear makes its appearance, and is sure to be a male ; a week
or two later, there are quantities of them, another week and not

a bird is to be seen. At the end of April you may see a few pairs

settling themselves down at long intervals to nest. These are the

resident birds, which do not number a hundredth part of what are

seen on passage. Waders and ducks arrive much later than the

Insessores." A little marsh about 300 yards from the sea, in the

neighbourhood of St. Leonards, is described by Mr. Gurney as

" a paradise for tired waders." Here, redshanks, sandpipers, god-

wits, stints, turnstones, and many other species find a temporary
resting-place ; the length of their visit depending, apparently, on
atmospheric conditions. Respecting spring migration in Lincoln-

shire, Mr. Cordeaux writes to me as follows :
—" The lines of migra-

tion followed by the insessorial birds are undoubtedly both from
south to north and from S.E. to N.W. The cuckoo invariably

comes, year by year, from the south-east, and gradually spreads

westward and northward. On this coast, willow-wrens, white-

* Vol. iii, p. 171.
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throats, and other small siimmor visitants come in from the sea,

and we tirst hear of tlioiii at some lighthouse that they have visited

in their uic'ht -wauderiniirs."

There is an infinite variety of incident connected with the

method of mie;ration which might well claim our attention, but
the necessary limits of a paper forbid me further to amplify. I do
not liuow that I can better conclude my remarks than by quoting
the graphic sketch given by Mr. H. Seebohm * of his visit to the

lighthouse on the island of Heligoland, during a period of autumnal
migration. " The whole zone of light within range of the mirrors

was alive with birds coming and going—nothing else was visible in

the darkness of the night but the lantern of the lighthouse, vig-

netted in a drifting sea of birds. From the darkness in the east,

clouds of birds were continually emerging in an uninterrupted

stream ; a few swerved from their course, fluttered for a moment,
as if dazzled by the light, and then gradually vanished with the

rest in the western gloom. The scene from the balcony of the

lighthouse was equally interesting ; in every direction birds were
flying like a swarm of bees, and every few seconds one flew against

the glass. All the birds seemed to be flying up-wind, and it was
only on the lee-side of the light that any birds were caught. They
were nearly all skylarks. In the heap captured was one redstart

and one reed-bunting. The air was tilled with the warbling cry

of larks ; now and then a thrush was heard, and once a heron
screamed as it passed by. I should be afraid to hazard a guess as

to the hundreds of thousands that must have passed in a couple of

hours."

* ' Siberia,' pp. 257-8.
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ANXIVEESARY ADDRESS.

By the Peesident, Geoege Eooper, F.Z.S.

Delivered at the Annual Meeting, 2\st February, 1882, at Watford.

Ladies anb Gentlemen,—
I feel, I assure you, very great diffidence in addressing you on

this occasion, for I am well aware that there are many amongst you

far more capable of imparting instruction to me on any matters

connected with Natural History than I can he to them. But

without wasting your time on apologetic suggestions of my own

incompetency which are too likely to prove themselves, I will

merely say that the title of my address

—

"Facts and Fallacies

IN Natural History "—must not be considered as indicating an

intention of making dogmatic assertions and insisting on their

infallibility. Some of my facts may appear to you fallacies, some

of my fallacies facts—possibly they may be so. They will at any

rate give occasion for consideration, perhaps discussion.

It was suggested to me that I should on this occasion detail the

results of my own experience and observations in Ornithology, but

not only are my opportunities limited, but that department of

science is already most admirably filled by other members of the

Society. I do not believe that any noteworthy occurrence in the

neighbourhood ever happens unnoted, and I would not advise an

old crow to fly over Cassiobury if he desired to remain iticog.

Besides, the faculty of observation does not always keep pace with

the opportunities for exercising it, and the generality of persons,

I fear, go through the world with their eyes partially closed.

I dare say that many of you have read Hood's works. I hope so,

for he is a most humorous and entertaining writer. I remember in

one of his sketchy articles he repeats a dialogue between himself

and an old coachman, " Mat " by name, at whose side he finds

himself seated on the box of his coach. " Forty years, man and

boy," says Mat, " I have di-iven up and down this road." " You

must have observed a great deal in that time, and remarked many

things worthy of note." " Yes, I have not been asleep all the

time; I have had my eyes pretty well open." "Favour me with

the result of your observations." ""Well, I have observed three

things : I never see a sailor in top-boots ! I never see a Jew pedlar

with a Newfoundland dog ! I never see a black man driving a

long stage ! " These are not important results from forty years'
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observation, but they are unanswerable, and their merit is that

though they are thiugs -which readily might have happened, so far as

my experience goes, I agree with Mat that they never did happen.

I might cap these truisms by some such as these—their interest

also Testing on the fact that the contrary might, very easily, have

happened, but has not. I never saw a thrush eat a slug, a swallow

catch a butterfly, or a weasel suck a rabbit. Yet general belief

would tend to the contrary. Thrushes, feeding as they do on

snails, are generally assumed to eat slugs, but they do not ; indeed,

with the exception of ducks, and perhaps pheasants, I know of no

birds that do. Darwin tells us that the early ancestors of the slug

race, finding themselves exposed to dangers they could not run

away from, developed for themselves the acrid, slimy juice which

coats them, and which renders them so generally disagreeable that

birds and beasts alike avoid them. Swallows, having perhaps tried

in vain, have, so far as my observation goes, given up trying to

catch buttei-flies. The weasel, although his doing so is almost pro-

verbial, does not suck a rabbit—he kills him and diinks his blood.

With reference to animated nature in general, there is an old

formula which reads somewhat in this manner. Stones gz-ow
;

vegetables grow, and live ; animals grow, and live, and feel ! In

the last category insects are included, although, in fact, insect-life

seems to me to be far nearer akin to vegetable life. There is not

much that insects do that vegetables do not. They seek their

sustenance in the same way, through the multitudinous mouths of

their fibrous roots ; they are similarly affected by light, air, warmth,

and cold ; they turn their leaves and flowers towards the light

;

they bend their heads away from the prevailing blast ; they anchor

their stems, as it were, against it; they seek and find the most

appropriate soil for their sustenance ; and they will wander great

distances in pursuit of light. A potato in a dark cellar has been

known to send forth a shoot thirty feet and upwards from its root,

and eventually find its way to a crevice where light was admitted,

and there put forth its leaves. But there is a stronger point of

resemblance not generally noticed or perhaps admitted ; that is,

their mutual insensibility to pain. I am convinced in my own
mind that no insects feel pain, in our sense of the woi'd. Why
should they do so ? Pain is absolutely necessary to the preserva-

tion and continuance of the life of the higher animals. Were it

not for pain, a hungry dog would eat his own leg ; a child, instead

of sucking his thumb, would bite it off ; but to insects pain would

be superfluous and unnecessary. To my mind it would be to doubt

the beneficence of the Creator to assume that they were endowed
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"with it. Insects were made for the sustenance of the higher

grades of creation, and, in fulfilling their mission, they perish in

such countless millions that only the absence of feeling can recon-

cile the mind to such wholesale destruction. What would be the

aggregate suffering caused by the casual destruction of the number-

less insects we daily tread upon or otherwise destroy, in some cases,

devour? How many ants does a partridge eat at a meal?—how
many flies a swallow ? Think of the horrible cruelties perpetrated

on one another by different tribes of insects, if for a moment you

can assume them capable of feeling pain. Do you know how
the mason-wasp provides for the maintenance of its family ?

H aving bored a hole, some few inches deep, into a sandy bank or

rotten paling, the creature flies forth, and, seizing on a green

caterpillar, which instinctively curls itself into a ball, conveys it to

the hole, which is exactly proportioned to the size of the victim.

Having deposited the caterpillar at the bottom, the wasp lays a

single egg in its body, and flies ofi' for another. This is repeated

until the hole is full, when, sealing up the entrance, she leaves the

living mass to be gradually devoured whilst still alive, each one by

its separate maggot. This proceeds until the worms arrive at the

stage of changing into chrysalises, when the vital cord is severed

and such life as the caterpillar possessed is extinguished. The

treatment of a fly by the spider is not humane, to say the least of

it. Having induced the fly to "walk into his parlour," the

spider, if not hungry at the moment, seizes and envelopes it in a

silken bag, from which, without the power of moving wing or leg,

the victim can watch, for days, the same process pursued with

relations and friends, until the time arrives to be relieved from

what, in an animal, would be intolerable misery, by the simple

process of being devoured alive. The hornet is not less hard upon

the fly. Having caught a blue-bottle, for instance, he simply

bites off the legs and wings, and then, packing up the trunk, still

instinct with life, carries it away to be eaten at leisure by the

workers in the nest. The ichneumon, again, lays her eggs in the

living body of a caterpillar, apparently without any objection,

expressed or implied, by the latter, who goes on eating the cabbage,

while the little worms, which are forthwith hatched from the eggs,

go on eating her own living body, which they do until there is

literally nothing left of the caterpillar excepting its skin, which

forms a receptacle for the cocoons of the devouring grubs. These

are only a few instances which might be adduced, but, in fact,

and I might have referred to it sooner, insects have not the

necessary organs for feeling. These I take to be "nerves" and
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" brain." You kno-w that if either are affected feeling ceases, but

insects are, practically, devoid of brain. If, therefore, they possess

feelinp:. it must liave been given to thorn in a totally different mode,

and apparently 'svithout adequate motive.

Are not insects, therefore, capable of feeling pleasure ? No
doubt, to a limited extent, they are. I can hardly conceive a

created being that is not.

We have lately read and heard many wonderful things in con-

nexion with worms, some of which I am bound to say I can only

accept ^^ cum grano^'—with a good many grains of doubt in fact.

Worms, we are told, eat the stalks of, and line their holes with,

dead leaves. It may be so, but I have never found their holes

coated with anything but slime, which seems to me to be more

suitable to theii* comfort, and though I cannot contradict the fact

of their eating stalks and leaves, I have been unable to verify it by
observation. I have always considered that the drawing of these

substances to the mouths of their holes was a provision of nature

for the fertilization of the earth, and that their food was the earth

itself, pure and simple. The worm, in fact, eats its way into the

soil, as the law-student eats his to or towards the Woolsack.

Credit also is given to worms for levelling the land, yet the flattest

lands are those which are constantly flooded, and consequently

devoid of worms. As to their raising the level of the soil, I fail to

see how that can be. The result of their food, the " worm-casts,"

represents only the earth they have eaten, from which the nutri-

ment has been extracted by digestion. The result cannot be

greater in bulk than that of the earth originally swallowed. The
species which live in the moist sea-sand make castings precisely

similar to those of the earth-worm—they are pure sand, and nothing

else—no extraneous matter is dragged by them into the holes.

There may be, and no doubt is, earth without worms, but assuredly

there are no earth-worms without earth.

Did you ever see a mole eat a worm ? Having first squeezed out

the lately-digested earth, he just skins him alive, and then devours

the writhing carcase, bit by bit. You may say that this "writhing"

is an indication of pain. JSTo doubt, pain, in the higher orders of

animals, induces similar contortions, but we must not judge from

appearances. The sensitive plant shrinks from the slightest touch,

and curls up its leaves as though in acute pain ; but no one supposes

that it feels any. Cut an india-rubber ring or a piece of catgut

into small pieces, and put them on a hot plate. They will turn,

and twist, and wriggle, as though they were in mortal agony, but

they feel nothing.
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Having referred to Charles Darwin, I may say that I have lately

read his " Descent of Man " and " Origin of Species." Darwin is

a man of wonderful intellect and great powers of mind ; to criticise

him would be highly presumptuous on my part ; still, I may very

briefly refer to some of his theories, which do not commend them-

selves to my limited intellect. I refer pai'ticularly to his theory

of the Creation, to which I still prefer the Mosaic narrative. Man,

we are told, had his origin in some lower form of animated nature

—a mollusc, or a jellyfish, which has gone on rising in the

scale of creation thi'ough successive generations, through apes and

monkeys, at last culminating in man. I do not believe this. If I

believed that I originated in a tadpole, I should believe that I

might return to one. Plants, as well as animals, are represented

as forming themselves, and assuming attributes, either necessary

for their existence, or constituting safeguards against their enemies

at their own sweet will. Here is an instance, one of many similar

ones. Darwin, talking of the arum, the common " lord and lady,"

says :
" The acrid juice of the arum has been acquired by the herb

as a defence against its enemies. Some early ancestors of the arum

were molested by goats, rabbits, or other animals, and it has

adopted this means of repelling their advances." Referring to

insects which seek their sustenance from flowers, and whose visits

are essential to their fecundation, he says that most plants "lay

themselves out to secure the attention of only two or three varieties

of insects," and " tnake their ovaries either too deep or too shallow

for the convenience of other kinds." The cameleopard acquired its

long neck through some remote ancestors in a time of dearth finding

the necessity of reaching beyond their fellows, so as to browse on the

higher trees, and then, mating with each other, gradually increasing

to the present disproportionate length. It may well be asked why
they stopped where they did, for there are still trees out of their

reach. And besides, why should goats or deer have contented

themselves with their own short necks, and the necessary conse-

quence of feeding on the lower branches ? The instinct of the

cuckoo, which teaches him to turn out of the nest his foster-

brethi'en, he ascribes to the fact that in remote ages some unquiet

youngster accidentally performed that operation, and that subse-

quently (having paired, I presume, with an equally restless mate)

the habit became fixed, and all cuckoos have since acted in accord-

ance with it. I must say that these, and numberless other instances,

strike me as sheer nonsense. When the greyhound increased his

running powers by lengthening his legs, the hare would, I think,

have done so in a like degree. Animals of the lower grades would
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hardly have been contented to remain in their humble position, and

some of them at least would have remedied their natural defects.

The sloth cannot walk on the surface of the earth ; some birds are

incapable of flight ; the crocodile is devoid of a tongue, and is be-

holden to a little bird of the Trochilus order for picking its teeth,

its mouth swarms with leeches, and the little bird runs in and out

and picks them off.

I may now refer to the assumption, which Darwin takes as

absolutely unassailable, and on which many of his arguments rest,

that all tame animals originated from their wild congeners. This

too I look upon as a fallacy. No doubt all tame animals have

their wild types, but that those wild animals were the progenitors

of the domesticated breeds I greatly doubt. Take any one you
please—the sheep for instance. The earliest records speak of

sheep as subservient to, and the property of man. Not to mention

allusions in the New Testament, the Psalms of David are full of

references to the flocks and their keepers. It is 3600 years

since Jacob arrived in "the land of the people of the East" in

search of a wife, and saw a well with three flocks of sheep lying by
it. Moses 300 years later kept the flock of Jethro. The very

number of Job's sheep is recorded, he had 7000. Abel was a

keeper of sheep. Who tamed those sheep? The " moufilou

"

and the "aouda," the wild sheep still existing, are, like the goats,

active beyond expression, utterly untameable, their dwelling is on

inaccessible rocks, they laugh at all attempts to bring them under

the "care and protection and regular government of man." How
then, in the earliest days, were they tamed, brought to know and

to follow their shepherd, and submit themselves to be shorn and

slaughtered? Then there is the cat, the harmless, necessary cat.

The wild cat, amongst savage beasts, is pre-eminently savage.

The few specimens in the Zoological Gardens have been, of

necessity, relegated to the most retired and unvisited portions of

the Gardens. They will not endure even the presence of the

keeper who daily ministers to their wants, but after months and

years of kindness and attention, would meet his advances with savage

snarls and signs of unmitigated ferocity. Their very anatomy, too,

is different, not only externally but internally, the simple straight

and short intestine being that of the Carnivora, totally different

from the complicated intestines of the tame animal. Who, I ask,

tamed the wild cat ? You must not mistake the cat which has left

its home, and run wild in the woods, for a " wild cat." The
difference is manifest, and, in fact, proves the position I take.

Find the lair of such a cat as this, take the young, and, though
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they may have the hereditary instinct of the mother, and be prone

to wander from home, they will become, to all intents and purposes,

tame cats. Take the young of the wild cat, and from its earliest

infancy it will display the savage and ferocious instincts of its

wild race. The wild duck, again. You may rear the young from

the egg ; up to a certain point they are tame, but let them arrive

at maturity, and they at once assume all the habits of the wild

bird ; they pair, which tame ducks do not ; they take their regular

flights at even ; and, when the breeding season approaches, the

migratory instinct seizes them, and they are away to distant climes

to bring up a progeny as regardless as themselves of any ties that

can bind them to man. This will occur through any number of

generations
;
you cannot tame a wild duck. Even the pigeon,

which in its wild state approximates more nearly than any other

bird to the domestic type, is simply untameable. There are records

of dovecotes and flocks of tame pigeons from the days of Herodotus.

But who ever stocked a dovecote with ring-doves ? I could give you

any number of instances, but will mention only one more—the

patient ass—that "foal of an oppressed race." AYhat he is you

see ; the willing, enduring, ofttimes ill-used slave of man. What is

his wild type ? The quagga, zebra, or oneida, swiftest and most un-

tameable of brutes. Rarey himself—I was one of his earliest

pupils, and witnessed many of his experiments—though he subdued

Cruiser and many another horse assumed to be incorrigible, could

do nothing with the zebra, whose spirit, after years of confinement

in the Zoological Gardens, after being stared out of countenance by
thousands, poked with parasols, and tempted with buns, might

fairly have been supposed to be broken. After many attempts,

Earey gave him up in despair. Who then, I ask, and when, and

by what means were these creatures subdued and domesticated,

and made subservient to man ? If now, with all means and

appliances, with bars and bolts, and cages and wire-netting, and,

far more potent, a thorough knowledge of the habits and idiosyn-

cracies of the creatures, and the result of patience and kindness,

we can do nothing towards taming a single animal, how could they

who lived in the olden time efi'ect it ? They could not ! How
then was it done ? My answer would be laughed at by the ad-

vanced reasoners of the Darwinian school, and would be despised by
the majority of the certificated teachers of the present day—it would
be something in the spirit, if not in the words, of Dr. Watts :

—

" God has made them so " !

With reference to fallacies—It is impossible to read books, and
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especially popular books on natural history, without being struck

•with the number contained in them. This arises from the fact

that writers have to a great extent been content to copy from one

another, instead of consulting the Book of Nature for themselves,

and making their own observations, which, if made with the view

of arriving at truth, not of supporting a foregone conclusion, must
always be valuable. Indeed, the most pleasing as well as the most

instructive books are those which, without aiming at any great

scientific result, record in simple language the daily occurrences

brought under the authors' notice. Such authors—I do not refer

to living authors—are "Waterton, St. John, White of Selborne,

Buckland, Knox. The nonsense promulgated by many writers

occasions infinite mischief, especially amongst the young, who are

apt to give implicit credence to anything and everything they see

in print. Only yesterday I happened on an anecdote I remember
in more than one book, years since ; it is of a venerable rat, blind

through age, which, on the occasion of a migration of its tribe,

was led by two other rats by means of a stick held in its mouth.

I venture to say that if a blind rat was unfortunate enough to fall

in with any number, even of his nearest relations, they would in-

continently kill and eat him, body and bones. In Bishop Stanley's

* Book of Birds ' I read a story of a finch, which, having made
her nest at the end of a bough, and finding when the young
were hatched that their weight bowed it down, to the manifest

danger of toppling them out, got a bit of string and tied the branch

to the one above it. In the first place, there never was a finch,

since the world began, that built its nest at the end of a bough,

and if one were eccentric enough to do so, it would hardly have

the wit to repair the error in so scientific a manner. Tarrell is a

most painstaking author, and, as a book of reference, his work
enjoys a deservedly high reputation, but he had little opportunity

of observing for himself the haunts and habits of birds, and in

consequence fell into many errors. Take, for instance, his de-

scription of the feeding of its young by the pigeon—a bird, by the

way, most improperly classed among the llasores, the scratchers

—it might as well have been classed with the crows. After

stating that the old birds first swallow and partially digest the

food intended for their nestlings, he says: "Inserting their bills

betwixt the soft mandibles of their young, they feed them with the

half-digested mass." Amongst other peculiarities of the pigeon, a

very striking one is that, contrary to the established custom of

birds, the young pigeon thrusts its soft mandibles into the mouth

—

ay ! and half down the throat—of the parent bird—it sucks its
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food, in fact. Hence, no doubt, the mythical "pigeon's milk " for

"which soft schoolboys are sent on the 1st of April.

Even the best and most conscientious observers occasionally fall

into error, especially when they start with preconceived notions.

The mistakes of Pliny, the father of Natural History, of whom you

have probably heard more than you have read, are extremely

amusing, and if time allowed I might give more instances, but here

is one. Talking of the cuckoo, he says: "The cuckoo is another

form of hawke. At a certain season it changes its shape and

plumage. It is the only hawke that hath not hooked talons.

Neither is it like a hawke in its head, nor, indeed, in any other

respect, while in the beake it resembles the pigeon. In addition

it is devoured by other hawkes. It changes its voice alsoe.''

(Holland's translation.) It is certainly strange that, observing all

these points of diiference, it never occurred to Pliny that the bird

was not a hawk at all. He adds further that it " lays its egg in

the nest of the pigeon," which I need not say it never does, nor

ever did; and that it is "hated of other birds because it finishes

by devouring its foster-mother." Ton will remember that Shake-

speare refers to this myth

—

" The hedo^e-sparrow fed the cuckoo so long,

She had her head bitten off by her young."

The strangest peculiarity of the bird, however, as narrated by

Pliny, is that it, in common with the crow, "lays its egg from its

mouth.'''' This assertion arose from no spirit of untruth, but simply

from hasty observation. The cuckoo, as you know, deposits her

egg—a disproportionately small one—in the nest of some insecti-

vorous bird, the wagtail, hedge-sparrow, or such like. As it

would, in many cases, be impossible for the bird to sit on the nest

for the purpose, she lays her egg on the ground, and then, taking

it in her capacious mouth, deposits it in the chosen nest. The

habit of the crow, a professed egg-stealer, is to strike its lower

mandible into the egg, and so carry it away. No doubt Pliny

observed the cuckoo in the act of placing the egg in the nest, and

the crow carrying the egg protruding from its bill, and jumped at

the extraordinary conclusion referred to.



VI.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TIIROCKING,
HERTS, DURING THE YEAR 1881.

By the Kev. C. W. Harvet, M.A., F.M.S.

Read at Watford, 2\st March, 1882.

Xo change having taken place since my last communication, I

need only here state the Posit/on of Station, Lat. 51° 57' N., Long.
0° 3' W., llib District ; Height of Station above sea-level, 484 feet;

and Times of Observing, 9 a.m. and 9 p.m.

Unlike the preceding year, there are several points in which
1881 may be regarded as a notable year in meteorology. The
heavy snow-storm of January 18th ; the extreme heat of July 15th

;

and the terrific gale of October 14th, are happily not every-day

occurrences. It is rarely we experience such a range of tempera-

ture, a range close upon 79°, i.e. from 10°-7 on Jan. 22nd, to 89°-6

on July 15th ; it is rarely traffic is so completely blocked as it was
on Jan. 18th by drifted snow; and it is rarely that a gale works
such havoc among our sturdy forest trees as did that of Oct. 14th.

I have again adopted Mr. Hopkinson's form of table, thus ren-

dering comparison between the two stations easy (pp. 50, 51).

In the following table I give a set of adopted means, at the same
time comparing my own observations for 1880-81 with them.

Months.
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Without a set of raean values, with which to compare one's

observations, it is difficult to demonstrate the peculiar features in

the meteorology of each year. Having, as yet, no set of my own,

I have temporarily supplied the want by comparing my observations

with the mean of the pressure and temperature values given in the

daily weather charts for London and Yarmouth. The means of

pressure given above are for the 10 years 1866-75
; the means of

temperature, for the 13 years 1857-69
; whilst in the matter of

rainfall, I have already a set of means for the 10 years 1870-79 for

this particular district.

Looking at the two years, we find that pressure was most in excess

of the mean in a month of naturally low pressure, January ; tem-

perature showed the max. deficiency in each year in October ; while

in the matter of rainfall, the excess in 1880 occurred in July, in

1881 in August, affecting the harvest materially in both years, but

not to the same extent in the latter as in the former year.

Pressure.—During the year the chief depressions occurred in

January, February, October, November, and December, in all of

which months the mercury fell below 29 ins. High pressures were,

on the other hand, attained in January, March, May, and December,

exceeding 30"6 ins. between the 7th and 11th of May. Regarding

it in its relation to the mean, the month of highest pressure was
October, and of lowest, February.

Temperature.—-The extremes of cold and heat (if more polar

and tropical, respectively, in their nature than is usually the case)

occurred at a time when we should look for any excesses of the

kind. The following are the four highest maxima and lowest

mimima registered during the year :
—

Highest Maxima. Lowest Minima.

(«.) July 15th 89°-6 {a) January 22nd 10^-7

(6) ,, 5th 86-4 [b) ,, 24th 11-2

(c) ,, 18th 85-8 [c) ,, 26th 11-5

\d) ,, 14th 84-8 \d) „ 25th 11-7

The warmest and coldest periods of 14 days occurred between

July 4th— 17th, and Jan. 13th—26th respectively, of which the

following are the mean daily temperatures :

—
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moan tomp. of 4th, 5th, and liMh on the one liand, and that of

7th, 8th, and 9th on tho otluT. Ivoughly speaking it was a ditl'cr-

ence of 2U°, namely 10° on either side of the mean. The cold

period was tar more remarkable, because more persistently cold, so

that while in 1880 the dehcieney for almost the same days was 10°,

this year it was as much as 18°5.

IlviNKALL.—The driest months were April and May, the wettest,

I'ebruary, August, and December. The only period of anything

like lengthened dry weather was March 9th to April 10th, during

which period the only falls were "04 in. on 20th ; 01 (S) on 21st;

•01 (S) on 22nd, -10 on 23rd. On the other hand, the only short

period in which the fall was excessive was during the week ending

Dec. 20th, when the fall, 2-52 ins., was "44 in. in excess of the

mean for the whole month.
Under the general headings of Pressure, Temperature, Rainfall,

and Weather, I will now add a few notes on the months, using the

same abi'eviations as last year, i.e. F for fog ; H hail ; L lightning
;

R rain ; S snow ; T thunder ; T S thunderstorm ; adding to these

B for bright, and C for cloudy or dull weather.

January.—Pressure—highest 30-57 ins. on 7th ; lowest 28-82

ins. on 29th ; Temperature—warmest day 40°-6 on 30th, coldest

17°-9 on 24th; highest in sun 88°-5 on 12th; lowest on grass 3°-0

on 22nd. Max. above 42° on 4 days ; min. below 32° on 23 nights,

below 22° on 14, and below 12° on 5. The temperature between
13th and 26th was exceedingly low, the max. never rising above

32°, and the min. being below 22° with only one exception. For
readings of the thermometer during this period see ' Transactions,'

Vol. I, Part 6, p. 232. I need here only record the minima on
grass :

—

Minima (on grass).

13th 14°-1 17th 6"-l 21st 5"-5 2.5th 7''-8

14th 11 -1 18th 12 -6 22iid 3 -0 26th 9 -1

loth 7-8 19th 21-7 23r(l 18-1 Mean 9°-9

16th 9 -3 20th 7 -8 24th 4 -2

Rainfall.—This would have been small but for the snowstorm of

the 18th, which it was impossible to gauge and difficult to estimate.

S 10th, 11th, 18th, 19th, 22nd. Weather—gcuGxallj B; F 9th—
14th, and 27th—30th; solar halo, 17th, 3 p.m.; aurora, 31st,

very bright.

Febri-ary.—Pr(?«.s?<re—highest 30-28 ins. on 21st ; lowest 28-89

ins. on 10th. Temperature—warmest day 44°-2 on 10th; coldest

27°-8 on 28th; highest in sun 100°-5 on 28th (the instrument on
grass out of order). Max. above 42° on 11 days; min. below 32°

on 16 nights. Jiainfall—S fell on 5th, 20th, 23rd, 27th, and 28th
;

the fall of 20th was 6 inches in depth and gauged -49 in. ; H (slight)

on 11th. Weather—C and wet; F prevalent 16th—22nd; strong

wind 10th and 11th.

March.—Pressure—highest 30-53 ins. on I7tli; lowest 29-09

ins. on 5th. Temperature—warmest day 50°-4 on 15th; coldest

29°-6 on 1st; highest in sun 109°-4 on 6th; lowest on grass l7°-3
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on 1st. Max. above 52° on 11 days ; min. below 32° on 12 nights
;

the last week was cold.

March 26th mean SS'-l min. in stand 26''-9 min. on grass 2r-7

,, 27th „ 34 -7 „ 26 -2 „ 19 "4

,, 28th ,, 36 -2 „ 27 -6 „ 21 -7

,, 29th „ 37 -6
,, 28 -5 „ 21 -7

30th ,, 34 -6
,, 24 -3 ,, 19 '1

31st ,, 37 -2
,, 27 -1 „ 22 -5

April 1st ,,39-0 ,, 26-8 „ 22 -7

Mean 37 "2 28 -7 25 -7

Rainfall—H 8th and 25th ; '35 on 4th, only important fall

except max. Weather—unsettled until 10th, B 11th—19th; C
20th—25th; B 26th to end of month; T 15th and 21st; strong

wind 8th and 9th.

April.—Pressure—steady, the smallest range in the year ; highest

30*26 ins. on 28th; lowest 29-72 ins. on 1st; range -54 in.

Temperature—warmest day 52°-8 on 30th; coldest 31°-1 on 21st

(a very low mean temperature for the month) ; highest in sun

r20°-5 on 16th; lowest on grass 20°-0 on 4th. Max. above 52°

on 18 days, and above 62° on 2; min. below 32° on 11 nights.

On the grass 12° and 11°"1 of frost were registered on 4th and 21st.

Rainfall—^ on 20th and 21st; H 21st. Weather—^ until 10th;

C and showery 11th— 15th; B 17th and 18th; C with showers

19th to end of month, except B on 28th; T 14th and 16th; T S

26th, only "05 in. of B, with it however.

Mat.—Pressure—highest 30-67 ins. on 10th; lowest 29-43 ins.

on 16th; above 30 6 ins. 7th— 11th. Temperature— warmest day
61°-0 on 31st ; coldest 41°-5 on 3rd ; highest in sun 126°-9 on 25th

;

lowest on grass 24°-2 on 4th. Max. above 72° on 2 days ; min.

below 32° on 2 nights. Sharp frosts on 4th, 11th, and 17th when
7°-8, 6°-4, and 7°-l of frost were registered on grass. Rainfall—
just about half the average ; H on 4th. Weather—C until 6th

;

B 7th— 13th ; C and showery 14th—20th ; B 21st to end of month,
with occasional showers; T S on 4th; fresh wind 9th and 10th;

F morning of 27th.

June.—Pressure—highest 30-28 ins. on 30th ; lowest 29-45 ins,

on 6th. Temperature—warmest day 64°-3 on 3rd; coldest 43°-8

on 9th; highest in sun 139° on 4th (max. of the year) ; lowest on

grass 31°-0 on 9th. Max. above 72° on 4 days, the first four of

the month ; min. below 42° on 3 nights. The temperature of

1st to 4th was high.

Max 76''-l Min .52°-2

,, 75 -3 „ 50 -2

1st
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July.—Prcssior—hi'^hvst 30-25 ins. on 28tli ; lowest 29-57 ius.

on 26th. Temperature—warmest day 75°-5 on 15th ; coldest 53°"4

on 27th ; highest in sun 137°-8 on 19th; lowest on grass 38°-l on

7th. Max. above 82° ou 6 days,

4th
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and 26th, -51
; S on 1st. Weather—C throughout the month, ex-

cept 12th, 28th, and 29th ; F 8th, also in mornings 3rd—9th, 14th,

18th, 20th
;
gale 25th and 26th.

December.—Pressure—highest 30-61 ins. on 27th; lowest 28*90

ins. on 20th. Temperature—warmest day 43°"5 on 2nd ; coldest 29°"7

on 23rd; highest in sun 82°-2 on 3rd; lowest on grass 21^-2 on
24th. Max. above 42° on 15 days; min. below 32° on 13 nights.

Rainfall— excessive. Chief falls besides max., "44 in. on 6th, and
•34 on 19th; S on 10th. TTertif/^^^r—unsettled ; B 2nd and 3rd,

otherwise C with frequent F in mornings ; fresh wind 20th ; L 20th.

I append a table similar to Mr. Hopkinson's showing the chief

features of the seasons.

Throcking.

Seasons,

1880-81.

Winter...

Spring ...

Summer
Autumn

Mean
Pressure.

ms.

29-89
29-96

29-94

29-97

Mean
Tempera-

ture.

34'4

45 "4

58-5

47'4

Mean
Daily

Range.

9-2

17-6

17-4
12-0

Tension
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT WANSFORD
HOUSE, WATFORD, DURING THE YEAR 1881.

By JonN- HopKiNsoiV, F.L.S., F.M.S., etc., Hon. Sec.

Head at Watford, 2lst March, 1882.

Longitude of station, 0° 23' 40" W. ; Latitude, 51° 39' 45" K
Ground-level at thenuometer-stand and rain-c,aui;e 223 feet, and
cistern of barometer 233.^ feet above Ordnance Datum.*
The monthly means, etc., of the daily observations, which have

been taken in the same manner as in previous years, are given in

the accompanying tables (pp. 5^, 59), from which (for Dec. 1880

from the previous report) the following summary for the different

seasons is deduced, results for Greenwich Observatory being added

for comparison as before.

"W.iTFORD.

Seasons, Mean
1880-81. Pressure.
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traffic both by road and rail in many parts of the country, besides

doing considerable damage by its violence, will be remembered
longer than the extremes of heat and cold ; bnt longer still by
far will the gale of the 14th of October, by its destruction of many
of our finest trees, leave its impress on the surface of the country,

especially in our own county so renowned for its many finely-

timbered parks.*

With these exceptions the weather of the year, taken as a whole,

was not very different from that of 1880. The barometric pressure

was rather less, the mean temperature about half a degree lower,

and the mean daily range of temperature about the same. The
absolute range of temperature was more than 10° greater, and the

mean thermometric dryness about 1° greater (relative humidity 3

per cent, less), in 1881 than in 1880; and, while the total rainfall

was more than 4 inches less, but still considerably above the mean,
rain fell more frequently and snow on twice the number of days.

There was less cloud genei'ally, and the sky was more frequently

quite clear of clouds and less often completely overcast. The
mean force of the wind was considerably greater in 1881 than in

1880. In both years the most frequent direction was N.E. and
S.W.f

In the following notes the general character of the weather in

each month, and its principal changes, are briefly referred to.

Januaey.—Nearly 10° colder than any other month in the year,

as in 1880, and the coldest January I have yet registered at

"Watford ; with very little rain falling as rain (about half an inch),

but with at least an inch falling in the form of snow, and, except

during snowstorms, with but little wind. The first eleven days

were comparatively warm, the minimum tempei'ature never even
once falling so low as the mean of the month, but on the 12th a

very cold period set in and lasted to the 26th inclusive, the max.
temperature during this period only twice exceeding 32° and the

min. only twice exceeding 22°.
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The last five days in the month were svarm, the minimnm, as dnrinj^

the tirst eleven, not once falling as low as the mean of the month.

Max. above 42° on 5 days ; min. below 32° on 23, below 22° on 15,

and below 12° on 8. "Wind N. or X.E. with f(!W exceptions from
3rd to 28th. The extreme and long-continued cold, and the heavy
snow-storm on the 18th before alluded to, are the remarkable
features of the month.

Eehruary.—Cold, with a humid atmosphere and much rain, and
the most gloomy month in the year. The earlier part of the month,
with a prevalence of rain, and Avind varying in direction, was much
warmer than the latter part. North-easterly winds set in on 1 6th
and continued to the end of the month, with a dense mist from
16th to 18th and snow on 6 days after 19th. Max. temperature
above 42° on 15 days ; min. below 32° on 11.

March.—Mild, with a rather dry atmosphere, very bright, and
windy. All the rain in the month fell between the 3rd and 9th,

daily, and the 20tli and 24th, also daily, including two days with
slight snow and one with hail (24th). A little snow, too slight to

be measured, fell on two other days. The warmest weather oc-

curred towards the middle of the month, between the 5th and 24th.

Max. above 52° on 12 days ; min. below 32° on 12.

April.—Rather cold, very dry, bright, and extremely windy.
The first week was especially characterised by violent E. and N.E.
winds amounting almost to a gale every day, and the wind con-

tinued easterly until the 20th, from which day it varied in direction.

Max. temperature above 52° on 20 days, above 62° on 3 ; min.
below 32° on 7. From the 25th of March to the 10th of April the

weather was cold, dry, and bright, and for these seventeen days no
rain fell. A few days from the 11th were warm and wet, after

which it became colder and drier, and then warm and wet again
the last three days. Snow and hail fell on the 20th.

Mat.—Warm, very bright, with a very dry atmosphere, and a

great range of temperature. Max. above 62° on 19 days, above
72° on 3 ; min. below 32° on 2. Wind S.W. every day from 14th
to 20th, variable at other times. For ten days, 5th to 14th, and
again for six days, 19th to 24th, no rain fell. Pressure very high
for several days in succession, 7th to 12th, increasing gradually

from 2nd and decreasing again to Itith.

ins. ins. ins.

2nd 29-631 7tli 30-587 12tli 30-444

3rd 29-967 8th 30-658 13th 30-225

4th 30-065 9th 30-621 14th 30-016

5th 30-207 10th 30-652 15tli 29-776

6th 30-237 11th 30-649 16th 29-513

June.—Rather bright, with a dry and calm atmosphere, and of

average temperature. Max. above 72° on 5 days ; min. below 42°

on 3. The first four days were bright, warm, and without rain

;

the next two colder, gloomy, and with 1"26 in. of rain, more than
half the total of the month, accompanied on the 6th by a thunder-
storm between 5 and 6 p.m. followed by hail and heavy rain
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October.—Exceodiugly cold, very briglit, with a dry and windy
atmosphere, more than average rainfall, and a great prevalence of

easterly winds, greatly contrasting with September, bnt like that

month in one feature, the last six days became gradually colder,

though not with increasing humidity. There was also one very

cold day near the middle of the month and a few days before that

there were two very much warmer than the rest.

lltli Meau' 53^-2 Min. 43''-9 17th Mean 37°-l Min. 24"-9

14th „ 52 -6 „ 47 -4 31st „ 33 -8 „ 24 -2

Max. above 52° on 12 days (all before 21st), above 62° on 1 ; min.

below 42° on 21, below 32° on 5 (after 15th). The month is chiefly

remarkable for the great storm on the 14th before alluded to. Tliere

was also a second storm with heavy rain but much less wind on the

22nd. Hail fell on loth, 16th, and 29th, and the tirst faR of snow
of the winter occurred on the 28th.

November.—Very mild, rather dull, and with a humid atmo-

sphere, greatly contrasting in these respects with October, but, like

it, windy and with a considerable rainfall. The first three days
(mean 37°-8, max. 56°-4, min. 29°-3) and the last two (mean 39°-o,

max. 49°-4, min. 30°*3) were decidedly colder than the rest. Max.
above 52° on 23 days, above 62° on 1 ; min. below 32° on 4 (first

two and last two). This month, as October, is notable for a severe

gale which commenced on the 26th and lasted through the night and
with less severity for some time on the 27th. Although the wind
appeared at one time to be about as strong as in the October gale,

not much damage was done. This may be accounted for with
respect to the trees by the difference in the time of the year ; the

leaves having fallen in the interval between the two gales, the

surface exposed to the wind was therefore greatly reduced. The
more unstable trees and weaker branches, also, had succumbed to

the earlier gale, and in November the wind did not blow in such
gusts as in October. The prevailing direction of the wind through-
out the month was S. and S.W. ; in fact on only six days did it

blow from any other quarter than S., S.W., or W. There was a

slight fall of snow on the 1st and of hail on the 27th.

December.—With much rain and a humid atmosphere, but of

average character in other respects, as amount of cloud, force of

wind, etc. The month may be divided into five periods alternately

warm and cold.

1st to 7th Mean 42°-6 Max dV-Q Min 33'=-7

8th to 15th ,, 34-1 ,, 43-6 ,, 25 -8

16th to 21st ,, 40 -8
,, 52 -7

,, 33 -9

22nd to 25th ,, 31-8 „ 44-8 ,, 22-2
26th to 31st ,, 36-3 ,, 46-0 ,, 32-2

Max. above 42° on 20 days, above 52° on 1 ; min. below 32° on 1 1

.

There was a rather heavy fall of snow on the lOtli (equal to '25 in.

of rain), and a storm of rain and wind on the 17th. From the

16th to the 20th two inches of rain fell, exactly half the total fall

in the month.
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REPOET ON THE EAINFALL IN HERTFORDSHIRE IN 1881.

By the Eev. C. W. Haevet, M.A., F.M.S.

Head at Watford, 2lst March, 1882.

OuE list of observers this year contains two fresh names, i.e.

Mr. A. C. McKenzie, of Hoddesdon, where it may be remembered
observations were formerly made (1861-77) ; and Mr. E. 0.

Fordham, of Odsey. Both these are important additions. Hod-
desdon covers the upper part of the Lower Lea district, which
district was previously only represented by Southgate in the extreme

S. ; while at Odsey we have now a gauge which stands within the

actual boundary of the county. Bushey Heath also is again in its

old position at the head of our list, its absence last year having

been caused by the unfortunate loss of the record ; to guard against

any such possibility in future would it not be well if all observers

entered their observations in duplicate ?

The mean rainfall for 1881 at 30 stations (28-85 ins.), although

slightly above the mean for 1870-79 (28 ins.) is less than it has

been in any year since 1874 ; in that year the mean rainfall at

13 stations was only 22*33 ; in 1875 at the same 13 stations it was
30-83

; in 1876 at 22 stations it was 30-77 ; in 1877 at 26 stations

it was 31-15; in 1878 at 26 stations it was 29-80
; in 1879 at 27

stations it was 32-21
; and in 1880 at 27 stations it was 31-00. I

have given the number of stations recording just to show how
steady has been the increase of observers. Through the kindness of

the Revs. T. A. Preston and J. M. Du Port, who send me monthly
the table of rainfall which they compile for their respective counties,

i.e. Wilts and Norfolk, I am able to compare our own rainfall with
the fall in each of these counties, showing how the amount fines off

as we proceed from W. to E. The three counties lie upon that band
of chalk which intersects England in a north-easterly direction

from Dorset to Norfolk. If we take Devizes, Welwyn, and East

Dereham as roughly speaking the centre of Wilts, Herts, and
Norfolk, respectively, we shall find that as the crow flies the three

places are nearly equidistant. In Wilts the mean fall at 29 stations

last year was 31-97, or rather more than 3 inches above our mean
fall. In Norfolk the mean fall at 27 stations was 26-90, or rather

less than 2 inches below ours. The mean rainfall for the three

counties being 29-24, the fall in Wilts is 9% above, in Herts 2°/^

below, and in Norfolk 8"/^ below this mean ; it will be seen then

that, lying midway between these two counties, our rainfall is as

nearly as possible the mean of the three.

Distribution of Rainfall throughout the Year.—This was far more
equal than in the preceding year ; although unfortunately August
was the wet month, as in 1878 and 79; while April we may call

the dry month. On the one hand, January appears considerably

below the mean, but the fall of snow on the 18th must in some cases
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have been underrated. Mr. Symons, in the ' Meteorological Maga-
zine ' for February, gives tlie average depth of snow in Herts at

about 7 or 8 inches ; in this particiihir instance it is estimated that

this would represent '70 to '80 of snow-water, almost the whole

monthly return of some observers ; the amount found in the gauge

has possibly misled them, for that amount was probably but a little

of the whole, the rest having been blown out by the gale, before

which the snow drifted. The snow in my own Snowdon gauge

only yielded -IB, manifestly too little. Others again may have

been misled by following the ordinary rule, and taking the depth

of 1 foot of snow to equal 1 inch of water, whereas owing to the

peculiar fineness of the snow, which caused it to lie more compact,

experiment showed that only 10 inches of snow yielded 1 inch of

water. On the other hand, the December fall was much in excess,

principally in consequence of the very heavy fall of the 1 7th (in my
own case the heaviest since Aug. 1879) ; a fall which was general

throughout the county, and which caused considerable floods.

The mean monthly fall for 1881 differed from the mean monthly
fall for 1870-79 by the following amounts :

—

January —1-19 July — '64

February -f-1-38 Auijust -1-2 -47

March -j- -29 September — '38

AprQ —1-40 October -\- -09

May — -87 November -\- -05

June — -49 December -i-r72

Distribution of the Rainfall throughout the County.—While the

rainfall in the Thames basin, i.e. that part of the county drained

by the Colne and the Lea, was ahove the mean for the district ; the

fall in the basin of the Ouse, i.e. the extreme N.W. part of the

county drained by the Ivel and Cam, was hdow \kiQ mean. On
the one hand the fall at Moor Park, Gorhambury, and Great Gad-
desden was large, while on the other hand the fall at Odsey was
remarkably small, which may in some measure account for the

difference. The amounts gauged at Great Gaddesclen during August
and September will no doubt attract attention. Mr. Drake, how-
ever, assures me that to the best of his belief these figures are

correct (between 10th of Aug. and 9th of Sept. the gauge was
emptied by a deputy). I have therefore taken these values into

the account. It may be mentioned as a piece of corroborative

evidence that at this station during August and September, morning
after morning the water had to be baled out of a tub outside the

greenhouse to prevent it from overflowing.

In the eleven minor river-districts, which, of the seventeen into

which the county is divided, are the only ones at present with
observers, the mean fall was as follows :

—

Lower Lea 29-46 ( Lower Colne 30-90

Upper Lea 26-72 Colne Ver 31-26

-^ I Mimram 27-57 ( Gade 32-47

^^^'^ 29-26
i^gi jji^ 25-27

^'° i^'Yi Cam llhee 22-38
Ash 29-10

VOL. II.—PAllT II. 5
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Agnin the Lower Colne shows the greatest and the Rhco district

the kntst rainfall. Indeed, since 1876 at all events, when our

systematic reports commenced, the rule has heen invariable. The
mean ditfeience between the two districts during the five previous

years, 187(5-80, appears to be about 7 incluis
; the difference was

greatest in 1878 (11-05) and least in 1876 (2-83). With regard to

the absolute maximum fall in each month and the station recording

it, we find

—

January 18th—Bcrkhampstcad -80 July 7th—Kensworth "86

February 20th—Southffate 1-07 August 29th—Brocket Hall 1-09

March 4th—Iloddesdon -87 September 24th- Nash Mills -99

April 14th— Ilovstou -38 October 22nd—Bayfordbury M7
May 28th—Moor Park -67 November 9th -Brocket Hall 1-02

June 5th—Welwyu -89 December 17th—Brocket Hall 1-74

The maxima for January and February were the result of snow.

As in previous reports, I add an analysis of the wettest day in

each month.

January 11th at 1 station ; 18th at 15 ; 26th at 1 ; 27th at 2 ; 29th at 9.

February 7th at 15 ; 9th at 5 ; 20th at 5. At Odsey one gauge records 9th,

the other 'iOth ; at Hoddesdon fall of 7th and 22nd equal.

March 4th at 4 ; 5th at 19 ; 7th at 4. At Berkhampstead fall of 5th and

7th equal.

Aprd 8th at 1 ; 11th at 13 ; 12th at 1 ; 13th at 6 ; 14th at 3 ; 23rd at 2
;

25th at 1 ; 29th at 1

.

May 1st at 2 ; 4th at 2 ; 17th at 3 ; 18th at 14 ; 26th at 1 ; 28th at 2. At
Bushe'y Heath and Southgate on 18th and 26th, and at Stevenage on 18th and
28th, falls were respectively equal.

June 5th at all stations.

July 5th at 7 ; 6th at 4 ; 7th at 1 ; 8th at 1 ; lOth at 1 ; 28th at 1 ; 30th at

10 ; 31st at 1. At Berkhampstead fall of oth and 30th equal.

August 8th at 8 ; 23rd at 2 ; 29th at 18.

September 18th at 1 ; 20th at 1 ; 24th at 22 ; 29th at 1. At Berkhampstead
fall of 5th and 6th equal ; also on 6th, 7th, and 23rd at High Down.

October 13th at 9 ; 22nd at 19.

November 9th at 1 ; 20th at 1 ; 24th at 8 : 26th at 18.

December 6th at 1 ; 10th at 1 ; 17th at 36.

From this we may conclude in a general way that the wettest day

in each month was

January 18th May 18th September 24th

February 7th June 5th October 22nd

March 5th July 30th November 26th

April 11th August 29th December 17th

On the days of max. fall in each month the following falls of

1 inch or more are recorded :

—

Febniary 20th, Southgate, 1-07.

August 29th, Bushey Heath, 1-02; Oaklands, "Watford, 1-07; Moor Park,

l-Oo; Rothamsted, TOO; Brocket Hall, 1-09.

October 22nd, Moor Park, 1-12 ; Great Berkhampstead, 1-00
; Cowroast, I'OO

;

Southgate, MO; Bayfordbury, 117.
November 9th, Brocket Hall, 1 02.

December 17th, Watford House, 1-19; Wansford House, 1-09; Oaklands,

1-05; Moor Park, 1-19; Gorhambury, 1-07; Rothamsted, 1-25; Kensworth,

1-12; Nash Mills, 100; Berkhampstead, 112; Great Gaddesden, 1-15; Cow-
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roast, M5; Bayfordbury, 1-12; "Ware, 1-2'} ; Brocket Hall, 1-74 ; "Welwyn
1-18

; Datchwortli, 1-14
; Stevenage, 1-53 ; Knebworth, 1-27 : Tbrocking, 1-36

'J'herfield, 1-27; Much Hadham, 1-22; Hitchin, 1-26; High Down, 1-20

Eoyston, 1-15
; Odsey, 1-12.

Other falls of one inch or more not on the day of max. fall are

recorded on

August 8th. Gorhambury, 1-0.5
; Nash Mills, 1-08

; Knebworth, 1-06.

December 10th, Bushey Heath, 1-20 (S).

The mean number of wet days in each month, with the relation

that number bears to the mean for 1870-79, appears to be

Jan. wet days 10 being 6 below mean. July wet days 12 being 1 below mean.
Feb.



IX.

EErORT OX PHEXOLOGICAL PHENOMENA OBSERVED IN
nERTFOIIDSIIIEE DURING THE YEAR 1881.

By JouN HoPKiNsoN, F.L.S., F.M.S., Hon. Soc.

Bead at TFatford, 2lst March, 1882.

Neaklt all the observers "wlio recorded Phcnological Phenoracna
in 1880 have continued to observe in 1881, and the localities at

"which regular observations have been made are almost the same as

in that year. In the principal table giving the dates of flowering
of plants, instead of Hoddesdon, at which 12 species were observed
this year as last, is inserted Berkhampstead, at which were observed
21 this year and only 3 the previous year, and for South End near
St. Albans we have had to substitute St. Albans. Tlie supple-

mentary table is considerably extended, comprising seven stations

instead of five, and twenty species in place of fourteen.

The latitudes and longitudes of the phonological stations, from
which returns are entered in the tables, are as follow :

—

N. Lat. Long. N. Lat. Long.
"Watford 51 39 24

w

Hertford 51 48 5w
Hunton Bridge 5141 26w Harpenden 5148^ 21w
St Albans 5145 20w High Wych 51 48| 8e
Berkhampstead 51451 34w Fanhams Hall 5149" Iw
Hoddesdon 51 46 Iw Throcking 51 57 3w
Hailey Hall 51 46^ Iw Great Hormead 5157 2e
Redboum Bury 5147" 23w Odsey 52 1^ 7w

For their position in the county, reference should be made to the

outline-map given in the previous report.*

Of the 71 species of |)lants in the Meteorological Society's list

the date of flowering of 70 species has been observed in the county,

the same number as in 1880. Of these we observed 51 in the

neighbourhood of Watford; 21 were observed at Berkhampstead
by Mr. A. S. Eve ; 23 at St. Albans by (1) Mr. A. E. Gibbs ; 18

at Redbourn Bury near St. Albans by (2) Mrs. Arnold ; 57 at

Harpenden by Mr. J. J. Willis; 64 at Hertford by ^[r. R. T.

Andrews ; 34 at Fanhams Hall near Ware by Mr. R. B. Croft ; 33
at High Wych near Sawbridgeworth by Miss Simpson ; 45 at

Great Hormead near Buntingford by the Rev. J. S. fPoster Chamber-
lain ; and 18 at Odsey by Mr. H. George Fordham. These obser-

vations are recorded in the table on pp. 72, 73.

In the following supplementary table are recorded 7 observations

at Watford by Dr. A. T. Brett ; 3 at Hunton Bridge by Mrs.

Vaughan ; 4 at St. Albans by (1) Mr. F. W. Silvester (Hedges)
;

4 at St. Alhans by (2) Miss Rose C. White; 12 at Hoddesdon by
!Miss Alice Warner; 8 at Hailey Hall near Hertford by Mr. H. ('.

Heard; and 14 at Throcking near Buntingford by the Rev. C. W.
Harvey.

* 'Trans. Herts Nat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. I, p. 257.
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Dates of Flowering of Plants obseeted in 1881.

(
Supplementary Table.')

No.

1.
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said to be in flower about one week before the wild one.—E,. T. A.

"Ware.—Double variety.— 11. B. C. Odsey.—Nearly out before the

snowstorm of Jan. 9.—H. G. F.

To the bii-ds in the jSleteorolog-ical Society's list three species

have been added since our last report was cbawn up, in fact in the

present year (1882), so that the number of insects and birds, etc.,

to be observed is now 29. Of the 26 species in the former list

adopted by our Society, 23 have been observed during the year, a

larger number than in any previous year. In the following table

the earliest of these dates is in each case alone given. For details

of observations of the insects reference must be made to the report

by Miss Ormerod,*' and of the birds to that by Mr. Littleboy.f

Observations of frog-spawn only remain to be recorded. This
was seen at Redbourn Bury, St. Albans, and at Hertfoid, on the

12th of March, at Hoddesdon on the 18th, and at Fanhams Hall,

Ware, on the 19th.

Earliest dates of Observations of Insects, Birds, etc., in 1881.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

Species.

Mclolontha vulgaris ap.

Rhizotrof/Hssolstitialif,^'^.

Apis mtltifica ap
Fieris Brassicce ap
Fieris Rupee ap
Epinephile Jaiiira ap
Bihio Marci ap
Trichoccra hitmalis ap.

atrix Aluco hoots

Miiscicapa grisola seen

Turdus musiciis sg

Turdus pilaris arrives ....

Daulias Luscinia sg

Saxicola (Ena)Uhe returns

Date.
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79. "Winter Gnat {Trichocera hiemalis) ap ^

81. Song-thrush. {Turdua musicus) sg s

88. Skylark {Alauda ariensis) sg *

70. Snowdrop
(
Galanthus nivalis) fl ^

74, Honey-bee {Apis melUfcd) ap s

89. Chaffinch {Fringilla ccelebs) sg
"

66. Hazel {Cori/Ius Avellana) fl
*

53. Ivy -leaved Speedwell ( Veronica hederifolid) fl.
*

90. Hook {Corrus friigilegus)\)\\.\\(\s
^

9. Sweet Violet ( Fiola odorata) fl
^

Z1 . (^olidoot {Tussilago Farfara) ?i
^

63. Dog's Mercury {Mercurialis perennis) fl

2. Pilewort {Ranuncuhis Ficaria) fl. .

.

64. Wych-elm
(
Ulmus montana) fl. ^

69. Datfodil [Warcissiis Pseudo-narcissus) fl s

65. Great Sallow {Salix caprea) fl
'^

25. Barren Strawberry {Potentilla Fragariastrmn) fl. s

6, Hairy Bittercress {Cardamine hirsuta) fl. . .

.

^

80. Tawny Owl {Strix Aluco) hoots ^

8. W^hitlow-grass [Draba verna) fl. ...
97. Common Frog [Rana temporaria) spawns
1. "Wood-anemone {Anemone nemorosa) fl. .

36. Butter-burr {Petasites vulgaris) fl. . .

61. Cowslip {Primula veris) fl

86. "Willow-wren {PhyUoscopus Trochilus) sg.

87. Chitf-chaff {PhyUoscopus collybita) sg.

4. Marsh-marigold (C«/^A«j9rt/«<«^m) fl
^

22. Blackthorn {Primus spinosa) fl
^

76. Small "White Butterfly {Pier is Rapce) ap. .

.

^

57. Ground-ivy {Nepeta Glechoma) fl
^

12. Greater Stitchwort {Stellaria Holostea) fl. . .

^

30. "Wild Chervil {Anthriscus sylvestris) fl
^

84. Nightingale {Baulias Luscinia) sg *

92. Swallow {Hirundo rtistica) first seen . . .

.

^

7. Cuckoo-flower (Car(?ff/rtiwe j»rffi^«s/s) fl
^

91. Cuckoo ( C?/cm/ws cawon^s) first heard *

71. Blue-bell {Endymion nutans) fl.

75. Large "White Butterfly {Pieris Brassicce) ap. .

.

^

62. Ribwort-plantain {Plantago lanceolata) fl. .

.

^

78. St. Mark's Fly {Bibio Marci) ap =

3. Upright Crowfoot {Ranunculus acris) fl

52. Germander-speedwell ( Veronica Chamcedrys) fl.

16. Herb-Bobert {Gerani%t,m Robertianum) fl.

.

20. Bush-vetch ( Vicia sepium) fl

60. Creeping Bugle {AJuga reptans) fl
^

94. Turtle-dove
(
Columba Turtur) first seen . . .

.

-

10. Milkwort {Polygala vulgaris) fl
^

51. Red Battle {Pedicularis syhatica) fl
*

50. Comfrey {Symphytum officinale) fl

93. ^y^iii {Cypselus Aptis) iixs,i BGQu s

4
• • •

6
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«)ap

32. Cleavers {Galium aparine) 11

24. Silver-weed {PotentiUa anserina) fl..

.

17. Dutch Clover [Trifofinni rrjx'ns) H. . .

81. Flycatclier ^Jfnsciaqjd grisolu) lirst seen

46. blouse-ear {Hieracium Pilosella) 11. .

.

39. Ox-eye {C/in/sanf/icmion Leueaiif/iemnin) fl

18. Bird's-foot Trefoil [Lotus coniicidntns) fl.

77. Meadow-brown BntterRj {-Epinephek Janir

72. Cock-chafer {Jle/olont/ia vulgaris) ap.

5. Red Poppy {Papaver llhams) fl. ...
11. Raijired Ilobin {Lychnis Flos-cuculi) fl. ,

68. Yellow Iris [Iris Pseudacorus) fl.

21. Meadow-vetchling- {Lathijrus pratcnsis) fl

67. Spotted Orchis {Orchis niaculata) fl. .

26. Dog-rose {Rosa canina) fl

73. Fern-ihafer {Rhizofrogus solstitialis) ap.

.

13. Common Mallow {Malra si/Irestris) fl.

59. Hedg'e-woundwort {Stachys sylvatica) fl,

55. Wild Thyme {Thymus Sfrpy/lum) fl.

91. Cuckoo {Cuculus canorus) changes its note

28. Broad AVillow-herb {Epilohiuin montanum) fl

56. Seli-heal {Prunella vulgaris) fl

43. ^'poar-thistle {Carduus li/nceolatus) &.

95. Partridge {Perdix cinerea) hatches , .

44. ~F\e\(\-t\ii?,t\e {Carduus arvensis) ^
23. Meadow-sweet {Spircea Ulmaria) fl.

42. Black Knapweed {Centaurea nigra) fl.

38. Milfoil {Achillea Millefolium) fl

15. Upright St. John's-wort {Hypericum piilchnmi)^

58. Hemp-nettle {Galeopsis tetrahit) fl. . .

19. Tufted Vetch ( Vicia Cracca) fl.

33. Yellow Bedstraw {Galium rerum) fl.

41. Ragwort {Seuecio Jacohoea) fl

85. Wheatear {Saxicola CEnauthe) returns

14. Square St. John's-wort {Hypericum tetrapterum)^

27. Great Hairy Willow-herb {Epilohium hirsutum)R

45. Corn Sow-thistle {Sonchus arremis) fl. .

.

47. ^Aiv-hoW {Campanula rotundifolia) ^.

49. GiYeSitiiT 'Q\n([weQ(\. {Convolvidus sepiiim) ..

34. Common Teasel {Dipsacus syhestris) fl. . .

35. Devil's-bit {Scahiosa succisa) fl.

29. Wild Angelica {Angelica syhestris) fl.

54. Water-mint {Mentha aqtiatica) fl

92. Swallow {Hirundo rustica) begins to flock

40. Mugwort {Artemisia vulgaris) fl

48. Autumn Gentian {Gentiana Amarella) fl..

^\. lYj{Hedera Helix) ^
87. Chiff-chaif {Phylloscopus collyhita) last heard
83. Y'liAAidiVQ: {Tardus pilaris) arrixe?,

96. AVoodcock {Scolopax Rusticola) first seen. .

6
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Confining our remarks to the plants, and excluding the ivy,

flowering in September, it will be found that out of 38 species of

which the time of flowering has been observed in all the six years, to

which may be added 10 with only one year out of the six without a re-

cord, all of which 48 species come into flower as a rule during the six

months February to July, 22 came out in 1881 earlier than the pre-

vious mean date (1876-80), 8 later, and 18 within three days of the

previous mean, showing that in 1881 vegetation was generally in a

rather more forward state than the average of the previous five years.

It has before been shown that in 1880 vegetation was more than

eight days more forward than the average of the four previous

years. A similar analysis of all the dates in 1881 of the 48 species

mentioned shows an extent of forwardness over the mean of the

previous five years of only 3 days, or more exactly 3"1.

The relation of each of these six years to the mean of the whole

is shown in the accompanying diagram. The 48 selected species

which come into flower from February to July, as a rule, being

grouped into twelve sets of four each, each set will represent a

duration of time of about a fortnight. The mean for the six years

of each of these groups being calculated, and also the mean for each

year of the six, the difference in each year from the mean of the

whole period is laid down on the diagram, if earlier above the

centre line and if later below it, each horizontal line representing

four days' variation from the mean. The points thus found are then

connected by a dotted line, which therefore shows approximately

the state of vegetation for about every two weeks during six months

each year in reference to the mean of the six years.

1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881
^^ ^"
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Hy p'ouping; these 48 species into two sets of 24 each, the

character of the spring and summer seasons may be indicated. This

is shown in the diagram by the single round dot. Vegetation is

thus shown to have been in 1876 backward in both spring and
summer; in 1877 forward in spring and backward in summer; in

1878 forward in both spring and summer; in 1879 backward in

both spring and summer, especially so in spring; in 1880 forward

in both spring and summer; and in 1881 about the mean in spring

and forward in summer.
The following are the species from the observation of which

these results have been derived :

—

For February (Jan. 27 to Mar. 13).

70. Galanthis nivalis. 2. Ranunculus Ficaria.

9. Viola odorata. 64. Uhnus montana.

37. Tussilacfo Farfara. 69. Karcissus Pseudo-narcissus.

63. Jlercurialis perennis. 25. Potentilla Fragariastruin.

For March (Mar. 14 to Apl. 15).

1. Anemone nemorosa. 57. Nepeta Glechoma.

61. Primula veris. 12. Stellaria Holostea.

4. Caltha palustris. 30. Anlhriscus sylvestris.

22. Prunus spinosa. 7. Cardamine pratensis.

For April (Apl. 16 to May 8).

71. Fndymion nutans. 16. Geranium Eohertianiim.

62. Plantago lanceolata. 20. Vicia sepium.

3. Ranunculus acris. 60. Ajuga reptans.

52. Veronica Chammhys. 10. Polygala vulgaris.

For May (May 9 to June 1).

32. Galium Aparine. 39. Chrysanthemum Leucanthe-

24. Potentilla anserina. 18. Lotus cornidulatus. \_miim.

17. Trifolium repens. 5. Papaver Rhceas.

46. Hieracium Pilosella. 11. Lychnis Flos-cuculi.

For June (June 2 to 19).

68. //•?« Pseudacorus. 13. Malva sylvestris.

21. Lathyrus prafensis. 59. Stachys sylvatica.

67. Orchis maculata. 55. Thymus Serpyllum.

26. Rosa canina. 28. Epilobium montanum.

For July (June 20 to July 13).

44. Cardims arvensis. 19. Vicia Cracca.

23. Spircca JJlmaria. 33. Galium vermn.

42. Centaurea nigra. 41. Senecio Jacohcea.

38. Achillea Millefolium. 47. Campanula rotundifolia.

During the period of our register these species, as is indicated

above, have not all opened their flowers, on the average, within
the month for which they are selected, for, in order to derive the
several means from equal numbers of observations, by which alone
truly comparable results can be attained, it has been necessary to

utilise observations the mean dates of which extend over some-
what irregular periods.



NOTES ON INSECTS OBSERVED IN HERTFORDSHIRE DURING
THE YEAR 1881.

By Eleanoe A. Oemerod, P.M.S.

Read at Watford, list March, 1882.

IiiT compliance witli the request of our Secretary that I would
arrange for the Society the Entomological Observations of 1881,

I endeavour to ofPer a Report, but at the same time I much regret

that the notes of our observers are so few in number, and record

so little beyond dates of first appearance, that they are scarcely of

the interest we could wish.

The first appearance of insects has been recorded by the following

observers :

—

At Bushey, Watford, by Dr. A. T. Brett ; at Watford by Mr.

J. Hopkinson ; at Harpenden by Mr. J. J. "Willis ; at St. Albans

by Mr. A. E. Gibbs; at Redbourn Bury, St. Albans, by Mrs.

Arnold; at Hertford by Mr. R. T. Andrews; at Fanhams Hall,

Ware, by Mr. R. B. Croft ; at Great Hormead, Buntingford, by the

Rev. J. C. ff. Chamberlain ; at Throcking, Buntingford, by the Kev.

C. W. Harvey ; and at Ashwell by Mr. H. George Fordham.

The observations are as follow :

—

Melolontha vulgaris (cockchafer)—seen at Harpenden, May 23
;

Great Hormead, Buntingford, June 3.

Ajns mellifca (honey-bee)—at Ashwell, Jan. 31 ; Ware, Feb. 28
;

Great Hormead (Buntingford), Harpenden, and Hertford, March 5
;

Throcking, March 6.

Pieris Brasdccc (large white cabbage-butterfly)—at Harpenden,

April 6; Hertford, April 7; AVatford, April 15; Bushey, April

16 ; Great Hormead, Buntingford, April 17 ; Redbourn Bury,

April 25; St. Albans, May 1 1.

Pieris RapcB (small white cabbage-butterfly)—at Hertford, April

8; Ware and St. Albans, April U); Watford, April 10; Bushey,

April 16 ; Great Hormead and Throcking, near Buntiugford, April

17 ; Harpenden, May 28.

EpincpluleJanira (meadow-brown butterfly)—atHertford, May 24.

Bihio Marci (St. Mark's fly)—at Watford, April 30.

Trichocera hiemalis (winter gnat)—at Watford, Jan. 1 ; not

having been noticed in the previous December.

GonepUryx Rhmnni (the brimstone butterfly) and Vanessa Urticce

(the common tortoise-shell) were seen on the wing on the 11th of

March (which is recorded as a Avarm sunny day) at Throcking,

Buntingford ; and Vanessa lo (the peacock butterfly) was seen at

Hertford on the preceding day, March 10.

From the above notes it appears that honey-bees were noticed at

four of the six localities of observation respectively on the 5th or

6th of March, and that of seven observations of the appearance of
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the liirfTc white butterfly, six oecurrod from April 6th to 25th ; and
of eight observations of the small white buttertly, seven took place

from^ April 8th to 17th.

Observations liave also been forwardtnl regarding an appearance

of wliite butterflies in enormous numbers for a few hours at a

locality in the parish of Great Gaddesden near Hemel Hempstead.
It is much to be regretted that no specimens were secured, but

such being the case it is perhaps better not to enter here on further

details of this unusual circumstance.

The year 1881 was a season of severe insect-injury to many
crops, and if we turn now to records bearing on this point, we
shall find that Hertfordshire did not escape. A note of much
interest contributed by Mr. Silvester, Hedges, St. Albans, mentions

that the damage done by turnip-fly in that neighbourhood was
almost incalculable. Some few localities seem to have escaped,

but generally after repeated sowings either the swedes had to be
ploughed up and the ground sown with rape or white turnip, or

the few swedes which escaped the ravages of the turnip-fly

were patched with white or yellow turnip to form a crop.

Mr. Silvester mentions that on his own farm, out of 60 acres of

swedes, only 20 withstood the attack of fly, and the remaining 40

had to be resown ; he also draws attention to the circumstance of

the " fly " having cleared whole fields of charlock in the neighbour-

hood before the turnips came up for it to feed on. This point (of

the food afforded to the " insect-pest " by this troublesome weed)
is one which deserves much attention ; for by diminishing the

weeds that feed and shelter it until the crop is ready we should

diminish its numbers.
The following notes were forwarded to me relatively to insect-

pests of the crops, from Knebworth, for my Report on Injurious

Insects, by an excellent observer, Mr. Benjamin Brown, and
though already published, I venture to offer them in order to give

some idea of the serious extent to which attack has been going on
around us, and the important service that would be rendered by
obtaining the contributions of others similarly qualified to note the

presence of important attacks, especially if accompanied by sug-

gestions on methods of prevention.

Mr. Brown says of the Plusia Gamma (the silver Y moth which
was so prevalent in 1879) that he never saw it in such small

numbers as in the summer and winter of 1881, and no damage was
caused by it.

Sifones lineatus (the pea-weevil) was unusually abundant in

April and May, the dry weather favouring the weevils and being
bad for the peas ; 20 acres of white peas were so much damaged
by these destructive beetles where the land was rough, and there-

fore less moist than usual, that the loss was estimated at (at least) £40.
The larva) of Tipula oleracea, commonly known as daddy-long-

legs grubs, which were amongst the worst insect troubles of 1880,
were still committing great ravages at Baldock, and the consequent
loss on 40 acres of wheat was estimated at quite £100.

VOL. II. — PART II. 6
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Going a little over the Hertfordshire border to the rich gardening

district of Sandy near Biggleswade, serious damage (and to a much
greater extent than is usual) was caused by the larvae of Atdhomyia
{ceparum ?), the onion-maggot, to the onion crops which are grown
largely in that neighbourhood.

Cecidomyia Tritici, or the wheat-midge, was seen swarming in

chaff near Knobworth at the end of June, and its larvae known as
" red maggots" did an appreciable amount of mischief.

Turnip-Hy— scientifically Phyllotreta, and where identified, of the

species undulaia—is recorded by the observer as having done

greater damage than he had ever known in pre\'ious years, owing
greatly to the dry weather which did not allow the plants to grow
away from the attack ; that is, they could not grow quickly enough
to counterbalance the injury caused by the ravenous feeding of the

"fly" or flea-beetle.

Agrotis segetum, or the turnip-moth, was also present and did

considerable injury by means of its caterpillars to the turnip crops.

Other insects are mentioned, but the information being already

published, I have only given some points to show the amount
of injury going on around us and the great benefit that would
ensue by any information being contributed that would bear

directly on the subject, in addition to the notes of general entomo-

logical interest already requested from observers.



XI.

XOTES OX BIRDS OBSERVED IX IIERTFORDSEIRE
DUIUNG THE YEAR 18S1.

By John E. Littleboy.

Read at JFn/furd, 'lUt March, 1882.

Ox referring to our register, I find that I have recorded, since

my hist report, thirteen additional species of birds. Of these

thirteen species, only one belongs to the large class known as

Passeres ; two are Accipitres ; four Grallatores ; and the remainder

Natatores. Twelve of them have been observed within the year

;

one, although only recently reported, belongs to a former year, but
is comprised within the period of our register. I will proceed, as

on previous occasions, briefly to notice them.
1. The Gold ex Oriole {Oriohis Galhnla) —The nest of a golden

oriole with three eggs was found at Charlie Farm, in the parish

of Amwell, near Ware, by Mr. H. Beningfield and his son, in the

month of June. It was built in a thick hawthorn hedge about ten

feet from the ground. When first discovered it was believed to be
a thrush's nest, but an inspection of the eggs quickly dispelled the

illusion. I have carefully compared one of them with a number of

authenticated specimens at the British Ornithologists' Union, and I

think that there can be no doubt wluitever as to the accuracy of

this important announcement. The golden oriole is among the

rarest of our summer visitors. The brilliant plumage of the male
bird, said to be attained only in its second or third year, renders

it peculiarly conspicuous, and whenever it occurs in our English

counties, it is hunted down and shot with an eagerness worthy
of a better cause. Yarrell * states that "its flat and saucer-

shaped nest is very different in the style of its architecture from
those of nearly all other birds, being placed in and suspended under
the horizontal fork of a bough, to both branches of which it is

firmly attached." It winters south of the Mediterranean, and
when recorded in England has been generally met with in the

month of May.
2. The Little Owl {Carine noctua).—I am informed by Mr. W.

^N^orraan, of Boyston, that a "little owl" was taken at Ashwell
on the borders of our county in the month of May, 1877. It is a

rare bird, and having occurred within the period comprised by our
register, I am pleased to be able to record it. The little owl is

described by Macgillivray f as about the size of a jay, and is the

smallest of its class. It is nocturnal in its habits, and this fact

may probably account for its apparent scarcity.

3. The Hoxey-Buzzaed {Pernis apivorus).—Two honey-buzzards

"were shot within the limits of our county on the 23rd of September.

* ' British Birds,' ed. iv. vol. i, p. 234.

t 'Rapacious Birds,' p. 359.
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The first at "Wcstmill Rectory, near Buntingford, wliere it was
observed, by the Rev. J. A. Ewing, to alight on some palings

about twenty yards from the house. It is described by Mr. Ewing
as " a noble bird about two feet in length and four or thereabouts

in expanse of wing.'' The second was taken at Little Hadham,
near Bishop's Stoitford. Its capture is thus described by Mr.

Herbert Langton, in the 'Zoologist ' for IS'ovcmber, 1881 :
—"On

September the 23rd, while shooting at Little Hadham, a honey-

buzzard, mobbed by some half a dozen rooks, flew over me, and I

was fortunate enough to secure it. It was a female in very dark

plumage, and measixred 53J inches from tip to tip of wings." Honey-
buzzards have been fairly numerous in Jfortblk during the past

autumn, and it is probable that our two visitors may have reached

us from that county. It is believed that both were birds of the

year.

The genus Pernis, represented in Europe by the honey-

buzzard, was instituted by Baron Cuvier to distinguish it from

true buzzards.* It is stated by Macgillivray f to be intermediate

between kites and buzzards. It is said to differ from the latter

in having a more elongated and less powerful beak, the wings

and tail being also much longer. It may be distinguished from

other raptorial birds by the plumage of its head. " There are

no bristles about the bill or on the e5-elids, but the loral spaces

and eyelids are covered with small compact imbricated feathers."

The honey-buzzard is rare in England ; it is a summer visitant, and

is most frequently met with in the Eastern counties. It is said to

derive its name from its reputed fondness for honey and the honey-

comb. "Instances are given," writes Yarrell,j "where honey-

buzzards have excavated and devoured a wasp's nest," and I find

that similar facts are recorded by other writers. It is probable

that it attacks a wasp's nest for the sake of the larva; or grubs that

it contains rather than for its honey. Like other hawks it preys

more or less upon reptiles, mice, and small birds, but it is, for the

most part, insectivorous, and greedily devours coleopterous insects,

caterpillars, butterflies, and moths. § It is said to be the most

gentle and docile of all birds of prey.

4. The Glossy Ibis [Falcinellus iqneus). — On the 10th of Sep-

tember a glossy ibis was shot by Mr. Pantia Ralli on a lake in the

grounds of Balls Park. The glossy ibis is an important addition

to the birds of Hertfordshire. It has occasionally been met with

in Kent and Sussex, but very rarely, of late, in any of the midland

counties. It must not be confounded with its congener, the sacred

bird of the Egyptians, which is more generally known, but which
has only once been taken in this country. Mr. John H. Gurney,

jun., has been good enough to supply me with the following

notice:—"The glossy ibis is an inhabitant of Africa, and is rare

to the north of the Mediterranean : it cannot be very common in

Egypt, as in seven months' collecting there, I only saw otie, and

* Yarrell, 'British Birds,' vol. i, p. 86. f 'Rapacious Bu'ds,' p. 257.

X 'British Birds,' vol. i, p. 80. § IL, p. 87.
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that was near the famous Sittinjij Cohtssi, in the height of tlio

migratory season, but 1 had a fine ohl bird sent me from Damietta,

in the Delta. I liave never believed that this species was ever

suthoicntly common in England to warrant the application of the

old couplet which appears to refer to its market value

—

' A Curlew, be she wliite or black,

She carries ten-pence on her back.'

The grey-lag goose, the crane, and the spoonbill were common in

the days of our forefathers, but not so the stork, the ibis, or the

egret."

5. The Whimbkel {jVumenius Fhaopus.)—The Eev. C. W. Harvey
reports that a whimbrel was shot by ^Ir. John Coleman, in the

p.irish of Throcking, during the month of July. Our Society is in-

debted to Mr. John H. Gurney, jun., for the following particulars :

—

" The whimbrel is a bird well known to shore-shooters. It bears

a general resemblance to a cuiiew, but differs from it in the size

and colour of the crown of its head. It is of migratory habit ; its

distribution extending from Greenland to India and fiom Russia

to the Cape of Good Hope. Captain Shelley met with it in Egypt,

but it cannot be very common, as I did not see it during my seven

months' collecting in that country. Probably it is nowhere com-

moner than in Iceland and the Earoe Isles, where it breeds

abundantly. It also breeds sparingly in Scotland. In England it

is known as a bird of spring passage, and, at various places, has

obtained the name of ' May-biixl.' In Ireland it is said to be

common in that month, but very rare in the autumn, and several

observers conjecture that whimbrels return southward in the autumn
by a different route. On the coast of Norfolk—at such harbours as

Breydon, Blakeney, and Lynn—their apparent scarcity is, I am
sure, explained by their resemblance to the young of the curlew.

I have frequently shot them and have found them easier to get near

to than curlews. I often find single birds feeding at low-tide in

salt-water ditches, a place the curlew hardly ever affects. I have

one in my collection which was killed at Stratford-on-Avon, which

is nearly in the centre of England."

6. The Dunlix {Tringa nlpina).—Mr. W. Hill, jun., informs me
that three dunlins were picked up, either dead or dying, after the

great gale of January 18th, in the neighbourhood of Hitchin. The
following account of the dunlin is from the pen of Mr. Henry
Seebohm:*—"The dunlin is a circumpolar bird, visiting the

British Isles in winter and breeding in considerable numbers in

Scotland. Its principal breeding-ground is on the tundras beyond

the limit of forest growth, but it is also found nesting south of the

arctic circle. It winters in the basin of the Mediterranean, and in

Africa as far south as Abyssinia."

7. The Ringed Plover {jEuialith EiaticuU^.—^lv. W. Norman
reports that a ringed plover was killed by flying against telegraph-

wires near Royston. The ringed plover or dotterel is common on

* ' Siberia,' p. 180.
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almost all our coasts and may generally be observed wherever a wide

stretch of beach is to be found. It remains with us throughout

the year, " but is nevertheless migratory in spring and autumn." *

8. The Black-headed Gtjll {Chro'icocephalus ridibundus).—

A

black-headed gull was shot at Bennett's End, near Hemel Hemp-
stead, about the middle of December. It is common on our English

coasts, and is said to breed in Norfolk. In Scotland it is very

abundant, and may be seen in large numbers on Loch Lomond and

other lakes.

9. The Common Gull {Lams canus).—A common gull was shot

near Hemel Hempstead about the close of the year. It has been

reported on former occasions, but I have omitted to register it.

10. Richardson's Skita [Stircorarms crepidatus).—We are in-

debted to Mr. W. Hill, jun., of Hitchin, for the mention of a gull

not previoutly recorded on our register. A specimen of Kichard-

son's Skua, or, as it is sometimes styled, " The Arctic Gull," was

shot near Stevenage on the 5th of November. "It is a circum-

polar bird breeding upon most of the islands of the Arctic Ocean." f

It is also said to breed in the Hebrides and Orkneys, and is met

with occasionally in England during the winter months, but is by

110 means common. Like most of the gulls, it changes the colour

of its plumage as it advances in age.

11. The Stormy Petrel {Procdlaria pelagicd).—A male and

female petrel were picked up dead on the morning of the 15th of

December in a field near East Lodge, Hemel Hempstead. The
stormy petrel, better known among sailors as " Mother Carey's

chickens," is the smallest of our web-footed birds. Popular

superstition points to this bird as one of evil omen, but too fre-

quently the precursor of wild and stormy weather. The fact

appears to be that it prefers the twilight and the night, and, unless

disturbed by tempest, remains, for the most part, secluded and

hidden during the day. Its exceptional appearance is the result,

in all probability, of existing, rather than impending, storm. The
name "Petrel" is said to be derived from that of the Apostle

Peter, and to be suggested by the bird's habit of lightly skimming

or walking over the surface of the waves. I find that numerous

instances are recorded of dead petrels having been picked up in the

midland counties ; the impossibility of obtaining suitable food

satisfactorily accounts for their being taken in this condition. It

seems certain that the two birds in question were unwilling visitors

to Hertfordshire, and that they were blown across-land by the

extreme violence of the December gales. It has been said of the

petrel that she finds a home upon the waves

—

" A home, if such a place may be.

For her who lives ou the wild, wild sea."

12. The Bean-Goose {Anser Segetum).—A bean-goose was shot

near Royston about the end of January. It is a winter visitant to

* Harting, ' Hand-book of British Birds,' p. 4-1. | ' Siberia,' p. 188.
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the Eritish Isles. It breeds in Iceland, Siberia, and Northern
Europe, Irecjueuting principally the open wastes within the arctic

circle. Flocks of bean-geese occasionally fly over our county
during the winter months, but generally at a height that secures

them perfect immunity from the efforts of the sportsman. It is

believed that they reach our shores from Iceland, and that they
follow the coast-line that is supposed, in pre-historic times, to

have stretched from that island, vid the Faroes, to Scotland.

13. The Black Scoter {(Edemia nigra).—During February Mr.
P. Clutterbuck observed a pair of black scoters on Bushey Heath.
The male bird was the first to disappear, but it was followed by
the female after the interval of a day or two. Tlie black or common
scoter is said to breed freely in some parts of Scotland, but is a
winter visitant in both England and Ireland. It is the only duck
that is completely black, and is readily distinguished from all others.

It is an expert diver, and lives principally on small mollusks and
crustaceans obtained by diving. It occurs but very rarely in our
inland counties.

The birds now mentioned increase the number of species at

present on our register to 137.

The dates at which the arrival and departure of our summer
migrants and winter visitants have been reported, together with
the names of the observers, will be found in the following tables :

—

Summer Migrants.

Species. Locality. Date. Observer.
Nightingale Ilailey Hall, Hertford Apl. 9 H. C. Heard.

{Laulias Luncinia) Throcking Rectory ,, 11 Rev. C. Harvey.
Odsey Grange ,, 12 H. G. Fordham.
Eoyston ,, 12 P. F. Fordham.
Royston ,, 13 W. Norman.
Watlord ,, 13 W. M. Fawcett.
Fanliams Hall ,, 13 R. B. Croft.

Kimpton Rectory ,, 14 Rev. T. D. Croft.
Shenley ,, 15 J. K. L.
Watford ,, 15 J. Hopkinson.
Hoddesdon ,, 15 Mis'; Warner.
Moor Park „ 16 C. K. Smith.
Hertford „ 16 R. T. Andrews.
Redbourn Bury ,, 17 Mrs. Arnold.

(Last heard) liunton Bridge June 11 J. E. L.
Redstart Hertford Apl. 25 R. W. Brett.

{Jiuticilla phcenicurus)

Whinchat Odsey Grange May 13 H. G. Fordham.
[Pidtincola rubetra) Elstree ,, 17 J. E. L.

Wheatear Royston Apl. 21 P. F. Fordham.
[Saxicoln (Enanthe) Odsey Grange ,, 25 H. G. Fordham.

Chiff-Chaff Fanhams Hall Mar. 16 R. B. Croft.

[I'hi/lloscopus coUybita) Huuton Bridge ,, 24 J. K. L.
Royston Apl. 4 P. F. Fordham.
Watford ,, 8 A. Barraud.
Throcking Rectory ,, 14 Rev. C. Harvey.
Watford „ 15 B. 0. Smith.

Willow-Wren Odsey Grange Apl. 8 H. G. P'ordham.
[Phylloscopus tiochiltis) Watford ,, 13 A. Barraud.
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Species.

Willow-Wren
[Phylloscopus trochilus)

AVood-Wren
{Phylloscopus sibilatrix)

W HITETHROAT
[Sylvia riifa)

Lesser Whitethhoat
[Sylvia curruca)

Blackcap
[Sylvia Atricapilla)

Sedge-Waebler
[Calaii'odus schoBnobmnus]

Red-backed Shrike
(Laiiius VuUurio)

Spotted Flycatcher
[Muscicapa grisola)

(Last seen)

Swallow
[Hi) undo ritstica)

(Last seen)

Martin
[Chdidon urbica)

(Last seen)

Sand-Martin
[Cotyle riparia)

Wryneck
(
Yiinx torquilla)

CrcKoo
{Cuculus eanortts)

Locality. Date
Throcking Rectory ApL
Shenley

,,

Royston
,

,

Shendish May
Cassiobury

,

,

Royston Apl.

Hunton Bridge May
Odsey Grange „
Bricket Wood ,,

Hertiord Apl.

Eoyston May
Watford Apl.

Grove Park ,,

Odsey Grange ,,

Royston
,

,

Hertford
,,

Hunton Bridge „
,, ,, (cotiimon) May

Redbourn
,,

Caldicott Hill ,,

Royston....
,,

Odsey Grange ,,

Royston
,,

Hunton Bridge ,,

Odsey Grange Sept.

Hailey Hall, Hertford Apl.

Royston ,,

Watford ,,

Redbourn Bury ,,

Hertford ,,

Watford ,,

Kimpton Rectory ,,

Throcking Rectory ,,

Hemel Hempstead ,,

Rickmansworth ,,

Hoddesdon
,

,

Fanhams Hall ,,

Hertford ,,

Great Hormead ,,

Harpenden ,,

Hunton Bridge ,,

Royston Oct.

Ashwell ,,

Hertford Apl.

Royston May
Ashwell ,

,

Odsey Grange Oct.

Hunton Bridge ,,

Denham, Herts Mar.
Hertford Apl.

Near Rickmansworth j\lar.

Hertford Apl.

Near Watford July

Hailey Hall Apl.

King's Langley ,,

Throcking Kectory ,,

Kimpton Rectory ,,

Great Hormead ,,

Observer.

14 Rev. C. Harvey.
15 J. E. L.

17 P. F. Fordham.
E. J. Lake.

E. J. Lake.
22 P. F. Fordham.
1 J. E. L.

3 H. G. Fordham.
5 F. Littleboy.

15 R. W. Brett.

3 P. F. Fordham.
13 A. Barraud.

13 F. littleboy.

14 H. G. Fordham.
15 P. F. Fordham,
20 R. W. Brett.

11 F. Littleboy.

3 F. Littleboy.

13 E. Brown.
17 J. E. L.

24 P. F. Fordham.
8 H. G. Fordham.

12 P. F. Fordham.
lo J. E. L.

4 11. G. Fordham.
8 II. C. Heard.

8 P. F. Fordham.
10 J. Hopkinson.
11 Mrs. Arnold.

11 K. W. Brett.

12 A. Barraud.

14 Rev. T.D. Croft.

14 Kev. C. Harvey.
14 F. Littleboy.

15 B. C. Smith.

15 Miss Warner.
15 R. B. Croft.

17 R. T. Ancbrews.

17 Rev. J. S. Cham-
berlain.

17 J. J. Willis.

18 J. E. L.

16 P. F. Fordham.
26 H. G. Fordham.
15 R. W. Brett.

4 P. F. Fordham.
5 H. G. Fordham.

15 H. G. Fordham.
15 F. Littleboy.

20 S. Humbert.
15 R. W. Brett.

21 H. I'rocter.

17 R. W. Brett.

23 A. J. Copeland.

10 H. 0. Heard.

11 H. Betts.

14 Rev. C. Harvey.
14 Rev. T. D. Croft.

14 Rev. J. S. Cham-
berlain.
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Species.

Cuckoo
[Vucultts canoius)

Swift
[Ci/pselus Apus)

Apl.

(Last seen)

Turtle Dove
{Turtur auritus)

(Last seen)

Locality. Date. Observer.

14 R. B. Croft.

1.5 A. E. Gibbs.

15 Mrs. Arnold.

15 Mrs. Ilopkiuson.

15 J. J. Willis.

17 R. T. Andrews.

20 H. G. Fordhani.

21 Miss Warner.

22 W. Norman.
25 P. F. Fordhain.

10 Henry Lewis.

2 A. Barraud.

3 J. E. L.

5 jMrs. Arnold.

7 Members of

U.N.H.S.
10 J. J. Willis.

11 Eev. J. S. Cham-
berlain.

16 P. F. Fordhani.

16 H. G. Fordham.
1 J. E. L.

2 H. G. Fordham.
2 H. G. Fordham.

11 Rev. J. S. Cham-
berlain.

27 Rev. C. Harvey.

24 H. G. Fordham.

Fanhanis Hall AjjI.

St. Albans ,,

Redbourn Bury ,,

Watford ,,

Harpcnden ,,

Hertford ,,

Odsey Grange ,,

Hoddesdon ,,

Royston
,

,

Royston
Town Hall, St. Albans
Watford May
Huuton Bridge
Redbourn Bury
Bovingdon

Harpenden
Great Hormead..

Royston ,,

Odsey Grange ,,

Hunton Bridge Sept.

Odsey Grange ,,

Odsey Grange May
Great Hormead ,,

Throcking Rectory ,,

Odsey Grange Sept,

Spring, Atjtijmn, axd "Winter Visitants.

Fieldfare
( Turdus pilaris)

Ring- Ousel
{^Turdtis torquatus)

Great Grey Shrike
{Lauius excubitor)

Siskin
{Carduelis spinus)

Lesser Redpole
{lyiiiota riifescenii)

Brambling
{Fringilla montifringilla)

Snow Bunting
{Piectrophmtes nivalis)

HooDKD Crow
[Corvus Comix)

Short-fared Owl .

{Asio accipitrinus)

Royston Feb.

W^indridge Farm Nov.
Odsey Grange ,,

Near Royston May
Staumore Oct.

Boxstead Farm, near

Hemel Hempstead (a

pair shot) Jan.

Near Hemel Hempstead. Dec.

Hunton Bridge Dec.

Near Hemel Hempstead
(two caught in nets) Jan.

Little Gaddesden Jan.

Near Hemel Hempstead. Jan.

Aldeuham Feb.

Near Royston (several) Jan.

Near Hitchin Feb.

Odsey Grange (last seen) Apl.

,, ,, (first seen) Oct.

Near Royston ,,

Hatfield Park (several

shot) Jan.

22 P. F. Fordham.
19 0. R. llott.

•lb H. G. Fordham.
20 W. Norman.
29 P. Clutterbuck.

W. W. Bowers.

J. E. L.

J. E. L.

J. E. L.

G Underwood.
27 W. Wvman.
2 Miss Selby.

W. Norman.
W. Hill, jun.

6 II. G. Fordham.
11 II. G. Fordham.

27 P. F. Fordham.

W. Platten.

Sundry interesting notes have been received during the past

year from various localities throughout our county. I select the

tollowiug for publication.

The (jreat Grey Shrike {Lanius excubitor).—Two of these rare
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birds were shot during the month of January on Mr. Ginger's farm,

at Boxstead, near Hemel Hempstead. They are at present in the

possession of Mr. Bowers of that town.

The Hedge-Spaerow (Accentor modnlaris).—Mr. W. Hill, jun.,

of Hitchin, reports the taking of a hedge-sparrow's nest with two
eggs on the first day of January. Tlie birds were watched during
the building of the nest, and Mr. Hill carefully examined the yolk
of one of the eggs and found it to be perfectly fresh.

The Siskin {Carduelis Sj^inus).— Flights of siskins are reported

to have been observed in several localities during the months of

January and December. In December they were repeatedly noticed

abdut the alder trees near Hunton Bridge.

The Cirl Bunting (Emberiza Cirlm).—One of these birds was
shot near Boyston on the 14th of February, in company with a

flock of yellow-hammers.
The Snow-Bunting (Plectrophanes nivalis).—Mr. W. Norman

informs me that several of these birds were seen, about the be-

ginning of the year, in the neighbourhood of Royston, and that

two were caught alive in nets, together with a number of larks.

Mr. W. Hill, jun., reports a specimen being shot near Hitchin in

February, and it is now in his collection. The snow-bunting is a

circumpolar bird, breeding principally within the Arctic circle. It

has only once before been reported, and we are probably indebted

to the extreme severity of the winter of 1880-81 for its appearance

in our county.

The Wryneck {Yunx TorquiUd).—Mr. A. J. Copeland has kindly

forwarded the following note:—"Yesterday afternoon (July 22)
my gardener brought me a very fine specimen of the wryneck ; he

had caught it in the greenhouse. The bird was the most self-

possessed I ever saw, almost tame ; he stroked its head, and it

showed, to perfection, the peculiar habit it has of twisting its neck
with a slow, undulatory movement, like that of a snake.* When
released it flew away, as lively as possible, into the Cassiobury

woods."
The Cuckoo {Cuculus canonis).—On the 9th of July a young

cuckoo was taken from the nest of a pied-wagtail which had built

for the second time during the season in some ivy growing against

the mill-house, Hunton Bridge, only about ten yards from the mill.

The Kingfisher [Alcedo Zspida).—Dr. Brett reports the finding

of a kingfisher's nest, with eight eggs, in a bank near Hamper
Mills. A workman at the mills informed him that, on two previous

occasions, he had seen eight young kingfisliers in the nest.

The Hobby (Falco Suhhuleo).—Lord Ebury informs me that a

nest of the hobby with four eggs was taken by his gamekeeper

from a fir tree in Moor Park. This is the first time that the nesting

of the hobby has been reported within the limits of our county.

The Partridge (Perdix cinerea).—A nest with twelve eggs was
found early in June, 16 feet from the ground, on a haystack, at

Little Muuden. I have once before recorded a similar occurrence,

* See Harting's ' Summer Migrants,' p. 245.
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tut it is very Tinnsual. The Eov. T. D. Croft reports that a
" snovr-white " partridge was frecjueutly observed from the railway

on the Hatfield side of Cole Green. It was seen by himself, Mr.

Kichard Hoare, and other gentlemen.

Tuv. Heron [Ardea cinerea).—Mr. P. F. Fordham reports having

seen two herons near Royston on the 14th of January. A speeimen

was shot at Bennett's End, near Hemel Hempstead, in December.
The Gkeex Sandpiper {Uelodromos ochropus).—A green sand-

piper is again reported, by Mr. W. Hill, jun., as observed, during

the autumn, near Hitchin.

The Spotted Crake [Porzana marueUa).—A spotted crake was
killed in the month of October, by flying against the telegraph-

wires, near the railway-arch at the bottom of Watford. It is now
in the possession of Mr. Walter Downer.
The Dusky Grebe [Podicepa cornutm).—A dusky grebe was

caught by some boys in Gadebridge Park, near Hemel Hempstead.
It has been mounted by INlr. Bowers, and is now in his possession.

General Remarks.—The influx of numerous sea-birds during

the mouths of October, November, and December, appears to be

the distinguishing feature of the present year. It is not difficult

to account for the occurrence. On the 14th of October a violent

storm of wind, the effects of which have been already noted by the

Rev. C. W. Harvey, passed over our district. Storms of less

severity occurred during the succeeding months, and it is reason-

able to suppose that the birds in question were driven inland by
atmospheric forces which they were unable to resist.

I am informed by sportsmen that partiidges have been unusually

abundant throughout the county during the past season.

The extreme scarcity of fieldfares and redwings during the two
consecutive winters, 1880-1 and 1881-2, the first remarkable for

its severity and the latter for its mildness, is a fact worthy of notice.

Precisely opposite causes appear, in this instance, to have [iroduced

similar results. In 1880-1 fieldfares and redwings found the

English winter too severe for them and left us for the south. In
1881-2 the mildness of the European winter has allowed them to

remain in southern Russia or Scandinavia. !Mr. J. Cordeaux in-

forms me that but very few fieldfares and redwings passed the

light-ships on our east coast durii]g the autumn, and that he has

seen none in Lincolnshire during the winter.

Several of our members have remarked on the comparative

scarcity of " summer migrants " ; among these the red-backed

shrike has been especially alluded to by the Rev. C. W. Harvey.
On the other hand, I think it must be admitted that nightingales,

flycatchers, and some of the warblers, have been tolerably abundant.

Allow me once more heartily to thank my correspondents for

their interesting communications. I am glad to report several

additions to their number fi'om the eastern side of the county.
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ON CHLOROBESMOS EISPIDA, A NEW FLAGELLATE
ANIMALCULE.

By F. W. Phillips, F.L.S.

Read at Hertford, 2ith November, 1881.

PLATE I.

The animalcule which I am about to introduce to your notice

differs so strikingly from all other known forms that it is necessary

to institute a new genus for its reception.

It was found three weeks ago in water taken from Mangrove
Lane, Hertford, by Mr. Kobiuson, who drew my attention to an
animalcule having a strange motion. Being familiar with most of

the flagellate types of the Infusoria, I perceived that, although

possessing certain characteristics resembling those of Synura JJcella,

it differed from anything I had ever seen or read about.

We met with three examples entangled in vegetable debris

which interfered somewhat with the view. I investigated them
carefully, making a drawing of them, as far as I could make
them out, and sent it to Mr. Saville Kent, the authority on the

Infusoria. He replied :
" It is a new and highly interesting form,

allied to TJcella, but diffeiing substantially in the chain-like

grouping of the constituent zooids, and referable to my newly-

proposed family group, Chrysomonadince, in which all the various

types are characterised by the possession of two distinct lateral

pigment- bands . '

'

Before I describe the animalcule, it would perhaps be well to

give an outline-sketch of the section and family to which it

belongs.

The present system of classification is based on the manner in

which food-particles are incepted, or taken in.

The first order of the Infusoria is called Pantostomata, and in-

cludes all those animalcules which incept food indiffei'ently at any
part of the body, like the typical Amocha. The second order is

called Discostomata : here the animalcules incept food within a

circumscribed s])ace, within a collar-like expansion ; this manner
of inception is confined to one section, Choano-flagellata, or the

collared monads. In the third order, Eustomata, there is a dis-

tinct oral aperture, or mouth, as in Englena ; and in the fourth

order, Polystomata, there are many such apertures, Aeineta being

an example of this.

The order Eustomata, to which our animalcule belongs, is

subdivided into three sections. The first, called Flagellata-eusto-

mata, includes those species which possess one or more flagellate,

or whip-like appendages, serving as the sole organs of locomotion.

In the second section, Cilio-flagellata, we find the flagella supple-

mented by rows of cilia; and in the third section the flagellum
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disappears, cilia only being present. The section Flagellata-

customata is divided into nine families ; we have to deal with the

fifth, called Chrysomonadina^ (xi'>"^'"'j S^^^^^ ! fioi'o^, sinf^le). Of

this family I will give you the diagnosis contained in Mr. Savillo

Kent's Manual.
" Animalcules hi- flagellate, rarely mono-flagellate, social or

solitary, free swimming or adherent, naked, loricate or immersed
within a common matrix or zoocytium ; endoplasm always contain-

ing two lateral differentiated pigment-bands, occasionally green but

more usually olive-brown or yellow ; one or more supplementary
eye-like pigment-spots frequently present."

The animalcules included in this family group were for a long

time held to be approximate to Vohox, Protococciis, and other

unmistakable protophytes, and it is only recently that their

undoubted animal organization has been substantiated.

The family Chrysomonadiune is divided into fifteen genera :

—

Chhromonas, C/iri/.soi/tonas, Microglena, Crijptomonas, Nephromlmis,

Sfylofhrysalis, Uvella, Chloranginuni, Ht/menoinojian, Ghrysopijxsis,

Epipi/xsis, Dinohrijon, Si/nura, Suncri/pta, and Urofilena.

The single species, Si/nura Uvella, which constitutes the genus

Si/nura, most nearly resembles our new animalcule. In the genus

Si/nura the animalcules are united in spheroidal clusters which
swim freely through the water. Each zooid inhabits a closely-

fitting lorica of a pear-shaped contour, which is beset with short

spinous processes. There are two flagella of equal length. The
endoplasm contains two lateral pigment-bands in which ai'e de-

veloped two minute, coloured, pigment eye-like spots. A large

vascular space exists at the anterior extremity, which is supposed

to fulfil a pharyngeal office. There are three contractile vesicles

situated at the anterior extremity. The spherical clusters consist

of as many as eighty zooids.

The animalcules which are now for the first time recorded, exist

in colonies of about thirty zooids, grouped together in a chain-like

manner, and possibly united by a contractile, hyaline ligament

of extreme delicacy. The constituent zooids each inhabit a closely-

fitting lorica of a somewhat triangular aspect, pointed anteriorly,

and twice the width posteriorly at the point of attachment. The
lorica is covered with very minute spinous processes of even

length. At the anterior extremity there is a slight indentation, in

the centre of which is the oral aperture, which is continued into

a short, distinct, triangular, pharyngeal cleft or cavity. Seen

from a side view, the lorica has an oval aspect. The flagella are two
in number and of equal length, issuing from the pharyngeal cleft.

The endoplasm contains the two characteristic lateral pigment-

bands ; there are no eye-spots ; one contractile vesicle is developed

posteriorly.

The most remarkable characteristic in connection with these

colonies is the peculiar movements, which are of a twofold nature.

The first consists of an elongation and corresponding retraction of

the whole chain of zooids to about five times the retracted length.
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During these movements one end of the chain is anchored to some

substance, the other floating freely with a worm-like motion

;

these movements take place at the rate of about three per minute.

The second movement is a chipper-like motion, each zooid closing

upon the other, like the two shells of a bivalve mollusk ; this

motion is much quicker than the former and is irregular, while

the former is rhythmical.

Owing to the awkward position of those groups I saw, I have

never been able to make out clearly the nature of the supposed

elastic integument which unites the zooids, but from a careful

examination of the movements, I have but little doubt as to its

existence.

The genus and species may be thus briefly described :

—

Genus Chlorodesmos (xXw/>o?, green ; ceajno^, chain).

Animalcules free-swimming and adherent, united in chain-like,

social clusters, each zooid contained in a separate membranous
sheath or lorica ; flagella two in number, subequal ; endoplasm

containing two lateral pigment-bands.

C. hispida. Loricae triangular, widest posteriorly, their external

surfaces beset with evenly-developed spinous processes ; contained

animalcules entirely filling the cavities of the loricse ; flagella

produced from within a pharyngeal cavity or cleft, at anterior

extremity ; one contractile vesicle. Chain-like colonies consisting

of as many as thirty zooids.

Habitat. Pond water.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE I.

Figs. 1-2. Symira Uvella (after Stein). 1. Small colony, showing manner of

attachment. 2. Adult spheroidal colony-stock.

Figs. 3-4. Clilorodcsmos hhpula. 3. Colony attached and extended. 4. Colony
free-swimming and contracted.
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MISCELLAXEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Read at Watford, 22nd November, 1881.

Meteorology.

Whirlwind hetween Watford and St. Albans.—At a few minutes
after 1 a.ni ou Tuesday the 9th of September, a destructive whirl-

wind just touched the edge of Bricket Wood where it adjoins the

high-road close to the toll-gate about half-way between Watford
and St. Albans.

Passing along the road a few days after it occurred I was able to

trace its path for half a mile or more in a south-westerly and north-

easterly direction. In its course large trees have been uprooted
and portions of others broken off and scattered in all directions.

One elm, about 1 1 feet in circumference three feet from the ground
and scai'cely any less twelve feet from the ground, and at least 60
or 70 feet in height—I could not tell exactly, for it had been sawn
in pieces when I measured it— fell across the high-road, and must
have completely blocked it at the time ; and another, which I did
not measure, fell at right angles to the former, across the bye-road
leading to Waterdell Farm. Between these two trees a few
brandies have been carried away from some fir-trees at the extreme
edge of Bricket Wood ; and farther on, towards St. Albans, a small

garden has been laid waste, some trees have had their lower and
larger branches cut clean away while the upper branches remain
intact, some have been split down as if by lightning, and one has
had the upper portion cut off and carried away without injury to

the lower branches. Other ti'ees, in the direct path of the wind if

it had travelled in a straight line, are quite uninjured.

That the storm took place at the time mentioned, and that it

was a whirlwind, of which its eftects are almost sufficient evidence,

I was told by the toll-gate keeper, who had been up at 5 minutes
to 1 to open the gate, and was aroused shortly afterwards by the
noise of the wind and the crashing of the trees, all being quiet

again before half-past 1.

It appears that this whirlwind was not, as might have been in-

ferred from the absence of any further trace of it in the neighbour-
hood, quite local ; for a simihir phenomenon, though not so violent,

occurred at Spring Grove, Isleworth, and is thus recorded in the
'Meteorological Magazine' (vol. xvi, p. 136) by Miss Ormerod :

—

"At 1-15 a.m. on the morning of the 9th inst. [Sept.], we were
visited for a few minutes by a most tremendous gust of wind,
which I estimated to be aboxit ' 8

' Beaufort notation, but the
movement was very peculiar in the air, for though there was a
force that rocked the large old elms close to my window nearly
down to the ground, yet the large arms tossed wildly to and fro,

but did nut bend, as in a common gale, mainly in one direction, and
then regain position. The highest rate of movement appeared to
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be at 1"15 a.m., but I bad been roused, as well as two others in

the bouse, by the noise about four minutes before, and about the

same number of minutes after, the great disturbance ceased." The
coincidence in the time of occurrence of the whirlwind, at two
places so distant from each other, is remarkable.

—

John Hopkinson,

Watford.

Entomology.

A Cloud of Butterflies.—On the 1 8th of July, as Mr. P. Procter

was driving from Leighton Buzzard to The Hoo, Great Gaddesden,

he was stopped by an agricultural labourer, who told him that he

had better go round in another direction as " the road was blocked

by butterflies." Mr. Procter treated the story as a hoax, and

drove on. On reaching the lane between the " Cross-Hands

"

public-house and Hudnal Common, he was quickly xmdeceived ; a

cloud of common white butterflies, supposed to have been the

larger white cabbage-butterfly {Pieris Brmsicce), presented a dense

fluttering mass, extending twenty or thirty yards along the lane.

Mr. Procter describes them as appearing " as thick as a swarm of

bees," and states that it was with difficulty that he forced his

horse through them.

—

John E. Littleloy, Hunton Bridge.

Ornithology.

A Cuchoo laying in a Swalloic^s Nest.—My son, Mr. P. Rooper,

some years since took the egg of a cuckoo out of a swallow's nest

built under the bridge in Cassiobury Park. I do not remember

any record of this egg being found in a swallow's nest,* but there

is nothing extraordinary in it, the swallow being insectivorous.

The fact, however, is interesting, as from its position the egg must

have been placed in the nest by means of the cuckoo's beak. From
the situation and form of the nest, it could not possibly have been

laid in the ordinary way.— George Rooper, Watford.

* There appears to be only one other instance known, recorded in onr ' Trans-

actious ' by Dr. Brett (' Trans. Watford Nat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. I, p. 136).—Ed.
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HERTFORDSHIRE DEER-PARKS.

By James Edmuj^d Harting, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

Bead at Watford, 2mh December, 1881.

Although the researches and inquiries carried on by any Natural

History Society need not necessarily be restricted to objects within

the county or district in which the Society has been formed, it is

only natural to suppose that these should occupy the chief share

of attention, since they possess a greater interest for members of

the Society than topics having no special relation to the county.

From this point of view it occurred to me that some account of

Hertfordshire Deer-Parks—past and present—might be an accept-

able contribution to our ' Transactions.'

In selecting this subject, however, I unfortunately under-esti-

mated the length of the task I thus set myself, and, notwithstanding

the diligent inquiries I have been making for some time past, I am
forced to the unsatisfactoiy conclusion that considerably more time

and labour must be expended than I have been able to bestow upon
the subject before the Society can be in possession of anything like

a complete account of Hertfordshire Deer-Parks. So intimately

are these parks associated with all that goes to form a county

history, that as well might I have undertaken a revision of the

folios of Chauncy, Clutterbuck, or Cussans, as attempt, at so short

a notice, a full exposition of the subject in question.

The remarks, then, which I have to offer, so far from being

exhaustive, can only be regarded as forming the skeleton, as it

were, of a more comprehensive essay, which the energy of some
active member of this Society with more leisure and greater re-

sources at his disposal than I can hope to possess, may some day
bring to light.

With this apology for the incompleteness of my task, I will

proceed to state such information as I have been able to collect.

In its literal sense the word "Park," from the French parquer

(to pen cattle), signifies an inclosnre.

Manwood, in his treatise on 'Forest Laws,' states that a Park
only differs from a Chace in being inclosed. A chace he defines as

"a franchise next in degree unto a forest, being an open place for

the keeping of game, and in that respect something resembling

it, yet with this difference that a chace hath neither the same kinds

of game on it, nor any particular laws belonging to the same,

proper to a chace only." The beasts of forest are, or were, the

hart, hind, hare, boar, and wolf ; while the beasts of chace are the

buck, doe, fox, marten, and roe. In like manner all offenders in a

park, as in a chace, are punishable by the common law of the realm
and not by the forest-laws.

A park, then, is an inclosed chace, and may vary in extent from
a few acres to a couple of thousand or more. It has three essentials,

VOL. II.—PART III. 7
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vert, venison, and inclosure, and if any one of these be wanting, it

is (strictly speaking) no longer a park. By the removal of any
one of these essentials it becomes " disparked." From this it fol-

lows that on the death of the owner of a park the deer belong

to the heir-at-law, because without them the park, which is his

inheritance, would be no park. Formerly no one could make a

park without a royal licence under the Great Seal; for by so doing he

would be inclosing animals which are ferce nature and consequently

nulliiis in bonis, and thus appropriating them by restraining them
of their natural liberty, which no one could do without prescription

or a grant from the Crown. It is true there are parks in use and

reputation which have been formed without such licence, and,

having been so used for a considerable period, the law allows the

owner a right of action for killing or stealing deer therein ; but

whether these are parks, or not, they are '

' grounds inclosed where
deer are usually kept" and are protected by statute.

To inquire into the various laws which have been made from

time to time relating to deer, and to show how they have been

modified, altered, or repealed, would not only require more space

than can be here accorded to the subject, but would be in fact

beside my present purpose, which is merely an attempt to determine

the situation and extent of the deer-parks which formerly existed

in Hertfordshire, and to ascertain the number and position of those

still maintained in the county.

The extent to which parks increased throughout England as

successive sovereigns granted licences to inclose, and subsequently

decreased in number, as many, from various causes, became " dis-

parked," is very curious. In the first distribution of property after

the Conquest, licences to inclose portions of the ancient forests,

with liberty to chase and kill the wild animals of the district, were

almost daily bestowed, enormous tracts being here and there re-

served to the Crown for the pleasure of the sovereign, whose chief

delight was in hunting. As the forest-laws became mitigated and

in a great measure repealed, such grants became still more frequent,

until the forests became mere remnants of their former greatness,

so split up were they and so parcelled out amongst the English

nobility. Not unfrequently these privileges were purchased from

the Crown, and in some reigns this proved a very convenient mode
of recruiting an impoverished exchequer, until at length there was

scarcely a nobleman or gentleman of position in the country who
was not the possessor of a park.

But at length this state of things reached a climax, and the

number of existing parks began to decrease. The civil wars caused

the destruction of many a noble park and the extermination of the

deer within its pales, while the forfeiture of others to the Crown

was brought about \>j the attainder of the owners for treason.

Many noblemen, impoverished by the enormous expenses or losses

incurred during the civil wars, were no longer able to hold so many
unproductive acres as lay within their parks, and were forced to

sell. As timber became more and more valuable, and the value of
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land for agricultural purposes increased, many a park was obliterated.

The deer 'were killed, the pales removed, the timber felled, and the

ground ploughed up, until all traces of the former inclosure were
destroyed. In this way many an ancient park has been swept
away whose former existence is now only known to us from the

ancient records of its original formation and temporary maintenance.

Indeed wo may loi)k in vain on a modern map of the County of

Hertford for an indication of many parks which appear upon maps
prepared from surveys made no longer ago than the reign of

Elizabeth.

It would seem that the number of deer-parks in England has for

some time been gradually decreasing. If we may rely upon the

statistics published by the Rev. W. B. Daniel in 1807, and Mr.
Evelyn Philip Shirley in 1867, the number of parks now existing

is less than half what it w;is at the commencement of the present

century. Mr. Daniel, at p. 252 of the first volume of his ' Rural
Sports,' observes: "There are in England 69 forests, 13 chases,

and upwards of 750 parks." Mr. Shirley remarks: "It appears

as the result of the inquiries which I have made that there are at

present (1867) 334 parks still stocked with deer in the different

counties of England ; among that number red-deer are kept in

about 31 parks." '^' He adds: "With regard to the antiquity and
size of these aristocratic inclosures in the present day, I have
collected many particulars, by which it appears that there are

parks whose origin is lost in the obscurity of early Norman times

down to the date of the inclosure of yesterday, and that their

extent varies from the stately area of more than 2000 acres to the

little paddock of a few roods." f
It has often been stated in print, and is perhaps generally be-

lieved, that the first park made in England was that of Woodstock
in Oxfordshii'e, which was formed by Henry the First, and was
surrounded by a stone wall seven miles in circumference. This
impression, however, is erroneous, for thirty-one parks are men-
tioned in Domesday.

" It is perhaps impossible," says Mr. Shirley, "to ascertain with
accuracy the oldest existing deer-park in England ; but if Lord
Abergavenny's park at Eridge, in Sussex, may be identified with
the Reredfelle of Domesday, there can be no doubt that it may lay

claim to this unique distinction, there being no other park which
appears in the category of existing inclosures stocked with deer."

Of the thirty-one deer- parks mentioned in Domesday, three were
in Hertfordshire : St. Albans, which was appurtenant to the Abbey,
and is described as parens hestianim sylvaticarum ; Waee, which is

described as containing wood to feed 400 hogs, and a park of deer,

* Preface to liis ' Account of En^-lish Deer Parks,' p. ix.

t About the beginning of the eighteenth century a fashion was introduced of
making small paddocks for deer, generally near the house, where the land was
mostly rich and good, whereas in former times the parks were almost always at a
distance from the residences of the proprietors, and often of great extent over
the worst and wildest lands of the manor.
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together with a vineyard lately planted, belonging to Hngh de

Grrentemaisnil ; and Benington (anciently Belintone), which con-

tained " ATood to feed a hundred hogs, and a park of deer," the

property of Peter de Valongies.

The mention of St. Albans in connexion with deer recalls the

fact that it was here, in 1486, that the celebrated Book of St.

Albans was printed, treating of Hunting, Hawking, and Coat-

armour. It contains a good deal about deer from the sportsman's

point of view, and is generally believed to have been written by
Dame Juliana Barnes, or Berners, the prioress of a Benedictine

Convent at Sopwell,* near St. Albans, deriving its name from

the place where it was printed by a schoolmaster whose name has

not come down to us.

From a careful examination of this curious work, and a perusal

of all that has been published concerning the reputed author of it,

I am convinced that it is not an original composition, but a trans-

lation and compilation from Latin and French manuscripts of an

older date, and that most of the statements put forth in biographical

notices of the lady have no foundation in fact. To enter here upon
all the "pros" and "cons" would cause too great a digression.

On some future occasion, perhaps, I may be able to offer some
remarks on a subject which I venture to think possesses a special

interest for members of a Society carrying on researches in the very

county in which the book was produced and the reputed authoress

lived.

To return to the parks mentioned in Domesday. Besides St.

Albans and Ware there was Benington, already named, or, as it was
formerly called, Belintone. This park, which appears on Saxton's

map of 1577 (N.C.),! after very many changes of ownership, became
the property, in James the First's time, of Robert Devereux, third

Earl of Essex, who sold it in 1614 to Sir Charles Caesar, in whose
family it remained until 1744, when it was sold to the trustees of

the will of Sir John Chesshyre, Knt.J
The parks which have been formed in Hertfordshire since the

preparation of the great Domesday Book may be divided into two
classes : those which have been long since " disparked," and those

* The Priory of Sopwell, which, upon the Dissohition, Henry the Eighth

granted to Sir Richard Lee, came to his eldest daughter (he had no sons) Anne
Lee, who married Edward Sadleir, the second son of Sir Ealph SacUeir of

Standon. It remained in possession of the family of Sadleir until 1662, when,

on the marriage of Ellen Sadleir (daughter of Robert Sadleir) with Thomas
Saunders, of Beechwood, it passed to the Saimders family, by whom it was

subsequently sold to Sir Harbottle Grimston, Master of the Rolls in the reign

of Charles the Second, from whom it has descended to James Walter, Viscount

Grimston.

t That is, "north central." The position of parks shown on Saxton's map is

indicated throughout this paper by letters, to facilitate reference ; and it has

been thought desirable also to quote volume and page in every case where some

account of the park is furnished in the works of our County historians. The dates

of these respective works are Chauncy 1700, Salmon 1728, Clutterbuck 1815-

1827. andCussans 1870-81.

X Clutterbuck, 'Hist. Herts,' vol. ii, p. 285.
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wliieli arc still maintained at the present day. Many more belong

to the former tlian to the latter class, and in the majority of cases

it is very difficult to ascertain their history. "We know that they

formerly existed, from the fact of their being mentioned in ancient

records and surveys, and marked on maps three centuries ago ; but

we know little else concerning many of them. Not that there is

nothing more to be ascertained ; for if one had access to the family

records of the various owners to whom they successively belonged,

it would no doubt be possible in time to trace the history of each.

This, however, would involve a considerable expenditure of time

and trouble, and for the present, therefore, we must be content

with little more than an enumeration of the localities in Hertford-

shire in which it has been possible to ascertain the present or past

existence of a park. The existing j)arks are :
—

1. Hatfield,* the seat of the Marquis of Salisbury. The manor
was given by James the First in the fifth year of his reign to Sir

Robert Cecil, afterwards 1st Earl of Salisbury, in exchange for

Theobalds in the parish of Cheshunt. This Earl, who died in 1612,

erected a stately building on this manor which is described by
Chauncy as " a fair palace that exceeds all the houses in this

county, and two large parks, one for fallow- the other for red-

deer, with a vineyard at the bottom of the park."

These two parks, says Mr. Evelyn Shirley, were united by the

late Marquis of Salisbury, and now comprise 314 acres, beautifully

undulating and well wooded, with 360 head of fallow-deer.f In

this park, one of the largest in the county, is still standing and

now fenced round, the oak tree under which Elizabeth sat Avhile

awaiting the arrival of her troops to escort her to London to be

proclaimed Queen, having resided here for some years before she

ascended the throne.:|: It was here too that Charles the First was

detained for some time in custody.

2. Cassiobuky Paiik,§ near Watford, the property of the Earl

* Saxton, S.C. ; Chauncy, p. 308 ; Salmon, p. 210 ; Clutterbuck, vol. ii, p.

334; Cussans, ' Broadwater,' p. 265.

t It was formerly the practice to keep the red-deer and fallow-deer apart in

parks where both species were maintained, owing to an impression that the stags

of the former species would kill the latter. Gervase Markham, in his edition of

the 'Maison Rustiqne ; or, The Countrey Farme,' printed in 1616, says

(chap, xix.) : " You shall not by any meanes in one parke mixe the Red-deere

and the Fallow-deere together, for the Red-deere is a masterfull beast, and when
the time of bello^ving cometh, he grows fierce and outragious, so that hee will

be entire lord of the field, and will kill the Fallow-deere if they hut crosse him

in his walke ; and therefore each must be kept severally in severall parkes."

That such was the practice in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is proved

by the "Red-deer Parks," distinct from parks for fallow-deer, which are found

in many of the great places of England, such as Badminton in Gloucestershire,

and Grimsthorpe in Lincolnshire, where separate parks for the different kinds of

deer were formerly kept up. The present practice appears to be generally to

allow both red- and fallow-deer to be together, the danger alluded to by Markham
having been proved to be exaggerated, if not without foundation.

i See 'Trans. Watford Nat. Hist. Soc' Vol. II, p. 11.

§ Saxton, S.W.; Chaimcy,p. 482; Salmon, p. 105 ; Clutterbuck, vol. i, p. 236;

Cussans, ' Cassio,' p. 167.
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of Essex, covers about 670 acres, watered by the river Gade, and

adorned with fine fir-trees and immense beeches. It belonged ia

Henry the Eighth's reign to Richard Moryson, Esq, (a descendant

of a Yorkshire family), afterwards knighted, to whom it was
conveyed by royal letters patent, and who was in much favour

with the King by reason of his learning and great administrative

powers as ambassador. He began " a fair and large house in this

place, situated upon a dry hill, not far from a pleasant river, in a

fair park," but died before it was completed in 1556.* By his

marriage with Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of Sir Charles

Morrison, Cassiobury became the property of Lord Capell, whose
eldest son Arthur, upon the restoration of King Charles the

Second, was advanced to the titles of Viscount Maldon and

Earl of Essex by patent dated 20th April, 1661. The herd of

fallow-deer still maintained in this park was formerly much larger

than at present, numbering perhaps 700 or 800 head. It now
consists of between 300 and 400 only. This great decrease is in

some measure due to an epidemic which broke out on more than

one occasion, and in the present year has carried off no less than

about 300 deer.

3. Grove Park,! adjoining Cassiobury, the property of the Earl

of Clarendon, contains between 200 and 300 acres, and about

100 head of fallow-deer. The bucks average 10|- stones, the does

8^ stones (8lbs. to the stone). The horns of the bucks are broadly

palmated, although the park has never been re-stocked. Saxton

does not indicate the existence of any park here in 1577. It was
the ancient seat of the Heydons, from whose family it was alienated

to the ancestors of Sir Denis Hampton, who sold it to Sir Robert

Ashton, for many years the eldest bencher of Lincoln's Inn, and
from whose family it passed by marriage to the family of Sir John
Buck, and subsequently by sale first to Lord Donneraile, and after-

wards, in 1753, to the Hon. Thomas Villiers, who was created Earl

of Clarendon in 1776. There are some fine trees in this park, and

a great variety, walnut, ash, elm, beech, chestnut, and lime, being

all well represented.

4. KifEBWORTH,^ the property of the Earl of Lytton, is described

by Chauncy as " a large pile of brick with a fair quadrangle in the

middle of it, upon a dry hill in a fair park § stocked with the best

deer in the county." This building was partly pulled down in
' the year 1811, and a handsome Gothic mansion erected nearly upon
the site of the buildings removed, and finished in 1816. The
park, of 280 acres, has some splendid avenues of lime and chestnut,

and one remarkable hornbeam. The herd of fallow-deer at present

numbers 140 head, the bucks, with broadly palmated antlers,

* No park is shown on Saxton's map of 1577.

t Chauncy, p. 484 ; Salmon, p. 106 ; Clutterbuck, vol. i, p. 250 ; Cussans,
' Cassio,' p. 169.

I Chauncy, p. 356; Salmon, p. 199; Clutterbuck, vol. ii, p. 373; Cussans,

'Broadwater,' p. 111.

§ Xo park is shown on Saxton's map of 1577.
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averaging 100 lbs. iu weight, the does 60 lbs. Occasionally fresh

blood has been introduced, some new deer being turned in.

There has been no such re-stocking, however, for the last ten

years.

.'). GoRHAMBURY,* near St. Albans, the seat of the Earl of Verulam.
This manor was parcel of the ancient revenue of the Church of

St. Alban, and was probably so named from Robert de Gorham,
Abbot of this ATouastery iu 1151. The Abbot held it until the

dissolution of that church, when it came to the Crown. Being
granted by Henry the Eighth to Sir Ralph llowlet, it was enjoyed

for some time by Sir jS^icholas Bacon, and subsequently by his son,

the celebrated but unfortunate Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam, who,
upon his downfall, conveyed it to his secretary, Sir Thomas Meautys,
who had married his niece, Anne. She, on the death of her first

husband, became the Avife of Sir Hartbottle Grimston, afterwards

Lord Grimston, who purchased the reversion of the Meautys
family—she having only a life interest.

This park of 500 acres is not shown upon Saxton's map of the

county published in 1577, nor on a map of the manor dated 1634.

6. Moor Park,! Rickmansworth, the seat of Lord Ebury, covers

500 acres. The manor was formerly part of the possessions of

the Abbey of St. Albans, and the history of the park dates back
to the time of King Henry the Sixth, who granted to George
Ne^dl, brother to the Earl of Warwick, and successively Bishop of

Exeter and Archbishop of York, licence to inclose 600 acres of

pasture and land in Rickmansworth and Watford "for a park,"

and to embattle the site of the manor of Moor in Rickmans-
worth. The house and park were formerly appurtenant to the

Manor of the Moor, and descended along with it until alienated

therefrom (temp. Charles the Eirst) by the Earl of Pembroke, who
sold it to the Earl of Monmouth. The acreage of the park at that

date was stated to be 400 acres or thereabouts. It is now, as

above stated, somewhat larger. It contains about 250 fallow-deer,

the bucks averaging 16 stones, and the does 7 stones in weight.

7. AsHRiDGE Park,| lying to the north-east of Tring, the seat of

Earl Brownlow, formerly belonged to the Duke of Bridgewater, and
occupies the site of the ancient monastery of "Bonhommes" founded

in Heniy the Thir^l's time. Although not marked as a park on

Saxton's map of 1577, it appears on the map prepared by Moll in

1700, and is engraved in Chauncy's 'History of Hertfordshire.'

The house, however, with most of the park, stands in Buckingham-
shire. The park is about five miles in length by more than two in

breadth, and well timbered. Besides a herd of fallow-deer, there

are also some red-deer here, which, as I learn from Mr. A. J.

* Chauncy, p. 464 ; Salmon, p. 83 ; Clutterbuck, vol. i, p. 88 ; Cussans,
< Cassio,' p. 244.

t Chauncy, p. 160; Salmon, p. 110; Clutterbuck, vol. i, p. 191 ; Cussans,

'Cassio,' p. 123.
+ Moll, 1700; Chauncy, p. .552; Salmon, p. 134 ; Clutterbuck, vol. i, p. 386;

Cussans, 'Dacorum,' pp. 31, 136.
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Copeland, are usually allowed to grow to the age of twelve or

iourteen years before they are killed.

8. WooDHAXL Paek,* Hertford, the seat of Abel Smith, Esq.,

]\I.P., is believed to have been so called from the great abundance
of wood and timber that grew there. It is referred to by Chauncy

(pp. 3b, 330«) as Watton Woodhall Park, the ancient seat of the

Botelers, and is thus described by Salmon f
:
— " The Mansion House

of the Family is most nobly situated upon a rising Ground, watered
with small Streams, which fall into the £ean on the South of it.

It stands in a Park beautifully consisting of Hills and Plats, and
renowned for as good Timber as the Island, or perhaps the Earth,

produceth. Near 30 Years since [i.e. about 1700] one Tree was
sold for £43. There were 18 Horses to draw one Part of it when
it was slit, and out of it was made the Cutwater of the Royal
Sovereign. Another in the same Park called the Walking Stick,

might some Years ago have been sold for 50 Guineas, but is at

present upon the Decay by the Burrowing of Rabbets under it."

Amongst notable trees here at the present time are a number of

hornbeams, planted originally as food for the deer, which have to

be constantly pollarded, the heads being too heavy for the stems.

The present park consists of 400 acres supporting about 300 deer.

The bucks in this park are killed at seven years old, a certain

number of fawns being marked every year and the rest killed.

The bucks average from 100 lbs. to 125 lbs. in weight, the does

from 60 lbs. to 65 lbs.

9. RiCKMANSwoRTH Paek,]: the seat of John "William Birch, Esq.,

extending over two huncbed acres, ornamented with chestnut, lime,

and beech trees, contains about 50 head of fallow-deer. The bucks
in this park average 16 stones, and the does 7 stones in weight.

10. Ptjtteidge Paek, near Lilley, on the borders of Bedfordshire,

the seat of Lieut. -Col. G. Sowerby, who is lord of the manor,
contains about 450 acres, and is well stocked with deer.

Of the parks which once existed in Hertfordshire but do so no
longer, the most important perhaps is

Theobalds, § lying to the N.E. of Enfield Chace. It was the

favourite hunting-seat of James the First, who stayed here on his

way from Scotland to London, and was nobly entertained by Sir

Robert Cecil (afterwards Earl of Salisbury). So pleased was the King
with this place that he gave Sir Robert Cecil Hatfield in exchange
for it. He then enlarged the park

||
and inclosed it with a brick

wall ten miles in circumference. Here he kept not only red- deer

and fallow-deer, but also elk, which were presented to him in 1612
by the Marquis of Brandenburgh.^ They were still there in 1624.

* Saxton, S.C. ; Chauncy, p. 308; Salmon, p. 211; Clutterbuck, vol. ii.

p. 472 ; Cussans, ' Broadwater,' p. 168.

t 'Hist. Hertfordshire,' 1728, p. 218.

X Chauncy, p. 478 ; Salmon, p. 109 ; Cussans, ' Cassio,' p. 145.

§ Saxton, S.E. "Thehall"; Chauncy, p. 297; Salmon, p. 10; Clutterbuck,
vol. ii, p. 87 ; Cussans, 'Hertford,' p. 209.

II
For the purposes of this enlargement land was acquired in 1607 and again ill

1615. % 'Pell Eecords,' pp. 63, 149, 176, 294.
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Tlio rod-deer were imported from Denmark in 161 2.* There were

still wild red-deer liowever outside the park walls. Salmon says :

" Besides the park he walled in, he could hunt in Eppiug Forest,

Enfield Chase, and Hoddesdon Woods both red- and lallow-deer."

It is probable that he also turned out in this park some of the wild

boars which he caused to be imported from France and Germany,!

although, perhaps, these went to Windsor Forest, where we know
on g-ood authority he hunted the wild boar in 16174 Here he had

a heronry, and a largo pigeon-house, wherein he kept pigeons for

his hawks; and he also kept silkworms. On a large pond with an

island in it he kept wild-fowl which he had netted in Lincolnshire.

We do not learn that he cared much for fishing, except fishing with

trained cormorants, with which he sometimes amused himself. His

chief delight was in hunting and hawking, and to these sports

nearly all his time was devoted while staying at Theobalds. § It

was here that the King died on the 27th of March, 1625. It was

also during a hunt in this park that Heniy Cary, Lord Falkland,

lost his life, by falling from a " stand" which had been erected

in one of the glades for the purpose of shooting deer as they were

driven past. By this accident he broke his leg, and gangrene

setting in, it had to be amputated, and he died the next day.|l

From a survey made in 1650, before the palace here was de-

stroyed, it appears that the park contained 2508 acres, valued

together with six lodges at £1545 15s. 4d. per annum; the deer

were valued at £1000 ; the rabbits at £15 ; the timber at £7259,

exclusive of 15,608 trees marked for the use of the navy, and others

already cut down for that purpose. The park contained an avenue

a mile long between a double row of trees. Lysons, quoting from

an old work, tells us that in the gallery of the palace, 120 feet by

21, were "divers large stagges heads sett round the same, and

fastened to the sayd room, which were an excellent ornament to

the same."^ Although there have been deer in this park since its

occupation by the present Sir Henry Meux, the last was killed

there some years ago, and the park has not been re-stocked.

Close to Theobalds was Cheshtjnt,** or Cheston, so called perhaps

from the chestnut-trees which formerly abounded there (for most

of the old houses in the neighbourhood are built of chestnut). A
park is indicated by Saxton (S.E.), and it appears that the grant of

this manor by James the First to Sir Henry Cock, in 1606, included

all those four-and-twenty acres in the Frith, and all those woods,

* ' Pell Records,' p. 150.

t ' Pell Records,' pp. 86. 143, 144.

X Harting, ' Extinct British Animals,' p. 102.

§ A hunting-seat was built at Eoyston by James the First, and was for

many years the occasional rendezvous of that monarch and Charles the First.

A portion of the building is still standing. King James's stables too, now used

as cottages, are on the outskirts of Eoyston Heath.

II State Paper Office, Domestic, Sept. 27, 1633.

IT Lysons, ' En^-irons,' vol. ii, p. 770.
•* Saxton, S.E. ; Chauncy, p. 296 ; Salmon, p. 6 ;

Clutterbuck, vol. ii, p. 77 ;

Cussans, 'Hertford,' p. 17.
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called Old Parke, Rowgh Cattel, and the common-wood in Cheshunt.
Under date 1st May, 1609, the following entry appears in the

account of payments made of the royal exchequer:*—" ToHumphrey
Plint the sum of £4. 17. 9. for the ploughing and sowing of oats in

Theobalds and Cheshunt Parks for his Majesty's deer there. By
general writ current £4. 17. 9."

Cheshunt Park was formerly the property of Oliver Cromwell,
a lineal descendant of the Protector, and author of Memoirs of the

family. It passed by marriage to the late Mr. T. A. Russell, and
is now in the hands of his devisees.

PANSHAifGEE,f near Hertford, the seat of Earl Cowper, with Cole

Green Park adjoining, well wooded, and containing about 500
acres, formerly inclosed a herd of deer, but none have existed

there for many years. On the lawn stands an oak, which at 10

feet from the ground measures nearly 20 feet in circumference.

At Sawbridgewokth J there seems to have been formerly a park.

Licence to impark there and in Thorley was granted by Henry the

Sixth to John Leventhorpe in 1449. The park was licensed to

inclose 400 acres of land, 40 of meadow, and 40 of wood.
Subsequently, in Charles the First's time, the manor with the

inclosed park called Sayesbury Park was granted by royal charter

dated 2nd August, 1633, to Arthur Brett, of London, Esq., and
Nicholas Herman, as trustees for Lord Craufield, created Earl of

Middlesex, who subsequently, in 1636, sold it to Thomas Hewit,
of the parish of St. Martin, Esq.

Close to Sawbridgeworth was Pishobuey Paek,§ now the residence

of Andrew Caldecott, Esq., formerly held on lease under the Crown
(temp. Elizabeth) by Henry Chauncy, but sold to Walter Mildmay
[see Gilston], who was afterwards knighted as Sheriff of the County
and died in 1606. " He built the Manor-house upon a rising ground
in the vale near the river Start, which courses about 20 acres of

ground on the east side of the house, lately converted into a paddock

for deer." This was written in 1700, but the present owner informs

me that there have been no deer kept here for a great number of

years.

Three miles S.W. of Sawbridgeworth lay New Place,
||
Goldeston,

otherwise Geldeston, or Gilston. It was built in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth by Henry Chauncy, who had previously leased

the manor of Pishobury from the Crown ; but, having incurred the

displeasure of Henry Gary, Lord Hunsdon (the chief favourite of

Elizabeth, by whom he was created Baron on her accession), because

he would not sell part of his Manor of Gilston to enlarge the park
at Hunsdon, Lord Hunsdon prevailed with the Queen to sell the

* ' Pell Records,' p. 91.

t Cussans. ' Hertford,' p. 70.

X Saxton, E. ; Chauncy, p. 172 ; Salmon, p. 259 ; Clutterbuck, vol. iii, p. 89
;

Cussans, ' Braugliing,' p. 74.

§ Chauncy, p. 177; Salmon, p. 261; Clutterbuck, vol. iii, p. 196; Cussans,
' Braughing,' p. 78.

II
Chauncy, p. 187 ; Salmon, p. 262 ; Clutterbuck, yoI. iii, p. 169 ; Cussans,

' Braughing,' p. 67.
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manor over tho head of lier tenant to Walter Milclmay, Esq. Tliis

caused him, on the expiration of his lease, to remove to New Place,

Gilstou. His eldest son John sold it to one William Parker, who
again sold it to Sir John Gore, in whose family it was when
Chaunoy Avrote. It is now the pi'operty of William Hodgson,

Esq., J. P., who informs me that there have been no deer in this

park for the last thirty-five years.

HuNSDON Park,* just mentioned, the seat of James Wyllie, Esq,,

was of considerable antiquity. The records show that in 1124,

Richard, Earl of Hertford, granted to the monks of St. Augustine

of Stoke an annual gift of a doe out of the park at Honesdon.

Henry the Eighth built a palace here and erected it into an

"Honour" in connexion with the adjoining manors of Hansted
and Joyden in Essex ; and, as above mentioned, it was at one time

the property of Heniy Gary, Lord Hunsdon, cousin to Queen
Elizabeth, who, as well as Queen Maiy and Edward the Sixth,

occasionally visited it. Hunsdon Lodge was the old hunting-lodge

of Queen Elizabeth.

In the parish church here there is a curious brass to the memory
of a former deer-keeper, who died in 1591. He is represented

with his bugle-horn and broadsword, having just discharged his

cross-bow at a stag, while death, delineated as a skeleton, with one

hand plucks the arrow from the deer, while he plunges a second in

the keeper's breast.f His motto, sic pergo.

The insci'iption runs :

—

beloved of axl whilst he had ltee,

VjStmoexed of noj^^e when he did die,

james gray, interred of his wife,

neee to this deaths-signe brasse doth lte,

teares thikty-ftve, in good eenownne,
parke and hovse-keeper in this towne.

OBni 12 DIE DECEMBRIS A° DNI. 1591.

AETATIS SVE : 69 :

In the neighbourhood of Hunsdon there were formerly other

parks, of which only brief particulars have been obtained, but

which appear on Saxton's map of 1577.

There was Widford,J N. of Hunsdon, which was apparently

disparked before Chauncy's time, for he makes no mention of any

park there.

Eastwick,§ or, as Norden gives it, Eastwihe, adjoining Hunsdon
and a mile from Gilston, and belonging to Sir Humphrey Gore,

"who also owned Gilston.

* Saxton,E. ; Chauncy, p. 190 ; Salmon, p. 251 ; Clutterbuck, vol. iii, p. 177 ;

Cussans, ' Braiighing,' p. 42.

t A facsimile of this brass will be found in Shirley's ' English Deer Parks,'

p. 54, and also in Cussans, ' Braughing Hundred,' p. 52.

X Saxton,E.; Chauncy, p. 200; Salmon.p. 258; Cussans, 'Braughing,' p. 55.

I Saxton, E. ; Chauncy, p. 183 ; Salmun, p. 254; Cussans, ' Braughing,' p. 61.
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HoxDON-, Thoelet,* and HADnAir Paeva,! where there was an

old park referred to by Chauncy as having formerly belonged to

the Bishop of London.
A little to the south of Hiinsdon was the Manoe of the Rte, J

where Henry the Sixth granted a licence to Andrew Agard and
others to impark fifty acres of land, eleven acres of meadow, eight

acres of pasture, and sixteen acres of wood.
This park is marked on both Saxton's and Speed's maps, but has

long been disparked.

To the ISr.E. lay Fueneux Pelham § (or Pelham Furneux as

Norden has it), disparked in Elizabeth's reign, as appears from the

record that in 1600 Lord Mounteagle conveyed the manor-house,

with the two disparked parks called the old and new parks, and
other lands, to Richard Mead, of Berden, and his heirs.

Also to the N.E. lay Withiall, or "Wyddial,|l made by Richard
Gulston, Esq., who died in 1686. Chauncy, in his view of this seat,

depicts deer in the park, but gives no information on the subject.

The present owner is Mrs. Heaton Ellis, who is lady of the manor.

Close by was Throcking,^ formerly the seat of Robert Elwes,

Esq. This park is not marked on Saxton's map, but Chauncy
gives a view with deer. No trace of it now remains, although the

site is known. The manor-house was pulled down, but some of

the extensive massive foundations may still be seen adjoining the

Hall Farm, the property of Mr. George Coleman.
Hamels or Hamills,** covers about 200 acres, and contains

some very ancient oaks, hornbeams, and thorns, as well as some fine

ash and beech trees. "When Chauncy wrote, in 1700, the owner of

this manor was Sir Thomas Brograve, whose father had enlarged

the park, and greatly improved the property. The view which
he gives of the manor-house depicts deer in the park. They
existed there up to within the last half century, a fact known
to people now living. An old man named John Drage remembers
the last deer being killed, by order of the late owner, Miss
Hellish, and states (as I am informed through the courtesy of

Mr. Gladwin and the Rev. J. A. Ewing) that in the days of the

Yorke family the hounds were kept at Hamels, near the park, at the

cottages in AVestmill Lane, on the way to the park-wall. In the

view of this park given by Chauncy, as before stated, deer are

depicted, and in an old map of the park dated 1722, in the posses-

sion of Mr. Gladwin, deer are also prominently figured.

Further to the north of the county lay Walkeene PAEK,ff near

* Salmon, p. 268; Cussans, ' Braughing,' p. 100.

t Chauncy, p. 152; Salmon, p. 279; Cussans, ' Edwinstree,' p. 188.

:J:
Saxton, E. ; Chauncy, p. 195; Salmon, p. 250.

§ Saxton, N.E. ; Chauncy, p. 144; Salmon, p. 285; Cussans, 'Edwinstree,'

p. 146.

II
Saxton, N.E. ; Norden ; Chauncy, p. Ill; Salmon, p. 305; Cussans,

' Edwinstree,' p. 116.

II Chauncy, p. 115 ; Salmon, p. 317 ; Cussans, 'Edwinstree,' p. 108.
** Chauncy, p. 225 ; Salmon, p. 250; Cussans, ' Braughing,' p. 173.

ft Saxton, JS'.C. ; Salmon, p. 192; Cussans, 'Broadwater,' p. 72.
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Benington, already noticed, and marked as a park by Saxton. No
mention, however, of any park here is made by Chauncy, so that
it was doiibtk^ss disparkcd b(>f()ro liis day. The Eai'l of Essex is

lord of the manor. Walkeru Park farm-house to this day is

moated, and, some years ago, when it was found necessary to

dredge the moat, a vast number of anthers were brought up, thus
testifying to the former proximity of the old deer-park. There
is a remarkable hollow oak here thirty-four feet in circumference,

and capable of holding a good number of people.

If we may rely upon the figui'es of deer as indicating the
former existence of a deer-park, there was one, according to

Chauncy, at Offley Place,* the seat of Sir John Spencer, Bart.,

and another at

SxAGExnoE,! the property of Sir John Austen. Chauncy figures

the manor-house, with a stag-hunt in the park.

A third was at Aspenden IIall,| two miles east of "Wakeley,
the seat of Ealph Freeman, Esq., D.L. and J. P. for the county.

Proceeding westward we come to Berkhampstead,§ where there

was an ancient royal park attached to the castle ia the time of
Edward the First, but long since disparked.

A little to the north-west lay Pei^ley or Pendley Park,
||

inclosed in the reign of Henry the Sixth, but disparked before

Chauncy's time,

At King's Langley,^ a little to the north of Watford, a royal

seat was founded by Henry the Third. The Home Park here was
granted by Edward the Sixth to the Prior of Langley. After the
Dissolution it reverted to the Crown, and in 1626 " King's Langley
Park and all the deer, marsh, grass, wood, and all trees whatsoever,"
were leased to Sir Charles Morrison for ninety-nine years, and soon
afterwards passed entirely from the Crown.

In the south-central district on Saxton's map Ave find

—

Brocket Hall,** to the west of Woodhall, now the seat of the
Hon. Henry F. Cowper, M.P.

TiTTEXHANGER,ff south of Hatfield, formerly an ancient deer-park
of the Abbots of St. Albans. It was disparked at the Dissolution of

the Alonasteries by Henry the Eighth, who granted the manor and
estate of Tittenhanger to Sir Thomas Pope, from whom it has
descended in a direct line to the present owner, Jane, Countess
of Caledon, who is lady of the manor.
And Shenley,J:|: south of Tittenhanger, not marked as a park by

Norden in 1596.

lacorum,' p. 48.

^'acorum,' p. 17.

Dacoruiii,'p. 192.
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Proceeding to the south-east of the county, we come to Bedwell,*
near Berkhampstead Parva, where Saxton indicates the former site

of a park, and to the south-east of this

PuNSBUEXE,! also marked as a park by Saxton, but not mentioned

by Chauncy.
Hertingfoedbhry is referred to by Cussans ('Hertford Hundred,'

p. 104) as having been well stocked with deer, and capable of

maintaining one hundred and fifty, but I believe there are none in

this park at the present time.

The last of which I have been able to find any record was at

RoxroRD.]: Here there was formerly a small park well stored with

timber, about a mile in compass, formerly parcel of the revenue of

the Castle of Hertford, until conveyed by Charles the First to

William Earl of Salisbury.

These statistics may appear somewhat dry ; but if they contribute

towards a better knowledge of the county in which under the

auspices of this Society we are all so happily working, the labour

bestowed in collecting them will not have been in vain. As a

matter of fact, they lead us to infer that out of about forty

deer-parks once existing in Hertfordshire, not more than ten

are now maintained. It shows what changes must have taken

place in the aspect of the county even in so comparatively short a

period as that which has elapsed since Queen Elizabeth visited

Hunsdon, and King James hunted the deer at Theobalds.

In the case of many disparked manors it is extremely difl3.cult at

the present day to obtain information ; the brief notices given by
topographers and county historians not being directed as a rule to

the subject of the present inquiry.

It should be stated that, with a view to ensure accuracy in the

above-given statistics of acreage, number of deer, remarkable trees,

etc., I addi'essed a circular to every owner of a park in the county,

begging the favour of replies to a short series of questions on these

points, and I take this opportunity of tendering my thanks to those

who have courteously responded to my enquiries. Should any

inaccuracies be discovered or omissions noted in the particulars

given, it is to be understood that in such cases the owners have not

enabled me to attain that precision which I desired.

I offer, then, these fragmentary remarks in the hope that other

members of this Society will be able to add to them, and so eventu-

ally to place us in possession of more thorough information con-

cerning a county in which we all take such special interest.

« Saxton, S.E. ; Cussans, ' Hertford,' p. 157. t Saxton, S.E.

X Chauncy, p. 272 ; Cussans, 'Hertford,' p. 103.
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Summary of Hertfordshire Deer-Parks.

Hatfield.

Cassiobuiy.

Grove Park.

Knebworth.
Gorhambury.

St. Albans.

Ware.
Benington.

Theobalds.

Chesliimt.

Pansbanger.

Sawbridgeworth.
Pishobury.

'New Place, Gilston.

Hunsdon.
Widford.

Eastwick.

Hondon.
Thorley.

Hadham Parva.

Manor of the Pye.
Purneux Pelharn.

Existing.

J}ispar/:ed.

Moor Park.

Ashridge.

Woodhall.
Rickraansworth.

Putteridge.

Wyddial.
Throcking.

Hamills.

"Walkern.

Offlcy Place.

Stagenhoe.

Aspenden Hall.

Berkhampstead.
Penley Park.

King's Langley.

Brocket Hall.

Tittenhanger.

Shenley.

Bedwell.
Punsburne.

Hertingfordbnry.

Boxford.
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NOTES ON A MICROSCOPICAL AQUARIUM.

By Isaac Eobinsojs^.

Head at Hertford, 2ith November, 1881.

A FEW months ago I set up a small aquarium for the purpose of

having living specimens for the microscope readily available. As
the plan adopted has accomplished the object in view very satis-

factorily, and as the various inhabitants discovered in the aquarium
by the aid of the microscope have all been collected in the neigh-

bourhood of Hertford, a brief description of them may be of interest.

The aquarium itself consists simply of an inverted bell-glass

about ten inches in diameter and about the same in depth, sup-

ported upon an ebonized wooden stand, and having a flat glass

cover resting upon its upper edge, for the purpose of preventing

dust from settling on the surface of the water. The slightly un-

even rim of the bell-glass seems to afford sufficient space between
itself and the glass cover for the necessary supply of air. It is

placed upon a hall-table, where it receives only a moderate supply

of light, and direct sunshine only on very rare occasions, when the

sun is near to the horizon.

It was originally filled from the River Lea, and it has not since

been found necessary to change the water, but small quantities

have from time to time been added to compensate for evaporation.

Various kinds of water-weeds collected in the neighbourhood were
afterwards placed in it. Amongst these the hornwort

(
CeratophyUuni

demersum) appears to be much in favour with large numbers of the

Infusoria, which very freely attach themselves to it. A small

piece of this weed which appeared to have floated down the Lea
was found to abound with great numbers of the delicate forms of

the " collared monads " (Choano-flagellata). Another favourite

weed, jRiceia fliiitans, which in small branched fragment-like por-

tions floats upon the surface of the water, was found in a pond
near Broxbournebury Woods, but it does not appear to be very
common in the neighbourhood. Another very useful weed for the

aquarium, the water-milfoil {Myriophyllum spicatum), is compara-

tively common.
The American water-weed (Anacharis AUinastrum) is a desirable

acquisition, both on account of the foothold which it oflters to

numerous animalcules, and for the beautiful illustration its leaves

so readily aftbrd of the circulation in their cells. The common
duckweed [Lemna tumor), to the slender rootlets of which many of

the Infusoria may be fovmd attached, and the curiously-formed

ivy-leaved duckweed {Lemna trisulca), which has also been found
near Hertford, biit is by no means common, may be added.

Amongst the various forms of microscopic animals which I have
from time to time found in this aquarium the following may be

mentioned.
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Attached to a fragment of Riccia flnitans, I was so fortunate as

to tind representatives of five ^peeies of the collared monads. One
of these, the heautiful and delicate Monosiga glohosa, is in form
very similar to Monosiga gracilis, a representation of which, under
the extraordinary maguitication of 8000 diameters, forms the

frontispiece to Mr. Saville Kent's ' Manual of the Infusoria.'

Another, llonosiga Sfei)iii, which is of smaller size, has the singular

habit of attaching itself to the stalks of Vorticella (on one such

stalk I counted eighteen of these zooids, and they did not appear

to be at all discomposed by its frequent contractions and exten-

sions). Of two others, Salpingwca gracilis possesses a lorica or

sheath on a long pedicle, within which it resides ; and Salpingceca

fiisiformis has a most gracefully-formed lorica, but no pedicle. And
lastly there was a form individually similar to Monosiga glohosa, but

instead of appearing singly, grouped in clusters of from two to six

npon each pedicle, and resembling Codosiga grossularia, as described

by Mr. Kent.

The transparent collar-like extension of these organisms is of so

extremely delicate a character that it is a matter of some difficulty

to succeed in clearly defining it. To do so requires good optical

appliances, and very careful illumination. Its shape may be de-

scribed as resembling that of a wine glass, and is said by Mr. Kent
to be " infundibuliform." In consequence of its perfect trans-

parency it is generally observable as a line on either side, while

the fiagellum may be seen waving about between. Its presence

throughout may, however, often be known by the small particles

of matter which adhere to it, and which may be seen to travel

slowly upward on its outer surface and downward within, in order

that they may be conveyed to the food-receiving portion of the

body, which is situated within the base of the collar.

I have also found many specimens of Floscularia ornata, which,

with its long slender cilia, is a very interesting object for the micro-

scope. It is frequently found in this neighbourhood, and is usually

attached to one of the slender-leaved water-plants. It possesses a

case or sheath around its body, which, however, in consequence of

its perfect transparency, is not easily seen. When retracted, the

long cilia—which probably number several hundreds—project in

the form of a single pencil, but when fully expanded they radiate

in all directions from five lobes, and are of the most extreme

tenuity. It is a very pretty sight to watch their gradual expansion.

Another interesting animalcule of somewhat larger size which I

have met with is the crown-animalcule, Stephanoceros Eiclihornii.

It possesses five long arms covered with cilia, which, when ex-

panded, form a sort of net for the capture of its food. It has also

a gelatinous sheath, which, although very transparent, is more
easily seen than that of Floscularia.

A specimen of Chcetospira was easily recognizable by its pecu-

liarly twisted form when extended. From its position on the

weed to which it was attached, its lorica was not visible, and I am
therefore unable to say to which species it belonged.

VOL. II.—PART III. 8
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I have also met with specimens of Anthophjsa vegetans, which is

found in globular clusters on coarsely-granulate stems. Each
monad of the cluster possesses a long flagellum, which waves about

in all directions. Their minute size may be imagined when it is

stated that as many as ten clusters, each composed of from 30 to 50
monads, were visible within the field of a iVi^i- objective.

Some time since a curious mass of animalcules plainly visible to

the naked eye was observed upon a branch of Anacharis. In size

the group measured fully a quarter of an inch in length, and nearly

as much in width and thickness. On being placed under the

microscope it proved to be an enormous growth of Epistylis flavicans.

Of the Rotifera which have been found maybe mentioned Rotifer

vulgaris and Stephannps lamellaris. The latter possesses a trans-

parent hood which appears to cover the whole of the anterior

portion of its body.

One of the peculiar swan-necked animalcules, Trachelocerca Olor,

wbich has been observed, has the power of extending its neck or

proboscis to an immense length, in proportion to the size of its body.

The surface of the body is throughout covered with fine cilia,

obliquely striated, and the extremity of the neck is furnished with

a wreath of much longer cilia, for the purpose of obtaining its food.

I have also found a curious worm-like creature (Spirostomum
amhigimm) having a number of rather long cilia at its anterior ex-

tremity, and the body distinctly striated ; a very minute animalcule,

oval in form, and ciliated at each extremity, which exactly accords

with Stylonchia lanceolata, as described by Pritchard; the curious

leaf-like form of Loxophyllum meleagris ; and the equally curious

though very different Platycola decumhens, in its transparent case.

Two young newts were also found a few weeks ago in the

aquarium, the eggs from which they were hatched having doubtless

been attached to some of the weeds placed in it. These in their

young state are very interesting objects under the microscope, as

in consequence of the transparency of their bodies the circulation

of the blood may be very distinctly seen.

Had time permitted I have no doubt but that the foregoing list

might have been greatly extended, but I trust sufiicient has been
said to show that much interest may be derived by the microscopist

from the possession of an aquarium similar to the one described.

Such interest is also greatly increased by the varying character of

the organisms found in the aquarium at different times, many
varieties appearing to develope in great abundance at one time, and
subsequently giving place to others of perhaps a totally different

type.
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NOTES ON THE PROTOZOA OF HERTFORDSHIRE: SECTION

PANTOSTOMATA.

By F. ^Y. Phillips, F.L.S.

Mead at Hertford, 2Cith Jamiary, 1882.

The present paper forms the first of a series on tlie Protozoa

which I liope to read at various times.

So many additions to our knowledge of this class have been made
during the last ten years that a few prefatory remarks may not

be out of place. Great improvements have been made in our micro-

scopes ; in the incx'ease of the magnifying power, in the definition

of the objectives, in the illumination, and in many other points.

Chemistry has come to our aid with new re-agents and tests. The
science of Microscopy has become more popular, and has brought

many fresh observers into the field who by continuous observation

have thrown new light upon subjects hitherto obscure, and have
succeeded in dispelling many pre\T.ously-existing errors.

The consequence of all this is that our knowledge of the Protozoa

has in many respects undergone a complete change; the delimitating

lines of the group have been more closely drawn, and many motile

plants and protophytes have been excluded, as well as many other

animals whose higher organization demands an advancement in the

scale. On the other hand, a distinct animal organization has been
discovered in many organisms previously considered too lowly to be

included. During the past year many of us who do not lay claim

to any severely scientific knowledge have had to go to school again.

Mr. W. Saville Kent has collected into a most compendious and
complete ' Manual of the Infusoria,' the writings of all who have
treated of the subject, to which he has added his own observations.

He has been fortunate to be an early worker in a new field,

and being a diligent student and an acute observer has much to

show in the way of original work. He has adopted the newest and
most approved systems of classification, and we who had educated
ourselves according to Pritchard, have had to unlearn much that

we had learned, and learn again. So far as my time has permitted,

I have followed up these systems, and have devoted some labour

to observation. I therefore wish, in the first place, to make it clear

to you what the Protozoa are, using this term as synonymous with
Infusoria, as afterwards explained.

There are two or three primary points to be noticed.

Firstly, the animalcules which compose the sub-kingdom Protozoa

are referable to the lowest grade of animal life.

Secondly, the essential body-substance of all its membei's con-

sists of a clear or granular, very transparent, slime-like matter,

called sarcode or protoplasm. We will call this the " flesh " of the
animalcule.

Thirdly, the organization of each animal is so extremely simple,
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that it has only the histological value of a single, simple, living cell.

There is no special organ of circulation or respiration, no digestive

apparatus, there is nothing approaching to sexual elements, conju-

gation, or ova.

Their reproduction, which I shall shortly touch upon, is confined

to the sub-division of the animal, or to its breaking up into spores.

I wish these unicellular characteristics to be remembered, as they

are necessary to a proper understanding of the group. You will of

course see that the Rotifera, which were formerly included in the

Infusoria, are now excluded by reason of their higher organization,

being promoted to the sub-kingdom Vermes, or the worm-tribe.

The protoplasm or body-substance of an Infusorian may be

divided into two primary parts, the outer or cuticular layer which
is called ectoplasm, and the inner contained substance called

endoplasm.

The cuticle may be again divided into two elements. Firstly,

an outer, structureless, hyaline layer.*' This layer is well shown in

the beautiful Yorticellidae or bell-animalcules, where, in addition

to forming the envelope of the body, it is continued downwards, as

the hyaline sheath of the characteristic retractile stalk. Secondly,

there is what is called the ciliary layer, of a hyaline appearance,

and of a highly elastic and contractile nature. All such appendages

as cilia, flagella, setae, styles, and uncini, are merely modified ex-

tensions or prolongations of this element. Perhaps it would be as

well to here explain the nature of these appendages.

Cilia are the short, slender, vibratile appendages, which clothe

the entire body of some animalcules, and form the locomotive

organs in others.

Flagella ai'e elongated, isolated cilia.

Set(B are slender, hair-like, but non-vibratile appendages.

Styles differ from the last-named organs only in their greater

bulk and thickness.

Uncini coincide with styles, only they have a curved or claw-like

shape, and act most efficiently as ambulatory organs.

Beneath the previously-mentioned ciliary layer there is some-

times found a peculiar muscular layer called by Prof. Ernst

Haeckel the myophan layer, but as this is found only in the higher

ciliate types, we shall not touch upon it, as we have now to deal

with the lowest section only. Whilst speaking of the ectoplasm

and its appendages, I ought not to omit to mention the excreted

elements, by which I mean all those products which are excreted

to form an external protective envelope for the defence of the ani-

malcules inclosed therein, and also the variously-modified pedicles,

or fulcra of attachment of the attached or sedentary species.

Amongst the former are included those exceedingly beautiful,

variable, vase-like, and tubular structures which are called lorices.

These structures are the product of exudation or separation from

* The word hynline will frequently occur ; it means a transparent structureless

appearance, like glass.
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the ectoplasm. In its simplest form this exuded structure has

a purely gelatiuous consistence, sometimes it is a simple mucus.

The trausitiou of the structures from a simple gelatinous sheath

to a hardened test is well shown in the members of the genus
Salpiugwea.

The composition of the loriea is of a very uniform character iu

all classes, having an apparently chitinous consistence. In the

majority of instances it is perfectly transparent, but in some
genera it assumes with age a deep chestnut hue, and becomes more
or less opaque. There is the greatest diversity of form in these

protective cases. In the class Flagellata many of the loricoe closely

resemble the amphoroo and classic vases of ancient Greece in their

exquisite contour and outline.

Another remarkable form which these excreted structures take

is the wonderful tree-like growth of the supporting stalk, or

zoodendria, common amongst the Flagellata and Ciliata. A com-
plex type is shown in Anthophysa vegetans, where the pedicle is

built up of the residual particles of substances first incepted for

nutrient purposes, which are excreted from the posterior region

and then cemented together by some cohesive mucus.
One of the most important features to be noticed is the manner

in which food is incepted or taken into the body, because the

present system of classification is based upon these features.

Perhaps it would be as well to here introduce the outline of this

system ; but before doing so I should like to say a few words
about the term Infusoria, which is occasionally used in this paper.

Originally it was used to denote almost all minute aquatic

organisms, whether animal or vegetable. In its modern applica-

tion it includes all those animals belonging to the sub-kingdom
Protozoa, which in the adult stage are furnished with the loco-

motive or prehensile appendages previously described, and those

possessing simple i^seudopodia only are separated into a distinct

class called Ehizopoda. The presence or absence of these organs,

however, is very variable, sometimes appearing or disappearing at

certain stages of development, as in Adinophri/s,^ and sometimes

entirely dependent upon the will of the animal. The close rela-

tionship which exists is clearly shown upon comparing such types

as Dlnamceba with Mastigamceha, Amceba with Reptomonas, or

Actiyiophrys with Avtinomonas ; again, the closest affinity exists

between the typical Polycystinse and such types as Euchitonia and
iSpongocyclia. A close examination will show that all are parts of

one harmonious whole, that no lines of demarcation really exist,

and that any attempt to separate them must necessarily be arbi-

trary ; and it should be borne in mind that these divisions are of

value only so far as they assist in classification. The separation of

the Infusoria from the Khizopoda appears to me to especially lack a

status of any intrinsic value, and were it not for its long association

with the study, it would seem advisable to drop the term Infusoria

altogether.

* See Saville Kent's ' Manual of the Infusoria,' p. 225.
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There are four great sections of the Protozoa. The first is called

Pantostomata, and includes all those animalcules which have no

true mouth, or inceptive area, but are able to incept food in-

differently at any part of the body, after the manner of the typical

In the second section, Discostomata, the inceptive area is limited

to a discoidal or circular region, but it does not constitute a true

mouth or aperture.

In the third section, Eustomata, we find a single but distinct

mouth or oral aperture, as in Stentor and Vorticella.

The fourth section is called Polystomata, and here we find a

great number of such apertures or mouths ; an example of this is

afi'orded by Acineta and its allies.

These four sections are subdivided into classes, according to the

nature of the appendages they possess. The first section, Pantosto-

mata, with which we have now to deal, is divided into two classes,

Ehizopoda and Plagellata.

The Ehizopoda are those animalcules whose appendages are

pseudopodic, lobate, or radiate. This class, of which the well-

known Amoeba is a representative, is further divided into six

orders, which I shall enumerate further on. The Flagellata are

distinguished by the possession of one or more whip-like append-

ages called flagella ; they are divided into five orders.

In these remarks which I have made concerning the classification

I have digressed somewhat, but it has been with the view of cur-

tailing the remarks relating to the physiology of the Protozoa,

because, as far as it is possible, I wish to speak only of the

pantostomatous section. We have considered the ectoplasm or

cuticle of an Infusorian, and now, for a short time, I wish to

draw your attention to the endoplasm, or contained matter. The
most prominent feature we notice is a clear, spheroidal space, ex-

panding and contracting Avith a regular rhythmical motion, wliich

is distinguished by the title of contractile vesicle. This organ early

attracted the attention of observers. Opinion has been, and is still,

much divided as to its exact structure and function. Ehrenberg

first described it as a spermatic gland ; Spallanzani and Dujardin

considered it a respiratory organ ; Lieberkuhn, Claparede, and Lach-

man recognised it as a rudimentary heart or organ of circulation

;

while, according to Oscar Schmidt and Stein, its functions are

excretory. Prof. Haeckel, however, most reasonably maintains

that its functions are twofold, being both respiratory and ex-

cretory. A long-disputed but most important point is whether

or not a communication is maintained with the outer, inhabited

water.

By nearly all the earliest writers it was maintained that no such

communication took place ; a contrary decision, however, was first

arrived at by Oscar Schmidt and Mr. H. J. Carter, and strong

additional evidence given by Prof. Pay Laukester has called foi-th

testimony from various sources establishing this intercommunication

beyond a doubt. Mr. Saville Kent argues well that the leading
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fuiu'tion of the contractile vesicle is excretory, in gettinj? rid of tlie

large amount of water taken in Avith the incepted food -material.

He says :
" It is conspicuously evident, when watching the feeding-

process of a VorticeUa, or other highly-organised Infusorian, that

each spheroidal pellet, or isolated fragment of incepted pabulum, is

inclosed within an equal, or even more extensive mass of water,

and which liquid, without some special outlet for its discharge,

would soon accumulate to an extent incompatible with the well-

heing of the animal." It is very easy to understand that the

immense quantity of water thus brought into the endoplasm, and
circulating by means of the tributary canaliculi through every part,

re-oxygenises the plasma, and thus fulfils the role of a rudimentary
respiration ; the contractile vesicle being the reservoir into which
the fluid debouches after thus circulating through the body, and
fi'om which it is discharged after accumulating.

Brief mention must be made of another structure to be discerned

in the endoplasm, which is assumed to be the elemental factor of all

infusorial life. It is called the nucleus or endoplad. In its initial

phase it has a simple spherical form, but in the more highly-

organised forms it is more elongated ; it looks like a string of

beads in the Stcntor family.

In the section Pantostomata, which we are now studying, an oral

aperture or mouth does not exist. Recent investigation has demon-
strated that an anal aperture, or cytopyge, exists in the majority of

the species, although this organ is rarely to be seen except during

the passage of rejectamenta ; in the present section it is situated

posteriorly.

Perhaps there is nothing more wonderful or interesting in the

study of the Infusoria than their reproductive phenomena, which
may be divided into three processes : Binary Bivision, or splitting

into two parts ; Gemmation, or budding ; and Sporular MaUiplica-

tion, or breaking into infinitesimal spores.

The earliest recognized, and by far the most ordinary method, is

that of binary division. In the majority of cases this fission takes

a transverse direction. A groove or constriction makes its appearance

in the centre of the body, which becomes deeper and deeper until

the two bodies become entirely separated, each half moving away
as an independent animalcule.

This method is characteristic of the Vorticellidae, and by means
of this the tree-like colony-stocks are built up.

As the infusorial body, with all its various modifications, has

only the structure and functions of a simple cell, so this special

mode of reproduction is merely a reflex of that exhibited by all

cellular elements of higher structures. In all cellular structures,

from the simplest to the most complex, increase of growth and
size is always effected by binary or duplicative division of the cells

of which it is composed.

By this method, Epistylis grandis produces colonial aggregations

many feet in extent. The Spongida, or sponges, are now regarded

by some writers as being merely modified aggregations of flagellate
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monads, and the increase of size is effected in this manner. The
astonishingly rapid growth of the Infusoria is truly wonderful.

Ehrenberg computed that in the case of one animalcule (Sii/lo-

ni/chia mytilus) no less than one million of independent beings were
derived from the simple and repeated fission of a single zooid in

the course of ten days ; and in another {Paramecmm aurelia), he
reckoned that 268 millions might be similarly developed within a

single month. Substantial evidence of this prodigious increase is

afforded by the Spongida, and the other previously-mentioned

examples, each colony representing the binary division of a single

unicellular zooid.

I have never seen any instance of gemmation. It is, I believe,

the rarest method of reproduction ; and I believe is unknown in

the pantostomatous section. Sporular multiplication is much more
common. The term is applied to those reproductive phases in

which the animalcule assumes a quiescent encysted condition, and
subseqiiently bursts into a Jiumber of spore-like bodies. In some
instances the number of spores may be counted, and will be found
to vary in numbers of two, four, eight, sixteen, and thirty-two,

when they are termed macrospores ; but when they exceed this

number and are innumerable, they are called microspores. In some
instances many thousands of these spores are included in the parent

capsule, or sporocyst, as it is called, and so extremely minute is

their individual calibre that even with the highest powers of the

microscope their individuality cannot be discerned.

In both cases each particle or spore ultimately developes to the

parent form.

This sporular stage of existence is at the present time attracting

the attention of the most eminent biologists ; new and startling

facts are continually recorded, showing its universal prevalence,

and the important part it plays in the origin of diseases.

Having now arrived at some idea of the organisation of the In-

fusoria, we will, after a few words on their distribution, turn our

attention to those species which have been observed in the neigh-

bourhood.

The majority of the Infusoria are to be found either in fresh or

salt water, either free-swimming, attached to submerged plants

and other objects, or parasitically attached to other living organ-

isms ; many of these do not, as in the ordinary cases of parasitism,

maintain themselves at the expense of their host, nor are they in

any way injurious, but are simply co-associated, merely using the

ectoplasm of their host as a fulcrum of attachment. For these

habits Prof. Van Beneden has invented the title of commcnsalism.

The Entomostraca are generally the entertainers of these guests.

Mr. Saville Kent considers that the Daphniadae, or water-flea

tribe, are an exception to this rule, but about a month ago I came
across an example {Daphnia vetula) which was covered with para-

sites. It must not, however, be considered that the Infusoria are

to be found in water only. All the Opalinidte lead a parasitic life

within the alimentary canals of frogs and other Amphibia. The
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genus Eitfodininm is, I believe, confined to the stomachal cavity of

cows. Hcrpdomonas Lewiu has been recently discovered in the

blood of healthy rats. Trypanosoma is found in the rectum of

poultry. Balantidinm coli even honours the human subject with

its presence. The Infusoria are to be found in enormous numbers

in dew, and indeed their presence may be said to be universal.

The animalcules which are now to be brought before your notice

have been found in the neighbourhood by myself or other members
of the Society.

The order Amcebiiva is the first of the six orders which compose

the class Khizopoda.

Amoeba proteus is the starting-point in the animal kingdom ; it

appears to be the simple parent stock from which all the Protozoa

have been evolved. It may be described as a simple mass of jelly-

like sarcode, or protoplasm, having no definite form, its outline

being as changeable as that of the fabled Proteus, from which
it takes its name. It simply creeps through the water by means of

lobate projections or pseudopodia (false feet), which are protruded

indiiferently from any part of the body, incepting its food by
rolling over it and wrapping it up, as it were, within its body.

This is the commonest type of the Rhizopoda, and is to be found

everywhere, especially where decaying vegetable matter exists.

Advancing a step, we come to the Gkegaeinida, curious animal-

parasites, consisting of a simple cell, usually of an ovate form.

These mostly inhabit the intestines of the earth-worm and the larvae

of insects—a field which up to the present time I have not exploi-ed,

and I cannot, therefore, report upon them.

The next order is the Arcellinida. Here we have amoebiform

rhizopods, inhabiting a shell or test. Of this order I have found

five representatives. The first is Gromia oviformis. This animalcule

inhabits an egg-shaped brownish envelope, about 1-1 0th of an inch

in length, which has a single round orifice, from which the proto-

plasm streams forth, ramifies, and inosculates until a network is

formed, and when any minute protophyte or food-substance is

entrapped the pseudopodia are withdrawn into the interior, and the

nutritive substance assimilated. Gromia creeps about by means of

these pseudopodia. The next I have found is Arcella vulgaris.

Here the shell or test is circular, of a horny nature, and of a

bright chestnut hue, bearing markings resembling the engine-

turning at the back of a watch. These two were found in Ball's

Park ; the latter is very common. Another less common species is

Arcella aculeata, the test of which is furnished with peculiar curved

spines.

Other examples of this order are Biffltigia ohlonga and Bifflugia

proteiformis, in which the test is made up of very minute sand-

grains cemented together. The pseudopodia in this genus and in

Arcella are short and lobate, not often exceeding the length of the

body, thus differing from Gromia, where they are very fine and

spread out to about four times the length of the body.
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The next two orders, Foraminifera and Rabiolaria, are, I

believe, entirely marine.

The sixth order, Heliozoa, includes the well-known sun-animal-

cule, Actinophrys Sol. It may be distinguished by the naked eye

as a whitish-grey particle, from which, when under the microscope,

a number of slender spines are seen to radiate.

The central part of the body consists of simple sarcode. The
body is nearly motionless, but derives its food through the agency

of the pseudopodia ; as soon as an animalcule comes in contact with

these, it appears for a moment to be stunned, but if it is strong and

vigorous it soon recovers its powers, and struggles to break away
from the adhesive source of entanglement, but is rarely successful

;

when the struggle is great the neighbouring pseudopodia bend over

to assist in securing the captive, and then by their joint retraction

it is drawn into the substance of the body, its struggles become
"weaker and weaker, and it is soon assimilated. Actinoijhrys is a

very voracious animalcule ; I have seen it engaging four such

victims at once.

In company with Actinophrys Sol, I have also found A. Ehren-

leryi, a variety characterized by the shortness of its spines.

Somewhat resembling this is Actinosphmrium Eichhornii, which
was formerly described as an Actinophrys, but an important differ-

ence exists in the nature of the pseudopodia. Through the centre

of each runs a firm spine which penetrates the superficial zone, and

rests upon the surface of the central sphere. Several other repre-

sentatives have been found in Wales and Ireland, by Mr. Archer,

which closely resemble the exquisite marine Polycystina, but up to

the present time I have not had the good fortune to come across them.

We now leave the Rhizopoda, and come to the second class,

riagellata ; here the appendages, instead of being pseudopodic, are

flagellate or lash-like, and these flagella are the sole organs of pro-

gression. The first order of this class is called Trypanosomata.

A Trypanosoma may be briefly described as an Amoeha of a

flattened shape, which flaps through the water by the undulations

of one extremity which is prolonged into a rudimentary flagellum.

There are two species in this genus, Trypanosoma sanguinis and T.

Eberthi. The first inhabits the blood of frogs ; the second is found

within the intestinal viscera of domestic poultry. I was anxious to

find this connecting-link with the Rhizopoda, and searched for it

in the last-named habitat. I found what I believe to be T. Eherthi,

but could not make out the form so satisfactorily as I could wish.

The second order is called Rhizo-Flagellata, and includes ani-

malcules progressing by means of pseudopodia, but bearing one or

more flagella.

In the third order, Radio-Flagellata, the animalcules emit ray-

like pseudopodia and possess flagella. I have not yet found any

examples of these two orders.

The fourth order is called Flagellata-Pantostomata ; here we
lose the rhizopodous character, all the appendages being flagellate.

This is a very large order divided into eighteen families.
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Tlio first family, !Jronaflinfc, is tho simplest and perhaps lowliest

organized of all the Infusoria : the aniiiialeules are simply minute

specks of protoplasm of variable and unstable form moving about

by means of a single thread-like flagellum issuing from the anterior

extremity, and deriving their food by simple absorption of the in-

habited fluid. The characteristics of all the species are so uncertain

that I must refrain from further description ; they are to be found

everywhere, and are especially abundant in infusions of vegetable

matter.

The animalcules belonging to the next family, Pleuromonadinse,

differ from tho foregoing only in being of a kidney shape, the

flagellum issuing from the concave side.

In the third family, Cercomonadinoe, the animalcules develop at

will a thread-like extension of the body, serving as a pedicle. I

have found one representative of this family, Oikomonas mutabihs.

The animalcule is of a variable ovate form, and when attached by
its slender pedicle or footstalk, the flagellum is vibratile ; but when
swimming it is rigidly extended in front. This object was found

in an aquarium.

The next family is Codonsecidae ; here the animalcules inhabit a

horny sheath or lorica.

In the fifth family, Dendromonadinte, we find an advancement

in form; two flagella are developed, and the animalcules are

usually found in colonies, attached to tree-like branching pedicles.

In this family I have met with two highly-interesting examples.

The first, Bendromonm tirgaria, was found in a pond in Mangrove

Lane, attached to the leaves of Myriophyllum and growing most

luxuriantly in what appeared to be perfect forests of tiny crystal

trees. A more beautiful sight I have never seen. In this species

colonies of over a hundred zooids of a pear shape are attached to a

rigid hyaline pedicle, each zooid quivering by the action of the two
flagella which it possesses.

The next example is Anthophysa vegetans ; here the animalcules

are pear-shaped, and attached in rosette-like mulberry-shaped

clusters of fifty or sixty zooids to the terminations of an irregular

branching pedicle (or zoodendrium, as it is often called), which is

of a dark brown colour and horny consistence, longitudinally

striated and stiff. In weakly specimens the pedicle is simply

granular and flexuous. This curious pedicle is the product of

excreted particles, from which the nutritive matter has been

extracted. Its substance has a close affinity to keratose, the horny

framework of sponges.

I found a specimen a short time ago containing eight clusters of

monads, and I noticed that the pedicle at the point of junction with

the cluster was sufficiently soft and flexible to allow of a partial

gyration backwards and forwards, caused by the vibrations of the

inmimerable flagella. By following up Mr. Kent's investigations

I was able to see the exact manner in which this pedicle was built

up. I fed the group with very fine carmine, the particles of which

were greedily incepted; each monad was soon gorged with the
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material, whicli showed itself as several brilliant crimson globules

moving about in their bodies. The monads soon discovered that

carmine was not nutritious, and began to discharge it at the

posterior extremity, where this extremity joins the pedicle. The
rejected matter soon accumulated round the pedicle, and was
utilized as material for building it up and prolonging it. The
pedicle increased rapidly in length, the brownish colour disap-

pearing, and the newly-formed continuation of the stem being

composed entirely of carmine particles, agglutinated by some
material from the body of the monad ; in less than an hour the

length of the pedicle was doubled.

The true nature of this most interesting animalcule was for a

long time mistaken. Pritchard confounds it with Uvella ; by
Kiitzing it was regarded as an aquatic fungus ; he considered the

branching stem to be the mycelium, and the clusters of monads to

be gonidia.

"VVe next come to the sixth family, BilicBcidce. ; here all the ani-

malcules secrete horny loricse or sheaths. This family is divided

into three genera. The first is Hedrceophysa. This genus differs

from the one following in having no stalk to the lorica. Only a

single species is recorded [H. hullo), which was found by Mr.
Saville Kent attached to Confervse from sea-water collected at

St. Helicrs, Jersey. I have, however, recently found a fresh-

water species differing slightly from this. The animalcule was
attached to the lorica by a thread-like contractile ligament, or

footstalk, whereas in the former it simply rests in a sessile manner
at the base of the lorica; in my species the lorica was oval, but in

Mr. Kent's it is spherical. It was found in pond-water from
Broxbournebury.

The second genus, Bicosceca, is principally marine ; one species,

B. lacicstris, I have found in water fi'om Brickendonbury. The
lorica and its supporting stalk are about equal in length ; there are

two flagella, one long and one short, the latter being difficult to

see without employing a very high magnifying power ; in the de-

scriptions of Stein, Biitschli, and Prof. H. James Clark it is not

shown. The animalcule, as in the former genus, is attached to the

lorica by a contractile ligament ; when it retreats within the lorica,

the long flagellum is thrown into an elegant spiral coil, reminding
one of the proboscis of a butterfly.

In the third genus, Sti/lobri/on, the animalcules are social, and
are united to one another by slender independent foot- stalks, or

pedicles, which are produced within the cavity of the preceding

lorica. The lorica is of a wineglass shape, and the animalcules re-

semble the former genus in contour ; there is, however, one
important matter to be noticed. According to Mr. Saville Kent
they are identical with the species figured by Friedrich Stein in

his recently-published volume 'Der Organismus der Infusionthiere

'

(1878), under the name of Poteriodendron petiolatum, Avhich agrees

with Stylohryoti in nearly all particulars, but possesses a supple-

mentary membranous expansion, somewhat resembling the funnel-
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shaped collar of the Choano-riagcllata. He (Mr. Kent) says that

be believes that Stein has misinterpreted this structure. He has
examined an extensive series of examples, and he says : "In no
instance could any such independent organ be detected, but in

place of this it was observed that the anteriorly-developed lip-like

prominence occupied a conspicuous position, and might be with
ease identified with the looked-for ' collar.'

"

From personal observation I am able to substantiate the correct-

ness of Stein's description. Whilst working with Mr. Robinson
one evening a short time ago, we fonnd a colony of nine zooids,

three of which showed this " collar" most clearly. I could see the

peripheral contour as distinctly as possible ; all the others, how-
ever, showed only the characteristic lip -like prominence ; after a

short time, whilst making a note of the matter, the collar was
withdrawn, and the zooids presented the same appearance as the

others ; the animalcules were all extremely plastic and changeable
in shape, and from this I infer that the so-called "collar" really

exists, but can be withdrawn or extended at will.

There are twelve other families of the Pantostomatous Infusoria,

but I have fonnd no representatives, and as our time is short I

shall refrain from further remarks upon this section, reserving the

remaining families as matter for a fixture paper.

In conclusion I may mention that the method of illumination

which I have employed with most success is that of direct light

proceeding through the condenser without the intervention of tlie

mirror, and by this means I can make out such delicate structures

as flagella and the collar, with a half-inch objective, easily and
most distinctly. The powers which I employ are a half-inch and
a one-tenth inch objective fitted to a double nose-piece in such a

manner that when interchanged for each other they are in focus

without further adjustment. For confining the most restless

species when under examination I place a little spyrogyra or some
other conferva between the cover-glass and slide.
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NOTES ON THE UPPER POETION OF THE RIVER RIB AND ITS

AFFLUENT THE QUIN.

By R. P. Greg, F.S.A., F.G.S., F.E.A.S., and

R. B. Ceoft, R.N., F.L.S., F.R.M.S.

Read at Ware, SOth March, 1882,

The River Rib rises as far north as Kelshal Woods, near Therficld,

and another of its head-waters can be traced to Reed End. Ther-
field Hill, on the water-parting of the basins of the Thames and
Great Ouse, is nearly 550 feet above sea-level.

From the junction of its head-waters the Rib flows through
Chipping and Corneybury, but in summer is often dry as far as

the latter place, and thence to Buntingford (301 feet), where its

stream formerly worked a small water-mill. During the summer
of 1874, for the first time in the memory of living man, the body
of the stream was entirely dry as far as Westmill railway-station,

more than a mile below this town, and in 1879 occurred the

greatest flood ever remembered, 3-2 inches of rain falling at Bunt-
ingford in four hours, and very much damage being done.

Buntingford, according to local tradition, received its name from
one Bunt, or Bunting, a smith, whose house was near the ford over

the Rib, but it is worthy of speculation whether, considering that

the town is very near the boundary of the hundreds of Braughing
and Edwinstree, its name may not formerly have been Bounding-
ford, i.e. the ford bounding or dividing the hundreds. It is also

situated at the junctiou of three parishes. The first notice we
have of the town is the 21st of Edward the Third, when a market
and fair were granted.

Below Buntingford the Rib is increased by a small stream from
Tannis and Wakeley farms, often dry in summer, which passes

through Aspenden village near Aspenden Hall, the seat of Sir

Henry Lushington, which is prettily situated at the head of a little

glen. Below this junction the scenery is of a very pleasing character.

The first village through which the river runs is Westmill, and here

it receives a considerable addition to its stream from various peren-

nial springs which rise in a meadow on the farm of Westmill Buiy
;

below this, as above stated, the river is never dry. The next place

of interest is Coles Park ; here are vestiges of two water-mills
; and

from Domesday we learn that in Westmele (Westmill) there were
three such mills. It is curious to note that although the water in the

park is slightly dammed back, yet it has hardly ever been known
to fi'eeze, probably on account of the amoi;nt of spring-water re-

ceived at Westmill. The Rib next flows through Hamels. The
mansion, described by Chauncy as "glorying on the western hill,"

is on the right bank, and a very fine avenue of elms and limes

extends therefrom to the river near Hamels Mill. An old man,
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now living on the estate, remembers the last deer being removed
from Hamels, which was formerly an extensive deer-park.

Nearly opposite Hamels the Rib receives its most important

tribiitary, the Quin, and on the pi-omontory formed by their

junction are the remains of an ancient fortification, probably Roman,
iSalmon, in 1728, in his 'History of Hertfordshire ' (p. 227), thus

describes the camp as it existed in his day ; and, by attentively

examining the ground, much of this description can still be re-

cognized :

—

"As to Remains, the Town [Brauf/Iu'tiff^ has been antient De-

mense, and hath still some Ruins of its Grandeur, giving Name to

the Deanry and Hundred. On the West Side the J^roiine-street,

now the Camhridge Road, we find the Traces 'of a Roman Camp.
In Larks Field, which faceth the South East Sun, is a kind of

Promontory above the Confluence of the Rib and the Qam, by
Nature defended by a steep and high Bank. Yet the Fortification

of the Camp is not at the Pi'ecipice, but fifteen or twenty Yards
within it. There are yet to be seen, notwithstanding the scratch-

ing of the Plough and Harrow, and turning of Carts for Harvest

and Manuring, from the Road Westward, a Vallum almost cross

the Field, and about ten Y'^ards without that, another. These may
probably have been levelled to the Height they are at present, to

make way for the Plough. On the South was the Entrance, and

there yet seems between the opening of each Vallum, another across

to obstruct the Passage, so that one must make a semi-lunar Turn
to get into the Camp. At the South West Corner it is rounded off,

and carried on again Northward to the End of the Field, defended

by a triple Vallum. No more of the Dimensions are to be followed

;

but by the Figure of the Ground, and its lying so much above the

common Field, I should take it to be an Oblong, extending itself

as far as Down Field : And that it took in what is called the

Saffron Ground, and the small Inclosures between that and Larks

Field, bounded by the Military Way : And that the Lane going at

present from Hull to Braughing, went through the middle of it.

The whole I guess might be 40 Acres. Next to Doivn Field is

another called West Attick, derived probably from Aultwick or

Auldwick, from the high or the antient Building there, in which
were in 1725 ploughed up two large Stones, which look as if they

were the Foundation of a Building : And in the upper Corner of

the same, the Earth lies in Holes and Hillocks, as if some Foundations

had been dug up. Just by is a Wood called Camps Wood, which
might formerly have been larger, and extended itself to the Camp."
On the right bank of the Rib, not far from the railway-station,

are apparently vestiges of another fortification, possibly an advanced

work to protect the ford, or the exterior line of a system of which
the works on Bingley Wood (for so the hill is named) might have

been the citadel.

Within fifty yards of the railway-station have been found very

many coins, much pottery, and other remains, all evidently Roman,
60 there can be but little doubt that this was a Roman station,
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probably of considerable importance from its position close to, if

not absolutely on, the intersection of two of the great military

highways, viz. that now called the Herman or Ermine Street,

leading from Newhaven, in Sussex, to the north ; and that which
is marked on the ordnance maps as the Via Militaris, which may
be traced from Colchester through Stortford to Braughing, thence

north-westward to near Baldock, where it joins the Ickneild Way,
Opinions differ as to the name of this ancient station, Salmon has

no doubt that it is Csesarmagodum, whilst other authorities, amongst
whom is Mr. Cussans, our latest historian, consider that it is Ad
Fines, which name is given to the site of the camp in the last

ordnance survey.

To those to whom such studies afford pleasure, the name Braughing
(Brachinges in ' Domesday ') afPords a fruitful field for speculation.

Some writers consider it was originally Bourough, i.e. a fortified

place, with the Anglo-Saxon termination ing ; others are of

opinion that it derives its name from the fact of its being situated

on a brook

—

Brooking ; whilst a third trace by substitution and
transposition of letters, Adfines to Dafines ; hence to Brafines and
Braughing.

The proper source of the River Quin is at Rushing Well, near

Nuthampstead ; but below this, and near Biggen Farm, it is joined

by a watercourse which can be traced close to the Essex border,

near Little Chishall, not far from which place is the source of one

of the tributaries of the River Cam. At Biggen Moor are several

springs. At Stapleford Bridge the Quin is joined by another

branch, which rises in Scales Park Wood, in or close to which wood
also rises the River Stort, the most important of the afi9.uents of

the Lea.

Until the Quin arrives at Braughing, the scenery through which
it passes is not very attractive, and the stream is but little more
than an open watercourse, often dry in summer. In a field above

Braughin Vicarage there is a considerable spring, and the river is

further augmented by the overflow of a spring which forms a pond
in the Vicarage garden, which has never been known to freeze

;

below this the river is never dry.

After flowing through the village of Braughing, which is plea-

santly situated in a hollow on either bank, the Quin joins the Rib,

and the stream, now known by the latter name, after passing

Gatesbury Mill, near the village of Puckeridge, reaches Standon,

where its history will be taken up by another pen.

The trout in the waters we have been considering are numerous
and remarkably fine. The Rev. J. A. Ewing has seen one weighing

4lbs. 3oz. taken out of the stream at Coles Park, and knows of

trout of 3lbs. being not infrequently caught. No fish now go

above the old mill at Buntingford, and pike are not known above

Gatesbury. Roach occur in the Hamels water near the mill.

In two or three woods in Westmill and Braughin pai'ishes the

badger is still comparatively numerous. One was recently killed

on the railway by being run over by one of the evening trains.
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Kingfishers arc happily very numerous, and this following what
has been said above about trout leads one to hope that they are

after all not such great enemies to the pisciculturist as some
people imagine. "Water-hens and dab-chicks are common ; occa-

sionally water-ouzels, snipe, ducks, and herons may be seen.

AVyddial Church, close by Wyddial Hall, the residence of the

Ellis family, is about the centre of the doul)le water-system of the

Upper Kib and Q,uin. From the junction at Braughing, to Ther-
field and Barkway, the distances are 11^ and 10 miles respectively

;

the widest part from near Thocking to Anstcy, nearly seven miles.

The entire basin of the E.ib from its junction with the Lea consists

of about 64 square miles, and is 15 to 16 miles in length, by an
average breadth of about 4i miles.

Geologically, the entire basin of the Bib and Quin lies over the

chalk ; the London Clay only in one or two places extending north

of the Lea. The valleys trend north and south, and there is little

of interest in a scientific point of view in the geology hereabouts.

Clays, till, and gravel, and occasionally sand, predominate, and
sometimes the chalk comes close to the surface, and is worked for

lime. jS^o flint implements, whether surface or palfeolithic, have
occurred in the neighbourhood of Buntingford that we are aware
of. The chalk about Buntingford is not rich in fossils. Boulders

occasionally occur in the clay, and on the surface. One very large

one may be seen in the street at Standon, of the usual Hertford-

shire plum-pudding stone ; and smaller ones, occasionally striated

or glaciated, of Mountain Limestone, in the open fields when
draining is going on. These latter probably came from Leicester-

shire or Derbyshire.

The volume of water coming down the Bib and Quin in summer-
time must be decidedly less than in the last century ; this, no
doubt, arises chiefly from more draining of the land, as well as

cutting down of large hedgerows, and also from there being rather

less of woodland and grass. The several small water-mills already

referred to could never have been worked under present average
conditions. The following extract from Cussans' ' History of

Hertfordshire ' (Edwinstree Hundred, p. 83), may be interesting.
" The most interesting feature connected with the sketch [the

engraving of Little Court, between Corneybury and Buntingford,

given in Chauncy] is the Biver Bib, which flows before the house.

It is represented as being nearly on a level with the banks, and three

figures appear fishing in the stream. At the present time the bed of

the river is quite dry for the greater part of the year . . . Fishing,

it need hardly be said, is out of the question ; though I am informed
by William Butt, Esquire [of Corneybury], that forty years ago
the river contained an abundance of pike, roach, perch, and trout."

Cussans adds in a note, in reference to this reduction in the

volume of the Bib of late years, owing to increased field-draining

and stubbing-up of the fences and springs, that there is also a great

scarcity of water in many parts during the summer months, espe-

cially in parts of Buckland, Therfield, and Sandon.

VOL. II.—PART III.
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The meadow-pasturage in the valley liable to occasional flooding

is generally of a much superior quality to the pastures of the

higher lands.

On the rising ground along the river-hanks, and on the flatter

lands beyond, drinking-water is seldom obtainable, except from
wells about 150 feet in depth, probably at about the level of the

river-beds of the Rib and Quin.

Webb and Coleman, in their ' Flora Hertfordiensis,' state that

there are about 460 species of plants found in the Eib and
Buntingford district.

In Halliwell's ' Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words,' rib

is given as an old East- Anglian word for water-cress; showing that

possibly the River Rib is equivalent to the cress-brook or water

;

the common water-cress being still common in its waters, as well

as in those of the Lea, and in the same work the word quin is given

as an old name for the spikenard, and may refer either to Conyza

squarrosa, or to the flea-bane, PtiUcaria dysenterica. It is, how-
ever, the opinion of many who have made the subject their especial

study that rivers are very rarely named after trees or flowers, and
although it is very difficult to arrive at a satisfactory derivation of

the word Rib, yet quin or quern is an ancient name for a mill, and
Quinbury is a place where a mill might well have been in former
times. This seems to be a more satisfactory account of the name
of the river and place than the former tradition that an Anglo-

Saxon queen had a residence there. Rib may possibly be derived

from the Saxon verb rippnn, to cut through, or it may be connected

with the Xorman rive, a bank, from which our modern word riparian

is derived.
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XOTES ON THE RIVER RIB FROM STAXDON TO ITS JUXCTION
WITH THE LEA.

By Arthto Giles Puller, M.A., F.S.A., F.Z.S., E.R.G.S.

Head at Ware, 30th March, 1882.

The River Rib, about one mile below Puckcridge, flo^ys past the

village of Staudon, Avhich possesses two mills worked by the water
of the stream, one a coni-mill which stands immediately above a

bridge built in the year 1858 (to replace a former bridge destroyed

by a flood of unusual height in the month of October, 1857) ; the

other, for many years used as a paper-mill, but lately converted

into a saw-mill, stands a few yards above a ford and foot-bridge

by which the river can be crossed, about a quarter of a mile below
the bridge referred to above.

In following the course of the river below Standon, the next
point most worthy of notice which we come to is the site of the

mansion or palace, completed in 1546 by Sir Ralph Sadler, called

Standon Lordship. It originally was of great size and contained

three courtyards, and according to local tradition King James the

First was entertained there one night on his journey from Scotland

to London. But small traces remain of this extensive pile of

buildings, save the arch of the principal entrance, and some parallel

terraces now covered with grass which formed part of the pleasure-

ground and suggest the idea of a vineyard.

As we proceed down the course of the river, an extensive wood
called Plashes becomes visible on the right bank. This wood, now
reduced to 150 acres, was formerly of much greater extent, and has

long been reputed to be one of the last refuges of badgers in this

part of England. A small mound of earth covered with brushwood
adjoining a neighbouring cover called Blackie Meads still bears the

name of the Badger-pit ; and in confirmation of the above tradition

a remarkably fine badger, both in size and colouring, being beauti-

fully marked by black and white stripes, was caught in a trap

about half a mile from the pit in the month of March, 1869, on
land belonging to the author, and the specimen is now in his pos-

session. A little below the village of Latchford, on the left bank
of the stream, stands Arches Hall, built about fifteen years ago

by the late Mr. James Chapman, on land belonging to him; and
after passing the village of Hanging Wood, which bears the same
name as one of the Duke of Wellington's covers immediately ad-

joining, the river passes the boundary of the Youngsbury estate,

the farms on the right and left banks being respectively called

Great and Little Barwick. Great Barwick farmhouse is the manor-
house of an ancient manor named Berewyk, which was separated

from the manor of Standon at a very early date.

It will be interesting for a few moments to trace the boundaries
of the ecclesiastical districts which meet at Barwick Ford and
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Bridf?e. First, along the centre of the road leading from Standon

and Hanging Wood to Barwick Ford lies the houndary between the

ecclesiastical district of High Cross and the remaining part of the

original parish of Standon, which is (ecclesiastically) attached to

the parish church. Below Barwick Ford and Bridge the river Rib

(except at one or two places) is itself the boundary between the

district of High Cross and the parish of Thundridge. The wall or

fence which divides the garden of Little Barwick Farm from the

roadway in front of it, is the boundary between the parishes of

Standon and Thundridge, and this wall or fence is exactly in a line

with the handrail which protects the footbridge. In September,

1849, the footbridge, either from decay or accident, became im-

passable, and, owing to a dispute between the two parishes, twelve

months elapsed before the river was again spanned by a wooden
bridge. This was swept away by a flood of unusual height on the

3rd of August, 1879, and has been replaced by one more substanti-

ally built.

In the home-meadow or pasture-field next below Great Barwick
homestead we find an evidence of the great antiquity of the place

in a row of ancient pollards—hornbeams—to which no precise date

can be assigned, but which, from their number (six) and position,

must at some former time have formed part of, or stood in the line

of, some fence or boundary. Proceeding a hundred yards in the

direction thus indicated, we find indications of a roadway having

formerly existed in a depression twenty feet broad leading to and

terminating in the bed of the river, about twenty yards above the

spot where, in the memory of living persons, stood some floodgates.

Exactly at this spot another clearly-marked depression in the turf,

twenty feet in breadth, marks the site of a second roadway, and

this convergence of roads, now no longer used, can only be ex-

plained by supposing that in former times a water-mill stood where

the remains of the floodgates are still visible.

Half a mile below Barwick, an ancient manor-farm named Saw-
trees crowns the hill on the left bank of the stream, whilst on the

highest point of the hill on the right bank stand two cottages

which bear the name of Haven End ; in the last century a small

farmhouse and homestead existed here, and earlier still a village

which gave its name to the surrounding district, there being a local

tradition that in the reign of King Alfred the Danes came up the

river as far as Haven End.

One quarter of a mile lower down, after passing an ox-fence

which marks the boundary between Great Barwick and the Youngs-
bury Home Farm, we come upon a pair of targets, with a marker's

mantlet inclosed by an iron fence, and at 700 yards distance a red

brick building with two turrets called the armoury ; for more than

twenty years this has been the private rifle-range of the owners of

Toungsbuiy, and during the greater part of the time the Volunteers

from the neighbouring town of Ware, the 9th Herts R.Y. (now
D Company 1st Herts Rifle Yolunteers), have practised at this

range and held here their annual prize-competition, by leave of the
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present -writer. In tlio year 184G a plan was agitated for converting

the whole of this valley from Standon Lordship to the armoury
into a freshwater lake, to be used in conjunction with other lakes

on the Ash and the Lea for supplying Loudon with water ; a few
years later, before the present branch-line to Buntingford was
constructed, a proposal was made to bring the line of railway from
Hertford to Buntingford along the valley of the Rib, and at this

part of the valley which we are now considering the railway would
have crossed the rifle-range on an embankment, and would have
passed over the spot where the targets now stand ; happily neither

project was carried out, and it may be hoped that cattle will pasture,

and the Yolunteers from Ware practise rifle- shootiug at Thunder-
marsh for many years to come. A short distance below the

armoury, the boundary of Thundridge parish crosses the river, the

spot being marked by a cross-cut on an aged ash-tree, below which
the boundary-line between the two parishes—Standon and Thun-
dridge— is marked by a ditch until it rejoins the river a quarter of

a mile lower down ; the probable cause of this deviation of the

parish boundary from the channel of the river is the undoubted
existence in past times of a water-mill called the Fish House Mill,

the site of which is fixed by an old lane which led to it, which has
long ago become a water-course, and may even now be called a

bourne.

A few hundred yards lower down on the borders of Toungsbury
Park stands the keeper's lodge and kennels, once a farmhouse,

named Fabdens, and at this point the river divides into two
branches. The right-hand branch, after passing two boat-houses

and a bath-house built upon its banks, is artificially widened in

that part of its course which is visible from the front door and
windows of Youngsbury House. The house was built in 1745 by
Serjeant Poole ; it was enlarged in 1770 by Mr. David Barclay,

and completed early in this century by Mr. Daniel Giles, an ancestor

of the present owner. In a field called " Hilly Field," imme-
diately adjoining the shrubbery and arboretum at Youngsbury,
are two large tumuli or barrows, which Salmon, in his history,

attributed to the Danes. When, however, one of them was opened
in 1788 by Mr. David Barclay, the possessor of Youngsbury at that

time, it was found to be of Roman origin, as the coins and pottery

therein discovered abundantly proved. The second barrow has

never been opened. A tesselated pavement was discovered in

1736, in close proximity to the barrows. No efforts seem to have

been made to preserve the pavement, and, after heavy rain, the

tesserae of which it was composed were occasionally to be met with
on the surface, within the memory of persons still living. The
left-hand branch of the river brings us in less than a quarter of a

mile to a chain of moats, four in number, which before the Refor-

mation were used to contain fish for consumption on fast-days by
the monks of a priory which immediately adjoined Old Thundridge
Churchyard, and was used as a summer residence by the monks of

Ware Priory. After the Reformation the priory was converted
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into a country house, which was pulled down in the year 1811.

One chimney, believed to be the kitchen-chimney, was left standing

at the time, and still exists. Many traces of the country house,

called Thundridge Bury, still remain—the lawn, on which stand

two wide-spreading hickory trt^es ; the gardens, now used as a

nursery for forest trees and shrubs ; the coach-house, converted

into a cottage ; the chimney before referred to ; and the well. Of
old Thundridge church, pulled down in the year 1853, only the

tower remains standing. From the principal entrance to the

churchyard one avenue leads up the hill to a farmhouse called

Thundridge Hill Farm ; whilst another avenue of elms, 600 yards

in length, leads along the valley in the direction of Wadesmill.

There are many points of interest connected with Wadesmill and
its neighbourhood, of which a complete account is given in Cussans'
' History of Hertfordshire.'

On a hill on the left bank of the river, immediately above the

village, stands the new parish church of Thundridge, and less than

one mile distant is Poles, the seat of Eobert Hanbury, Esq. At
"Wadesmill stands the Feathers Inn, which previous to the year

1849 was the halfway house between London and Cambridge, and
just beyond it stood the turnpike-gate, which was one of the first

three gates erected in England, in the year 1662. A short distance

up the hill stands an obelisk, which was unveiled on October 9th,

1879, and which was placed there to commemorate the spot on

which Thomas Clarkson, in the month of June, 1785, resolved to

devote his life to bringing about the abolition of the slave trade.

At the summit of the hill, which is said to be the steepest between
London and Cambridge, stands the village of High Cross, and about

half a mile beyond High Cross, a stone, with an inscription upon
it, marks the spot where the aeronaut Yincent Lunardi made his

descent on the occasion of the first balloon voyage in England, on
the 15th of September, 1784. The bridge over the river at

Wadesmill was built in the year 1825. Previous to that year the

stage coaches were accustomed to ford the river when the water
was not too high.

A little above Westmill the boundary of Thundridge parish is

reached, and from that point the river, after passing the Herts
Reformatory, built in the year 1857, for the remainder of its course

continues to divide the parishes of Ware and Bengeo, until, after

running round the border of Ware Park, the seat of Commander
J. H. Parker, K.N., it falls into the River Lea, turning as it does

so the water-wheel of Ware Park Mill, which stands at the con-

fluence of the Lea—the chief river of the county—and its tributary

the llib, whose course from Staudon-bridge to this, its termination

as a separate stream, I have thus succeeded in tracing.

And here I might bring this paper to a close, but before doing so

I should like to add a few remarks on certain subjects especially

connected with the purpose and object of the Natural History
Society of Hertfordshire. Any geologist who might ascend this

valley for the first time would be struck by finding in the first mile
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above "W^'iulcsmill no less tlian four disused gravel-pits (two of tliem

planted with timber and underwood) and two gravel-pits in use

now—one close to new Thundridge church and one by the keeper's

lodge at Fabdens. Proceeding liigher up the valley he would find

a chalk-pit near the annoury-buildiug in Thunderinarsh ; a clialk-

pit and gravel-pit (both in use) at the foot of the hill on which
stands Sawtrccs Farm ; at Little Earwick, again, a cbalk-pit and
gravel-pit (both in use) ; near Great Barwick an ancient gravel-pit

called the Herring Dell ; and a quarter of a mile below Standon
another gravel-pit of great size, which has only been worked out in

the course of the last twenty years : or, to sum up, in less than five

miles he would notice six disused gravel- pits, besides three chalk-

pits and four gravel pits in use at the present time. Immediately
after passing the homestead of Little Barwick Farm, the new road

from Barwick Ford to Kettle Green, in Great Hadham parish,

ascends the hill by a cutting, of which the inclination is 1 in 30.

Mr. W. H. Penning, F.G.S., has drawn for the Geological Survey of

England and Wales a section of this cutting, which may be thus

described :—At the lower end of the cutting glacial drift rests

directly on the chalk : the drift consists of light-coloured sand,

"with a thin layer of gravel between it and the chalk ; 180 feet

above the lower end of tlie cutting the chalk dips below the level

of the roadway, and the section consists first of glacial drift, i.e.

light-coloured sand, with a layer of gravel below it, and, for fifty

yards after the sand ceases, of gravel alone. The next 130 yards

of the section is thus described by Mr. Penning: "Gravel, with
intercalated patches of sand, and a contorted bed of boulder-clay."

At the upper end of the cutting the section consists of gravel and

sand. The cutting exceeds 500 feet ia length, and was made in

the year 1871.

Any one to whom trees were a greater object of interest than the

soil of the valley, would notice first the long avenue of elms leading

to old Thundridge Church, and the wide-spreading hickory-trees on

the former lawn of Thundridge Bury. By the side of one of tlie

moats he would find one wych-elm and three or four common elms,

to which no date later than the Reformation can be assigned ; and
in Youngsbury Park he would find more than one plane-tree

planted by the water-side, a group of abeles which date from the

last century, and one pollard-oak believed by calculation made from

its girth to have stood for eight centuries whilst the E,ib has flowed

by within one hundred yards of its trunk.

The fish whose names are given in the following list may on any
day be taken from the waters of the llib : trout, jack or pike,

perch, chub, dace, gudgeon, minnows, eels ; and occasionally tench

and roach, and more rarely carp, have been captured. In all,

eleven species of fish inhabit the waters of the Rib. In 1856 a

trout weighing 8 lbs. was caught near Youngsbury. Pike have

been taken of 17 and 22 lbs., and one caught with rod, line, and
artificial bait, by the late Mr. Daniel Giles the younger, weighed
27 lbs.
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Of crustaceans, the crayfish or crawfish, Astacus fluviatilis, is

frequently met with at all parts of the Kib, and is especially

abundant near Latchford.

Of animals, fertB nakirce, there are twelve species, as follow :

mice, hedgehogs, squirrels, barn-rats, water-rats, foxes, hares, rab-

bits, badgers, stoats, weasels, and canes, the last three belonging to

the family of the 31tistelid(s—and the different species have received

the distinguishing names of Mustela Erminea, Mustela vulgaris, and
Mastela nivalis.'^ The ferret, Mudela Furo, is also found in the

valley, but in a state of captivity, and must therefore not be

reckoned amongst the indigenous natives of the valley.

Lastly, in enumerating those members of the feathered tribe

which have at different times been met with in this valley, it

seems to me that I shall do well not to give a list of ordinary

British birds, but to confine myself to game-birds, water-fowl, and
birds of prey. Of game-birds there are but five species—the com-
mon and the red-legged partridge, the pheasant, the quail, and the

land-rail ; of water-fowl and marsh birds there are eleven species,

as will be seen by the following list : water-rail, moorhen, Idng-

fisher, woodcoclj, snipe, wild goose, wild duck, teal, heron, swan,

and common gull ; of birds of prey there are seven species—one

raptor, the kestrel-hawk, or Falco tmntmcidus, and six Insessores,

all belonging to the family of the Corvidre, namely the carrion-

crow
(
C'orvus Corone), the hooded or Royston crow

(
Corvus Comix),

the rook {^Corvus frug ilegics), the jay {Garrulus glandarius), the

mugpie
(
Corvus Pica), and lastly the jackdaw

(
Corvus Munedula). I

may add with regard to the above list of birds that the common gull

has only once been seen in the valley, and was no doubt blown so far

inland from the coast of Essex in stormy weather ; in two seasons

wild ducks have bred, and for seveial years in succession a pair of

swans, believed to have flown over from Brocket Hall, thirteen

miles distant, have brought up a family of cygnets in Youngsbury
Park.

These brief notes on the Natural History of the Valley of the

Rib I must now bring to a close, and can only wish that fuller

details and greater knowledge of the subject had made them more
interesting, and therefore more worthy of acceptance by the Society.

* It should, perhnps, be mentioned that iluxtela nivalis is not strictly a species

but a white variety of Mnstda vulgaris, and that " cane" is a local name more
often applied to the female weasel than, as here, to the white variety.

—

Ed.
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NOTES OX THE RIVER ASH.

By Hellier Gosselin.

Read at Hertford, 27th April, 1882.

The river Ash, though perhaps the smallest of the tributary

streams that fall into the Lea, may nevertheless compare favourably

with its larger rivals in the beauty of its charming valley, the

lower portion of which, from Little Hadham to the outfall of the

river iuto the Lea, contains as picturesque a tract of country as

will be found in any part of the county. The valley is not only

famous for the beauty of its scenery, but also has an interest both

historical and literary, which I will endeavour to bring before you

in tracing out its course.

The northernmost portion of the county, drained by the river

Ash, is not bounded by the water-parting of the basins of the

Thames and Great Ouse, but is oveidapped by two affluents of the

Lea, namely, the Stort and the Quin, whose watersheds meet in

Scales Park Wood ; and the surface-drainage does not make its way
to the Ash, till some two miles to the southward, near Meesdon
Church, and in close proximity to the Essex borders. The total

length of country drained by our river may be roughly stated to be

about thirteen miles, with an average width of three. Between
Meesdon and Brent Pelham a bourne may be traced, skirting round

the north and west sides of the hill, on which the latter village

stands, to the neighbourhood of White Barns, Avhere it joins

another bourne, which brings down the surface-drainage from the

east side of Brent Pelham. From this point there is no proper

water-course, and in wet seasons the drainage from above runs

down the road for a considerable distance towards Furneaux
Pelham, until it again forms for itself a channel and passes through

the hamlet of Barleycote End, and thence southward. Before

tracing the water-course any further, a few remarks on the Pelhams
may be of interest. The derivation of the name borne by these

villages seems rather obscure. Salmon, in his ' History of Hertford-

shire '

(p. 285), observes :
'^ Ram signifies a House, but what the Fel

or Fele can mean, I am at a Loss to know. Mr. Nordeyi would
derive the Name de Scatehris, which he calls Pels or Springs ; but

there are no Springs here that are to be reckoned remarkable, nor

any Summer Current.'' Our historian then somewhat sarcastically

adds: "If he could have made out any thing from Sloughs, he

might have found enow hereabouts, especially in Brent Pelham

P

This village derives its distinguishing name of Brent or Burnt from

a fire which consumed the church in the reign of Henry the First.

Continuing down the valley, the next hamlet the bourne passes

through is Clapgate, in the parish of Albury. Shortly after

passing through Clapgate, the water-course crosses the road, where
another tributary bourne joins it, which may be traced, on the
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Ordnance Survey Map, to Bearden in Essex. Thence it continues

its way through the meadows till it arrives at Little Hadham. A
few hundred yards above this village, the real source of the Ash is

to be found. Hitherto, in descending the valley, we have been

merely tracing a bourne, which brings down the surface-drainage

in the rainy seasons and is dry during the greater portion of the

year ; but on arriving at this point above Little Hadham there is a

spring, the first we meet with in the bed of the bourne. It is a

weak one, and ceases to flow during the summer months. Little

Hadham is frequently called Hadham-on-Ash. The river is here

crossed by the Roman military road from Colchester to Bi-aughing.

About fifty yards above the hamlet of Hadham Ford is a strong

spring, which considerably augments the stream. The scenery ia

this part of the valley is remarkably picturesque, and it is espe-

cially pleasing a little further to the south, where the river flows

through the Rectory gardens at Much Hadham. During the

extremely hot summer of 1868, the Ash was dry at the back of

Hadham Palace ; but it has never been known to become dry

below the Odel meadows, near the lower road to Bishop's 8tortford.

Hitdham is by far the most important place in the valley of the

Ash. The large old-fashioned red-brick houses, the fine timber in

front of the lordship, the palace at one end of the village, and
the grand old elms of Moor Place at the other, all help to make
Much Hadham one of the most charming of our Hertfordshire

villages.

Our river, which has now assumed considerable proportions,

shortly after flowing through the Rectory gardens, where it forms

a fine piece of ornamental water, crosses the Stortford Lane. Here
it receives its principal tributary bourne. This water-course, as far

as I have been able to find out, is known by no particular designa-

tion. It rises in the grounds of the once celebrated Hadham Hall,

and passes through Berry Green and Dane Bridge ; thence it continues

its course to the river, which it eventiially joins by running down
the lane, making it perfectly impassable when the floods are out.

It may be well here to mention that the waters from these

bournes only reach the river in the rainy seasons. At other times,

though there may be a considerable stream in the upper portions,

where the bed is on clay, the water gradually disappears on

arriving at the chalk or gravel in the valley. Of course, during the

summer months, many of the tributary bournes are completely dry.

We next come to the sheet of ornamental water above Hadham
Mill Farm, the well-timbered wood forming a fine background to

this charming part of the valley. Hadham Bourne, which rises

near Green Tye, falls into the river close to the weir. A remark-

ably pretty walk or ride may be taken up the lane, alongside of

this water-course, through Perry Green and down a steep hill into

Much Hadham. Before leaving this bourne I wish to draw atten-

tion to an error that has been repeated over and over again in the

maps of this county. Of course 1 do not refer to the old ordnance-

survey, which is more or less correct. In some of the maps,
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printed about tho end of tlio last century and the comracnccmcnt of

this, among -which I must include those in Newcome's ' History of

St. Albans' (1793) and Clutterbuck's ' History of Hertfordshire'

(1815), a river is drawn from Hadham Mill to the Stort, and

usually figures as far more important than the Ash itself. It is

unnecessary to add that nothing of the sort exists, though the

tributaries of the two rivers approach very near to each other in

Green Tye. The mistake may be excusable in maps of fifty or a

hundred years ago, but it is not so at the present day. One of the

modern maps in which this error occurs is Cruchley's map of Herts.

At Hadham Mill Farm the Ash passes under the high road, and

immediately afterwards enters the Hundred of Braughing and

Parish of Widford. About half a mile further down, on the right,

may be seen a large tumulus, 440 feet in circumference, and the

remains of a smaller one. Whether these are of Danish or British

origin, I will not venture an opinion. A careful excavation of the

larger one under an experienced hand might supply us with some

clue as to its constructors. In the Blakesware meads, below a

wood called Crackneys, are two very strong springs, which were

formerly considered by the country-folk to possess certain valuable

medical qualities. Near Widford Station the old road, before the

making of the Buntingford Eailway, passed through the river below

the floodgates. It was either this ford or the one which formerly

existed at Hadham Mill, before the present bridge was built, that

gave the name to the adjacent village, Wide-Ford, or Widford.

While speaking of this village, it is impossible to pass over in

silence one who has shed a halo on the literature of his time by his

extremely pleasing and poetical essays ; and who will not cease to

be admired, notwithstanding the cynical abuse of Mr. Carlyle. I

refer to Charles Lamb, who spent many a day in this neighbour-

hood. It was at Blenheims, some cottages near Hellam Green,

where lived K-osamund Gray, the child heroine of one of his most

charming stories. At Blakesware, Mrs. Field, his maternal grand-

mother, was housekeeper, and Lamb, when a child, was allowed to

range over the old deserted house, which he so graphically describes

in his " Blakesmoor," one of the 'Last Essays of Elia.' In this

he writes in most touching language of his visit in after life to this

"Eden" of his childhood. The house, which stood on the north

side of the old high-road from Widford to Ware, had been then

lately pulled down ; and Lamb found nothing, save a few bricks,

to mark the spot where it had stood. He brings his essay to a close

with the following sentence: " W^as it for this, that I kissed my
childish hands too fervently in your idol-worship, walks and

windings of Blakesmoor ! For this, or what sin of mine, has the

plough passed over your pleasant places ? I sometimes think that

as men, when they die, do not die all, so of their extinguished

habitations there may be a hope—a germ to be revivified." This

prophetic wish, if I may call it so, has come to pass, and a modern
Blakesware has been built only a short distance fi'om the site of

the old deserted house of Lamb's days.
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After passing Blakesware the Ash receives another tributary

bourne, called Nimney or Nimley, which may be traced through

"Wareside and Babs Green for some distance to the north of the

Buntingford Branch of the Great Eastern Eailway, about midway
between the stations of Hadham and Standon. This is perhaps

the most charming of any of our bournes. For a considerable

distance it runs at the bottom of a deep ravine, where wild flowers

abound and high trees overshadow the steep banks. In winter-

time and after a heavy rain a considerable quantity of water flows

down this bourne, but during the greater portion of the year it is

completely dry. Our river next flows through Mardox and the

lower portion of Easneye Park, where a large sheet of ornamental

water has been formed, and empties itself into the old bed of the

Lea nearly opposite the village of Amwell. As we approach this

latter river, our valley becomes much broader and the scenery pro-

portionately finer. One of the best views in the County is obtained

from the hill dividing the two rivers behind Widbury Farm.

Before bringing this paper to a close, a few words on the fish

and Avater-fowl may not be out of place. Formerly there were
plenty of trout in the river between the two Hadhams, but now no

fish can be found there. Trout, however, are still sometimes

caiight in the water below Much Hadham Rectory. Above Hadham
Mill Farm, jack are occasionally caught weighing as much as 6lbs.

Between this farm and the railway-bridge near Widford are a few
trout, but generally not larger than 2ilbs. They seldom appear in

the deeper water below the bridge, where the current is checked

by the Widford Mill floodgates, but in this portion of the river

are a few rudd ; and dace, perch, and roach abound. On the lower

side of Widford Mill and under Easneye Park, where there is a

clear and rapid stream, trout again make their appearance. Our
chief water-fowl are dabchicks and moorhens ; they are especially

plentiful in the waters near Widford, and I am glad to say that

the kingfisher is by no means a rara avis in the valley.

With regard to the flora of the district, the late Mr. R. A.

Pryor, in a paper read before this Society in 1875, tells us that the

true forget-me-not {Myosotis sylvatica) grows wild only in this valley.

In concluding this paper, I feel bound to state that my best

thanks are due to Mr. R. B. Croft, one of the honorary secretaries

of this Society, and Mr. Charles Gayton of Much Hadham, for

their valuable assistance in supplying me with information con-

cerning this valley. At the same time I cannot but express my
regret that, owing to my lack of knowledge of the science for which
this Society is justly celebrated, I have been unable to place before

its members a more interesting account of the Valley of the Ash.
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METHODS BY "WIIICE MEMBERS CAN ASSIST THE RECORDER
OF THE ARACHNIDiE.

By F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.M.S.

Read at Hertford, 27th April, 1882.

In endeavouring to record the Arachnidal fauna of Hertfordshire,

I propose to give my first attention to the Araneidea, or true

spiders, and my observations in this paper refer to tliat chiss only.

If I may judge from my own immediate neighbourhood, there is

every prospect of our county yiekling excellent results to the
careful collector. Out of 526 species of British spiders, I have
obtained, within a few miles circuit of Hoddesdon, 160, including

one new species. I delay the nomenclature in the hope of con-

siderably increasing the number during the year. I should be
much obliged to any member who would send me collections from
other parts of the county. About here there is no real heath soil,

nor surface chalk, and spiders caught at difi'erent seasons in such
districts would be very acceptable. With a view of obtaining such
kind assistance I beg to offer the following remarks.

To capture spiders a small glass test-tube about two inches long
and half an inch in diameter is placed over or under the spider,

as the exigencies of the occasion require, and the orifice is closed

with one of the fingers as soon as the creature has entered. The
mouth of the tube is now placed just within the lip of a small

bottle, half filled with ordinary methylated spirit, reduced in

strength by about a sixth of its volume of water, and into this

liquid the spider is shaken. The bottle is now re-corked, and
opened fi'om time to time to receive further specimens.

Spiders are to be obtained at all seasons of the year, but as all

species do not arrive at maturity at the same time, the same spot

may be searched with advantage on different occasions. Bare
species are frequently to be caught on the top of iron railings or

wood fences on which the sun is shining. A windless day gives

the best results, and the hour varies with the season. I have been
most successful in such places between 10 and 11 a.m. It is then
that spiders start for their aerial excursions, and it is a pretty sight

to watch them allowing even the slightest breeze to draw from
their spinnerets a thread, up which they run as they are being
wafted away. Moss and debris of all kinds should be shaken over

a square yard of calico. Stones, boards, pieces of turf, matting, etc.,

should be lifted and carefully examined, especially in damp places.

Bushes, branches of trees, reeds, etc., should be swept by, or beaten
over an entomological net or umbrella. Boots of heatlier, grasses,

and such growths should not be neglected. An enthusiastic col-

lector will think nothing of going on hands and knees in marshy
places to examine the surface of the soil as he pushes the vegetation

aside, or turns over the dead rushes. It is scarcely to be expected
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that any one not specially interested in the Araneidea will under-

take such dirty work, but some of the other means I have mentioned

of obtaining them can bo adopted without the slightest incon-

venience, even by ladies. Occasions sometimes offer of easily

capturing rare spiders as they are running over paths or basking in

the sun, and the new species to which I have already referred was
first noticed by me as it was crossing my study table.

Experience only can tell the collector the spiders he may pass

over. It is, though, always better to catch many that are common
than to lose one valuable specimen. Maturity is in very many cases

necessary for identification of species, and is therefore an important

consideration. If a few spiders are disturbed, the adults, if they

are not "shamming death," run' away the quickest, and these

ought to be first secured. The mature males are easily discernible

through the mouth-organs (maxillary palpi) terminating in two
swellings, which, whether folded on the fangs or stretched out in

front of the spider, are conspicuous. As a rule, small spiders are

more worth catching than large ones, which readily attract atten-

tion. Diminutiveness is one of the causes of rarity of capture,

and a fox would be valued as a scarce zoological curiosity if it

were only one twenty-fifth of an inch in length, which is the

measurement of many full-grown spiders. Large species should,

however, not be neglected, as some are rare and others very localised.

I have, for instance, not yet found in this coimty a single Atypm.
Of this genus there are three species in Great Britain. The adult

males are sometimes met with above ground, but the females dig a

cylindrical hole about ten inches deep, and half an inch in diameter,

in banks covered with vegetation. This is lined with a silken tube,

which is carried two inches above the surface, and is invariably

found closed. The nest is easily recognised, when the heather,

grass, etc., are removed, and if carefully dug out the occupant will

'be found motionless at the bottom of the tube. I should much
like to receive specimens of this spider either dead or alive.

Finally, let me request any one who is kind enough to send me
spiders, to label the bottle which contains them with the name of

the district in which they are caught.
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MISCELLAIS^EOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Head at Watford, I8(h April, 1882.

Zoology.

The Earth-ivorm.—Darwin, in liis book on ' Earth-worms and
Vegetable Mould,' in tieating of the number of worms piesent in

the soil, says that he does not think Hensen's estimate of 53,767
worms to an acre too high. As from this he does not appear to

have actually counted the worms himself, I give the results of
some observations on this point.

Ou the 3 1st of October, 1881, after a slight frost (28°-8), a
cubic yard of earth was sifted from four different places; (1st)

a vine-border, where 180 worms were found
;
(2nd) garden-mould,

containing 160 worms; (3rd) a potato-ground, 130 worms; and
(4tli) a meadow, very poor land, 100 worms. On the 22nd of

December, after a frosty night, a cubic yard of earth was sifted in

my own garden, and about 160 worms w^ere counted. On the 4th
of April, 1882, Mr. Silvester found 55 worms in a cubic yard of

earth at Hedges Farm, St. Albans, the small number being due to

the presence of only a foot of mould underlaid by clay (2 feet).

On the 15th of April 105 worms were found in a cubic yard of

earth from a vine-border. The highest number here recorded,

180 worms in a cubic yard, would give more than 800,000 in an
acre, the weight of which would be about half a ton. Two worm-
casts from Bricket Wood, where I recently noticed an immense
quantity of them, weighed 150 grains.

AVorms seem to be very fond of the smell of coniferous plants.

I am told that if the ground is sprinkled with oil-of-fir it will soon

be covered with worms ; and also that if after much wind the

leaves of the fir are scattered on the ground, a great number of

worms are soon to be seen. They use the leaves to line their

holes wdth.

I will now mention some of the uses of earth-worms. We all

know that in cultivating the soil the spade is better than the

plough or the hoe because it goes deeper and brings up more fresh

earth. Worms are constantly bringing up fresh earth from a

distance of perhaps four or five feet, and they may bring to the

surface in this way from 10 to 18 tons per acre in the year, which
must have a good effect. I think also that the worm-holes must
do good by letting in air and water. Another use of worms is to

form a good food-supply for birds. In dry weather I have often

noticed rooks beating the ground with their beaks, and I am told

that as worms are very sensitive to vibration this frightens them
out of their holes. Mr. Littleboy tells me that rooks feed upon
both earth-worms and wire-worms.

I shall be glad to receive and report to the Society any further

information on worms.

—

Alfred T. Brett, M.D., Watford.
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Ornithology.

A Brood of Pochards reared hy a Biver-Buclc.—In June last a

tufted diver-duck was observed on an island in the lake in my
grounds, sitting on a nest of eggs whicli were supposed to be her own.

In the course of time she hatched five young ones, which she tended

with the greatest care, diving for weeds with which to feed them.

They soon began to dive on their own account. It was a very pretty

and interesting sight to see these active little birds diving almost

continually. Frequently the mother and young ones would be

down at the same time, keeping under water a good while. When
they attained their full size and plumage I was greatly surprised

to see that they were pochards, two drakes and three ducks,

perfect in plumage. I have a pair of tame pochards on the lake,

so can only presume that the pochard laid the eggs and that the

tufted diver took possession of them and hatched them.

—

Henry
Manser, Hoddesdon.

The Beath of a Buck caused ly a Leech.—In IS'ovember last a

tame shell-duck (one of a pair I have had for three years) was
found dead on the island. It was in perfect health, good condition,

and splendid plumage. I could not account for its death till some

four days after. When a taxidermist was skinning it he discovered

a leech, still alive, fastened to the roof of the mouth, where it had

sucked a hole as large as a small marble, and so had caused the

death of the duck.

—

Henry Manser, Hoddesdon.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY OF HERTFORDSHIRE.

By J. YiNCEXT Elsdex, B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S.

Read at St. Albans, I9th December, 1882.

PLATES II AND III.

I. Intkodtjctory and General.

Haying been requested to read another paper before the Society,

I cannot think of a topic more likely to command general interest,

in a district so essentially agricultural, than the connection between
the geological and agricultural features of our county, and the

natural causes which have influenced the chief industries carried

on around us. For, besides the special interest which attaches

itself to this subject, there is always a general satisfaction in dis-

cussing the practical utility of a science, which, like geology, is

too often looked upon rather as a harmless recreation than as a

means of developing the utmost resources of the soil, and of dis-

covering those mineral products upon which so much of the wealth

and power of a nation depends.

It needs but a careful examination of any district to show that

its agricultural features are influenced, to a large extent, by the

geological nature of the rocks which form its surface ; for upon this

will depend not only the natural fertility of the soil and its capa-

bilities for improvement, but also the expense of working it, and

the care and attention necessary to prevent its deterioration. Upon
geological structure, also, will depend, to a certain extent, climate,

water-supply, and necessity for di-aining, as well as the possibility

of obtaining materials for improving the condition of the land by
artificial admixture of soils.

It is undoubtedly the tendency of improved systems of agriculture

to overcome natural obstacles to the growth of certain crops in soils

which are unsuited to them, and thus to destroy, to a certain

extent, the diversity of character which formerly existed in a more
marked degree between the agricultural features of different geo-

logical formations. For instance, the agricultural features of the

chalk districts of England are by no means so marked, now that

they have been invaded by the plough, as they were when in open

downs and sheep-pastures only.

But even in these cases the improvement is only artificial, and

the natural conditions would soon reappear if constant attention

were not paid to the maintenance of the soil in an improved state.

To the ordinary observer the appearance of a naturally fertile soil,

and of a soil rendered artificially productive, may be very much
the same ; but to the farmer the difference is extreme ; for, while

the former is worked with ease, the latter can only be made to

yield good results by endless trouble and expense.

Hence the farmer derives assistance from a knowledge of geology

in nearly every branch of agriculture. Not only can he, by its

VOL. II.
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help, form some opinion of the natural condition of a given soil

and of its capabilities for improvement, but he also gains some
knowledge of the probable expense of working and maintaining his

land in good condition.

Before beginning the consideration of the area specially set apart

for our discussion this evening, it will be well to give a very brief

sketch of the general agriculture of England and Wales, in order to

obtain a more comprehensive view of the causes which have deter-

mined the agricultural position of our county.

It is well. known that the greater portion of the high ground of

England lies towards the west, where the older geological forma-
tions occur. The rainfall, also, which is greatest in the west,

gradually diminishes towards the east, being in fact nearly propor-

tional to the height of the ground. Summer temperature, however,
is highest over the eastern districts. In fact climate, in a country
of such limited extent as England, depends mainly upon contour,

and this we know to be determined by geological structure alone.

In consequence of this distribution of rainfall, it will be found
that the western counties have a large acreage of grazing land

;

while the drier eastern districts have a large percentage of corn

land. Owing to the influence of climate, also, the limit of arable

cultivation, in England and Wales, is, in most cases, reached

at an elevation of 1000 feet, above which we find only moor-land,

hill-pastures, and waste. Hence the greater part of the central

high land of England, extending along the Pennine range, is chiefly

either pasture-land or waste according to the quality of the soil.

In the Welsh mountains again there is another large unproductive

area ; and even in the lower parts of this district, owing to the

extreme moisture of the climate, corn-growing is not a characteristic

agricultural feature. The same connection between agriculture

and contour may be observed in the barren tops of the granite hills

of Cornwall and Devon, and the moor-lands of the Malvern Hills

and Yorkshire Oolites, all of which are above the 1000 ft. contour-

line.'^" On turning to the lower grounds of the midland and eastern

counties, we find the conditions of contour and climate more uniform,

and the agricultural features, therefore, more dependent upon soil.

Extensive beds of clay are chiefly pastures, while light and mixed
soils have a preponderance of arable land. Hence the chief dairy-

farming districts of England are situated upon the heavy clays of

the Secondary formations, and the most extensive corn crops are

grown upon the drift-covered formations of the eastern counties.

This general relation between the corn-growing and grazing

districts of England and Wales is well illustrated by the following

table, showing the percentage-number of acres under corn and grass

respectively for ten counties, arranged in a line from Essex to

Merionethshire.f It will be noticed that while the eastern counties

* Topley, " Comparative Agriculture of Eugland and Wales," Journ. Eoyal
Agric. Soc.,' 1871.

t The percentages are calculated from the Board of Trade Agricultural

Returns, 1881.
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have a lai-o-e pevcoiitage of corn, tlie diiiry-fiirms of the midland
counties and tho grazing- districts of the west have a large propor-

tion of permanent pasture.
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the undulating nature of the surface offers special facilities for the

di'ainage of some of the heavy clay districts.

The presence of the almost universal drift-covering is of great

importance from an agricultural point of view ; for it is probable

that we owe to this cause the well-watered condition of our county,

bare chalk districts being specially remarkable for the great scarcity

of water brought about by the extreme porosity of the chalk. The
climate of a district so limited in area and uniform in contour could

scarcely be expected to exhibit any striking variations ; but even

small differences in temperature are sufficient to influence agri-

cultural operations. Thus the land on the thin chalk soils in the

north is said to be not warm enough for the growth of stubble or

green crops to serve as food for stock. The nature of the soil,

in fact, has such an important influence upon climate, that I here

give a table (p. 149) showing the more important properties of

the chief soils met with in Hertfordshire which are of interest from

a meteorological point of view.* An examination of this table will

show how largely both the dryness and warmth of the air must be

locally influenced by the nature of the soil, and will fully explain

the cause for the coldness and lateness of the chalk district

mentioned above, compared with the mixed soils of the drift-

covered portions of the county, f
Of all the phenomena included under the term climate, not one

is so important, from an agricultural point of view, as rainfall. We
have seen that, generally speaking, the rainfall of England and

Wales diminishes from west to east ; and, in fact, Hertfordshire

ranks, with Middlesex and the Eastern Counties, as one of the

driest districts in England. Yet, even within the limits of our own
small county, it is seen that there is a marked increase of rainfall

to the westward.

Berkhanipstead

Watford (Oaklands)

Rothamsted

Hitchin

"Welwyn

Stevenage

Odsey

Bayfordbury

Royston

Much Hadham

1876.

34-10

30-12

32-14

30-26

30-27

28-93

30-50

26-78

28-85

1877.

33-87

32-40

32-83

29-68

29-78

29-86

26-86

29-39

27-22

29-29

1878.

34-16

33-67

31-96

28-30

29-14

28-14

22-52

32-47

23-36

28-94

1879.

34-90

35-82

34-18

29-13

30-40

30-60

28-24

29-94

30-06

29-91

1880.

36-12

33-03

33-44

28-88

29-06

29-80

24-97

27-89

27-39

28-85

Average.

34-6

33-0

32-9

29-2

29-7

29-4

25-7

30-0

26-9

29-1

* The figures are taken from tables published in the ' Journal of the Eoyal

Agricultural Society.'

t See also ' Transactions,' Vol. I, p. 111.
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Although the excellent reports, published in our * Transactions,'

make it quite unnecessary for me to dwell upon this point, yet I

have thought it advisable to illustrate this law of the distribution

of rainfall by a brief summary of the rainfall of the above ten places,

which are arranged according to their longitudes, from west to east.

It must not be forgotten, however, that the replenishment of our

springs and rivers depends rather upon percolation than upon
actual rainfall. Experiments with the percolation-gauge show that

there are extremely great variations in the amount of percolation

during different seasons of the year, and that in summer it is almost

nil.'^ Observations kept for nearly 30 years, by means of a Dalton's

gauge, at Apsley Mills, Hemel Hempstead, showed the average

annual percolation to be not more than 7"5 inches,f proving that

a large proportion of the rainfall is evaporated again into the air.

The water supplied by our springs, therefore, is derived chiefly

from winter rains, and their replenishment may fall short if the

rainfall should happen to be abnormally distributed through the

different seasons. Thus a very wet summer and dry winter would
result in a diminished supply to our springs and wells, even although

the total rainfall were greater than usual. J Percolation is also

largely influenced by the nature of the soil, upon which indeed

nearly all the local peculiarities of our climate ultimately depend.

Although the somewhat heavy clay soils, which cover so large

an area of our county, may tend to render our climate colder and

wetter than would be expected in a district situated to such a large

extent upon the Chalk formation, yet the porous nature of the under-

lying rock materially assists drainage, and the superficial deposits

themselves in many places consist of permeable sands and gravels,

which contribute much to the warmth and dryness of the atmosphere.

To the nature of the soil, in fact, we must ascribe that salubrity for

which Hertfordshire has long enjoyed a reputation. Hence we
see that the rainfall, temperature, and physical features of Hertford-

shire are in accordance with its main geological character.

III. Geological Relations and Classification of the Chief Soils.

To the agriculturist it is of even greater importance to know the

nature of the superficial deposits than to understand the geological

structure of the rocks below ; for, where drift deposits are present

to any extent, the agricultural features will be completely changed.

Soils, in fact, can be divided into two classes according to their

mode of origin, viz., soils of disintegration and soils of transport.

The character of the former depends solely upon the nature of the

underlying rock, from which they have been derived ; whereas the

latter, including drift and alluvial soils, have been carried from a

distance, and are in general totally distinct in character and com-

position from the strata upon which they lie.

* ' Proc. Inst. Civ. En<?.,' vol. xlv, pt. iii, p. 19.

t ' Jourual of the Royal Aj2;ricultiiral Society,' vol. xxv, pt. ii, p. 304.

X For a complete account of the rainfall in Hertfordshire see 'Traus. Herts.

>'at. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. I, p. 151.
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By the courtesy of the authorities at the Geological Survey Office

I have been able to examine M8. maps of the superficial geology of

those portions of our county which have not yet been published

;

and I have endeavoured to show the main features of these super-

ficial beds upon the map forming Plate II. It will be seen that

while on the east side of the county the valleys are cut through

boulder-clay exposing the Mid-glacial sands and gravels beneath,

on the west side the valleys are cut chiefly through the clay-with-

flints. In the southern portion of the county we find the Colne

valley occupied chiefly by sands and gravels of glacial age, while

the London-Clay area is comparatively free from drift deposits

except a few isolated patches of pebble- gravel, and a little boulder-

clay in the east. In discussing the nature and origin of the soils

of our county, it will be convenient to consider in turn the soils

overlying each geological formation.

The Eocene District.—As will be seen from the geological map,

the London Clay stretches across the south-eastern borders of the

county approximately south of a line drawn from Bishop's Stortford,

through ^V'are, Hatfield, St. Albans, and Eickmansworth; but it is

only in the extreme southern portion of the county that the soil is

found to be of that stiff, tenacious character, which indicates a clay

formation. This stiff clay country will be found inclosed within

a line drawn through Shenley, Letchmore Heath, and Bushey, to

Moor Park. Another strip of heavy yellow clay extends along the

flanks of the Lea valley from Bayford and Hoddesdon in the north

to Goff's Oak and Northaw in the south. The remainder of the

London-Clay district is covered up by su.perficial deposits which
completely alter the character of the soil. Of these soils, the most
noticeable are the sandy loams formed by the alluvium of the Lea
valley, and the loamy clay in the valley of the Stort, derived from
the Essex boulder-clay which spreads over the eastern boundaries

of our county. The heavy soils in this district are often improved
by admixture with the Mid-glacial sands and gravels which crop

out in the lower parts of the valleys.

The Woolwich and Eeading beds, although they have a very

thin outcrop, yet contribute materially to the improvement of the

heavy soils overlying the London Clay. Probably, also, it is

from the breaking up of these beds that much of the drift,

which covers the chalk, was originally derived. The lower beds

of this series are, in many cases, of pure sand and rolled pebbles,

from which the hard conglomerate, known as the Hertfordshire

plum-pudding-stone, was derived. The " blue-pebble-and-clay "

soil of the district extending from Hatfield to JS'orthaw may
possibly be due to the disintegration of some of these lower
portions of the Woolwich and Reading series.

The Chalk District.—The Chalk formation covers very nearly the

whole of the remainder of the county, except a few patches of Upper
Greensand and Gault on the borders of Buckinghamshire, Bedford-

shire, and Cambridgeshire. But, with the exception of a narrow
strip of land extending through Lilley, Hitchin, and Baldock, to
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Royston, superficial deposits almost universally alter the agricultural

features of the surface. Much of the western part of this chalk

district is covered by a stiff flinty loam or clay, which has probably

resulted from a disintegration and solution of the chalk, by the aid

of water and carbonic acid, leaving behind the flints and the

insoluble clay present in the chalk. The origin of this " clay-with-

flints," as it is called, is especially interesting both from an

agricultural and a geological point of view ; for when we examine
analyses of chalk from different localities we are struck with the

small percentage of alumina present.

TABLES SHOWING PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF CHALK.

Upper Chalk (Norfolk).* Upper Chalk (Hampshire).!
(Playfair.) (Way and Paine.)

Calcium carbonate 95

,, sulphate

,, phosphate

Magnesium carbonate

Sodium chloride

Alumina
Protoxide of iron 1

Silica

Moistm-e

50 Sand and insoluble matter "66

37 Carbonic acid 42-98

10 Sulphuric acid trace

19 Phosphoric acid -08

13 Chlorine none
64 Lime 55'24

70 Magnesia '10

51 Potash -06

70 Soda -14

Oxide of iron and alumina '74

When we consider, therefore, the large amount of chalk which
must have been dissolved away before a thickness of even a few
feet of this flinty clay could accumulate, we cannot but be struck

with the immense time during which the slow process of dis-

integration must have been going on. It is probable that the
" clay-with-flints " covers a much more extensive area than would
appear from the map ; for in many places it is covered up beneath

thick accumulations of drift-deposits. It is a characteristic soil on

the top of chalk plateaux in nearly all parts of England. The flints

are frequently picked off the surface ; but it is doubtful if any real

benefit is attained by this means, as those underneath soon appear

at the surface. In some cases the mass of clay present in this soil

can only be explained by the presence of drift-deposits in addition

;

but, in many cases, we may look upon tbis flinty clay as the

insoluble residuum of a large thickness of Upper Chalk which
once existed there.

The remaining soils covering up the Chalk district are chiefly

drift-deposits, which cover nearly the whole of the eastern side of

the county. The stiff boulder-clays of Essex extend over the

border, and give a general clayey character to a large portion of

the basins of the Stort, Ash, Rib, and Beane. This district, which
is described on the map as loamy clay, is much improved, both

mechanically and chemically, by the large amount of chalk present

* ' Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc.,' vol. xvi, p. 170.

t Ih. vol. xii, p. 553,
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in it, in the form of boulders and pellets. The valleys of the Lea
and Miiuram are marked througliout their course by gravelly soils,

peat marshes, and alluvium, which form some of the lightest soils

in the southern portion of the county.

llie Gault Dintrid.—This formation covers but a small portion

of the northern borders of the county ; but its influence is clearly

seen on descending the chalk ridge northwards towards Ashwcll

and Caldicott. Although the stilt nature of the Gault clay is here

masked by a thin covering of drift from the chalk hills, which are

in close proximity
;
yet there is a marked difference between the

soils of this district and the light soils of the adjoining chalk hills.

If we compare the areas of the diiferent soils given above, we shall

find that, generally speaking, heavy soils predominate.*" This is

undoiibtedly due to the large occurrence of the chalky boulder-

clay in the east, to the presence of the London Clay formation in

the south, and to the generally heavy nature of the superficial

deposits covering the Chalk in the west. The greatest extent,

however, of heavy land is found in the northern half of the

county, and south of the Hitchin and Royston chalk hills. Near
the outcrop of the sandy beds of the Woolwich and Reading Series

the soils are rendered lighter in character, and a similar result is

also found fi'om admixture with the Mid-glacial sands and gravels,

which are frequently exposed beneath the boulder-clay in most of

the valleys on the eastern side of the county.

In the foregoing sketch of the origin of the chief soils met with

in our county, there have, from necessity, been omitted many
mixed soils which it would be almost impossible to classify. J^o

clear line of demarcation can be drawn between each kind of soil

;

but, on the contrary, there is an insensible gradation from one into

the other. The characters of the soil are also in many places

locally modified from various causes. Thus the heavy loams of the

eastern boulder-clay district are frequently rendered lighter by
the exposure of the underlying Mid-glacial sands and gravels in

the lower parts of the valleys. Outlying patches of Eocene beds,

and various diift-deposits also, give quite a mixed character to the

soils of a great part of the south-western corner of the county

lying to the north of the Tertiary escarpment.

The soils of Hertfordshire have been surveyed and mapped by
Arthur' Young,f and by G. A. Deane.J (See Plate III.) In the

following table an attempt is made to give a summary of these soils,

with the probable geological origin of each.

* It must not, however, be imagined that the general character of Hertford-

shire soils is at all comparable to that of the heavy soils of Sussex. Owing to the

large admixture of flints, chalk-boulders, etc., many of the clays are in reality but
heavy loams. It is only the London-Clay district in the south which at all

resembles a stiff clay country.

t See ' Report on Agriculture of Hertfordshire,' prepared for the Board of

Agriculture, and published in 1804.

X See ' Improvement of Landed Estates,' by G. A. Deane.
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TABLE OF THE SOILS OF HERTFORDSHIRE.

Nature of Soil.
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universal in all parts of England. The fine state of subdivision

in which rivers deposit sediment where they overflow their banks,

is almost as favourable to the growth of crops as that natural

admixture of rocks of different characters and composition which

is the chief feature of alluvial deposits. It has even been noticed

that the alluvium carried down by rivers from rocks which are by
nature unproductive, often forms a most fertile soil.

The remainder of this district, extending along the valley of tlie

Stort to the boundary of the county at Sawbridgeworth, is chiefly

under arable cultivation, this neighbourhood being far better suited

for corn than the western part of this area, since the London Clay

is covered with the same chalky boulder-clay which covers such a

wide extent and forms some of the best corn-land of Essex.

It has before been said that where the Woolwich and Reading
beds come to the surface, the soil is, in many cases, improved by
the admixture, the upper portions consisting of stiff clay and the

lower parts of sand and pebble-beds. But, upon the outcrop of

these beds, there is, around Hatfield and North Mimms, a wet clay

full of rounded flint-pebbles, marked on Young's map as poor

gravel, and described as the worst soil in the county. Young, him-

self the holder of a farm at North Mimms, said of this soil :'^' "I
know not what epithet to give it : sterility falls short of the idea

—

a hungry vitriolic gravel. I occupied for nine years the jaws of a

wolf. A nabob's fortune would sink in the attempt to raise good

crops in such a country." Mr. Clutterbuck, also, says of this same
district:! "The soil of the upper levels of the clay district, marked
by the rounded flint-pebbles embedded in sand, is wet and un-

kindly, not capable of bearing grass of any value, and ungrateful

under the most liberal treatment as arable land. This gravel, with

its characteristic blue pebble, is transported, in many cases, below
the higher levels, where the sterility of the soil is in proportion

to the thickness of the bed." This barren district is said to be

improved by chalking.

The draining, so necessary over most of this London-Clay district,

is assisted by the gentle undulations of the surface, and by the

numerous water-courses. The frequent gravel-beds furnish a water-

supply for many hamlets, and cause many surface-springs at the

junction of the underlying clay. It has been pointed out, by Mr.

Clutterbuck, I that, as the streams of this district pass over the

outcrops of the sands of the Woolwich and Reading Series, they

frequently sink by swallow-holes into the chalk, thus materially

assisting in the prevention of floods. This is especially to be

observed near Bushey and Aldenham ; and it has even been
necessary to prevent the waste of water, in the water-courses

leading from the reservoir at Elstree, by artificially stopping these

swallow-holes. It has been suggested that the drainage of the

clay districts, as well as the replenishment of the deep-seated

* ' Journ. Eoy. Agric. Soc.,' vol. xxv, p. 271.

t "Agricultural Notes on Hertfordshire," 'Journ. Rov. Agric. Soc.,' vol. xxv,

p. 306. + lb., p. 306.
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springs, might be facilitated by the construction of artificial

swallow-holes.

The Chalk Bistrict.—Prof. Prestwich says of this area:* " The
chalk hills which bound the Tertiary area on the north, unlike the

chalk of Salisbury Plain, present but a small extent of open downs,

and are well wooded on their summits. This arises in part from a

covering of clay-drift, and in part from thin cappings of the Lower
Tertiary beds." "VVhitaker also says:f "In the north-western

corner of our district, in Bucks and Herts, there is absolutely no

down-land, and the greater part of the tract consists of ploughed

land diversified by woods and parks." The only portion of the

county, indeed, which can be said to have agricultural features at all

characteristic of the Chalk formation, is the narrow strip forming

the Eoyston and Dunstable Downs. Here, although sheep-farming

is the characteristic feature, yet much corn is grown, and the

quality of the straw grown on these chalk soils is so suitable for

the manufacture of straw-plait, that an important industry has

sprung up around Dunstable and Luton, and a considerable market

for the sale of wheat-straw has been established at Hitchin and

other places in the northern part of the county. Of this district

it has been said:^ "The strip of thin chalk-land crossing the

northern part of the county, with its wide, open fields, and turnip-

and sheep-farming, is so suggestive of Cambridgeshire that the

boundary of the counties at Eoyston may well be passed without

being remarked. The natural division is found in the hills near

Therfield, on the great North road, when you plunge at once into

Hertfordshire proper, with its woods, small enclosures, and heavily

timbered fences."

To the south of this narrow strip of chalk-soil, however, the

nature of the underlying rock is completely concealed by the heavy

clays which cover its surface, the district drained by the Beane,

Rib, and Ash being uniformly covered by loamy clay, derived

chiefly from the upper glacial drift ; while the western portions of

this area are occupied by a flinty loam, which seems in places to

consist almost entirely of stones, and which generally corresponds

to the " clay-with-flints " previously described. Thus, although

there appears to be a gi'eat mixture of drift-soils over the portion

of the chalk area which lies between the Eocene beds in the south

and the high ground in the north, important differences may be

established between the eastern and western halves of the county

;

for, while the soils of the eastern boulder-clays are heavier in

character, and more calcareous, they are to a great extent free from

that abundance of flints which especially characterises the north-

western corner of the county. Some of the worst land of the whole

district lies towards the east and south-east of Stevenage, where

the clay forms so bad a soil that it cannot easily be improved,

* ' Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc.,' vol. x, p. 19.

t ' Guide to the Geology of London,' p. 21.

X Evershed, "Agriculture of Hertfordshire," ' Joiirn. Eoy. Agric. Soc.,'

vol. XXV, p. 271.
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althougli chalking is said to be of great advantage. But further

towards the east, the calcareous nature of the clay, owing to the

presence of chalky boulders, is so well adapted for the growth of

barley, that Ware malt is not excelled in any other part of the

kingdom.
The character of the soil overlying the chalk district, is, in some

places, totally changed by the occurrence of outlying patches of

the Eocene beds, as at Sarratt, Abbot's Langiey, and St. Albans.

On the whole, this drift-covered district is well separated by its

general arable culture, both from the hay-farming districts of the

south, and the sheep-farming hills in the north. Although beech-

trees flourish well, the oak and elm are more stunted in growth
than on the London-Clay soils ; but, on the whole, the district is

Avell-woodcd and totally different in external aspect from other

parts of England where the chalk is uncovered with drift. An
unusually fine growth of timber frequently marks the position of

an Eocene outlier wdiich affords a more favourable soil.

So much has been written upon the chalk water-supply that

little need be said here upon that subject.* The extreme porosity

of the chalk renders it a most valuable reservoir for the storage of

"water ; and the possibility of its exhaustion, by the increasing

demands of the metropolis, is a question of the highest importance.

From an agricultural point of view, however, the main points to

be considered with regard to water-supply are the possibility of

procuring an adequate supply at moderate cost, as well as the

quality of the water and its suitability for irrigation purposes. It

is a characteristic feature of chalk districts generally to be so

destitute of streams that the formation can almost be traced upon a

map by this peculiarity alone. So much, indeed, is the scarcity of

water felt by farmers on chalk-soils, that either artificial dew-
ponds have to be constructed, or deep borings have to be made, at a
considerable expense, to below the water-level in the chalk beneath.

In the chalk district of Alabama even the social condition of the

people is influenced by this feature ; for only farmers of large

means can afford the deep boring necessary for successful farming.

But, happily, in our own county we have an abundance of streams,

owing to the fact that we have scarcely any bare chalk at the

surface. The almost universal covering of drift-deposits has com-
pletely changed the hydrographical features of the county ; and,

owing to the freqiient occurrence of gravel and sand in the beds
which rest upon the chalk, water is in many places accessible at

moderate depths, and our Hertfordshire farmers are relieved of

many of the troubles with regard to water-supply which are

experienced in other less-favoured chalk districts.

In many parts of this district the streams are turned to agri-

* See 'Trans. Watford Nat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. I, p. 125; ' Proc. Inst. Civ.
Eng.,' vol. Iv, p. 252 ; Lucas, " The Chalk Water System," ' Proc. Inst. Civ.
Eng.,' vol. xlvii; Prestwich, ' Anniversary Address to the Geol. Soc. 1872;'
Evans, 'Anniversary Address to the Geol. Soc. 1876;' Clutterbuck, "Water
Supply," ' Joum. Eoy. Agric. Soc.,' series 2, vol. i, p. 271.
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cultural use both in irrigating and in driving corn-mills ; but

many of the water-meadows, which line the rivers, are little more
than swamps, and require draining before they can be made pro-

ductive. The general slope of the surface gives to many of the

streams sufficient velocity to make them of considerable use as

water-power, the fall of the Gade having been estimated as 14 feet

per mile. The following is an estimate of the discharge of the

four chief rivers which meet near Hertford :
*

—

Lea at Horn's Mill 2185 cubic feet per minute.

Eeane at Molewood 1483 ,, ,,

Eib at Ware Park 959 ,, „
Mimram at Panshauger 1532 „ ,,

Total 6159 >>

It must not be forgotten, however, that the same cause which
gives to the county this abundance of surface-water, diminishes to

a certain extent the percolation into the chalk below, and tends

to retard the replenishment of the deep-seated springs and wells.

"With respect to drainage, although many of the heavy soils of

this area require thorough draining, the porous nature of the chalk-

stratum below is often of great assistance. In the eastern boulder-

clay district, the presence of chalk-boulders renders the subsoil

sufficiently open to diminish considerably the outlay necessary for

draining the land. The same benefit is derived from the presence

of the permeable Mid-glacial sands and gravels.

The Gmdt District.—Although this formation covers but a small

portion of Hertfordshire, its situation immediately beneath the

chalk escarpment is extremely favourable for a most fertile ad-

mixture of soils. The alluvial drift from the chalk hills covers

nearly the whole of this area, and so far improves the quality of

the soil that it has long been famous as a corn-growing district.

The Vale of Ringtale, which lies partly in this district, has been
thus described by Sir Heniy Chauncy, in the ' Historical

Antiquities of Hertfordshire.' He says: "The Yale of Kingtale,

or Wringtale, which lies north of the great ledge of hills crossing

the northern part of this county (extending from Barkway to

Offley), where the soil is mixed with white marl, yields the

choicest wheat and barley, such as makes the best mault that

serves the King's Court or the City of London, which caused

Queen Elizabeth often to boast of her Hitchin grape." But Mr.
Clutterbuck remarks of this same area:f "Although the Vale of

Eingtale, in the north of the county, gained a name of old for the

Hertfordshire white flour, the land generally is better adapted to

the coarser red wheats, and high farming cannot in this respect

overrule the inherent quality of the soil."

The stiff impermeable subsoil of this district necessitates greater

* ' Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng.,' vol. xiv, p. 42.

+ "Agricultural Notes on Hertfordshire," ' Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc.,' vol.

XXV, p. 315,
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trouble and expense in draining than in those soils which rest upon
the chalk. Hinxworth, indeed, has long been known to all

readers of agricultural literature as the site of the mixed system

of drainage carried out by Mr. Bailey Denton.*'

The Gault is often called the Oak-tree Clay, and certainly the oak
thrives better in this part than anywhere else in the county, and
from the summit of the chalk escarpment the outcrop of this

formation is otten visible as a line of densely-wooded country.

The true agricultural character of tlie Gault soils is best seen in

the neiglibouring county of Buckinghamshire, whei'e the land over-

lying this formation is a cold, wet soil, most expensive to cultivate

as arable land, and therefore chiefly in pasture. In our own county
this character is destroyed by the extensive alluvial drift which
covers its surface.

Y. The Ecoxomic Pkoducts of Heetfordshihe tjsefttl ix

Ageicultijee.

It may generally be noticed that an advanced state of agriculture

not only does not coincide with grand features of scenery, but also

is usually inversely proportional to the mineral importance of a

district. We shall not, therefore, expect a long list of economic

products from the rocks of our own county.

From the strata below the Chalk there is little that can be con-

verted to practical utility, except perhaps the firestone of the Upper
Greensand and the phosphatic nodules (coprolites) which occur at

the bottom of the Chalk-marl. These coprolite-beds are worked
near Lilley Hoo, and at various places between Hitchin and
Cambridge.!

From the Chalk many useful products are obtained. The
flints are largely used for road-metal and for building purposes

;

and, when burnt and ground, they can be employed for pottery

admixtures. The chalk itself is extensively burnt for lime, and to

the many pits excavated for this j)urpose geologists are indebted

for many interesting sections of this formation. It is also used a

great deal in some districts for chalking fields, its addition being

considered a great improvement in heavy soils. Chalking is a very

old custom in Hertfordshire. Its chief merits depend upon its

mechanical effect upon the soil, but it is said also to assist in

destroying troublesome weeds, such as may-weed and sorrel. Its

eflPects, too, are lasting, and the process seldom needs repetition

during the same tenancy. At the top of the Chalk-marl is a bed of

sandy limestone, which is sufficiently hard to be used as a building-

stone. This band, called the Totternhoe stone, may be traced from
Tring by Miswell, Marsworth, Pirton, and Cadwell, to Ashwell.

It is used in St. Albans Cathedral, in some of the older parts of

Windsor Castle, and in many churches in the county. When

* See ' Jonm. Royal Agric. Soc.,' vol. xx, p. 273.

t See Clutterbuck on " The Coprolite Beds at Ilinxworth," ' Transactions of

the Watford Nat. Hist. Soc,' Vol. I, p. 238.
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protected by an outer coating of flint, it is very durable ; but

otherwise it is not well suited for exteriors, as may be seen from

an inspection of the west front of Dunstable Priory Church. At
the top of the chalk-rock, a hard band separating the Upper from

the Lower Chalk, is a layer of phosphatic nodules, containing

about ten per cent, of calcium-phosphate.

From the Eocene beds the most important economic products are

the sands and clays, which are extensively used for brick-making.

A line of brickfields marks the outcrop of these beds, and they

frequently also denote an outlier of Eocene strata lying upon the

chalk. The brickfields at Bonnet's End, Bernard's Heath ( St.

Albans), and on Berkhamstead Common, are all upon Eocene

outliers.

The sands of the lower parts of the Woolwich and Eeading beds

are often of sufficient purity to make them of value for horti-

cultural purposes.

The nodules, known as "septaria," which are of value in the

manufacture of Roman cement, occur occasionally in the London
Clay, but not in sufficient quantity to make them of commercial

importance in this county. ]S"ear Eadlett occur masses of the

conglomerate known as Hertfordshire plum-pudding-stone, which
were formerly made into querns or hand-mills for grinding corn,

for which purpose they were admirably adapted, since the softer

parts between the pebbles would wear away a little faster than the

pebbles themselves, thus keeping the surface rough. The super-

ficial beds yield chiefly gravels, which are used for footpaths,

roadways, filter-beds, and in the manufacture of concretes ; but

some of the brick-earths are extensively worked for making bricks,

tiles, and drain-pipes.

But although the economic products from the rocks of Hertford-

shire are so few and comparatively unimportant, we must not

forget that a ridge of Palseozoic rocks extends beneath us, and that

the discovery of workable coal in the south-east of England may at

some future date alter the whole aspect of the country. Although

the borings recently made at Ware and Turnford are against the

probability of finding coal beneath our own county, yet our agri-

cultural position would be materially influenced by the proximity

of a coal-mining district ; for it is the opinion of geologists that

coal, if present at all, will be found somewhere between Hertford

and Eedhill, resting in isolated patches amongst the folds of the

Palseozoic ridge.

Amongst the economic products it would not perhaps be out of

place to mention here the few cases in which medicinal and

mineral springs occur in Hertfordshire. But these have already

been so fully described by Mr. Pryor that I must be content with

a reference to his paper on this subject.*

* See ' Transactions of the Watford Nat. Hist. Soc,,' Yol. I, p. 109.
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VI. Stjmmart and Conclusion.

In the foregoing imperfect description of the chief agricultural

features of Hertfordshire, we have been able to assign geological

causes for the prevailing industries which characterise each district.

"\Ve have seen tliat the hay-farms on the heavy soil of the south,

overlying the London Clay, give place to the market-gardens and
nurseries of the t'ertile alluvium of the valley of the Lea; while,

still further towards tlie cast, the character of the soil is so changed
by the presence of the chalky boulder-clay, that arable culture

predominates, and a large malting industry has sprung up upon one
of the best barley-soils in England. The same geological characters,

also, which have combined to stamp the northern part of the

county as a wheat-growing district, have also been the means of

establishing an important industry in the manufacture of straw-

plait, the main source of the wealth of the districts around Luton
and St. Albans.

But still another feature of interest is presented to us, when we
compare our county with other districts, similar in their main
geological features. For the purpose of assisting in this comparison

I have calculated the percentage acreage devoted to each crop, as

well as the proportion of permanent pasture, bare fallow, orchards,

market-gardens, woods, and nurseries in the twelve south-eastern

counties which bear the closest geological resemblance to Hertford-

shire. These calculations have been based upon the Agricultural

Eeturns for 1881, issued by the Board of Trade.

An examination of this table will show that, of these twelve

counties, only two, viz., Cambridgeshire and Wiltshire, have a

larger percentage of land devoted to agricultural puiposes than
Hertfordshii'e ; while Hertfordshire ranks with the eastern counties

generally as the largest corn-growing district in England, a position

which it owes almost entirely to the nature of its drift-deposits,

and to the comparative dryness of its climate. We have seen that

it is to these drift-deposits that we owe the generally heavy nature

of our soils. In fact, if we briefly survey the distribution of the

glacial drift in the eastern counties, we find that in JSTorfolk there

is a comparatively small area of clay, and that is chiefly the chalky

boulder-clay. In Suffolk the area covered by this clay is larger

than in Norfolk, while in Essex and Hertfordshire, in addition to a

comparatively large area of boulder-clay, there is also a considerable

district of stiffer London Clay. The land in fact becomes stifter

from north to south, the soil of Hertfordshire being on the whole,

however, not quite so stiff as that of Essex, both on account of the

chalk soils of the north, and the lighter nature of the superficial

deposits in some of the western portions of the county.

The influence of this change of soil is well shown by the table

(p. 162). Clover and other rotation grasses decrease towards the

south, being 15-1 in Norfolk, ITl in Suft'olk, and only about 10

per cent, in Hertfordshire and Essex. The proportion of bare

fallow, also, an unmistakeable index of heavy soils, increases largely
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towards the soutli, from 1"4 in Norfolk and 4"5 in SuflFolk, to 5-5 in

Hertfordshire and 7'1 in Essex. Turnips, on the other hand, which

require a light soil, have a large percentage in Norfolk (12-3), and

diminish to 7-4 in Suftolk, 6-7 in Hertfordshire, and 32 in Essex.

13eans, which are 4-5 in Essex and 4-9 in Suffolk, diminish to 2-1

in Hertfordshire and 1'5 in Norfolk.

Or again, let us compare the proportion of permanent pasture in

Hertfordshire, and in counties like Wiltshire, Berkshire, Kent, and
Surrey, which have a large proportion of bare chalk, and we find

the percentage rising from 29-7 in Hertfordshire to 46-9 in Wilt-

shire, 33-3 in Berkshire, 43-8 in Kent, and 42-0 in Surrey. The
exceptionally large area of permanent pasture in Middlesex is due

partly to the stiff nature of the London-Clay soils, but partly

also to the necessities of the metropolis ; both of which causes

also influence the percentage of pasture-land in our own county,

and tend to make it much higher than it would otherwise be.

Buckinghamshire, which has also a large amount of permanent

pasture, is pre-eminently a dairy county, owing chiefly to the

presence of the Gault, Kimmeridge, and Oxford Clays. An abund-

ance of interesting comparisons might be taken from the tables,

but the above are enough to show how closely the agricultural

products of a county are regulated by its soils.

Thus in reviewing the agricultural features of even a small

country like England, one cannot but be struck with the immense
influence which geological structure exerts upon the occupations

and character of the people. The history of every nation has its

natural beginning in the soil upon which it has sprung up

;

geological influences from the beginning have impressed their

stamp upon it, and have determined, in a great measure, even its

social and political position. The great naturalist Cuvier has said

:

" JVos departements granitiques produisent sur tons les usages de la vie

humaine d^autres effets que les calcaires. On ne se logera, on ne se

nourrira, le peuple, on pent le dire ne pensera jamais en Limousin ou

en Basse Bretagne coimne en Champagne ou en Normandie.'" Nor can

we deny that the chief causes which have determined the industries,

the character, and even the social position of the people of Hertford-

shire can be ultimately traced to geological influences ; and I can

only hope that the foregoing brief description of these causes, and of

their results in our immediate neighbourhood, has yet been sufficient

to illustrate the importance and extreme interest of this branch of

Economic Geology.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF MINUTE THINGS OF LIFE IN PAST AND
PRESENT TIMES.

By Peofessoe T. Eupeet Jones, F.E.S., P.G.S,

A Lecture delivered at Watford, Itli November, 1882.

I AM not going to speak of the minutiae and trifles of Human
Life—important as they are—little pleasures forming the main
support of continued happiness, and little troubles being the source

of great misery, just as morsels of stone make a good or a bad road-

way according to the mode of their deposit—whether laid down
well or ill. The rules of Macadam may appear trifling to some

minds, but to the exact mind and by those interested in the matter

minute accuracy is required. We are often reminded of the im-

portance of little things in common proverbs relating to every-day

affair's, as "Take care of the pence and the pounds will take cure

of themselves;" also, "Sands rise to mountains—moments make
the year."

The moment, a point of time, and the minute, a minute space of

time, mark ofi: our existence with ceaseless exactitude, whether we
recognise them with punctuality and industry or not. The minute

trifles of dress and adornment have to be attended to with more or

less particularity ; buttons and stitches are all important in one way
or another. The silkworm's filament, the wool and haii' of the

sheep and other useful animals, are small indeed, but how much
importance belongs to their goodness and integrity and their fitness

for web and woof ! So the single hairs of added tresses, and the

fine atoms of toilet powders, must be good and true, the one strong,

the other pure, to be safe adjuncts to the fashionable head-dresses

and to the delicate tints of female beauty. All of these are not

things of life ; nor can the atoms of chemistry be said to be vital,

though of vital importance to all of us in many respects. Nor are

the tiny grains of hard mineral matter in sandstone (so useful in

pavements and houses) of organic origin ; though some rocks allied

to sandstone have been formed of the minute—very minute

—

siliceous framework of Diatom acese and Polycystina, or of the

siliceous spicules of sponges. In limestones, however, nearly all,

and sometimes quite all the constituent particles have once been

portions of aquatic animals or of water-plants that had carbonate of

lime in their structure. How important the microscopic cells and

fibres of wood are the naturalist well knows ; and to the carpenter

and builder, little as they know of histology, their importance is

great in a practical point of view, as ruling the grain of wood and

its relative hardness and durability. So also we soon find out when
the fine-grained dentine and enamel of our teeth become modified

in their intimate tissue, and lose even the relative solidity of bone,

giving us the pain of unprotected nerves, instead of the satisfaction

of eating hard-celled toothsome crust or even the vesicular crumb
of bread. The minute tissues, then, of our own bodies would
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supply argument enough for a lecture on the importance of minute
things in this life of ours ; and doubtless heredity has handed down
the bad ott'ects of nioditied tissues in past generations of the sick

and the sorry to the siilferers and idiots of to-day. But there are

many less disagreeable subjects within the range of our text, taking
illustrations for both the past and the present from among Common
Things. We may group them thus :—Important, though minute,
things of life in the Yegetable world : Nullipores, and nullipore-

limestone ; Corallines, and coralline shore-sand and raised beaches
;

Characea?, and chara-limestone ; Diatomacese, and diatomaceous
earths; Equisetums and grasses (canes, wheat, hay, etc.); Puff-ball,

Lycopodium, and spore-coal; Lichens on rock, and the formation of

soil. In the Animal world : Sponges and spicules, and spicular sand-

stones (chert, etc.); Polycystina, and polycystine beds (Barbadoes);

Entomostraca (ostracods), marine and freshwater, ostraoodous lime-

stones ; Foraminifera, and foraminiferal limestones.

jSTow I propose to speak of some of these in order. The enormous
accumulations of limestone to which the Nullipores give rise are

astonishing. Perhaps the best way to realise this is to think of the
island of Malta, which is of so much importance to this country.

It is made up of five great beds of rock, some hard, and some
softer. But the topmost bed, for many square miles, is largely made
up of this kind of calcareous seaweed. The common building-stone

of Vienna is made up of similar lime-bearing seaweeds in a fossil

state. Paris, we may say,—speaking of the stone used for houses,

—is built of Foraminifera ; and London is built of mud—loam fit for

bricks. Other materials of which London is built, v^esides the brick-

earth, consist also of minute particles. The beautiful front of the

nqw Army-and-Navy Hotel is built of fine-grained sandstone from
Northumberland. St. Paul's, the Monument, Somerset House, and
many large old-fashioned houses are built of Portland stone, which
is composed to a great extent of particles of oyster-shells stuck

together.

But to go back to the Nulliporcs, the calcareous seaweeds.

There is a tiny, jointed, branched, white, skeleton-like seaweed,

growing on the rocks of the English coast ; but it occurs in. such,

enormous abundance in the "West Indies and elsewhere, that the

little joints, parting away from each other, form whole beds of

calcareous sand, and when hardened on the sea-beach by spring-

water, rain, and sea-spray dissolving the carbonate of lime and
mixing it up with the particles, they form limestone. You have
heard of the human fossil from Guadaloupe which is in the

British Museum,—that is imbedded in this kind of rock.

The Chara, very well known to Naturalists, is a little freshwater

plant, Avith its tissues full of carbonate of lime, and when it dies this

mineral matter remains behind. Not many years ago I saw a lake

or pond drained in Shropshire, and the mud was quite white, the

calcareous atoms becoming bleached in the sun. Such material, got

by draining some Forfarshire lakes, has been used in Scotland for

manuring fields.
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As to the Diatoms, they are found in very many localities ; but

the enormous masses which accumulate from their growth in some

places is something astonishing. This diagram (exhibited) shows

some Bacillarice among Confervae, etc. They are tiny siliceous

atoms finer than wheat flour. But their number is not more

astonishing than their elegant shapes. In some parts of the sea,

as in the Antarctic Ocean, deep soundings long ago proved that the

sea-floor is covered with beds of Diatomacese. Fossil deposits of

these minute organisms are worked for use as polishing-powder and

for other purposes. Richmond and Petersburgh, in Yirginia,

stand on diatomaceous marls, 20 feet thick. In Bohemia, at Bilin

the "polishing-slate," and at Pranzenbad the "flint-fi'oth," are well

known. So also the polishing-powder got near Tripoli and so

named, also the "Mountain-meal" of Sweden, and similar siliceous

earths in the Isle of Mull,—near Dolgelly,—and on the banks of

the river Bann and elsewhere near the Mourne mountains in the

county Down, are all composed of these microphytes. That from

the Bann has been sold as "Lord Koden's plate-powder." Being

composed of little sharp fragments, it can take off the surface of

metals, and polish them by giving them a new face. Such a

material is also found in the " Dutch rush " or E(iuisetum, which

has so much of silica in it, that, when dry, it can be used as

rubbing material to polish iron and other metals. In the bamboo

and other canes silica is also found, and grasses and wheat would

not stand upright if it were not for the siliceous atoms. You know
that when hay or '^orr is burnt accidentally, of the rick there will

only rerauiri a h" ,: : . oi slag, rough, scoriaceous, and glassy, due to

the' presence of my^ii^is and myriads of these tiny atoms. So you

see these minute aton}> are very important in life for some of these

plants, and often pla;: m important part after death.

• There is another l.^rm of vegetable matter occurring in very

minute atoms, which is, perhaps, of still more importance. A
puff-ball when dry .nd broken emits a cloud of delicate dust.

Among thr many fine specimens of Pungi on the table, some will

supply what we wish to see. The atoms constituting these impal-

pable smoky elouds—i}idefinitely small to our naked eyes, and not

recognizable without a microscope—are really analogous to one of

the most important accumulations without which we cannot get

on in every-day life. You know also that the Lycopodium in its

fiLiiitisc gives off simiiar clouds of dust, or "spores," which come

from little vesicles or spore-cases arranged differently from the

spores of ferus, being packed in cones, in a most symmetrical and

masterly uicinuci. TLjre are fossil remains of ckib-mosses which

have given off such clouds of this fine spore-dust and produced

such masses of the little vesicles in which the dust has been

stored up and arranged, in past times, that we actually owe a great

deal of our coal, and some of the best of it, to the organic dust you

see there (Diagram referred to). The club-mosses now in the

rocks were large trees, but nevertheless they were club-mosses, like

lycopodiums and selaginellas, but of the kinds known as Lepido-
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dendron, Sigillaria, etc. They grow in great abundance, and lived

and died generation after generation, di'opping their cones, the

cones bursting and dropping the vesicles (sporangia), the sporangia

bursting and gi'S'ing otf the dust (spores), in the quiet and warm
primeval forests—grand " Wardian cases" as it were—so tran-

quilly, so abundantly that they accumulated thickly. Being little

more than hydro-carbon (the living spores will flash in a flame),

they have remained almost in the same state to the present day,

but massed as nseful seams, while the trunks and branches

constituted the greater part of the coal. That is, perhaps, one of

the most interesting and direct illustrations of minute things now
living, and represented also in the fossil state, that we know of.

There is still one more vegetable matter I should like to mention

as very important. I have brought a specimen to remind me of it.

It is a little piece of sandstone (from one of the " Standing Stones"

of Stennis) with the Lichens that grew on it. Though very small,

and not growing up to rival the Fungi, yet by their coating various

rocks Lichens lead to the formation of soil. These tiny plants by
modifying the surface of rocks lead to their dissolution, and by
adding their little bodies to the decomposed debris of the rock,

actually form soil, which is washed down to a lower level, forming

a great part of the alluvium of valleys, and of use in various ways.

I have given enough examples of the vegetable world, but here is

a limestone—it has been limestone, but is now flint—from Paris,

with Chara seed-vessels in it, which were called Gyrogonites before

it was known what they were. But they are sufficiently numerous

to be very important constituents in this limestone in its original

state. I will also hand round some engravings of the stems and

seed-vessels of Chara, obtained from the Scotch lakes by Sir C.

Lyell many years ago. These little seed-vessels and stems (as

above mentioned) add very considerably to some calcareous deposits.

Now we will turn to the animal kingdom, and see what animal-

cula there are which have played an important part in this world.

We all know the common household Sponge. That particular kind

of sponge has not had much to do with what I am speaking

of. It has merely a soft horny tissue, and herein clifii'ers from other

sponges. Some have the same kind of tissue to a certain extent,

but, if you take different kinds, you will find that this fibrous or

network tissue has distributed in it little mineral grains, points,

needles, stars, etc. ; and, if you trace it from one kind to another,

you will find the horny tissue becoming quite mineralised, com-

pared with that in the bath-sponge. These particles of either silica

or carbonate of lime form nearly the whole of the fibre or thread of

the intricate network in some cases ; and they are of infinite variety.

Here is a sponge with some calcareous material about it, but you

can see that it is made up of little needle-like spicules. Here is

a part of another, where the spicules are star-shaped, some with

three arms (tri-radiate, as they are termed), and woven neatly into

a tissue representing just here the margin of one of the canals or

holes which exist in the common sponge. Here again is the surface
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of a sponge made up of long spicules ending with three prongs.

Here are diagratns of anchor-like and other spicules, some double-

anchored, some club-shaped, pin- shaped, etc. "When the sponges

die, these mineral spicules do not cease to exist ; they lie about in

the sea, especially if siliceous, and form beds of material like

sandstone. Here in a little bottle are some spicules from the

Upper Greensand of Devonshire. There is not merely a thimbleful

or a handful—there are square miles of it. Other beds made of

spicules are to be found at Folkestone, and in the Isle of Wight, and

elsewhere. So also you can hardly break a flint without seeing

the spicules. It was once so much chalk, and retains whatever

organisms were present in it originally. Not only in these Creta-

ceous beds, but in the Silurian rocks there are fossil sponges

recognizable by the shape of their minute spicules. Spicules among
other minute organisms have been found in the ooze of the Atlantic

and other oceans, thousands of feet deep. This was one of

Ehrenberg's discoveries. Very many scientific people have made
and studied deep-sea soundings besides the voyagers in the " Chal-

lenger ;
" but the "Challenger" takes over much credit because

the Expedition happened lately, and the public have heard much
about it. One of the most useful results of the fossilization of

sponges is that they lead to the formation of a kind of flint, called

chert, made up of the spicules cemented together into a granular

but somewhat translucent rock. It is useful for road-stone, for

instance in Sm-rey, and whetstones for scythes were formerly made
from the chert of the Blackdowns in Devon.

Amongst the marine animalcula which have hard material in

their tissue or substance, probably none are more durable than the

Polycystina. Many of you have specimens from Barbadoes, I have

no doubt. They are washed with care, and then show most beauti-

ful basket-work, such as Chinese carving cannot surpass. Many
of these Polycystina are globular, with globe-within-globe of

beautiful fenestrated, or lattice-like, basket-work. The " Chal-

lenger" expedition found that they abound more over some oceanic

areas than at others. They occur in the fossil state ; at Springfield

in Barbadoes there is a very considerable stratum, extending

several miles ; they occur also in the Cretaceous rocks of Germany.

Then there is another set of creatures—the small bivalved Ento-

mostraca. They are representative members of an enormous family,

belonging to the Crustacea.

In this group of creatures there are several, essentially similar in

body and limbs, but still very ditterent in appearance. There is

the little Branchipus, not inclosed in a shell, but showing all its

numerous segments and their foliaccous appendages, whereby the

creature moves in the water and obtains oxygen from the water.

The Cyclops has a jointed horny armour from head to tail. The

next little Entomostracan we can notice is Baplmia index, the

water-flea, so called because it darts about in the water with a

jerky movement as a flea jumps elsewhere ; and it is thus put

down among the best known of little jumpers, according to the
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exigencies of popular English. Tlio watcr-flcas {DapJnu'a and its

allies) are very pretty little tilings—something like etherializecl

shrimps in delicate transhicent bivalve shells or carapaces folded

down on each side, and inclosing all the animal except its feathery

ontennfc or swimming organs. It is more scientific to say that the

two lialves of the carapace of the shrimp would rejn'csent the two
halves of the little shell, which is very much extended, backwards
and downwards on each side, inclosing the inturncd hinder parts

of the animal, with the limbs modified in character and number

;

and instead of long thin thread-like feelers in front, the creature

has two pairs of modified antenna?, filamentous, beautifully jointed,

and so arranged that with them the animals can either swim in

the water or creep along on the mud and weeds. These antennae

protrude and work through a notch in the edge of the shell, just

below the head, which is thus made to look like a kind of pro-

jecting hood. Though small, yet the Daphnm occur in such
enormous numbers that at one season of the year, when they take

a red colour, they sometimes give a bloody appearance to ponds of

water, and before now this has been taken for a prognostic of bad
times ; but it is only when bred under favourable circumstances

in such myriads that they crowd the water and colour it until one
generation dies away and gives place to others.

IN^one of these add to the rock-material, because they are of soft

tissue, slightly horny at most. The Ostracoda are a different kind
of Entomostraca. They have hardish bivalve shells, which remain
often in the fossil state. The Ctjpris and Candona live in fresh water,

and have somewhat egg-shaped valves, which open wide enough to

allow the two pairs of autennte to come out and move in front, and the

hooked tail to be pushed outwards and downwards behind. Cypris

has feathered antennae or front limbs and can swim ; in Candona the

lower antennse are merely hooked, so that this animal can only
crawl on the mud and weeds. The Cytliere is marine, and does not

swim, but crawls about. It differs from the foregoing in some of its

limbs and in having stronger valves, thicker, and hinged along the

back. They are like little peach-stones in some cases, and much
more oblong in others; and nearly always ornamented on the surface.

These creatures have added very considerably to the world's crust,

little as they are. They may very readily be found living ; they
thrive in aquariums ; they are easily collected from among the

water-weeds of ponds. The mud thrown out of the river at the silk-

mills, near Watford, some years ago, was grey with the little white
specks of the dead valves. In the fossil state these Entomostraca are

very abundant ; Cythere and its allies in marine strata ; Cypridce

in lacustrine beds. In the Silurian rocks there are many marine
forms ; and in the Devonian schists they lie very thick, but much
squeezed and distorted. In the Carboniferous formation they are

also abundant ; some, in the Coal-measures, are estuarine. Here is a

piece of Tertiary rock from Eombay; the little black spots in it are

all Cypridce. Here is a piece of similar limestone converted into

flint, and each of these little creatures is represented by a lovely
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little nodule of chalcedony. This Wealden limestone from Mount-
field is full of Ci/pridce, but they are so closely cemented that they
are disclosed only on the weathered surface. Thus one of the rocks

formerly used for lime-making in Sussex is composed of Cypridce.

Some of the Swanage building- stone is also wholly composed of

them. Many of the dangerous promontories, reefs, and skerries

on the south coast of the Isle of Wight, where so many
of the old East-Indiamen and other vessels have been wrecked,
would not have been there if it had not been for the Cy-
pridcB ; for where they abounded in the old fluviatile and estuarine

muds which have become the Wealden strata, they gave up the

lime of their shells to the mud, making numerous layers here and
there in the thick clays into hard bands of rock. These remained,

edge-on to the present sea-board, when the clays were washed away.
Thus the muds, hardened by the calcareous material of these tiny

atoms, have formed persistent reefs, helping to keep up the island,

but wrecking large ships and small, with great misfortune to

hundreds of families.

There are other creatures among the Microzoa, which occur

in great abundance ; more particularly one set, of calcareous struc-

ture, called Foraminifera. The name Globigerina has become
almost a household word since these animalcula were found abun-
dantly in laying the Atlantic cable. They add very largely to the

material at the bottom of the ocean. Here is a sketch of the

Atlantic ooze (a whitish sticky mud, when fresh) as seen under the

microscope, with whole and fragmentary shells of GlohiyeruKS and
other Foraminifera {Pidvinulina and Orlulina) constituting the

material. Glohigerinm are obtained from great depths in the Atlantic,

the Pacific, the Indian Ocean, E,ed Sea, and Australian waters,

where they form there is no knowing how thick a mass. They
are also found in shallow water in the Adriatic and elsewhere

;

and some are found floating at or near the surface of the ocean.

Besides the white ooze, there are wide tracts of Diatomaceous earth

and Polycystine ooze on the ocean-floor ; also wide areas of red mud,
from the decomposition of volcanic ashes, and alluvial deposits near

the river-mouths. The Globigerina-ooze is somewhat like the

Chalk ; but the component shells and Foraminifera ditfer to a great

extent.

The Foraminifera belong to a group of animalcules, called

Protozoa, which consist of a little jelly-like mass—a minute gela-

tinous atom, having the faculty of moving and of feeding itself

without the aid of the limbs and apparatus of the higher animals.

The flesh is not really flesh, but, as it must have a name, it is called

" sarcode
; " it is also called "protoplasm," because it is the

simplest form of living material. The well-known Amoeba can

extend and retract any portion of its body, and moves on almost

like a speck of thick mucilage. When it comes to a particle suited

for its food, it incloses it—making a temporary stomach—and
digests or uses it up, except refractoiy grains, and they are got

rid of by being passed off through some part of the body. Some
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individuals are ranch more voracious than others, always cramming
and gorging their bodies. One is mentioned by Dr. Lcidy as

happening to be in a stream near a sawmill, and as having tilled

itself with sawdust. These Attiwha feed generally on Conf'ervoe

and Diatomacea\ They spread out so much that they can inclose

things as large as themselves, by stretching and attenuating their

sarcode ; and the soft parts of the food are absorbed, while the

hard parts pass away through the body—for there is hardly any
integument—and are lost sight of. Instead of being merely this

simple, soft substance, there are some that have a horny coating,

such as the I)ifflii(/ia and ArceUa ; and there are others that have
a calcareous coating (Foraminifera) ; others have siliceous

spicules or a siliceous framework (Folycystina and other Radiolaria).

The projected angles, lobes, and threads of the body, varying in

the different kinds, are called " pseudopods." Some of these are

slender radiating filaments, and branch and interlace. Some are

hardened and strengthened with silica, and play their part as

indestructible atoms, like the sponge-spicules.

Among those with calcareous shells we have the pretty Cristel-

laria with a discoidal growth, as a flat spire with sharp edge.

This form is particularly seen in the l^ummulites. They consist of

very many cells arranged most symmetrically, one after the other,

in coils, forming little flat disks, like coins ; and hence they have
been called "Nature's Money," "Peter's Pence,"and "Devil's Coin."

Some are thicker than others in the middle, and look like lentils

;

hence, as they are very common in Egypt, forming the building-stone

of the Pyramids, they were said to be lentils dropped by the work-
men and fossilized. Here are some Nummulites from the

Pyramids, and some from the Crimea, and elsewhere. The hills

round about Sebastopol and Balaklava are foi-med of Nummulites

;

also the Hala hills in Scinde, much of the south flanks of the

Himalayas, and great masses of the Alps and Pyrenees. The Indus
brings down pebbles of limestone, which are frequently cut and
polished, showing the structure of the Nummulites. We have
a nummulitic stratum in England,—at Bracklesham (Selsey), in

Hampshire, also in the Isle of Wight. We have also another

foraminiferal rock in the Mixcn and Clibs off Selsey, made up of

analogous shells—the AlveoUna. Here is a bit of Paris stone from
Mont Souris, made up of little shells of this sort, but chiefly

Miliola. Many are present in the Chalk. Some kinds of chalk

have 90 per cent, of Glohigerincc. Other limestones, such as the

Mountain-limestone, are here and there very rich in Fimilina.

In the recent condition Eoraminifera are abundant enough. Here
is one sort, the Thwporus, which forms great banks in Torres Straits.

The coral-islands also abound with Foraminifera ; such as the

Orhiculina in the West Indies and the OrhitoUtes at Fiji. In some
cases the prevalent winds bank them up in shoals along the shores.

Taking the Foraminifera as examples of the influence of little

things, we may remark that here then are some of the mighty hosts

with which the Creator peoples and repcoples the earth and the
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sea. The armies of locusts and caterpillars, fearful in their

devastating powers, have been called forth to destroy. Here we
have legions of minute creatures called into being for the purpose
of building up, flake by flake, layer by layer, bed after bed, massive
and hard foundations of islands and continents, nay, the stony floor

of a great part of the existing world. Long ago the sands and ooze
of primeval seas were full of the pretty shells of Foraminifera

;

long, long ago the warm ocean of the Carboniferous Period swarmed
with them—they lived on in endless varieties of shape—and to-day
still witnesses many of the same forms and many of the same species.

For in every climate, on every shore, and at every depth of sea,

these simply-constructed animalcules had but little difficulty in

adapting themselves to the varying conditions of the sea—as the
land rose here or sank there, as the sea-bed filled up with mud or

was overspread with sand. Whether the sea-bed shallowed, or sank
under many-fathomed waters,—whether it became the home of the

tropical coral, or was grated and furrowed by the travelling iceberg,

—still in it were Foraminifera existing, which could live on under
the new circumstances. They continued the work of separating

lime from the water, and converting it into shelly matter, which
was to be in time a marble or a chalk, a nummulitic, or some other

kind of limestone. Wonderful as is this process, wonderful as has
been the work confided to these animalcules, wonderful as is the
widespread and thickly-massed accumulation of their minute shells,

massive enough for Man to build of them his tombs, his palaces,

his temples—nay, even grandly great enough for Earth to build her
mountains of, yet there stops our wonder ; it is taken up by other

parts of God's creation. If the tiny atom leaves a more enduring
monument on earth than Man leaves of himself, if the Foraminifera
have a grander sepulchre, if they have added more to this earth's

crust than the human family has, there ends their grandeur ! They
have done their work, and piled up their mausoleum ; but Man's
life is not wholly material, his work is not buried in his tomb

—

his destiny has a higher goal

!
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ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS

By the President, George Eooper, F.Z.S.

Delivered at the Annual Meeting, 20th February, 1883, at Watfurd.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—
The science of Natural History is at once the most important,

the most interesting, and the most instructive of all the sciences.

Bacon called it " The foundation of all human wisdom." It is, also,

the most universal ; for, as one of Moliere's characters talked prose

all his life without knoAving it, many a man, from constant and

accurate observation of animals, their habits and peculiarities, has

made himself a naturalist in the best sense of the word, though he

may never have studied in books, and is ignorant of technicalities

and scientific terms. Indeed, the study has, in the case of some

authors, degenerated into a parade of learning, and the name of

naturalist has been usui-ped by men whose sole knowledge is

comprised in technical phrases and defijiitions, and the power of

retaining in the memory the crackjaw names invented and bestowed

on animals and birds by persons no wiser than themselves. Still,

to attain proficiency in the science, it is not sufficient to watch and

note the habits of birds and beasts ; constant and careful reading of

the authors who have treated the subject is also necessary, and a

knowledge of the scientific nomenclature and classification must

be acquired. In short, study must be verified by observation,

observation confirmed by study.

Books on Natural History have been my favourite reading from

my earliest youth, and there are few that I have not, at some time,

at least dipped into. I propose to-night to refer to such as have

most interested me, briefly and with great diffidence commenting

on their contents.

"Where and with whom to commence is the question. In fact,

the first man was the first naturalist. "Whatsoever Adam called

every living creature that was the name thereof." It is recorded

of Solomon that " he spake of beasts, and of fowls, and of creeping

things, and of fishes." No record of his knowledge, however, has

come down to us, and Aristotle may be considered the earliest

authority on all subjects connected with the science. He it was

who first investigated the relations and the differences which

connect and distinguish the various tribes of animals. He reduced

to form the chaos of detached, uncertain, and often fabulous

descriptions of earlier writers, with a success so amazing that to
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this hour no systematic view of animated beings has been attempted

the principles of which have not been adapted from his ' History

of Animals.' Aristotle flourished some 350 years before the

Christian era. He was a private tutor in the house of Philip of

Macedon, and Alexander the Great was his pupil. Alexander, who
had a turn for Natural History, testified his appreciation of the

pains bestowed on his education by providing a few hundred (some

writers say thousand) men to travel into distant countries to collect

specimens and make observations for the great work he had in

contemplation. I need not say that as men possessed of neither

intellect nor education were sent forth to make observations, the

result was not always reliable, and numberless fables which appear

in Aristotle's works may be attributed to the reports brought him

by such agents. Alexander did not confine his patronage to the

provision of collectors of information—he defrayed the cost of

publication of his master's writings—no trifling sum. It is recorded

to have been 800 talents, an enormous sum, the value of a talent

in our money being variously estimated at from £200 to £600,

which proves that publishing 2000 years ago was an expensive,

and, no doubt, a profitable business, as it now is. The book, how-

ever, is bulky. My own copy, a folio, splendidly bound, contains

more than 3000 pages closely printed. I shall not inflict any

extracts upon you, but, as I said, the system laid down by Aristotle

has been that adopted by all succeeding writers, and he may be

regarded as the father of Natural History, as Herodotus is of

History.

More than 300 years later flourished Pliny, the great Eoman
naturalist, who lost his life in the pursuit of the study. He was,

as you know, overwhelmed in the ashes which destroyed Pompeii,

whilst investigating too closely the dreadful eruption of Vesuvius.

Pliny worked on the lines of his great predecessor, reducing his

generalities to more concrete and specific form, and producing a

work of the greatest interest and value. Of course, in a book

written in an age so remote, many grave errors occur, either

from incorrect information or too hasty observation. A chapter in

Aristotle, entitled " De mirabilibus," and which title might have

raised suspicion in Pliny's mind, was to a great extent adopted, and

the wonders recorded in it repeated and amplified. His own

writings, too, display a capacity for swallowing the marvellous

which could hardly be exceeded. "Yet," he writes, "it is really

wonderful to what a length the credulity of these Greeks will go.

There is nothing so absurd that one Greek will not tell nor another

believe." After which he gravely relates of the basilisk, that it is
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of SO vonomoiis a nature that its breath consumes not only grass

and herbage, but stones ! He tells us that the young bear is born

a shapeless mass, and is licked by its mother into shape ; that when

the crocodile opens its mouth, which it does in order to have its

teeth picked by the little trochilus, the ichneumon seizes the

opportunity to rush down its throat and devour its entrails ! He
tells us that the eagle compels her young to gaze upon the sun,

and if they but wink, incontinently pushes them out of the nest

;

that the halcyon (the kingfisher) builds its nest on the waves, in

the winter time, and that, whilst incubation proceeds, the waves

are hushed and calm. There is, he says, an anonymous beast in

Ethiopia, whose head is so heavy that he cannot lift it up—which

is fortunate, as to meet his gaze is death. These little anecdotes

lead to the conclusion that the Greeks were not alone open to the

charge of credulity. Still, Pliny's work is a wonderful one, and

well worthy of perusal by those who would study the science from

its origin. A folio translation of his ' Natural History ' was pub-

lished in 1601, but a modern one has recently appeared.

There were contemporary—or nearly contemporary—writers

whose names are scarcely known excepting to the student, and

whose works, if they have descended to us, are of that class

which it is said that "no gentleman's library should be without,"

and which no gentleman ever thinks of taking down from his

shelves.

After Pliny some hundreds of years elapsed during which no writer

of eminence appeared. Greece and Rome had waxed and waned,

culminated, and gone to decay. Great Britain in the time of the

Saxons was utterly barbarous and illiterate. The Normans, though

more civilised, were better game-preservers than naturalists. The

poacher of the present day who grumbles over a 20s. fine, with

10s. Q)(l. costs, may be thankful that he did not live under the

Plantagencts. The man who killed the King's deer was bound

upon the back of a wild stag, and sent forth into the wilderness to

be torn or gored to death, or tied naked to a tree to form a target

for the King's archers. Hanging was the mildest fate that awaited

him.

The first writer of note of more recent times on the subject of

Natural History was Linnaeus, the Swedish naturalist, born in

1707. His classification and nomenclature, with some modification,

is still adopted, and deservedly so, for it is both clear and

intelligible. Indeed, one of his great merits, in my opinion, is the

simplicity of his scientific nomenclature. Take, for instance, the

family oJE the tits—the Paridoe. The great tit is " Pams major
^''
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the blue tit, '^ Panis cceride^is,'''' and the long-tailed tit, ^^ Parus

cmiclatus.^^ Any one at all acquainted with Latin can see the

meaning of these terms, and without effort commit them to

memory. That the want of such knowledge may lead to trifling

inconvenience I had an instance of some years since, when a friend,

knowing I was making a collection of birds' eggs, purchased at a

high price and sent to me from a foreign country the eggs of

" Coccothraustes chloris'''' and '^ Mnberha citrinella,''^ under which

learned names he had purchased at a long price the eggs of the

greenfinch and yellow-hammer.

The Comte de BufFon, the great French naturalist, was con-

temporary with Linnaeus—in fact, born the same year. His works,

though not exactly adapted for the perusal of the young, are of

great beauty and worth. He was a voluminous writer—my own
edition is in 20 octavo volumes. Every beast and bird is the subject

of a long and ingenious essay, in which its nature, habits, and

peculiarities are set forth at great length and generally very

accurately. His great failing was a disposition to make too nice

distinctions, and elevate chance specimens into specific varieties.

He describes, for instance, at least half-a-dozen dormice, amongst

which we have the " fat dormouse," and the " gilt-tail dormouse,"

which presents very much the appearance of a mouse with a skinned

tail. Then we find no less than sixteen bats specified. There is

the " bull-dog bat," the " bearded bat," and the " horse-shoe bat,"

whose flesh is stated to be good to eat, at least " as good as that of

the water-rat "
! Indeed, the Frenchman's love of eating and his

culinary propensities peep out everywhere. The flesh of the sea-

bear is stated to be " tolerable eating," that of the golden eagle

"though hard and fibrous, is not without merit." Young barn-

owls " make a not unpleasant meal," and the flesh of the

robin-redbreast is "more delicate than that of the throstle." A
sentimental description of one of the pretty singing birds concludes

:

"You eat this little bird with bread-crumbs." The analogy Buffon

draws between the nature of beasts and birds, though fanciful, is

ingenious. He compares the eagle, noble and generous, to the lion

;

the vulture, cruel and insatiable, to the tiger; the crow, feeding on

carrion, to the hyaena ; the falcons, trained to sport, to the dogs

;

the owls, preying by night, to the cats; the herons and cormorants,

fish-eaters, to the otters; birds provided with crops, to the

ruminating animals.

There were many contemporary writers of note about, or shortly

after, the time of Buffon, whose works, if time permitted, I would
faiu refer to, such as Pennant, Latham, Cuvicr, and others, but I
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must hasten on to comparatively modern times. One of the earliest,

whoso work is still an authority, and a most valuable one, is

Montague. He was born in 1747, but the best edition of his book

was edited by Professor Ronnie in 1831. This, as you are no doubt

aware, is in the form of a dictionary, the only book on ornithology,

so far as I know, in that form, and a very useful one it is. A great

feature in it is the synonyms. You will find, on consulting it, not

only the scientific designation of each bird, but the provincial or

local name. Thus you learn that the "dish-washer" is the wagtail;

the "market-jew," the chough; the "screech," the missel; the

" coddy-moddy," a young gull ; and the " buttorbump," the

bittern. Montague's ' Dictionary of British Birds ' is an invaluable

book, especially to the young naturalist.

Perhaps the best known and most read of the comparatively

modem authors is White—Gilbert White of Selborne. His work
is replete with accurate information, the I'esult of constant, well-

directed observation, and is couched in the most simple and

charming language. Whether for the information contained in

his letters, or their epistolary style, no work is more worthy of

perusal by the young than White's ' JSTatural History of Selborne.'

I would make it a text-book for all schools. The public estimation

in which this work is held is evidenced by the number of editions

it has gone through—at least fifty. Perhaps the best known is that

edited by Ronnie, but the latest are those edited respectively by

the late Frank Buckland, and by our esteemed friend and member
of this Society, Mr. J. E. Harting. These are certainly the best.

I have them both, and many delightful hours I have spent in their

perusal. I can only call to mind a single instance of what may be

considered a mistake in "WTiite's whole work. Talking of the frog,

he refers to the time when the tadpole's tail " drops off." I need

not tell you that the tail of the tadpole does not drop off, but is

absorbed. White's accuracy and natural modesty made him state

facts of which he was not absolutely assured in a hypothetical

form. "I think," he says, "that white owls never hoot." To

this Rennie appends a note :
" White owls do hoot. I have shot

one in the act." Waterton, who held a low opinion of the Pro-

fessor's practical knowledge, remarks :
" As Mr. Rennie asserts

that he has shot a white owl in the act of hooting, I admit that

that particular owl did hoot, but no other white owl since the

world began ever did hoot." In this I entirely agree with Water-

ton. It is the brown or wood owl that hoots ; the white owl

screeches, and snores, and makes hideous noises, but never hoots.

The works of Waterton—the ploasantest and most accurate of
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writers—are full of information of the most varied and interesting

kind. No other writer has been so successful in combating

vulgar errors, and in disseminating truths about birds and beasts.

In the pursuit of knowledge no labour deterred, no danger

daunted him. He walked barefoot through the vast forests of

Guiana, regardless of the venomous snakes, to step on any one

of which was certain death; careless of the winged and creeping

insects which there, literally, devour a man. He camped in

swamps whence arose the dreadful miasma, fatal to the lives of all

tininured to the climate ; where venomous beasts lurked, or savages

ready to take his life for the value of the blanket, almost his only

garment ; and, unattended, or followed by semi-civilised coloured

men, he sought, and afterwards in the most graphic manner

recorded, the mighty secrets of nature which were before hidden in

that unvisited region. The adventures detailed in his wanderings

are of the most startling kind, some bordering on the marvellous.

Of these, his conflict with the python which wound itself round his

body, and his ride on the back of an alligator, are specimens, but

no one who knew the man, or, I may say, his writings, ever dis-

credited him for a moment. Sydney Smith, in reviewing his works,

throws a playful doubt on one of his statements. "In the forests

of Guiana, the campanero," he tells us, " tolls with a solemn sound

at regular intervals, and the deep note may be heard at a distance

of three miles !
" " It is not for us," says Sydney Smith, " to

contradict a man who has spent his life in the forests of Guiana,

but when a campanero is brought to England, we will make him

toll in a public situation, and measure the distance!''''

One of the best known and most loved authors of the young

is Bewick, the well-known wood-engraver of Newcastle. His

illustrations, considering the time at which they appeared—

a

hundred years since— are admirable, and the quaint tail-pieces,

each telling its own story, are beyond praise. The letterpress,

however, is not of equal value.

Of American naturalists, Audubon, who was born in 1780, is

perhaps the best known. His illustrations, wherever possible, are

of the size of nature, and admirably drawn ; but the colouring,

like the descriptions, considerably exaggerated. There is a

description of the passenger-pigeon which well illustrates this.

The bird, although, unlike other pigeons, it lays but one egg at

a time, is perhaps more numerous than any other on the American

continent. Still the following description must be taken cum grano.

"The pigeons arrived by thousands, alighted everywhere, one over

the other, until huge masses, as large as hogsheads, were formed
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on the branches. Many trees two feet in diameter were broken off

at no groat distance from the ground, and tlve branches of many of

the lowest had given way." The wliole of this description, I need

not say, is grossly exaggerated. Whatever the boughs might do,

it is evident that the trunks of the trees could not be broken down

by the weight of any amount of pigeons. There follows an absurd

account of the assemblage of men with guns, and of wild animals

of every description, who combine, in happy partnership, to

destroy the wretched birds.

Referring to illustrated books on ornithology, I should mention

Gould's magnificent book, lately completed. It is a very grand

work, and an expensive one. I took it in for some years, but

eventually gave it up, apprehending that it would either never be

finished, or that, if it were, I should not have room in my small

house for it. Gould's nomenclature is most objectionable. He
seems to adopt the longest and most meaningless terms he can lay

hold of, for no other reason than that they are long and meaning-

less. Why, for instance, should the redpole be called '' ^(jroplim,^''

or the siskin " Chrysomptris " ? The words are neither Latin nor

Greek, nor do they convey any meaning. Gould, however, was no

classic, as is shown by his designating the jay by two adjectives,

** Garruhis glandariusP

Tarrell's work is, or ought to be, in every library whose owner

is a student of ornithology. It is the best book of reference

extant, but Yarrell could hardly be called a naturalist, as, whatever

his inclination, he had no opportuntity of observation, and you will

find that his statements are invariably made on the authority of

others.

There are numberless names which occur to me on which I

would fain dwell, but time will not allow me to do so. One

more reference and I bring this already too long and, I fear, tedious

record to an end. It is to my late friend Frank Buckland—kind-

hearted, genial, impulsive Frank Buckland. No more zealous,

truth-loving, or painstaking man ever studied more earnestly or

described more accurately the various gifts and instincts, the nature

and habits of birds and beasts. A quaint vein of humour runs

through his writings which must commend them to every reader,

especially to the young ; and few writers have conveyed more

varied and useful information. His conversation, which generally

tiirned upon subjects connected with his favourite study, was

equally animated, insti-uctive, and amusing. Who that knew him

has ever forgotten his hearty, jocund laugh, and the half comic

earnestness with which he enforced his favourite dogmas. Buck-
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land emulated "White and "Waterton in never stating anything

as a fact of which he had not satisfied himself by actual

experiment. I once found him cooking a piece of a dead

kelt. "Good gracious!" I said, " how can you eat anything so

abominably nasty?" "No doubt," he said, "it is nasty enough,

but how can I say so unless I have tried it ? " 1 remember his

earnest, wistful face as he contemplated a huge oyster—of what

kind I know not—but it was almost as big as a cheese plate. He
looked at it once or twice with an evident wish to experiment on

its flavour, but, although blessed with a very strong stomach, his

resolution failed him, and he resolved to make the experiment

vicariously. He called in a dustman, and on the principle of ^' Fiat

experimentum in corpore vili,^^ ofi'ered him a shilling to eat it. The

spirit of the dustman was willing, but his stomach weak, and he

recoiled from the undertaking. Buckland increased the bribe by

an added pot of porter. On this the dustman devoured half the

tempting bivalve, but suddenly retired without completing the

experiment ; and the precise flavour of that oyster is still locked,

unrecorded, in the dustman's breast. Buckland was slow of con-

viction. It took me seven years to persuade him that although

the parr, the young of the salmon, was a barred fish, it did not

follow that all the barred fish of the salmon tribe were necessarily

the young of the salmon. In the end, after producing some scores

of barred trouts, known in Ireland as " gubbs," in different stages

of spawning, I persuaded him of the fact, and ^' Salmo salmulus" of

Yarrell thenceforth held a place in his catalogue of fishes. Well,

he has passed away, and has left his works behind to speak for

him. I earnestly recommend their perusal to all, especially the

young, who may desire to mingle knowledge with amusement.

His works, as his memory, will long endure, a monument of patient,

kindly, and scientific observation.

I must now conclude, thanking you most heartily for the kind

attention you have bestowed. If I have, by my crude and

necessarily brief notices of some few of the writers on the subject

we all value so highly, aroused or increased the desire to study

their works, my object will have been attained. I can only wish

that the task had fallen into less incompetent hands, and that a

subject so replete with interest had been handled by one more
capable than myself of doing it justice.
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RErORT OX PHEXOLOGICAL PHENOMENA OBSERVED IX
HERTFORDSHIRE DURING THE YEAR 188'2.

By John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.M.S., &c., Hon, Sec.

Read at Watford, 20th March, 1883.

The number of observers of phenological phenomena in 1882
shows a slight falling oil compared with the number during the

two previous years. We have to regret the loss of our observer at

Berkhamstead, Mr. A. S. Eve, and our observer at Great Hormead
near Buntiugford, the Bev. J. S. ifoster Chamberlain, who have left

our county. Although we thus lose our records from these

localities, it is satisfactory to know that our former observers are

still carrying on their investigations, and that the loss to our
Society is a gain to science, for while Hertfordshire is very far

in advance of any other county in the number of its observers of

phenological phenomena, by this change two other counties,

Bedfordshii'e and Lancashire, which before were unrepresented,

now have observers who contribute their reports to the Meteoro-
logical Society. "We have therefore to omit from our principal

table showing the dates of flowering of plants, the two localities,

Berkhamstead and Great Hormead. We have however a new
observer at Boyston, Mr. A. Kingston, so that this table now
comprises returns from the following places :—Watford, St. Albans,

Harpenden, Hoddesdon, Hertford, Ware (Fanhams Hall), Saw-
bridgeworth (High Wych), Odsey, and Boyston.

Bhenological observations have now been taken by members of

our Society for the last seven years, and this year (1882) is the first

in which the time of flowering of the whole of the 71 species of

which records are desired has been noted. The species which has
not before been observed is Gentiana Amarella, which was
substituted some years ago for Gentiana campestris, a rarer species

not so likely to be found in Hertfordshire.

Of these 71 species we observed 57 in the neighboiirhood of

Watford ; 1 1 were observed near St. Albans by Mr. A. E. Gibbs

;

56 at Harpenden by Mr. J. J. Willis; 15 at Hoddesdon by Miss
Alice Warner ; 63 in the neighbourhood of Hertford by Mr. B. T.

Andrews ; 23 at Fanhams Hall near Ware by Mr. B. B. Croft

;

29 at High Wych near Sawbridgeworth by Miss Simpson ; 20 at

Odsey by Mr. H. George Fordham ; and 36 at Boyston by Mr. A.
Kingston. These observations are recorded in the table on pp.
182, 183.

The observers contribute the following notes on the flowering of

some of the plants :

—

4. CaltJia palustris. At Amwell and Hoddesdon 20th March,
but owing to dryness of season specimens at Fanhams had not
flowered at the end of the month.—B. B. C.

7. Cardamine pratensis. At Hoddesdon, 20th March.—B. B. C.

9. Viola odorata. Harpenden.—In profusion in open fields and
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has been for some time in flower in garden borders.—J. J. W.
Hertford.—Abundant in my garden all the winter.—E. T. A.

20. Vicia sepium. "Ware.—In valley 29th March.—R. B. C.

25. Potentilla fragariastrum. Hertford.—Has scarcely, if at all,

left off flowering throughout the winter.—E,. T. A.

63. Mercurialis perefmis. Hertford.—A single flower on one

raceme quite out 10th Jan.—E. T. A.

64. Ulmus Montana. Hertford.—Very shy in flowering and not

at all general, the cold winds having retarded it.—E. T. A.

65. 8alix Caprea. In Sacombe woods and near High Cross,

11th March.—E. B. C.

66. Corylus Avellana. Hcrtfoi'd.—Partial until about the 18th.

—E. T. A.

69. Narcissus Pseudo-narcissus. HighWych.—In garden.— S. S.

In Dilly Wood near High Cross in profusion, 1 1th March.—E. B. C.

70. Galanthus nivalis. Hoddesdon. — In garden. — A. W.
Hertford.—The garden variety was a week later.—E. T. A. High
Wych,—In garden.—S. S.

Eaeliest dates of Observations of Insects, Bieds, etc., in

1882, with the mean date foe 1876-82.

No.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

Species.

Melolontha vulgaris (cock-chafer) appears

Hhizofroffus solstitialis (fern-chafer) ap

A2}is meUifica (honey-bee) ap

Pieris Brassicce (large white butterfly) ap

Pieris Rapce (small white butterfly) ap

Epinephile Janira (meadow -brown butterfly) ap.

Bihio Marci (St. Mark's-fly) ap

TricJioccra hiemalis (winter gnat) ap

Strix Alueo (brown owl) hoots

Muscicapa grisola (spotted flycatcher) arrives

Turdus musicus (song-thrush) sings

Turdus pilaris (fieldfare) arrives

Baulias Lnscinia (nightingale) sg

Saxicola (Enanthe (wheatear) returns

Phylloscopus Trochilus (willow -wren) sg

Phijlloscopus coUybita (chifl:-chafi") sg

Alauda arvensis (sky-lark) sg

Fringilla cmlehs (chaffinch) sg

Corvus frugilegus (rook) builds

Cuculus canorus (cuckoo) calls

changes its note

Eirundo rnstica (swallow) arrives

Ci/pselus Apus (swift) arrives

Colnmba Turtur (turtle-dove) coos

Perdix cinerea (partridge) hatches

Scolopax Rusticola (woodcock) arrives

Rana temporaria (common frog) spawns

1882.
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lu the tabic now given recordinc; observations of insects and
birds the same plan is followed as in the last report—the earliest

dates in each instance are alone given, and for details Miss
Ormorod's notes on the insects observed and Mr. Littleboy's notes

on the birds should be referred to.

Frog-spawn was first seen at Redbourn Bury, St. Albans, on the

5th of March, at Hertford on the 9th, at Faiihams Hall, Ware, on
the loth, and at Harpenden on the 1st of April.

In the report for 1881 a table is given showing the mean dates

of phenomena observed for the six years 1876-81. In the present

report the means for the period 1876-82 are given in a supple-

mentary column in the tables on pages 182-184. These dates

are not all of the same value, for they are deduced from
observations of from one year to seven. By referring, however,
to the table on pp. 76, 77 of the present volume, the number
of years of observation of any occurrence can be at once found,

and the value of the mean determined in any instance.

Confining our remarks to the plants in the list it will be seen

that by including the year 1882 the mean dates are materially

altered, for in this year vegetation has been remarkably forward,

especially in the spring. Of 38 species of plants observed in all

the seven years, every one came into flower earlier in 1882 than
the previous mean. Five species [Ranunculus Ficaria, Viola

odorata, PotentiUa Fragariasfrum, Anthrisms sylvestris, and Mer-
ciirialis perentiis) came into flower nearly two months before the

previous mean date, and many opened their flowers about a month
before the usual time. If the whole of the 48 species given on
page 79 of the present volume are considered, it will be found
that in 1882 on the average they came into flower 23 days before

the previous mean ; and by carrying the analysis further another

fact will appear, namely, that from February to June there was
a gradual diminution in the state of forwardness of vegetation.

The 24 species for the spring months (February to April) were 31
days, while the 24 for the summer months (May to July) were
only 15 days in advance of the previous mean. Taking each
month singly, the gradual approach to a normal state of things is

still more apparent. In February the period in advance is 36
days; in March, 29; in April, 27; in May, 22; in June, 12; and
in July, 10. These results are in each instance deduced from
the means of the group of eight species for each month given on
page 79. Thus this very exceptional year has tended to confirm

the rule pointed out in previous reports—the earlier in the year
the greater the divergence in the state of vegetation from one
year to another, the earliness or lateness becoming more or less lost

in the summer months.

It should however be mentioned that the winter of 1881-82 was
very mild, with a very humid atmosphere, and not much rain;

and that the spring was exceptionally warm, with a humid
atmosphere, a small amount of rain, not much cloud, and conse-

quently a considerable duration of sunshine. The weather of the
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winter and spring was therefore particularly favourable to the

acceleration of the flowering of plants. The summer on the

other hand was very cold, and, although as in the winter and
spring, the atmosphere was humid and little rain fell, there

was much cloudy weather and very little sunshine. It would
therefore have a retarding effect upon the period of flowering.

The principal phenological feature of the year 1882 is thus seen

to be the extremely forward state of vegetation in the spring, and
especially in the early part of the spring. Plants were in flower at

such exceptional dates that the actual date of first flowering

was probably in many instances overlooked, so that the full extent

of forwardness in this season may not be expressed in the table.

Mr. R. T. Andrews truly remarks, in his return for April

:

" Observers must be unusually active this season as all plants are

so early in flowering one scarcely can tell what to look for and
what has already been found." In June, on the other hand,

he says :
" The difference of time between the flowering

of plants this year and last has been entirely lost and the

summer flowers are as last year." And in July Mr. J. J. Willis

observes: "It is remarkable that whilst in spring and the first

part of the summer plants were so much more forward in flowering

than the average, most of those of July are considerably behind."

This, however, which refers to Harpenden only, is scarcely borne

out by observations from other localities, the earliest of which in

most cases give dates for July rather earlier than the previous mean.
Not only were our wild flowers early in appearing in the spring,

but they were also unusually abundant, and some were remarkable

for the size of the flowers and the fullness and variety of colouring,

white-coloured forms being particularly numerous. In the summer
these features were lost. In December a few spring flowers re-

appeared, such as Viola odorata, PotentiUa fragariastrum, Mercurialis

perennis, and Veronica hederifolia, and also, more abundantly than

usual, the primrose (^Primula vulgaris), which, has flowered rather

freely through the winter of 1882-83.

In the spring, plants suff'ered much from blight (aphides), es-

pecially after the gale of the 29th of April, when the violent wind
carried ofii' the delicate blossoms and destroyed much of the tender

foliage of such trees as were in a sufficiently advanced stage of

growth to be affected by it, thus depriving them of the vigour

necessary to withstand the attacks of insects.

Except aphides, and the larvae of the winter-moth which also

did considerable damage, insects were not so numerous as usual,

but insect-presence need not be further referred to here, being

treated of in another communication to the Society.
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NOTES ON INSECTS OBSERVED IN HERTFORDSHIRE DURING
THE YEAR 1882.

By Eleanor A. Ormeeod, F.M.S.

Read at Watford, 20th March, 1883.

I HAVE now the pleasure again to lay before the Society some
approach to a report of observations on insect life, made in the

county by members during the past season, but I much regret that

it is unavoidably very short from the small amount of available

material in my hands. Mr. Silvester has been good enough to note

some observations of interest, including a very practical one on
turnip-fly ; Mr. John Hopkinson also notes the great injury to

foliage by the ravages of caterpillars ; and a few records have been
sent in of first appearances. I regret not to be able to add to this

report from other sources, as all the notes I have received from
contributors in the county which have been sent to me as matters

of business, are not of course available ; and the very interesting

comparative report on insect-appearances in 1881 and 1882, by Mr.
Willis of Harpenden, will be given by its author as a separate paper.

To proceed now with our report, Mr. Silvester says, with regard

to turnip-fly : "I am glad to be able to report an entire immunity
from the attack of turnip-fly this year in the swede crop. I

attribute this to the genial weather at the time that the bulk
of the crop was sown

;
germination and after-growth being of

too rapid a character to render the young plants liable to injury.

I was rather later in sowing white turnips than usual, owing to

a protracted hay-time, and as a diy season set in after the seed was
sown, the fly got too strong a hold on the crop, and only half a

plant was the result." This note will be observed to be of sound
practical use, for it draws attention to the way in which in

suitable weather the plant outgrows the attack of the enemy,
whilst in adverse circumstances, as the weakly plant cannot re-

place daily up to the amount the insect eats away, the crop

necessarily suffers or perishes, and it thus confirms the observations

of 1881 as to the importance of securing a good seed-time if

possible, but at any rate by a good seed-bed, and all available

agricultural measures to secure a state of things calculated to push
on a good growth.

Mr. Silvester further mentions : "In July I sowed a patch of

cabbage-seed, it all came up well, but on looking at it a few days

afterwards I found that just half the bed had been destroyed." In
this case the aggressor was not discovered, but it was doubtful

whether slugs were not to blame ; and further on at the end of

the year Mr. Silvester mentions : "I am sorry to remark that the

wheat is coming up very badly in some fields and the slugs are

very busy destroying it in places."

Wireworm is mentioned as not having been at all destructive on
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the observer's farm in the past season, with the following remark

:

" I am much inclined to think pests (bad as they are) are often

credited with more damage than they do. If there is a yellow
patch in barley or oats, wireworms are blamed for it, whereas a

land-spring may exist there; or it may be that some special manure
or mixing of soils is all that is necessary to make things right, and
the patchy spot as fertile as the rest of the field."

One of the great insect-attacks of last summer was that of

caterpillars on the leafage of various trees, and that Hertfordshire

was not exempt was shown by a package kindly forwarded to me by
Mr. Hopkinson, of such a variety of attacked leafage, which he had
collected, that it might have served to illustrate the statement of

the late Mr. Edward I^ewman, regarding the caterpillar of the

winter-moth, that he " could not mention a tree the leaves of

which it did not devour." As far as I am aware, the damage
might for the most part be credited to those singularly destructive

caterpillars—the larvae of Cheimatohia Irumata—but I could not

undertake to say how many other kinds might also be present.

The female of the winter-moth is remarkable for only possessing

abortive wings ; it therefore has to use its legs for progression, and
consequently, if something it cannot cross be laid round the stem
of the fi'uit-trees it attacks, these at least may be defended from

it walking up their trunks to lay its eggs in the branches. Its

common name is given to it from its appearance from the chrysalids

in the ground taking place about the beginning of winter.

The following notes of first appearance of a few of the insects

recommended for observation have been sent in by Mr. J. Hopkin-
son, Watford ; Mrs. Arnold, Redbourn Bury, St. Albans ; Mr. J.

J. Willis, Harpenden ; Mr. R. T. Andrews, Hertford ; Miss Simpson,

High Wych, Sawbridgeworth ; and Mr. B,. B. Croft, Fanhams
Hall, Ware, for the respective localities.

Meloloutha vulgaris (common cockchafer).—Watford, May 28.

Apis melliftca (honey-bee).—Watford, Feb. 4; Ware, Feb. 11*;

Harpenden, Feb. 12; Hertford, Feb. 14; St. Albans, Feb. 26.

Pieris Brassicce (large white cabbage-butterfly).—High Wych,
Sawbridgeworth, April 12; Harpenden, April 21.

Pieris Rapce (small white cabbage-butterfly).—Hertford, March,

18; Watford, April 6; St. Albans, April 8; Harpenden, April

16; Ware. April 21.

Epine])Mh Janira (meadow-brown butterfly).—Hertford, June

14; Watford, June 17.

Trichoccra hiemalis (winter-gnat).—Watford, Dec. 27 (1881).

* Mr. Croft observes of the honey-bees that " owing to mildness of weather

they have been seen at the mouths of hives nearly every day, but to-day

(Feb. 11) they are out in numbers and at work."
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WINDSOR FOREST AND ITS FAMOUS TREES.

By the IIkv. Canon Gee, D.D.

Head at Watford, \&th January, 1883.

(Abridged.)

Of course I understand that, in reading a paper before a Natural

History Society, no information is strictly in place but such as

will promote the study of Nature, whether followed out in the

winter with our books at home, or pursued during the summer
in the pleasant rambles of our Field Club. I have, however, for

myself to-night (as on a former occasion) to ask permission to eke

out my own slender acquaintance with natural history by working
in such particulars of general history as may seem not unconnected

with my subject.*

I will commence with Windsor Forest, as a forest, and attempt

to lay out before you the extensive area which I have rashly

proposed to consider. The difficulty, if you go back to early

times, though not yet to the planting of its trees, is to know how
to set bounds to that which was for ages boundless ; at least in

the sense of being unenclosed and without any visible boundaries.

It is temptingly easy to suppose that in pre-historic times the

whole tract of country south-west of the city of London was
one large woodland or forest. I find it so laid down in some of

the maps which profess to show us Roman, Saxon, and Norman
Britain, as these races successively dealt with the land. Out of

this wide tract were in time defined and recognised two woodland
districts known to us as " Windsor Forest," in Berks, and the
" New Forest," in Hants.

We are sure that William the Conqueror did not begin our

forest. In the reign of Edward the First (say 200 years after the

Conquest) an order was issued to the constable that he, with the

assistance of the foresters and verderers, should sell the " old dead

oaks" in the forest, and they hardly could have called for removal

had they not seen the Saxon and Dane in the land ; had they

not, like Coplestine, Crewys, and Coplestane, all been " at hame
when the Conqueror came." We take then Windsor Forest to

have been the gradual appropriation and arrangement of all that

woodland district, which stretches into Berkshire south and south-

westwards of the Castle standing on the extreme east of the

county. The Eiver Thames is the boundary of the Castle domain
on the east or north-east, and this river separates Bucks from
Berks.

The present aspect of the forest dates from its surrender to the

nation in that compact made about 1813, when commissioners,

afterwards succeeded by the present Commissioners of Woods and

* The greater portion of the historical matter is omitted.

—

Ed.
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Forests, became the landlords on behalf of the people. The
Sovereign accepted a yearly sum, a civil list as we call it, in lieu

of the old hereditary domains. I spare you the figures of the

account in the transfer. It will be enough to specify that 1990
acres of land were then actually sold to pay compensations and
expenses, and that £25,000 worth of timber was cut down and
sold for the same purpose, that a certain area was reserved for the

use of the Sovereign, and some 3000 acres were planted as timber-

nurseries for the use of the nation, particularly as regards the

navy. The forest then included eleven whole parishes and entered

into six others. A modern history of Berkshire recites that the

forest as Crown property still consists of 60,000 acres. This, if

correct in any sense, must take in all the area through which the

inclosures are scattered. We now reckon that the Little or Home
Park consists of 500 acres, and the Great Park of 3,000 acres, and
all enclosures of forest and park equal 14,000. Truly this is still

a royal domain. An annalist of Windsor, however, thinks the

arrangement of 1813-19 was the extinction of the forest. Seem-
ingly an enclosed area ceases with him to be a forest. The forest

of Windsor, therefore, he says, ceased to exist, though for con-

venience sake the name is given to the district south of the castle.

So far as I have seen every portion of the forest is marked out now
by some earth-mound and ditch if not by other fence, and if such

demarcation destroy a forest, it must be confessed that the tourist

will see little if any portion standing out wild and uninclosed ; but
there is no derivation of the word forest, whether from foris or

foresta, which makes inclosure fatal to the idea. Professor Skeat,

however, gives a quotation from Mediaeval documents, showing
that in those days the distinction between forest and park was
understood to be that the one was uninclosed and the other

inclosed.

I do not attempt to consider the tract geologically. It may be

sufiicient to say that it is not favoured as regards its soil. Large
sums have every year to be spent on drainage, which scarcely

appears to be remunerative. The greater portion of the forest is

situated on the Loudon Clay, a considerable area on the south is

on the Bagshot Sand, while on the north a narrow strip of the

clays and sands of the Reading Beds divides the London Clay from
the Chalk on which the Castle stands. Where the clay predomi-

nates, the ground is very wet.

I could give many more topographical particulars if I thought

that they would be useful and acceptable or even intelligible to

those who are not acquainted with the locality. It may be more
practical to inform an occasional visitor, such as I may suppose any
of you to become next summer, how to find the forest or how to

approach its nearest points. You would come to Windsor I suppose

by either the Great Western or the South-Western Railway. If by
the former you would see nothing with which I have to do until you
stepped out into the High Street. If you came by the latter

railway (the S.W.R.), you would skirt Datchet Mead, which now
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forms a portion of the Little or Homo Park; but, by Avhichever lino

you visit lis, you have to go through the town to reach the park.

Park Street is the extension of the Higli Street. Then when you
enter at Park Gate you are at the beginning of the Long Walk.
This is the largest avenue in Europe, and consists of elra-trees

planted in the reign of Charles the Second, tliough the ground was
not appropriated until the reign of Queen Anne. It was in the

time of King Cliarlcs a common, and it is only within our times that

the Prince Consort arranged an exchange by which a road to Datchet
was closed, and all that side of the Castle became private ground.

You may take uote that a further avenue on your left, just seen

through the Long-Walk elms, is that in which stood the famous
tree, Heme's Oak.

A word on these Long-Walk elms. They are not quite so old

nor so fine as those in Eton playing-fields. The Etonians were
planted by Provost Rouse in the time of the Commonwealth, and
the circumference of the largest is 18 feet, while that of the largest

in the Long Walk is about 14 feet. Their present condition con-

firms the statement, which I believe I made on authority in a

former paper,* that at 80 years an elm begins to decay; at about
200 or 250 years the insect specially infecting it, the elm-beetle,

Scolytus destructor, has done his work. The tree has no deep
tap roots—his roots are largely spread upon the surface, and
the leverage of his full branches is immense. The Avood appears
to be brittle, and a heavy gale either snaps off a large limb or

uproots the giant altogether. Our elms seem to be condemned. A
few years ago the unexpected fall of one of their number killed a

poor man sitting underneath, and since then a notice-board has
warned all strangers that they sit at their own risk. The man's
death has been amply avenged upon the trees, for, dating from that

event, frequent removals have taken place. Not a winter passes but
some three or four are executed. We look pityingly on, for the

trees felled appear to an outsider to be as sound as they are grand,

and they are necessarily replaced by striplings of the size of one's

"wrist, and the earliest to sit under the shade of such will be our
grandchildren, if not our great-grandchildren. You must under-
stand that there are two rows of trees on each side. The avenue
is in that sense double and is 70 yards across from outside to out-

side. There were originally 1652 trees.

We have not yet reached even the Great Park ; that is not
entered until you arrive at the double gates. You are then supposed
to be two miles from the Town Hall, and the park-ground assumes
the wide-spread look of a large park. It is almost too large for

pedestrians, for it takes so long to reach its beauties. If you have
an hour or two to spare between the trains, it would be better to

make for what we call the Crown Cottages and be content with
Queen Anne's Drive. That is a charming avenue with grass be-

tween the trees, and a fair substitute for the Long Walk, lu

* ' TraES. Watford Nat. Hist. Soc.,' Vol. II, p. 2.
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either case you have to go through the park to get at the forest.

There are grand trees in the park itself, especially on this second
route ; and there are, of course, charming residences within it.

I will now speak of individual trees ; and I would divide or

class them according to the question whether their claim to indi-

vidual mention arises from their size and age or from their historical

interest. In that splendid work published by a late deputy- sur-
veyor, Mr. Menzies, the interesting trees are classed as " Veterans
of the Forest," or as " Royal Trees." I shall follow something of

this distinction. First, however, I would say a word or two as to

the growth of trees, and of our trees in particular. It is one great

intei'est of this park or forest that a recoid has been kept, at least

for the last few years, of all planting. More than this, iron tablets

have been placed near each plantation, so far as can be ascer-

tained by retrospection, to inform the public of the date of its first

beginnings. Our descendants will derive much information in this

way as to the growth of different timber. One thing they will

learn at once—that trees like children thrive differently, even under
precisely the same circumstances ; and, of course, very differently

in diffei'ent circumstances. A tree, for example, will grow very

slowly in a cold clay soil. If I were to go to a dated plantation,

and take the finest or the poorest tree, I should draw a very different

conclusion according to which I made the measure of progress.

But of course I have uniformly taken an average, but good speci-

men, a healthy, fair instance of what might be expected in the

time that has elapsed. I find then that 60 years, dating say from
the planting that followed upon the inclosure and new arrangement,

is only sufiicient to produce an oak four feet in circumference, or

say 16 inches through or across. The growth of the oak is there-

fore very slow ; and trees that measure 20 and 25 not to say 30

feet round may be allowed all the age with which they are credited.

Mr. Menzies reckons that 15 years {i.e. as I understand, 15 con-

secutive rings) go to each inch of radius. This would give 540
years to a yard, and would make a tree six feet through and about

20 feet round (including bark and knots) to be just that age.

The whole character of a tree depends upon whether he stood at

the first out in the open, or whether he were in his earliest days
" cribb'd, cabined, and confined" by very close neighbours. I am
inclined to think that a dense neighbourhood, such as leads the tree

upwards for light and air, is very favourable for timber, otherwise

the tree branches too soon. It is with regret that I find some of

our largest oaks have a stem not exceeding five or six feet in

height. This hardly seems the consequence of soil, as you find

trees widely different in character standing within 100 yards of

each other. Our tallest and best-grown oaks in this sense are at a

place called " Cowpond," not far from Cumberland Lodge, and
close to the rhododendron-walk. There is the oak which, perhaps,

I should individualise as being at this present moment the best

grown and in the best condition. It is about 70 feet high ; it does

not throw a branch (not counting twigs) until it reaches the height
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of 40 foot ; it is only 1 1 feet six inches iu circumference, and its

age is taken as about 175 years.

I may mention that a distinction is made by foresters between
what they call a " Maiden " and what they designate a " Trained

Tree." The former has never been moved. It stands where the

acorn from which it sprang was first dropped. It also has never

been browsed, or cut for food for the deer. This seems to be really

the original meaning of the terra " Verte^^ (rights of Verte and
Venison), a cutting down of green branches for the deer in the

winter. As the foresters' peniuisite lay in the branches when
browsed, the trees suffered sadly from wanton clipping. The
latter, the trained tree, was reared somewhere else. It began life

in some nursery, and then, at a suitable age, by a careful selection,

was brought out and planted in its present place. It follows that

while the interest of the maiden-tree is greater, the growth and
size of the promoted tree are more developed. The greatest height

which Mr. Menzies claims for a maiden-oak is 65 feet, while the

height of a young oak which is I believe a trained tree is 1 00 feet.

I shall confine myself in this paper almost entirely to oaks,

so I will just say here of other trees that they are to be found
also in the forest and park. The beeches are very fine, and are

only less interesting than the oaks. I was myself surprised to hear

the very full age claimed for the beech. Admiring one beech

which seemed to me in the very prime and vigour of its existence,

I asked the deputy-surveyor what he considered to be the age of

that tree, and he said " 400 years." Then, appealing to the

woodward who was following but had not heard the surveyor's

figures, he received an exact confirmation of his estimate. In Mr.

Menzies' book an old pollard beech is reckoned to be of the age

of nearly 1000 years. This tree, though now only a shell, does

not think of dying in our time. The top is vigorous, and it has

hopes of seeing its 1000th birthday. There is another beech in

the forest which boasts to have branches 100 feet in height.

I hardly know whether I shall reckon among the royal trees,

or simply among the veterans of the forest, a tree that goes by the

name of the Conqueror's Oak. "Well ; it is so complete a wreck
that we will treat it simply as a veteran. It stands near Cran-

bourne Tower, and at present within an inclosure, but there is a

talk of moving the fence that the public may admire, or, I may
say, discover the grand old tree. I cannot find any pretence of a

legend which connects it with the Conqueror. It may well have

stood in his reign, and so may some others that are with us, but

only as relics of their former selves. It is 37 feet in circumference,

but one half of the tree is dead. The noteworthy fact is that the

bark has turned and wound round the other half, as if Nature,

despairing of preserving the whole of the trunk, had evacuated one

half and intrenched herself in the other. This portion is quite alive,

being nourished by the full embrace of the rind, and is sending out

healthy shoots which have promise of leaves and branches for next

year. ISi ot far from this tree stands the largest trunk that I know,
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and I am informed that there is no larger in the forest. It is,

I may say, of course, a "pollard," for the pollard trees seem to go

into bulk as height is denied them. I can measure this tree so as

to get quite forty feet in circumference, but it is very knotty and

very irregular in growth. It is hollow, and may well be allowed

its 800 or 900 years of existence. I may here remark in con-

nection with this tree that I have some doubts, when contemplating

these huge wrecks, whether they are really one single tree. I

remember when in Switzerland going some miles to see the great

lime-tree of a village a few miles from Morat, the Burgundian
battle-field. I came away with an impression that I had seen

five lime-trees ! I doubted whether if the wood were cut through

there would not have been found five centres. Trees that grow
naturally do grow sometimes into each other. In our forest we
know what are called twin-trees. These may sometimes be even

of different kinds. I know an oak and a beech which not only

associate their branches but almost coalesce at the stems. The
explanation is that a fruitful acorn and a beech-mast happened to

drop into the same hole, and their produce had to adjust them-

selves to circumstances and share a spot out of which neither could

prevail to thrust the other.

j^ear a gate known as the Forest Gate, just outside the Park,

stands a tree which may be taken as an example of the inter-

mediate condition of an oak, when it is no longer sound but has

not begun to be a wreck. It is, say, in the 600th year of its life,

answering to that age of man which we kindly call middle age, but

as that means about 50 years generally, and no one reckons on having

a hundred years, the term is somewhat indulgent. This Forest

Gate tree is in circumference 27ft., or even 28ft., according to

where you take the measurement. It is low in its branches, and
altogether a good specimen of a Windsor Forest oak.

If you want to complete the gradations and to find an oak of

considerable age, with the character of a veteran, but of undi-

minished health and undecayed bulk, you must come into the

Home Park, and there, in the avenue known as Queen Elizabeth's,

you find a tree, the bulk of which you do not realize until you
come up to it. Then you find that it is 30ft. in circumference.

It is a most interesting mass of solid timber. A limb has been

torn from it by some storm or stroke, and the gardener showed me
how sound was the wood where the ampiitation had taken place.

It is not an elegant tree by any means, and throws out a real limb

not more than 4ft. from the ground. It is interesting to know
that this tree comes under the almost dailv observation of her

Majesty when in Windsor. It stands on the Royal road (a private

drive) to Frogmore, where is built the mausoleum so dear to

the Eoyal widow. Not far from this tree is another, called the

Shakespeare Oak. One would like to think that the great poet

had some particular connection with the tree. We know that he
was well acquainted with the town. He laid here the scene of one

of his plays, and gave it the local colouring which would imply
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local knowloilgo. He must have scon it, for it is not far from the

spot of Falstaff's latest disaster, or at least defeat.

I may now, with reference to the introduction of Eoyalty,

mention what are known in our forest as the lioyal trees. There

are four such. They are regularly so assigned. Each has an

iron tablet indicating the Queen—for they are all queenly—under

whose name at least they still flourish. These are Queen Anne's,

Queen Charlotte's, Queen Adelaide's, and Queen Victoria's

trees. I wish I could find some authentic account of the special

interest taken by the two first-named Queens in their proteges.

I am not honestly possessed of siich information. The trees are

older than even Queen Anne. Tlie most we can assert is that

" Great Anna" or "Good Charlotte" may have specially admired

these trees, and that in their time a clearing was made round them
and honour paid to them. The times of Queen Adelaide and
Queen Victoria are so recent that we can easily understand that

particular trees were not assigned to them without their cognizance,

or labelled as such without their permission. Three of the four

trees are oaks, and her present Majesty has shown her judgment

in selecting the tree that bears her name. It is a magnificently-

grown tree, and has a stem like the mast of a ship. It runs up
some 35 feet before throwing out its branches, and, as it now
measures only 12 feet in circumference, has we hope a far future

before it. Perhaps her Majesty purposely chose a young tree.

Queen Charlotte's is 17 feet and Queen Anne's all but the same

measurement. Queen Adelaide's tree is a beech ; not to compare,

as a timber-tree, with some other beeches in the same neighbour-

hood. It was obviously chosen for the sake of the view from the

spot. On a clear day there is a charming picture presented of the

Castle. You see its west inclosure rising before you with all the

outline of a mediceval fortress, and on that side there are the oldest

masonry and the earliest outlines. I may mention, to save dis-

appointment, that not one of these trees is discoverable by a

stranger, and only one of them stands in a legitimately-accessible

locality. A lover of famous trees will have to make love to a

keeper if he wish to be introduced to them.

There is another tree connected with that gentle lady, Queen
Adelaide, which I should like to make known to you. It is called

Luther's beech, and it is a child of the original beech at Altenstein,

in Saxe-Meiningen, under which Luther was seized by a friendly

arrest and conveyed to the Castle of "Wartzburg. This tree was
seemingly very dear to Queen Adelaide. King William the Fourth

brought it from Germany. It was for some time planted in Bushey

Park while that was her home. It was removed with her to

Windsor, and has found its abiding location close to her own
particular little settlement called Queen Adelaide's Cottage, having

been bequeathed by will with a request to that effect. It has an

iron tablet describing its kind, and relating the extraction or origin

which gives it interest. The original tree at Altenstein was
destroyed by lightning in 1841.
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But Royal trees are common in Windsor. The ground round the

Mausoleum is full of them. Every tree there has an illustrious

patron and planter. The practice is kept up. There are some
oaks planted in 1882 by Princess Christian's daughters, and there

is one tree mournfully dear to the present Royal house as planted

by her Majesty herself on the edge of the Flemish Farm at the spot

where the Prince Consort ended his last day's shooting. The
photograph representing that ceremony is noteworthy as being the

first representation of the Princess of Wales taking any part in a

transaction on English ground.

Before leaving the oaks I may mention that it is a doubted
point whether any mistletoe has ever been found upon them. It

seems established that the oak is, with all respect for the Druids
and their golden sickle, the tree to which the mistletoe takes least

kindly. London is supplied, as regards its kitchens and staircases,

at Christmas, chiefly from Normandy ; but in Herefordshire, where
the mistletoe attracts your eye, even as you pass in the railway

through the apple-orchards, there is next to none on the oak-trees.

Only two instances are known in the whole county, and only six

in all England have been traced by intelligent botanists. Where
it is found on an oak, mistletoe has a more delicate appearance

than when on other trees, with pensile leaves, as if the tonic flavour

of its strong juices were hardly digestible.

I feel that though my paper almost limits me to trees, I may to a

Natural History Society say something about the fauna of the forest,

or rather its introduced inhabitants, the deer, herons, and wild boars.

Yes, wild boars ! They exist now in the Great Park, but are confined

within a small enclosure of 18 acres. They are more recent than
myself in their residence in Windsor. They are a present from
the Prince of Wales to her Majesty, and were collected by him
during his Indian and other journeys. Some are Indian, and some,

I believe, are of German extraction. They are now 23 in number,
including sows and pigs. I do not myself consider them impressive

as specimens of the Pachydermata. The fact is that by breeding

and feeding we have so increased the size of the wild animal, that

the original ancestor does not seem very large when compared with
his really degenerate descendant. This is very noticeable when
you see the wild cattle of Chillingham or Cadzow. There is a

specimen in the British Museum of the early English Bos, which
would look very small by the side of a prize bull. The interest in

visiting the boars in our park is to observe what is their power of

turning up the ground when left to do this at their own sweet will.

They are shot when their life has run its prescribed length, and
her Majesty at Osborne has had boar's head at her Christmas table

which was more nearly like that supplied to the Plantagenet Princes

than is generally supposed to be the case.

Of course there are herds of deer in the park. I am told that

there are 1600 head of fallow-deer maintained, besides 150 red-deer

and 15 white harts. Many more persons than we have generally

any notion of are entitled by precedent or long usage to venison
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from the park. Some of these claims are in compensation of old

rights of sport or of way in the royal domains. Visitors who see

the number of deer that are sometimes gi'ouped together will be

surprised to hear that they are scarcely sufficient to supply all

demands. The head-keeper, I am told, some time ago lamented

that he had warrants for twelve more bucks than his herds would
fairly afford. The deer, you see, are of both kinds or of all kinds.

There are the pretty, small, dappled deer with some white among
them, and there are the stately red-deer. As a fre(][uenter of the

park I observe very sociable habits among the two diiferent sorts.

You may see the red-deer mixed up with the others, though in

James the First's time they were carefully assigned to ditferent

rides. It is grand and not quite safe in October to come upon a

red stag that has not been successful in his wooing. He stalks

about with the resentment of one whose advances have been rudely

declined or whose claims have been brutally overpowered by one

stronger, though as he thinks not handsomer than himself. There
are notice-boards warning strangers of the danger of coming too

near to a big stag which has been crossed in love. The deer now
are in every sense of the word confined to the park, but there

"was a time when they ranged through the forest.

There is also a heronry. 1 look forward in the summer to making
the acquaintance of the herons. At present I know nothing of

them, and for this reason : they have moved their establishment.

They did live near the sandpit-gate and in the open park, but they
disapproved of the Prince Consort's workshops built somewhat near
their abode. They determined to pack up and go. Happily the

love of the old spot prevailed. They went no further off than
Virginia Water, no doubt attracted by the fishing privileges. There
they have formed on the north side an airy domicile, and there I

hope they may long continue to flourish.

I should be sorry, in a paper upon "Windsor Forest, to appear

to be altogether unacquainted with one English classic that has

immortalized the name to some. I mean Pope's poem with this

very title, " Windsor Forest." You know how it begins :

'
' Thy forest, "Windsor, and thy green retreats,

At once the monarch's and the muses' seats."

It has but little—may I say it with all reverence—to interest the

student of natural history. It might be written about any other

forest as regards the local colouring of the woods and trees. It is

something like Thomson's "Seasons." It deals with matters on
so large a scale that it hardly affords information to those who now
examine natural objects more minutely. If the account I have
read of its composition be true, the poem is not likely to add much
to our knowledge of the immediate neighbourhood of Windsor. It

was written when Pope was only 14 years of age, and when he
was living at Binfield, some ten miles from Windsor, and the

health and strength and habits of the poet were not such as to

qualify him in any way to be a forester. He has some grand and
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often-quoted verses upon the castle and its history, and he intro-

duces those lines upon the rivers of England which give a descrip-

tive notice of many a southern stream. He well associates the

forest with the navy, and tells us how the water is waiting for

the growth of the land :

'
' Thy trees, fair "Windsor ! now shall leave their woods,

And half thy forest rush into the floods."

Then he traces the voyage of the ship-shaped timber into different

regions. He sees them as far off as Mexico, then returns to close

his song with a reference, I understand, to the early date of this

particular poem

:

'
' Enough for me that to the listening swains

First in these fields, I sung the sylvan strains."

He could scarcely have meant that he was the first English poet to

celebrate Windsor Forest.

Pope's mention of rivers entitles me, I think, to account for the

absence of all reference to streams or streamlets in this paper.

"Windsor Forest is by some considered to be situated " in a bend of

the Thames," but it is not now, as a forest, traversed by any

stream. The river is its boundary rather than its fertiliser or occu-

pant. There are famous river spots, however, in our close neigh-

bourhood, and Denham, of Cooper' s-hill, just outside the Park, in

his poem, does justice to the historical association of the river and

forest. I am always aghast at his description of the Thames. Its

behaviour must have been different in his day from its demeanour in

ours. Any one who, within the last few weeks, has seen the

Thames rushing through Windsor Bridge like the Danube, and has

looked over the Eton playing-fields and the Brocas and the Clewer

fields all under water, would scarcely have written of the Thames,

" Oh could I flow like thee and make thy stream,

My great example as it is my theme

;

Though deep yet clear, though gentle yet not duU,

Strong without rage, without o'er-flowing full."

But Sir Gr. Denham makes full mention how the forest comes down
to the very banks of the Thames, and recognises Runnymede as

within its boundaries. That is the meadow perhaps so called from

Rune, or Council, where, according to Matthew of Westminster,

before King John's time, men used to meet to decide their differ-

ences. It is just beyond Old Windsor, and is now, I expect, more
or less under water. Certainly the Barons must have found it

damp even on the 15th of June, 1215, and I should hardly form

any plan for walking or driving which involved my crossing it at

the time I am now writing. Charles Knight calls it our Marathon,

and its situation and natural interest will excuse its introduction

even to a Natural History Society. Denham enables me to give it

a forestal allusion. Speaking of hunting over this ground, he says

:

*' This a more innocent and happy chase

Than when of old but in the self-same place,

Fair liberty pursued and meant a prey

To lawless power, here turned and stood at bay."
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One more poet and I have done. Shelley—Percy Bysslie Shelley

—

according- to his wife's memoir, in the summer of 1815, after his

return from Devonshire and Clifton, rented a house at Bishopsp;ate,

or more likely at Parkside, just beyond the palings of the Great

Park. " Here," she says, "he enjoyed several months of comparative

health and tranquil happiness. He spent his days under the oak

shades of Windsor Great Park, and the magnificent woodland was
a fitting study to inspire the various descriptions of forest-scenery

we find in the poem of ' Alastor,' written at this time." Charles

Xniglit takes the following extract from the poem :

" More dark

And dark the shades accumulate. The oak
Expanding its immense and knotty arms
Embraces the light beech. The pyramids

Of the tall cedar, over-reachiug, frame

Mausoleum domes within ; and, far below,

Like clouds suspended in an emerald sky,

The ash and the acacia floating hang
Tremulous and pale."

And now, at the end of this paper, having had frequent occasion

to speak of Royalty, let me conclude with a few words on Com-
monalty. There is no place in the kingdom where the institution

called a Bank Holiday is better known than at Windsor. The
' Times' newspaper informs us how on a Whit-Monday some 8,000

persons pass through the State Apartments. Should the day be

fine, some even of these thousands pass into the park. Some
hundreds, availing themselves of the railway, penetrate to the

forest and Virginia Water. I am happy to be able to report that

they are welcomed in both park and forest, and that there is a

very kindly feeling as to their presence. Those who know the

beauties of the inclosure surrounding Virginia Water—" dense

masses of pine," says the guide book—and the real excellence of

some specimens of the Pinus tribe there growing, may form an

idea what an outing a jaded city clerk may have, weather per-

mitting, in this right royal domain. The greater number of our

visitors do not get beyond the Long Walk. It is sufficient pleasure

to them, once a year, to lie at full length on the green grass, and

see, as far as the eye can reach, an endless vista of tall trees. If

it should so happen (and it frequently has before now) that her

Majesty is in residence, and they can say, as the simple carriage

passes, with its grey ponies and its one outrider, " We have been to

Windsor and we have seen the Queen," then they go back quite

happy and somewhat proud. We could wish that they would take

their sandwich-papers back with them. It is astounding to see the

next day the way in which the ground is strewn with their relics

—you would think the penny newspapers could not furnish the

wherewithal ; but the day after that they are all removed, and no

trace remains of the crowds upon whose heads you might almost

walk as they go up our hill and past my house. This, I think,

entitles me to claim that, on the utilitarian principle of Mr. Jere-

miah Benthani—" the greatest happiness to the greatest number "
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—you could do nothing with these domains that would be more to the

enjoyment of the nation at large than is afforded by their present

state. They belong literally to all of us. Sir E,. Walpole is re-

ported to have been interrogated by George the First as to what it

would cost to make St. James's Park a turnip-field, turnips being
then a new acquisition as a green crop. He replied, " Only three

Crowns, your Majesty,"—so deeply would the country have re-

sented its historical play-ground in London being interfered with.

And we may confidently declare that there are no waste lands in

this country in the pleasure-lands. There is nothing you could do
with them that would not be a national loss. I may put it to you
that it would be a loss to all Watford if Cassiobury Park were cut

up for trim villas or laid out with snug cottages. "What we want is

that intelligent education of the people at large which may incline

them to be satisfied with simple pleasures.

I will not press you with the hackneyed line of the indoors-poet

Cowper, who in the " Sofa " and the " Task " wrote :

" God made the country and man made the town."

But you will be tolerant and perhaps interested if I close with the
following passage from the facetious Sydney Smith. It will be a

surprise to you, probably, as showing how much more depth of

feeling a man has than he is credited with. It has also a very
natural-history flavour or tone, though I have taken upon me to

accommodate an expression or two. " There is a moral as well as

bodily wholesomeness in a [country] walk if the walker has the

understanding heart and eschews picnics ! It is good for a man to

be alone with Nature and himself ; or with a friend who knows
when silence is more sociable than talk,

' In the wilderness above
There where Nature worships God.'

It is well to be in places where man is little, and God is great

;

where what he sees around him has the same look it wore a

thousand years ago, and will have the same look most likely when
he shall have been a thousand years in his grave. It abates and
rectifies a man, if he be worth the process. In cities, all is human
policy, human foresight, human power. Nothing reminds us of

invisible dominion and concealed omnipotence. It is all earth and
no heaven. One cure of this is the [forest] and the solitary place.

As the body harassed with the noxious air of towns seeks relief in

the freedom and purity of the fields and hills, so the mind, wearied

by commerce with men, resumes its vigour in solitude and restores

its tone by looking up from Nature unto Nature's God."
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT WANSFORD
HOUSE, WATFORD, DURING THE YEAR 1882.

By JoHif HoPKiNsoN, F.L.S., F.M.S., etc., Hon. Sec,

Read at Watford, 2Qth March, 1883,

Lo^-GTTUDE of station, 0° 23' 40" W. ; Latitude, 51° 39' 45" K
Ground-level at tliermometer- stand and rain-gauge 223 feet, and

cistern of barometer 233^ feet, above Ordnance Datum. Barometer,

a Fortin. Thermometers, diy-bulb, wet-bulb, Negretti maximum,
and Rutherford minimum, 4 feet above the ground in a Stevenson

screen, over grass, llaiu-gauge, Snowdon pattern, 5 inches in dia-

meter, rim 1 foot above the ground. Wind-vane about 25 feet

above the ground, 4 feet above ridge of roof of stable, and 105 feet

distant from nearest object of equal height.

Observations have been taken in 1882 in the same manner as in

previous years,* and the accompanying tables (pp. 202, 203) give,

as in previous reports, the monthly means of the daily observations,

and other results. From these tables (for Dec. 1881 from the re-

port for that year) the following summary for the different seasons

is deduced, results for Greenwich. Observatory being added for

comparison as before.

"Watford.

Seasons,

1881-82.
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In the year 1882 the atmosphere was warm, dull, humid, and

windy. The rainfall was about the average of the previous six

years and therefore much in excess of the mean for a long period,

and the number of days on which rain fell was unusually large.

The extreme range of temperature was less than it has been in

recent years, the lowest minimum recorded being considerably

higher than in any of the previous four years, and the highest

maximum being lower than in any of these years except 1879 ; the

mean range of temperature was however about the average. The
mean pressure of the atmosphere was below the average, but on

more than one occasion the pressure was very high, and once

(18th Jan.) higher than it has ever before been recorded in England,

very nearly reaching 31 ins.*; there was no exceptionally low

pressure, so that the mean range was not very great. The force

of the wind was on the whole greater than usual ; south-westerly

winds were more than usually prevalent, and north-easterly winds

were less frequent than usual.

Compared with the previous year, in 1882 the mean temperature

was 1" higher, the relative humidity 4 per cent, greater, and the

rainfall more than 3 inches heavier. Rain (or snow) fell on 14

days more in 1882 than in 1881, and snow (only) on 14 days less.

The sky was more frequently completely overcast and less fre-

quently clear of cloud. The estimated force of the wind was the

same in both years. The greatest difference between the two
years is perhaps in the extreme range of temperature, which in

1881 was 85°-3 and in 1882 only 62°-7.

In the winter of 1881-82 (Dec. to Feb.) the mean pressure of

the atmosphere and mean temperature were unusually high, the

relative humidity was great, and the rainfall rather above the

average ; except on one day in December no snow fell. In the

spring (March to May) the mean pressure was about the average,

the mean temperature and relative humidity were rather above it,

and the rainfall was about the average and less than in any other

season of the year. In the summer (June to August) the mean
pressure was low, the mean temperature much below the average,

and the relative humidity and rainfall were rather above it. In

the autumn (Sept. to Nov.) the mean pressure was unusually low,

the mean temperature and relative humidity were about the

average, and the rainftill was much above it, and considerably

heavier than in any other season of the year.

In the following notes the general character of the weather in

each month, and its principal changes, are briefly referred to.

January.—Very mild, with a calm and humid atmosphere, much
cloud and fog, but little rain, and no snow ; the first mild January

since 1878. The difference in temperatui-e between this and the

* At St. Leonard's a height of 30-990 ins. was recorded on this date, being

one hundredth of an inch higher than at Watford. Although this is the highest

reading on record for Enghuul, it was exceeded by six hundredths of an inch in

January, 1820, at three locahties in Scotland. See " Quart. Journ. Meteorological

Soc," voh viii (N.S.),p. 153.
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previous January was very great, the mean being more than 10°

liigher in 1882 than in 1881, and tlie mean max. of 1882 being

being only 0°3 lower than the mean min. of 1881.

1SS2 9 a.m. 39°-2 Mean Min. 34"- 8 Mean Max. 44°-3 Mean 39''-4

ISSl „ 28 -4
,, 24 -1 „ 35 1 ,, 29 -2

Difference ,, 10 -8 „ 10 •?
,, 9 -2 ,, 10 -2

There were no great variations in temperature during the month.
Max. above 42° on 21 days (an unusually large number for

January) ; min. below 32° on 8 (a very small number). From
12th to 26th inclusive (15 days) no rain fell, and during the whole
of this period the pressure of the atmosphere was very high ; it

"was also marked by much fog, a sky almost completely overcast,

and little or no wind. The following are the barometer-readings *

at 9 a.m. :

—

ins. ins. ins.

12tli 30-414 I7tli 30-948 22nd 30-649

13th -44.5 18tli -980 23rd -577
^ 14th -065 19th -929 24th -718

loth -716 20th -776 25th -749

Ibth -857 21st -745 26th -600

The barometric pressure on the 18th, as already mentioned, is the

greatest which has ever been recorded in England, and the mean
for the entire month is exceptionally high.

February.—Very similar in character to January, having, like

it, a calm and humid atmosphere, much cloud and fog, but little

rain, and no snow, but as the mean temperature was scarcely any
higher than in that month, the weather in February was more
seasonable and though mild not exceptionally so. Pressure was
again high, especially on the first few days, and from 19th to 22nd.

On 26th and 27th it was very low.

ins. ins. ins.

19th 30-602 21st 30-623 26th 29-071

20th -848 22ud -668 27th -126

The weather was much colder at the commencement of the month,
to the 9th, than towards the end, there being a very decided change
on the 10th, when a calm and rather cold atmosphere with scarcely

any rain (0-02in. on 5th only) gave place to warm and rather stormy
weather with frequent rain. There was a very dense fog on 4th.

March.—Very warm, bright, and windy, with an atmosphere of

average pressure and humidity, and with little rain and only a few
days of snow ; the first month since the previous March in which
snow fell on more than one day, and the first month in which any
snow fell since December, the interval without snow being from
10th Dec. to 21st March. Temperature tolerably uniform ; below
32° at 9 a.m. on 4th and 14th only. Max. above 52° on 21 days,

above 62° on 4 ; min. below 32° on 10. There was heavy rain

and a gale of wind on the night of the 1st, followed by hail on the

* In all cases the readings are corrected to 32° and reduced to sea-level.

VOL. II.—PART VI. 14
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2ncl, and another gale with rain and snow occurred on the morn-
ing of the 26th.

Apeil.—Warm and bright, very windy, with much rain (all

after 11th), and with an atmosphere of average humidity and of

very low pressure. The temperature throughout the month was
remarkably uniform. Max. above 52° on 25 days, above 62° on 2

;

min. below 32° on 1 (16th). After the 11th rain fell every day
except on 18th, 20th, 21st, and 26th. On the 29th there was a

severe gale, with a south-west wind, which probably added to the

destruction of foliage caused by its violence by depositing salt-

crystals (from sea-spray carried in the air from the coast) on the

leaves of trees and shrubs which in their then young and tender

state were peculiarly susceptible to injury. Although it has been
doubted whether the strength of the gale might not have been
sufficient to account for all the injury to vegetation, the fact that

salt-spray was carried over the greater part of the south of England
and deposited on trees, etc., is iindisputed. The deposition of salt

with rain falling in stormy weather is not unusual, though seldom
if ever known to have been deposited to such an extent as on this

occasion, for at Rotliamsted the chlorine in the rain collected "has
averaged 13-42 lbs., equal to 22*12 lbs. of pure common salt per

acre per annum. At Cirencester the amount is equal to 53"66

lbs. of salt."* A full account of this gale, with various opinions

as to the presence and injurious effects of the salt- spray, is

given in ' Symons' Monthly Meteoi'ological Magazine ' for May,

1882.t
Mat.—Very warm, with a very dry atmosphere (much drier

than in any other month in the year), bright, rather windy, and
with less than the average amount of rain. From 1st to 5th rain

fell every day, then for 14 days, 6th to 19th, none whatever fell,

from 20th to 26th rain again fell everyday but 21st, and from 27th
to the end of the month none fell, there being thus two wet and
two dry periods. Max. temp, above 62° on 20 days, and as it

never reached 70° it will be seen that it was very generally high,

but never excessively so ; min. below 42° on 9. Thei'e was a

severe thunderstorm on the 22nd.

June.—Cold, very dull, the sky not once being clear of clouds at

9 a.m., and the mean amount of cloud being greater than in any
other month in the year, with a rather windy atmosphere of average

humidity, and with a large amount of rain ; until the 26th there

were not two successive days without rain. Max. temp, above 62°

on 18 days, and never reaching 72°, which is exceptional for June
;

min. below 52° on 23, below 42° on 1 (17th). The month opened
with colder weather than that with which May closed, and, as the

mean temperature was only 2° higher than in that month, June
was comparatively a cold month. Indeed, while from January to

May the weather was warmer than usual, fz-om June to September

* Lawes and Gilbert, ' Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc.', 2nd ser., vol. xviii, p. 66.

t Vol. xvii, p. 65.
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it "was ju'^t the reverse, the throe summer months and tlic first

autuiuiial month being colder than usual. There was a thunder-

storm on 9th with 0-50 in. of rain, and on 26th with 0-80 in.

July.—Cokl, cloudy, with a humid atmosphere, average strength

of wind, and low barometric pressure. The month is remarkable
for the large number of rainy days (23) in comparison with the

amount of rain falling, which was only slightly above the average.

To 26th the only days without rain were 1st, 2nd, 19th, and 20th.

Max. temp, above 72° on 4 days; min. below 52° on 15. The
exti'erae range of temperature, 3P'l, shows a great contrast to

that in the previous July, 52°"5, and indeed both the mean and
extreme range in the three summer months in this year were much
less than in the corresponding period in 1881.

August.—Cold, cloudy, with a humid atmosphere as in July,

and with a small amount of rainfall. Strength of wind and baro-

metric pressui'e about the average. Max. temp, above 72^ on 5

days; min. below 52° on 17. The earlier part of the month was
finer and warmer than the latter part.

1st to loth 9 a.m. 62°-0 Mean Min. 53°-4 Mean Max. 69°-9 Mean Grs
lethtoSlst ,, 57-7 ,,

49-5
,,

64-1 ,, 57-1

Difference ,,
4-3

,, 3 -9
,,

5-8 ,, 4 -7

From 1st to 15th 0-2 lin. of rain fell, and from 16th to 31st, TSSin.

Septeiiber.—Rather cold and bright, with a humid atmosphere

of low pressure, and an average amount of rain. Max. temp,

above 62° on 17 days; min. below 42° on 10. Although the lowest

temperature recorded was above 32°, there was a ground-frost on

the morning of the 15th. The first 3 days were much warmer
than any other part of the month.

1st to 3r(i 9 a.m. 62-5 Mean Min. 55-3 Mean Max. 66-6 Mean 61-5

4th to 30th ,, 53-1 ,, 43-6 ,,
62-5 ,, 53-1

Difference ,,
9-4 ,, 117 „ 4-1 „ 8-4

There was a slight thunderstorm on the 14th.

October.—Of average temperature, with a cloudy and very humid
atmosphere of low pressure, and with an excessive amount of rain.

Until after the 9th there was no heavy fall of rain, though rain fell

on 4 of the first 9 days; from the lOth to the end of the month
there were only two days without rain, 14th and 29th, and during

this period more than half an inch fell on 5 days, with a total of

3'34 ins., and more than a quarter of an inch on 6 other days, with

a total of 2-07 ins., making 11 days of heavy rainfall with an

aggregate of 5-41 ins. (an average of nearly half an inch each day)

out of the 24 on which rain fell. The first part of the month, to

about the 14th, was warmer than the second, but there was no

decided change in temperature. Max. above 52° on 23 days, above
62° on 6 (before 10th) ; min. below 42° on 8 (after 22nd), below
32° on 3 (26th, 27th, and 30th). There was a fine display of the

aurora borealis on the 2nd ; lightning was seen on the evening of
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tlie 8th, and the first fall of snow, with hail and strong wind,

occurred on the 24th.

November.—Eather warm and hright, with a very windy atmo-
sphere of average humidity and very low pressure, and with rather

heavy rainfall. There was a gradual diminution of temperature
during the month, with a few days warmer than the rest, and two
very cold ones.

3rd to 5th 9 a.m. 53°-2 Mean Min. 48°-2 Mean Max. 60°-2 Mean 52°-8

12th „ 28 -8 „ 26 -3 „ 42 -8 „ 32 -6

Mean of Month ,, 42-1 ,, 36-9
,,

49-2 ,,
42-4

18th „ 25 -0 „ 21 -9 „ 45 -8
,, 30 -9

22nd to 24th ,, 49-6 ,, 43-1 „ 53-3 „ 48-7

Max. above 52° on 9 days (between 1st and 9th, and on 22nd and
23rd); min. below 32° on 6, below 22° on 1 (18th). As in

October there was, on the 17th, a fine display of the aurora borealis,

and the auroral glow was seen on other evenings a few days before

and after this date.

December.—Of average temperature, with a dull and very humid
atmosphere of low pressure, and with rather heavy rainfall. Max.
temp, above 42° on 18 days, above 52° on 5 (after 25th) ; min.

below 32° on 11, below 22° on 3 (10th to 12th). The month may
be divided into two portions, the first, to 13th, very cold, calm,

and with snow but not much rain, and the second, from 14th, un-
usually warm, windy, and with no snow but a considerable amount
of rain, the mean temperature of these periods differing to the

extent of 12°.

1st to 13th 9 a.m. 30°-7 Mean Min. 26°-8 Mean Max. 37°' 1 Mean 31°-5

14th to 31st „ 43-8 „ 38-5
,,

48-2 „ 43-5

Difference „ 13 -1 „ 11 -7 „ 11 -1 „ 12 -0

The last 6 days were exceptionally warm.

26th to 31st 9 a.m. 51°-6 Mean Min. 46°-8 Mean Max. 54°-5 Mean 51°-0

Mean of Month „ 38 -0
,, 33 -6 „ 43 -5 ,, 38 -4

Difference „ 13-6 ,, 13-2
,,

11-0 „ 12-6

The high temperature of these 6 days was even slightly exceeded

on the 1st of January, 1883, after which a more normal temperature

prevailed.
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NOTES OX BIRDS OBSERVED IN HERTFORDSniRE DURING
THE YEAR 1882.

Br John E. Littlebot.

Head at Watford, 20th March, 1883.

It is once more my pleasant duty to bring before our members
a few particulars respecting birds observed in Hertfordshire during

the past year. There are, in addition to these, a few species which
occurred prior to 1882, but which, having been reported sub-

sequently to the reading of my last paper, will also claim our

attention. I am glad to announce that I have registered thirteen

additional 'species since my last report, and, in accordance with

my pre^•ious custom, I shall briefly notice these species seriatim.

Before proceeding with my task, I wish to acknowledge, with

sincere thanks, the valuable assistance that I have received from

Mr. John Cordeaux, Mr. John H. Gurney, Mr. Harting, and Mr.

Sharpe of the British Museum. Five of the notices I am about

to read are from the pen of Mr. Cordeaux, and for one our Society

is again indebted to Mr. Gurney.

The Teee-Spaeeow (Passer motitanus).— Mr, A. F. Griffith

reports that the tree-sparrow is met with regularly, in small

flocks, in the neighbourhood of Sandi'idge. It also frequents the

willows by the side of the river Lea, near Brocket Hall. Mr.

William Xorman, of Boyston, informs me that it is not uncommon
near that town, and that he has several specimens in his possession.

Mr. John H. Gurney has kindly supplied the following note :

—

" The tree-sparrow is a wide-ranging species, extending, it is be-

lieved, all over Europe and Asia. It is by no means a parasite,

like the house-sparrow, and its distribution is probably the same

now as it was 500 years ago. In their habits the two sparrows

diff'er essentially. In this part of England the true home of the

tree-sparrow is in the marshes, and I suppose the examples which
I now and then see on the coast are migrants. That it is migratory

is well known, for instances are recorded of large numbers being

met with at sea, and in the North Sea I have heard of its being

several times seen. I know a locality on our I^orfolk ' Broads,' near

a venerable ecclesiastical building, or what remains of it, where

a colony of these birds nest in a cow-shed, not in large

numbers, but enough for their habits to be observed. They
frequent the thatch of the shed, and come down to the water's

edge to drink. I lately paid a visit to this colony and obtained

an egg and a nestling; the latter, though extremely young, was
distinguishable at a glance from a nestling house-sparrow. The
old idea that every nest in a tree was a tree-sparrow's is quite

exploded ; they generally nest in sheds, boat-houses, or pollard-

willows. In July, 1871, I was shown a nest in a hole in a low
thorn-bush about 3^ feet from the ground ; some young birds had
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been taken from it, which, I heard, readily ate chopped egg, and
soon leamt to feed themselves. This was in West I^orfolk, where
the bird is also common. Common as white, pied, bufF, and even

black house-sparrows are, I do not remember more than about

two varieties of the tree- sparrow. One of these is in my col-

lection ; it was killed in Warwickshire, and shows all the natural

markings, only of a very pale delicate tint."

2. The Wood-laek {Alaucla arhorea).—Mr. A. F. Griffith reports

the occurrence of the wood-lark during the month of March, both

in 1878 and 1879. It was observed in a field close to Symond's
Hyde Wood, in the parish of Sandridge. Mr. Griffith writes as

follows :—" It was, I have no doubt, about to breed, as it is a very

early nester, but I left too early each year to find the nest."

The wood-lark is semi-migrant in its habits : it is comparatively

a rare bird, and when met with is, without doubt, fi'equently mis-

taken for its congener the sky-lark. It may readily be dis-

tinguished, writes Professor NeAvton,*" from the sky-lark "by its

smaller size, its shorter tail, its more distinctly-marked breast,

and by a conspicuous light-coloured streak over the eye and ear-

coverts." It appears to prefer rich woodland districts, but fre-

quents both heaths and downs when bordered by woods or copses.

3. The Pied Flycatcher {Muscicapa atricapiUa).— During the

summer of 1879 a pied flycatcher was shot near Royston ; it was
mounted by Mr. William Norman of that town, and is still in his

possession. Although more or less common in some of our northern

counties, the pied flycatcher is a rare bird in Herts, Beds, and Oxon.

It is a summer migrant, and generally arrives in England during

the month of April. " In many of its movements," writes Mr. H.

Seebohm,f " the pied flycatcher resembles its dingy congener.

It may frequently be seen hovering, in butterfly-like flight, in the

air. Sometimes it sits quietly on some decayed limb, ever and anon
uttering its call-notes, and incessantly jerking its tail and half

opening its wings, as though anxious to sally into the air."

4. The Rustic Bunting [JEmheriza rustica).—A rustic bunting

was taken on the 20th of November, near Elstree Reservoir, in the

nets of a bird-^catcher. It was sold to a dealer in Wardour Street,

and from him purchased, in the flesh, by Lord LiKord. It is now
('Zoologist,' January, 1883) in his Lordship's possession. The
bird captured near Elstree is only the third specimen known to

have occurred in the British Isles. The first was taken in October,

1867, near Brighton, and is now in the collection of Mr. Monk, of

Lewes; the second occurred in September, 1881, in Yorkshire, and

is reported in the 'Ibis' (1882, p. 182), by Mr. W. E. Clarke.

Mr. Sharpe, of the British Museum, informs me that the rustic

bunting inhabits north-eastern Europe and northern Siberia, stray-

ing as far as northern Italy and Japan. There is no British

specimen in the collection under his care. In general appearance

* Tarrell's ' British Birds,' 4th edition, vol. i, p. 625.

t ' British Birds,' vol. i, p. 329.
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the rustic bunting; somewhat rcsemb]cs a female yellow-hammer,

but in place of yellow, a reddish-brown colour appears to pre-

dominate, and behind the eyes there is a stripe of pure white.

5. The Peuegkixe Falcon {Falco 2)<'fC(jrinus).—The peregrine

falcon has frequently occurred in Herts, prior to the date of our

register. I have now the pleasure to record it in regular course.

Mr. G. Shrimpton, of Port Vale, Hertford, reports the capture of

two of them. The first was shot at Stoney Hills, near Bengeo, on

the 18th of September, 1881, and the second, at Bramfield, near

Hertford, on the 23rd of November, in the same year.

The peregrine, described by Montagu*" as "the Tyrant of the

air," takes its place among the largest and most daring of British

Eaptors. " In the wideness of its distribution," writes Mr.

Seebohm,f "the peregrine is equalled by few other raptorial birds.

Its haunt is the open country—the moorlands, mountain sides and

commons, and waste lands near the sea being its favourite places.

Truly, indeed, the peregrine is a noble bird, his courage when on the

wing, and his proud bearing when seated on some naked branch or

rock-pinnacle, stamp him as one of the most lordly of his race."

In days when falconry was a fashionable pastime, the peregrine

was prized, protected, and petted beyond all his compeers. At
present a retributive destiny appears to have overtaken him, and

he shares the common fate that awaits, in game-preserving England,

the appearance of all or any of his congeners.

Peregrines still breed occasionally in AVales and Scotland, where
they select wild mountainous heights and rocky headlands as their

home, but, thanks to game-keepers and gun-loafers, they are

constantly becoming scarcer ; and it seems more than probable

that, in a few years, they may become, like the kite, rare and

accidental visitors to our shores.

6. The Virginian Colin {^Ortyx Virginianus).—An old female

colin, or American quail, was shot on the 12th of August, near

Stevenage, and is reported by Mr. Marlborough R.. Pryor.

The Virginian colin is, as its name implies, a native of America,

and can only be regarded as an introduced species. It has however
become more or less naturalised in some of the eastern counties,

and is accepted by Wharton and other authorities as a British bird.

Respecting its occurrence in Hertfordshire, Mr. Harting writes to

me as follows:—"No doubt the bird in question was a wanderer

from Norfolk or Suffolk, where a great number have been turned

out; as has been the case also in Northamptonshire, where a few
years ago some hundreds were liberated by Lord Lilford."

7. The Common Citrlew [Numenius arqiiata).—The common
curlew has been twice reported in our county during the year.

Mr. G. Shrimpton, Port Vale, Hertford, to whom we are indebted

for much vahiable information, informs me that a female curlew,

shot during the month of May, at Sacombe Park, was brought to

him to be mounted. On opening the bird he found that it con-

* Ornithological Dictionary, p. 361. t 'British Birds,' vol. i, p. 24.
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tained two eggs. Mr. R. "W. Brett, of Hertford, reports that the

"well-known note" of the curlew was heard in that neighbourhood
about Christmas Day, and that at other times it has been seen to

pass over.

For the following notice, and for the four succeeding ones—on
the common tern, the lesser tern, the little auk, and the puffin

—

our Society is indebted to Mr. John Cordeaux, of Ulceby, Lincoln-

shire, a prominent member of the ornithological committee of the

British Association. " Curlews are common on our east coast

during a great part of the year, and can only be considered scarce

in the height of summer. At low-tide they feed on the muddy
flats and great sand-wastes on the shore, retiring at flood to the

coast-marshes, and often going far inland to the larger open fields

on the Lincolnshire and Yorkshire Wolds. Large numbers, often

hundreds together, pass southwards along the coast in the autumn,
from the middle of July to the end of September, by a north to

south flight, but the greater number appear at this season to come
direct on to our coast by an east to west course—the general line

followed by our autumn immigrants. In foggy weather, or on
dark rainy nights, no other shore-bird is more frequently seen

dashing, in a lost and bewildered manner, around the lanterns of

the light-house and light-vessels. In the autumn of 1882 curlews

are recorded in the migration returns, from east-coast stations, as

having occurred at intervals, round the lanterns of light-houses, up
to the 13th of December. The curlew nests on the high moorlands

of Yorkshire and the north of England, and less frequently in the

south ; a few pairs also nest on Thorae Waste, near the upper
waters of the Humber. A limited number may always be found on

our coasts throughout the summer months."
8. The Common Teen {Sterna fluviatilis).—Mr. E. P. Thompson,

of Elstree, informs me that he observed a common tern on the

Elstree Reservoir during the month of April, and that at other

times he has seen four or five together at the same place. Mr. W.
Norman reports that they are occasionally met with near Royston.

" The common tern, a spring and autumn visitant to our east

coast, on its passage to and from its nesting quarters but far

more numerous always at the latter season, arrives about the last

week in April or early in May, and is always less commonly met
with than the far more numerous arctic tern

—

Sterna macrura. lu
stormy weather it ascends rivers, and occasionally occurs in waters

far inland, which is rarely the case with the arctic tern. It nests

annually on the Faroe Islands in company with the arctic tern,

but the latter exceed the so-called common species by about ten to

one. Both species leave their nesting-quarters in the autumn
together, about the last week in August, on their migration to

the south."

9. The Little Tern {Sterna mimita).—Mr. Frederick N. Ford-

ham informs me that two little terns have been recently secured in

the neighbourhood of the River Cam, about a mile and a half from
Royston. Mr. "W. Norman reports that a dead specimen was
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picked Tip not far from that town and was brought to him by

the tindor. " The little tern formerly nested i)lcntifully on the

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire coast, and still nests, but in greatly

reduced numbers, at Spurn, where (]uito recently I found thirteen

nests within a short distance of each other in slight hollows of the

bare shingle, twelve of which contained the full complement of

three eggs. It arrives at Spurn in May, about the middle of the

miiiith, leaving again in September, a few lingering as late as the

middle of October."

10. The Little Auk {Mergnlm alU).—A little auk was picked

np alive near Langley, about five miles from Hitchin. It was an

old bird, and lived for some days after its capture. It is reported

by Mr. William Hill, jun., of Hitchin. "The little auk is a

winter visitant to the coasts of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, and at

this season may be often found in large numbers at sea off the east

coast. In long- continued storms they approach the coast, even

entering our tidal rivers and estuaries—not unfrequently solitary

examples occurring far inland in a perfectly exhausted condition,

driven in by stress of weather."

11. The Puffin {Fratercula arctica).—Mr. Henry Manser informs

me that a puffin was caught alive about the middle of April, at

Broxbourne, near Hoddesdon. It died a few hours after being

caught. Two other occurrences of the same bird are reported by

Mr. William Hill, jun. In the month of March a young puffin

was picked i;p alive, but exhausted, at Pirton, near Hitchin; a

second, also a young bird, was picked up at Preston, near the same

town. It is worthy of remark that the bird secured at Pirton

found its way inland during the fine weather that prevailed in

March. "Puffins are the latest of our sea-fowl to arrive at their

nesting haunts at Flamborough, which they do early in May, leaving

again in August. The single egg is placed at the bottom of a deep

hole or fissure in the cliffs, and the young, unlike those of the guille-

mot, remain on the ledge until they can fly down unassisted by the

parent-birds. Often several puffins are found in the same hole,

and both the male and female assist in incubation. When the young

are hatched, the old birds feed them on sand-eels, and may constantly

be seen coming in from the sea and flying up to the cliffs, with

numbers of these bright silvery little fish dangling, beard-like, from

the sides of their huge beaks. In September and October they

may be found in large numbers far out at sea, moving gradually to

the south, and they are rarely seen again off the coast till their

return in the spring. After the autumn moult the beak of the

puffin assumes quite a different character, and is neither of the same

size, shape, or colour as in the breeding-season ; nor are the pieces

of which it is composed the same. It has been clearly proved by

Dr. Louis Barran that this remarkable change is brought about

by a regular moult or scaling off of the plates as well as the

palpebral appendages. Like the guillemot the puffin does not

breed till the third summer."
12. The Coiiiiox Guillemot {Alee troile).—A common guillemot
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was sliot by Mr. F. Hicks on the Elstree Reservoir in the latter

part of the year 1882. It is still in his possession.

The common, or, as it is sometimes styled in consequence of its

presumed indifference to danger, the "foolish" guillemot, is only

an occasional and accidental inland visitor. "It may be seen,"

writes Yarrell,* "in the tide-way of the open sea, all round our

coast at any season ; but these birds are best observed during their

breeding-season, when they assemble by hundreds or thousands on
many of the most extensive and highest rocks and cliffs that bound
onr sea-girt island."

13. The Cormorant {Phalacrocorax carlo).—Mr. "W. Norman, of

Hoyston, informs me that a cormorant was picked up dead on the

15th of October, 1881, within a short distance of that town. On
examination it was found to have been wounded by shot.

Cormorants are rarely met with in the Midland Counties, but are

common residents along the coasts of the British Isles. They feed

almost exclusively on fish, and are singularly expert in the art of

fishing. "To pursue," writes Morris,f "is to capture, and to

overtake is death." The cormorant is a powerful bird, and,

although most completely at home upon the waves, appears,

when observed upon the wing, to be able to contend successfully

against the wildest weather. It will however be noticed that the

bird that visited our county was picked up on the 15th of October,

the day following the notable storm that left behind it, in our own
valleys, such terrible traces of its violence. The fact that it was
wounded may account, in some measure, for its capture in Herts,

but it seems difficult to disconnect its occurrence with the fearful

hurricane that marked the date of its arrival. Cormorants are

extremely tenacious of life, and long after they are wounded will

defy capture. I have pleasure in exhibiting a cormorant that was
shot on one of the lochs in Sutherlandshire, after an exciting

chase, extending over the greater part of two days, by Mr. Clare

Fry, of the Little Elms, Watford. When skinned, three or four

bullet-holes were found in its throat and neck, besides various gun-
marks.

The thirteen birds now recorded increase the number on our

register to 150 species.

The dates at which the arrival and departure of our summer
migrants and other visitants have been reported, together with the

names of the observers, will be found in the following tables.

Summer Migrants.

Species. Locality. Date. Ouserver.

Nightingale Hitchiu Apl. 9 "W. Hill, jiin.

i^BauUas luscinia) Ashwell
,,

H H.G. Fordham.
Ilarpeiiden ,, lo J. J. Willis.

Watford ,, IG J. Hopkiuson.

Hertford ,, 16 R. T. Audrews.

HaileyHall ,, 16 H.C.Heard.

* ' British Birds,' vol. iii, p. 344. t ' British Birds,' vol. iii, p. 63.
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Species.

XlOHTIXGALE (COUtd.) . . ,

(Nest with 4 e<rgs) . . .

,

Redstart
{RiiticiUa phwnicurus)

Chiff-Chaff
(^rhyltoscupus colli/hita)

"WiLLOVP-'WREN
{Fhylloscopus trochilus)

"Wood-Wren
{Pln/Unscopits sihilatrix)

Lesser Whitethroat . .

.

{Sylvia curruca)

Blackcap
{Sylvia Atricapilla)

Sedge-Warbler
{Calamodus schoeuobcenus)

Eed-backed Shrike . . .

,

{Lan'tus Collurio)

Spotted Flycatcher
{Miiscicapa yriso/a)

(Last seen)

Pied Wagtail
{Motacilla luguhris)

(Flight of 8 or 10)

Swallow
{Hiruudo rustica)

(Last seen)

Martin
{Vhelidon urbica)

(Last seen)

Locality. Date. Observer.

Hoddesdon Apl. 18 Miss A.Warner.

Fauhams Hall, Ware . . ,, 20 R. B. Croft.

Ri'dbomu limy ,, 22 Mrs. Arnold.

Rovstou May 8 P. F. Fordliam.

Cussiobury Park Apl. 30 A. Barraud.

Throcking Mar. 8 Rev. C. Ilarvoy.

Watford „ 22 A. Barraud.

King's Lanulcy ,, 2-i E. J. Lake.

RoYstou...'^ ,, 27 P. F. Fordham.

Ilitchiu Apl. 2 W. Hill, jun.

Hiinton Bridge ,, 9 J. E. L.

Throcking ,, 12 Rev. C. Harvey.

Bucks Hill, Watford . . ,, 16 F. Littlehoy.

Langleybury ,, 26 J. E. L.

Albury ,, 10 Miss Littlehoy.

Hertford ,, 15 R. W. Brett.

Elstree ,, 18 J. E. L.

Hunton Bridge ,, 28 Mrs. Cooper.

Royston May 3 P. F. Fordham.

Royston ,, 5 P. F. Fordham.

Hitchin Apl. 10 W. Hill, jun.

Hunton Bridge ,, 23 J. E. L.

Royston May 23 P. F. Fordham.

Chorley Wood (pair shot) July 18 W. Downer.

Hunton Bridge May 14 J. E. L.

Odsey Grange ,, 25 H. G. Fordham.

Sept. 3 H.G. Fordham.

Two Waters Mar. 2 F. Littlehoy.

Royston ,, 3 P. F. Fordham.

Redhourn Bury ,, 12 Mrs. Arnold.

Hunton Bridge ,, 18 J. E. L.

Hoddesdon Apl. 9 MissA. Warner.

Hertford „ 11 R.T.Andrews.
Hitchin ,, 11 W.Hill, jun.

Rickmansworth ,, 12 H. Procter.

Hemel Hempstead ,, 13 F. Littlehoy.

Elstree ,, 14 E.P.Thompson.

Ashwell „ 14 H. G. Fordham.

Harpenden ,, 14 J. J. Willis.

Watford ,, 15 J. Hopkinsou.

Ware ,, 15 R. B. Croft.

Hunton Bridge ,, 16 E. M. Mather.

Highfield House, Watford ,, 17 Dr. A. T. Brett.

Redbourn Bury ,, 18 Mrs. Arnold.

Hailey Hall „ 18 H. C. Heard.

Throcking ,, 20 Rev. C. Harvey.

Ashwell Oct. 4 H. G. Fordham.

Odsev Grange ,, 22 H. G. Fordham.

Hertford Nov. 7 R. W. Brett.

Hitchin Apl. 10 W. Hill, jun.

Redbourn Bury ,, 24 Mrs. Arnold.

Hunton Bridge ,, 26 J. E. L.

Odsey Grange May 1 H. G. Fordham.

Royston ,, 6 P. F. Fordham.

Oct. 4 P. F. Fordham.

Hitchin Nov. 15 W. PKU, jun.

Hertford „ 18 R. W. Brett.
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Species.

Sand Martin
{Coiyle riparia)

(Last seen)

"Wryneck
l^Yuiix torquilla)

Cuckoo
[Cuculus canorus)

Locality. Date
Eickmansworth Apl.

Hitchin ,

,

Hertford Nor.
Hog, Great Gaddesden . . ApL
Hitcliiu ,,

Hamper Mills ........ ,,

Ashwell May
Harpenden Apl.

Hitchin ,,

Watford ,,

Hoddesdon ,

,

Hailey Hall ,,

Hunton Bridge ,,

King's Langley ,,

Hertford ,,

Himton Bridge „

Nightjar ,

[Capriniulgus ennpmus)

Swift
(Cypselus Apus)

(Last seen)

Turtle Dove
{Turtur auritus)

Quail

(
'Johtrnix communis)

Stone Curlew -

{Q£(lic)iemus scolopax)

Corn Crake
[Crex pratensis)

Throcking ,

,

Eoyston ,

,

Fanliams Hall ,,

Hemel Hempstead .... ,,

Hamper Mills ,

,

AshweU ,,

Hitchin Mar.
Odsey Grange ,,

EoYston ,

,

Hitchin May
Harpenden ,

,

Eoyston ,,

Eedbourn Bury ,

,

Ashwell ,,

Odsey Grange Sept.

Ashwell ,,

Odsey Grange May
Hitchin ,,

Eoyston May
Ashwell ,,

Eoyston July

Eoyston May
Hertford June

Observer.

8 H. Procter.

10 W. Hill, jun.

9 E. W. Brett.

2 H. Procter.

11 W. Hill, jun,

22 Dr. A. T. Brett.

6 E. S. Fordham.
12 J. J. Willis.

15 W. Hill, jun.

15 J. Hopkinson.
15 Miss A . Warner.
15 H. C. Heard.
16 E. M. Mather.

17 E. Harwood
17 E. T. Andi-ews.

20 Mrs. Cooper.

21 Eev. C. Harvey.

21 P. F. Fordham.
21 E. B. Croft.

22 W. Wyman.
22 Dr. A.'T. Brett.

23 H.G. Fordham.
18 W. Hill, jun.

25 H.G. Fordham.
26 P. F. Fordham.
2 W. Hill, jim.

3 J. J. Willis.

6 P. F. Fordham.
9 Mrs. Arnold.

17 H.G. Fordham.
1 H.G. Fordham.
4 H.G. Fordham.
1 H. G. Fordham.

30 W. Hill, jun.

2 P. F. Fordham.
4 E. S. Fordham.
2 P. F. Fordham.

2 P. F. Fordham.
5 H. C. Heard.

Spring, Autumn, and Winter Visitants.

Eedwing Watford

( Turdm iliacus) Hertford (abundant) . .

.

Fieldfare Eoyston

{Turdm pilaris) ,, (large numbers)

Chipperfield

Odsey Grange
King's Langley

EiNG Ousel Chalk Hill. Watford ..

{Ciiichis aquaticus) Caldicott Hill

Great Gray Shrike Throcking

[Lnnins excubitor) Elstree

Gray Wagtail Hunton Bridge

[Mntacilla sulphurea)

Siskin Hunton Bridge

{Cardiwlis spi/ius) King's Langley ,

Lesser Eedpole Hunton Bridge

[Li/iota rt{fesceiis)

Dec.

Dec.
Jan.

Feb.
Nov.

Sept.

Dec.

Nov.

12

Oct. 30

J. E. L.

E. W. Brett.

P. F. Fordham.
P. F. Fordham.
E. Lake.

H. G. Fordham.
J. E. L.

Miss Morel.

12 J. E. L.

Eev. C. Harvey.

Miss Selby.

J. E. L.

5

13

15

3

19

11

Jan.

Jan.

28 J. E. L.

E. Lake.

28 J. E. L.
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Species. Locality. Date. Observer.

Bramblixo ITazehvooJ Jan. Mr. Stauuard.

{Fiiogillti Montifringilla) Shomlish Feb. 21 E.Lake.
Hooded Crow Odsey Grange Jan. 21 H. G. Fordham.

{^Con-US Comix) „ Feb. 28 H. G. Fordham.

,, Oct. 9 H.G. Fcinlham.

Berkhamstead Common Dec. 19 IMrs. Littleboy.

Short-eared Owl Moor Park Dec. Lord Ebury.
{Asio accipitrinus)

Woodcock Otterspool, Watford .... Oct. 14 A. F. Holland.

{Scolopax rusticola)

I must now direct your attention to sundry reports, received

during- the year, from various localities throughout our county.

The Redstart {Ruticilla pha'iiicurus).— Redstarts have been
more geuorally reported than on any previous occasion. The Rev.

J. A. Ewing, Westmill Rectory, Buntingford, writes that "a pair

of redstarts built a nest and brought out their young in a plantation

by the side of the Rectory lane." Mr. A. Barraud reports that he
observed a bird, in fine plumage, about the end of April, on the

outskirts of Cassiobury Park, and that a pair of redstarts built and
reared theii* young in Mr. C. Fry's summer-house, at the Little

Elms.

The Stonechat {Pratincola ruhicola). — Although said to be

resident, stonechats are certainly more plentiful on this side of

the county in the winter months and during the early spring

than at other times in the year. They may generally be met with
in February between Hunton Bridge and King's Langiey, and I

have frequently seen them near Berkhampstead and elsewhere, at

about the same period of the year.

Thrushes {Tardus musicus, T. iliaciis, and T. pilaris).— The
song-thrush commenced to sing at a very early date. It is reported

from all parts of the county from January 2nd to the end of

February. A nest with four eggs was found by Mr. H. G.

Fordham on the 26th of March. Redwings appear to have been
more plentiful than has been the case since the disastrous winter

of 1879-80. At the same time it is only right to state that their

absence from the neighbourhood of Stevenage is specially referred

to by Mr. Marlborough Pryor. Fieldfares have again been scarce.

Mr. Percy F. Fordham mentions having observed considerable

numbers about the 13th of January, in the Royston district, but

with this exception all the reports received confirm their general

scarcity in our county.

The Grasshopper-Warbler {Locustella ncevia).— Grasshopper-

warblers are reported by Mr. A. F. Griffith to breed regularly in

the neighbourhood of Sandridge. I have only once before had
occasion to register their occurrence ; but they are difficult birds

to identify unless the observer is thoroughly familiar with their

peculiar note, and it is probable that they are much commoner
than is generally supposed.

The Great Grey Shrike {Lmiiiis exciihitor).—A great grey

shiike was shot during November near Throcking by Mr. Coleman.
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It was mounted by Mr. Norman, of Royston, and is now in the

possession of the Eev. C. "W. Harvey. A second specimen was

shot abuut the same time by Mr. H. H. Gibbs' gamekeeper, near

Elstree Reservoir.

The Red-Backed Shrike {Lmiius coUurio).—Red-backed shrikes

are reported to have built in an orchard at Chorley Wood, and a

pair, now in the possession of Mr. W. Downer, were shot on the

18th of July at the same place. Some young shrikes were observed

flying in and out of a tall hedge, near Park Street, by Dr.

Hensman ; and the Rev. J. A. Ewing reports that a pair built,

as they have done for several successive years, in a tall hawthorn

hedge, within thirty yards of the village school, but (need I add

the words) inaccessible to the school-children.

The Greenfih^ch {Ligurinm chloris).—Greenfinches have been

wonderfully numerous, almost competing in abundance with the

chafiinch. An albino variety was shot at Chapmore End, near

Hertford, about the end of September. It was mounted by Mr. G.

Shrimpton, and is thus described : — " General colour creamy

white ; wings mostly yellow, and eyes pink."

The Crossbill {Loxia mrvirostra).—Mr. R. W. Brett reports

that a considerable flight of these interesting and peculiar birds

took possession of a fir-grove, facing S.S.E., at Bengeo Warren,

near Hertford. Skins of both male and female birds were obtained,

in colour varying from red to dull green.

The Black-headed Bunting {Emherim melanocepTiala). — A
black-headed bunting was observed on a hedge, by the road-side,

at Broadway, near Berkhamsted. I also noticed several near

Stanmore, just within the borders of Middlesex, on the 7th of

March.
The Magpie {Pica rustica) . — Magpies appear to be more

frequently met with than was the case a few years ago. In

the neighbourhood of Elstree they are tolerably abundant, and

Miss Selby reports that a pair built in a wood, close to Aldenham

House.
The Jay (Garrulus glandarius).— Jays have been unusually

numerous on this side of our county during the past winter. Mr.

J. Stannard informs me that he counted more than twenty of these

gaily-plumaged birds in a small wood that borders Hazelwood

Park, and I have received similar reports from several other

quarters. I had written these words prior to observing in the

pages of the 'Zoologist' (January, 1883, p. 1), a letter from Mr.

J. Cordeaux, which appears to account, in rather a remarkable

manner, for the immigration I have alluded to. "On the 8th of

October," writes Mr. Cordeaux, " a perfect storm of jays " was

observed by Herr Giitke as they passed "over and on both sides"

of the island of Heligoland. In further confirmation of this fact,

Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun., has sent me an extract taken from a

private letter, received by him from the same veteran obseiwer, in

which " continuous flights of thousands and thousands of jays, on

the 6th, 7th, and 8th of October," are again reported. Referring
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to information forwarded, !Mr. Cordoaux writes to mo as follows:

—

"I am much iutercsted iu what you say about the abundance of

jays in Herts. I have now received several communications of

unusual numbers seen at various localities between Flamborou2;h

Head and the Now Forest in Hampshire. It is interesting to find

one fact backing up another, and no observation, however trivial

it may appear, is altogether useless, but may help in some way or

other to strengthen and confirm others." I hope that testimony

such as this, received from so careful an observer as Mr. Cordeaux,

may encourage our members to attempt more continuous and care-

ful reports than have yet been made.
TuE Saxd -Martin [Cotyle riparia).—Tt will be remembered that

on the 17th of June our members visited a large chalk-pit near

Harcfield. Their attention was at once arrested by a vast number
of sand-martins that were flying about incessantly on the face of

the chalk. A stratum of sand and gravel was observed to overlie

the chalk, and to be let down into it in many places in " pipes,"

and in this sand an infinite number of holes, into and out of which
the birds were constantly flying, were readily observable.

The Cuckoo ( Cuctdus canorus).—A cuckoo's egg is reported, by
Mr. P. F. Fordham, to have been found in the nest of a meadow-
pipit, near Royston.

The Wood-Pigeon (^Columha polumhus).—Large flocks of wood-
pigeons have visited our county during the winter months. This

is almost invariably the case when beech-masts are abundant. Mr.

Henry Lewis, of St. Albans, forwarded to me 13 hedge-nuts which,

in addition to a number of beech-masts, he had taken from the

crop of a single pigeon.

The Eagle-Owl {Bubo ignavus).—An eagle-owl was shot on the

23rd of December, 1881, on the Bayfordbury estate, about two
miles from Hertford, and was reported by Mr. George Shrimpton,

of Port Yale. Hertford. On making further inquiry, I ascertained

that an eagle-owl had escaped, about three months previously,

from the garden of Mr. Richard Hoare, Marden Hill, near Welwyn,
and it seems? more than probable that the bird shot at Bayfordbury

•was the fugitive from Marden Hill. Under these circumstances I

have concluded, with considerable self-denial, not to place it on our

register. Mr. Hoare informs me that he kept a pair of eagle-owls

in his garden for six or seven years, and that they laid eggs in a

small round hole on the ground, but never hatched young birds.

On the death of the female the male bird forsook the garden and
appears to have met his fate as already described. Under favour-

able circumstances the eagle-owl breeds successfully in confinement

;

Mr. Gumey writes to me that they have succeeded in breeding

more than twenty at Xorthrepps Hall,

The Partridge iPerdix cinerea).—Partridges are reported, from

all quarters, as unusually abundant during the season. Pheasants

have also been plentiful, but, as raised at present, they appear to

come more properly under the head of " domestic poultry."

The Heron {Ardea cinerea).—Herons are reported as observed
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on August 1st and 3rd near Royston, and on September 29th near

Ash well. Lord Ebury writes that an increased number have
frequented the water at Moor Park, and Mr. E. P. Thompson states

that they are common at Elsti'ee Reservoir.

The Golden Plover (^Charadrius plmialis).—Large numbers of

the golden plover are reported by Mr. H. C. Heard and Mr. R. W.
Brett as appearing during the winter months in the vicinity of

Hertford. Mr. Heard reports having observed them in the months
of July, August, and September (a somewhat unusual circumstance).

They are reported by Mr. H. G. Eordham as observed near Ashwell,

and I have heard of their occurrence, in large flights, near Rick-

mansworth and Pinner. Mr. Heard asks whether the early arrival of

the golden plover may be considered to have presaged the wet season

through which we have since passed. The question is a very

interesting one ; the advent, in large numbers, of the golden plover,

is popularly considered always to predicate a wet season, and
although we are accustomed, very properly as I think, to connect

the movement of birds with motives that are real and more or less

apparent, it is quite possible that the same causes which combine

to produce a wet season may also combine to influence, in some
unexplained manner, the keen perception of plovers, and thus teach

them the time and direction in which to direct their flight.

The Stone-Cuelew {(Edicnemus scolopax).—Both Mr. Percy F.

Pordham and Mr. W. Norman report the nesting of the stone-

cui'lew in a field contiguous to the Royston Downs.
The Cokn-ceake {Crex pratensis).—Mr. H. Lewis reports that

a corn-crake was shot on the 3rd of January near St. Albans.

Isolated instances of a similar character have been mentioned by
Yarrell and other authorities, but they are far from common, and

the present occurrence is well worthy of record in the pages of our
' Transactions.' The food of the corn-crake consists principally of

slugs, snails, worms, and insects, and it is probable that the ex-

traordinarily mild winter of 1881-82 enabled it to subsist during

the winter months without much difiiculty.

The Wild DrrcK [Anas hoscJias).—A brood of ducklings was
hatched by the side of a pond at the bottom of "The Grove"
grounds, Stanmore Common. Mrs. Brightwen succeeded in taming

them so completely that they regularly left the water at certain

times and came up to the Hall to be fed. One afternoon I watched

them, when called by Mrs. Brightwen, enter the drawing-room,

without the least appearance of fright, and feed freely from the

hands of any one who would supply them with food.

General Remarks.—In my report for the year 1881 I referred

to the influx of numerous sea-birds during the autumnal months as

a distinguishing feature of that year. I have now to add the cor-

morant to the number then reported. There is also another circum-

stance that distinguished the autumn of 1881, to wliich I shall take

the liberty to refer. I find that two honey-buzzards, two
buzzards, and two peregrine-falcons, are reported as having been

observed in Hertfordshire during the months of September, October,
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and November. This is an nnusual coincidence, but on referring to

the report on migration published by the Committee of the British

Association (p. 3), its explanation becomes self-evident. I quote
the folloAving sentence from this report: "Not the least remarkable
feature was the influx of the larger raptorial birds in a broad fan,

all along our cast coast, extending from Forfarshire to the South of

England, having previously crossed Heligoland on September the
22nd and two following days." I have already noticed the im-
portant migration of jays to our county, which immediately
followed tlieir reported flight over the same island, and I think it

will be admitted by all, that considerable additional interest is

added to ornithological returns when cause and effect can be traced

in so satisfactory a manner as is the case in these instances.

I believe that it is customary in sporting circles to describe each
year by the name of a favourite animal. If I may be allowed to

ingraft the practice on the ornithological records of our Hertford-
shire Society, I think that the year 1882 must take its place in our
annals as the year of the " Rustic Bunting."
The occurrence in our county, within a few weeks of each other,

of the little auk, the puffin, and the guillemot, all birds of kindred
feather, appears to point to the prevalence of severe gales during
the months of November and December. It will be interesting to

note whether our meteorological returns will justify the inference

I have drawn.
The arrival of summer migrants does not appear to have been

materially affected by the mildness of the spring. A few species

are reported a trifle earlier than usual, but they are exceptions to

the general rule. Several of our residents, notably perhaps the

thrush, the blackbird, the rook, and the robin, paired and nested

earlier than is customary ; while the plaintive note of the thrush,

the jubilant song of the skylark, and the innocent carol of the

little wren were heard almost from the commencement of the new
year. One of my correspondents, who is a keen ornithologist,

informs me that he counted thirty-nine species of birds, in his own
small garden almost close to Watford, during the summer months.
The habit of counting the number of birds observed during a walk
or in a particular month, is an extremely useful one. It familiarizes

the eye with the style and appearance of different birds,

" Great nature's happy commoners."

And it enables the observer to recognise and to master the charm-
ing but varied notes that welcome, so joyously, the advent of an
EngKsh spring, when

"Every copse and bush,

Bending with dewy moisture o'er the heads

Of the coy choristers that lodge within.

Are prodigal of harmony."

Before I conclude, there is a subject to which, with your per-

mission, I wish especially to allude. Thanks to our numerous
correspondents, I receive from most parts of our county, regular
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and very acceptable reports, of the arrival of some four or five

species among our numerous summer migrants. Respecting the

cuckoo, the nightingale, the swallow, the martin, and the swift,

I am fortunate in always I'eceiving definite information. May I

appeal to our members to extend the sphere of their observations

;

the habits of the willow-wren, the chiff-chaff, the white-throats,

the melodious blackcap, the sedge-warbler, the flycatcher, the wag-
tails, the sand-martin, the wryneck, the turtle-dove, the corn-crake,

and many others, are equally worthy of our attention ; while the

arrival of our spring, autumn, and winter visitors—the fieldfare,

the redwing, the ring-ousel, the woodcock, the snipe, the great

grey shrike, the siskin, the redpole, the brambling, the hooded
crow, etc.—is, if possible, of still greater interest. In again thank-

ing our members for their past favours, may I venture to solicit

still further assistance in the direction indicated.
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KOTES ON THE RE-IXTRODUCTIOX OF THE BEAVER INTO
BRITAIN.

By xVuGUSTUs Haavks.

Bead at Hertford, 2dth March, 1883.

(Abridged.)

IEt paper has, I am sorry to have to confess, nothing in it of

that special local interest which is very properly looked for in the
' Transactions ' of this Society, yet I have some hope that it may
not be altogether devoid of general interest. We all know that

after we have visited any country we feel much more interest in

what we read about it. So I, having seen with my own eyes some
of the work of beavers, have not only become particularly interested

in them myself, but have cherished a hope that I may be able to

make them interesting to others.

Being at Eothesay last autumn, we took the opportunity of

visiting the beaver-settlement which Lord Bute has established

on his estate. Mount Stuart, in the Isle of Bute. We found it in a

pine-wood, through which runs a small stream, three or four acres

of sloping ground being enclosed with stone walls and iron fences.

Into this enclosure Lord Bute (after some other attempts which were
xmsuccessful), in January, 1875, turned seven or eight beavers which
he had obtained from North America. This colony has increased

and multiplied, so that now, although there have been some deaths

among them, the beavers number, according to the best estimate

the keeper can make, about thii'ty.

The first proceeding of the colonists was to adapt the locality to

their wants and tasks, the principal step towards which was to con-

struct dams across the stream. So the beavers set to work, and
they have worked with such vigour that they have altogether

altered the face of their adopted country. They have made several

dams by which the stream is headed back into pools ; the largest is

at the lower end of the enclosure, upon which special pains have
been bestowed, evidently for the reason that they made here their

principal abode.

For material for the dams, and for food, they went to work tree-

cutting—an operation which they perform with great judgment,
and their tools for which are their teeth. The cutting-teeth are

two in each jaw, very large and strong. On the front they are

broad and flat, and of brownish-yellow or orange colour. A plate

of very hard enamel covers the bone forming the principal substance

of the tooth ; the tooth itself is of not very hard bone, and has a

ridge on the back strengthening it. Bone, though not so hard as

enamel, is tougher ; its softness makes it wear faster than the
enamel, and its toughness renders it less liable to be broken. If

the whole tooth were enamel the cutting edge would wear down
faster than the rest, and the tooth become blunt ; but the bone
wears with less action than the enamel, and thus the enamel stands
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highest, and forms a cutting edge, while the bone supports it

behind. Thus the beaver's teeth are chisels, but possessing a pro-

perty which no art of man can give to the carpenter's chisel ; for

the cutting-teeth of the beaver have not roots consisting wholly of

bone, as in the teeth of most animals, and indeed in the grinders

of the beaver itself. They are inserted deeply in the jaws, in a

peculiar kind of socket which exists only during dentition in the

teeth of other animals. These sockets continue gradually to produce

the teeth in such a manner that both bone and enamel grow at the

root as fast as they are worn down at the point, and thus the teeth

remain in good condition during the whole life of the animal. The
edges of the teeth are directly opposite each other, so that they

bite clean.

"With these weapons the beaver attacks a tree, which he brings

down by cutting notches through its trunk, first marking the tree

all round. The trees felled are made to fall directly towards the

stream— that is, unless the wind upsets the beaver's calculations,

which it does sometimes. In one case a tree had fallen just across

the stream, so that the branches which fell undei-most were made
use of as framework for a dam. This is a very curious instance

;

for the top of the tree, as it lies, just reaches the bank of the

stream farthest from the root, and Black, the keeper, told us that

it has often been discussed whether the beaver knew that it woiild

do so before the tree was attacked. I can say no more than that

certainly it has fallen, or has been made to fall, exactly in the

proper direction to be utilised for a dam, and the branches have

been left on it and used for that purpose. Of course it is perfectly

probable that the tree was, in the first instance, cut down for food,

or for other purposes, and that when it was found to be useful for

a dam, the intention was changed ; but if so, the change of intention

is not less remarkable than the other supposition.

There is another case for remark. The trees usually fall directly

towards the stream, so as to lie handy for the beaver's purpose, but

an instance to the contrary was pointed out to us. Two trees have

been felled so that their tops, though pointing towards the stream,

do not do so directly, but diverge outwards, one inclining to the

top and the other to the lower end of the enclosure ; the reason for

this is that two other trees were standing between them and the

stream, so that if these trees had fallen directly towards the stream

they would have been caught in the branches of those other trees.

Why then, it may be said, did they not fell the other trees first ?

There was no doubt a reason, for beavers appear to do nothing

without
;
probably those trees were not such as they use for food,

for they know what to eat and what to avoid. There is also

another possible reason. I have an impression, though I do not

find in my notes, that the trees which stood in the way were dead,

and beavers will not touch a dead ti-ee, neither, according to Black,

will they interfere with one another's work. If one begins to cut

down a tree he finishes it alone. Thus each works for his own
hand, but all for the good of the community. If, again, a beaver
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begins a tree and a man handles the cut, it "will be loft for some

days ; their sense of smell being very keen, and easily offended.

However, some authorities say that beavers work together on a

tree, but one finishes the work ; others say that one pair only work
on the same tree, and that they work turn and turn about, so that

only one works at a time, the little ones helping just to get their

teeth in. Indeed it is somewhat startling to find how contradictory

the statements about beavers are. Take, for instance, the description

of the manner in which they cut down trees. Frank Buckland

says (and he refers to Mr. Bartlett's personal observation of the

matter) :
" Attacking one side, he (the beaver) cuts by the means

of his sharp chisel, a regular notch in the tree ; when he has

gnawed his notch as deep as he dares into the tree, the cunning

fellow will test its stability by standing on his hind legs and pushing

the tree to see the degree of firmness of the portion which holds the

two pieces of wood together ; but how is he to separate this bit

which unites the wood ? he simply leaves off gnawing the big notch

he has made ; he then goes to the other side, where the bark and

Avood have not been touched at all, and gnaws away until down
comes the tree." Arabella Buckley says: "With his teeth he

gnaws a deep notch in the trunk, as deep as he dares without fear

of its falling, and then going round to the other side he begins

work there till the trunk is severed and falls heavily on the side of

the deep notch, and therefore away from himself." These accounts

seem so clear and simple that one feels disposed to adopt them
without question ; but Black disturbs the harmony by remarking

that beavers begin to cut at the side opposite to that to which they

intend the tree to fall, which is directly contrary to what the others

say. Then it does not tend to make the matter more clear when
we find another authority (Morgan) saying that the process of

cutting is round and round the tree continuously, and that the re-

duction is uniform, until it is cut on all sides more than half-way

to the centre ; after which the remainder of the cutting varies, in

some cases being uniform until the tree falls, in others deepest on

one side, towards which it is then more likely to fall. I can only

add to these statements that the stumps of the felled trees at Lord
Bute's show the cutting to have been all round, and I think equally

so, but I am sure that the direction of the trees falling was not a

mere matter of likelihood, but of certainty, unless where the wind
interfered ; though it must not be overlooked that the banks

on which these trees stood slope towards the stream, and that

therefore the trees would have had a natural tendency to fall

that way.
The tree-cutting is done towards the end of the year, in order

that the winter-supply of food may be provided. Having cut

down the tree the beavers strip off the branches, cutting them into

lengths for dragging away to the stream, where they either use

them for building, having first stripped off the bark for food, or

they float them down the stream and store them near their house.

Their food in winter consists wholly of the bark of trees ; in summer
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they eat bracken, grass, or young shoots growing about the place,

or they grub up roots. Their work is all done at night. They
are very regular in their habits, usually coming out about seven in

the evening, and going home again about seven in the morning.

By means of the principal dam they have made a large pool at

the lower end of the enclosure. We examined this dam carefully
;

it is about 70 feet in length. Its greatest height is about 8 feet,

and the breadth of its base at the deepest part of the pool, 15 to

20 feet. This they have built up piece by piece and year by year,

first beginning by damming the little stream, then raising and
widening the dam, and thus making the pool broader and deeper.

It is constructed of wood, grass, and sand, with stones here and
there, which have served to keep the other material in place until

more was built on it. They carry the material with their mouths
and fore-feet. They use their fore-feet like hands, in fact they are

formed more like hands than feet, and with them they plaster on
the mud and knead it in among the sticks. It was formerly said

that they used their tails to plaster the mud smoothly. That,

however, is a myth, like that of the kangaroo using his tail for

leaping. Of course as the embankment increased in height and
width, the pressure of the water against it much increased, and
this the builders had taken care to provide for. They built it partly

in arched form against the stream, with greater breadth serving as

buttresses between the arches, besides which there are props behind.

The embankment is not arched throughout, but in those places only

where the pressure of the water is greatest. This illustrates what
the Rev. J. G. Wood says (quoting I believe from Audubon, to whose
work I have not been able to refer) : "When the different parts

of the stream run with varying velocity, the formation of the dam
is really a triumph of engineering skill, for wherever the stream is

gentle the dam is built straight across it, but wherever the current

runs smartly the dam is curved, so as to present a convex surface

to its force." This is a very neat testimony to the sagacity, the some-

thing more than instinct, of the beaver. In one place behind this

large dam a tree has been cut, and has fallen towards the dam, so that

the severed stem rests against the rooted trunk from which it was
cut, and thus the trunk and the stem with its branches are made to

serve as a buttress to the dam ; behind this same dam, where it is

high, they have laid round pieces of wood horizontally to serve as

a ladder. They keep the top of the dam perfectly level, so that

the water runs over evenly—a very important matter when flood-

water comes down ; but so substantially has this dam been built,

that it has sustained no damage to speak of during the seven years

it has been standing.

There are other smaller dams higher up, and in one of these a

growing tree was made use of ; the dam was carried across just

above it, and about the centre rested against it. The tree was of a

kind not used for food by beavers, but they knew or found out that

the pressure of the wind on the upper part of the tree would by
rocking it about disturb the stability of the dam, so they just cut
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the tree through above tlio top of the dam, lotting it fall to one

side, so that it did not foul the stream, and left it there.

The pools formed by the dams serve as places of refuge when
the beavers are disturbed at their work, and they use them as

waterways for carriage of branches, etc. They have also from
these pools made burrows for some distance into the banks on the

water-level, each ending in a small chamber. Their principal

dwelling-place or house, if I may use that expression (beaver-lodge

is, I believe, the North-American term, where however they are

on a larger scale), is on the bank of the large pool. For the most
part the banks of the stream are steep, but a little way above the

large embankment there is a small level place, and this they
selected as the site. They began by burrowing into the bank from
the bottom of the water for about three or four feet, then upwards
about one foot, and there they scooped out a space large enough to

live in, breaking a hole through the top about six inches across,

which they covered with sticks and grass, placing some sticks also

perpendicularly to keep it open as a ventilator ; then as they con-

tinued to raise the dam, and thus raised the level of the water, they
continued also to build and enlarge the house, cutting their way up.

Their chamber is airy and clean, in which last respect they are very

particular. They enter their house from under water, where their

enemies cannot follow them, though, happily for the Bute beavers,

their chief enemy, the wolverine, which Bewick says is also called

the beaver-eater, has not yet been acclimatised by Lord Bute. The
top of the house is raised above the ground-level, and domed. The
occupiers are what auctioneers term "desirable tenants," for regu-

larly every autumn they carefully repair the outside of their house

by plastering it over with mud, and, so that they may better land

with the material, they have made themselves a landing- slip two
to tlu'ee feet broad at the base of the house, which also answers the

purpose of a foundation for its enlargement. Inside, the chamber
is formed above the water-level, and they lay for their beds wood-
shavings which they prepare in this manner—after using the bark

of a branch for food they place the stick on end, holding it with
their fore-feet, and then with their teeth they pare it down into

fine shavings.

The branches of trees cut and brought down for winter food are

stored up in the water near the house. The depth of the water
here is now about four feet and a half, and when they begin to use

the food they begin from the bottom. Thus they are not cut off

from their supplies by ice or their enemies. Being mindful of the

scorn and derision with which the statement that they drive stakes

into the ground has been received by some writers, I dare not say

more than that stakes seem to be set up, within which to store the

food, and also that stakes appear to have been set up in some places

behind the embankments. The object of the dam seems to be to

secure a sufficient and uniform depth of water in all weather and at

all seasons, and of such a depth as that it shall not be entirely

frozen. A beaver will not go anywhere by land if he can go by
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"water, "With liis hind-feet webbed up to the claws and his broad

tail as a rudder, he has immense swimming-power, leaving his fore-

feet free for carrying. He arranges so that the level of the water

where his home is shall be always about the same, by widening the

stream into a large pool with a broad weir over which the sui-plus

water quickly escapes.

Bewick says that fish is not the favourite food of the beaver

;

and Black says that they never touch the trout, of which there are

plenty in their stream. Buckland says :
" The beaver is not a fish-

eater, never was, and never will be ; he is a typical rodent or

gnawing animal, his incisor teeth are formed like chisels to cut

down boughs, his smaller teeth to eat vegetable substances only.

It is about as sensible a thing to say that the beaver eats fish as to

say that a rabbit or a guinea-pig does." Yet another writer says

that he had tame beavers which were very fond of rice and plum-

pudding, and also ate partridges and venison, and I suppose that it

is not an unknown thing for graminivorous animals to become
carnivorous.

The account of the beaver's domestic arrangements would not be

complete without a word about the nursery. How often in the

year and for how many occupants at a time the nursery is required

I find again to be matters of dispute. Bewick says once a year,

and for two or three little beavers at a time. Black says only one

at a time, but he is certain twice a year. But Wood says three or

four at a time, and does not say how often—he adds that the little

creatures are born with their eyes open, which I readily believe.

Then Morgan says two to five and sometimes six at a time.

In conclusion I will mention an instance of the good effect of

beavers' work which I read in an article in ' Harper's Magazine,'

on "Wahlamet Valley in Oregon." "All cereals," it says, "are
raised here, but you will see little of anything except wheat, which
for half a century has made Oregon famous. In 1831, it is related,

the first wheat was sowed at French Prairie, in Marion County,

and that same field yielded 35 bushels to the acre in 1879. Eich

land that, but equalled in many parts of the western valleys, where
the soil is a dark loam, underlaid by clay. The richest acres, of

course, lie along the wooded river-bottoms, in many of which may
be traced extensive beaver-dams. The beavers have long ago de-

parted ; but their occupation, by making broad reaches of still

water overflowing the lowlands, and permitting wide deposits of

alluvium, has produced a soil of extraordinary fertility."
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SOME EXrERIMEXTS OX THE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF
THE SAP OP PLANTS.

By Peofessok Johk Attfielb, Ph.D., F.K.S., F.C.S., etc.

Read at Watford, \lth April, 1883.

How plants grow, whence comes their food, what is its nature,

and how it is conveyed, are questions which have interested man
in all ages. And to earnest, intelligent, unprejudiced truth-seeking

encpiirers answers to the questions have been obtained ; answers

general and incomplete at first, not even yet minute and perfect.

Burn a log of wood in a grate with due access of air. The wood
and the oxygen of the air together yield carbonic- acid gas, vapour

of water, and nitrogenous gas, all of which pass up the chimney

;

ash containing various mineral matters, which falls beneath the

grate ; and heat, which warms and comforts us. Conversely nature

brings together heat, mineral matters, nitrogenous gas, water, and

carbonic acid gas, and the products are wood and oxygen. To
extract temporary comfort from the wood of our trees (or from coal,

which is only altered wood), we convert that wood into warmth,

smoke, and ash, and at the same time use up life-giving air. Bene-

ficent nature gathers together that warmth, and smoke and ash,

and returns them to us in the form of trees and flowers, at the

same time presenting us with the exact amount of life-giving air

we had lost. How do plants grow ? By additions of carbon,

nitrogen, the elements of water, and certain mineral elements.

Whence comes their food? From its storehouses, the atmosphere

and the earth. How is it conveyed ? By the carriers, air and water.

But these answers to the questions respecting the growth of

plants, though very direct, are very crude and general. They
represent only the beginning and the end of a vast number of pro-

cesses. A log of wood on the one hand and the products of its

burning on the other are only the terminals of two long series of

substances, an analytical series beginning with the wood and ending

with gases and ashes, and a synthetical series beginning with gases

and ashes and ending with the wood, lieduce the wood to its

elements, not by the rough and rapid method of free combustion,

but by controlled heat in retorts, as at gas-works, and you will

obtain a series of substances which inehules scores of interesting

materials— acids, spirits, colour-yielding bodies, illuminating agents,

etc. Conversely, nature, between the constituents of the air or of

the soil on the one hand, and the finished tree or flower on the

other, forms a series of substances which includes scores of inter-

esting materials— acids, perfumes, colours, flavours, starch, sugar,

oil, etc.

In these two series or chains the products are related to each

other or linked together, but in what way we do not yet perfectly

know. Indeed, as to the form or character of many of the links
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themselves we as yet know nothing. But chemists discover fresh

links every month, and chemistry is revealing to her students some

hints as to the manner in which they are joined. So that man's

information on these matters is increasing year by year, and what
is revealed gives great encouragement to further research.

More fascinating, possibly, than the study of the chemistry of

plant-growth, either from the analytical or from the synthetical

points of view, is the study of the natural philosophy, as it used to

be termed, or physics or true science of the subject ; that is to say,

the study of the cause of the various effects, or a consideration of

the explanation of the effects. Bring a log of wood and air together

under proper conditions and heat is evolved. Let the vapours and
solids resulting from such a combustion be brought together again

under proper conditions and wood is reproduced, but one of the in-

dispensable conditions here is that heat must be absorbed, the sun

must shine on the leaves of the tree producing the wood. "What

happens to the heat that is absorbed before it again shows itself

when the log is, in the grate, once more resolved into its elements ?

Does it lie dormant in the wood, latent, and for the time useless ?

Matter is always in motion ; surely force is never quiescent. Neither

matter nor force can suffer destruction, but each is ever altering

its form. It is certain that the elements of which wood is formed

are undergoing ceaseless alteration during the growth of the wood
before combustion re-converts the wood into those elements ; it is

equally certain that the heat which is absorbed by plants is doing

ceaseless work before it reappears as heat when the combustion

takes place. Nothing in nature is useless, nothing in nature is still.

The chemistry and the physics of plant-life at no time more
forcibly and unitedly arrest the attention than when one considers

the character of the watery fluid or sap of plants, what it is, its

functions, and how it performs those functions. For in the sap of

the plant-cells the water itself and the mineral matters brought up
from the roots, and the gases brought in fi^om the air, meet and
unite. In the sap is commenced the structure which when per-

fected forms the leaf, the flower, the fruit, the whole edifice of

usefulness and beauty.

Now, knowing something of chemistry and of physics myself,

and having never lost my love for botany since the pleasant days

of my studentship in that science some thirty years ago, under my
present colleague Eobert Bentley, I recently felt my interest in sap

strongly aroused by the sight of some literally raining on me from

a wounded tree growing in my own garden at Watford.

On the evening of the 3rd of April, beneath a white birch I

noticed a very wet place on the gravel path, the water of which
was obviously being fed by the cut extremity of a branch of the

birch about an inch in diameter and some ten feet from the ground.

I afterwards found that exactly fifteen days previously, namely, on

March 19th, circumstances rendered necessary the removal of the

portion of the bough which hung over the path, 4 or 5 feet being

still left on the tree. The water or sap was di'opping fast from the
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branoh, at the rate of Ifi largo drops porinini;tc, each drop twice

or tluice the size of a "minim." ^Neither the catkins nor the leaves

of the tree had yet expanded. I at once decided that some interest

would attach to a determination hotli of the rate of flow of the fluid

and its chemical composition, especially at such a stage of the tree's

lite. For although a good deal is already known respecting the
*' bleeding " of trees and the general character of the exuding fluid,

very much remains to be discovered. Indeed I could scarcely

myself hope to do more than confirm some previous observers and

perhaps give quantitative value in just one or two directions to the

qualitative experiments of others. Thus, that the birch readily

yields its sap when the wood is Avouuded is well known. Phillips,

quoted by Sowerby, says :

" Even afflictive birch

Cursed by uulettured youth, distils

A limpid current from her -wounded bark,

Profuse of nursing sap."

And that birch-sap contains sugar is known, the peasants of many
countries, especially Russia, being well acquainted with the art of

making birch Avine by fermenting its saccharine juice.

But after searching two or three large libraries of scientific

societies I could not find any hourly or daily record of the amount

of sugar-bearing sap which can be drawn from the birch, or that

of any sap from any tree, before the tree has acquired its great

digesting or rather developing and transpiring apparatus—its leaf-

system ; nor could I meet with any extended chemical analysis of

sap, either of the brrch or other tree.

But to proceed with a description of the experiments. A bottle

was so suspended beneath the wound as to catch the whole of the

exuding sap. It caught nearly 5 fluid ounces between eight and

nine o'clock p.m. During the succeeding eleven hours of the night

44 fluid ounces were collected, an average of 4 ounces per hour.

From 8"15 to 9*15 on the morning of the 4th, very nearly 7 ounces

were obtained. From 9-15 to lO-lo, with bright sunshine, 8 ounces.

From 10-15 until 8.15 in the evening the hourly record kept by
my son Harvey showed that the amount during that time had

slowly diminished from 8 to a little below 7 ounces per hour. Ap-
parently the flow was faster in sunshine than in shade, and by day

than by night. The flow was observed from time to time for nearly

a week, the rate mentioned being maintained. The wound was
' open altogether for 21 days, hence probably rather more than 17

gallons of sap exuded during 20 days of that time; for my
excellent gardener, Jonathan White, assured me that the ti-ee had

been " bleeding " at about the same rate for fourteen of the fifteen

days that elapsed before the matter came under my notice, the first

day the branch becoming only somewhat damp.

it would seem, therefore, that this slender tree, with a stem

which at the ground is only 7 inches in diameter, having a height

of 39 feet, and before it has any expanded leaves from wdiose

united surfaces large amounts of water might evaporate, is able to
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draw from the ground about 4 litres or seven-eighths of a gallon of

fluid every twenty-four hours. That at all events was the amount
flowing from this open tap in its water-system. Even the topmost

branches of the tree did not become during the three weeks abnor-

mally flaccid, so that presumably no drainage from the upper portion

of the tree had been taking place. Besides, after due calculations,

I find that the amount of fluid which would exude in the three

weeks would be greater than could be contained in the whole of

the trunk and branches above the wound even if they were hollow.

For three weeks, therefore, the tree had been drawing, pumping,
sucking—I know not what word to use—nearly a gallon of food

daily from the soil in the neighbourhood of its roots. This soil

had only an ordinary degree of dampness. It was not wet, still

less was there any actually fluid water to be seen. Indeed, usually

all the adjacent soil is of a dry kind, for we are on the plateau of a

hill about 270 feet above the sea ; the level of the local water-reser-

voir into which our wells dip is about 80 feet below the surface,

and the subsoil is very porous ; so that, altogether, the welcome
rains sink away from our garden-earth rather rapidly. The total

rainfall from the 19th of March to the end of the mouth was, our

Secretaiy tells me, eight-tenths of an inch, a little over eighty tons

per acre. No rain had fallen in April, when, on the 9th, my
gardener, with some difficulty, so closed the wound as to stop the

outflow. During the earlier part of the time we had frosts at

night, and sunshine but with extremely cold winds during the days.

At one time the exuding sap gave, I am told by two different ob-

servers, icicles a foot long. A much warmer, almost summer,
temperature prevailed afterwards, and no wind. On the 4th of April

the temperature of the sap as it escaped was constant at 52° F.,

while that of the surrounding air was varying considerably.*

The collected sap was a clear, bright, water-like fluid. After a

pint had stood aside for twelve hours, there was the merest trace of

a sediment at the bottom of the vessel. The microscope showed
this to consist of parenchymatous cells, with here and there a group

of the wheel-like cells which botanists, I think, term sphere-

crystals. The sap was slightly heavier than water, in the propor-

tion of 1005 to 1000. It had a faintly sweet taste and a very

slight aromatic odour.

* In 'Nature' for April 5th, 1883, Mr. F. M. Burton, writing, on March
28th, from Highfield, Gainsborougli, says :

" A remarkable instance of the strong

up-rusli of sap in trees at this time of the year occurred here dm'ing the late

severe weather. The boughs of a sycamore overhanging a road were trimmed on

the 21st of March during a very keen frost, and next day icicles of frozen sap,

varying in length from a couple of inches to a foot, were hanging from the

severed ends. The icicles were semi-opaque in appearance and slightly iridescent,

like the sheen on the moonstone, and, when put in a bottle and melted, the pro-

duct was pure sap. The sycamore, being one of the earliest trees to dcvelope

leaves, had its sap rising, notwithstanding the intense cold and late season ;

while a beech, which is much later in coming out, and an ash, which is usually

latest of all, whose boughs had also been lopped, showed no signs of bleeding, and
the cuts remained dry and bare. The icicles have been melted, reformed, and
melted again since the 21st, and still the sap is dropping from the cuts."
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Cliemical analysis sliowcil that this sap consisted of 99 parts of

pure water with one part of dissolved solid matter. Eleven-twelfths

of the latter was sugar. Besides sugar, which occurred in this sap

to the extent of 616 grains, nearly an ounce and a half, per gallon,

there were present a mere trace of mucilage ; no starch ; no tannin
;

3\ grains per gallon of ammoniacal salts yielding 10 per cent, of

nitrogen ; 3 grains of albumenoid matter yielding 10 per cent, of

nitrogen ; a distinct trace of nitrites ; 7*4 grains of nitrates con-

taining 1 7 per cent, of nitrogen ; no chlorides, or the merest trace
;

no sulphates ; no sodium salts ; a little of potassium salts ; much
phosphate and organic salts of calcium ; and some similar magnesian
compounds. These calcareous and magnesian substances yielded

an ash when the sap was evaporated to dryness and the sugar and
other organic matter burnt away, the amount of this residual

mineral matter being exactly 50 grains per gallon. The sap con-

tained no peroxide of hydrogen. It was faintly if at all acid.

Exposed to the air, it soon swarmed with bacteria, its sugar being
changed to alcohol, and this again in a few days to acetic

acid. The birch-sap had changed to birch- wine and then to birch-

vinegar.

It is noteworthy that the sap when drawn contained a ferment
capable of transforming starch into sugar. Two former students of

mine, Messrs. Dunstan and Dimmock, who have devised a method
of ascertaining the power of such ferments, were good enough to

apply their process to some of my sap. They found that one gallon

would convert into sugar 21 grains of dry starch, the latter being

first gelatinised. Here probably we get an idea of the methods
which nature employs in converting one substance into another

during the synthetical process or growth, and during the analytical

process or more or less rapid decay or combustion of plants. Future
investigation in physiological botany will doubtless include much
experimenting with ferments. It is an extremely interesting branch
of study. The action is well illustrated in the conversion of starch

into gum, sugar, etc., during the germination of barley in the

manufacture of malt.

Shortly, respecting the composition of this sap, I may state to

the general members of a Natural History Society without risking

the dignity of my subject, that a teaspoonful or two of, say, apple-

juice, and a tablespoonful of sugar put into a gallon of such rather

hard well-water as we have in our chalky district, would very fairly

represent this specimen of the sap of the silver birch. Indeed in

the phraseology of a water-analyst, I may say that the sap itself

had 25 degrees of total, permanent hardness.

How long the tree would continue to yield such a flow of sap I

cannot say. Probably until the store of sugar it manufactured last

summer to feed its young buds this spring was exhausted. Even
within 48 hours the sugar slightly diminished in proportion in the

fluid, the specific gravity going down from 1004-92 to 1004'38.

And now with regard to the physics of the matter. What causes

this outflow ? Or, to put the larger question at once, what causes
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the rise and general movement of sap in plants—a movement which

extends from the lowest rootlet to the topmost leaf or twig ?

The movement of fluid in plants has been set down to atmo-

spheric pressure, to capillary attraction, to endosmotic action, and

to the indirect influence of wind and warmth on elastic tissues.

Atmospheric pressure, however, will only sustain a column of

water to a height of about 34 feet, as seen in the case of a common
pump, whereas the height of my birch is 39 feet, and the top of a

tree is often scores and sometimes hundreds of feet from the ground.

By capillary action water ascends in wetted tubes as narrow as

hairs {capillus, a hair) when they dip into water ; and the height

attained above the level of the water outside the tube, other things

beiug equal, is inversely proportional to the diameter of the tubes.

Thus, at summer temperatures, in a wetted tube one twenty-fifth

of an inch in diameter, water will rise about an inch and a quarter.

Such action is apparently insufiicient to account for the rise of sap

in trees.

With regard to endosmose, Dutrochet found that a tied bladder

containing a saline solution decreased in weight when placed in

water, and that a tied bladder containing water increased in weight

when placed in a saline solution. The saline solution passed

through the wall of the bladder or cell in one direction quicker

than water passed through it in the other direction. This action

between a weaker and a stronger fluid he called endosmose. Each cell

of a plant is the analogue of the tied bladder, and between one cell

and another there will be the passage of fluid whenever the densi-

ties of the two fluids vaiy. This action proceeds from cell to cell

throughout a plant, and hence may account for slow movements of

fluids within plants. But the tips of roots do not necessarily dip

into such an amount of water as would seem to be necessary were

endosmose the prime cause of the ascent of sap. I could not dis-

cover after much careful search that the rootlets of my birch were

in contact with actual fluid water. They seemed rather to termi-

nate in minute moisture -laden air spaces. Besides, as I understand

endosmose, its very existence depends on concurrent exosmose.

Hence the inflow of, say, common water to a plant containing its

minute proportions of saline matters should be accompanied by an

outflow of a fluid of different density, either absolutely pure water

on the one hand, or, on the other, sap containing elaborated material

such as sugar. I am not aware, however, that the outflow of either

kind of fluid has ever been observed, or that any observer contends

that it takes place. I cannot, at present, accept endosmose as a

satisfactory and complete explanation of the outflow from the

branch of my birch.

Herbert Spencer says that wind in bending twigs, branches, and

trunks gives alternate squeezings to one side and the other and

corresponding extensions of tissue on the opposite sides, and that

this action sets up currents of sap within the tissue. I have great

respect for this eminent and far-seeing sociologist, and I doubt not

that wind exerts important actions upon plants, but my birch was
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yielding; iioarly a gallon of sap daily when no wind was blowing,

and the anionnt was not pciroptibly altered when the wind did blow.

The suggestion has been made that the warmth of spring expands

the solid parts of a plant, and that natnre abhorring a ^'acuum drives

in water to snpply the thus enlarged space or spaces. How any
such warmth expands the solid without at the same time expanding

the li(iuid and gaseous contents of a plant is not stated. Moreover

this driving up of water or sap is only a fresh name for the pressure

caused by the weight of the atmosphere, which pressure has already

been shown to be insufficient to account for all the facts of the case.

" Root-pressure " is also a name wliich frequently occurs in the

vocabulary of some writers. And a harmless name it is for de-

scribing some of the effects we are considering. But regarded as a

cause I find it is only a fresh name for either atmospheric pressure

or for endosmose.

Transpiration, that is, the evaporation which goes on from leaves,

especially from their under surfaces, is said to be a cause of the rise

of sap. It would be fairer to say, however, that rise of sap accom-

panies transpiration. For my birch when giving nearly a gallon of

sap a day had neither leaves nor catkins upon it, and when I first

noticed the outflow not a bud had burst. It follows, apparently,

that there may be flow of sap in the absence of transpiration, hence

that the one cause of the flow of sap is not transpiration. Doubt-
less transpiration plays an important part in the plant-growth, and,

as I understand, is so active at certain times as to be the possible

cause of such a reduction of pressure within a plant, as compared
with external atmospheric pressure, that so far fi'om any fluid being

exuded from a cut branch at such times, water may even be strongly

sucked in. At all events, so far as transpiration does affect the

flow of sap, such part of the flow would still seem to be caused only

by atmospheric pressure.

There remains only to be considered the enormously powerful

attractive force termed the chemical force as lying at the bottom of

the attraction of plant-tissue for sap. In a plant the molecules

of carbonic acid, water, nitrogen-beai'ing bodies, and mineral sub-

stances are bound together by the chemical force into compounds,

and these latter into more complex compounds, and so the substance

of the plant or tree is formed. But the chemical force acts only

when bodies are in contact, that is, at insensible distances from each
other. How then can a root-tip obtain water or mineral matters ?

Water it will obtain from the molecules of water-vapour in contact

with the tip. At the tip the molecules will coalesce to drops and
these will dissolve contiguous molecules of mineral matter. Then
may come in capillary attraction, which is a variety of non-chemical

molecular attraction ; then may come in any influence of atmo-
spheric pressure whether set up by transpiration or otherwise ; then
may come in endosmose, which is indeed probably itself caused by
the chemical attraction between molecules of water and of saline

matter.

But the chemical force is static rather than dynamic, how then
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can it set up a current ? By the atttaction for each other of the

components of tissue, on the one hand, and on the other, of those

true compounds of water with even minute amounts of gases or

solids which we know to exist. Tissue-compounds and water-

compounds meeting, ordinary chemical changes occur, force, in the

form of heat, is absorbed, more complex compounds are built up,

and the great bulk of the water per se, or, it may be, water holding

in solution effete matters, is left to shift for itself, perhaps even

repelled, to escape in the direction of least resistance—by transpi-

ration in summer and by slower processes in spring. The water

exuding from my birch-branch may be such water, a portion of the

water that might ordinarily escape from the external surfaces of

the wood or otherwise, with the difference that it is carrying away
matter (sugar, etc.) not wanted just now, perhaps, but which un-

fortunately, or, at all events, as we believe, will be wanted pre-

sently. The warrant for the remarks respecting the highly aqueous

water-compounds is to be found in the known tenacity with which
water retains traces of gases, as shown by Groves, and in the

altered properties possessed by water when containing even traces

of saline or other matters. Finally, whence comes the large quantity

of chemical force or chemical attraction necessary for the binding

together of such numbers and such amounts of substances as occur

in the fully-formed wood of a forest tree ? From the heat-force

poured on to its leaves by the sun—force which will be re-converted

into heat when the wood is transformed, no matter whether slowly

by decay or quickly by combustion, into its constituent gases and
ashes.

It would be unwise, however, to speculate further without those

confirmations and checks which experiment alone could afford, and
without those safe guides which experiment alone could furnish.

Here as elsewhere in all departments of knowledge earnest seekers

after truth are wanted, men possessing, for this enquiry, adequate

knowledge of physics, chemistry, and botany, and with the neces-

sary time and means for carrying on the work. To such men
would certainly, sooner or later, be accorded the honour of dis-

covering, or unveiling, one more of the laws by which all nature is

governed. Then we shall know the true cause or causes of the

movements of sap in plants.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Bead at Watford, I7(h April, 1883.

Meteorology.

T/ic River Bonrnc.—The intermittent streamlet known as the

Hertfordshire Bourne has been admirably described by Dr. Evans
in a paper read before the Society on the 8th of June, 1876; its

source was inspected by several of our members on the 7th of June,

1881 ; and it is proposed to visit it for the second time on Saturday
next, the 21st inst.

Assuming- that the Bourne rises in a field just above the Harratts

End lane, it covers a distance between that spot and its outpour
into the Bulbourne of almost exactly 2f miles. I have obtained

from Dr. Evans a few particulars respecting it, and at the request

of our Secretary I have prepared the following record :

—

1853—March 23. Source at upper end of field above Harratts End lane.

1873—February 16. Source at bottom of third field beyond Harratts End
lane.

1876—June 8. Soiuxe 70 yards east of lane ; flow not continuous ; said to

have commenced flowing in April.

1877—January 7. Commenced to flow at Boiirne End during the night of

January 6th.

,, —January 28. Source at bottom of third field beyond Harratts End lane.

1879—February 16. Source close to Harratts End lane, but flow not con-

tinuous. Ceased nmning at Bourne End on May 21st; commenced
again on May 28th ; and ceased finally on December 19th.

1881—May 7. Source 50 yards east of Harratts End lane ; water standing

in field west of lane.

1883—January 9. Commenced to flow at Bourne End ; continued to increase

in volume until the beginning of February.

I may mention that during thirty years prior to 1860, the

Bourne only overflowed its banks in the garden through which it

passes opposite the Bourne End mill on one occasion. The unusual

downpour of recent years has very naturally told its tale in the

little streamlet; in 1879 it burst up the culvert close to the road

and covered that side of the garden with water. The culvert was
restored with almost double its former capacity, but, notwith-

standing this precaution, the force of the water was so great during

the latter part of last January that it again burst its bounds, and a

portion of the garden was once more submerged.

—

John E. Littlehoy,

Himton Bridge.

Botany.

Flowering Plants and Ferns observed in Hertfordshire in 1882.

—

The following is a list of plants observed in Hertfordshire during

the past year which are of interest from their comparative rarity or

from their not having previously been recorded as growing in the

localities in which they have now been observed. Lists of plants

have been communicated by Mr. A. S. Eve of Berkhampstead and
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Mr. A. E. Gibbs of St. Albans ; I have incorporated some records

by Mr. B. Piifard of Hemel Hempstead, which have appeared in the

'Hertfordshire Mercury,' and I have also included my own observa-

tions. The names of the observers are indicated by their initials being

appended to the localities, except in the case of my own records to

which no initials are appended. The sequence followed in the list

is in accordance with the seventh edition of the ' London Catalogue

of British Plants.'

Thalictnim flavum.—E,iver-side near Redbourn, and near the

Great Northern railway-station, Harpenden.—G.
• Anemone Pulsatilla.—Near Ravensburgh Castle, Hexton.—E.

Mt/osurus minimus.—In a field near New Barnes, St. Albans.—E.

RanunculusJluitans.— In the RiverBulbourn, Berkhampstead.—E.

R. sceleratus.—Near the Silk Mills, St. Albans.—G. In marshy
ground at the Wilderness, Berkhampstead.—E.

Sellelorus viridis.—In woods near Ashlyns, Berkhampstead.—E.

Fumaria capreolata.—St. Peter's Park, St. Albans.—G.

Nasturtium palustre.—The Wilderness, Berkhampstead.—E.

Ahjssum calijcinum.—In a field near Battler's Green, Aldenham.
Reseda lutea.—On railway-bank, Berkhampstead.—E.

Polygala depressa.— Stanmore Common.
Stellaria aquatica.—In the moat at Berkhampstead Castle.—E.

Sclerantkus annuus.—Near Marlin's Chapel, Berkhampstead.—E.

Hypericmn AndroscBmum.—Knot Wood, Harpenden.—G.

S. tetrapterum.—Near Otterspool, Watford.

Geranium pusillum.—Between Harefield and Riekmansworth.
Impatiens parviflora.—Borders of Ashridge Park, Tring.—E.

Genista anglica.—Stanmore Common.
Anthyllis vuhieraria—The canal-side, Tring.—E.

Onolrychis sativa.—Near Riekmansworth.
Primus institia.—Near Aldenham Abbey, Watford.
Potentilla argentea.—Briekhill Green, Berkhampstead.—E. Near

Riekmansworth.
Ruhus Idceus.—Briekhill Green, Berkhampstead.—E.

Rosa ruhiginosa.—Berkhampstead Castle.—E.

JEpilohium angustifolium.—Berkhampstead.—E.

Rihes Grossularia.—Near Battler's Green, Aldenham.
Sedum Telephium.—Between Berkhampstead Castle and the Com-

mon.—E.

S. acre.—On old walls, Berkhampstead.—E.
Saxifraga gramdata.—Picolt's End, Harpenden.—P.

Hydrocotyle vulgaris.—Stanmore Common.
Galium cruciatum.—Sheephanger Common, Boxmoor.—P.

Valeriana dioica.— In the moat at Berkhampstead Castle.—E.

Carduus pratensis.—Stanmore Common.
Centaicrea Cyanus.—Berkhampstead.—E.

Matricaria Parthenium .—Berkhampstead .—E

.

Senecio sylvaticus.—Near Radlett.

Ifiula Conyza.—Berkhampstead Common.—E.

Lactuca muralis.—Letchmore Heath, Aldenham.
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CampixnuJa glomerata.—Raveiishurj;li Cattle, Ilcxtoii.—E.

Spccidaria hi/brida.—lu a coriitield noar Park Street.

Gentiana Amarella.—jN'car llaveusburfj;h Castle, Hexton,—E.

Menijanthes trifoUata.—i^car the Groat Northern railway-station,

Harpcuden.
Cuscuta europcaa.—Near Latimer.—P.

A tropa Belladonna.—Near Bovingdon.—P. "Berkhampstead Com-
mon.—E.

Limosella aquatica.—Near Brickct "Wood, "Watford.—P.

Lafhrcea squamaria.—Green End, near Boxmoor.—P. Parasitic

on the elm, Mackery End, Harpeuden.
Mentha hirsuta.—In the moat at Berkhampstead Castle.—E.

Scutellaria galericulata.—Berry Grove, Aldenham.
ITamchium vulgare.—The "Wilderness, Berkhampstead, and Ash-

ridge Common, Tricg.—E.

Stachys palmtris.—In the reservoir-stream between Elstree and
Eadlett.

Lit}io!>permum arvense,—Near Kemp Row, Aldenham.—G.
Li/copsis arvensis.—Near Battler's Green, Aldenham.
Daphne Mezereum.—Near Gaddesden.—P.

Ifercurtalis annua.—On a flint-wall, Hemel Hempstead.—P.

Orchis ustulata.—Near Triug railway-station.—P.

0. Morio.—Near Ayot St. Lawrence.—P. Hedges Earm, St.

Albans ; and near Radlett.

Uabenaria hifolia.—In a wood near Ashlyns, Berkhampstead.—E.

Ophrys muscifera.—In a wood beyond Haresfoot Park, Berk-

hampstead.—E.

Cephalanthera grandiflora.—Ochridge "Wood, Berkhampstead.—E.

In a wood near Box Lane, Boxmoor.—P.

Paris quadrifolia.—Near Berkhampstead.—E. Near Boxmoor.
Carex pendida.—Near Shenley.

Phragmites communis.—Near Aldenham Abbey, "Watford.

Aira jiexuosa.—Stanmore Common.
SclerocMoa rigida.—The canal-side, Berkhampstead.—E.

Briza minor.—Berkhampstead.—E.

Blechnum spicant.—Bricket "Wood, St. Albans.

Asplenium Trichomanes.—On the wall at Aldenham Chnrch.

A. Adiantum-nignwi.—Near Kemp Row, Aldenham.
Scolopendrium vulgare.—Battler's Green, Aldenham.
Cystopteris fragilis.—Berry Grove, Aldenham.
Lastrcea Oreopteris.—Berry Grove, Aldenham.

A curious case of retrogressive metamorphosis was observed in

some specimens of Cardamine pratensis which were gathered in

May at the Harpenden field-meeting. The stamens and pistils had
both assumed a petaloid form, and the blossoms presented the

appearance of so-called double flowers. These curious flowers

grew in the damp meadows by the river-side at Cold Harbour
amongst ordinary forms of the same plant, and were by no means
scarce.

—

Ada Selhj, Battler's Green, Aldenham.
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Floivering of Plants at Royston in 1882.—The extreme mildness

of the winter and spring of 1882 has been so much the subject of

remark that its influence in the promotion of an unusually early

maturity of flowering plants can scarcely excite any very great

surprise. The flowering period has been, on an average, nearly

a month earlier than usual, and many of our rarer species have
been unusually abundant. The somewhat rare Astragalus hypoglottis

or purple milk-vetch, and the elegant Spiraa filipendula, have been
so abundant on Eoyston Heath as almost to cover the ground in

some parts ; and to a less extent the same remark applies to the

rare Cineraria campestris, to the still rarer Thesium linopthgllum

(one of the rarest species of this county), also to the rare Orchis

ustiilata and Gymnadenia conopsea ; while the interesting Ophrys
apifera (bee orchis), of which there is no recoi'd for Royston Heath
in the ' Flora Hertfordiensis,' appeared this year at several different

spots on the heath a considerable distance apart ; and at two of

these spots it was so common that it would scarcely be an exaggera-

tion to say that it could be gathered by the handful. I was some-

what puzzled by its sudden and total disappearance at one of these

spots, not a vestige of the foliage being discovered a week after

I had found it in such abundance. Had the plants been gathered

by passers-by, one would expect to see at least some remnants.

A flock of sheep had just been grazing over the spot. Does any one

know if sheep are fond of orchidaceous plants ? Thalictr%im minus,

Antennaria dioica, and Galeopsis versicolor have flowered freely.

The orchidaceous tribe, always a capricious family, has not only

upset the established record of local floras, but the commoner
species, such as Orchis maculata, have been as common as weeds by
the roadside. The cornflower

(
Centaurea Oya^ius) extended its

habitats enough to satisfy its imperial admirer the Emperor of Ger-

many. Iheris aniara was very frequently met with near the Great

Northern Railway on the borders of the two counties of Hertford and
Cambridge. But the effect of the exceptional season was most notice-

able in the case of the somewhat rare GentianaAmarella. Many parts

of Royston Heath were literally covered with dwarfed specimens of

this pretty blue flower, and the many thousands of its little conical

buds which showed above the short herbage were very conspicuous.

During the spring and summer last year I noticed an unusual
number of white-flowered varieties, including the following species :—Hyacinthus non-scriptus, Polygala vulgaris, Valeriana officinalis,

Centaurea nigra, Verbena officinalis, and Stachys arvensis.

As we are thus far passing through another mild season, the above

notes may perhaps be useful for purposes of comparison, and as sug-

gesting some of the directions in which (should it continue) its modi-

fying influence may be looked for in the great wild flower-garden.

—

A. Kingston, Royston. {^Communicated hy J. Hopkinson.)

Entomology.

Injurious Insects at Harpenden in 1881 and 1882.—The season of

1 88 1 was particularly prolific in insect-life, in fact the number and
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variety of cucmics wliich iufostccl our fields and p;ai\lcns in tliat

year was ajipalling ; this was especially noticeable during tlie

mouths of May, June, and July. In 1882 there Avas much less to

observe, only isolated specimens of the greater number of the worst
kinds of insects being seen.

During the months of May and June, 1881, the wireworm
{Agrestes obscurus) did considerable damage to the growing crops

of wheat and barley, and some fields of oats were so badly injured

in this neighbourhood that they had to be ploughed up ; but in

1882 there was little apparent injury done by these larva).

In the early days of June, 1881, the pea-weevil {Sitoties Uneatus)

did irreparable damage to the crops of peas, by causing the vine to

die otf from the roots. The turnip-fly [Phyllotreta imdidata) was
very busy this month, and particularly in the course of the first four

days, which were exceedingly hot, entirely destroying large areas of

turnips, and also in many instances every plant of charlock {Sinapis

arvensis) which grew amongst the corn, so that fields which at one

time threatened to be covered with this obnoxious plant were en-

tirely freed. So ravenous was the "fly" during these scorchingly

hot days of June that it attacked large coarse leaves of horse-radish

{Armoraeia rusticana) in the gardens of this neighbourhood. From
numerous observations it appears that these insects have a great

preference for all species of plants belonging to the Cruciferous

family. The moist and colder season of 1882 kept the ravages of

the " fly " in check.

In 1 88 1 , early in June, many barley-fields were observed with their

growing plants covered with white froth, the so-called "cuckoo-spit"

{Aphroplwra spumaria), caused by the insect Cicada. The Kev. T. A.
Preston, to whom some specimens were transmitted, says :

" The
insect produces this froth from its own body, though no doubt it

obtains some of the fluid fi'om the plants upon which it is found.

It seems very harmless, and though often abundant is seldom com-
plained of." Miss Ormerod, however, says: "I am not sure that

the cuckoo-spit does not give cause for complaint, as I hear a good
deal about it in the way of doubts and difiiculties." It was noticed

after heavy rain on the 26th of June that the whole of the spittle

was washed off, and that the barley plants appeared to have
sustained little if any injury. It was not observed in 1882.

In 1881 Aphis rum ids was observed thickly infesting plants of

Centaurea nigra, Carduus arvensis, and Urtica dioica, and the bhicjk

ant seemed to be very busy amongst them. Anthomyia cepariim

(onion-fly) produced great havoc on the lighter soils, whole beds

of onions dying off through its depredations. The crop on soils

of a closer texture appeared to suffer less. Alraxas grossulariata

(the caterpillar of the gooseberry-moth) did considerable damage
to the foliage of the gooseberry during the month of June ; and
the gooseberry saw-fly {Nematus Rihesii) greatly damaged the

fruit in certain localities in this neighbourhood, the ground under
the trees being frequently seen thickly strewn with berries, which
being examined were found perforated by this destructive insect.
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Ifamestra Brassier "was observed at the end of June, 1881, and

Pieris Bransicce was very busy depositing its eggs in great quantity

upon the under surface of cabbage-leaves. The caterpillars of the

white butterfly did a large amount of damage in 1882 to the cab-

bage tribe, especially to plants in the vicinity of houses from which
birds were frightened away.

Cecidomyia tritici and Aphis granaria were very abundant, and
did great injury to the wheat crops of 1881 ; the seeds oi Alope-

curns 2)ratensis were likewise observed with the orange grub of the

wheat-midge upon them. A few were noticed in 1882, but more
particularly was this the case on the white wheats.

After a slight thunderstorm on the morning of July 14th, 1881,

many pods of peas were observed with a small red maggot similar

to that which is frequently seen upon the leaves of the creeping

thistle. Miss Ormerod conjectures that they were Cecidonnjia {Dip-

losis) pisce. On closely examining the pea-pods they were invariably

found enlarged by the growth of a fungus on the inner coating of

the shell. On July 24th several large caterpillars of the turnip-

moth {Agrotes segetum) were observed travelling from one side of

a roadway to the other.

Earwigs were moderately plentiful in 1881, and more so in 1882.

On July 17th, 1881, a large block of furze {Ulex europceus) of

several yards in extent was observed with a covering composed

of a most beautiful and delicately-formed web that had a very

attractive appearance, and upon the upper surface of the web
were myriads of microscopically-small red mites. A specimen was
sent by me to the Scientific Committee at South Kensington, and
pronoixnced by Mr. McLachlan to be Tetranychus linearius. A small

patch or two was seen in 1882, but not nearly so brilliant in

character as those of 1881. The plants upon which the web was
located did not appear to suffer to any extent, although they

seemed rather sickly for a time.

When taking up the mangel-wurtzel crop in 1882, large numbers
of the caterpillar of the silver T-moth (Phisia Gamma) were seen.

This creature appears to be very abundant in rainy seasons (such as

October of the year 1882, when 3.V inches of rain more than the

average was recorded for Harpenden), but is less frequent in dry

years. These caterpillars do not seem to injure corn-crops, but are

exceedingly destructive to newly- planted cabbages, beans, and peas;

and the dying-off of young clover plants in this district during the

autumn of 1882 may in part be due to their depredations.—/. J.

Willis, Harpenden. (^Communicated hy J. Hopldnson.')
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XOTES OX THE RIVER LEA BELOW HERTFORD.

By Richard B. Croft, E.N"., F.L.S., Hon. Sec.

Head at Ware, Idth April, 1883.

Thk River Lea is one of the northern tributaries of the Lower
Thames, rising- out of springs in Leagrave Marsh situate in the

county of Bedford and about three miles above the town of Luton.

After falling thence through Wlieathampstcad and Hatfield, it

receives in Woolmers Park a considerable addition from a spring

rising from the chalk, on its left bank. From Hatfield downwards
the Lea receives numerous torrents on its right bank, which render

its stream turbid after heavy rains, but in di'ier weather they lose

their water in the chalk before reaching the river. A little above

Hertford the Lea receives the waters of the Mimram, or Maran, a

stream rising in Lilley Bottom, and collecting the Avaters of many
springs at Whitwell, Welwyu, Tewin, etc., and those of Kimpton
Bottom. This river passes through many beautiful parks, amongst
others through the Hoo, Kimpton, where it forms a small lake, and

through Lockleys, Tewin Water, and Panshanger. Immediately

below Hertford the Lea is again augmented by the waters of the

Beane. This river originates in the surface-drainage of Cottered,

Rushden, Ardeley, "Weston, etc., which at Walkern is augmented
by some springs from the chalk, and from thence running south is

enlarged at Frogmore by a brook which drains Stevenage, Kneb-
worth, etc. At W^atton it is considerably augmented by springs on

its left bank, and in Woodhall Park receives the Munden Brook, a

winter torrent of some magnitude, though utterly evanescent in.

summer ; and from hence its course is due south to Hertford.

After receiving the Beane the Lea proceeds to Ware Park, where
it is entered by the Rib, a very interesting stream, which has already

been described. Below Hertford the valley widens considerably, the

alluvial meadows on its right bank contrasting pleasantly with

the wooded heights of Ware Park on the left.

We now come to a spot connected by tradition with the final

overthrow of the Danes by King Alfred, for we learn from the old

chronicles that after the consolidation of Saxon England into a

Monarchy under Egbert (828), our country was subject to frequent

ravages on the part of the Danes, and many parts of England

suffered from their incursions. Crossing the Northern Sea in their

light barques, they made their way up the streams and rivers, and

we are told that one horde sailed up the Lea from Blackwall

and effected a settlement at W^are, where they are supposed to

have constructed a weir, to form a harbour of this portion of the

valley ; hence the name of the town. Here also according to some

authorities they built a fort, and certain earthworks near Chadwell

are pointed out as being the remains of the Danish fortifications.

Right through these earth -works formerly ran the Ermine
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Street, one of the principal Roman military roads, which here

crossed the valley. Half a mile to the southward is a " barrow "

supposed to mark a spot where the Danes defeated the citizens of

London, who marched to attack them by the said Ermine Street.

After frequent attempts to dispossess the Danes, King Alfred is

said to have constructed two forts lower down the valley, and to

have restrained the tides from flowing by means of a large dam at

Blackwall, and by dividing the course of the river at Waltham.
The Danish ships being stranded, their crews abandoned them, and
marched to the Q,uat Bridge on the Severn, whither they were
followed and completely overthrown by King Alfred. Leland

mentions in his ' Itinerary ' that when in the beginning of the

seventeenth century a new bridge was being built at Stanstead

Abbotts, fragments of ships were discovered in the bed of the

river. The Ermine Street crossed the Lea by a ford, a little

above "Ware, and in a field on the north bank, across which the

ancient roadway formerly went, have been found many Roman
coins, besides stone coffins, and coins of a much later date. This

field, now allotment-gardens, is called the Bury Field, and is sur-

mised to have been the burial-ground of the monks of Ware Priory.

After passing through the grounds of the Priory, the Lea flows

through the pleasant busy town of Ware. The staple trade here is

maltmaking, and the many cowls form a curious and picturesque

feature in the landscape ; many barges trade from this place, con-

veying malt, bricks, and gravel to London, and returning laden

with barley, coals, or other merchandise. Before the New River

was formed the water from the Chadwell Spring used to flow into

the Lea near where the bridge is now built. Below the town is

a navigation-cut which rejoins the old bed of the stream near St.

Margarets. The portion of the river thus cut off is very beautiful

as it winds its sinuous way, fringed with pollard willows, through

the rich meadows. These are the waters which old Izaak Walton
loved so well and described so happily in his perfect pastoral, ' The
Complete Angler ;

' here he assisted at the destruction of that
" villainous vermin," the otter ; and here he caught that wonderful

chub—that chub with the white spot on his tail that we all wot of

so well. These waters are still famed for their fish, they are strictly

preserved, and with others in the neighbourhood are known as the

Amwell Magna Fishery.

Opposite the confluence of the Ash (a stream which has already

been described in the ' Transactions ' of this Society) and the Lea,

is situated Amwell, one of the most picturesque villages in the

valley. Here is a copious spring (Emma's Well), the watei's of

which reinforce the New River, and here are the remains of veiy

considerable earthworks, surmised to be those made by King Alfred

during his campaign against the Danes. Nearly opposite, on the

left bank of the river, is a field called " Garrison Field," where
a quarter of a century ago a rampart could be traced; this is sup-

posed to be the site of Alfred's second fort. A barrow has recently

been discovered at Easneyc, which occupies a wooded prominence
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opposite Amwcll, but it lias not as yet been explored. The Lea
tlieu divides the parishes of Staiistead Abbotts and St. ]\Iargarets,

and arrives at the Rye House, now celebrated as a holiday resort

for Londoners, but formerly as the spot where, if a certain plot had
been successful, King Charles the Second would have been murdered.

Immediately below the llye House the Lea receives the waters of

the Stort, a river of such importance that I hope its history may
be made the subject of a separate memoir; but in the meantime
I will refer my readers to a very interesting account of it in

Chauucy's 'History of Hertfordshire ' (1700).

Eelow this the scenery is very pleasing, the broad deep slowly-

running river, the pleasant meadows, the pollard willows, and the

Essex hills, on which Nazing Church forms a conspicuous land-

mark, unite to form a picture of pastoral beauty which for ages

past has given peace and quietness to the jaded Londoner who has

followed the example of good old Izaak Walton, and come here

a-fishing. At Dobbs Weir, the first weir below the confluence of

the Lea and Stort, a trout of 12lbs. 4ozs. was caught in 1881
;

this is the largest Lea trout of which I have been able to obtain

authentic information. After passing Carthagena Weir and lock,

the river runs by Broxbourne Gardens, and here there is a beautiful

row of Lombardy poplars, which have happily not succumbed, as so

many of their species have, to the cold of recent winters. At Brox-
bourne Mill is a remarkably fine weeping willow, said to have been
brought as a sapling from the tomb of Napoleon at St. Helena.

Broxbourne Church on a slight eminence overlooks the river, which
wends its quiet way to King's Weir, where the navigation-cut

leaves the old river, which meanders pleasantly through the Govern-

ment property at Waltham, where are the gunpowder factories.

Here are large groves of walnut-trees, which were planted at the

beginning of the present century to provide wood for the miisket-

stocks of the army, though I believe that it has not been found
necessary to fell the timber for this purpose. Here also willows and
alders are cultivated for use in the manufacture of gunpowder.

After passing numerous mills and magazines, the old river divides

into many branches, passing through the town of Waltham Abbey,
or Waltham Holy Cross. The navigation- cut, which leaves the bed
of the old river as before mentioned at King's AYeir, crosses one of

the branches thereof at the aqueduct-lock ; this branch, called the

Small Lea, flows parallel to the river on its right bank, and does

not rejoin it till some distance below Waltham. From the aque-

duct-lock to Waltham the barge-river passes through two locks,

and its chief interest lies on its left bank, which the old river

approaches more or less closely several times.

The interesting town of Waltham Abbey is thus described by
Camden. " By Ley, in the English Saxon tongue Lyzean, there

stretcheth out a great way in length and breadth a Forest serving

for game, stored very full with deere, that for their bignesse, and
fatnesse withall, have the name above all other. In times past it

was called by way of excellency Foresta de Essex, now Waltham
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Forest, of the town of "Waltham, in the Saxon speech "Weald-ham,

that is, a wild or woody habitation; this standeth upon Ley, where,

by dividing his Channel, hee maketh divers Eights or Islands, and

is not of any great antiquity to make boast of. For when the

Kingdome of the Saxons beganne to decay, one Tovie, a man of

great wealth and authority, as we reade in the private History of

the place, the King's Staller, that is Standard-bearer, for the

abundance of wilcle beasts there, first founded it, and planted three

score and sixe indwellers therein. After his death Athelstane his

Sonne quickly made a hand of all his goods and great estate ; and
King Edward the Confessour gave this town to Harold Earle

Goodwin's sonne ; and streightway an Abbay was erected there,

the worke and Tombe both of the said Harold." The following

extracts are from Farmer's ' Waltham Abbey.' " This town is

seated on the east side of the Lee (which, by Act of Parliament

1 Stat. 13 Eliz. 18, was made navigable from Ware to Lontlon),

which not only parteth Hertfordshire from Essex, but also parteth

itself into several small rivers or rivulets coming into town, and

over which are many bridges. These rivers afPord plenty of fish,

some salmon, trouts, eels, carp, tench, pike, perch, crawfish, and
many others." " On the one side the town itself hath

large and fruitful meadows, some of which are used in common to

the town, and tho' innumerable cattle are pastured thereon, the

ground is so rich and fertile that the cattle that are constantly kept

therein never look lean, though the grass is ever so short. One
of these before-mentioned rivulets runs round the marsh, in which
the Freeholders have (and none others, though some have lately

pretended) a right to fish either with net or angle." Fuller says

that the grass of the Waltham meadows, "when first gotten an

head, is so sweet and luscious to cattle that they diet them at the

first entry therein to half an hour a day, lest they over-eat them-
selves, which some kine yearly do and quickly die for it, notwith-

standing all their keeper's care to the contrary."

At Waltham Abbey there used to be a tulip-tree in the grounds

known as the Abbey gardens. In Farmer's ' History of the Abbey
of Waltham ' there is a picture of it and the following description

:

" I must not forget the tulip-tree, the largest . . that ever was seen,

there being but one more in Great Britain (as I am informed), and

that at Lord Peterborough's. It blows Avith innumerable flowers in

the months of June and July." Mr. W. Winters informs me that

many unsuccessful attempts were made to propagate from it,

that it measured about ten feet in circumference, and that it died

and was cut down more than twenty years ago. The wood was
very hard and of a dark brown colour. Many pieces of furniture,

ornaments, etc., were made from it.

After receiving the waters of the Cobbins brook, which rises

between Northweald and Epping, the Lea continues its course to

Enfield Lock, where is situate the Government Small Arms Factory
;

from here to Ponder's End the barge-river follows the ancient

course of the stream, another portion of which, known for a part
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TULIP-TREE FORMERLY GROWING AT WALTHAM ABBEY.

From Farmer's ' History of the Abbey of Waltham.'
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of its course as the IMnr DylvC, branches off from its loft bank.

Between the towing-path and meadows on the same bank is a

maguiticent hawthorn hedge, quite five-and-twcnty feet high, de-

scribed as "a marvel of radiant May-blossom in spring." At
Ponder' s End the navigation, after cutting off an angle of Essex,

again crosses the old channel and is continued towards London,
while the pleasant old river, reinforced by the truant waters of

the Mar Dyke, washes the foot of the Essex hills near Chingford,

gives up much of its water to supply the reservoirs of the East

London Water Works Company, and rejoins the navigation below
Tottenham.

After this the river can hardly be considered interesting. The
navigable cut leaves the old river at Lea Eridge, and rejoins it

again at Stratford. From here a canal connects it with the Regent's
Canal, and another with the Thames at Limehouse. The real

mouth of the river, called Bow Creek, is at Barking, and is still

used for purposes of navigation. Thz'ee streams flow into the river

from its right bank below Broxbourne, namely the Turkey-street

brook, the Salmon brook, and the Moselle. Erora the junction of

the Stort to Waltham the old river divides the counties of Essex and
Hertford, below this it divides the former county from Middlesex.
Having now traced the River Lea from its various sources to its

junction with the Thames, it may not be amiss to glance briefly at

the physiography and geology of its basin, which may be described

as a triangle, its southern angle being at its junction with the

Thames, and its north-western and north-eastern angles being near
Houghton Regis in Bedfordshire, and Henham-on-the-Hill, in Essex,

respectively. The area of this basin is about 500 square miles or

320,000 statute acres; it is bounded on the north by the Chalk
range which divides the basins of the Thames and Great Ouse ; on
the west are the watersheds of the Colne, and other Thames
tributaries ; on the east that of the Roding, except for a short

distance in Essex, where the water-parting divides the country
di'ained by the St;ort from that drained by the Chelmer ; hence at

a spot not far from Henham-on-the-Hill the watersheds of three

important rivers, viz. the Thames, Great Ouse, and Blackwater,
meet. The Chalk, either bare or covered with drift, takes up the
portion of the basin north of an undulating line from Hertford to

Henham ; the London Clay, the remainder ; the Lower London
Tertiaries having but a narrow outcrop between them. The various

divisions of the drift cover by far the larger portion of the district,

the boulder-clay alone occurring over a large portion of it. The
gravel and sand beneath the boulder-clay crop out mostly along
the bottom and flanks of the valleys ; whilst the smaller tracts of

Post-glacial gravel, etc., in great part border the streams of their

alluvial flats; but there are also patches of "plateau gravel" that
seem to be of this age, and others of loam that clearly overlies the
boulder-clay. Although most of the streams we have been con-

sidering are bordered by a flat strip of alluvium, their newest
deposit, there are no large spreads of it, the greatest being where
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the Stort flows into the Lea. It consists for the most part of a

brown mud or silt, peat or peaty earth also occurring. Hertford is

chiefly built on a flat of river-gravel. At Ware and north of

Amwell are other similar flats bordering the river, and from St.

Margarets southwards is a much broader stratum on an island on
which the E,ye House is placed. I have abstracted the above from
the Memoir of the Geological Survey on sheet 47 of the map of the

Survey, to which valuable and exhaustive work I must refer those

who wish further to study the geology of this district.

Between Hertford and Ponder' s End the Lea is reinforced by a

large accession of fresh water from the land- springs which break
out from the chalk into the bed of the river.

The Lea is tidal as far as Lea Bridge, and navigable for barges

as far as Hertford, a distance of twenty-eight miles. It has been
navigable from time immemorial, and its tidal-reaches were probably
embanked at a very early date ; in the reign of Queen Elizabeth

the Parliament legislated for the navigation of the river. While the

navigation-works on the Thames and other rivers have fallen into

ruins through the abstraction of trade by railways and other causes,

on the Lea the weirs, locks, and other works are in better order,

the navigation is more efficient, and the trade is greater than at

any former period. The Stort is navigable as far as Bishop's

Stortford, thirteen and a half miles above its junction with the

lliver Lea. Two great Water Companies, the New lliver Company
and the East London Water Works, supply nearly half of the popu-
lation of the Metropolis with water ; 38,000,000 gallons being daily

drawn by them direct from the Lea for this purpose, besides the

water from various springs in the valley.

No account of the valley of the Lea would be complete without
mention of the New Kiver, the source of which is in the Chadwell
springs, half a mile south-west of Ware, but water is now also

derived direct from the Eiver Lea, at a point between that town
and Hertford. The Chadwell springs vary in volume from 200
to 700 cubic feet per minute. Besides the water from the Chadwell
springs and the River Lea, the New River Company obtain water
from wells and springs at various places lower down the valley.

The New River Conduit was commenced by Sir Hugh Myddleton
in the reign of James the First. Its length as originally laid out

was 38 miles, but by cutting off bends, straightening, and improving,

it is now not more than 28 miles. The cross-sectional area is about

7o square feet, and the velocity about four-tenths of a mile per

hour. The fall is not more than 1 in 10,000, and the flow is

checked by gates and sluices ; the bed of the river-conduit is the

natural subsoil with clay-puddle when required.*

* Besides the authorities mentioned in the text I have made use of the following

works:— 'Flora Hertfordiensis,' Fuller's 'History of the University of Cam-
bridge ' and his ' History of Waltham Abbey,' Holland's ' Camden's Britannia

'

(1637 ed.), and the ' Second Report of the Commissioners appointed to examine
into the best means of preventing the Pollution of Rivers.'
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EErORT ON THE RAINFALL IN IIERTFORDSHIRE IN 1882.

By the Ecv. C. W. Harvey, M.A., F.M.S.

Read at Ware, \Wi April, 1883.

I AM glad to commence my report by saying that onr staff of

observers is still on the increase. Fanhams Hall, Ware, finds its

place among our stations for the first time this year. I regret

having to omit Oaklands, "Watford, this year ; the register for the

first part of the year having been mislaid, Mr. Harrison has not

been able to supply me with the usual return.

The mean rainfall for 1882 at 29 stations (30"57 ins.) shows an
excess of something like 2"50 ins. above the mean of 1870-79.

This is chiefiy attributable to the exceedingly wet October ; and we
must go back to the year 1865 to find an October at all like it.

The fall in every part of the county was more than double the mean.

It may be worth while to place the records of these two extremely

wet Octobers side by side for comparison. I am able to give the

records of 8 stations for 1865 :

—

1865 1882
ins. ins.

Gorliambury 6-95 7-07

Eothamsted 7-3.5 6-52

Nash Mills 6-57 6-97

Berkhampstead 6-55 6-88

Bavfordbiu-y 6 02 6 -04

Stevenage 6-30 5-81

Hitchin 7-07 5-62

Royston 6-55 6-20

Mean fall 6-67 6-20

It will be seen from this that there is not quite half an inch
difference in the mean fall of each.

It is interesting to compare results with other counties. This
I am able to do as I did last year as regards Wilts and Norfolk, and
by the kindness of Mr. D. Radford Sharpe, of Bocking, I am able

to add the mean fall of the neighbouring county of Essex. In
Wilts the mean fall at 37 stations was 42-86 ins., more than
12 inches above our mean ; in Norfolk the mean fall at 26 stations

was 32-51 ins., nearly 2 inches above our mean; whilst in Essex
the mean fall at 13 stations was 26-69 inches, or nearly 4 inches

below our mean. Last year it will be remembered that our mean
fall was as nearly as possible the mean of the three counties

(Wilts, Herts, and Norfolk); this year, however, our mean is nearly
3 inches below that mean.

Distrihitmi of Rainfall tliroxighoxd the Year.—This was very
unequal, the fall of April representing 10-7°/^ of the whole fall,

and that of October representing 12-3% ; while the fall of January
only represented 4-4°/^ ; October and April were respectively mo.st

in excess of the mean, whilst January and August showed the
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greatest deficiency. The full of April 25tli was no doubt in a

great measure the causo of April taking rank as the second wettest

month in the year. Tlic mean monthly fall for 1882 differed from
the mean monthly fall lor 1870-79 by the following amounts:

—

January —1-21 l^Iny — -46 September — -30

February — -21 Juue -|- -58 October -f3-32
March — -22 July — -46 November -f '-^^

April 4-l'22 August — "84 December -j" '"^

Distribution of Rainfall throxujhout the Coxmty.—In both the main
river-basins into which the county is divided the mean fall was
above the mean of 1870-79. In the Thames basin it exceeded the

mean by 2'71 ins. ; in that of the Ouse by r68. In the four river-

districts into which these two main river-basins are again divided

the excess was most observable in the Colne district, where it was
4*64 ins. above the mean, and least so in the Cam district, where it

was only -84 above it.

In the minor districts into which the above-mentioned four are

again sub-divided the mean fall was

—

Lower Lea 26-51 ( Lower Colne 34-10

Lea.

Upper Lea 27-94 Colne < Ver 34-53

Mimram 29-04 ( Gade 34-10

Beaue 30-70

Eib 28-76 Ivel Hiz 29-11

Ash 28-19 Cam Rhea 24-43

Thus it will be seen the Yer shows this year the greatest mean
rainfall ; whilst as usual the Hhee shows the smallest. Generally
it is the Lower Colne which shows the greatest excess.

The absolute maximum fall for each month and the station at

which it occurs is as follows :

—

Jan. 8th—Therfield -73 July 12th—Hitchiu -In

Feb. 14th—Thertield* -69 August 14th—ditto -41

March 2.5th—Hoddesdon -91 Sept. 19th—Bayfordbury l-0:{

April 2.5th—Wehvyn 1-19 Oct. 24th— Brocket Hall 1-92

May 22ud—Gorhambm-y 1-25 Nov. loth— Bayfordbiu-y .._ 1-21
• June 3rd— ditto 1-40 Dec. 30th—Hodde-sdonf 1-03

To this I have to add the usual analysis of the wettest day in

each month

—

January 1st at 1 station ; 5th at 1 ; 7th at 1 ; 8th at 24 ; 9th at 1.

February 13th at 1 ; 14th at 10 ; 28th at 17.

March 1st at 2 ; 2oth at 25 ; 28th at 1.

April 13th at 1 ; 14th at I ; 17th at 1 ; 25th at 25.

May 5th at 14 ; 22nd at 6 ; 25th at 6 ; 29th at 1.

Jim'c 3rd at 4 ; 5th at 1 ; 9th at 7 ; 11th at 1 ; 18th at 1 ; 23rd at 1 ; 24th at

5 ; 26th at 7.

July oth at 2
; 7th at 2 ; 9th at 2 ; 11th at 19 ; 21st at 1 ; 24th at 1 ; 2oth

at 1.

Au.gust 11th at 1 ; 14th at 2 ; 15th at 11 ; 16th at 4 ; 22nd at 10 ; 23rd at 0.

September 19th at 13 ; 20th at 2 ; 21st at 1 ; 28th at 9 ; 29th at 2 ; 30th at 1.

October 16th at 1 ; 21st at 5 ; 23rd at 1 ; 24th at 2 ; 27th at 19.

November 6th at 2 ; 12th at 1 ; 1 5th at 20 ; leth at 3 ; 17th at 1. The fall

on the 15th was chiefly in the form of snow.

December 7th at 4 ; 25th at 8 ; 30th at 16.

* And Royston. t And Brocket Hall.

Vol. II.—PAUT VII. 17
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In May, June, and November, the number of wet days were not

recorded at Great Gaddesden.

From this analysis it appears that the wettest day in each month
was

—

January 8th May 5th September 19th
February 28th June 9th and 26th October 27th
March 25th July 11th November 15th
April 2oth Aug. 15th and 22nd December 30th

On the days of max. fall in each month the following falls of

1 inch or more have come to my notice :

—

April 2oth, Watford House, 1-03; Moor Park, 1-01; Eothamsted, 1-05;

Southgate, ri8 ; Ware, ril ; Datchworth, 1-14
; Stevenage, 108; Knebworth,

1-16; Throcking, 1-04; Therfield, 1-05
; Hadham, MO ; Hitchin, 1-09.

May 22nd, Moor Park, 1-16.

September 19th, Fanhams Hall, Ware, 1-00 ; Hadham, 1-03.

November loth, Therfield, 1-13.

December 30th, Nash Mills, 1-02.

The other falls of 1 inch or more which occurred on days other

than the days of max. monthly fall are

—

June 16th, Bushey Heath, 1-03
; Nash Mills, M6.

October 27th, Knebworth, 1-04; Nash Mills, 1-01; Hitchin, 1-12.

The mean number of wet days has next to be considered.

Jan. wet days 10 being 6 below mean. July wet days 20 being 7 above mean.
Feb. ,, 10 ,, 5 below ,, Aus. ,, 13 ,, 1 below
Mar. ,,

Apl.

May „
June ,,

There was therefore a deficiency in the number of wet days
during the first three months of the year, and an excess during the

last three.

I have again, as in 1880 and 1881, to record snow in October, at

least so far as my own observation is concerned, a slight shower
falling upon the 24th.

Of the heavy falls of rain the only one which appears to have
been at all general is that of April 25th. Palls of over an inch

occurred in 7 months—April, May, June, September, October,

November, and December.
I am glad to be able to conclude my report in the same manner

as last year, i.e. by announcing two additions to our rainfall stations,

one of which is especially important, as it gives us a representative

station in the river-district of the Upper Thame. The Kev. W.
Quennell has commenced observations at Tring, and the Eev. C.

0. Miles at Barley, near Royston.

11 ,



XXXV.
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT THROCKIXG,

HERTS, DURING THE YEAR 1882.

By the Rev. C. W. Hakvey, M.A., F.M.S.

Read at Ware, I9th April, 1883.

Posiffon of Station, Lat. 51° 57' N. ; Long. 0° 3' W. ; Rib District.

Height of Station above sea-level, 484 feet.

Times of Observing, 9 a.m. and 9 p.m.

The most noteworthy features in the Meteorology of the year

seem to be the exceptionally high pressure of January, and the

excessive rainfall of October. We have not had so wet an October

since the year 1865 ; while for a pressure above 30'9 ins. we must
go back perhaps to the year 1825, when on January 9th at 9 a.m.

the barometer in London registered 30-92. There was also a re-

markably brilliant display of Aurora Borealis between the 13th

and 24th of November, especially on the 18th.

In the subjoined table I have compared the year as far as

possible with an average year :

—

Months.

January
February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October

November
December

Tear

Pressure.

Mean
*

1866-75

ins.

29-86

29-96

29-93
29-96

29-98
30-03

29-98

29-98

29-93
29-90

29-92
29*90

29-94

a
•-I

1882

in.

+44
+ •26

+•10
— -10

+ •12

— •18

— •07

-•38
—09
— •08

— •17

-•25

— •07

Temperature.

Mean

1857-69

38-0

40-5

42-5

48-5

54 'O

60 -o

63-5
62-5

59 'o

52-0

43-5
40-5

50-5

ix>

ea

1882

-fo-4— I'O

+ 1-8

—2-4
—2-8
-57
—5 "4

-4-6
—0"2

—3-5
—2-6
—3-2

—4-1

Rain
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summer months ; rainfall, which for the year was slightly helow

the mean for the county, was ahove that for the district; in six

out of the twelve months the fall was above the monthly average,

April and October showing the greatest excess, January and May
the greatest deficiency.

Peesstjee.—The only occasion upon which the barometer fell

below 29'0 ins. was on March 1st; on the other hand the high

pressure of January and February calls for more than a passing

remark; on the 17th and 18th, finding pressure unusually high,

I took observations at intervals of three hours during the daytime

with the following results :

—
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beginninp; of Aup:uRt, Avliile the coldest period was something like

11""5 below the mean for the beginniug of December.
Rainfall was slightly above that of 1880 and 1881, exceeding

the fall of the former by -51 in. and of the latter by "GO in., the

mean fall for the three years being 27'55 ins. The driest periods

were between May 6th—21st, 16 days, without any rain at all;

between Jan. 30 and Feb. 12th, when only -Olin. fell on 5th; and
between Aug. 1st— 14th, when only '01 in. fell on 9th; on the

other hand the wettest periods were between Oct. 23—28th, when
2'67 ins, fell in five out of the six days ; and between April 24th
—29th, 2" 16 ins. falling in six days : in the former case the fall was
•42 in. above the mean fall of the month ; in the latter it was '24

above.

The following table gives the results of my observations for the

seasons of 1881-82 :

—

Theocking.

Seasons,

1880-81.

"Winter...

Spring ...

Summer
Autumn
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Pebeijaky.—Pressure—highest 30-80 ins. on 20th ; lowest 29-02

on 26th. Temperature—warmest clay 48"°-4 on 26th ; coldest clay

30°-l on 2nd; highest in sun 93°-2 on 12th; lowest on grass 19°-9

on 2nd; max. ahove 52° on three days, min. below 32° on 14 nights.

Rainfall—about the average, only -01 in. fell until 13th, S fell on

15th, -60 in. being the only fall of any consequence besides the

max. PreraiUng ivind—S.-W. Weather—a good deal of F the

beginning of the month, but on the whole a dry month.
March.—Pressure—highest 30-61 ins. on 16th; lowest 28"88 on

1st. Temperature—warmest day 51°-2 on 18th; coldest day 32°-0

on 22ncl ; highest in sun 115°-9 on 31st; lowest on grass 19°-0 on
22nd; max. above 52° on 14 days, and above 62° on three days;

min. below 32° on 4 nights. Max. clay temperature high 16th

—

20th:—16th 62°-5
; 17th 63°-2

; 18th 65°-3
; 19th 60°-4

; 20th
61°-6. Rainfall—somewhat below the average with scarcely any
fall in the middle of the month; -22 in. on 21st only fall of con-

sequence besides max. Prevailing ivind—S.W. and W. Weather—
C beginning and end of month, BM the middle. S fell on 21st,

22ncl, and 26th, but slight.

April.—Pressure—highest 30*46 ins. on 8th; lowest 29*15 on

28th. Temperature—warmest clay 52°-9 on 21st; coldest day
40°-5 on 16th ; highest in sun 120°-2 on 9th ; lowest on grass 25°-6

on 10th and 16th ; max. above 52° on 22 days and above 62° on 2

;

min. below 32° on 1 night, but on the grass it was below 32° on

12 nights. Rainfall—a good deal above the average, the end of

the month being especially wet, the fall between 23rd—29th

exceeding the average for the month by -34 in. ; the chief falls

besides max. were -54 in. on 13th, -40 on 27th, and -47 on 29th;

little rain fell until 1 3th. Prevailing tvind— S. rather preponderated.

Weather—B until the wet period at end of month, H on 24th,

T S on 24th, L on 5th.

May.—Pressure—highest 30-27 ins. on 30th ; lowest 29-19 on

12th. Temperature—warmest day 58°-8 on 28th ; coldest day 40°-8

on 31st; highest in sun 137°-4 on 27th; lowest on grass 25°-l on

16th; max. above 62° on 18 clays; min. never below 32°, except

on grass, which occurred on 3 nights, the last trace of frost being

on 17th. Rai^ifall—a good deal below the average, no rain falling

between 6th—22nd ; -33 in. on 25th, the only fall of consequence

besides max. Prevailing icind—E.—S.E. Weather—B generally

throughout the month, T on 3rcl and 22ncl.

Ju\E.

—

Pressure—highest 30-32 ins. on 1st, lowest 29-28 on 9th.

Temperature—warmest day 59°-7 on 27th; coldest day 47°' 1 on

13th ; highest in sun 126°-0 on 23rd ; lowest on grass 34°-4 on 1 1th
;

max. above 62° on 18 clays, reaching 70°-0 and 71°-3 on 27th and

29th, min. below 42° on 3 nights. Rainfall—within -01 in. of the

average, though there were very few days on which some rain did

not fall; chief falls besides max., -30 in. on 8th and 24th, and -27

on 13th. Prevailing tvind—'N.W. Weather—dull and cool, T on

7th, 9th, 18th, and 26th ; H on 15th and 26th; solar halo on 17tb,

the only one observed during the year.
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July —Frcisure—hip:licst 30-25 ins. on 3 1st; lowest 29-35 on

7th. Temporatnre—warmest day C)4'^-3 on 3r(l ; coldest day 53°-3

on 13th; highest in sun 131"'-2 on 17th and 27th; lowest on grass

37^-9 on 10th; max. above 72° on 4 days, reaching 70° on four other

occasions. Itainfall—thougli rain occurred on most days, especially

in the beginning of the month, the fall was below the average.

Chief fall besides max., -25 in. on 9tli. Prevailing wind—^^S.W.

Jrcrt//;,'/-—showery and dull, T on 7th, 8th, 10th, 12th, and 24th,

on the latter date with L and H.
August.—Prexsure—highest 30-24 ins. on 4th; lowest 29-16 on

23rd. Temperature—warmest day 68"- 6 on Tith ; coldest day
53°-4 on 24th; highest in sun 133°-4 on 12th; lowest on grass

37°-5 on 24th; max. above 72° on 5 days, reaching 70° on 5 others,

Painfall—below the average, no rain fell to speak of until 15th;

chief falls besides max., -34 in. on 22nd and -25 on 28th. Prevail-

ing wind—W.—X.W. Weather—more or less C ; T on 31st.

September.—Pressure—highest 30-37 ins. on 7th ; lowest 29-22

on 27th. Temperature—warmest day 61°-1 on 2nd; coldest day
47°-2 on 12th; highest in sun 125°-0 on 3rd and 9th; lowest on

grass 35°-5 on 15th, max. above 62° on 13 days; min. below 42°

on 5 nights. Rainfall—below the average, besides the max. the

chief falls being -30 in. on 5th and 19th; on 20th -18 in. fell in

20 minutes, being at the rate of -54 per hour, or 13 inches in 24
hours. Prevailing loind—N.—IS'.'W". Weather—B with much M,
latter part of month being C ; T and L on 3rd, 13th, and 14th, H
on 26th, F on 24th.

October.—Pressure—highest 30-41 ins. on 4th and 5th ; lowest

29-19 on 22nd. Temperature—warmest day 56°-9 on 1st; coldest

day 39°-5 on 26th; highest in sun 118°-9 on 8th; lowest on grass

25°-8 on 26th ; max. above 62° on three days ; min. below 32° on
1 night, i.e. 20th, being the first trace of frost. Rainfall—very
much above the average, 3rd, 7th, 9th, 14th, 25th, and 29th being

the only days without rain ; chief falls besides max. being -34 in.

on 11th, -32 on 15th, -25 on 19th, -61 on 21st, -44 on 23rd, -70 on
24th, and -47 on 28th. Prevailing wind— S.

—
"W. Weather—dull

and wet ; T on 8th, S on 24th, T on 25th and 26th.

jN'ovember.—Pressure—highest 30-07 ins. on 6th; lowest 29-11

on 16th. Temperature—warmest day 51°-3 on 5th; coldest day
33°-9 on 17th ; highest in sun 118°-9 on 8th ; lowest on grass 25°-7

on 26th ; max. above 52° on 6 days ; min. below 32° on 5 nights,

on grass on 15 nights. Rainfall—a good deal above the average,

only 8 days without some fall; chief falls besides max., -43 in. on
3rd and '54 on 6th. Prevailing wind—N .—\Y., N.W. preponderating

greatly during the first week. Weather— B M followed by B C with
frequent and heavy showers, S 4 inches deep on 16th.

December.—Pressure—highest 30-26 ins. on 20th ; lowest 29-08

on 6th; on 4th barometer stood at 30-01 ins.; on 0th it had fallen to

29-08, a range of -93 in 48 hours. Temperature—warmest day
51°-1 on 28th; coldest day 21°-7 on 11th ; highest in sun 82°-l on
21st; lowest on grass 13°-4 on 11th; max. above 52"' on 2 days,
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reaching 50" on 3 others; min. below 32° on 15 nights. I have

noticed the cold period at the commencement of the month, this

was followed by a warm period at the close, as the following values

show :

—

Max. Min. Mean.

25th
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THE SriDERS OF THE XEIGIIBOFRnOOD OF HODDESDON

:

A CONTRIBUTIOX TO THE ARACHNIDAL FAUNA OF
HERTFORDSUIRE.

By F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., F.Z.S., r.ll.:5J:.S.

Read at Hertford, 1st June, 1883.

The following list of 201 species of Spiders caught within a few
miles of Hoddesdon is my first contribution to the Arachnidal
fauna of our county. Ten families and fifty-three genera are re-

presented. There is in the immediate neighbourhood no extent

of chalk, limestone, nor real heath-soil, all of which would be
desmible from a collector's point of view. AYe have but gravel

and clay-loam. Nor are there any special limits which would make
the fauna particularly interesting. The Lea marshes, and the

yalleys and woods on this side of that river, have no exceptional

characteristic, and there can be but little doubt but that all the

spiders which are named could be found throughout the Lea
district. Many species must, of course, have escaped me, and
were I still to limit my search to this part of the county, several

supplements would be necessary before the list at all approached
completeness. The wind * must, at any rate, be continually bring-

ing us fresh visitors. If, for instance, several recently-hatched

broods of any one species, influenced by the same atmospheric

conditions, were to place themselves in a position for "aerial

flight," f it might be expected that a number of about the same
weight would be wafted by a current to the same locality, where
they would seek a suitable habitat where the sexes would meet.

As with insects, some spiders have exceedingly narrow limits of

local distribution, which do not appear to be governed by the nature

of the soil, nor by other conditions as yet known to influence either

themselves or their food. Thus in 1882 I found Walchendera Meadii,

Cambr., in some numbers on a marshy place about 30 feet long by
20 feet broad, but I failed to meet with them in the Lea valley

elsewhere, though their home was in direct connection with spots

of a similar nature. Three years in succession I have only met
with Linyphia nehdosa, Simd., in a small out house, and not even
in similar places on the same premises. There was no apparent

cause for the preference.

In March and April of this year, Linyphia errans, Blackw., and
X. ohionga, Cambr., were abundant, in suitable weather, on the iron

railings of a large meadow, which is separated from another with
a similar aspect by a narrow road and low hedge, from which
runs at right angles another set of iron railings

;
yet on these latter

* See '
' Note on the probable Geographical Distribution of a Spider by the

Trade Winds," by Dr. H. C. McCook, ' Proc. Nat. Sci. PhUadelphia,' 1878,

p. 136.

t "Observations on Spiders," 'Trans. Herts Nat. Hist. See.,' Vol. I (1879),
p. 42.
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I never observed a single representative, although Z. errans, Blackw.,
would be literally swarming on the first-mentioned railings. I was
much struck after repeatedly searching, on cloudy days, the field

which these latter surrounded, by meeting but rarely with a single

specimen. I therefore sent a boy there for two days to catch

all the spiders he saw in the grass about the railings, but he
returned with none of this species, although his bottles were
well filled for the season. The only suggestion I can make is

that these spiders were being carried by a southerly wind, when
they were intercepted by the iron railings on which they were
found, and which run due east and west for about 200 yards on
high ground quite open to the south. The field may not have
suited them, and in that case they would seek another habitat.

The other iron railings are about 40 yards in length, and run
almost due north and south, while they are partly sheltered from
the latter by timber. I collected a considerable number of L. ollonga,

Cambr., and of L. errans, Blackw., which latter were by far the

most numerous of the two, and were found a few days befoi'e L.
oblonga. The females were abundant before the males were seen,

but of L. ohlonga I only met with one male, which is here recorded

for the first time. Its palpi, though smaller, are the same as those

of L. errans, and, after a careful examination of a long series of

females of these two types, I have concluded that they are varieties

of the same species, although the very small eyes of Z. ohlonga,

besides other characteristics, are calculated in many specimens to

lead to an opposite opinion being formed. The apertures of the

females, and the spermatheca3, are the same in form. The size and
position of the eyes in both types vary considerably. In most
specimens of Z. ohlonga the hind central pair of eyes are closer

together than each of them is to the lateral eye next to it of the

same row, whereas in Z. errans these four eyes are generally equi-

distant or nearly so. Yet occasionally there are individuals of each

type with the positions interchanged. The interval between the

front central eyes is by no means constant, while the cephalothorax

varies irrespective of size, as to the breadth of face and other

parts, and also as to the curve of the caput. The spines are irre-

gular in length. The oblong form of Z. ohlonga is found with the

typical eyes of Z. errans, and the more ovate form of Z. errans with

the typical eyes of Z. oblonga ; in fact, the differential characters

of the two spiders as species gradually merge into one another in

a long series of individuals, while Z. incerta, Cambr. (also found

on the same railings), appears to be but a step in the scale which
joins the two more distinct types. I have therefore united all thz-ee,

viz. Limjplua errans, Blackw., Z. ohlonga, Cambr., and Z. incerta,

Cambr., under the earlier specific name of Z. errans, Blackw. It

would be interesting to know how far in future years the inter-

mediate grades of this variable species will disappear, and whether

the two more differentiated forms hitherto regarded as Z. errans,

Blackw., and Z. ohlonga, Cambr., will develop such characteristics

as to render them specifically distinct.
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The residence of the Rev. 0. P. Cambrulgc in Dorsetshire has

naturally led to more being known of the spider fauna of that

county * than of any other, and it is interesting to note a few

species which are not yet recorded as being found there, but which
are generally distributed or common with us. We have other

spiders not yet seen in Dorsetshire, but they arc rare or exceedingly

local, and a fortunate capture niay at any time show their presence

in that county. They are, therefore, of not so much interest in the

comparison of the two faunas.

The two following species are generally distributed or common
about Hoddesdon, and are not recorded as being found in Dorset-

shire :

—

Tegenaria Guijonii, Gucr. This is abundant in the whole London
district, and is locally known as the Hertfordshire spider. It is

one of our largest English species, and attracts attention when it

frequents houses, as it does often, and especially during the pairing

season, which begins late in the summer. | I have never found it

"at home" except in the constructions by man. Its close ally,

T. atrica, C. L. Koch, -which in "Weymouth is abundant, J must be

here very scarce, for I have only met with one specimen. It is

nevertheless common on the south-east side of London.

Neriene agrestis, Blackw., local, but always to be found in May,
June, or July.

Only one specimen of each of the two following species has been

found in Dorsetshire :§

—

Theridion pictum, Hahn, which is one of our commonest spiders

on holly-bushes and pailings.

jllarpesm muscosa, Clk., abundant on these premises, and generally

distributed. I have found two males in cocoons under the bark of

an old fence late in October.

I am not aware of any spider except Epeira scolopetaria, Clk.,

which is fairly common in the Lea valley, but which is very

rarely met with in Dorsetshire.
||

The above comparison is interesting, for these species do not

require a very exceptional habitat.

The incompleteness of my list, both as to numbers and the

limited district which is represented, renders it premature to name
the spiders which are common to Dorsetshire and which are not

found here. Their absence is in many cases accounted for by the

nature of the soil. It may at least be said that this locality con-

tains many spiders which are still considered rare, and has pro-

* In the ' Spiders of Dorsetshire ' are recorded 373 species in Dorsetshire, and
518 in Great Britain.

t For some habits of this species see my paper " On the pairing of T. Guyonii,''^

in ' Jonrn. Linn. Soc.,' Zoology, vol. xvii, p. 162, and " On a probable case of

Parthenogenesis in T. Gxi/onii,^^ in 'Jom-n. Linn. Soc.,' Zoology, vol. xvi, p. 536.

J 'Spiders of Dorset,' p. 63.

§ 'Proe. Dorset Nat. Hist, and Antiq. Field Club,' vol. iv (1882), pp. 149
and 150.

II

' Spiders of Dorset,' p. 278.
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duccci one new species, viz. Amphissa spiyiigera, Cambr.,* whicli

(adult male) I noticed running quickly over my study-table in

January, 1880. It took refuge among some old bee-frames, and

as it is iV of an inch in length, I was fortunate in catching

it. I have not met with another specimen.

The most abundant spiders in the marshy places in the Lea
valley are Cluhiona grisea, L. Koch, C. hohsericea, De Geer,

Neriene gihlosa, Blackw., N. tuberosa, Blackw., JV. bituhercnlata,

"Wid., Linyphia nigrina, "Westr., L. approximata, Cambr., L. pul-

lata, Cambr., Walckendera permixta, Cambr., Pirata p)iraticus, Clk.,

and P. hjgrophilus, Thor. Neriene hituherculata may be said to

swarm there.

The classification of the species in the following list is the same

as that adopted by the Rev. 0. P. Cambridge in ' The Spiders of

Dorset,' to which work the reader may turn for descriptive details.

The synonyms under which the species are described inBlackwell's
' Spiders of Great Britain and Ireland ' are given, with references

to the drawings.

I shall be much obliged to any members who will kindly send

me collections from different parts of the county. The mode of

capture and preservation is described on p. 141 of the present

volume of our * Transactions.'

Family DTSDERIDES.

Genus Dtsdeea.

D. Cambridgu, Thorell=-Z). erythrina, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and

I., pi. xxviii. f. 266).—Scarce.

B. croeata, C. L. Koch = D. ruhicunda, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and

I., pi. xxviii, f. 267).—The only specimen fi'om the district was

kindly sent to me from The Grange, Hoddesdon, where it was taken

fi'om a cat which was playing with it.

Genus Hakpactes.

H. Hombergii, 8co]). = Pysdera HomlergU, Scop. (Spi. Gt.B.and I.,

pi. xxviii, f. 268).—Scarce.

Genus Segesteia.

S. senoculata, Linn. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxviii, f. 270).—
Scarce.

Genus Oonops.

0. pulcJier, Tempi. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxix, f. 271).—Un-
common.

* This -was orisrinally described in the ' Spiders of Dorset,' p. 468, and placed

in the genus Lelh'ia. Subsequent examination led to a new genus, viz. Amph'issn,

being made for its reception. Kev. 0. P. Cambridge, in ' Ann. and Mag. Kat.

Hist.,' ser. v, vol. ix, p. 3 (plate 1).
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Family DllASSIDES.

Genus MicAEiA.

M. pidicularia, Sund. = i)rrt!ss?<s nitetis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. vi, f. 73).—Not uncommon.

Genus Deasstjs.

D. BIacl:waUii\Th.oYe\l=D. cericetcs, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. vi. f. 67).— Not uncommon.
D. lapidicolens, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. \'i, f. 70).

—

Abundant,

Genus Cltjbiona.

C. grisea, L. Kocli = C holosericea, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. vii, f. 75).—Common in Lea valley.

C. terrestris,'^c&tYm^.= C. «»««rfl«^/io, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. vii, f. 76).—Abundant.
C. reclusa, Cambr.—Not uncommon.
C. Iiitescens, Westr.—Uncommon.
C. pallidula, Clerck=C. epimelas, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.

pi. vii, f. 77).—Abundant.

C. corticalis, Walck. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. vii, f. 79).—Not
uncommon.

C. holosericea, De Geer.—Common in Lea valley.

C. hrevipes, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. vii, f. 80).—Not
uncommon.

C. coenilescens, L. Koch.—One adult male beaten off nut trees

in Box Wood. This is the third adult male recorded as British.

The other two were found near Bloxworth.*

C. compta, C. L. Koch= C. comta, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. vii, f. 81).—Common.

Genus CHIRACANTHItrM:.

C. carnifex, Fabr.—Uncommon ; found on the Roman Eoad.

C. nutriXf Westr.—Bare ; immature speciemen only.

Genus Anyph^na.

A. accentuata, "Walck. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. viii, f. 83).

—

Common.

Genus Hecaekge.

H. macidata, Blackw. =JT. spinimana, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. iii, f. 21).—Common.

Genus PHEXJEOLiTHua.

P. festivus, C. L. 'Kooh—Brassus propingmis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt.

B. and I., pi. vi, f. 74).—Uncommon.

* "New and Rare Spiders."—Rev. 0. P. Cambridge, 'Proc. Dorset Nat.
Hist, and Antiq. Field Club,' vol. iv (1882), p. 151.
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Family DICTYmDES.

Genus Dictyka.

D. arundinacea, Linn. = Ergatis henigna, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. ix, f. 93).—Abundant.
B. tmcinata, Thorell.—Common.
D. latens, Fabr. = Ergotis latens, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ix, f. 95).—Uncommon.

Genus Lethta.

Z. hiimilis, Blackw.= Cinijlo humilis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ix, f. 92).—Uncommon.

Genus Amphissa.

A. spinigera, Cambr., n. sp.—Male described by Rev. 0. P.

Cambridge in ' Spiders of Dorset,' p. 468. I have only met with

this specimen, which was running quickly across my study table,

Jan. 18, 1880.

Genus AiiAUEOBnjs.

A. fenestralis, Stroera.= Cinijlo atrox, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ix, f. 88).—Not so common as the other two of this genus.

A. similis, Blackw. = C. similis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ix, f. 89).—Common.
A. ferox, Walck. = C ferox, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. ix,

f. 90),—Common.

Family AGELENIDES.

Genus Tegenaeia.

T. atrica, C. L. Koch (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xi, f. 106).—Only
one specimen.

T. Gugonii, Guerin=T. domestica, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xi, f. 105).—Abundant. This appears to be the "Hertfordshire

Spider," and is common in the London district.

T. Derliamii, Scop.= T. civilis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xii, f. 107).—Yery common.

Genus Agelena.

A. lahyrinthica, Clerck (Spi. Gt. Bt. and I., pi. x, f. 97).— This

is an abundant species, and is well adapted for confinement in a

square glass case, with a moveable top, to which it does not attach

its threads.

Genus Hahnia.

H. eJegans, lilackw.^ Agelena elegans, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. X, f. 99).—Often met with in Lea valley and other places.

S. Montana, Blackw.=^. montana, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. X, f. 100).—Not uncommon.
H. hekeola, Simon,—A single female found in Box "Wood.
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Family PIIOLCIDES.

Genus Pholcus.

P. plialanpioidra, Fiiosslin (Spi. Gt. B. and I.," pi. xv, f. 137).

—

This species is not so abundant as I should have expected to find it.

Family THERIDIIDES.

Genus ErisiNus.

E. truneatus, 'Wa[ck. = Theridion anffidatum, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xiv, f. 133).—Only met with as yet in one locality not

far from Goose Green.

Genus Pholcomma.

Pholcomma gibhrnn, "Westr.—Only one specimen (a male) found

at Easneye, Ware.

Genus Thekidion.

T. formosum, Clerck=T. sisyphum, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xiii, f. 113).—Found occasionally on these premises and else-

where.

T. tepidariorum, C. L. Koch (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xiii, f. 114).

—Common in greenhouses.

T. picfum, Hahn (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xiii, f. 117).—This is

abundant in this immediate locality.

T. sisi/pJiinm, Clerck=T. nervosum, Blackw. (Spi, Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xiii, f. 116).—Abundant.
T. denticidatum, Walck. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xiii, f. 118).

—

Common.
T. varians, Hahn (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xiv, f. 120).—Common.
T. tinctum, Walck. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xiv, f. 121).—Not

uncommon.
T. pidchellum, Walck. (Spi. G. B. and I., pi. xiv, f. 122).—Not

uncommon.
T. himaculatum, Linn. = 71 Carolinum, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xiv, f. 123).—Met with occasionally.

T. pallens, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and L, pi. xiv. f. 125).—Common.

Genus Westicus.

iV. ceUula7it(s, CleYek=Zinyphia crypticoleus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt.

B. and I., pi. xvi, f. 148).—I have only met with one specimen, and

that was in a well-house on these premises.

Genus Phyllonethis.

P. lineata, Clerck= Theridion lineatum, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xiii, f. 111).—Common.

Genus Steatoda.

S. hipunctata, Lmn.^ Theridion quadripunctatum, Blackw. (Spi.

Gt. B. and I., pi. xiii, f. 112).—Common, and found in the top of

my beehives.

S. guttata, Wider.= T. guttatum, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xiv, f. 131).—Only one specimen found in Box Wood.

VOL. II.—PART VII. 18
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Genus Neeiene.

N. atra, Blackw. =-ZV^. longijyalph, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xix, f. 188).—Very abundant on iron railings in calm sunshiny-

weather.

N. dentipalpis, "Wider.—Yery abundant in same situations.

N. graminicola, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xix, f. 186).

—

Not uncommon.
N. nigra, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 185).

—

Frequently found on the iron railings on these premises and else-

where.

iV. longimana, C. L. Koch=:iV. vagans, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xviii, f. 173).—Bare; two specimens found on these

premises.

N. rufipes, SundeTall=iY. mimda, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xviii, f. 180).—Not uncommon.
N. rubem, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 184).—Local

but abundant.

N. Isahellina, C. L. Koch=iV. rubella, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xix, f. 194).—Not uncommon in the Lea valley.

W. vigilax, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xix, f. 191).—One
specimen (male) of this very rare species found on iron railings at

High Leigh, in March, 1883.

N. herhigrada, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xix, f. 199).

—

This species is occasionally met with in damp places in Box Wood.
N. dentata, Wider. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 174).—Com-

mon in Lea valley and other marshy places.

N. fusca, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xix, f. 189 and 190,

and pi. xxii, f . D & E).—Abundant on iron railings on these premises

and elsewhere.

N. agrestis, Blackw. (Exclude from Spi. Gt. B. and I., reference

to pi. xix, f. 190 and pi. xxii, f. D).—The confusion between this

and the foregoing species was removed by a specimen found on the

banks of Spittle Brook, Hoddesdon, in May, 1880.*

N. retusa, Westr.—Bare; in October, 1882, three specimens were
met with under stones.

N. apicata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 183).—Found
occasionally on iron railings on these premises.

N. gibbosa, Blackw.—Abundant in Lea valley and other marshy
ground.

JV. tuberosa, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B, and I., pi. xix, f. 192).

—

Abundant in Lea valley and other marshy ground.

iV. cornuta, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 181).

—

Common but local in Lea valley and the whole district.

JV. bituberculata, Wider. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 182).

—

Very abundant in Lea valley and other marshy places in the

district.

N. Clarhii, Cambr.—Occasionally found on iron railings on these

premises.

* See 'Spiders of Dorset,' p. 486.
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iV. negleda, Cambr.—Four specimens of this rare species have
been found in Box Wood.

i\': livida, Bluekw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 1G9).—Not
uncommon at Easneyc, AVarc.

N. Sundevallii, Westr.—Two specimens have been found near
Spittle Brook, Hoddosdon, the only place in the district where this

spider has been observed.

N. viaria, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 171).

—

Only two specimens have been found, at The Bollards, Hoddesdon.
iV". sylvatica, Blackw.—Both sexes of this rare spider were found

in Lea marshes in October, 1882.

N. fmcijialpis, C. L. Koch=iV. gracilis, and N.flavipes, Blackw.
(Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 172 and 178).—This species varies

in size, and the prominence on the inside of the base of the digital

joint is not easily seen in some specimens. Not uncommon,
N. 2>6nicillata, Westr.— Occasionally found near Goose Green

on lichens.

N. innotabilis, Cambr.—Occasionally found at Easneye, "Ware,

and on Broxbourne Common.
JY. anomala, Cambr.—In July, 1880, and 1881, this species was

abundant on an iron fence on these premises, in 1882 it was scarce.

No male observed.

N. mollis, Cambr.—Male found on iron railing on these premises

on a bright day in December, 1881.

N. bicus2)is, Cambr.—Not uncommon on railings at High Leigh in

April and May.
N. Huthwaitii, Cambr. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 176).

—

Two of each sex of this very rare species have been found in ditches

in the Lea valley.

N. decora, Cambr.—Two specimens of this rare spider have been
found, on the Roman Road.
N. viva, Cambr.—Rather rare and local.

iV. diluta, Cambr.—Rare.

N. pygmcea, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xviii, f. 177).

—

Only one specimen of this rare spider found on iron railings at

High Leigh.

N. rustica, Cambr.—Three males of this rare species found on

swampy ground in Box Wood.
N. uncata, Cambr.—A few of both sexes found in marshy places

in the Lea valley.

Genus Waxckenaeea.

W. hrevipes, Westr.—Rare.

W. tmicornis, Cambr. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xx, f. 207).— Occa-

sionally found in Lea marshes in the spring.

JF.pimciata,mnekw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xx, f. 210).—
Common in Lea valley and other marshy districts.

TF. humilis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxi, f. 223).—Rare.
W. cristata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxi, f. 224).—Not

uncommon.
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TF. permixta, Cambr,—Common in marshy places in Lea valley.

W. antica, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxi, f. 225).—One

male found on iron railings on these premises.

TF.fuscipes, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xx,_f. 209).—Eare.

TF. scabricula, Westr.=^ /F. aggeris, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xvi, f. 216).—Rare ; found on iron railings at High Leigh.

JF. parallela, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xx, f. 211).—In

1879 and 1880 several specimens were taken from the under side of

laurel leaves on these premises close to the house. Since then I

have only met with two males.

JF. pumila, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxi, f. 227).—Eare

;

foimd in Box Wood.
JF. Bechii, Cambr.—Eare; one male found in an out-house on

i^riGSG T^I'GIHISGS

JF.picina, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxi, f. 228).—Not

uncommon on these premises, but more abundant at Easneye.

JF. enjthrojMs, Westr.—Hot uncommon about the Eoman Eoad
and Box Wood.

JF. trifrons, Cambr.—A single example (male) found at Easneye.

JF. al'tifrons, Cambr.—Not uncommon.
JF.frontata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxii, f. 232).—Not

uncommon.
TF. acuminata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xx, f. 203).—The

females not uncommon ; the males rare, as is the case with many
other species.

JF. Meadii, Cambr.—Both sexes of this rare spider were found on

a small piece of marshy ground in Lea valley in April, 1882, and

they have not been met with elsewhere in this district.

TF. cucullata, C. L. Koch and Cambr.—One male found in a

marshy place in Lea valley.

JF. nemoralis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxii, f . 230).—One

male caught on these premises in March, 1883.

JF. pusilla, Wider.—One male caught on these premises in March,

1883.

JF. hiemalis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt B. and I., pi. xxi, f. 217).—Male

found on the Eoman Eoad in March, 1883.

JF. latifrons, Cambr.—Eare.

TF. nudipalpis, Westr.—Eare.

Genus Pachygnatha.

P. ClercUi, Sund. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxii, f. 233).—Generally
distributed.

P. Lideri, Sund. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxii, f. 234).—Eare.
P. Be Geerii, Sund. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxii, f. 235).—

Common and generally distributed.

Genus Linyphia.

L. frenata,^\d.ev. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvi, f. 151).—Eare.

L. thoracica, Wider. =Z. cauta, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. XV, f. 145).—Not uncommon.
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L. Icprosa, Olilcrt.—Common and generally distributed,

L. zehrina, Mcuge.—Not uncommon.
Z. minuta, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and T., pi. xv, f. 144).—Rare.

L. tci)('bricol(i,\\ ider. and Z. tern'cohi, Blackw. = Z. tenuis, Blackw.

(Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvi, f. 152, 153).—Common and generally

distributed.

Z. ohseura, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvii, f. 162).—As
yet only found on the Ilonum Road.

Z. nebulosa, Sund.= Z. vivax, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvi,

f. 146).—Rare and very local.

Z. variegata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xix, f. 195).—Rare.

Z. socialis, Sund. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvi, f. 147).—Not
common.

Z. puUata, Cambr.—Common in marsliy places.

Z. nigrina, Blackw.= Z. puUa, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xvi, f. 156).—Common.
Z. approximata, Cambr.—Abundant in Lea valley and common in

other marsliy places.

Z. dorsah's, AYider.= Z. Claytonire, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xvi, f. 155).—Not uncommon.
Z. ericea, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvii, f. 159).—Not

common.
Z. cirmmspecta, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvii, f. 165).

—

Common everywhere.

Z. experta, Cambr.—Found in some abundance in marshy places

in Lea valley in October, 1882.

Z. errans, Blackw. = iV. errans, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xviii, f. 170).—This species is equivalent to Z. ohlonga, Cambr.,

and Z. incerta, Cambr. See introductory remarks.

Z. hicolor, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvii, f. 168).—Not
uncommon.

Z. parvula, "Westr.—Rare.

Z. aeria, Cambr.—Not uncommon.
Z. pallida, Cambr.—Several examples of this rare species have

been met with in different places.

Z. concolor, 'Wider. = Theridion filipes, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xiv, f. 136).—Not common and very local.

Z. imignis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xvii, f. 160).—Rare.

Z. impigra, Cambr.—Found in some abundance in some spots in

Lea valley, but not elsewhere.

Z. chthrata, ^xnnd. =Neriene marginata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xvii, f. 167).—Abundant and generally distributed.

Z. hucculenta, Clerck= iV. trilineata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xix, f. 193).—Not common.
Z. montana, Clerck=Z. marginata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. XV, f. 140).—Common and generally distributed.

Z. triangularis, Clerck= Z. montana, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. XV, f. 138).—Common and generally distributed.

Z. hortensis, Sund. = Z. pratensis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. XV, f. 141).—Not common.
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L. pusilla, Siind.=Z. fuliginea, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. XV, f. 142).—Not common.
L. ahiormis, Blackw. = iV(^r^e?^(3 ahiormis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xix, f. 200).—One specimen.

Genus Eeo.

E. thoracica, 'Wider.= T/)endmi variegatum, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xiv, f. 134).—Not common but generally distributed.

Family EPEIRIDES.

Genus Meta.

M. segmentata, G\eYQk= Epeira inclinata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. xxvi, f. 255).—Most abundant and generally distributed.

M. Menardi, Latr.= E.fusca, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxvi,

f. 252).—Rare.
M. Meriance, Scop. = ^. antriada and E. celata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt.

B. and I., pi. xxvi, f. 253 and 254).—Not uncommon.

Genus Tetkagxatha.

T. externa, Linn. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxvii, f. 265).—Most
abundant and generally distributed.

Genus Cyclosa.

C. conica=Epeira conica, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxvii,

f. 261).—As yet only one specimen found in tbis neigbboui'bood,

and that in the Lea valley.

Genus Zilla.

Z. X-notata, CleYek=Epeira similis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.^

pi. XXV, f. 244).—Common and generally distributed.

Z. atrica= E. calophylla, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxv,

f. 245).—Common and generally distributed.

Genus Epeiea.

E. cucurlitina, Clerck (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxv, f. 247).

—

Common and generally distributed.

E. diademata, Clerck=-E'. diadema, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and T.,

pi. xxvi, f. 258).—Abundant and generally distributed.

E. scalaris, Walck. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxiv, f. 240).—Rare.

E. agalena, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxiv, f. 242).—Un-

common.
E. cornuta, Clerck = ^. apocJisa, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xxiii, f. 237).—Common in Lea valley.

E. umhratica, Clerck (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. xxiv, f. 241).

—

Common throughout the district.

E. sclopetaria, Clerck= ^. sencata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. xxiii, f. 238).—Common in Lea valley.

E. alsine, Walck. =.£". lutea, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and L, pi. xxv,

f. 249).—Rare.
E. arhmtorum, C. L. Koch=^. hicornis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt B.

and I., pi. xxvii, f . 260).—One immature male caught at High Leigh

in May, 1882.
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Family THOMISIDES.
GCUUS MiSUMEX.V.

3r. ratia, Q\crQk=Thomisiis citreus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. iv, £. 53).—Xot common.

Genus Xtsticus.

X. crisfafm, Clercli— Thorn istis cristatus, Black"W. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. iv, f. 38).—Abundant everywhere.

X. xdmi, Halm.—j^ot uncommon.
X. luctuosus, Blackw.= 2'. luduosus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. iv, f. 45).—Bare.

Genus Oxtptila.

0. praticola, C. L. 'KocAi.= Thomisus incertus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt.

B. and I., pi. iv, f. 51).—Hare.

0. trux, Blackw.= Z tnix, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. iv,

f. 50).—jS^ot uncommon.

Genus PHiLoniioiius.

P. dispar, Walck. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. v, f. 55).—Not un-
common.

F. aureolus, Clerck (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. v, f. 59).—Abundant.

P. ces2)ificoIens,Wiilck. = P. cespiiicolis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. V, f. 58).—Not common.

Genus Tibelltjs.

T. ollongus, 'Walc'k. = Philodronms ohlongus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. V, f. 60).—Common.

Family LYCOSIDES.
Genus Ocyale.

0. miralilis, CleTek= Dolomedes mirabiUs, Blackw. (Sjji. Gt. B.

and I., pi. ii, i 18).—Common.

Genus Pikata.

P. hjgroj)hilus, Th.ov. = Lijcosa piscatoria, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. ii, f. 17).—Abundant.

P. 2}i)'aticus, Clerck= Z. piratica, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ii, f. 16).—Common.

Genus Teochosa.

T. ruricola, De Geer =^ Li/cosa campestris, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. i, f. 3).—Common.
T. terricola, Tliorell=Z. agretijca, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. i, f. 2).—Common.

Genus Taeentijla.

T. ptdverulenta, Q,\eY(ik= Lycosa rapax, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi, 1, f. 5).—Not uncommon.

Genus Ltcosa.

L. amentafa, Clerck=Z. saccata, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ii, f. 9).—Abundant everywhere.
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L. luguhris, Walck. (Spi. Gt. B. and I., pi. ii, f. 10).—Not un-

common.
L. puUnta, Clerck= Z. ohscura, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ii, f. 11).—Common.
L. riparia, C. L. Koch.—I^ot uncommon.
L. nigriceps, Thorell.—Scarce.

L. palustris, Linn. = Z. exigiia, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. ii, f. 12 in part).—Not uncommon.

Family SALTICIDES.

Genus Epiblemum.

JE. scenicum, G\.eYGV= Salticus scenicus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. iii, f. 24 in pai^t).—Abundant everywhere.

jF. cingulatum, Panz.—Not common.

Genus Heliophanus.

H.flavipes, C. L. Koch.—Rare ; found on the Soman Boad.

Genus Marpessa.

M. muscosa, Clerek= SaUicus tarch'gradus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. iii, f. 35).—Common about Hoddesdon.

Genus Ballijs.

B. depresaus, Wa\ck. = Salticus ohscurus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. iii, f. 28).—Not uncommon.

Genus Neon.

iV. reticulntus, 'Blaek-w. = SaUicMs reticulatus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. iii, f. 33).—Not uncommon.

Genus EvoPHEYS.

E. frontalis, Walck. ^ Salticus frontalis, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. iii, f. 27).—Not common.

Genus Attus.

A. pulescens, Eabr.= /S. sparsus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B. and I.,

pi. iii, f. 25).—Rare.

Genus Hasaeits.

IT. falcattis, C\erck= Salticus coronatus, Blackw. (Spi. Gt. B.

and I., pi. iii, f. 26).—Rare.
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Abbot's Langley, Eocene outlier at,

157.

Addi-esses, Anniversary, 40, 173.

Agricultural g-eology of Herts, 145.

Albury, gale of Oct. i88i at, 24.

Aldenliam visited, Ix
;

gale of Oct.

iSSi at, 20; swallow-boles at, 15.5.

Amffibina, an order of Kbizopoda, 121.

AmweU, otters at, 11 ; river Asb at,

140 ; river Lea at, 244, 248.

Andrews, R. T. : Notes on tbe Flora

of Herts, xi ; Notes on tbe state of

vegetation at Hertford during tbe

winter and spring of 1882, xxxvii.

Anemones of Herts, Ix.

Animalcule, a new flagellate, 92.

Animals, colour and babits of, xxxix
;

taming of, 45.

Anniversary Addresses, 40, 173.

Anniversary meetings, reports of, 1882,

xiii ; 1883, xliii.

jinthomiis pomorum, depredations of, 6.

Apple-weevil, depredations of, 6.

Apsley Mills, percolation-gauge at, 148.

Aquarium, a microscopical, 112.

Aracbnida, bow to record, 141.

Arcellinida,an order of Ilbizopoda, 121.

Ardel'ey, drainage from, 243.

Ardeley Bury, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 23.

Aristotle as a naturalist, 173.

Asb river, otters in, 11 ; notes on,

137 ; at Amwell, 244.

Asb valley, boulder-clay in, 152
;

loamy clay of, 156.

Asbh-ns Park visited, Ixiv.

Asbridge, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 22.

Asbridse Park, 103.

Asbwell, Gault clay near, 153; Tottern-

boe stone at, 159.

Aspenden, tributary of Rib at, 126.

Aspenden Hall, gale of Oct. 1881 at,

23.

Aspenden Hall Park, 109.

VOL. II. PART VIII.

Attfield, Prof. J. : Some Experi-

ments on tbe Pbysics and Cbemistry
of tbe Sap of Plants, liv, 229-236.

Audubon, an American naturalist, 178.

Auk, little, in Herts, 213.

B.

Babs Green, bourne at, 140.

Balance-sbeet, 1S81, xviii ; 1882, xlix.

Baldock, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 24
;

bare cbalk at, 151.

Barbel in tbe Lea, 12.

Barleycote End, bourne near, 1 37.

Barnet, East, rainfaU at, in 1S81, G7

;

in 1882, 251.

Barwick, Great and Little, river Rib
at, 131 ; cbalk and gravel-pits at,

135.

Bayford, beavy clay at, 151.

Bayfordbury, rainfall at, in 1881, 67 ;

in 1S82, 251.

Bean-goose in Herts, 86.

Beane, a tributary of tbe Lea, 243.

Beane valley, boulder-clay in, 152

;

loamy clay of, 156.

Beaver in Britain, 223.

Bedwell Park, 110.

Belintone Park, 100.

Bengeo, peregrine falcon seen near, 211.

Benington Park. 100.

Bennet's End, Eocene outlier at, 160.

Berkbampstead visited, Iv, Iviii
;
gale

of Oct. 1 88 1 at, 21 ; rainfall at, in

1881, 67; in 18S2, 251; pbeno-
logical pbenomeua at, in 1881, 72

;

Eocene outlier near, 160.

Berkbampstead Park, 109.

Berkbampstead Parva, Bedwell Park
near, 110.

Bernard's Heatb, Eocene outlier at,

160.

Berry Green, bourne near, 138.

Bewick tbe wood-engraver, 178.

Biggen Moor, springs at, 128.

19
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Birds, destruction of, xii ; use in keep-

ing down insects, 3 ; migration of,

25 ; observed in i88i, 83 ; in 1882,

209; of Rib valley, 136; of Ash
valley, 140.

Bishop's Stortfprd, gale of Oct. 1881

at, 18, 24; river Ash near, 138;
Eocene strata at, 147 ; London clay

at, 151.

Blakesware, river Ash at, 139.

Bleak in the Lea, 13.

Blue-pebble-and-clay in Herts, 151.

Botany, notes on, 237.

Boulder clay in Herts, 152.

Bourne valley, Iv ; river, 237-

Bournes draining into the Ash, 137,

138, 140.

Braithvpaite, Dr. R., list of mosses by,

Ixviii.

Bramfield, peregrine falcon seen at,

211.

Braughing, rivers Rib and Qiiin at,

126.

Bream and bream-flat ia the Lea, 12.

Brent Pelham, bourne near, 137.

Brett, Dr. A. T. : On some of the

Effects of the Recent Storm in

Herts, X ; Notes on the Earth-worm,
xxiv, 143 ; Notes on some Herts

Mammalia, liv.

Bricket Wood visited, Ixi ; whirlwind

at, 95.

Brick-making in Herts, 160.

British (Natural History) Museum
visited, xl.

Brocket Hall, rainfall at, in 1881, 67 ;

in 1882, 251 ; tree-sparrow seen

near 209.

Brocket Hall Park, 109.

Brown, I., donation of, xlvii, 1.

Broxbom-ne, otters near, 11 ;
gale of

Oct. 1881 at, 22; puffin at, 213;
river Lea at, 245.

Buckland, Frank, reminiscences of,

179.

Buffon, a French naturalist, 176.

Bunting rustic, in Herts, 210.

Buntingford, gale of Oct. iSSi at, 23;

rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in 1882,

251 ; river Rib at, 126.

Bushey, stifE clay at, 151 ; swallow-

holes at, 155.

Bushey Heath, rainfall at, in 1881, 67;

in 1882, 251.

Bushey Station, rainfall at, in 1881,

67 ; in 1882, 251.

Butterflies, a cloud of, 96.

Buzzard, honey, in Herts, 83.

Bye-meetings, reports of, 1882, xxiii,

xxiv, xxxviii; 1883, xli.

C

Cadwell, Totternhoe-stone at, 159.

Caldicott, Gault clay near, 153.

Campbell, F. M. : Methods by which
Members can assist the Recorder of

the Arachnida, xxiv, 141-142 ; The
Colour of Animals in Relation to

their Habits, xxxLx-xli ; The Spiders

of the Neighboui-hood of Hoddesdon,

Ixi, 263-276.
Cardaniine pratensis, metamorphosis in,

XXV, 239.

Carp in the Lea, 12.

Carp-bream in the Lea, 12.

Cassiobury Park, 101 ; visited, xxxv

;

gale of Oct. 1881 in, 20; cuckoo

laying in swallow's nest in, 96.

Carthagena Weir, river Lea at, 245.

Chadwell, earth-works near, 243

;

springs at, 244, 248.

Chadwell Hill visited, Ixiv.

Chalk of Lea vaUey, xxv ; of Royston,

xxxi; of Herts, 147, 151, 153, 156 ;

composition of, 152; water-supply

from, 157.

Chalk-pits near Harefield, xxvii,

xxviii ; near Royston, xxxiii ; at

Reed, xxxiii ; near Thundermarsh,
135.

Chalky boulder-clay in Herts, 155, 161.

Chemistry of sap, 229.

Cheshimt, gale of Oct. 18S1 at, 22.

Cheshunt Park, 105.

Cheston Park, 105.

Chipping, river Rib at, 126.

Chlorodesmos Jnspida (Phillips), gen.

et sp. nov., 92.

Chub in the Lea, 13.

Clapgate, bourne at, 1 37.

Clay-with-flints in Herts, 152, 156.

Climate of Herts, 147.

Cole Green Park, 106.

Coles Park, gale of Oct. 1S81 at, 23
;

river Rib at, 126.

Colin, Virginian, in Herts, 211.

Colour of animals, xxxix.

Compleat Angler of Izaak Walton, 9 ;

mimerous editions of, 16.

Cooke, Dr. M. C, lists of fungi by,

xxxv, Ixvii.

CoproLite-beds of Herts, 159.

Cordeaux, J., on migration of birds,

27, 33, 38 ; on the common curlew,

212; common tern, 212; little tern,

213 ; little auk, 213
;

puffin, 213.

Cormorant in Herts, 213.

Corneybury, river Rib at, 126.

Corn-growing districts of Herts, 147.

Cottered, drainage from, 243.
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Council oloctod 2ist Feb. 1882, xiii

;

20th Feb. 1SS3, xliii.

Council Report for 18S1, xiv; for

18S2, xliv.

Cowroast, rainfall at, in 1S81, 67; in

1882, 2.J1.

rravlisbin tbe Eib, 136.

Ck()ft. R. R. : Izaak Walton and tbe

River Lea, xii, 9-16 ; Notes on tbo

Upper Portion of tbe River Rib and
its Affluent the Quiu, xxii, 126-130;
Notes on the River Lea below Hert-
ford, Iv, 243-248.

Crypt(\i;-aniic meetings, reports of, 1882,

XXXV ; 1SS3, Ixvi.

Cuckoo laying- in swallow's nest, 96.

Curlew, common, in Herts, 211.

D.

Dace in the Lea, 13.

Dane Rridge, bourne near, 138.

Darwin, C, death of, xxiv, xliv;

theories of, 44.

Datchwortb, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 23
;

rainfall at, in 1881, 67 ; in 1882,

251.

Deer-parks of Herts, xi, 97 ; summary
of, 111.

Diatoms, uses of, 166.

Dobb's Weir, river Lea at, 245.

Donations to the library in 1881, xix
;

in 1882, xlviii.

Duck, death of, caused by leech, 144.

Duck, diver-, rearing pochards, 144.

Dunlin in Herts, 85.

Dunstable Downs, chalk escarpment of,

147, 156.

E.

Earth-worm, notes on, 143.

Easueye Park visited, Ixiv ; river Ash
at, 140 ; barrow in, 244.

East Bamet, see Barnet.

Eastwick Park, 107.

Economic products of Herts, 159.

Eel in the Lea, 15.

Elsdex, J. V. : The Agricultural

Geologv of Hertfordshire, xxxix,
14.5-16"3.

Elstree Reservoir, swallow-holes near,

155 ; rustic bunting seen near, 210 ;

common tern seen on, 212 ; common
guillemot seen on, 214.

Emma's Well at Amwell, 244.

Enfield Chase, Theobald's Park near,

104.

Entomology, notes on, 96, 240.

Entomostraca, uses of, 169.

Eocene strata of Herts, 147, 151, 164;

outliers of, 157, 160.

Ermine Street, near Ware, 244.

Evans, Dr. J., on Berkhampstcad
Castle, Ivi ; on intermittent streams,

Ivii.

Exchange, books received in, xx, lii.

Expenditure and receipts in 188 1, xviii;

in 1882, xlix.

F.

Facts and fallacies in natural history,

40.

Falccra, peregrine, in Herts, 211.

Famous trees of Windsor Forest, 1 89.

Ferns of Herts, Ixi ; observed in 1882,

239.

Field Meetings, reports of, 1882, May
27, Harpendenand Wheathampstead,
XXV ; June 15, Hertford Heath and
Hoddesdon, xxvi ; June 17, Rick-
mansworth, xxvii ; June 24, Leaves-

den Woods, Watfoi'd, xxix ; July

15, Royston, xxx ; July 20, Tewin
and Welwyu, xxxiv ; November 4,
Cassiobiu-y Park, Watford, xxxv

;

1883, April 21, Berkhampstead and
the Valley of the Bourne, Iv ; May
19, Aldenham, Watford, Ix ; June
2, Bricket Wood, Watford, Ixi;

June 16, Berkhampstead, Ixiii; June

28, Easneye Park, Ware, Ixiv ; July

7, Cassiobury Park, Watford, Ixv
;

October 28, Tunnel Woods, Watford,
Ixvi.

Fish of Herts, Iv ; of river Lea, 12

;

of rivers Rib and Quin, 128 ; of

river Rib, 135 ; of river Ash, 140.

Flagellata, a class of Protozoa, 122.

Flagellate animalcule, a new, 92.

Flora of Herts, notes on, xi, 237.

Flounder in the Lea, 15.

P'lowering plants observed in 1882, 238.

Flycatcher, pied, in Herts, 210.

Foraminifera, an order of Rhizopoda,

122 ; uses of, 170.

Fordham, H. G., on the geology of

Royston, xxxi.

Frogmore, brook at, 243.

Fungi of Cassiobury Park, xxxy ; of

Tunnel Woods, Watford, Ixvii.

Furneux Pelham, bourne near, 137.

Fmueux Pelham Park, 108.

G.

Gaddesden, Great, gale of Oct. 188

1

at, 22 ; rainfall at, in i88i, 67 ; in

1882, 251.
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Gale of i4tli Oct. 1881, 17.

Gault clay of Herts, 147, 153, 158.

Gee, Rev. Canon : Windsor Forest

and its Famous Trees, xli, 189-200.

Geldeston, New Place Park' near, 106.

Geology of valleys of Eib and Quin,

129 ; of Eib, 135 ; of Lea, xxv, 247.

Geology, agricultural, of Herts, 145.

Gibbs, A. E., list of mosses by, xxxvi,

Ixviii ; on Herts anemones, Ix.

Gilston, New Place Park near, 106.

Goff' s Oak, heavy clay at, 151.

Goldeston, New Place Park near, 106.

Gorhambury, gale of Oct. 1881 at,

21 ; rainfall at, in 1881, 67 ; in 1882,

251.

Gorhambury Park, 103.

GossELiN, H. : Notes on the Eiver

Ash, xxiv, 137-140.

Gould's work on ' British Birds,' 179.

Grpeme's Dyke at Berkhampstead,lxiv.

Grayling in the Lea, 14.

Grazing districts of Herts, 147.

Great Gaddesden, sec Gaddesden.

Green Tye, bourne near, 138.

Greensand, Upper, of Herts, 147.

Greg, E. P. : Notes on the Upper
Portion of the Eiver Eib and its

Affluent the Quin, xxii, 126-130.

Gregarinida, an order of Ehizopoda,

121.

Grove Park, 102; gale of Oct. 1881

in, 20.

Gudgeon in the Lea, 12.

Guillemot in Herts, 213.

Gull, black-headed, in Herts, 84
;

common, in Herts, 86.

Guruey, J. H., on migration of birds,

38 ; on the tree-sparrow, 209.

H.

Hadham Ford, spring near, 138.

Hadham, Little, soui'ce of Ash near,

138.

Hadham, Much, gale of Oct. 1881 at,

23; river Ash at, 138, 139, 140.

Hadham Parva Park, 108.

Hailey Hall, phonological phenomena
at, in 1881, 74.

Hamels, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 23;
river Eib at, 126.

Hamels, or Hamills, Park, 108.

Hanging Wood, river Eib at, 131.

Harefield chalk-pits, xxvii, xxviii.

Harpenden visited, xxv; gale of Oct.

1881 at, 21; phenologicaliihenomena

at, in 1881, 72; in 1882, 182;
injurious insects at, in 1881 and

1882, 240.

Harting, J. E. : Hertfordshire Deer-
Parks, xi, 99-111 ; on the Virginian

colin, 211.

Harvey, Eev. C. W. : The Gale of

the 14th of Oct. 1881, audits Effects

in Herts, xii, 17-24 ; Meteorological

Observations taken at Throcking,
Herts, in 1881, xxii, 49-56 ; Eeport
on the Eainfall in Herts in 1881,

xxii, 64-70 ; Eeport on the Eainfall

in Herts in 1S82, Iv, 249-254;
Meteorological Observations taken

at Throcking, Herts, in 1882, Iv,

255—262
Hatfield, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 21

;

rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in 1882,

251 ; blue-pebble-and-clay at, 151

;

London Clay at, 151 ; poor soil at,

155 ; river Lea at, 243.

Hatfield Park, 101.

Hawks, A. : Notes on the Ee-intro-

duction of the Beaver into Britain,

liv, 223-228.

Heliozoa, an order of Ehizopoda, 122.

Hemel Hempstead, gale of Oct. 1881
at, 22 ; rainfall at, in 1881, 67 ; in

1S82, 251 ;
percolation-gauge at, 150.

Henslow, Eev. G. : The Movements
of Plants, ix-x.

Hertford, ordinary meetings at, 1881,

xi, xii; 1882, xii, xxiv, xxxvii

;

1S83, xli, liv, Ixi ; state of vegeta-

tion at. in 1882, xxxvii; gale of

Oct. 1881 at, 19, 22; rainfall at,

in 1 88 1, 67 ; in 1882, 251 ; pheno-
logical phenomena at, in 1881, 72

;

in"i882, 182; Woodhall Park near,

104; Panshanger Park near, 106;
Paleozoic ridge near, 160

;
peregrine

falcon seen at, 211 ; common curlew

seen at, 212 ; river Lea at, 243, 248.

Hertford Heath visited, xxvi.

Hertfordshire, flora of, xi, 237 ; Izaak

Walton in, 9 ; effects of gale of 14th

Oct. 1881 in, 17 ; rainfall in, in

1881, 64; in 1882, 249; pheno-
logical phenomena in, in 1881, 71;
in 1882, 181 ; insects observed in,

in 1881, 80; in 1S82, 187; birds

observed in, in 1881, 83; in 1S82,

209; Protozoa of, 115 ; agricultural

geology of, 145; climate of, 147 ;

physical features of, 147 ; chief soils

of, 150; agricultm-al features of,

154 ; economic products of, 159

;

comparative agriculture of, 162.

Hertfordshire Mammalia, liv; fish, Iv;

anemones, Ix; ferns, Ixi, 239; deer-

parks, 97 ; scenery, 156 ; conglome-
l rate, IGO.
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Ilertiupfordbiiry Park, 110.

High Down, lliti'liiii. ruiuliill at, in

iSSi. 07 ; in 1SS2, 'iol.

Iliuh Wyoli, Sawbridireworth, pheno-

loi^ical phononicua at, in 1S81, 72
;

in 1SS2, 18-2.

Hiuxworth, system of drainage at, 159.

Hitchin, gale of Oct. 18S1 at, 21

;

rainfall at, in iSSi, C7 ; in 1882,

2.51 ; bare chalk at, 151 ; heavy
land near, 153; chalk-land at, 156;
coprolite beds near, 159 ; little auk
seen near, 213.

Hoddesdon, visited xxvi ; ordinary

meeting at, 1882, xxxix ; Thatched-

house at, 10
;
gale of Oct. 1881 at,

22; rainfall at, in iSSi, 07; in

1882,251; pheuological phenomena
at, in 18S1, 74; in 1S82, 182;
heavy clay at, 151 ; alluvial beds at,

154
;
pufliuseenat, 213; spiders of,263.

Holmes, E. M., list of lichens by,

Ixvii ; of scale-mosses, Ixviii.

Hondon Park, 108.

Hoc Park, Kirapton, river Mimram at,

243.

Hormead, pheuological phenomena at,

in 1881, 72.

HoPKiNsoN, J. : Meteorological Ob-
servations taken atAYausford House,
Watford, dm-ingthe year 1881, xxii,

57-63 ; Report on Phenological

Phenomena observed in Herts in

1881, xxii, 71-79 ; On a Whirlwind
between Watford and St. Albans, x,

95-96 ; Report on Phenological

Phenomena observed in Herts in

1882, liv, 181-186; Meteorological

Observations taken at Wansford
House, Watford, during the year

1882, liii, 201-208.

Hudual Common, cloud of butterflies

seen near, 96.

HuMBEUT, S. : Note on the Destruc-

tion of Wild Birds, xii.

Huusdon, Widford and Eastwick Parks

near, 107 ; Hondon, Thorley, and
Hadham Parva Parks near, 108.

Huusdon Park, 107.

Hunton Bridge, phenological pheno-

mena at, in 1881, 74.

I.

Ibis, glossy, in Herts, 84.

Illustrating lectures, methods of, xli.

Income and Expenditure in 188 1, xviii

;

in 1882, xlix.

Injiuious insects at Harpenden in 1881

and 1882, 240.

Insect-injury, prevention of, 1.

Insects, assumed insensible to ])aiu, 41
;

observed in 1881, 80 ; in 1882, 187 ;

injurious, at Harpenden, 240.

Intermittent streams, Ivii.

Izaak Waltou and the River Lea, 9.

J.

Jones, Prof. T. R. : The Importance

of Minute Things of Life in Past

and Present Times, xxxvii, 164-172.

K.

Kelshal Woods, source of Rib at, 126.

Kensworth, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 19,

21 ; rainJailat,in 1881, 07 ; in 1882,

251.

Kimpton Bottom, springs at, 243.

King's Langley Park, 109.

Kingston, A. : Flowering of Plants

at Royston in 1S82, Iv, 240.

King's Weir, river Lea at, 245.

Knebworth, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 23
;

rainfall at, in i88i,67 ; in 1882, 251

;

drainage from, 24.3.

Knebworth Park, 102.

Lamprey in the Lea, 15.

Langley, Hitchin, little auk seen near,

213.

Langleybury, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 20.

Latchford, river Rib at, 131.

Lea river, Izaak Walton on, 9 ; otters

in, 11 ; fish in, 12 ; below Hertford,

243.

Lea valley, geology of, xxv, 247 ; clay

and alluvium of, 151; soils of, 153,

154, 101.

Leagrave Marsh, source of river Lea
in, 243.

Lcavesden Woods visited, xxix.

Lectures, methods of illustrating, xli.

Lee or Lea?, 15.

Leech causing death of a duck, 144.

Letchmore Heath, stiff clay at, 151.

Lichens of Tunnel Woods, Watford,
Ixvii.

Life, importance of minute things of,

164.

Lilley, Putteridge Park near, 104
;

bare chalk at, 151.

Lilley Bottom, source of Mimram in,

243.

Lilley Hoo, coprolite-beds at, 159.

Linnaus, the Swedish naturalist, 175.

Linyphia errans to comprise Z. erraits,

L. oblonga, and L. incerla, 264.
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LiTTLEBOY, J. E. : The Migration of

Eirds, xii, 25-39 ; Notes on Birds

observed in Herts during the year

l88i, xxii, 83-91 ; Note on a Cloud
of Butterflies, x, 96 ; Notes on Birds

observed in Herts during the year

1882, liv, 209-222; Note on the

Eiver Bourne, liv, 237 ; Notes on
some Fish recently cauglit in Herts,

Iv ; list of Herts ferns, Ixi.

Little Hadham, see Hadham.
Loach in the Lea, 13.

Lockleys Park, river Mimram at, 243.

London Clay in Herts, 151, 154.

Long Green, Berkhampstead, visited,

Ixiv.

Luce in the Lea, 13.

M.

Mackery End, Harpenden, visited, xxv.

Mammalia of Herts, liv ; of Eib
valley, 136.

Manor of the Eye Park, 108.

Manser, H. : A Brood of Pochards
reared by a Diver-duck, xxiv, 144

;

The Death of a Duck caused by a

Leech, xxiv, 144.

Maran, a tributary of the Lea, 243.

Mardox, river Ash at, 140.

Marsworth, Totternhoe stone at, 159.

Medicinal springs near Blakesware,

139 ; in Herts, 160.

Meesdon, bourne near, 137.

Meteorological observations taken at

Throcking in 1881, 49; in 1882,

255; at "Watford in 1881, 55; in

1882, 201.

Meteorology, notes on, 95, 237.

Methods of prevention of insect-in-

jury, 1.

Microscopical aquarium, 112.

Migrants, summer, in Herts, 87, 214.

Migration of birds, 25.

Miller's-thumb in Herts, 12.

Mimms, North, poor soil at, 155.

Mimram, a tributary of the Lea, 243.

Mimram valley, soils of, 153.

Mineral springs near Blakesware, 139
;

in Herts, 160.

Minnow in the T.ea, 13.

Minute things of life, importance of , 1 64.

Miscellaneous notes, 95, 143, 237.

Miswell, Totternhoe stone at, 159.

Montague's ' Dictionary of British

Birds,' 177.

Moor Park, Eickmansworth, 103

;

gale of Oct. 1 88 1 at, 21 : rainfall at,

in 1881, 67 ; in 1882, 251 ; stiff

clay at, 151.

Moor Place, Hadham, gale of Oct.

1881 at, 23.

Mosses of Cassiobury Park, xxxvi ; of

Tunnel "Woods, "Watford, Ixviii.

Movements of plants, ix.

Much Hadham, see Hadham.
Munden, gale of Oct. 1881 at. 20.

Myosotis sylvatica wild only in Herts
in Ash valley, 140.

N.

Nascott House, "Watford, visited, 1882,
XXX ; 1883, Ixvi.

Nash Mills, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 22
;

rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in 1882,

251.

Natural History, facts and fallacies in,

40.

New Place Park, Goldeston, 106.

New Eiver at AVare, 244, 248.

North Mimms, see Mimms.
Northaw, blue-pebble-aud-clay at,

151 ; heavy clay at, 151.

Notes, miscellaneous, 95, 143, 237.

Nullipores, uses of, 165.

Nuthampstead, souixe of Quin near,

128.

0.

Oaklands, "Watford, rainfall at, in

1881, 67.

Observations, meteorological, at Throck-
ing in 1881, 49; in 1882, 255; at

"^^atford in 1881, 55 ; in 1882, 201

;

phenological, in Herts in 1881, 71
;

in 1882, 181; miscellaneous, 95,

143, 237.

October gale, 1881, 17.

Odsey, rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in

1882, 251
;
phenological phenomena

at, in 1881, 72; in 1S82, 182.

Officers and Council for 1 882, xiii ; for

1883, xliii.

Offley Place Park, 109.

Ordinary meetings, reports of, 1881,

ix-xii ; 1882, xii, xxii-xxiv, xxxvLi-

xl; 1883, xli-xlii, liii-lv, Ixi.

Oriole, golden, in Herts, 83.

Ormerod, Miss E. A. : On Methods
of Prevention of Insect-injury, x,

1-8 ; Notes on Insects observed in

Herts during the year 1881, xxii,

80-82 ; Notes on Insects observed

in Herts during the year 1882, liv,

187-188.
Ornithology, notes on, 96, 144.

Otters at Amwell and Broxbourne, 11.

Owl, little, in Herts, 83.
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PaLrozoic rocks under Herts, IGO.

raushauger I'ark, 106 ; river Mimram
at, 243.

Pantostomata of Herts, 115.

Papers read in iSSi, xiv ; in 1S82, xlv.

Park, dethiitiou ot, 97.

Parks, Hertt'ordsliirc, 97 ; summary of,

111.

Pelham Fiirneux Park, 108.

Penley, or Pendley Park, Berkhamp-
stead, 109.

Perch in the Lea, 12.

Percohition-g^auges in Herts, Ivii, 150.

Petrel, stormy, in Herts, 86.

Phenolou'ical phenomena observed in

Herts'^in 18S1, 71; in 1882, 181.

Phillips, F. "W. : On Chlorodesmos

hispida, a new FlageUate Animal-
cule, xi, 92-94; Notes on the Pro-

tozoa of Herts, section Pantostomata,

xiii, 115-125 ; On Methods of Illus-

trating Lectures on Microscopic

Objects, xli-xlii.

Physical features of Herts, 147.

Physics of sap, 229.

Pike in the Lea, 13.

Pirton. Totteruhoe stone at, 159.

Pishiobury Park, 106.

Plants, movements of, is ; sap of, 229.

Plashes "Wood on the Lea, 131.

Pliny's fallacies in natural history,

48 ; work on ' Natiu-al History,' 174.

Plover, ringed, in Herts, 85.

Pochards reared by diver-duck, 144.

Polycystina, uses of, 168.

Pope in the Lea, 12.

President's Address, 21st Feb. 18S2,

40 ; 20th Feb. 1S83, 173.

Prevention of insect-injury, 1.

Protozoa of Herts, 115.

Pryor, E. A., bequest of, xvi, xlvi.

Puckeridge, river Rib at, 128, 131.

Puttinin Herts, 213.

Puller, A. G. : Notes on the Eiver

Eib from Standon to its Junction

with the Lea, xxii, 131-136.

Puusburne Park, 100.

Putteridge Park, 104.

Q.

Quin, notes on the river, 126 ; water-

shed in Scales Park Wood, 137.

E.

Eadiolaria, an order of Rhizopoda, 122.

Eadlett, Herts conglomerate at, 160.

Eainfall in Herts in 1881, 64 ; in 1882,
21!) ; its increase to westward, 148.

Eeading beds in Herts, 151.

Red Heath, Eickmansworth, gale of

Oct. 1881 at, 20.

Eeed, Eoyston, brickfield and chalk-pit

at, XXX iii.

Eeed End, tiibutary of Eib at, 126.

Eeport of the Council for i88i,xiv;
for 1882, xliv.

Eeport on the rainfall in Herts in 1881,
64 ; in 1882, 249 ; on phenological

phenomena in i88i,71 ; in 1882, 181.

Rhizopoda, a class of Protozoa, 118.

Rib, notes on the river, 126, 131.

Eib valley, geology of, 135 ; mammals
of, 136 ; birds of, 136 ; boulder-clay
in, 152 ; loamy clay of, 156.

Eickinanswoi'th visited, xxvii
;
gale of

Oct. 1881 at, 21 ; rainfall at, iu

1881, 67 ; in 1882, 251 ; Moor Park
near, 103 ; Eocene strata at, 147

;

London clay at, 151.

Eickmansworth Park, 104.

Eingtale, vale of, a corn-growing
district, 158.

Eiver Lea and Izaak "Walton, 9.

Elvers of Herts, discharge of, 158.
Eoach in the Lea, 13.

EoBiNsoN, I. : Notes on a Micro-
scopical Aquarium, xi, 112-114.

EooPER, G. : Anniversary Address
delivered 21st Feb. 1882, xiii,

40-48 ; Note on a Cuckoo laying in

a Swallow's Nest, x, 96 ; Anniversary
Adcbess delivered 20th Feb. 1883,
xliii, 173-180.

Eothamsted, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 18,

21; rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in 1882,
251 ; sea-spray at, 206.

RoxfordPark, 110.

Rovston visited, xxx
; gale of Oct.

1881 at, 19, 24 ; rainfall at, in 1881,
67 ; in 1882, 251 ; chalk hills at,

153 ; phenological observations at,

in 1882, 182 ; tree-sparrow seen
near, 209; pied flycatcher seen near,

210; common tern seen near, 212;
little tern seen near, 212

; cormorant
seen near, 214; flowering of plants
at, in 1882, 240.

Royston Cave and Heath, xxxi ; Downs,
chalk escarpment of, 147, 156.

Eudd in the Lea, 13.

Eufl^e in the Lea, 12.

Eushden, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 24
;

drainage from, 243.

Eushing "Well, souixe of Quin at, 128.
Eye House, river Lea at, 245, 248.
Eye, Manor of the. Park, 108.
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S.

Sacombe Park, common curlew seen at,

211.

St. Albans, ordinary meetings at, 1882,

xii, xxxviii ; bye-meetings at, 1882,

xxl ; 1883, xli; gale of Oct. 1881
at, 21 ; rainfall at, in 1881, 67 ; in

1882, 251; pbenological phenomena,
at, in 1881, 72, 74; in 1882, 182;
whirlwind near, 9.5 ; Gorhambui-y
Park near, 103 ; London clay at, 151;
Eocene outKer at, 1.57, 160.

St. Albans Cathedral, Totternhoe stone

used in, 159.

St. Albans Park, 99.

St. John's Well, Berkbampstead, Ixiii.

St. Margarets, river Lea at, 244, 248.

Salmon formerly in the Lea, 13.

Salmon-trout formerly in the Lea, 14.

Sandridge, tree-sparrow seen near, 209.
Sap of plants, 229.

Sarratt, Eocene outlier at, 157.

Saunders, J., ou geology of Lea yaEey,
XXV.

Sawbridgeworth, Sayesbury Park near,

106 ; Pishobmy Park near, 106.

Sayesbury Park, 106.

Scale-mosses of Tunnel Woods, Wat-
ford, Ixviii.

Scales Park Wood, tributary of Quin
at, 128 ; watersheds of Stort and
Quin in, 137.

Scoter, black, in Herts, 86.

Sea-spray in Herts, 206.

Selby, Miss A. : Keport on Flowering
Plants and Ferns observed in Herts
in 1882, Iv, 237-239.

Scligeria paucifolia at Watford, Ixviii.

Shelly, C. E. : Notes on the Con-
struction and Application of the
Spectroscope, Ixi.

Shenley, stiff clay at, 151.

Shenley Park, 109.

Silvester, F. W., on injurious insects,

81, 187.

Skua, Richardson's, in Herts, 86.

Soils of Herts, 149.

Sopwell Priory, descent of, 100.

Southgate, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 22;
rainfall at, in 18S1, 67 ; iu 1882, 251.

Spiders, how to collect, 141 ; of Hod-
desdon, 263.

Sponges and their spicules, uses of, 167.

Springs, medicinal, near Elakesware,

139; in Herts, 160.

Stagenhoe Park, 109.

Staudon, river Eib at, 128, 131.

Standon Lordship old palace, 131.

Stapleford Bridge, river Quin at, 128.

Stevenage, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 23

;

rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in 1882,

251 ; waste land of chalk -district

near, 156; Virginian colin seen near,

211 ; drainage from, 243.

Stickleback in the Lea, 12.

Stoney Hills, Bengeo, peregrine falcon

seen at, 211,

Stort, watershed in Scales Park Wood,
137 ; a tributary of the Lea, 245.

Stort valley, loamy clay in, 151

;

boulder-clay in, 152.

Stortfoid, see Bishop's Stortford.

Superficial geology of Herts, 151.

Swallow-holes iu the chalk, 155.

Swallow's nest, cuckoo laying in, 96.

Symon's Hyde Wood, wood-lark seen

near, 210.

T.

Tench in the Lea, 12.

Tern, common and little, in Herts,

212.

Tertiary beds of Woodcock Hill, xxix.

Tertiary escarpment in Herts, 147.

Tewin visited, xxxiv; springs at, 243.

Tewin Water Park, river Mimram at,

243.

Thatched-house at Hoddesdon, site of,

10.

Theobalds Park, 104.

Therfield, rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in

1882, 251 ; source of Eib near, 126;

Herts scenery at, 156.

Thorley Park, 108.

Throcking, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 19,

23 ; meteorological observations at,

in 18S1, 49; in 1882, 251 ; rainfall

at, in 1881, 67; in 1882, 251;
pbenological phenomena at, in 1881,

74.

Throcking Park, 108.

Thundermarsh, chalk -pit near, 135.

Thundridge, river Rib at, 133.

Titteuhanger Park, 109.

Totternhoe stone in Herts, 159.

Tree-sparrow in Herts, 209.

Trees, famous, of Windsor Forest,

189.

Triug, gale of Oct. 1881 at, 20 ; rain-

fall at, in 1 88 1, 67 ; in 1882, 251
;

Ashridge Park near, 103 ; Tottern-

hoe stone at, 159.

Trout in the Lea, 14.

Trypanosomata, an order of Flagellata,

122.

Tulip-tree at Waltham Abbey, 246.

Tunnel Woods, Watford, visited, Ixvi.

Turnford, deep boring at, 160.
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Vegetation, state of, at Hertford in

1S82, xxxvii ; forward in 1882, 185.

Visitants, spriua;, summer, and autumn,
in Herts, in 1881, 89; in 1882, 216.

W.

Wadesmill, river Rib at, 134; gravel-

pits at, 135.

Walkern, springs at, 243,

Walkern Park, 108.

Waltham, river Lea at, 245.

Waltham Abbey described by Camden,
245 ; tulip-tree at, 246.

Walton, Izaak, and the Eiver Lea, 9.

Wausford House, "Watford, rainfall at,

in 1S81, 67; in 1882, 251.

Wattou, springs at, 243.

Watton Wood'hall Park, 104.

"Ware, ordinary meetings at, 1882,

xxii ; 1883, Iv ; bye-meeting at,

1882, xxiv
;
gale of Oct. 1881 at, 22

;

rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in 1882,

251
;
phenological phenomena at, in

1881, 72; in 1882, 182; London
Clay at, 151 ; deep boring at, 160

;

river Lea at, 243, 244, 248.

"Ware Park, 99 ; rivers Eib and Lea
at, 243.

"Wareside, bourne at, 140.

"Waterside, St. Albans, gale of Oct.

1881 at, 21.

"Water-supply from the Chalk, 157-

"Waterton as a naturalist, 177.

"Watford, ordinary meetings at, 1881,

ix-xii ; 1882, xxii-xxiv, xxxvii;

1883, xli, liii-lv; anniversary meet-
ings at, 1882, xiii ; 1883, xliii ; bye-

meetings at, 1882, xxiii, xxxviii

;

special meeting at, 1882, xxiii ; field

meetings at, 1882, xxix, xxxv;

1883, Iv, Ivi, Ixv, Ixvi; gale of

Oct. 1881 at, 19,20; meteorological

observations at, in i88i,55; in 1882,

201; rainfall at, in 1881, 67; in

1882, 251
;
phenological phenomena

at, in 1881, 72, 74; in 1882, 182
;

whirlwind near, 95 ; Cassiobury

Park near, 101 ; Grove Park near,

102.

Watford House, rainfall at, in 1881,

67; in 1882, 251.

Welwyn visited, xxxiv
;
gale of Oct.

1881 at, 23; rainfall at, in 1881, 67 ;

in 1882, 251 ; springs at, 243.

Westmill, river Rib at, 126.

Weston, drainage from, 243.

Wheathampstead visited, xxv
;
gale of

Oct. 1881 at, 23 ; river Lea at,

243.

Whirhvind between Watford and St.

Albans, 95.

Whitaker, W., on pipes in the chalk,

xxviii ; section at Woodcock Hill

by, xxix.

White's ' Natural History of Selborne,'

177.

White Barns, bourne near, 137.

Whitley, C, on site of Thatched

-

house, 11.

Whitwell, springs at, 243.

Widford, river Ash at, 139.

Widford Park, 107.

Willis, J. J. : Notes on Injurious

Insects observed near Harpenden in

1881 and 1882, Iv, 240-242.

Wimbrel in Herts, 85.

Windsor Forest and its famous ti-ees,

189
Withial Park, 108.

Woodcock Hill kiln, section of Ter-

tiary beds at, xxix.

Woodhall Park, Hertford, 104 ;
gale

of Oct. i88i at, 19, 23; Munden
brook at, 243.

Wood-lark in Herts, 210.

Woolmers Park, spring in, 243.

Woolwich beds in Herts, 151.

Wormley, alluvial beds at, 154.

Worms, habits of, 43.

Wringtale, vale of, a corn-growing

district, 158.

Wyddial Hall, gale of Oct. 1881 at,

23.

Wyddial Park, 108.

Y.

Yarrell's work on ' British Birds,'

179.

Youngsbury, river Rib at, 131.

Youngsbury House, 133.

Zoology, notes on, 143.



EREATA.

Page 77, line 8, for " EpinepheW^ read " EpinepMUy

138, ,, 5 from bottom,/or "Perry Green " read "Berry Green."

216, ,, 9 from bottom, for " Ginclus aquaticus" read " Turdus torquatiis.

218, ,, 25, for '' melanocepliala'''' read '' schceniclusP

238, ,, 3, /or " Hertfordshire Mercury" read " Herts Advertiser."

,, ,, 12, after " St. Albans.—"/or " E." read " G."
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2. The publication of the results of such investigation made by its Members.

3. The dissemination amongst its Members of information on jSTatural History

and Microscopical Science. 4. The formation of a Library of works on Natui-al

History, and of a Museum illustrative of the Geology, Botany, and Zoology of

the County (the Vertebrata excepted). 5. The chscouragement of the practice

of removing rare plants from the localities of which they are characteristic, and

of exterminating rare birds, fish, and other animals.

The head-quarters of the Society are at the Watford Public Library, where
Evening Meetings are held during the winter on the Third Tuesday in each

month. Evening meetings are also held at St. Albans, Hertford, Ware, and
other places ; and during the summer months Field Meetings are held in

various parts of the County.

The Transactions of the Society, which have already contributed materially to

the knowledge of the Natural History of the County, are published in parts, each

containing from 32 to 48 pages, at intervals of about three months, and are issued

free to Members.

Members pay an Entrance Fee of lOs., and an Annual Subscription of 10*.,

for which they may compound by a payment of £5. Ladies are eligible for

election.

Donations to the Library, and letters relating thereto, should be addressed to

the Librarian, Allan Barraud, Sedgehurst, Watford ; and to the ISIuseuni.

to the Curator, William Verini, Grange House, Watford. Subscriptions, etc.,

are payable to the Treasurer, Sydney Humbert, Watford.

All other communications relating to the Society should be addressed to John
Hopkinson, F.L.S., Wansford House, Watford, or to R. B. Croft, E,.X., F.L.S.,

Fanhiims Hall, Ware, the Honorary Secretaries.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Transactions of tlie Watford Natural History Society.

Vol. I. 1875-78. (312 pages). Price 10s. 6d.

In Parts:— 1-6, and 8-10, Is. each; 7, 1«. 6d.

Vol. II. 1878-80. (320 pages). Price 10*\ 6^.

In Parts :— 1, 2, 4, o, and 6, Is. 6d. each; 3, 7, and 8, Is. each.

Transactions of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society.

A'oL. I. 1880-82. (352 pages). Price lis.

In Parts :— 1, 2, 3, and .5, is. 6^/. each ; 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9, Is. each.

Yoi.. II. Parts 1-1, I'rice Is. Gd. each.



LIST OF EECORDEKS.

ZOOLOGY.
Veutebrata.

Mammalia A. T. Brett, M.D., Watford House.

Aves J. E. Littleboy, Hunton Bridge.

Ecptilia George Turner, Iluddosdon.

Amphibia ,, „

Pisces J. E. Littleboy.

ARTHROrODA.

Insecta (injiu-ious) F. W. Silvester, F.M.S., Hedges, St. Albans.

Coleoptera Arthur Cottam, Watford.

Arachnida F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., Hoddesdon.

Vermes.

Kotifera F. W. Phillips, F.L.S., Hertford.

Scolecida A. T. Brett, M.D.

Protozoa F. W. Phillips, F.L.S.

BOTANY. *

Phanerogamia Wiss Selby, Batler's Green, Aldenbam.

ACROGEXS.

Filicales J. E. Littleboy.

Museales A. E. Gibbs, The Hollies, St. Albans.

Thallogens.

Lichenales E. li. Croft, E.X., F.L.S., Ware.

Fungales ,, ,,

,,
(microscopic) . . £. M. Chater, Watford.

Algales.

Confervacea; E. B. Croft.

Desmidiaceic Francis Eansom, Fairfield, Hitchin.

Diatomaceie ,, ,,

GEOLOGY".

H. George Fordham, F.G.S., Odsey, Eoyston.

METEOROLOGY'.

Eev. C. W. Hr.rvcy, F.M.S., Throcking, Buntingford.

Members are desired to communicate any information they may possess on the

Xatural History of nrrtfordsbire to the abovt-named Eccordors ; or, in depart-

ments for which no Eecorder is named, to one of tlio Honorary Secretaries.

Lists (with localities, etc.') of plants or animals collected or obsi rvcd are especially

desired, and when possilde the specimens (Vertcbrata excepted) .should accom-
pany the records of their occurrence. The Secretaiies will be glad to receive

the names of other members willing to act as Eecordcrs.
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HERTFORDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

AND FIELD CLUB.

The objects of fhe Society are:— 1. The investigation of the Meteorology,

Geology, Eotany, Zoology, and Pre-historic Archaeology of the County of Hertford.

2. The publication of the results of such investigation made by its Members.

3. The dissemination amongst its Members of information on Natural History

and Microscopical Science. 4. The formation of a Library of works on Natural

History, and of a Museum illustrative of the Geology, Botany, and Zoology of

the County (the Vertebrata excepted). 5. The discoiu-agement of the practice

of removing rare plants from the localities of which they are characteristic, and

of exterminating rare birds, fish, and other animals.

The head-quarters of the Society are at the Watford Public Library, where

Evening Meetings are held during the winter on the Third Tuesday in each

month. Evening meetings are also held at St. Albans, Hertford, Ware, and

other places; and during the summer months Field Meetings are held in

various parts of the County.

The Transactions of the Society, which have ab-eady contributed materially to

the knowledge of the Natural Histoi-y of the County, are published in parts, each

containing from 32 to 48 pages, at intervals of about three months, and are issued

free to Members.

Members pay an Entrance Fee of IQs., and an Annual Subscription of 10s.,

for which they may compound by a payment of £5. Ladies are eligible for

election.

Donations to the Library, and letters relating thereto, should be addressed to

the Librarian, Allan Bannud, Sedgehurst, Watford ; and to the Museum,
to the Curator, William Ytriui, Grange House, Watford. Subscriptions, etc.,

are payable to the Treasurer, Sydney Hiunbert, Watford.

All other communications relating to the Society should be addressed to John
Hopkinson, F.L.S., Wansford House, Watford, or to R. B. Croft, E.N.,F.L.S.,

Fanhams Hall, Ware, the Honorary Secretaries.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Transactions of the Watford Natural History Society,

Vol. L 1875-78. (312 pages). Price 10s. 6d.

In Parts:—1-6, and 8-10, Is. each; 7, Is. 6d.

Vol. II. 1878-80. (320 pages). Price 10s. ed.

In Parts :—1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, Is. 6d. each ; 3, 7, and 8, Is. each.

Transactions of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society.

Vol. I. 1880-82. (352 pages). Price lis.

In Parts:—1, 2, 3, and 5, Is. 6d. each; 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9, Is. each.

Vol. II. Parts 1-4, Is. 6d. each; part 5, Is.



LIST OF EECOEDEES.

ZOOLOGY.
Vertebrata.

Mammalia A. T. Brett, M.D., Watford House.

Aves J. E. Littleboy, Iluutou Bridge.

Reptilia George Tui-ner, Hoddesdon.

Amphibia o „

risces J. E. Littleboy.

ARTHROrODA.

Insecta (injiu-ious) F. "W. Silvester, F.M.S., Hedges, St. Albans.

Colccptera Arthur Cottam, "Watford.

Aracbnida F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., Hoddesdon.

Vermes.

Rotifera F. W. Phillips, F.L.S., Hertford.

Scolecida A. T. Brett, M.D.

MoLLt'scA John Hopkinson, F.L.S., Watford.

Protozoa F. W. Phillips, F.L.S.

BOTANY.
Phanekogamia Miss Selby, Batler's Green, Aldenham.

ACEOGENS.

Filicales J. E. Littleboy.

Muscales A. E. Gibbs, The Hollies, St. Albans.

Charaeeales ,, ,, ,,

Thallogens.

Lichenales E. B. Croft, E.N"., F.L.S., Ware.

Fungales ,, „

,, (microscopic) . . £. M. Chater, Watford.

Algales.

Couferracete E. B. Croft.

Desmidiacefe Francis Eansom, Fairfield, Hitchin.

Diatomacese ,, ,>

GEOLOGY.
H. George Fordham, F.G.S., Odsey, Eoyston.

METEOROLOGY.
Eainfall, Temperature, &c. Eev. C. W. Harvey, F.M.S., Throcking.

Phenological Phenomena . John Hopkinson, Watford.

Members are desired to communicate any information they may possess on the

Natural History of Hertfordshire to the above-named Eecorders ; or, in depart-

ments for which no Eecorder is named, to one of the Honorary Secretaries.

Lists (with localities, etc.) of plants or animals collected or observed are especially

desired, and when possible the specimens (Vertebrata excepted) should accom-

pany the records of their occurrence. The Secretaries Tvill be glad to receive

the names of other members willing to act as Eecorders.
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HERTFORDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

AND FIELD CLUB.

The objects of tlie Society are:— 1. The investigation of the Meteorology,

Geology, Botany, Zoology, and Pre-historic Arch;T3ology of the County of Hertford.

2. The publication of the results of such investigation made by its Members.
3. The dissemination amongst its Members of information on Natural History

and Microscopical Science. 4. The formation of a Library of works on Natural
History, and of a Museum illustrative of the Geology, Botany, and Zoology of

the County (the Vertebrata excepted). 5. The discouragement of the practice

of removing rare plants from the localities of which they are characteristic, and
of exterminating rare birds, fish, and other animals.

The head-quarters of the Society are at the "Watford Public Library, where
Evening Meetings are held during the winter on the Third Tuesday in each

month. Evening meetings are also held at St. Albans, Hertford, Ware, and
other places; and during the summer months Field Meetings are held in

various parts of the County.

The Transactions of the Society, which have already contributed materially to

the knowledge of the Natural History of the County, are published in parts, each

containing from 32 to 48 pages, at intervals of about three months, and are issued

free to Members.

Members pay an Entrance Fee of 10s., and an Annual Subscription of 10s.,

for which they may compound by a payment of £5. Ladies are eligible for

election.

Donations to the Library, and letters relating thereto, should be addressed to

the Librarian, Allan Barraud, Sedgehurst, "Watford ; and to the Museum,
to the Curator, William Verini, Grange House, Watford. Subscriptions, etc.,

are payable to the Treasurer, Sydney Humbai-t, Watford.

All other communications relating to the Society should be addressed to John
Hopkiuson, F.L.S., Wansford House, Watford, or to R. B. Croft, K.N.,F.L.S.,
Fanhams Hall, Ware, the Honorary Secretaries.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Transactions of the Watford Natural History Society.

"\^OL. I. 1875-78. (312 pages). Price 10s. 6d.

In Parts:— 1-6, and 8-10, Is. each; 7, Is. 6d.

Vol. II. 1878-80. (320 pages). Price 10.5. 6d.

In Parts :—1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, Is. 6d. each ; 3, 7, and 8, Is. each.

Transactions of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society.

YoL. I. 1880-82. (352 pages). Price lis.

In Parts:—1, 2, 3, and 5, Is. 6d. each; 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9, Is. each.

Vol. II. Parts 1-4, and 6, Is. 6d. each
;
part 5, Is.



LIST OF EECORDEES.

ZOOLOGY.
Vertebrata.

Mammalia A. T. Brett, M.D., Watford House.

Aves J. E. Littleboy, Iluntoii Bridge.

Rcptilia George Tui-ner, Iloddesdon.

Amphibia ,, „

Pisces J. E. Littleboy.

Arthropoda.

Insecta (injui'ious) F. "W. Silvester, F.M.S., Hedges, St. Albans.

Coleoptera Arthur Cottam, Watford.

Lepidoptera A. F. Griffith, Sandridge, St. Albans.

Arachnida F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., Hoddesdon.

Vermes.

Rotifera F. W. Phillips, F.L.S., Hertford.

Scolecida A. T. Brett, M.D.

Mollusca John Hopkinson, F.L.S., Watford.

Protozoa F. W. Phillips, F.L.S.

BOTANY.
Phanerogamia Miss Selby, Batler's Green, Aldenham.

ACROGENS.

Filieales J. E. Littleboy.

Miiscales A. E. Gibbs, The Hollies, St. Albans.

Characeales ,, ,, ,,

Thaxlogens.

Lichenales R. B. Croft, R.N., F.L.S., Ware.

Fungales ,, ,,

,, (microscopic) . . £. M. Chater, Watford.

Algales.

Confervaceaj R. B. Croft.

Desmidiacese Francis Ransom, Fairfield, Hitchin.

Diatomacete ,, ,,

GEOLOGY.
H. George Fordham, F.G.S., Odsey, Royston.

METEOROLOGY.
Rainfall, Temperature, &c. Rev. C. W. Harvey, F.M.S., Throcking.

Phenological Phenojiena . John Hopkinson, Watford.

Members are desired to communicate any information they may possess on the

Natural History of Hertfordshire to the above-named Recorders ; or, in depart-

ments for which no Recorder is named, to one of the Honorary Secretaries.

Lists (with localities, etc.) of plants or animals collected or observed are especially

desired, and when possible the specimens (Vertebrata excepted) should accom-
pany the records of their occurrence. The Secretaries will be glad to receive

the names of other members willing to act as Recorders.
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HERTFOEDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

AND FIELD CLUB.

The objects of the Society are:— 1. The investigation of the Meteorology,

Geology, Botany, Zoology, and Pre-historic Archaeology of the County of Hertford.

2. The publication of the results of such investigation made by its Members.
3. The dissemination amongst its Members of information on Natural History

and Microscopical Science. 4. The formation of a Library of works on Natural

History, and of a Museum illustrative of the Geology, Botany, and Zoology of

the County (the Vertebrata excepted). 5. The discoiu-agement of the practice

of removing rare plants from the localities of which they are characteristic, and
of exterminating rare birds, fish, and other animals.

The head-quarters of the Society are at the Watford Public Library, where
Evening Meetings are held during the winter on the Third Tuesday in each

month. Evening meetings are also held at St. Albans, Hertford, Ware, and

other places; and during the summer months Field Meetings are held in

Tarious parts of the County.

The Transactions of the Society, which have already contributed materially to

the knowledge of the Natural History of the County, are published in parts, each

containing from 32 to 48 pages, at intervals of about three months, and are issued

free to Members.

Members pay an Entrance Fee of 10s., and an Annual Subscription of 10s.,

for which they may compound by a payment of £5. Ladies are eligible for

election.

Donations to the Library, and letters relating thereto, should be addressed to

the Librarian, Allan Barraud, Sedgehurst, Watford ; and to the Museum,
to the Curator, William Verini, Grange House, Watford. Subscriptions, etc.,

are payable to the Treasm-er, Sydney Humbert, Watford.

All other communications relating to the Society should be addressed to John
H.-pkinson, F.L.S., Wansford House, Watford, or to R. B. Croft, Il.N.,F.L.S.,

Fanhams Hall, Ware, the Honorary Secretaries.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Transactions of the Watford Natural History Society.

Vol. I. 1875-78. (312 pages). Price IDs. M.

In Parts:—1-6, and 8-10, I5. each; 7, Is. 6^.

Vol. II. 1878-80. (320 pages). Price 10s. 6i.
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Amphibia ,, „

Pisces J. E. Littleboy.

Arthkopoda.

Insecta (injiu-ious) F. "W. Silvester, F.M.S., Hedges, St. Albans.

Coleoptera Arthur Cottam, Watford.

Lepidoptera A. F. Griffith, Sandridge, St. Albans.

Arachnida F. M. Campbell, F.L.S., Hoddesdon.

Vermes.

Rotifera F. W. Phillips, F.L.S., Hertford.

Scolecida A. T. Brett, M.D.

MoLU'scA John Hopkinson, F.L.S., Watford.

Protozoa F. W. Phillips, F.L.S.

BOTANY.
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Filicales J. E. Littleboy.

Muscales A. E. Gibbs, The Hollies, St. Albans.
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H. George Fordham, F.G.S., Odsey, Royston.

METEOROLOGY.
Rainfall, Temperature, &c. Rev. C. W. Harvey, F.M.S., Throcking.

Phenological Phenomena . John Hopkinson, Watford.

Members are desired to communicate any information they may possess on the

Natural History of Hertfordshire to the above-named Recorders ; or, in depart-

ments for which no Recorder is named, to one of the Honorary Secretaries.

Lists (with localities, etc.) of plants or animals collected or observed are especially

desired, and when possible the specimens (Vertebrata excepted) should accom-

pany the records of their occurrence. The Secretaries will be glad to receive

the names of other members willing to act as Recorders.
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HERTFORDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

AND FIELD CLUB.

The objects of the Society are:— 1. The investigation of the Meteorology,

Geology, Botany, Zoology, and Pre-historic Archoeology of the County of Hertford.

2. The publication of the results of such investigation made by its Members.

3. The dissemination amongst its Members of information on Natural History

and Microscopical Science. 4. The formation of a Library of vrorks on Natui-al

History, and of a Museum illustrative of the Geology, Botany, and Zoology of

the County (the Vertebrata excepted). 5. The discouragement of the practice

of removing rare plants from the localities of which they are characteristic, and

of extenninating rare bii'ds, fish, and other animals.
-'o

The head-quarters of the Society are at the Watford Public Library, where
Evening Meetings are held during the winter on the Third Tuesday in each

month. Evening meetings are also held at St. Albans, Hertford, Ware, aad

other places; and during the summer months Field Meetings are held in

various parts of the County.

The Transactions of the Society, which have already contributed materially to

the knowledge of the Natui-al History of the County, are published in parts, each

containing from 32 to 48 pages, at intervals of about three months, and are issued

free to Members.

Members pay an Entrance Fee of 10s., and an Annual Subscription of lOs.,

for which they may compound by a payment of £5. Ladies are eligible for

election.

Donations to the Library, and letters relating thereto, should be addressed to

the Librarian, Allan Ban-aud, Sedgehurst, Watford ; and to the Museum,
to the Ciu-ator, William Veriui, Grange House, Watford. Subscriptions, etc.,

are payable to the Treasurer, Charles R. Humbert, Watford.

All other communications relating to the Society should be addressed to John
Hopkinson, F.L.S., Wansford House, Watford, or to R. B. Croft, E,.N.,F.L.S.,

Fanhams Hall, Ware, the Honorary Secretaries.
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Members are desired to communicate any information they may possess on the

Natural History of Hertfordshire to the above-named Recorders ; or, in depart-

ments for which no Recorder is named, to one of the Honorary Secretaries.

Lists (with localities, etc.) of plants or animals collected or observed are especially

desired, and when possible the specimens (Vertebrata excepted) should accom-
pany the records of their occurrence. The Secretaries will be glad to receive

the names of other members willing to act as Recorders.
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/ AND FIELD CLUB.

The objects of the Society are:— 1. The iuvestigation of the Meteorology,

Geology, Botany, Zoology, and Pre-historic Archeology of the County of Hertford.

2. The publication of the results of such investigation made by its Members.
3. The dissemination amongst its Members of information on Natural History

and Microscopical Science. 4. The formation of a Library of -works on Natural

History, and of a Museum illustrative of the Geology, Botany, and Zoology of

the County (the Vertebrata excepted). 5. The discoiu-agement of the practice

of removing rare plants from the localities of which they are characteristic, and
of exterminating rare birds, fish, and other animals.

The head-quarters of the Society are at the Watford Public Library, where
Evening Meetings are held during the winter on the Third Tuesday in each

month. Evening meetings are also held at St. Albans, Hertford, Ware, aud

other places; and during the summer months Field Meetings are held in
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The Transactions of the Society, which have already contributed materially to

the knowledge of the Natural History of the County, are published in parts, each

containing from 32 to 48 pages, at intervals of about three months, and are issued
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Members pay an Entrance Fee of 10s., and an Annual Subscription of 10^-.,

for which they may compound by a payment of £5. Ladies are eligible for
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are payable to the Treasurer, Charles il. Humbert, Watford.
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Ware, the Honorary Secretaries.
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